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THE AUSTRALIAN ASC1D1ACEA

PART I, PHLEBOBRANCH1A AND STOL1DOBRANCH1A

Patricia Kott
Queensland iMuseum

ABSTRACT
In (he primarily solitary suborders of the Aseidiacea (Phlebobranchia and Stolidobranchial,

195 species in 37 genera and 8 families are now known to occur around the Australian continent.

Included are 47 species new to science and 29 species not previously known to occur in these

waters. Relatively few species of the known Indo-West Pacific fauna have not been recorded

from Australian waters. Some of the less common and often monotypic genera known from

the northern hemisphere are not represented; nor are some genera of the Polyzoinae from the

Antarctic and Subantarctic, and abyssal and some interstitial genera.

Review and revision of familial and generic characters and relationships form the basis for

dichotomous keys to alt taxa. General intrageneric trends in morphology, including species

groupings in the more diverse genera, are reflected in the keys and tables. In addition to newly

recognized phylogenetically significant characters, adaptations (sometimes convergent) for

particular habits and habitats arc apparent. Adaptations observed in Ascidia spp. include

internal ridges of the test that project into the body !o hold it firmly in place. In Polycarpa,

the tendency to a viviparous habit is reflected in a new species in which tailed larvae are incubated

in the atrial cavity and another (like P. tinctor) in which direct developing embryos are brooded.

Certain Moigula spp. are also viviparous. It is possible that viviparity in these genera and in

the Polyzoinae contributes to their isolation in temperate waters to account for their relatively

high numbers of indigenous species. A new solitary genus of the Plurellidae (Phlebobranchia)

has family characteristics of an accessory branchial fold, secondary openings of the neural

gland, gonads and heart embedded in the test, and separation of male and female components

of the gonad and a reduction in their size (suggesting a primarily colonial habit for the family).

The biogeography of the fauna is affected by the Australian continent which appears to act

as a bridge between tropical and temperate waters. The geographic position of Australia, in the

centre of ihe Indo-West Pacific tropical region, appears to have influenced the fauna around

the whole of the continent. Species of Lndo-West Pacific range dominate the tropical fauna.

Temperate fauna is relatively diverse, and includes tropical species in the southern pan of their

range, indigenous species (many probably isolated from tropical ancestors) and a relatively few

species with temperate to subpolar affinities.

Keywords: Indo-West Pacific, Aseidiacea, Phlebobranchia, Slolidobranchia, viviparous,

biogeography
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INTRODUCTION

The first collections of the class Ascidiacea from

Australian waters were made principally across the

mtherji coast at the beginning of the nineteenth

century by the French expedition of rAstrolabe.
Quoy and Gaimard < 1 834) reported on these

collections. The first large collections from the

southern and eastern coasts of the continent were

I he Challenger collections, reported on by
Herdman (1882, 1886). A small Australian

Museum collection, mainly from Port Jackson,

was reporled on by Heidman (1899).

The first major collection from the tropical

Western Pacific was made by the Siboga

expedition at the turn of the century. The Siboga

materials. Which are from shallow recfal as well as

from inter-reefal locations, are the basis for the

study of the taxonomy of the Australian tropical

Ascidiacea. As such, they emphasise that the

northern coast of the continent is part of the Indo-

West Pacific region. The Great Barrier Reef

Expedition ( 1 927—26) made a relatively small

collection from Low Isles that was reported on by

Hastings (1931).

The Swedish (Monensen) expedition to north-

western Australia (Hartmeyer 1919) and the

German expedition to south-western Australia

(Hartmeyer and Miehaelsen 1928, 1930) made the

first collections of any size from the w estern coast,

substantially adding to the growing list oi species

known from Australia. Millar (1963) reported on

a small collection of Australian material in the

British Museum,

However, ihe status of ta\onomic
understanding of fauna is not always greatly

advanced when it is assessed from necessarily

limited samples, isolated from their populations

and habitats. Further, with the sole exception of

the Australian Museum collection (Herdman
1899), the type material of the Australian species

taken by these visiting expeditions reposed in

I iiropean museums, and easy reference to it was
either impossible, or at best frustrating, for

workers resident in Australia.

The collections from the south-western coast

reported on by Hartmeyer and Miehaelsen (1928,

1930) were ihe last to be made by visiting European
expeditions. The maturing scientific institutions of

Australia did not produce an indigenous expert on

this group until the present author began her

studies (Kott 1952-84). Her earlier works suffered

from a lack of perspective resulting from
inadequate collections, difficulty of access to type

material, and the need to give identification

priority over systematic taxonomic reviews.

The present volume, the first of a major review

o\' the taxonomy of species of the Ascidiacea

occurring in Australia, reports on the suborders

Phlebobranchia and Stolidobranchia. There arc

195 species now recorded from Australian waters,

of which 47 are new to science and 29 are new
records for these waters. All species are fully

described and all records are summarised. In each

case complete synonymy is given and relationships

are discussed. Related species in each of the genera

represented are grouped in summary tables which
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set out their principal characters and geographic

range. In the text, the genera and higher taxa are

arranged phylogenetically, while the species in

each genus are arranged alphabetically.

Dichotomous keys are given as aids to

identification for all Australian species and all

higher taxa. The phylogeny of each higher taxon

is discussed, as is its biogeography. Species

recorded from the Indo-West Pacific but not yet

reported from Australian waters are summarised.
With only four exceptions — Cnemidocarpa
posthitma Michaelsen, Polyandrocarpa

abjornseni (Michaelsen), Chorizocarpa
mkhaelseni (Sluiter) and Pyura pantex (Savigny)

— species descriptions are based on the material

examined rather than on previously published

accounts. Museum registration numbers are given

for all the new and previously recorded material,

including type specimens, that has been examined

in connection with this work. The citation of a

registration number indicates that the specimen

has been examined.

The review is based on the examination of many
thousands of specimens, including those in the

collections of all Australian and some American
and European museums. The author and her

colleagues have added much new material from a

wide range of habitats in the waters around the

continent.

Abbreviations used to indicate the institutions

in which specimens are lodged are as follows:

AM Australian Museum, Sydney, New South

Wales
BM British Museum (Natural History),

London, U.K.

MHN Museum Nationale d'Histoire Naturelle,

Paris, France

OM Otago Museum, Dunedin, New Zealand

QM Queensland Museum, Brisbane,

Queensland

SAM South Australian Museum, Adelaide,

South Australia

TM Tasmanian Museum, Hobart, Tasmania

NMV Museum of Victoria, Melbourne,

Victoria

NTM Northern Territory Museum, Darwin,

Northern Territory

WAM Western Australian Museum, Perth,

Western Australia

USNM U.S. National Museum of Natural

History, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington D.C., U.S.A.

ZMA Zoological Museum of Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, Netherlands

ZMC Zoological Museum Copenhagen,
Copenhagen, Denmark.
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Watson (Museum of Victoria); Miss Alison Green
and her colleagues (Tasmanian Museum); Mr P.

Last (Tasmanian Fisheries); Dr R. Day and Miss
Isobel Bennett (Sydney University); Mr Neville

Coleman (Sydney); Professor W. Stephenson, Dr
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(University of Queensland); Dr P. Saenger
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Australian Museum), Miss Ailsa M. Clark (British

Museum, Natural History), Dr S. van der Spoel

(Zoological Museum of Amsterdam), and Dr E.

Rasmussen (University Zoological Museum,
Copenhagen).

Ms Lucille Crevola-Gillespie of the Queensland
Museum has been an invaluable assistant. She
completed the line drawings from camera lucida
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The work has been supported by the Australian

Research Grants Committee (Grant D65/ 15386,
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Biological Resources Study (1980-82). The
Australian Institute of Marine Science,

Townsville, made a generous grant toward
publication of the work.

COLLECTING METHODS

The collections of new material were made by

various methods, depending on habitat type and

programmes, as follows:

1

.

Grab or dredge surveys in which the whole

fauna down to specimens of 1 mm diameter

were taken: Bass Strait, Moreton Bay, Abbot

Point (NW of Bowen) and Cleveland Bay
(Townsville).

2. SCUBA diving: Houtman's Abrolhos, Shark

Bay, Cockburn Sound, eastern end of the

Great Australian Bight, Spencer and St.

Vincent Gulfs, Investigator Strait, Western

Port, Deal Island (Bass Strait) Bruny J. (SE
Tasmania), Heron L, Lizard Island and the

northern Great Barrier Reefs up to Torres

Strait.

3. Intertidal shore collecting: Cockburn Sound,
Hervey Bay, Heron 1. and other locations in

the Capricorn Group, Green I. and Lizard I.

4. Trawl and sometimes dredge surveys: the

north-west and north-east shelfs from the

Arafura Sea to the Abrolhos and from Torres

Strait to Townsville. (Large solitary

individuals from sea floor habitats only are

taken in these surveys. Smaller species are

taken only if they are epibionts on the test of

large stolidobranch ascidians).

5. Storm debris tossed up on beaches has been a

source of data for some of the more common
species, especially from Tasmania.

The ascidian faunas of Houtman's Abrolhos,

Cockburn Sound, Spencer and St Vincent Gulfs,

Investigator Strait, Western Port, Bass Strait,

Moreton Bay, Heron Island, Abbot Point,

Cleveland Bay and Lizard Island have been well

sampled for most habitats. Other locations have

not been subjected to the same collecting effort

for all habitats. The diversity of species recorded

for the well sampled locations may seem to be

greater than at others. This is unlikely to be the

case; however it does reflect the fact that the

ascidian fauna of Australian waters is not yet

adequately sampled. This view is further

reinforced by the number of species that require

description as new in every collection that is made.

FIELD IDENTIFICATION OF ASCIDIACEA

Living ascidians bear little resemblance to the

preserved material. With the exception of a few

rigid gelatinous species (e.g. Phallusia spp.),

contraction of the body dramatically alters its size,

shape, the appearance of the siphons and the

appearance of the surface test, wrinkles and

creases appearing that are not characteristic of the

living organism. Even narcotisation does not

restore the body to the fully expanded condition

of the living specimen. Further, colours change

with oxidation of blood pigments and are

subsequently lost in preservative. The brilliant and

often characteristic colours of the body wall visible

in the siphonal lining of the living specimens are

invariably lost following fixation of the material.

In the present work, the appearance of living

specimens is recorded wherever possible.

However, for many species this information is not

available and the descriptions are of the preserved
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material only, i 'oli ..res and coloui

photographs accompanyin rved specimens

in essential to the Full documentation of spi

ANNOTATED
The morphology of phlcbobranch and
stolldobranch ascidians is discussed be'*

with the terms used and convem;'
followed in this volume. Diagrams o( the internal

Structure of generalised phlebobrauch
aolidobranch ascidians are given in Figs I and 2.

Morphology 01 - cid i

,; mi been reviewed

by Bernll (1950) and briefly by Kott (in press).

( ioodbodv 1 1 974) has reviewed the physiology and
Miikn (1971) the biology oi thegroup.

apertures: opcriii o\ the body to the cxtci ;*u

1'he branchial aperture is the incurrcnt opening

(mouth) ihrdUgh which water is drawn into the

pharynx. Having passed through the stigmata

and into l| i ial catfty, the water moves out

Of the body as the nun rent stream through the

atrial aperture,

The asctdian's interaction with the

environment lakes places entirely through the

apertures. Their orientation to enhance this

interaction and the devices they have evolved tor

rtieprotection ol tfcj apertures arc of paramount
importance.

(a) The commonest adaptation to em,.
,

, the

interactions ft I the i-an with its

environment is |he dilTgrenlial growth of one
J' ii one or both sirjhorJ r4 which causes them

to curve, thereby affecting the orientation of the

apertures. The branchial siphon is usually

turned horizontally or vcntrallv towards the

substrate; the atrial siphon is usually oriented

away from both the branehial siphon and the

Substrate. The apparent advantages are that the

open incurrent aperture is thereby protected

iuuu tailing se I
-n--, cbc incni rem and

e\ current streams are separated, and the

eseurren! stream Is projected above and away
from the animal. Differential growth of one or

the Qthci side of the siphons occurs, especially

in species with a firm, gelatinous test (e.g.

Phallusia) and in species o\' Pyuridae with

tough, leather;' tests and well-developed

siphons. It is even more marked in the stalked

species in which both Spa tua Ire on the dorsal

Surface (e.g., paehydermalina group of the

genus Pvurfl, and Palycatpa cluvata).

Orientation ol the apcriUfCS is also achieved by

thickening of the test in certain areas as in Pyura

ostreophiia, P. crussacopitdta n.sp. and

Molguta ficiti in which the aperture^ arc at

opposite ends of u dorsal miersiphonal ridge of

characteristics and will in due course, cnsuiL that

I

ii Id identification is passibfc aJ ipe* Li \

GLOSSARY
refit, in Adagnesia opaca, the branchial aperture

is kneed to open downward (to the right) bv it

thickened ridge of test above and to the left of

it. A corresponding ridge causes the atrial

aperture to race upwards, away from the

I

.are.

(b) \\fidia SOrev&ta has unique cylindrical,

sandy lalse siphons (a cylinder of test that

I

ii i jcCTS upwards around each sessile aperture).

This may bean adaptation for a species thai may
lie partly buried in the substrate,

(el Certain species have test processes that are

especial I. i aild thick around the apertures

( Hartmeyeriu formosa, Halovynlhia spp. ),

which serve to modify the external environment

immediately in their vicinity. They may also, by

nouflaging the open apertures, be a

protective device. Solid or hollow lobes of lest

i iund t\u apertures in Pyum sdecsformis and
Woly.ukt sahulosa probably have a similar

function.

(vi) in certain species ol v dac and
Moleuhdae tound free On sand! "I 1 nates,

short musete-bands aiound the apeitmes and

ire md tbc dorstd and ventral borders of the

body are adapted to withdraw the upcttuies Into

the bod> ai d Flatten Ii SO that the test along each

side ot the aatOTO-dorsal mid-line comes

together over ihe withdrawn apertures. The test

in these species is invariably thin, but rigid with

embedii !, which is absent only from a

median strip around and between the apertures.

In RhodosQ/na turcivum, the muscle-bands are

modified so that a large anterior extension of

the body wall and tesi on the right side folds

down as a hd over the apertures.

(e) In most species of Ascidiidae. circular

muscles are absein from the immediate border

of the apertures, where longitudinal bands

alternate with the light-sensitive ocelli around
i Ii rimi When the muscles contract, the muscle-

free parts ol the border stand out in a frill so

that the ocelli remain exposed to the light.

(f) Structures inside the siphons, stu
I

.
i

siphonal armature, valves (in Microcostnus

\

ip
| atld \cla (especially in the Motgulidac),

also a fleet the incurrent feeding stream and

protect both incurrcnt and excurreni apertures.

ascending limb of gui loop: see gut loop

asexual reproduction; see vegetative reproduction
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fto. I : Morphology of a phlebohranch ascichan (diagrammatic). The hod> is shown opened around the ventral mid-

line (from the branchial aperture)-. The branchial sac has been largely rei pose the peribranchial c

3

\ itj

and i he organs embedded m die parietal body wall. (Symbols: an. anus; ap, aenal (excurrent) aperture; b, branchial

tentacles (b simple; b. branched); bap, branchial (illcurrent) apeUUrc; hi. branchial fold; bs, branchial sac; bw,

body wall: del, ^onoduei; dim dorsal lamina, din, dorsal languets; dl, dorsal tubercle (with opening o! neural

gland); c, endocarp (ei, on gut; e , in gut loop): end, cndosiyle; n, gonad I roWcte, ovarian tube); h, bean;

il>, infernal longitudinal branchial vessels; inl, gui loop linl ascending limb; ini -. descending limb); I, livei

diverticulum: ot. ocellus: oes, oesophagus; ph. peribranchial (atrial) cavity; pg. prebranchial (prepharyng t]

groove; r, rectum; s, stphonal spines; si. siphonal lining; si. stomach; siiji. stigmas (pharyngeal perforations); t.

lesi; (v. test vessel; \s. ventral sinus)
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atrial cavity: cavity around the dorsum and sides

of the pharynx (into which the stigmata open),

and which opens to the exterior by the dorsal

atrial aperture. The cavity separates the pharynx

from the parietal body wall. In the embryo, it

develops from a pair of invaginations from the

dorsal surface in the order Enterogona
(Aplousobranchia and Phlebobranchia) and

from a single median invagination in

Pleurogona (Stolidobranchia).

branchial folds: longitudinal folds in the branchial

wall that increase its filtration area. These are

usually present in Stolidobranchia (Fig. 3). They
are lost only in small vegetatively reproducing

Polyzoinae and some small genera of the

Molgulidae (e.g. Eugyra, Pareugyrioides).

Branchial folds reach their greatest development
in MicrocosmuS) where most of the branchial

wall is thrown up into large, overlapping folds,

up to 9 or 10 a side, with only a single internal

longitudinal vessel present in the very narrow
intervals between the folds.

In certain dorso-ventrally flattened, bottom-
living phlebobranch species (Ascidia scaevola

and family Plurellidae), which have a sandy,

rigid test, the left side of the body is narrower
than the right. However, the branchial sac

remains at its primary diameter, the

prepharyngeal groove curving across in front of

the dorsal tubercle from the left to form a

secondary branchial fold that accommodates the

narrowed body wall (see Kott 1972c).

branchial formulae: conventional means of

recording the numbers of internal longitudinal

branchial vessels (in species with branchial

folds); or the numbers of stigmata between the

internal longitudinal branchial vessels (in species

without branchial folds). In the former, the

number of vessels on each fold is recorded in

parentheses. In species without branchial folds,

the numbers of stigmata between the

longitudinal vessels are separated by a comma
(representing the longitudinal vessel). Counts

are made on the open branchial sac from the

endostyle (E) to the dorsal lamina (DL) on the

right side of the body and from the dorsal

lamina to the endostyle on the left side of the

body.

branchial papillae: papillae vertical to the plane of

the branchial wall that support the internal

longitudinal vessels at their junctions with the

transverse vessels. They occur in the

Phlebobranchia. These often project into the

lumen, beyond the level of the internal

longitudinal vessels, as spoon or sickle-shaped,

free-standing papillae. Occasionally

intermediate papillae are present on the internal

longitudinal vessels between the transverse

vessels {Ascidia thompsoni, A. archaia).

branchial sac: the pharynx of an ascidian (Fig. 3),

perforated by rows of stigmata (see also

branchial formulae, branchial papillae, inlernal

longitudinal vessels, infundibula).

branchial tentacles: endodermal structures, either

simple and tapering, or crescent-shaped with

side branches. These are arranged on a ring

muscle around the base of the branchial siphon

.

budding: see vegetative reproduction

caecum: a hollow, blind-ended diverticulum (see

stomach caecum).

descending limb of gut loop: see gut loop

distal: the end of an organ or structure toward
which the contents or products move or which

is farthest from the base or point of attachment.

(See also proximal)

dorsal lamina: a fold of branchial wall along the

mid-dorsal line of the pharynx. This is usually

curved over to the right to guide the rod of food-

enmeshed mucus posteriorly into the

oesophagus, which is at the posterior end of the

dorsal lamina. In species of the family

Ascidiidae the dorsal lamina is often double

anteriorly. (See also dorsal languets)

dorsal languets: small pointed projections usually

in a single row along the dorsal mid-line. These

take the place of the dorsal lamina in certain

genera of the Pyuridae, Perophoridae and

Agnesiidae.

dorsal tubercle: a small, flat cushion, protruding

into the pharynx in the dorsal mid-line anterior

to the prepharyngeal groove, onto which the

duct of the neural gland opens. The opening is

usually a narrow, ciliated slit which varies from

simple to curved to convoluted, and sometimes

interrupted to form many punctate openings or

short slits (see also neural gland).

endocarps: thickenings or projections, usually

richly supplied with blood vessels, from the

parietal body wall into the atrial cavity. They

are often found over the gut and gonads, and in

the gut loop. They are present only in

stolidobranch ascidians (Slyelidae and

Pyuridae) and may be involved in the excretory

process (see Goodbody 1974).

The endocarps often appear to be localised

thickenings of the body wall into which the

gonads expand as they mature, and where they

are afforded protection when they project into
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Fio, 3; Portions Of bun hi> i
if phlc 1001 anch and stolidohtanch aseidians (diagrammatic) — a, Hat, without

Folds., internal longitudinal vessels supported b) uprighi papillae, stigmata erfcssed &} a paradigmatic Vessel

tUidae); &, flat sac, Without Folds, ft i .piral (< ordHdae, Agnesiidae); c, a branchial Fold (Styclidae.

Pvuridac), no pa/astigmatic vessels; d, stigmata curved [Microcosmus spp.}, mesh crossed by a parastiematie

vessel E »i
_ i i : *

i j subdivided, curved ai each end tu Form incipient infundibula, stigmata in the edge of the Fold

spiral (Hitrttneyeria, Ctenicetta, Morula spp.); f, view of top of inl'undibula from (e); j*. stigmata spiral around

developed infundibula [Molgula :.pp -.), parastvgmatk (radial) vessels present:! h, infundibula subdivided

{Motguta spp.i: >- no branchial Folds, 2 stigmata spiral together around conical infundibula with an m ia

lii i reel along the top of the can (J pp.),

the atrial cavity from the hotly wall (as m most

Pyunduc for example). In Styelidae, the rathei

thin, leaf-like endocarps standing upright,

projecting vertically into the atrial cavity from

the body wall between and around the gonads

Lisa have a protective function. They arc

present especially in those species o\ Pulvcurpa

in which the gonads are only lightly attached and

orated into the atrial ca',it> (e.g. PotyCarpa

papiltata), TIh argely absenl when the

gonads arc completely embedded (as in most

species oi' the peduncuftita group)* These tall,

crowded and projecting endocarps may also

dissipate the course of the exeunent ciliary

strea;
i asses through the atrial cavity and

thereby delay the release of gametes. The fact

thai Hi Laity tall and crowded around
the internal opening Of the atrial aperture In

ccriain species (e.g. Pofycarpo chmensiS)

Supports this hypothesis, especially since the

arrangement <_^\' gonads around the ventral

r of the '""i 51 ggests a tendency toward

viviparity. Related members of trie same species

i. p [P, tintior, P. tinctareltn n.sp.) are

viviparous (see Paiycarpa).

Endocarps endosed in the gut loop are either

Crowded and leaf-like or large and flat-topped

linae generally). Their function appears to

i" a stabilise the gut loop, especially when it is

not deeply embedded in the body wall.

endostyle: a deep groove along the ventral mid-

line of the branchial sac lined with ciliated

glandular epithelium which secretes the mucus
that is moved up over the branchial wall (by

ciliary action) to the dorsal lamina. This mucous
Strains food particles from the water that

passes through the stigmata. The endostyle has

an iodine-binding capacity., which suggests its
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homology with the venebraLe |tr i gland

(Goodbody 1974).

cpicardium: paired sacs from each side of the

posterior end of the dorsal mid-line of ihe

pharynx thai project back alongside the heart

and interna] organs in certain Aplousobranchia,

in which they are involved in the vegetative

process, In phlebobranch and stolidobraneh

aseidians, the sacs are embryonic, only vestiges

of them remaining as excretory organs in the

adult organism. (SeeBerriil 1950, also excretory

vesicles. Kidney).

curetor> vesicles: vestiges Oi ihe cmbrvonic

epicoidial sacs, present in phlebobranch
stolidobraneh aseidians (with the exception of

Perophoridae). (See Ik-mil (950; also

epieurdium. kidney)

t'Murrenl aperture, — stream: .-.cc apertures

gastric caecum: sec stomach caecum

gastric reservoir! a spherical vaJ expansion in

the yaslro intestinal Jnci hullwav between the

stomach and the descend mb of the put

loop, Ii Is present in Rhodasoma and the

Perophoridae.

Kaslro-JTileslmul connective, — duct; the fine duct

from the tubules of the pyloric gland that

sLiirouiid pan of the descending limb of t|V gol

loop. The duct opens into the ascending limb at

the pyloric end ( the stomach.

gonads: usually hermaphrodite wnh u

female duets usually opening together . Male and

female components are separated
I

Pinieiiidae. one species each oi Potyc&rpa {P.

linctorelta n.sp.) and Petophoro | P huh hisoni).

Botrylfinae and in some geneva of the

Polyzoinae, There is usually onlya single go
enclosed in the gut loop, in Pfatebi i ta, In

Pyuridae and Molgulidae there is a single gonad
on each side of the body. In Pyura each gonad
is subdivided into separate rounded or eu

OH -
; h i* i >nUIS< H Ittale and female

duetv. Stycfa and GnwnidocarpQ haw
long sometimes btanehed gonad ich side.

In Polycarpa and Polyzohiac there are usually

numerau to n go id ! edovci the bodi
wall on eaeii side.

The ovary is invariably sac like ot tubular.

Testis follicles are usual!) small, often branched,

and very numerous. They spread out in the

wall over the gut loop in large solitary

Phlebobranchia, but are clustered around the

ovary in most Other groups. In Sivclidae the

male follicles are around or beneath (lateral to),

and sometimes partially surrounded by, the

ovary In Molgulidae they surround all or some-

part of the border of the ovaty and m the

Pyvtrldae they are most often on the mesial

surface of the ovary.

The ir, ale follicles associated with each ovary

are larger and less numerous in the genua
Po/ycarpa, a irend thai eulrninates in Species

with Ope or two male follicles with each ovary

as it] \foftartdracarpa (Styejinae) and genera oi

the PoLyzoinac In most colonial species, the

reduction in number of male follicles and

increase in their relative size is marked, and

occurs in colonial phlebobranchs (Perophoridae

and Plurdta) as well as stolidobranchs. It may
be an economy that is compensated foi by

ation either of the gonads {Polycarpa) or

of the zooids (colonial species). In Microg^slrd

n.gcm. a solitary genus of the Plurcllidac, there

is a single large male follicle as in P/urclia, which

suggests that the solitary condition in this tuuulv

is a secondary rather than a primary

characteristic.

1 he long gonads ol most soldaiv

I Li bobranchta, Pyuridae and some species of

Molgulidae open by short ducts near the an US

at the internal opening of the atrial aperture

iiori gonads of Polycarpa and Poly/oiuae

fsi i'
i short duels, and their opening

usually distant from the atrial aperture, which

rellcct.-, a tendency toward viviparity in that

niRl % endocarps and Polycarpa)- A similar

nc\ is apparent in certain Molguia spp.

With short EOnadSi gonoduct$ opening distant

itmn i he atrial aperture and oviduct sometimes

turned vcntrally away from the atrial aperture,

i .rent ion of eggs in the atrial ca\ity In

i!m. oviparous Perophoridae, the ovary is small

and sac-like. Long gonoduets extend do]

diverging, the oviduct turning over onto

the righl side ol" the atrial cavity (rather than

i " id.s the atrial aperture), where it acts as a

brood- pouch for developing embryos.

Pen/ptiwa Innchison: is an exception. tfu

being near the mid-dorsal line, separated from

h M'siis follicles. The oviduct is accordingly

" i, reduced in length. In Plurcllidac. th p

like ovaries are also present dorsally, around the

pasterO^Iefl side of the atrial opening ami m II

separated from the testis. Their shon oviducts

Open directly into the atrial opening together

with die openings of the rather lotlg vas

deferens. Short oviducts opening near the atrial

opening have a possible ach , " in

rapid release ol the ova.
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The male and female components of the

gonads aiesepatated hum One another in many
viviparous forms, possibly as a device to avoid

sell* fertilisation. Certain genera of the

Polyzoinae have ovaries present on one side onl

i

(either with or without associated male gonads),

thereby ensuring that developing embryos are

confined to one side of the peribranehial ea\ it y

.

Ovaries are present only on the right side and
are separate from the testis in ihe small,

\ ivi parous, direct developing Polycarpa
tincture/la n.sp.

Many Moiguia spp. have vas deferens and
oviduca! openings far removed from one

another or turned in opposite directions. This is

also a likely device to avoid self- fertilisation. In

certain species of Mojgltta \M. cahuia and M.
manhutiensis), the male duct has numerous
short Openings along the length of the ovary, la

Pyuru litfOralis (and no other known species),

the female duct is subdivided into numerous
short openings- The former adaptation emi onlv

be associated with a Quick release oi' male

gametes into the atrial cavity- Mk' l.tiiei is vcr\

likely a device for retention of ova in the atrial

cavity, as in Polycarpa.

aul loop; in phlebobranch and stolidobranch

ascidians, the gut loop is embedded in the

parietal body wall, usually to .lie left, bul

sometimes to the right (Gen U \ of the

pharynx. It consists of an ascending (proximal)

limb (the oesophagus, stomach and proximal

pan o1 the intestine) and a descending (distal)

limb (distal part o( the intestine) (Fig, 4). The
rectum usually curves anteriorly horn the

descending limb of the loop, hi" l£ SOtJH tiw
L-onlinuous with the descending limit fori til)

part oi it. The ascending limb usually curves

postero-ventrally and then anteriorly, from I he

Oesophageal opening (at the posterior end of I he

dorsal lamina) to the poml where the intestine

bench* dorsally
y
and usually posteriorly* to

become the descending limb. The descending

limb is anterior and dorsal to theasccndiu: 1

and often runs parallel to it. The two limb' \i

the gut loop are often close, forming a narrow

loop, or may be wide apart to form an open
loop. Gonads on the left side ot the body are

enclosed between the two limbs of rhe gut loop

in mosl phlebobrancli genera and in Pyuni.

Gonads are outside the gut loop in Stydidae and

some genera of the Pyuridae and Moleulidae

including Moiyjiia.

The gttl loop is wniDusly curved, usualK

around the postcto-venttal curve of the body,

and n sometimes forms a deep seeontkvv loop

which is open anteriorly. The course of the gt)]

and the shape of the gut loop are verv much
affected by the position of the atrial aperture in

relation to the oesophageal opening.

Occasionally the gut extends in a simple arc

horn postel ior oesophageal opening to anterior

atrial opening and docs not form a loop. (Sec

also stomach).

heart: a tubular organ that propels the blood

through major vessels into open circulation by

a wave of contraction that passes alqng il

changing direction from time to time (Berrill

1950. Goodhody 1 974). It is inconspicuous in

most preserved material. It extends more or I

from the pole of the gut loop (Where II ti

continuous with subcndostylar and test vessels)

to the pyloric region (where it is continuous with

i

ceral vessels). It is close and parall-
I I

ascending limb Of the cut loop in unitary

Phlebobranchia and Plurellid.u- J n

Perophondae and the Stolidobranchia it forms

.in afc across Hie postero-vemral corner oi the

right side of the body, parallel to, rather than
mirroring, the curve oi the ascending limb pf

ihe gut loop.

incillTVlH aperture, — stream: see uperiures

iitiuiiiiituiij funnel-like structures pJ [c g into

the lumen of ihe branchial sac, Ihe- open bi

to M.,mel facing the (Ml i&l ' it} QP»I

Inlundibula are somciiutcs formed ill the

branchial folds where the stigmata along each

I the Fold curve at each cud toward [host

oi the opi-<- . tgufa spp.). The apex

of these inl'imdibula is alien fi ted . 'nil

;
rejection from die edge of the fold ai

which stigmata spiral [Mtitgufa upp.,

Harm ind Ctenyum), Projecting conical

1

1

1

1

i" 1

1 >
I

"i •
il h '.""r 1

it u'Uiata spiralling around

them entirelv replace the fold-*, of the branchial

wall in Moiguia -pp.. Eugyra and
Pan-u$yrio.i< .; iCCUT m Arm'Min. -

and Co aac. It is possible that these

inlLiudibula, particularly the spiral stigmata,

maximise tillering efficiency ;
I OTticcs

around the cone (Carlisle L979).

Internal longitudinal vessels: longitudinal blood

plfi that extend down rhe inner surface ot the

branchial #alji crossing the transverse iri

lY^. 3).

intestinal loop: the pan of the gOl !

the stomach vousimiuc d! ascending "u^.i

descending limbs of intestine anh

.
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Fig. 4: Diagrams illustrating terms used in describing the gut loop — a, simple arc; b, simple open loop; c, narrow,

straight loop: d, curved or J-shaped loop; e, deeply curved or U-shaped loop.

intestine: that part of the gut between the stomach
and rectum.

kidney: a single, large excretory vesicle

characteristic of the Molgulidae. Its origin is

from the epicardium. (See also excretory

vesicles).

languets: see dorsal languets

larvae: the relatively small (larval trunk less than

0.5 mm) tailed larvae of most solitary

phlebobranch and stolidobranch ascidians hatch

from externally fertilised ova. Most have a

dorsal cerebral vesicle containing a light

sensitive ocellus and a gravity sensitive otolith,

and 3 triradially arranged cones of adhesive cells

(adhesive organs) at the anterior end of the

trunk (see Berrill 1929, 1931, 1935a, 1950, 1955;

Millar 1971). Larvae are relatively unorganised

and neither larval nor adult organs are well

developed. Athough otherwise they resemble

those of other solitary groups, larvae of

Polycarpa have lost the ocellus and those of

Molgulidae have neither ocellus nor adhesive

organs and sometimes also lack an otolith.

These groups appear to be adapted for habitats

on the open sea-floor, where the absence of

shadow removes the necessity for light sensitive

larvae. This adaptation is enhanced in some of

the species by a viviparous habit that reduces

vulnerability of larvae to dispersal (Berrill 1931,

1955). Species of the subfamily Agnesiinae are

also adapted for open sea floor habitats.

Although one is known to be viviparous, and in

several, fertilisation may be internal, nothing is

known of their larvae.

Colonial phlebobranch and stolidobranch

ascidians have relatively large viviparous larvae

(larval trunk usually more than 0.5 mm) which
hatch from internally fertilised ova. These
larvae develop in a brood pouch (formed from
the distal end of the oviduct) in the right

peribranchial cavity in Perophoridae; free in the

peribranchial cavity in Polyzoinae; and attached

to the parietal body wall (either inside the atrium

or externally) in Botryllinae. They are better

organised than larvae of solitary forms (Berrill

1935a, 1950). Although both Botryllinae and

Polyzoinae are probably derived from
Polycarpa (in which the ocellus is lost), their

larvae have a photolith (light sensitive cells

added to the gravity sensitive otolith) (Grave

1932, Berrill 1950); and they have ectodermal

ampullae (contributing to test development and
attachment to the substrate). In Perophoridae

adult organs (branchial sac and gut) are

especially well developed. Their adhesive

organs, in a median vertical line, have lost the

primitive triradial arrangement and each is set

in a cup of ectodermal cells (resembling the

adhesive organs of Aplousobranchia).

All colonial ascidians (including the almost

exclusively colonial Aplousobranchia) are alike

in having large, well organised, fast swimming
(Berrill 1931), usually light sensitive, and
viviparous larvae. The larval characteristics are

associated with a colonial habit rather than
viviparity and, although in solitary forms
viviparity is an adaptation for an open sea floor

habitat, it is not in colonial ascidians. Selection

for a colonial habit (Kott 1982) may be partly a

result of the capacity of the colony to incubate

the large larvae that have advantages for site

selection in the turbulent habitats that Berrill

(1955) has proposed are favoured by colonial

species. (See also viviparous).
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liver, — diverticula, — lamellae, — pouches: see

stomach

neural gland: glandular tissue said to be dorsal to

the neural ganglion in most Pleurogona and

ventral to it in Enterogona (see Berrill 1950,

Goodbody 1974). Variations in their relative

position do occur with growth, however (see

Adagnesia opaca). In the Phlebobranchia, the

neural gland and ganglion are often displaced

posteriorly, toward the base of the posteriorly

positioned atrial aperture. They are lengthened

in the stolidobranch species with the atrial

aperture positioned posteriorly. The duct of the

neural gland has a ciliated opening to the

pharynx on the dorsal tubercle. This ciliated pit

is thought to be sensory, and may have some
secretary function. However, it is not yet known
whether particles are swept into it or out of it

(Goodbody 1974). In the family Plurellidae and

genus Phallusia there are additional secondary

ciliated openings from a long neural duct into

the atrial cavity.

oesophageal opening: the opening from the

pharynx into the oesophagus at the posterior end

of the dorsal lamina.

oviparous: externally fertilised. (See also

viviparous).

parastigmatic vessels: intermediate transverse

vessels that cross the stigmata but do not

interrupt them.

peribranchial cavity: see atrial cavity

peritubercular area: a V-shaped area at the

anterior end of the dorsal lamina enclosed by

the prepharyngeal groove where it slopes

posteriorly at each side of the dorsal mid-line.

The area usually contains the dorsal tubercle

with the opening of the neural gland. (See also

neural gland)

prebranchial area: the area between the

prepharyngeal groove and the ring of branchial

tentacles.

prepharyngeal groove: a groove around the

anterior limits of the perforated part of the

pharynx.

proximal: the end of an organ or structure away

from which the contents or products move or

which is closest to the base or point of

attachment. (See also distal)

pyloric gland: see gastro-intestinal connective

rectum: the distal part of the gut, terminating in

the anus, that bends toward the atrial aperture.

renal vesicles: see excretory vesicles

reservoir: see gastric reservoir

retropharyngeal groove: a groove in the posterior

mid-line of the pharynx between the posterior

end of the endostyle and the posterior border of

the oesophageal opening. This is very variable

in length and is sometimes absent altogether, the

endostyle terminating near the oesophageal

opening.

siphonal armature: minute (0.02 to 0.3 mm)
hollow spines or scales in the cuticle of the test

where it turns in to line the siphons. These occur

in certain genera of the Styelidae and all genera

of the Pyuridae. Siphonal scales are flattened,

with a rounded anterior border. Spines are

longer, pointed and often needle-like (Fig. 5).

Variations in the shape of the spines involve

lengthening of the free terminal point and/or

the open base, development of a flange that

spreads out around the base and/or partial

closure of the open base. A large spherical

vesicle is present inside the spine or scale.

Curved, flattened scales, with a rounded border,

are present in the genus Stye/a, usually in

Cnemidocarpa spp. , in Pyura spp. of the

irregularis group and in Microcosmus
squamiger. Conical spines with an open base are

present in Polycarpa olitoria, Cnemidocarpa
intestinata n.sp., Pyura ostreophila, P.

spin ifera, P. stolonifera, Microcosmus
tuberculatus n.sp. and Microcosmus
propinquus (in which curved scales are also

present). In Pyura arenosa, P. auslraiis, P.

gibbosa there is a long oval, open base. Pyura

sacciformis has a wide flange developed around

the wide-open base. The base is almost

completely closed in Pyura curvigona, P. obesa,

P. tasmanensis n.sp., P. isobella n.sp. and

Microcosmus pupa. In P. isobella n.sp. the

closed base is swollen and in Pyura curvigona a

scale-like collar is present around the spine. In

Microcosmus auslraiis, M. exasperatus, M.
madagascahensis, M. planus&ndM.stoloniferus

the open base is long and oval and the free

terminal spine is flattened.

The spines and scales are usually evenly

distributed and often overlap. They are directed

upwards toward the aperture and may act as a

protective device preventing entry of small

organisms into the apertures. Siphonal armature

often continues onto the external test around the

apertures and sometimes over most of the

surface of the test, especially on the anterior half

of the body.

siphonal lining: invagination of the test into the

siphons, terminating anterior to the branchial

tentacles.
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Kig, 5; Sfphonal armature (diagrammatic) — a, curved, conical spine with basal flange (e.g. Pyura sacctformis)\ b,

long curved spine with slight flange and partially closed base (e.g. Pyum ausiraJis); c, pointed scale or spine.

h 'I ed posteriorly (e.g. \TiVrbcosmus exasperaius, M. auslralis); d, rounded scale (e,gj Cnemulocarpa spp..

Microcosms sgMwniger, Pyura irregularis and related species); e, conical spine (e.g. Pufycarpu otitoria, Pyum
ttolofiifera, P. osireopfjila, P. spimferaV, f, pointed spine with base closed {Pyura obesa, P. tasmartensis n.sp.i,

g, pointed spine with closed base swollen (e.g. Pyiija isobeila n.sp.); h, pointed spine iVlfh scale (e.g. Pyura

curvigona)\ i, flattened leaf-like spines {Pyura arenosa).

siphonal scales: sec siphonal armature.

siphons: cylindrical extensions of the bod\ i;

which the apertures are projected forwards,

laterally or posteriorly. The siphonal lining

often contains structures that complement those

around the aperlures, preventing entry of
unwanted particles and predators into the

branchial sac. The structures include the

siphonal armature (sec above); pocket valves in

tlie siphonal lining of %flctOCOsmu$ australis.M.

exasperaius atid M. squamiger; cartilaginous

tongues in M. helleri\ and muscular siphonal

vela in mo&t Morula spp., certain Pyura {P.

moluuloides) and Ascidia {A, pmfata n.sp.).

The ring of branchial tentacles at the base of the

branchial siphon also has a protective function,

as does the membranous atrial velum often with

a fringe of minute tentacles.

spicules: plate-like, spherical or stellate caicarequj

hoclies found most often in the test of certain

aplousobranch ascidians and several species of

Pyuridae [pachydermafina group, Ctenyura

letraplexu n. sp.). They are not present in

Phlebobranehia. Herdmania momus has barbed

needle-like spicules in the body wall. Pyura

sacciformis and P. stolonifera often have targe

branching spicules in the pharynx and body
wall.

stigmata: ciliated perforations in the pharyngeal

wall through which incurrent water passes into

the atrial cavity (Fig. 3). These are oval, or long,

narrow and rectangular. Usually the stigmata

are longitudinal and arranged in regular

transverse rows. Species in the genus Boltenia,

characterised by transversely elongate stigmata,

have not yet been recorded from Australian

waters. In the Phlebobranehia, spiral stigmata

are characteristic of the Agnesiinae and
Corellinae. In the Stolidobranchia, curved 01

spiral stigmata are characteristic of the

Molgulidae and certain genera of the Pyuridae

(sec infundibula).

In the counts of stigmata/mesh in the species

descriptions that follow, the count is always

from a me.sh as close as possible to the centre of

the branchial sac. A single branchial mesh is the

rectangular area enclosed by internal

longitudinal and transverse branchial vessels, it

is sometimes crossed transversely by a

parastigmatic vessel.

siolonk- vessel: an epidermal vascular extension

from the postero-ventral coiner of the body wail
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ofcofonial 11 contamsaconttnuafi^m
I he sutaaidostyfa LUU net is homologous with

the test vessel of solitary forms (see heart). Many
perophorid species have paired vascular

projections joining the common basal stolomc

vessel, from which there are sometimes branches

returning blood to the fcooip" test, either in ihe

primary or in accessory stolons. In

Perophondae the stolon ic vessel has S

mesenchymal septum that is involved in ihe

vegetative process (Bcrn)l isMSh. 1950}. Jn

Styclidac there is no mesenchymal septum, bin

there if a mesenchymal reticulum through

Ihe haemoeoete (open blood ainusi With

mesenchymal cells) continues (Newberry 1%5).

In the Potyzoinae, and possibly the Bott yllinae,

buds formed from the pallial body wall arc

moved along the stolon by loca

blood pressure and development ot ectodermal

ampullae 1 rom the tip o( the growing stolcvnic

vessel (Newberry L965). (See also Vegetative

reproduction).

stomach: an expansion of the proximal pan of the

gut. It is lined with glandular epithelium. There

are parallel longitudinal folds in the stomach

wall In the family Styelidae and sometime 1 in

the Phlebobranchia (Coreilidae i n I

occasionally in the Aseidhdae'. In other

Phlebobranchia the glandular epithelium lining

the stomach is separated into 4 distinct

longitudinal areas usually referred to as folds,

hut not forming true folds. The entire wall of the

mad* 1S formed into irregular pockets or

poUChCS or into tight groups o\' short or lone

parallel folds or lamellae often referred to as

'luci") in Aficrocoswiis. Hanmeveria and
Molguhdae. In Pyurff, and Cwnxuru. there is

little or no expansion of ihe gut to loim a

stomach, but single or multiple, branching

outgrowths from the gut wall form arborescent

liver diverticula protruding into the atrial ca*- Ity.

In Herdmania and Ctenicelia there are very

rjsive clumps of finger-like terminal lobules

and branching tubules firmly embedded in the

connective tissue oi' the parietal body wall o\?i

i he gut. The preseenee of an arborescent Ih I

i'
1

the genera Pyura, Cienyura, llvnlmunn: and

Ctcmeelia, supports the phylogenctic

relationship of these genera suggested bj

presence o\' dorsal languets

stomach caecum: a blind diverticulum, sometimes

CUrvcd i
produced from the distal (pyloric) end

ol "the stomach and pi oh tiding into the gut loop,

usually present in the Botryliinae ami

nd son u_limes in the Styelinac.

terminal ampullae: sec lest vessels

test: the secretion of the ascidian ectoderm (rial

i ulates the body. It consists o\' a hyaline,

protcinaceous, non-cellular matrix in which

there are \r^c blood cells (from the ectodermal

test vessels) and cellulose-like fibres of tunicin

(which has a similar structure to cellulose).

There are no epithelial layers (Goodbody 1974)

The test is attached to Ihe body wall around the

apci tures am! by lest vessels from the body wall

i'i
!
penetrate it and divide into braache

The test is usually hrm, gelatinous and often

translucent in most phlebobranch species. It

beconn t<
•'• \xtdl aihefj in Styelidae and

:

i i:lac In the Molgulidae. it is more oftci

thin, but very haid and brittle with embedded
sand. Howe\.

i

. r..!- v ui. sand embedded test

onfincd to the Molgulidae. They are

known m all groups, especially bottom living

sand-adapted forms (e.g. Asctdta scaevola,

MuTovtistru vrurtost/, Polycarpn t-h'mensi.*,, P
proivra, P rivirfti, P litn-tar. Pvnn; ttn'rur^i,

Wcrocosmus planus).

Ha feathery, Hbrcrus test of Pyuridac and
Styelinac has especially strong adhesive

Uualitto I he surface is often irregular,

extending nUO stalks and root-like processes,

especially poster o-venrralh, that enhance its

l inn attachment to hard substrates. In n

species of all stolidobranch families, fine, hair-

i tensions coxvv ihe Surface, The sand lhat

adheres to them creates a thick, protective lavcr

around the body. This is an adaptation 1*01
I

sandy habitat in Qtemido&irpafloceasti* Pvura
/Noty.ulou/es, Microcnsmus Iwllert, Pol\,

mvtguloJdeSt P, huanata n.sp.). c
DJ 'nnsrus. especially molluscs, arc found in the

icst ol species of both suborders.

in the family Pturellidae. not only is the* Whole
body enclosed and protected by the sandy, rigid

test , but also all t he more imporani body organs

'.
)/.-. the heart, neural ganglion, ovaries and

I
) project from the external body wall and

are embedded in it. In Ascidta cap'tllara and \

.

krvagra, lamellae from the internal surface of

the tcsi project into the body wall around the

gut. holding Lbc body firmly in place.

test vessel*; epidermal vessels iVoisn |1h bod) wall

thai enter and branch in the test, in many
families Ihesc can be seen ;ei initiating in

rounded ampullae Dear 1
1 aVace o1 the \* i

transverse branchial vessels: enl loo d

sinuses between the rows o\' stigmata. The lumen
of these vessels is continuous with ihe dorsal and
ventral sinus.
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vaaadocytes: morula cells ol pblebobranch
ascidiaus ...oninining vanadium (Webb 1934,

Good body 1974), In siohdohraneh spei

other elements, such as ii on ( 1 lawknis et ol. 1 9S3

b, c), are present in (he morula cells. A
previously held belief that vanadocytes had a

vetv low pi I lias been shown to have resulted

From the acid reaction thai follows lysis of the

eel! wall (Hawkins et al. 19S3a).

vascular slolon: narrow postero-vcntral extern ii n

of the body and ihe common basal or axial stem

thai if joins, connect in: i' OOtdS ot colonial

phlebobranch and stolidohranch (non-

i ies, Ii consists of a stolonie

vessel wi I ejtng o\' test Accessory stolons,

probably returning blood from the common
vessel to the zooid test, OCClir in FVrophorictor.

(See also stolonie vessel).

vegetative reproduction, replication Ol

form colonies Two apparently unni,,

vegetative processes occur in the S'yehdac

(Polyzoinae and Botrylltnat) and in the

Perophoridae, In the subfamilies of the

buds develop from the body wall

(pallial budding), although vascular budding (in

the stolonie vessels) is also known to occur in

[he Botryllinac. In the Perophondae, budding

takes places in the stolons connecting the zooids

(Berrill 1935b, 1938, 1948, 1950, 1961; Oka and

inabe 1957. Newberry i

l>h_s, Sabbadin etal.

1^75). The adaptive advantages ot u colonial

h ibll are discussed by Sabbadin (1 979) and Koii

U9$2)i (See also >aseulai stolon, stolonie

vessel >

viviparous: ftpecfeS i' 1 ^ hich ova are internally

fertilised, and embryos arc brooded in the

parental body, usually being released a

swimming larvae. Vegetative colonial species are

invariably viviparous (Kotl 1982). Verv
i -tonally, solitary species ate vivipaious

(Potycurfiu linctor, P, linciurelia n.sp.. P>

intotWftm.^p-, Molgulacalvnta, M cUisiom, M.

incitluia n.sp., liugvru pellucidu). Development

is direct (Berrill 1931, 1955), the larval Stag«

being suppressed in Pofycorpa linctor, P.

uncioretla n.sp., M. etlistoni (See also gonads,

larvae),

PHYLOGENY OF fill: ASCIDlAi

Ascidiacea are a class of the subphyhim

i
":ata, phylum Chordata. Chuructcnsncs of the

;ubphylum are a perforated pharynx; a dorsal

neural ganglion; a hollow dorsal nerve chord and

3 tail with notuchord-like supporting cells (present

at some stage in the life history); an open blood

astern; no true coeli
I

Characteristics of the class Ascidiacca are the

external protective test secreted by the ectoderm;

the peribronchial (atrial) cavity invaginated from
ihe dorsal surface and lined with ectoderm; sessile

/usually fixed) adult; and free-swimming larva.

I he larval tail, togel her with the dorsal nerve cord

j\-\i.\ notochord-like cells, are lost on

metamorphosis, while the larval sensory vesicle

becomes the neural gland and ganglion.

Speculations Oil the affinities of the Ascidiacea

(which is believed to have included the ancestors

of other classes of the Tunieata) are based on the

: sencfl of the larval dorsal neural vesicle and

nerve cord, perforated pharynx and notochord-

like cells.

The pharynx especial U bears a close

resemblance to Iftat Of I lemichordata but, as

Herrill(l955) points out, both the pharwix and the

antero-dorsal neural apparatus could be

independent adaptations foj similar habits in

groups of filter-feeding orj : they arc not

n-.-ce--viri!;, in. 1 ot a common ancc >

Indeed. tbcTC is ftp real evidence o\' tun |]

ancestry amongst known invertebrates.

It is most unlikely that the large, perforated

pharvnx that is characteristic ot Mu Ascidiacea was

a feature of an organism that was not ttxed. The
ancestor o\' ilic tuuicatcs was probably a large,

fixed, filter-feeding ascidian-like organism with

tree-swimming larvae that were subject to sek

pressures for site selection and gene flow. The

ascidian larval tail is an obvious adaptation lor

both functions. Ihe notochord-like cells of the

ascidum larval tail are not necessarily homologous

with true ehordate notochord cells, and the Origin

of the latter ns an internal skeletal structure tor

the ehordate body may well have been independent

of the origin of similar cells as a skeletal structure

in the ascidian larval tail.

Nevertheless, the most acceptable hypothesc

ehordate evolution are those that propose an on em

by neoteny from an ascidian-like ancestor i

which the larval tail is not lost and the tiec-

swimming habit is prolonged (see Berrill 1955),

The generally aceepied ehordate affinity of the

Tunieata is supported by the presence of a larval

neural vesicle, regarded as the homologue of the

primitive venehrate brain. Further compelling

evidence for a phylogenettc relationship with
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- i'!ialochordataandihcchordati-s is the presence

of an endostyle wp.Ii an iodine-binding capa il
\

suggesting its homology with [he vertebrate

thyroid gland (Goodbody 1974). More recently

(Hawkins pers. com/n.), phosphocreatine has been

found in the liver of Pvura stolotuj^ra, suggesting

a closer relationship to vertebrates than 10

Invertebrates

1! Mil- chordaie ancestor did rcviii m on neoutny

in an aseidinn larva, (he selective pressure* must

have kvn the opposite of those (ha' appear to I B1
\

effected the evolution of extant asctdians {Ron

1969a). Although larvae are retained in most

extant lorms (presumably for site selection and

e C flow), they arc free-swimming fb| bftlyfl VCfJ

ii m[ time, many species are viviparous and in

some, development is direct (Ben ill 1955; Kott

1974, 1982). rhese strategies avoid di
|

>o I tod

ensure population maintenance, which has

obvious advantages foi fbeed organisms in whi
cross fertilisation can occur only by release

! n

1

1 \iemat environment of either male, or both

male and female gametes (internally or efctCTJWll}

ieriihsed species, respectively).

Selection for long-lived larvae and subsequent

neoieuy would have been possible only tn

conditions where selective pressure? a [feetins

population maintamanee were not stringent; where

there was advantage associated with a longer free-

swimming phase; and where the absence of readily

available settlement sites delayed metamorphosis

"I hese conditions would be satisfied in still water-

where long-tic ed larvae would not be subjected to

lersal; in deep waters where long-lived larvae

would denvc advantages from plentiful food

(micro-flora) supplies at 'he surface; and in wafers

where soil sediments concealed the hard substrata

"
I

O] i n lenient sites.

( I 4SSIFK MIONOFASC1DIACEA

The two known orders of the Ascidi at ca.

EntcrogCetta and Pleurogona, arc :
n.; rased

only by the origin of the atrial cavity! Jtom a pail

0l doisal tovagi Li .is (Enteiogona) or a single

diMsal invagination (Pleurogona). Since this is an

embryonic character, the suboTditiaJ groupings are

of most practical use. Further, the paired origin

Ol thcaiiial cavity is a primitive condition and does

noi reflecl the close phyiogenetie relationship

between PWebobrancfaia (Enterogona) and

Stolidobranehia (Pleurogona), both of which are

separaled from the Aptousohrauchia (Pnleroeona)

bs pi imai v characters associated with the function

ot the cpieardum (Kott 1969a). In

Aplousobianchia ihe epicardum is involved with

the vegetative process and, with very lew

exceptions, meinbcTs of the subordei Lfl C< loniafc

In Phlebohranchia and StolidpbrailChla I ij

epieardium is involved with excretion and most

families are primarily ol solitary species. In

Aplousobranchia there is progressive evolution of
vegetative reproduction, colonial organisation and

larval viviparity, while Phlebobr.inehia and
Siohdobranchra arc in a single, evolutional v line.

characterised by |he excretory function o{ the

epieardium find adaptive advances associated

with a morphology that increases the efficiency of

large, solitary indiv iduals. Secondai v changes that

occur in certain phlebobranch and stolidobranch

taxa as a result of vegetative processes independent

o\' Lhofti hi i he Aplousobranchia ate analagOUS

rather lhan homologous, with those in the latter

suborder. This development of colonies, that

parallel! tplou&obraneh evolution, is probably a

icsul! ol similar environmental pressure tn

maintain populations (Kott 1982).

L volution in both lines is accompanied h>

of a capacity to accumulate vanadium. Tins

capacity is a characteristic of the Aseidiaeea and

is most conspicuous in the nunc primitive members
of the class. The vanadium chemistry ol iht

Aseidiaeea supports the phytogeny, discussed

above, ihat is based on morphology and the nature

ol t he vegetative processes. Aplousobranchia
iain vanadium in oxitfutian sfttte III,

Phlebobranehia contain vanadium IV, and
jdobranchia have lost ihe capacity rtj

accumulate Lfr I

I

.. [}| (Hawkins w ///. !9K3b).

Ki.v HO 'Hi OftDgJtS '\>jp Si 3i .M k| R

OP THE Asc li)i \( I \

I \\rv.\\ cavity develops from paired do, i

Invaginations, Gut, gonads and heart

alongside or entirely posterior to bianchial

sac. Gonads single, unpaired (never present

on side o( body opposite to gut) and

enclosed bv or posterior to the piiniary gut

loop; never anterior to it. Branchial sac not

folded (El ii ROOONAl 2

\tria1 cavity develop--, from single, mcdian-

cloisal invagination. GUt, gonads and heart

always alongside branchial sac (separated

From it by atrial cavity} and never entirely

posterior to it, Gonads paired or more
numerous. Usually present on both sides of

body and on one side enclosed by or anterior
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to primary gut loop; nevei posterior U i

Branchial sac primarily folded

(Pi |
i iki hi. <N'\) Stch idobranc HI \

1. put loop, gonads and heart always entirely

posterior to branchial sac

XprOUSOUU-XNtH! A

Gut loop, gonads and heart never entirely

posterior to branchial sac

PHLEftOUl i

Order EN 1 1 R.OG0HA

Aseidians in which the atrial cavity develops from
a pair of dorsal invaginations each side of the mid-

line. These later fuse LO form a single atrial Openfog
in the mid-line. No trace of this developmental

characteristic is present in the adult orgatu t:i

Members oi' the order are readily recognised bv

their Hat rather than folded branchial SEC; their

single, unpaired gonads either enclosed by or

posterior to the gut loop; and by the characters o\'

One or other of the two suborders,

Aplousobranchia^ and Phlebobrancuia. Only in

the family Plurcllidac and in Ascidia scuevolu

(family *V-,eidiidae) dues a secondary branchial

told form on the left side of the body.

Suborder PHLEBOBRANCHIA

This suborder primarily contains large solitary

enterogonid aseidians characterised by their firm,

gelatinous or cartilaginous, and usually

translucent test. Sand is embedded in ot adheres

to the test in many species, but the surface i$ often

naked and epibionts seldom occur The pharynx
occupies the full length of the body, and many
internal longitudinal branchial vessels supported

oti vertical papillae are always present. The gut and

gonads are embedded in the parietal body Wall and

I he body is not separated into thorax and
abdomen. There are simple branchial tentacles.

With the sole exception of species of the family

Plurellidae (in which the gonads project from the

body wall to be embedded in the test and the

ovarian tube is subdivided to lorm several separate

female 5acS), 'he single gonad is always enclosed

in the gut loop. Except in species in which

musculature has become specialised, muscle-bands

are fine. They never form a thick layer in the bodv

wall. With the exception of Perophot "J.

fertilisation is usually external and larvae are

primitive, with simple, unstalked, adhesive Ot
[

arranged in a triangle (Beerill 1950). Adult organs

are not well developed until metamorphosis.

f Aplousobraiicli Aseidians will bediscu&tfd III Pftrl II ftl Ifte

irrftftni ".oik

Vegetative reprodu n nJ mthe Families

Perophoridac and Pkuellid^e.

Colour in this group ol aseidians usually resulis

from pigmented blood cells present in vasculai

networks in the body wall, branchial sac and i,
|

vessels !i j$$$
|

iccnl

or transparent les terally, Phlebobranchla
contain vanadium as yellow-coloured vanadium

chromogen rti vanadocytes and compartment cells

(Webb 1939J. The vanadium cluomoc.cn oxidizes

d-brov Qlou m. Red and or.

pigment cells arc also present in many species*

Inter- and intra -Specific variations in pigmentation

result from variations in distribution oi the blood
cells [Ascidia glabra, Eaemascidia diaphanis) and

differences in the relative numbers o\ vanadium
containing and other blood cells that arc prcseui

(e.g. A sciciio elahro, 4 . gemma/a, i

kreagrn and Ecrelnascidia rubNcotlis). '*

dramatic iuua-speeifie colour variations (hat Cfti

some individuals to be maroon purple, brown, ot

black are not understood (e
;r . Lsi Haiti,

Ascidia liberate).

mi til i ii
: I'lufellidae and

Perophondae are all well represented in shallow

waters of the Austiahun continemal shell. The
families Agnesiida t] lidi ire represented

here by very lew species and are more diverse in

abyssal or colder waters of the northern

hemisphere Oclacnemidae (conlainine the geri

Hypobythius, Benthas< utiu Dicopia.

Mtzalodicopia and Oaacnentus) is an exclusively

abyssal tainilv not tepiesented ir. Australia (see

Monniol and Monmot 1972)

Ki_> iinin Families ol Piu t aOHftA-Nt mia

(* not recorded from Australia)

1. Stigmata absent or reduced

GMlDAI *

Stigmata present and tegular 2

2. Gonads enclosed in primary gut loop....

Cionads not enclosed in primary gut loop

Pi i.rh t r

3. Solitary 4

Colonial PEROPJiQR]

4. Gut on left of branchial sac - 5

Gut not on lelt of branchial sac

(Conn t .io.m-.)

5. Internal longitudinal branchial vessels not

interrupted \$x idiidai

Internal longitudinal branchial \ essi Is

interrupted or absent (AONESIiDM 1 6

6. Stigmata straight CusllushNai
"

Stigmata spiral ACN1 SONAE

Sti| raata straight Rhooosomat^ VI

niaia spiral . Cokli i ts-u
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Family ASCIDIIDAE Adams, 1858

Phlebobranch aseidtans with numerous rows of

straight stigmata, and internal longitudinal vessels

with papillae at their junctions with the transverse

vessels. There art: usually no branchial folds,

although the branchial wall is often finely pleated

between the interna! longitudinal vessels. The »ut

tS Oil the I tie branchial sac.

Generui! I is firm, translucent- gelatinous

and naked, although there are a few species with

Thin, brittle, sand-embedded test. Gonads are

:!'.
i enclosed In the gut loop Tte of a

tubular, usually branched, ovary and small,

brandling male follicles thai spread over the mi

side of the gut loop. The heart is to the left of the

mid-line, ventral and Bior< - [i
|

Jl o 1 to the

postero-ventral curve of the gul loop, its anterior

end continuous with the rub eudofttylar vessel. I 111

main test vessel brandies oft the sub-endosi

vessel jusi distal 10 its inn i
i m with the tieart.

There are three genera {Atctdieila, Asadia and

Phallusui) recorded frbrn Australia. Of these, the

ecu ns h, especial]) Both Isadia
Phalfusia, however, are conspicuous

components of the Australian ascidian fauna. The
affinities of the species are most often with the

fauna o( the lndo-West Pacific rather than that of

the 5Ub-antarCtlC. There are some tenii It

indigenous species around the southern half'of the

com 1
1,.

Only a single genus (ihe memotypic interstitial

Psumnuisadut Monmot. 1962a) Irom the English

Channel has not been recorded '-.ustralia.

The abyssa I Bathyastidia Har! meyer , 1901 is

probably a synoni r>ol I cidiu.

Ki -v to Ge^er * of Ascjdhpab
(* not recorded from .Australia)

1

.

Neural £laiid with openings into peribranchial

ea v 1 1 > Phatlusiu

Neural gland without op: ij into

peribranchial cavity 2

2. Individuals less than 2 mm Id ig

- Psatnmusadia *

Individuals not less than 2 mm long .1

3. Branchial papillae project above internal

longitudinal vessel:: 4scidtu

Branchial papillae do not project above
internal longitudinal vessels Ascidiella

Genus Ascidiella Roule, 1884

Type specie-,: \scidia aspersa Mueller, 1776

The genus is distinguished from Asadiu by the

absence of secondary branchial papillae projecting

imp the lumen of the pharynx at the junction of

the internal longitudinal and transverse vessels.

There are also differences in the blood cells and

blood chemistry of Ascidiella and Ascidia that

justify the reparation of these two morphologically

similii geoeffr. Ascidiella has vanadium-

coniutniug blood cells different from the

characteristic vandadoevle^ of the genus 4sadia.

Funh' i I
iome evidence that the vanadium

m the tormer genus is not bound in the same

chrornogen molecule that is found in Ascidia

(Webb 1939).

The few species in tl ie ten lis appear to be closely

related (see Bern]] 19M)). The only species recorded

from the southern hemisphere (from New
Zealand, south-western Australia, Victoria and
Tasmania) docs not appear to be distinct from

idfeila aspersa. which is known from the

Mediterranean Sea, the English Channel, the Irish

Sea and the '^ est coast of Ireland and Scotland.

Ascidiella aspersa (Mueller, 1776)

(Fig. 6)

Muelk-r. 1776, p. 225. Herdrnan, IBSIb,

Bl. Haiant, 1829. p.
s 6; 1931, p.303 ; Lfndsaj i

Ihomp 10, p.3. Thompson, |033, p.2v BrcWra,

i
;• 107; t950b, p. 344. KfMt, 1952. pu307.

Pkaitttstu as/tersa: IrausLedt, 1883b, p.4fi7

Ascidivtla aspersa: Ki;ier. I893,£t23, n.±rinvver. 1912b

p.29l; tyt5a, p -m: 1924 r.:s1;(not: l92i)a. p.2IO. <
\scidla %tebtti) BenUl* IMS, P'»Wfc IMfc P- 154 -

Arnb.uk. 1934, {JWfc0P<28. Azema 1937, P-49. Millar,

1963. pt::.

Phallusia crista
i

1826. p 276.

Ascidit-tla cwiaw: Route, 1884, p. 220.

iscidia pusiulosa Aider, HJ63, p. 154 Aider and
Hancock, 1905, p.l3M.

tuetdia a/fink Hancock, IS7fl< p. 361. Aider and

Hancock. [W. p 11%.

Pr-TKuiM
Ni-w Records: Western Australia (Swan River, w AM

l,75i Rimbur-, , WAM 17.75), ViclOTta (Port Phillip Bay.

QM G9406}. Tasmania [Spring B&3 , QM UH24S3; Brunv

I,, QM C.H2571; Dickson's Beach. TM DISH).

Pucviolsia RxooROFu: Western Australia (S1
ill

River - Miliar !%2: Albany - Koti 1952), South

Australia (St Vfoceftl ©OF — Kdtf 1952). Tasmania

(d'EntrAca&teBUX C iiannel — Koit 1^52). New Zealand

(Oiago biarbaut — Brewin 1946 1950b),

The Australian records are all irorn protected or semi-

euclosed waterways. In particular Western Australian

records include specimens Irom Pt U aha*, a cunsid.

up theSwan River estuary, wfi^e therein a I ej

marine habitat overlaid by bracki'-h water. The record

from Albany is in Oyster Harbour. These populations

appeat to be isolated, both From o\\q another and from

(he European populations. European populations,

.-
i

Lipv similar habitats to the southern
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Fig. 6: Ascidiella aspersa — a, external appearance (QM GH2483); b, right side of body wall showing musculature

(QM GH9406); c, portion of branchial sac. (Scales: a, 2.0 mm; b, 5.0 mm; c, 0. 1 mm)

hemisphere ones, being 'particularly abundant in the

inner-reaches of salt estuaries and harbours' (Berrill

1950, p. 155). The species is taken from shallow sub-

tidal waters, seldom at depths in excess of 50 m.

Description
External Appearance: Individuals are long,

and more or less egg-shaped, up to 6 cm in length;

the anterior end tapers to a short, conical, terminal

branchial siphon. A similar short atrial siphon is

present one-third to halfway down the dorsal

surface. Both siphons are ridged. Posteriorly the

body is rounded. There are 8 to 10 branchial lobes

and 6 atrial lobes. Papillae, with single or multiple

terminal points, are scattered on the surface,

especially on the right side of the test and around

the apertures. These are often present on rounded

swellings of the test. The test is firm but thin and

transparent, sometimes almost glassy.

The body is usually attached by the whole of the

left side.

Internal Structure: There are longitudinal

muscles radiating from the siphons. On the right

side these form an irregular open mesh with

internal circular muscles. The muscles terminate

parallel to one another around the ventral margin
of the body. There are streaks and patches of

orange pigment embedded in the body wall of

preserved specimens around and between the

apertures. The branchial tentacles are not

numerous: about 15 larger tentacles alternating

with rudimentary ones. The round dorsal tubercle

is present in a V-shaped peritubercular area and
has a U-shaped slit with both horns turned in or

out. The neural ganglion is present just posterior

to the tubercle. The dorsal lamina is double for

only a very short part of its anterior extent. It is

ribbed on both sides, although the ribs on the right

do not reach the edge of the plain-edged

membrane.

The branchial wall has single, minute pleats

between the longitudinal vessels, with up to 10

stigmata in each pleat. There are no secondary

branchial papillae.

The gut forms a tight double loop. The stomach

is lined with parallel longitudinal folds. The anal

border is smooth. The gonads are crowded in the
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primary gut loop. Small, branched male follicles

spread between and over both sides of the gut loop.

The ovary is tubular. Eggs are 0.13 mm in

diameter, excluding the outer layer of large follicle

cells. The inner follicle cells are small and brown.
Both gut and gonads are embedded in the body
wall on the left side of the body. Spherical renal

vesicles with a brown or colourless crystalline

inclusion are conspicuous in the body wall around
the gut wall and extending out into the body wall

on both sides of the body. They obscure both gut

and gonads.

Remarks: The structures of the individuals

referred to above from southern temperate

locations resemble those described from the

eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean Sea in every

respect, and do not justify separation of these

isolated populations as distinct species.

Brewin (1946) reported small vascular processes

on the internal longitudinal vessels of the New
Zealand specimens. These are not present in the

Australian material. Kott's (1971) proposal that

Ascidia meridionalis from Antarctic waters is

synonymous with the present species, based on the

presence of similar excretory vesicles and the

assumption that vascular processes described by

Brewin are homologous with the branchial papillae

of Ascidia spp.. is not tenable.

Genus Ascidia Linnaeus, 1767

Type species: Ascidia meniula Mueller, 1776

The branchial sac is without folds and the

stigmata are straight. Internal longitudinal

branchial vessels are supported by a papilla at their

junctions with the transverse vessels. The papillae

project into the lumen of the pharynx above the

level of the internal longitudinal vessels. The gut

is on the left side of the branchial sac. The gonads

are in the gut loop. A tubular ovary is branched

at its proximal end. Testis follicles spread over the

gut loop and the vasa efferentia join to a long,

thick vas deferens that accompanies the oviduct

and rectum to open at the base of the atrial

aperture. There are usually 6 to 10, and sometimes

up to 15, branchial lobes and 6 or 7 atrial lobes.

There are pigmented ocelli between the lobes of

the apertures. When the apertures are closed, the

border is drawn together to form a frill, the lobes

being drawn into the centre and the interlobal area

standing out to leave the ocelli exposed. The
position of the neural gland varies from above the

dorsal tubercle to ihe base of the atrial siphon, but

there are no accessory openings from its duct. The
dorsal lamina is usually double anteriorly between

the neural ganglion and the dorsal tubercle and the

left half of the double embrane often passes to the

left oi' the peritubercular area. Excretory vesicles

are often conspicuous in the body wall over the

gut.

The test of most species is firm, naked,

gelatinous and translucent, although sometimes it

is thin and papery, and occasionally sand is

embedded. Body musculature is well developed as

transverse or branching bands that form an

irregular mesh on the right side of the body,

usually crossing the dorsal mid-line. There are no

muscles over the gut, and on the left side of the

body, musculature is present only anterior to the

gut. Longitudinal and circular bands are present

on the siphons. The branchial sac is often very

finely pleated between the internal longitudinal

vessels; this pleating is emphasised when the

branchial sac is contracted. Most species lie on

their left side and are fixed to the substrate by a

large part of that side of the body. Many species

have up to 7 minute papillae fringing each lobe of

the apertures, similar to those found in Phallusia

julinea. Some species of Ascidia also share with

Phallusia a tendency to accumulate vast quantities

of mud in the descending limb of the gut loop and

in the rectum. In large specimens, this distends the

gut to such an extent that it occupies a large part

oi' the left side of the body, and often appears to

occlude the pharynx.

Ascidia is distinguished from Phallusia only by

the absence of the accessory openings of the neural

gland into the atrial cavity that characterise the

latter genus; and by the (usually) less numerous

lobes of the atrial aperture (fewer than 8, while

Phallusia spp. have 8 or more). The differences

between these two genera are slight, however, and

in the absence of secondary neural openings,

young specimens o( Phallusia can readily be

confused with species of the present genus.

The morphology of species in the genus Ascidia

is not diverse, and taxonomy of the genus is far

from satisfactory. Between 1885 and 1915, Sluiter

recorded 28 species of this genus from the

Indonesian region. Until the present review, only

4 of these were previously known to be synonyms
and only 14 have been recorded more than once.

From the Siboga collection (Sluiter 1904), 14

species were taken only once, each being

represented only by from 1 to 4 specimens. On the

other hand, 3 to 5 species of the genus were taken

at certain stations (stations 24, 213 and 144). This

suggests either that intraspecific variability has

confused attempts to define species parameters; or

that species diversity is unusually high,
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populations are relatively sparse and geographic

range is limited. Although all these factors may
have contributed to some extent to the apparently

unusual pattern of distribution, it is probable that

the former explanation is the correct one.

Examination of Sluiter's type material has

established that many of the described species are

conspecific. Many of these occur in Australian

waters. Thus, there are species of this genus that

have the same wide geographic ranges as those of

other tropical genera.

In the present review, the characters that appear

to be reliable indicators of species are: the presence

or absence of a fringe on the border of the

apertures and their position; the arrangement of

body muscles; the test vascularisation; the position

of the neural ganglion in relation to the dorsal

tubercle; the length and number of stigmata

between the internal longitudinal branchial vessels;

and the length {and to some extent the orientation)

of the gut loop. The number of branchial tentacles,

number of lobes around the apertures, shape of

the slit of the dorsal tubercle, and pigmentation of

the test all seem to be variable and to alter with

growth. Their reliability for purposes of

identification is generally only very limited.

Some of the species of Ascidia recorded from
Australia fall into the following apparently natural

groups:

1. Sydneiensis group: species with fringed lobes

of apertures. With the exception of A.

occidentals n.sp., these species have the

muscles on the right side of the body arranged

in regular transverse bands, confined to the

dorsal half of the body in A. Uberata, but

usually forming a border of short, parallel

muscles along the dorsal and ventral margin
of the right side. In this group, the anterior

end of the dorsal lamina is assymmetrical, the

left half of the double membrane passing to

the left of the peritubercular area.

Members of the group are Ascidia sydneiensis,

A. liberata, A. munda, A. parasamea n.sp.,

and A. occidentals n.sp.

2. Gemmata group: species in which the body
muscles on the right form an irregular mesh.

This group includes Ascidia decepta n.sp. and

A. latesiphonica (in which terminal ampullae

of test vessels are expanded into large,

spherical ampullae) and A. kreagra and A.

capiltata (in which the test projects into the

body wall around the gut). Other members of

the group are A empheres, A. gemmata, A.

glabra, A. thompsoni and A. challengeri.

Ascidia archaia (with an open gut loop and
pinnate branches on the proximal half of the

ovarian tube), A. pandora n.sp. (with a brittle,

sandy test) and A. prolata n.sp. (with a short, Oat

intestinal loop and long branchial siphon) all have
their body musculature on the right organised into

transverse bands in the dorsal half of the body.

However, their other characters do not indicate a

natural group of species.

Ascidia nerea n.sp. has bands of short transverse

muscles along the dorsal and ventral margin of the

right side of the body as in the sydneiensis group,

but is separated from that group by the absence of

a fringe on the apertures.

Ascidia scaevola is a highly adapted sand-

dwelling species, its flattened intestine and rectum

resembling that of A. prolata n.sp., but it is

isolated from all other known Ascidia spp. by

many characters.

The affinities of the majority of species of the

genus Ascidia in Australian waters are with the

tropical fauna, although there are indigenous

species in both temperate and tropical waters. On
present records many species do seem to have a

quite limited geographic range.

Key ro mt Species of Ascidia

Recorded from Australia

1

.

Muscles form irregular mesh on right side of

body 2

Muscles do not form irregular mesh on right

side of body 10

2. Extensions of inner wall of test projecting into

body wall around gut 3

No extensions of inner wall of test projecting

into body wall around gut 4

3. Dorsal ganglion near dorsal tubercle

A . capillata

Dorsal ganglion not near dorsal tubercle

A . kreagra

4. Tentacular fringe on apertures

4 . occiden talis n.sp.

No tentacular fringe on apertures 5

5. Large spherical terminal ampullae in surface

test 6

No large spherical terminal ampullae in

surface test 7

6. Atrial aperture in anterior half of body; some
sand in test A. decepta n.sp.

Atrial aperture in posterior half of body: no

sand in test A . latesiphonica

7. Atrial aperture in anterior one-third of dorsal

surface A . challengeri

Atrial aperture not in anterior one third of

dorsal surface 8
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B, iniernifdtatc branchial papillae

-l thottipsoni

No intermediate branchial papillae 9

9. Anal opening posterior lo pole of gut loop ..-

10

Anal opening more or less leVtl with pole of

gut loop 4
.
glabra

10. Up lo 4 sdgmHia per mesh 1 gemmata
More than 4 stigmata per mesh . A. ompheres

11. Branchial told on left side of dorsal lamina...

-1. scaevo/a

No branchial fold .. -.12

12. Tentacular fringe on apertures I?

No tentacular fringe on aperuircs 17

13. Border of short, parallel muscles encircling

right side of body 14

No border of short, parallel muscles encircling

right side of body 4. hherata

14. Anal border lobed 4 <yilneiensis

Anal border not lobed 15

15. Atrial aperture in posterior one-third ol bodv

16

Atrial aperture not In posterior one-third of

bodv 4 - parasamea n .sp.

16 1 or ] stigmata per mesh 4. nerca n.sp.

More than 3 sucmaiu per mesh 4. imtnda

i ] Gal loop wide Open; proximal half of ovarian

tube branched I archatu

Gut loop narrow, closed; less than naif of

proximal end of ovarian tube blanched. .18

brittle with sand; branchial siphon short

4. pandora n.sp.

Test not brittle with sand; branchial siphon

very fcmg \.fi lata n.sp.

The following species arc known ftom the

Indonesian region \

Australia:

Ascidia b\ niter, 18X7 ha. 1

-, a terminal

branchial iiphon, and a sessile posteriorly

positioned atrial aperture. Externally, it

resembles .1- iho/npsotiK bin does not have

intermediate branchial papillae, and has a

smaller number of stigmata than the kiitcr

species, it also resembles some of the la

specimens of ,4. kreaemt -and A, laiesipkunlcti

but is distinguished by the interrupted

opening of the dorsal tubercle.

Ascldiakum a ySlyiter, 1887 (ZMA V.TU23<>)

has scsmIc apertures and otily 2 -r H | igftiata

in each mesh. 1 onzcr stigmata appear to be

in the process rj] mbdn isioi b the

paradigmatic vessels The branchial jac

resembles that of A, nc/va n.sp.

Ascidia limpida Shifter, 1904 has side branches

bial papillae. Only the thin, sand-

encrusted test of the type specimen (ZMA
V..TU246J remains. It is similar to the test o\'

A nerea n.sp.

Ascidia melanosioma Sluilcr, 1 885 resembles A

.

kreagra in its branchial sac, although it has

darkly pigmented sessile apertures (which are

not present in the latter species). The type

specimen Is lost (Spoe! 1969).

Astidk nodosa Slmter, 1887, 1890 has 2 or 3

stigmata in each mesh and an S-lobed

branchial aperture. It appears not to have
branchial papillae. It is known from 2

specimens, which appear to be juveniles

rather than specimens of the genus Ascidielta.

The holotype specimen of this species (ZMA
V.TU255) contained a label, A. munda (see

Spoe! 1969). In fei
| th< specimen is one of

.4. nutnda. It may be the missing specimen of

4. iiiwslucida Siuiter. 1890 (< A. munda
Siuiter . 1898a nom. now).

Ascidia perflu.xa Sinner, 1904 (ZMA V.TU357)
ichly ; ascularised species. There are the

same number of stigmata per mesh as in A.
kreagra, however, the branchial safe is

strengthened with intermediate longitudinal

vessels in the meshes.

Ascidia spinosa Siuiter. 1904 (ZMA WTU262)
is covered with conical points about 5 mm
high, thus resembling t. saptea Oka. 1935

from Japan and the Philippines {A.

sydneiensis wtnea : Tokioka 1967a). The
body musculature is transverse and there are

numerous glandular folds in the stomach

linii

Ascidia incitspis Siuiter, 1904 has side branches

on the branchial papillae, and only 2 stigmata

pei mesh, rhegul Fbtnra a simple open loop.

The type specimen has been lost.

Aseidid archaia Siuiter, IS90

(Fig. 7)

;
... ft .:... ,.' li

' M*p*&
Ascidia appric Siuiter. 1904, p.38, Van Name, 19IS.

p.IW fbWORa, 195*$, p 257; I963.P.9; I967a»p>!43,

Millar, L975, p.269. Nishikawa and Tofcluka, 1476.

Ascidia rhabdopl \ 1904, fl r45 Hartmeyerqpd
Michaelsen, L928,p.280 I

I \\ kfi I953ar R.220;Kati,

icciniQli from Suva Barrier Reef
and l'Ul 1

1 um Drill i

Phaihtxiacor&toletesViiTi Name, 1924, p 27

isciditi cordl&ides: Van Name. 1945, p .187.

DlSIRIUfl InN

Nlw Records; Western Australia (Rowley Shoals,

WAN! 944.83). Ni-w South Wales (Norfolk L, QM
GH2698)- Queensland (Mmliimbah, QM GH244S.;
Hervey R;iv, QM CJH2545; Heron I- QM 0HI343
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Fig. 7: Ascidia archaia — a, body wall showing contracted muscles (QM GH2455); b, branchial tentacles, dorsal

tubercle and anterior part of dorsal lamina (QM GH3064); c, portion of branchial sac (WAM 994.83); d, left side

of body showing gut and ovary (QM GH2445); e, gut and ovary showing variation in orientation of the ovary

(QM GH3064). (Scales: a, 2.0 mm; b, c, 0.01 mm; d, e, 1 .0 mm).
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iiH2542-4 GHi547-8 GH2550-2 GU2600 GU26I5
i iH26le CH3000 GH3040 GH3064; Wfetari Reef, QM
GH29SS; Lizard I., QMGH2546GH2540GB25S3).

PREVIOUSLY Km ORDI u. Western VuataDa I
Shark Ba>

— Harlmeyer and Miehaelsen 1928); Indonesia <d,

wrhjni type ZMA V.TU212 Siuik-r 1890. I5M4J ''

1*75) i'i. ippiofs (Van Name- 1918V I'iji ikon L98I).

Marshall Is. (lokioka I%7 U ). Japan (Tokioka 1953a;
i ikars Lnd Am inAl roltiolty 1954, Nishtf i iDd

toka 1976; tzu Peninsula — Tokfoka IW2).
indies (Van Name W24, 1945).

The species is £ faOTltj found under stones and
rubble in shallow pool.1

, and crevices. One sneuinen from

H I I '

i pel 'menial plate thai had been

in the water for b months) is 5 cm Ic
I

m v. kipTWN
Extern \i Appi vkano • Individuals arc OV«l

and laterally flattened, fixed b) the let t side, and

up to 5 cm in Length. The outer border Is firm and
rounded. The apertures are sessile except in larger

specimens when the atrial aperture is on a conical

elevation. The 8 to 10-lobed branchial aperture is

terminal, artd the 6 to 8-lobed atrial aperture is

about hallway along the dorsal surface. Red
pigment spots are present between the lobes of the

rtvies and there is often P fine red linear^

the apertures. In living specimens the test is smooth
and firm, Usually it is transparent and fclassy,

although some individuals taken from Ihe eastern

end of the Heron 1. reel (QM GH3064) were
IXS6). It ifi thinner on

ihe leli side ot the body than on the right, and Is

thickest around the apertures. Thick test on the

i side ot the bud;, causes small specimens to

appear almost hemispherical, t he mam test vessel

enters the test about halfway along the ventral

surface, and the 3 pi unary branches can be

clearly in the test. There are rather sparse terminal

branches at the surface,

TWO commensal ampTlipodfi present in the at!

cavity can usually be seen throu I
Massy test

of living specimens,

ItfrgRlS EM : I he hods uuisculaluic

is rather sparse. There are eircnl lea around

I ture$. 0(1 the right side 01 the hod\. ihcic

•
,

. open tneshwort of muscle*, which when
contracted ate gathered into a Pew, short,

transverse hands thai extend Mil) halfway down
the side of the body. Muscles do not extend beyond
the base of the siphons on the left. There are about

40 sturdy branchial tentacles, binge and small

alternating, and these alternate with rudimentary
teles. The anteriorly directed opening oi the

neural gland is transverse, or forms a wide U-shape

CUrvfog around l he base P a shall w

peritubercular area. The dorsal ganglion is a short

distance posterior to the tubercle. The dorsal

lamina is a broad membrane, double anteriorlv to

apoini jusl posterior to the neural eanglion. It i.

ribbed on both sides. Small, pointed projections

nd front! the ribs beyond the border of the

ibrane.

There are rounded papillae at the junction oj

the internal longitudinal vessels with the trans

and paradigmatic vessels, and small intermediate

papillae are present on the longitudinal vessels

i .ecu the primary papillae. There are 4 to 6

Stigmata (let mesh. Ihe branchial sac has

inmate pleats.

The gut occupies the posterior half to three

quarters ol ihe body. I he pt imary loop is long and

rather wide. The curvature of the loop varies with

the contraction Of the body. When it is stione.lv

contracted, the rectum (which is sometimes short)

can be bent back lightly against the descending

limb of the intestine. When the body is relaxed,

however, the gut \<->^p is gently curved around the

posterior end of the body, and the secondary loop

ide and open rhe stomach is spherical or

slightly elliptical, with 4 longitudinal folds. The
anal border is smooth. Harlmeyer and Miehaelsen

(I92B, Pis, 7) have shown the variation in the curve

oi the gut loop,

The gonads are in the primary gut loop,

ovary is tubular and has rather short , rounded ,iw\

sometimes almost pinnate branches along the

proxi i id of its length. The branching

pari u\ the ovary lies along the inner curve of ihe

intestinal part of the ascending limb of the kui

loop The distal part of the ovary is a wide, thick

1 be extending parallel to the rectum to open neai

the anal opening it iaseporated from the proximal

pail by a consmciion. In sonic of the J
I

specimens (QM GH3Q64) the proximal branching

patt ol the ovaiy em\cs dorsallv parallel W the

drseendiru', limb of the gul loop and the distal p 1

of the ovary. The testis follicles are small and

branching, spreading over the limbs ot the gut loop

and joining to a wide tubular vas deferens. The
male and female gonads do not appear to mature

at the same time.

R> \i.\kks: The wide gut loop, glassy test, sessile

arse body musculature thai is |ai

transverse, intermediate branchial papillae, and

the relatively large pari of the ovarian tube thai is

branched are all characteristics of this species.

Living specimens are readily identified by the two

active amphipods that are always visible ihrou.eh

the glassy test.

Intetniediaic branchial papillae arc reported

be present in fc dW&mptn Slmter, l8*Xr.
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However these are not present in the type (ZMA
V.TU223), and the species are readily

distinguished by other characters.

Ascidia archaia was reported (Sluiter 1890) to

have the rectum tightly folded back against the

descending limb of the gut loop, but this condition

results from contraction of the dorsal part of the

body. A. archaia (ZMA V.TU212), with its open

primary gut loop, glassy test and ovary branched

along the proximal half of its length, is inseparable

from specimens of A. aperta.

Kott (1981) ascribed specimens with pointed

papillae around the apertures and a narrow gut

loop to A. rhabdophora. Reexamination of these

specimens has confirmed that they are A. liberata.

Ascidia rhabdophora Sluiter, 1904 has an

identical morphology to that of the present species.

The calcareous spicules in the outer layer of test

that were believed to distinguish it from the present

species (Sluiter 1904, Hartmeyer and Michaelsen

1928) were, apparently, artefacts or foreign bodies

(as suggested by Tokioka 1953a).

Tokioka (1953a) had suggested that Ascidia

corelloides (Van Name, 1924) from the West Indies

is conspecific with .4. rhabdophora, a junior

synonym of the present species. This relationship

is confirmed.

Ascidia capillala Sluiter, 1887.

(Fig. 8a-d)

Ascidia capillala Sluiter, 1887, p. 255.

Ascidia austera Sluiter, 1904, p. 39. Hartmeyer, 1909,

p. 1401. Hartmever and Michaelsen, 1928, p.297. Kott,

1966, p.296.

Ascidia melanostoma: Kott, 1981, p. 197.

? Ascidia cylindraeea Herdman, 1882, p.216. Sluiter,

1904, p.32.

Distribution

New Records: Queensland (Heron 1., QM GH2622
GH2997 GH3019 GH3082; Wistari Reef. QM GH3030;
Abbot Bay, QM GH704).

Previously Recorded: Western Australia (Oyster

Harbour — Hartmeyer and Michaelsen 1928). ? New
South Wales (Twofold Bay — Herdman 1882). Northern

Territory (Darwin — AM Y1654 Kott 1966). Indonesia

(.4. capillala type ZMA V.TU219 Sluiter 1887, ,4. austera

ZMA V.TU267.2 Sluiter 1904). Fiji (Kott 1981).

Description

External Appearance: Individuals up to 4.0

cm are known. The body is oval to elongate,

tapering to the terminal branchial aperture. It is

laterally flattened and fixed by the whole of the

left side. Externally both apertures are sessile,

although the surrounding test is ridged. The
branchial aperture has 8 to 10 lobes and the atrial

aperture, one-third of the way down the dorsal

border, is 6-lobed. In preservative, the test is

usually translucent, with inconspicuous clouds of

minute dark pigment particles and more intense

dark pigment around the apertures and in the

siphon linings. In life, the body is pinkish

vinaccous with darker siphons (Ridgeway 1886).

The branches of the test vessels are numerous and

there are numerous terminal branches at the

surface. Sometimes the surface of the test is raised

into minute pointed papillae over the terminal

branches of test vessels. In other specimens,

although the terminal branches of the test vessels

can be seen near the surface, the test over them is

smooth. The surface test of preserved material has

rounded swellings and creases. The lobes of the

apertures are smooth, with ocelli between them.

Sand particles are attached to the very thin test

on the left side, where it is fixed to the substrate.

This part of the test is very readily torn.

Internal Structure: Generally the body is a

whitish colour in preservative. Wide, flat

membranes, terminating around their borders in

irregularly branched processes, extend from the

inside of the test and project into, but do not

penetrate, the body wall around and in the centre

of the gut loop. The effect is to partially isolate

t he gut from the remainder of the body,

surrounding it with test to varying extents, and
causing the left side of the body to be associated

very closely with the test. The test vessel enters the

test through one of the test membranes ventral to

the gut loop. The body wall is very delicate. The
very short and exceptionally narrow siphons have

longitudinal and circular muscles. An open,

irregular mesh of muscles is present on the right

side, but muscles on the left are present only

anterior to the gut loop. There are about 40 rather

long and crowded branchial tentacles. The narrow

prebranchial zone is finely papillated. The dorsal

tubercle is a large, circular cushion with a large U-
shaped slit. It fills the V-shaped peritubercular

area. The neural ganglion is close behind the dorsal

tubercle. The left half of the double anterior part

of the wide, ribbed dorsal lamina passes to the left

of the peritubercular area. Posteriorly, the ribs of

the dorsal lamina are produced into short

projections from the edge of the membrane.
The branchial sac has shallow pleats. Large

rounded papillae are present at the junctions of

the transverse and internal longitudinal vessels.

There is a single pleat to each mesh with 2 or 3

rectangular stigmata.

The gut forms a deeply curved double loop.

There are four internal folds in the short, elliptical,

dark stomach. The oesophagus is long, originating
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Fig. 8: Ascidia capillata (QM GH2622) — a, profile of body from dorsal surface showing test partially enclosing

gut (diagrammatic); b, membranes from inner surface of test; c, gut and gonads showing terminal tips of test

membranes curving around the gut; d, portion of the branchial sac. Ascidia challengeri — e, external appearance.

(Scales: b, c, 1.0 mm; d, 0.1 mm; e, 1.0 cm).

from about two-thirds down the branchial sac. The
rectum is a very long flat tube extending anterior

to the pole of the gut loop (which curves dorsally).

The branchial sac projects posterior to the

stomach, which extends transversely across the

body.

The ovary has long, narrow branches. Some join

the thick oviduct at the level of the stomach. The
terminal branches curve around the outside of

both limbs of the gut loop.

The ragged edges of the test membrane that

partially isolate the gut from the body wall can

sometimes be seen on the mesial surface of the gut,

curving around the outside of the loop, especially

the descending limb, and around both sides of the

stomach.

Remarks: This is a unique species, in which the

test becomes rather intimately associated with the

body wall, partially isolating the gut and gonad
from the remainder of the body wall. This is a

condition reminiscent of Microgastra n. gen.,

although the body wall projects out into the test

in the latter species. The species is otherwise similar

to other species of Ascidia, with its gonads
enclosed in the long, narrow, deeply curved gut

loop. The flattened rectum is also reminiscent of

that of Microgastra spp., although it is very much
longer.

The double dorsal lamina extending up to the

left of the dorsal tubercle is similar to that found

in species of the sydneiensis group, although other

characteristics of that group are not present.
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The species is also characterised by the dark

pigmentation in the linings of the short, narrow,

anteriorly situated siphons; almost flat branchial

sac with very shallow pleats and few stigmata in

each mesh; long rectum extending anterior to the

pole of the gut loop to reach the anterior atrial

siphon; and dorsal curve of the intestinal loop. The
dark pigmentation persists in the siphons of

alcohol-preserved specimens.

Ascidia capillata is distinguished from A. glabra

and A . gemmata by its more numerous test vessels,

internal test membranes, rather narrow internal

siphons and anteriorly positioned atrial aperture.

In A. kreagra there is an internal ridge of test that

fits under the descending limb of the gut loop. It

is more solid and less extensive than the test

membranes of the present species. Ascidia kreagra

is also more robust, with thicker test, more
stigmata per mesh, more conspicuously pleated

branchial sac. Its bright canary yellow colour

clearly distinguishes the living specimens from

those of the present species.

Ascidia challenged Herdman,

(Fig. 8e;Pl.Ia)

1882

Ascidia challengeri Herdman. 1882, p. 202; 1923, p.28.

Arnback, 1938, p.46. Van Name, 1945, p. 192. Kott,

1954, p. 148; 1969a, p.90; 1971, p.40. Millar, 1960b,

p.89. Vinogradova, 1962, p. 198.

Phallusia challenger!: Hartmeyer, 1912b, p.283.

Ascidia charcoli Sluiter, 1905b, p.471; 1906, p. 34.

Herdman, 1912b, p. 314; 1915, p.96; 1923, p.29.

Phallusia charcoli'. Hartmever, 1911, p. 466; 1912.

pp.286, 287. Sluiter, 1914, p.26.

Ascidia dispar Arnback, 1938, p.48.

Distribution

New Record: Tasmania (Port Davcy, QM GH2012).

Previously Recorded: Tasmania (Herdman 1923,

Kott 1954). Kerguelen Is., Heard 1. (Herdman 1882,

Hartmeyer 1912b, Kott 1954, Vinogradova 1962).

Antarctic Peninsula and Scotia Ridge (Sluiter 1905b 1906

1914, Arnback 1938, Millar 1960b, Kott 1969a).

Antarctic Continent (Hartmeyer 1911, Herdman 1923,

Vinogradova 1962, Millar 1960b, Kott 1969a).

The species is one of the few from the sub-Antarctic

that extends north ot the subtropical convergence. It has

a wide circumpolar range and is found in waters down
to 600 m in depth in the southern part of its range.

Description

Exn-KNAL Appearance: The newly recorded

specimen is 9 cm long, more or less cylindrical over

most of its length, narrowing to the terminal

branchial aperture. The atrial aperture is small and

inconspicuous, about one-third of the distance

down the dorsal surface. Both apertures are sessile.

There are 10 branchial lobes and 8 atrial lobes.

Ocelli are present between the lobes, which are not

fringed. The test is firm and only very slightly

translucent. The test vessels branch profusely.

Terminal branches are not expanded into spherical

ampullae.

Internal Structure: Muscles form an

irregular mesh on the right side of the body but

these straighten into a band of parallel, transverse

muscles across the dorsal mid-line. On the left, the

muscles are limited to the part of the body anterior

to the gut loop. There are about 100 crowded
branchial tentacles, their bases extending around

a muscular velum to form ribs around it. The
prebranchial area is conspicuously papillated. A
large, circular dorsal tubercle has a U-shaped slit,

but there is no V-shaped peritubercular area. The
dorsal ganglion is a short distance posterior to the

dorsal tubercle, about halfway between the

tubercle and the base of the anteriorly positioned

atrial siphon. The dorsal lamina is ribbed, and the

ribs project beyond the edge of the membrane. It

is a double membrane anteriorly.

The branchial sac has only very shallow pleats

and long meshes with about 6 long stigmata in each

mesh. The branchial papillae are large and
rounded; occasionally very small intermediate

papillae are associated with parastigmatic vessels

that cross the stigmata.

The gut forms a long, deeply curved loop. The
descending limb of the intestine, and the rectum

are considerably distended with mud. The anal

border has a few, irregularly placed indentations,

but is otherwise smooth. The gonads are in the

usual position in the very tight gut loop.

Remarks: The external appearance of this

specimen very closely resembles individuals from

south of the sub-tropical convergence. Its

branchial tentacles are more numerous, however,

and they appear to be arranged in a single circle

rather than in two as previously described (Millar

1960b; Kott 1969a). It is possible that the apparent

arrangement of the branchial tentacles is obscured

by the contraction of the muscles at their base.

As in the present specimen, those from Antarctic

locations are often found with mud-distended gut,

and the branchial sacs are also similar. The
external appearance and the branchial sac, with its

occasional intermediate papillae and parastigmatic

vessels, shallow pleats and relatively long stigmata,

provide the principal characters by which the

species can be distinguished from others occuring

in Australian waters.
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Ascldia deecpta n.-p,

(Fig
1 mpmni- Kflil W5, p. to

[>w uh ,mii>: Queensland d-mser I . I km from
'm. ih ol Mi.oii Creek, oil wreck, coll- V. 1\

20.7.75, holotvpe QM •_, i<ki7(\),

New Records: foimwia (Spring Bay, '.ai ( h:u27i
I

Aii-,ii;.!i:i (Sj Vlncenl Cull. paratype QM G9&29;
K.tn^.uH. i., jKiiuiypcA QM G10002). CJueeiul

(Morcion Bay. QM G497fi GH349 GH2373; i-mw.

»6 Rtype CJH2581; Bunitti Heads, QM GH2S I

Gladstone QM G9713 GH271 GHMSKI GH11SC
i574CH2579| Ahh.-i Point. ptfatypesQM GH2571 -

i 12575-7 GH2580; T(lWn*VuV. QM Gl 12566).

Pkeviousi v Recorded; South Australia (Upper
•nc^i Gulf- Kott 1975).

The gpecies has been i.ikr ,!i:iiinu water on mud
<J| sandy substrates.

Dl ;< KIP7l«V\

BXTI knai Am ,\k sn( i ; Individuals arc oval.

p d I cm lOttg. They arc usually dorso -venlrnlly

or, occasionally, laterally flattened. Both
apertures arc on short, cylindrical, often bill

always ridged, siphons of equal length that arc

relatively close to one another in the aruei lot hall

of the Body. They arc often parallel in one

another, al right angles to the long axis of the

body, the branchial siphon affefag from the

i nor end oi' the dorsal surface. However, the

branchial siphon is sometimes teimmal and lurried

udb Thorc is sand* sometimes sparse but often

itl quite a dense coat, embedded in Hie lest , bul the

; tcx flcsln siphons are always naked.

I .amellibratich mollUfiCS tic sometimes embedded
in the test, causing some swellings and Irregularity

in Ihe otherwise even surface. The test is firm and
gelatinous and glassy, and there are conspicuous

bladder cells between the large, spherical, terminal

ampullae of test vessels that arc characteristically

present in the surface test and especially

conspicuous on the siphons. They are of variable

si;e and probably function as chromatophores. In

some specimens these are less conspicuous and
appear to have broken or are collapsed.

There are 8 branchial lobes and 6 or 7 atrial

lobes around the respective apertures. Ocelli are

lent between the lobes ofthe apertures. In some
Specimen*, there are pigmented stripes in the

siphon lining.

Interna) Structure: Outa longitudinal and
inner circular muscles are present on the siphons.

On the right, they extend over the side of the body
E0 lorn i an irregulai meshwork of branching

longitudinal and transverse muscles that terminate

parallel to one another al right angles to the ventral

border. Dorsally, they cross the mid-line onn
left side of the body. On the left, the longitudinal

bands are conspicuous anterior to ihe gut loop

but muscles are absent over the gut. The internnf

branchial siphon is relatively short. Ihe internal

atrial siphon always arises from about halfway

down the bodv and is always long. Both siphons

have a conspicuous layer of circular muscles

There are 60 to 80 wry fine branchial tentacles,

Ttie dorsal tubercle is a large, circular cushion in

the narrow prebranehial aiea. A peritubercului

area is present occasionally, but is very shallow.

I he slit is almost circular, its open interval directed

anterioi ly; sometimes one oi both of its horns ai

.

turned in oi overlap. The ribbed dorsal lamina is

double anteriorly, becoming single in the vieimtv

of the neural ganglion, which is about hah
distance between the atrial siphon and the tubercle.

The ribs of the dorsal lamina project from the

membrane alone the middle part of its length, and
there is often a small intermediate projection

between the primary ones. In one specimen (from

Bo wen) the slit on the dorsal tubercle is

interrupted,

The branchial papillae are curved, with a

protruberancc near the base of their dorsal

concave border. The meshes are wide and short.

the stigmata being very short and oval. The pleats

in the branchial sac are studio* and rathe] wide.

usually less than one pel mesh, There are about 12

stigmata per pleat, but only 8 to It) pet mesh.

1 he gUI forms a deeply curved loop, rather 0\

:n the pole. The intestinal pan of the loop cui

dorsally toward the tip of the rectum, wh
projects up into the base of the atrial siphon and
lei miuaies in a smooth-rimmed or vi

inconspicuouly scalloped anus,

The gonads are present in the gut loop. Abdul
the proximal quarter of the ovarian tube is

irregularly branched. Male follicles underlie I he-

ovary and extend out over the gut loop

Remarks: The sand-embedded test, ihe short,

cylindrical and often upright and naked siphons.

and the ovarian tube thai is branched for up to

half the length ofthe intestinal pan ol the gut loop

arc characteristic, and present even in juvenile

specimens. Specimens m which the bphei
terminal ampullae are broken or collapsed can be

distinguished from most other species by the glassy
test, usually with embedded sand.

Asatiut glabra has similarly short and wide
meshes in the branchial sac. but lacks the sphu al

chromatophores in the surface test (which should
not be confused with the stellate chromatophores
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IMM

Fig. 9: Ascidia decepta n.sp. — a, b, external appearance (QM GH2573, G9629); (e, d, body musculature (QM
G9629) (c, from ventral surface; d, from dorsal surface); e. dorsal tubercle and anterior part of dorsal lamina

(QM GH9629); f, left side of body showing gut loop, ovary and some male follicles (QM G 10076). (Scales: a, 2.0

mm; b, 5.0 mm; c, d, f, 2.0 mm; e, 1.0 mm).
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of PhatkiSia jufinea) Although the :.

openings of the neural gland ,
i always praseM

2nd The cost chromatophorcs are i'aded. the latter

specie;- can be distinguished from .4 deccpia by

Us thicker , firmer, opaque unci ft ill Mceu
test, and tentacular fringe on the lobes of the

apertures.

Specimens of Ascidia lutt'siphonictt in th<

present colled ion have .pheneal

ampullae that resemble IhoSe oi the pre

species. I he specie ar :d ishcdprun: b

(.he shape of (he body, .4. tatesiphotiien being long

and ii :n
'

^ . usually with a long, terminal

branchial siphon and the atrial siphon at varying

rJLstac oil ng the dorsal rarfaei diadecepta

has a shorter, more rectangular bodv with short

i
and branchial siphon . more nuinc

maia in each pleui oi the branchial sac and
Mime sand embedded in the lest (while /t.

hiresiphiwica is usuallv naked).

Ascidia empheres SI niter, IK95

ic. toa-d)

Avf/rfft em 15, p. 177; jyiu, p. Jt.

I
ti ,i ttBl i ION

Nlw Kl. m ' .'in mis-, om est:

OH2463GH306SGH3074OH3'*72-3^ w.-m.; Reel". u\i

CJH3108; Dae kivc;. QM GH703). Ptt£vio

RrcTOou); Indonesia i/MA V.TU227 luil 1895,

Dim Kiioiors

t \ii RNAI \ppj .,
, ecunens are i tl

,Ua|>L'd
(
rounded posteriorly and n

i

. o a

terminal 7 or H-tobed branchial aperture. The
ii 11 ly oriented. 6 or 7-lobcd atrial aperture is

ihc body length distant from the

branchial aperture. In smaller specimens both

apertures appeal to be sessile; but larger specimens

(up lo b cm) have short, ridged siphons.

The body is slightly laterally flattened and fixed

by almost the whole of the Iclt side, where the test

is very thin. Elsewhere, the test is firm, gelatinous

cloudy. The surface is very Uriels papillated.

Test vessels are relatively sparse d\u\ there are no
expanded terminal ampullae

The liviiig specimens are slate-grey, with dark

rnent panicles dispersed through the test. The
colour is more intense anteriorly- The test w
contain masses oi very brie.ni yellow corpuscles,

which become dark in preservative.

Internal Si kl ci lirl: The internal siphons are

distinct even in very small specimens. The body

wall has a mesh of muscles on the right side of the

body. On the left, muscle &i present i

anterior m the tun loop- In freshly preserved

specimens, dark corpuslcs arc present in the bodv

J] the branchial tentacles and the vessels and

papillae of the branchial sac. Dark longitudinal

- are preseni In the tfptton lining. There are

12 to 24 branchial tentacles, noi very crowded and
only o\ moderate length, alternating wuh
rudimentary tentacles. The prcbranchial ar-:£ i

narrow and finely papillated. There is no
pcritubercular V, and the small dorsal tubercle is

in theprebranchral area, at iheanrerior end of the

dorsal lamina. The opening of the neural gland is

a simple U-shupe with one or both horns turned

Out. The open interval between the two fold

the dorsal lamina is displaced slightly 10 the lei M I

the dmsal mid-line. The dorsal lamina is ribbed,

and Irom about halfway down the body, the ribs

project from the free ed» Ol the membrane as

small langUetfi. The dorsal ganglion is hallwav

between the dorsal luhereie and t he atrial siphon.

The branchial sac has conspicuous pleats,

lightly less ihan one in each mesh. ^^ there arc

about 8 lone rectangular stigmata in each pleat.

The papillae at the junctions of the longitudinal

and transversa vessels are large, and ha\

incmbfane extending out along the trans'

vessels Irom then coi\^a\c side.

The deeply curved, but relatively short gul fi

is in the posterior half to one-thud oi the body,

the pole of the loop beil -iiglulv anreru [i

the anus which curves out into Ihc posteriorly

oriented atrial siph

The gonads are in their usual position in the gui

loop. Long br t
i

,
|

: .i nat cud oi th.

ovarian tube CUn l I
I
onto the outside tide

of the pole of gut loop

REMARKS: The posteriorly oriented atrial siphon

and general shape oi the body, together with its

musculature arc the same as in Ascidia gemmpta.
Living specimens can be distinguished by the dark

slate colour oi the present species and its profuse

yellow blood corpuscles in the test vessels. In

preservative, the deep branchial pleats, more
nutnciOLis Stigmata, Shonei and less num«.i

branchial tentacles, shorter gut loop and cloudy,

sometimes dark test distinguish the present species.

Externally, individuals also resemble Ascidia

capiUaia but can be distinguished h\
l to PQ! icnor

position of the atrial aperture in ,-!. pttlpfli

Sluiter (1895) records oniv 4 stigmata in each

branchial mesh. The holotype (ZMA V.TU227)
has the usual tight branchial pleats which po<- il I

obscured the 6 to S stigmata that are present in

each mesh.
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Fig. 10: Ascidia empheres — a, external appearance (QM GH3068); b, body wall from left side (QM GH3068); c,

portion of branchial sac (QM GH3472); d. dorsal tubercle (QM GH3472). Ascidia gemmata — e, external

appearance (QM GH2457); f, right side o\' body showing muscles; g, left side of body showing gut and gonads

(QM GH2466); h, border of apertures standing out in a frill that leaves the ocelli exposed on contraction

(diagrammatic); i, portion of the branchial sac. (Scales: a, b, e-g, 2.0 mm; c, d, i, 0.1 mm).
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Ascidia gemmata Sluiter, 1895

(Fig. lOe-i)

Ascidia gemmata Sluiter, 1895, p. 177; 1904, p.29.

Herdman, 1899, p. 15. Hartmeyer, 1919, p. 95,

Hartmeyer and Miehaelsen, 1928, p. 292. Tokioka,
1950, p. 131; 1952, p. 103; 1961, p. 107. Kott, 1952,

p. 308; 1966, p.296; 1976a, p.74; (not: 1972a, p.26, <
? A. latesiphonica).

Phallusia gemmata Hartmeyer, 1909, p. 1402.

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Broome, WAM
941.83; Cockburn Sound, WAM 133.75). Victoria (Bass

Strait, NMV H733). Queensland (Hervey Bay, QM
G9360 GH2430 GH2468 GH2481; Heron 1., QM
GH1436-7 GH1439 GH2458-9 GH2462 GH2464-7
GH2623 GH2625; Northwest I., QM GH2457;
Townsville, QM GH2564 GH2495; Magnetic 1., QM
GH2460).

Previously Recorded: Western Australia (Cape
Jaubert — Hartmeyer 1919; Shark Bay, Cockburn
Sound, Albany — Hartmeyer and Miehaelsen 1928).

Victoria (Port Phillip Bay — Kott 1976a). New South

Wales (Port Jackson — Herdman 1899). Arafura Sea

(Tokioka 1952). Indonesia (Sluiter 1895, 1904). Palau Is

(Tokioka 1950). Noumea (Tokioka 1961).

Description
External Appearance: The body is long (up

to 10 cm) and relatively narrow. It is dorso-

ventrally flattened and is usually fixed by a large

part of the left side of the test, which is often

spread out from the sides of the body where it is

fixed to the substrate. The branchial and atrial

apertures are sessile or on conical to cylindrical

ridged siphons that sometimes increase in length

with the size of the individual. One specimen from
Hervey Bay (QM GH360) has a branchial siphon

that is half the total length of the body (10 cm).

The branchial aperture is terminal, or curved up
to open on the dorsal or upper surface. The atrial

aperture is directed at right angles to the long axis

of the body, or posteriorly. It arises about two-

thirds of the body length from the atrial aperture.

There is often no external atrial siphon, although

the branchial siphon is usually present. There are

8 to 13 branchial lobes, and 6 or 7 atrial lobes,

with ocelli between the lobes. The test is

translucent and cloudy. The branched test vessels

are conspicuous, although the terminal ampullae

are very small. The test is firm and especially thick

on the right side of the body. Its surface is smooth
without tubercles, papillae or epibionts. In

preserved specimens, some dark pigment is present

in the test around the apertures, and stripes are

sometimes present in the siphonal lining. Living

specimens are vinaceous pink or citron yellow

(Ridgeway 1886), shading to orange around the

apertures.

Internal Structure: Longitudinal and
transverse muscles form an irregular mesh on the

right side of the body. These form into a regular

band of parallel transverse muscles around the

ventral margin. The body wall is almost opaque,
with a vascular network that is greenish yellow in

preservative. There are over 100 crowded
branchial tentacles on the edge of a muscular
velum. There is a narrow papillated prebranchial

area. The large dorsal tubercle in a V-shaped
peritubercular area has an almost closed C-shaped
slit. The neural ganglion is distant from the dorsal

tubercle, about halfway between the widely
separated apertures. The dorsal lamina is a double
membrane as far back as the neural ganglion. It is

strongly ribbed on the left; the ribs project from
the border of the membrane.
The stigmata are long and narrow, and there are

only 3 or 4 in the very shallow pleats of the

branchial wall. The branchial meshes are square,
or longer than their width. The branchial papillae

at the junctions of the transverse and longitudinal

vessels have a conspicuous projection at the base

of their dorsal concave border.

The gut forms a long, narrow, deeply curved
loop, open at the pole. The rectum curves dorsally

to the posteriorly positioned atrial aperture. The
anal border is smooth. The descending limb of the

gut loop, and the rectum are often distended with

mud. The pole of the gut loop is always anterior

to the anus and the loop itself is either parallel to

the long axis of the body, or curved over toward
the dorsal surface.

The gonads are of the usual ascidiid type. The
tubular oviduct has long branches from its

proximal end that cover the mesial side of the gut

loop and sometimes project beyond it where they

can be seen from outside the left side of the body.

Remarks: The species is characterised by its

small number of long stigmata, orange

pigmentation and posteriorly oriented atrial

siphon. It is distinguished from A. glabra by the

posterior position of its neural ganglion and atrial

aperture, and the lesser number of shorter stigmata

in each mesh.

Ascidia kreagra is distinguished by its internal

test lamella, more anteriorly positioned atrial

aperture and neural ganglion and by the very

numerous terminal branches of test vessels.

Ascidia glabra Hartmeyer, 1922

(Fig. 11)

Ascidiel/a aspersa: Hartmeyer, 1920a, p, 210.

Ascidia glabra Hartmeyer, 1922, p. 305. Hartmeyer and

Miehaelsen, 1928, p. 304.
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Nt-u Records: P*few South Wales (Arrawarra, QM
GH2533). Queensland (Moreton Ba> QM GH2540;

y eraon, QM I H Heron I.. QM QH2532
GH2534-"/ GH2G08-3I QH3007
GH3()4i GH3044GH3053-63 GH30M GH3427; V,
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GH2V98-9 GH3008 GH3428; Gladstone. QM G10058;
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1

RUM ION

Emlhn.m Appearance: Individuals are long

and relative^ narrow: up to 7 cm long, and about

1.5 cm wide posteriorly (where the body is

rounded) and narrowing anteriorly. They are

attached by the whole of (he let'i side. The

apertures are on -.erv short, COOical, ridged

siphons, the branchial aperture terminal and the

atrial aperture about one-third to one-hair of the

distance down the dorsal surface. There are 9 to

12 branchial lobes and 6 to 8 atrial lobes.

COlUplCUOUS OCeJtl are present between the lobes

of the apertures The test is firm and translucent.

There are occasional minute papillae on the

surface, and some lest hairs by which individuals

may adhere to one another. Living individuals tri

yellow to citron yellow (Rideeway 1886). They

are laded and translucent in preservative, with red

ocelli. There arc small terminal vessels at the

ice of the ies_t. but these are not expanded into

impullac. Some red blood cells are

L these els, especially around the

apertures and occasionally forming a network of

red in the Surface test. Sometimes the surface test

mlar; in larger specimens h hassome
longitudinal en

Ihternai Strum njre: The body wail has a

mesh of muscles on the right, but on the left there

ISCUlatnre over the gut. (inly longitudinal

muscles radiating from the branchial siphon are

preseni in the antei ior v^w of the left side of the

body. The muscles which lorm an irregular mesh

ie centre of the right side of the body straighten

10 form a border of parallel bands around the

border, About loO branchial tentacles are crowded

onto a muscular velum. There is a very shallow

papillated prebrauchial area, but no peritubercular

V at the anterior end of the dorsad lamina. The
^ cushion just behind the

1

1

ijj of branchial tentacles, it lias a large C-shaped
slit, sometimes with onehorn turned in. The neural

ganglion isjusl posterior to the dorsal tubercle.

The branchial sac has very shallow pleats, with

6 to x oval stigmata in each. The meshes are short

but very wide id longitudinal

i J> are robust

The gUl Farms a deeply curved loop.

intestinal part of the primary loop is especially

long, and curves dorsally. The rectum extends

anteriorly to open at the base ot riie sometimes

anteriorly oriented atrial aperture, and the

loth-rimmed anus is level with or slightly

anterior or posterior to the pole of the gut loop.

rihi d present in the primary gut loop.

Branches of the ovary from ihe proximal end of

the tube are long, and extend over ihe mesial

surface ol ihe loop, project beyond its border, and

curve around the >ides of both ascending and

descending limbs of the intestine.

Rr\i vrks: The species resembles Asculia

xcmmataamiA. liinrutam its habii and Hie nature

of the (cm h lacks the tentacular fringe on the

lobes of the apertures and the pointed papillae

(alone the outside of ihe Siphonal ridges) that are

haracteristic of A, /ibcrafu. It is further

distinguished from the latter species by ha

more branchial lobes, more branchial tentacles,

shorter stigmata m each branchial mesh, and a

mesh of muscles on the right side of the body. It

11 : i. gerrtmatQ In the number of

branchial lobes and hranchial tentacles, and mesh
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Df muscles Qt the Hghl Side of the body, it is

distinguished from A. zenunata by its shorter and

more numerous stigmata, mote anicnorly

positioned atrial aperture, and absence pi 51

in the siphons.

Larger specimens closely resemble the Japanese

specie L

i Idia langisiriam Hartmeyer. L906;

Tokioka 1953a. Howo/cr, ihe latter appears iq

have more ,.,,., nt longitudinal

creases in the test than the present species,

Ascidiu kreagra Sluiier

(Fig, 12; Pl.lb)

-\saJiu krea&v Sluncr, IH95, p-lfc

idia devempi

DlSTWe '
Ntw Records: Queensland QM (SH1433

GH1435 GH1440GH1073 GH3O00-] GH3459-6&).

pftl v iou&J > R
l
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i nd u I
'MA V.I

I

Siuiu- i
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I

..,-.., .... y,r V 1
1 223 --U

i

-,.

Dt:scKiij noN
EN i

i 'i akav.i . Hie body is veiy

variable (probably as a result of its habitat in

crevices in the reef), from elongate tup to 4 cm
/ to shOrl and mote or less square, often with

the longitudinal aXb Of the body curved. I he

apertures are on short, thick, cylindrical pho

the branchial aperture terminal and sometimes

curved dorsally; the atrial hall wag down the

dorsal surface and sometimes turned la the right.

There are X in 10 branchial lobe-- and 7 atrial li

The lobes are pointed and eft h contains a median

blood vessel. These pointed lobes alternate with

small, rounded protections, each With a

particularly bright ocellus in Ihc eenlr< rhe test

is firm and relatively thick on the righl side, h is

thinnei on the left where the animal is usually fixed

to the MiK;rnic Hie surface I

6-1 tl

ooth and rather shiny, although in pres-.

specimens it is often creased and swollen hei

.

there. The tesi is well vascularized , with branching

vessels ending in terminal bi i ai the surface

o\' the test. These terminal branches are noi

expanded into ampullae.

Internally, there is a long, Hat ridge o\ tesi with

a straight, even edg n tits into , in the

body wall along and under the descending limb of

ihc gUI k)Op and probably holds the gut in pi

!h most striking characteristic of living

specimens is their colour: canary yellow test, red

siphons and red thorax Seen through the test. In

freshly preserved material yellow blood cells can

be seen in the test vessels, especially around the

apertures. I he test becomes whitish

translucent in fl nve.

Inuknm Sikicu'ki: In freshly pri erved
matertal, the right side of the body is opaque d-uV;

i
i and thi Left adt - equals i pague b i

red. Elliptical patches ll
r^'d pigment, one

each lobe of the apertures, are

somlimes present in the siphon Bni i

Conspicuous red and brown blood cells arc

present in 'he branchial papill J !

lamina. Although this colour fades, there is usually

a trace of pigment -
i rr pari oi tbe body \

Iheie is a mesh of muscles on the right side of
the body On the left mi only

antei cut. The branchial tentacles at

crowded. There are 12 to 15 longEl tentacles

mating with from I to 3 of smaller sizes Flu-

ptehrnnelna! area is n.in.nv and papillated. The
tubercle Is circular, with a U-shaped slit.

The dorsal ganglion and gland are hali

between the tubercle and
I atrial

Ul. The dorsal lamina is double anteriorly, as

fai as ihe dorsal ganglion, (t COn pit U "i

ribbed, the ribs projecting from the margin ol die

membrane. Both the papillae En the ptebranehtal

area and the ribs of the dor, a! Mmm.-. are bl E

in frcshlv preserved material.

The branchial sac has fine internal lotfgitndtnal

vessels, Flattened papillae. in lelj Flic

meshes are short, there is one pleat per mesh with

4 oi Oval to elliptical stigmata in each.

The oesophageal opening is about two-ihirds ol

the di '..i
.

','<- ithebrain Isa fhegi

CUrVes dorsaib. (he descending limb closf

parallel to the rectum. Tlu-anal is slightly

anterior to I

\- >lt
I

' gin loop.

( jonads are present in the gut loop. 1 .

branches ^t •
i .

i
i wound (he

mesial aspect ol both ascending and de.scen
i

limbs of the loop.

Rfmakks; Living specirti ti i

I ibifrspecv ari

very strikine in appearance and are veadiK

identified. Fre lily pre! material is ,1 ,

characteris tfe wiih conspicuous red and bi wi
blood cells. However, long term preserv.

removes the pigment The presence Of the internal

test ndge fitting mi-
l

'i
i
ive under the descending

limb nt loop, finely pleated branchial s>ai

with hon meshes, the wdl spact d u i il

tentacles and the weil vascularised rest will

ampullae help to distinguish the sped

The holotype (and unique) specimen ol i

'ntptex (A1A VI I has all the

characteristics ol the present spi i
,

I
.

•[< the

intermediate branchial papillae reported (and

figured) by Sluitel (1890) 11 is prohoi ooyftl

ie present species.
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A/V

**.

v*

VS^J,

Fig. 12: Ascidta kreagra — a, body wall from left showing pocket to receive ridge of test under descending limb of

gut loop (QM GH3081); b, portion of branchial sac (QM GH3459); c, internal body wall on left (QM GH3459).
(Scales: a, 5.0 mm; b, 0.1 mm; e, 2.0 mm).
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Ascidia latesiphonica Hartmeyer, 1922

(Fig. 13)

Ascidia lafesrpbonfca Hanmeyer, 1922, p. 307.

H.inmeyerand Michadstn. L92S, p. 301.
''

ASCfCtlO "hthtiv HiirlrncVcT ;md Mi, |: i. l-.-n
|

p.277.

idtti xt-mmatu KOltj I9"2a, p 26;

? Asddia . w: Millar, 1975, p. 26V.

i i

\i a Record?: Western Australia (Broome, wam
W.N*: tnekburn Sound. WAM 10,75), South *US1

(Kangaroo I., QM GH26I2). Victoria (Deal I.. QM
OU853 GM24850 budjetti QM
G1007Q; MorelOT Bay. QM 01 1340 GH26J
Mooioolaba. QM GH26I3; Gladstone, QM ( 19784),

Pri\><m si '• Rb <>klh-l>: Western Vm ilia Shatfc

Hay. Swan River— liartmeyei and Michaelxen 1 928").

;
i [i i-tirnoN

kvn kr,u Amu- akanv f : Individuals arc long

(up to 8 cm), almost cylindrical and robust. The
smallest specimen recorded is 3 cm long (WAM
10.75). The branchial aperture is terminal, on a

fairly short siphon that is usually ridged, although

the ridges arc noi always conspicuous. Seven to 10

lobes border the branchial apertures. The tvlobed

atrial aperture is half to two-thuds of the body

length along the dorsal border. It is often se

but sometimes is on a short, ridged more or less

cylindrical siphon. The atrial aperture r

anteriorly, or posteriorly, or to the side. The test

is firm, gelatinous, smooth and w it houi epiphytes.

Its most conspicuous feature is the large, spherical

terminal ampullae of the test vessels that abound
beneath the surface. These are especially crowded

On the siphons and around the anterior end of the

body. Tries are ol" variable diameter (from 0.1 to

0.2 mm). In life, these terminal ampullae form

yellow spots on the surface, although they are

sometimes collapsed and inconspicuous.

iNTtRr-u Structi re; The body wall has a

mesh o\' muscles on the right ,ide. On the left, the

muscles are confined to the part ol the body

anterior to the gut loop. The atrial siphon, from

half to two-thirds of the distance down the body,

is sometimes long and projected laterally. In other

specimens it is short and posteriorly oriented.

There are about 40 fine branchial tentacles ' V

il tubercle is a large cushion in a fairly shallow

peritubercuiararea. It has a large C- or U-shaped
slit, with one or both hori

I
LTDCdinDi out. The

dorsal ganglion is well separated from the dorsal

tubercle, being present about halfway to the base

of the atrial liphon, The dorsal lamina is ribbed,

i he ribs projecting from the free margin of the

membrane. It is double anteriorly, becoming a

single membrane in the vicinilv of the dorsal

ganglion.

The branchial &w her deep, light pk.

Both longitudinal and transverse vessels are rai her

thick, with eonspi piUae ai the junctions

of the vessels. The Transverse vessels are very close

her, and there are 6 10 6 short oval stigmata

in each mesh.

The gut forms a deeply curved loop in the

posterior half o( the body. The intestinal pari ol

the loop curves dorsally, parallel to the rectum

The gonads arc in The usual position in the gut

loop. The ovarian tube has rather short bran,

at its proximal end.

Remarks: The terminal ampullae at the sm I ace

of the test, the lari I etcle. the gut loop

confined to the posterior half Of the Di

mesh oi muscles on the right, and the very short

branchial meshes chan this species. The
orientation of the atrial siphon is variable, as is ils

presence or absence. These variations can be

observed in the one population (QM G 1 0070 from

Tallebudgenu. However, the texture o^' the i.

ttso fable that of the South Australian

specimens (QM GH2612) having firmer test with

less conspicuous siphonal ndges than the

specimens. There were no other features rjbsei d

to justify their division into two or more species.

Hartmeyer and Miehaclsen (1928) did

observed mal ampullae- Howev&l tht

propoi tion - i] , its size, the firm tesl
i

cylindrical siphons are similar to those ol in

present specimens.

The terminal ampuiL I mble iho-

Ascidia dfccpta n.sp., from which the present

species is distinguished by its slightly rr

posteriorly positioned atrial aperture, naked

fewer stigmata in each mesh, and longer, more
cylindrical body.

Che position and course o( tht gut resc.

Astidic? gemmata and Phalhtsiu arabica. Ag I;

the spherical terminal ampullae, together with the

shod brai phial fl es aistinguish the presi qi

species.

AscidiQ 'nsuUv: Millar, 1975 differs from i he

present species onh in I he reportedly deep gi

at the base ol'the peritubcrcular area. This u
I n misinterpret- ion Ol

groove between I he iwo inernbtaues ol Ihe d>

anterior half ol Hie dorsal la.min. i. as in 1 fa
I

Sluiter { < A !
I f/« fi r.,i\)

AsCldia nta/ucu, Ha w<

1928 irom the Swan River has an unusually lony

siphon, but resembles the present Species in in

internal characters.
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!-tG. 13: Asadta lutesiphonka — a, externa] appearance (WAM 955.83); b, right side of body showing musculature

(WAM 955.83); c, left side of body showing gut and ovarian tube (WAM 10.75); d, a variety of openings on the

dorsal tubercle; 6, terminal ampullae of (est vessels; f. portion of branchial sac. (Scales: s - c, 2.0 mm; d, 0.5

mm; e, 0.2 mm; f, 0.1 mm).
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Ascidifl liberala Sluiter, 1887

(Fig. U; PI lc)

Amdie liberate Sltfltcr, 1887, p.251.

Ascidia rh'ahtiophora; Koti, 1981, p. 197 (pan, specimens

frOlfl Ma) ,
Dravund.

Distkibi n n

N£W RECU&Dtt New Suuih Wajei (Norfolk I.

GH2699). Queensland (Heron I., QM QH24B2 GH2484-
h GH2518-22 GH2524-J0 GH2968 GH2973 GH2979
GH3004 GH3012 GH3Q43 GH3045 DH307Q Gfl

Wfsnifi Keel, QM GH2523 GH2618-2G20 GH2986
GH307^ 1

PaeViGi ! Rtcmotiv Indonc 1 j IMA V TU24A
Sluiter 1887), Fiji (QM GMH6 as LH63 Koli

The species has been taken down Lo 5 in under

if rubral

, 13 .

Externa 1 Appearance: Individuate are tip to

2 cm id 1.5 em wide, with arj oval bod>
flattened ou the It I

1

I

uiraUy WhetC H IS I

[0 tl tfate, The upper surface

arched. The borders of the body arc rounded, and
the test is very thin on Ihelefl side, n relsa deep

lofra

10 the righl ot the rounded

ridge alone the dorsal Kail ol Ihe ri^hi

\periures are on the upper J the left

side. When the body is fixed by the whole ol the

left side, they are on the dorsal bai U die

nate. The branchial ftp nlinal

and the atrial aperture is erne-third to hair of the

distance down the dorsal surlacc. The upei

;ne usually se, 1 smaller specimens, but si

ridged siphons develop with growth. There arc

always 7 branchial lob
with small, conical, pointed papillae en (hell outer

surface A.S the siphons develop the po 1

papillae e\iend in a iow along the length

optional ridye. The extei ,

-.ukhiUi, without papillae, although ii li '

specimens. The lobes around the apertures arc

fringed with about 7 small tine, tcntai
1

projections (iridescent in life), and there ate

nenied SpOt6 (ocelli) between >hc lot

Tli firm but thin and uanspao
Terminal ampullae of the test vessels are \ 1

indeed. In living specimens the body, seen through
olourless, translucent 1

1 pfl purple,

iitobella with liver ouuvn around tfphoi

J brown or citron yellow* fRidgeway IB86)

The colour is most eonsjncUOUS around the

siphons. In preservative, the anterior end ol the

body, including the siphons, I >right red,

although occasionally only vestiges of the red

pigment are present. The ocelli are yellow. I lie*

righi parietal vessi filled th yellow blood relfe,

is often conspicuous in [he test ol living specimens.

There arc mes iome cpihionts, including

Peropfwnx multhhlhrata on the sui face

INTERNA! STRUi TUJU : The body wall is

delicate. There are circular muscles 011 ihesiphoi- .

l ongiiudlnal muscles extending atone, each slptoi 1

consist oi a single band associated with each lobe

around the ai > which dh i tithe baseot

the siphon. The longitudinal nmseles on the left

side Of the* a phoil extend only a -.hoi 1

distance from l he base of the siphon. Transv.

muscles cross the mid-line between the siphons and
posterior to the atrial siphon. Together with

longitudinal muscles from the atrial siphon, they

form ' Diuinuous band of parallel muscle-, thai

extends along the dorsal halt to three-quarters of

1

1 A 01 itcd with

the deep longitudinal crease in the test that occurs

to the right oi the mid -dorsal line rhe bodj wall

adheres closely lo the lesi in rtie vicinity ol

muscles. The main tes! vessel enters (he >esi Irom

•.vail jusi ti " Lei - rtiid

halfway up the ascending limb ol I he gul loop. In

living Specimens, the heart can be seen formin.' a

wide arc around, but slightly separated from

ventral curve of ihe ascending limb of the gut loop.

There an: no more than 50 branchial tcn!;ule^

lie edge Of a muscular velum, The d(>l
I

na Is double tor a short dis am norly.

and ribbed ble membrane
I he left oi ihtr pen tubercular area. Mote

posteriorly, fbe ribs extend mn from the bortl

the membrane. I here is ti ow,
prehranchial area The ope land

i

1

-. a simple, curved sift direct 1 he

neural gar i separated Irom u. beinc located

about halfway between thei n leao :

base of the atrial siphon.

1 he branchial sat has mall na rw pleats

between the longitudinal vessels, with 6 to 5 regular

r 1 elan sate stigma i
1

1 Lch pleat

The gut is present in the posterior halt oi the

bods. It c< " tstsol tiaj ow.dt
The intestinal part ol (he loop is slightly curved

darsalfy. Hie intestine and re. are oi even

diameter throughout their length. The anus opens

ieoftheetrial
1

-

1

oi the gut loop "lb.

The gonads are enclosed in the gul loop and arc

oi the aseidiid type, with maU to am In

male ead ovci s
| \j\ loop. f\

tubulai ovarj nch« m
end of the lube- The branches ol [tie ovary spread
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Fig, ]4: Ascldia liberate — a, i», external appearance showing pointed papillae on siphonal lobes (juvenile QM
GH24H6, adult QM GHJG43); i\ right side of body showing musculature and fringe on apertures (QM GH2486);

d, left side of body showing tei mma! blanches of ovarian lube curving around outside ot gut loop (QM GH2484).

2.0 mm).

over the mesial side of the gut loop, partly

obscuring it. Sometimes fhe lips of the branches

are visible from outside the body wall wbere they

overlap and curve around the outside o\' the gut

loop.

REMARKS; The species is common at Heron I.

and WiStari Reef. Its small sive and cryptic habit

may have caused it to be overlooked in other

locations. The latter view is supported by the fact

thai hoth Asciiita glabra and A. gemmula, wide

ranging species that occupy a similar habitat to the

present species, have been taken most often at

Heron L where collecting has been mo&l intensive.

Externally, A. liberaia resembles A. glabra and

•eitwwta, but is distinguished from those

species by the presence oi' the tentacular fringe on

the lobes of the apertures and a lesser numbei o!

lobes; the deep, oblique groove to the right of the

apertures; pointed papillae on the siphons; and
parallel transverse musculature on the right side

Of the body. Although a similar tentacular fringe

is present in Phaiiusia jufinea and in Ascidia

udnriensis and related species (A. tmtnda, A.

parasumeu n.sp., and ,4. samea), the present

species differs In having musculature on the right

confined to the dorsal half of the body, a simple

dorsal tubercle and the neural ganglion distant

from it. Ascidia sydneiensis is further

distinguished by its anal lobes.

Living specimens can also be distinguished by

the wide arc of the heart that projects slightly from

the ventral border, and sometimes

conspicuous right parietal vessel.

bv the

Ascidia munda Sluiter, 1898

(Fig. I5a-d)

Ascidia transiuadu: Sluiter, 1890, p.344. (Not:

Herdman, 1882, p. 215).

Iscidia munda Sluiler. lH9Sa, nom. nov. p. 5.

Harimcyci. 1919. p.97„ Harimeyer and Michaelsen,

1928, p.295, Haraiu and Tu/et, 1932, p.3. Vasseur,

1967a. p.m.
Ascidia mumda (sie); Sluiter, 1905a, p. 8.

Phaiiusia mundtr. Harimeyer. 1909, p. 1403.

Distribution

Niw RECORDS: Western Australia (Dampier

Archipelago, WAM 174.75 220.75). New South Wales

(Tweed Heads, QM G4974). Queensland (Tallcbudgera.

QM GH2490).

PREVIOUSLY Ri3i"RDtP; Western Australia (Cape

Jaubert — Hartmcver 1919; Shark Bay — Hartmcyer

and Michaelsen 1928). Indonesia <ZMA VMU255 Sluiter

1890, lK9Ka; Harani and Tu/et 1932). Indian Ocean

ii 1967a).

Description
Hxitrnai Appearance: Individuals are long

and narrow, up to S cm. The body narrows to a

long, terminal branchial siphon. The atrial siphon

is usually from the middle, or in the posterior half

o( the dorsal surface, and directed posteriorly.

Amongst the number of specimens from

Tallehudgera (QM GH2490), some have an

anteriorly directed atrial siphon from the middle
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1

F\G. 15. AmuHu muntiu — a. b. two different Specimens from right side showing bodj musculature (QMj GH2490);
i\ portion of branchial sac; d, dorsal tubercles. AscitHa ncrea ii.^p, (QM GH25631 — t\ left side of body Showing
gut and gonads; f, portion of branchial s;k. [Scales: a. b, 1.0 mm; c, d, 0.25 mm; e. 2.0 mm; f, 0.1 mm).

of the body. The external atrial siphon is not very

long, and development pf the test on its anteriot

or posterior border effects its posterior or anterior

orientation respectively. The siphons have 6

longitudinal ridges corresponding to the 6 lobes

around each of the apertures. The border of each

oi the lobes is fringed with 7 line tentacular

projections. Ocelli are present between the lobes

of the apertures. The test is smooth, although there

are SOlfoe Creases and ridges on the surface It is

firm, and almost glassy and transpareni

.

lr4f£RNAi. Structure: The siphons have a layer

of internal circular muscles. Longitudinal muscles

are in bands, each band corresponding to one of
the lobes around the apertures. The longitudinal

muscles of ihe atrial siphon extend only a very

short distance from the base of the siphon. A band
of short, parallel muscles completely encircles the

right side of the body, crossing onto the left side

only along the dorsal mid-line. Very delicate, quite

inconspicuous, transverse muscles conned the

dorsal and ventral bands across the centre of the

right side. There is no musculature over the gut.

The internal atrial and branchial siphons are long.

and the former always arises from halfway along

the dorsal surface,

The branchial tentacles arc very long and
crowded. The dorsal tubercle completely fills the

V-shaped peritubercular area, and the slit is very

convoluted. The neural ganglion is just behind the

tubercle. The dorsal lamina is a single, ridged

membrane tor the whole of its length. The ribs do
not extend beyond the edge o\ the membrane. It

is double for a short distance anteriorly, and the

left half o( the double membrane originates just

to the left of The peritubercular area.

The branchial sac is narrow, with no more than

40 internal longitudinal vessels on each side. The
meshes are t\\ ice as wide as long, and there is more
than one pleat of the branchial sac in each mesh.

About 8 elongate stigmata are present in each pleat

and up to 10 in each mesh. There arc no
intermediate papillae.

The gut forms a deeply curved double loop. The
descending limb of the gut loop, and Ihe rectum
are usually (but not always) very expanded with

fine mud. The anal border has some (4 or 5)

indentations, but is not lobed. The gonads, of the

usual asciidid type, are present in the gut loop.
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Ri-m \rus: The species closely resembles Ascidin

sydneiensis in its ndgcd siphons, relatively Sillfill

number of branchial lobes, fringes on the lobes of

t lie apertures, convoluted dorsal tubercle, position

of its neural ganglion, expanded mud-filled gut,

and band of muscles Framing the righl side of the

body. Ir is these characters that distinguish the

species From specimens of Ascidia gemmala thai

have a similarly oriented atrial aperture. It is

distinguished from A. sydneiensis by its

consistently narrow body, more posteriorly

situated atrial siphon, and the absence or lobes on
the anal border.

Asddia satnea Oka, 1935 from Japan and the

Philippines ( 4.\adia sydneiensis somea: Tokioka,

1967a) is distinguished from the present species h>

its broader, almost sessile apertures, anteriorly

placed atrial siphon, and (usually) tubercles and
processes o\\ the upper surface of the test.

Ascidia nerea n>p.

(Fig. He-rj

DlSTftlHl i H
'

iW"l'». .
i

i
i i

- '.>iicv!tsUnil ': 'l- H;-|(hoiJi. 8-3

km upstream from mouth of the Calliope riser. 4.4. in,

mItv sand, coll. P. Saenger. November t979n
liolotypt

QMG2562
,

|

QM GH2563),

Description

EXTERN \i App^MiANrv: The two available

iiuen.s art oval, aboUt 2 cm long. 1 In tCSI i

absolutely glassy and very thin and flexible* witfi

sand grains embedded in the surface, obscuring

OUlline of the animal. The branchial aperture

is terminal on a very short, ridged siphon. The
.. rial tpctl ire is 6-iohed, almost sessile, and

postCl iorly directed from more than halfway along

the dorsal surface. There are no tentacular fringes

on the lobes of the apertures.

Intkrwi Struct* 'rf: The body wall is very

thin. Fine bands oi longitudinal muscles radiate

from each aperiure. terminating only a short

uice from the base of the siphon on each side

of the body. On the right, they fill the gap between
the bands of short transverse muscles along the

ventral and dot sal border, leaving the centre of the

right side oi the body free of muscles.

There are some delicate, circular muscles around
each aperture and at the base of the tentacles, bUl

nowhere else. The transverse muscles formm
band along the dorsal border oi the righl sid

extend across die dorsal mid-line onto the left side.

I here are about 200 crowded and rather long

branchial tentacles. I he dorsal tubercle tti

simple, U-shaped slit. The neural ganglion is }l

" 51 io the dorsal tubercle.

The branchial sac is flat, wittuun plcaiS, and

with only 2 or 3 stigmata In each mesh. Generally

these arc very short, but occasionally a long stigma

extends the full length of 2 meshes. The branchial

papillae are conspicuous and curved.

The gut is very large, and forms a deeply curved

loop ihat occupies most oi the left side of (he body

wall. The intestinal part of the loop is especially

long; its pole curves dorsally. The rectum is also

curved parallel to the intestinal loop; its distal end

bends posteriorly into the base of the atrial

opening. The anal border is smooth.
The gonads arc crowded into the loop of the gut

in the usual way. The ovarian tube is branched at

its proximal end in the pole of the loop, the

branches extending posterior!} OH the medial side

oi the trite D (
i part of the loop.

Rfm\(;ks: This species resembles Ascidia

sydneiensis and related species in the position of

the neural ganglion near ihe tubercle and the

presence of a border of transverse muscle-, abound

the right side pf the body. Ascidia tnunda h

similarly oriented rectum. Htiwevei

species is distinguished by the greater J. ii .,, \ , i\

its tiiusculaturt, the absence ofa temaeulai fringt

on the lobes of the apertures, very numerous
branchial tentacles, a very large gut occup.

most of the right side of IC«0|

a mud-distended intestine, the absence of pleals in

the branchial sac, and the small numhei of

stigmata in each mi I

4scidh kuneldes Shiitei . 1887 (ZMA v. Ili2M)
from Indonesia has a simitar arrangement i

.1, mate; however it is distinguished ir, m a. nerea

by its naked, firm test, upright body with both
.'lire- anteriorly positioned, and nv h

muscles on the right side of the bods

.

Ascidia occidental!* n.sp.

(Fig. 16)

HIBUI i

Tvi j e Lot vi ii v: Wrirhi A
1

1
s

i rajia [i ockburn Sound,

Dl I Roi
I

mi ill i'i. I I

I

Wells and C, Bryct, SI. W,
2H.2.7S. hrtlotyp? v\'\wo:.s3).

Further R&< irdb Western \ustraliu (Swai

estuuiv, paralvpet* WAM l IS. 72 91-5 6,83 939 B

riptiUn

l-M. . \i'iM aiovn< t : Individuals ure more
.

. gg ihapcdi pointed anteriorly wd i| " 4 I

i tcriorh - Fhc apertyrcs arc on shoi I
.

i

:
-

siphons. The 8-lobcd branchial aperlui

terminal; the 6-lobed atrial aperture is bom one-

third to one-half of the body length dio.uu from
ii along the dorsal surface. The lobes around the
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I hi. 16: Asatftu occidentals n.sp (WAN! 912.831 — a, external appearance, with some epibionts; b. left side oT

body; c, portion of branchial sac; d, dorsal tubercle and anterior part of dorsal lamina. (Scales: a* 5.0 mm; b, 2.0

nun; c, 0.2 mm; d, 0.25 mm).

border of each aperture have a fringe of minute

tentacular papillae, and there are ocelli between

the lobes. The test is thin and almost opaque and
grey in preserved specimens. There are some small

spots of red pigment around the siphons. Sand and

mud adhere to slight surface Irregularities.

Epibionts, including some worm tubes also adhere

to the surface.

[nternaj Structure; The body wall has

longitudinal muscle-bands radiating from the

siphons. They terminate anterior to the gut on the

left, but on the right form a rather crowded and
irregular mesh of tine, branching and coalescing

muscle bands. These straighten out around the

dorsal and ventral borders to form a band of

transverse muscles. There are about 30 branchial

tentacles of varying mzcs, neither long nor very

crowded. The dorsal tubercle is a large circular

cushion in a very shallow peritubercular area.

There is a pronounced U-shaped slit on the

tubercle, with both horns turned in. The dorsal

ganglion is just behind the tubercle. The dorsal

lamina is double for a very short distance

anteriorly. It is asymmetrical, and the left half of

the double membrane extends anteriorly to the left

of the peritubercular area.

The branchial sac has pronounced pleats, each

with about 10 short, oval stigmata. However, there

are only about 8 stigmata in each mesh, there being

about 3 pleats to every 4 internal longitudinal

vessels.

The gut forms a deeply curved loop in the

posterior half of the body. The rectum extends

anterior to the pole of the gut loop to open at the

base of the atrial siphon. Neither the descending

limb of the gut loop nor the rectum is distended

with gut contents. The anal border is smooth.
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The gonads aic in the usual position in the loop

of the gut. the male follicles being spread over the

gut, an J the tubular ovary branching al its

proximal end.

Rt marks: Externally, the species very much
nb]cs Ascidw svdneioisis with its thin,

translucent test with irregular processes on its

surface to which mud and sand adhere; short.

ridged, anteriorly positioned siphons; tentacular

fringe On the lobes Of the apertures; asymmetrical

dorsal lamina; and red pigment spots anteriorly.

A.saijw tiixidemulis is distinguished from A.
-wrfneiensis by the mesh of muscles on the right

side of ihe body; undivided slit on the dorsal

tubercle; smooth anal border; and absence oi' a

mud-distended gut. The species is distinguished

from Asctdta liberata (which also has a tentacular

fringe around the apertures) by the mesh of

k-s on the right side of the body and the thin

but almost opaque icsi. The asymmetrical dorsal

lamina also occurs in Ascniia kreasra. However,

there are other conspicuous differences between

these two specii

Asddta OCCtderttCdtS appears to be a species with

a limited range in Coekburn Sound, Western

Australia

Ascidia pandora u p

dig !7i

I
I h >N

i

|

i
: »« m ii \- Queensland (Wistari Reef, low tide,

-»-n.coP IV Km) .March P?75, '.,' u. QMGH2043).

Hi s( uiimicn

EXTI KN \i Ai'ff VRANCE; Ihe individual is oval

ajld slifihtb doiso-vemrally flattened. The very

thin test is rigid with sand. There 3re root-like

prolruberaiiccs on the ventral surface, also hea I

invested with sand. Both apertures are sessile, the

branchial aperture terminal and the atrial aperture

uiid-doisal. There are 7 very delicate lobes around

ihe atrial aperture. Lobes could not be seen around

the distended branchial aperture in the single

specimen known.

In i i k-- \i Si Rlii i UKt : The body wall is

delicate, except across the dorsal surface, where

there is a layer oi parallel trarisscrse muscles

extending from the level of the prepharyngeal

groove to the posterior end of the body,

interrupted only by the atrial aperture. Theft

narrow, circular sphincter muscle around each

aperture. Some .-.lion longitudinal bauds radiaie

From the atrial aperture beneath the transverse

bands. Very fine, inconspicuous, longitudinal

bands also radiate from the branchial aperture

over the anterior end of the body There are about
40 fine tapering tentacles just inside the branchial

aperture. The prephaiyngeal area is very narrow
indeed. The prepharyngeal groove extends straight

across ihe dorsal mid-line behind the simple

transverse opening of the neural gland, and does

nol form a V-shaped perituhercular area at ihe

anterior end of the dorsal lamina. The neural

[liOfl and eland are over the anterior end of

the narrow, plain-edged dorsal lamina.

The branchial sac is flat, without pleats. Small,

rounded papillae are present at the junctions of

the internal longitudinal vessels w ith rhe transverse-

vessels. There arc 4 to 6 stigmata of moderate

length in each mesh.

The gut forms a J-shapcd loop, slightly open at

the pole and occupying a large p --leftside

of the body. The oesophageal Opening is about

tte e body length along the dorsal

Surface, almost level with the atrial Opening. I tie

Stomach is fragile and elliptical, with 4

longitudinal grooves in its lining. It is present in

the posterior curve of the ascending limb of the

gut loop. The lone and voluminous uiie

extends anteriorly before curving back OH itself tO

form a long, narrow loop in the longitudinal axis

of the body. The narrow rectum ti tg the

Iftti nor border ot the stomach and curves dorsally

C tq the anterior border of the stomach i

i

anteriorly (close to the anterior border oi

oesophagus) to open near the atrial aperture. I he

anal border has a few shallow indentations The
descending limb of the intestine is distended ifltG

a large pouch filled with mud. The gonads are

lightly crowded into the primary gut loop. \ ery

numerous, short branches of the ovarian tube are

tain this specimen, but no male follicles

were ohscrved

Rr-\i \RKs: The species resembles A . scttevoh: in

having a stiff, rigid test and sessile apertures, but

is dil . I'rom the latter species h\ Ihe

absence ot false siphons, absence o\~ a branchial

fold, and its gently curved, long . I -shaped gut loop

mud-filled intestinal pouch. Its distinctions

fromA pruftjta n.sp. are its sessile apertures, short

hody, loo, gui : .ip.and more numerous stigmata

ach mesh. The band of short transverse muscles
-.'-, the dorsal bowfe] of the body resembles .4,

/ihertita, Irom which it is distinguished by its sandy

lesi and the position ot its neural ganglion (near

the dorsal luberde).

The species Is extremely inconspicuous, owing
to its sand-embedded lest,
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Fig. 17: Ascidia pandora n.sp (QM GH2598) — a, dorsal and left side of body showing musculature and gut loop;

b, gut and ovary. (Scales: 2.0 mm).
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Ascidia parasamea n.sp.

(Fig. 18)

Distribution

Type Locality: Queensland (off Gordonvale, 17"3'S,

145°55.6'E,coll. Queensland Fisheries Service, holotype

QM GH776).

Further Records: Queensland (off Innisfaii,

paratypes QM GH2521; Barrow Point, QM GH2514;
Cape Weymouth, QM GH2515; Trinity Bav, paratypes

QM GH2516).

Description
External Appearance: Individuals are almost

circular, and up to 10 cm in diameter. In life they

probably form a hemisphere that is fixed or lies

on the substrate on the flat ventral half of the

body. The branchial aperture is terminal, and the

atrial aperture is halfway down the upper surface.

Both apertures are sessile. The cloudy, translucent

test, grey in preservative, is thicker on the upper

surface than on the flat base, but is never other

than paper-like, flexible and smooth, without

wrinkles, outgrowths, epibionts or adhering or

embedded particles of any sort.

There are 7 branchial lobes and 6 atrial lobes.

The lobes have a fringe of fine tentacular

projections, and alternate with ocelli.

Internal Structure: The internal siphons in

all these specimens are very short and darkly

pigmented. The musculature consists of a margin
of short, parallel bands around the right side of

the body, those on the dorsal margin crossing over

the mid-line between the siphons, and posterior to

the atrial siphon. The longitudinal muscles on the

short siphons never extend posterior to the base of

the siphons. There are a very few delicate muscle

bands forming a wide open mesh across the centre

of the right side of the body.

There are about 20 robust branchial tentacles

filled with dense, yellow blood corpuscles. These

alternate with 2 or 3 smaller, delicate, coiled, fine

and colourless tentacles. The prebranchial area is

very narrow. The dorsal tubercle, which has a very

convoluted opening, completely fills the

peri tubercular V-shaped area and extends

anteriorly to the base of the tentacles. The body
wall over the dorsal tubercle forms some rather

irregular pockets over the openings. The neural

ganglion is just posterior to the tubercle. The
ribbed dorsal lamina is not toothed on the border.

Anteriorly, it extends just to the left of the

peritubercular area, but it is not a double
membrane.

Branchial papillae are relatively small. There are

no intermediate papillae. There are 2 pleats of the

branchial sac in each mesh, each pleat with about

6 very short, almost egg-shaped, stigmata.

The gut forms a deep double loop, with the

descending limb of intestine and rectum distended

with mud. The anal border is indented 4 or 5 times,

but is not lobed.

The gonads are crowded in the gut loop. Narrow
branches of the ovary extend over the distended

descending limb of the intestinal loop. Small,

sometimes branched male follicles are also present

on the gut loop.

Remarks: In its fringed lobes of the apertures,

convoluted dorsal tubercle, position of the neural

ganglion, margin of short muscles around the right

side of the body, and mud-distended gut, the

present species resembles Ascidia munda, A

.

sydneiensis and A. samea Oka, 1935. It is

distinguished from those species by its naked,

smooth and extremely thin test, circular shape, and
very small internal siphons. It is further

distinguished from A. sydneiensis by the absence

of regular lobes on the anal border, and from A.
samea by having 2 (rather than a single) branchial

pleats in each mesh.

Ascidia prolata n.sp.

(Fig. 19)

Distribution

Type Locality: Tasmania (Ninepin Point, 10 m, coll.

D. Cropp, 12.1.83, holotype QM GH2023).
The single specimen was taken from 10 m, firmly

wedged in a crevice.

Description
External Appearance: The individual is long

(9 cm), narrow (1 cm at its wide posterior end) and

almost cylindrical. The terminal branchial

aperture is on a long, cylindrical siphon that is

almost half of the body length. There are 10

pointed, triangular lobes around the rim of the

aperture. The atrial aperture, almost sessile, on a

very short siphon, with about 7 rounded lobes on
its border is about two-thirds of the body length

distant from the branchial tentacles. The test is

cartilaginous and translucent but thin and flexible,

especially on the left side of the body. It is

thickened into a rod, containing embedded sand

or shell particles, along both dorsal and ventral

borders. There is also some sand adhering to the

test posteriorly. Orange pigment is present in the

siphonal lining around the apertures.

Internal Structure: The body wall is delicate

and closely adherent to the test. It has a layer of

strong parallel, transverse muscles over the whole

of the right side, terminating anteriorly at the level

o'i the prepharyngeal groove. Musculature on the
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Fig. 19: Ascidia prolate n.sp. (QM GH2Q23) — left side

of body showing branchial velum, (curacies, gut and

gonads. About 4 cm has been cut out of the branchial

siphon. (Scale: 5.0 mm).

left is inconspicuous. At the base of the atrial

siphon, a muscular velum protrudes into the lumen
in front of the branchial tentacles. There is also a

circular sphincter around the margin of the

apertures. Inconspicuous longitudinal muscles

along the branchial siphon extend to the border of

the aperture beneath the circular muscles. There

arc about 24 tapering branchial tentacles

alternating with rudimentary ones. The
prebranchial area is relatively narrow. There is a

large dorsal tubercle in a Y-shaped peritubercular

area. The aperture on the dorsal tubercle is U-
shaped, with both horns turned out. The dorsal

lamina is u double membrane for about the

anterior quarter of its length. The dorsal ganglion

is separated from the tubercle by about one-fifth

of the length of the dorsal lamina.

The branchial sac is long and narrow, with only

about 50 internal longitudinal vessels on each side

of the body. At their junctions with the transverse

and parastigmatie vessels are small, rounded
papillae. There are about 3 long, elliptical stigmata

per mesh.
The oesophageal opening is about four-fifths of

the distance down the branchial sac. The
oesophagus is short and narrow. The stomach is

OVati with longitudinal folds, and extends

anteriorly parallel to the long axis of the body.

The distal one-third of the intestine is bent back

against its middle third to form a short, narrow,

vertical loop that makes a slight angle with the

antero-dorsally directed rectum. The anal border

at the base Of the atrial aperture is smooth. The
branchial sac extends posterior to the gut, which

occupies the anterior two-thirds of the posterior

one-third oi the body (excluding the branchial

siphon). There are no mature gonads in this

specimen, although some immature male follicles

are present on the mesial surface of the gut, and

gonoducts are visible extending from between the

gut loop, along the anterior border of the stomach
and curving anteriorly across the space between

the stomach and rectum to open with the anus at

the base of the atrial opening.

Remarks: Ascidia lugena Michaelsen, 1922,

from Stewart I. (New Zealand), has the same long

branchial siphon, narrow branchial sac, parallel

transverse muscles on the right, and small number
o\' stigmata in each mesh as the present species.

However, the gut loop m the New Zealand species

occupies almost the whole length of the left side

of the body and the species appear to be distinct.

A single specimen from the Atlantic has an equally

long branchial siphon {A. interrupts Monniot

L970c) but is distinguished by its long and
distended gut loop.
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The short gut loop of /I. prolam resembles that

of Microgasiru n.gen. granosa, as do the parallel

transverse muscles. However, a relationship with

the lattei species is not implied by these

similarities. Ascidia scaevola also has a short gut

loop, but is readily distinguished by its specialised

musculature, pseudosiphons, brittle test and
branchial fold.

Asaclio nnilaca: Hartmeyer and Michaelsen,
1928 from the Swan River. Western Australia.

resembles the present species in its long branchial

siphon and almost sessile atrial siphon; however,

n is readily distinguished by its mesh of muscles
on the right side of the body and its more
numerous stigmata.

UiicJia profaia is prababfy a temperate species.

Its habit — tightly wedged in the substrate, visible

only through its projecting orange branchial

siphon — is probably the reason for the lack of
records. The species is characterised by its long

branchial siphon; thickened, sand-embedded rod

of test along the dorsal and ventral mid-lines; and
its layer of parallel transverse muscles on the right.

Ascidia scaevola tSluitcr, i

(Fig. 20)
Snv/opsis scaevola Stuiler, 1904, p. 89.

Im niia uvlom kt.it, 1952, p,309; L972a, i-J" I972ct

p.236; 1975, p.ll. Millar, 1%3, p.721

DISTRIBUTION

New Rj i
,,, n i, ,,, (Sale, NMV H633).

Queensland (Gladstone, QM G9799 G127Q5 GfJ2

NW Bowen, QM GH679 GH7Q9 QH2353-2360;
Townsvillc, OM GH721; Nvrnph I., QM GHZ352)

PftBvicatstv RecoROBn: Sown Australia (Great

-Australian Bighl — kou 1975; St Vincent Gulf - K I H

I972ui. Victoria (Lake? Entrance Kott 1952; pori

Phillip Bay — Millar 1963). Queensland (MoretOn !

— QMG5931-S0, Kou 1972c), Indonesia (Sluuer 1904).

Specimens arc found on. on J bUfled in. sandy

sediments.

Description
Fsmknm Ari'i \kan< i . Individuals are longer

than wide and dorso-veniralK flattened. The

largest specimens reported are from southern

Ausualia; they are up lo J7 em long and 10 em
wide (Kott 1972a). The most conspicuous features

of the body are the two false siphons — cylindrical

extensions ol tbeihifl rigid, -.and -impregnated test

— pri ti Dili from tlie area around each sessile-

aperture Sand is absent only from the

meijibrattOUS test surrounding each aperture at t he-

base of each false siphon, There are 8 small,

delicate lobes around the branchial aperture, and

6 around the atrial aperture. The false siphons are

sometimes Jose together on the upper surface o\

the bpdy, directed vertically. However, sometimes

ihe branchial tube is almost terminal and the atrial

tube diverges From it. In most specimens, an inner

layer of membr.mon . ITOUtld the

aperture separates from an outer, rigid, sand\

layer to divide the sandy capsule into I wo
compartments: the larger aniero-venmd
compartment contains the body o( the animal; the

smaller postero-dorsal compartment opens to the

exterior through the atrial tube and receives the

opening ol the atrial aperture. It is possible that

this latter chamber forms as a result of contraction

t k.. 20: i&oidfa seoevofo fQM GH772) a, body lying in Ihe test showing external diambe: ' [In il

apertures, the two short muscle bunds across the dorsal mid-line and the flattened* ribban»HI '£;&, D1U9 Ic

band 1
, on right side and il mid-line*, gui and gonads an left. (Scales; 1.0 mm).
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-ily causing an inner law i i I
i st 10 pull

i) horn the old I

'
Inmknm Stri r.!R[ :

: There are narrow,

: ireulai sphincter muscles around each aperture.

I bodjl muscles arc 3 shcu, strong

; Hcs of transverse mu$cles evenly spaced d< .

,m gfdc of the body, and 2 across the mid-

dorsal line, anterior and posterior to the a! rial

aperture respectively, Tbereis a circle afaboul ZOO

long, crowded branchial tentacles of very cun
length. The prepharyrigeal gcDerte loops aertis

from the left in front of the V-shaped

peritubcreular area, creating a wide branchial
I

d irsal part of the left side a( tli« branchial

sac ihai covers the perituberculai atca and the

il lamina. The neural gland is immediately

dorsal lo line large dorsal tubercle, which is

sometimes in the peritubcreular area and
jmichmcN l'-* its right, whel I Li :.<' coveted by

i
i '- branchial fold. There is a targe S* oi tcs

C-shaped slit on the dorsal tubercle. In Specimens

from Port Phillip Bay (Millar i%3). the slit on I In-

dorsal tubercle is interrupted, and numerous

elongate openin perfocaie the su h

tubercle- The neural gangli $terxor to ihe

base of the peritubcrcular area oy^r ilie antOflG

end of the dor a I bete are 5 ova;! tigm il i

iesh inrti branchial iac.

The oe J opening .- 'he posterior

end of the branchial sac. The oesophagus is o\'

moderate length. The large, ihin-walled, egg-

shaped to elliptical stomach Taper--. BJightJy to the

wide, Flat, ribbon-like intestine. The distal ihiid

of the intestine bends back again?! the ascending

limb to form a short, narrow loop. The reel urn

extends dorsally straieru to the anal opci.

which has a border divided into shallow lobes. The
.in is embedded in the body wall.

The branches of Ihe tubular ovary are crowded

into the tight gut loop, where they mingle with

small male foltfr al are also scattered over the

mesial surface of the ascending limb of th<. >

loop. The gonoducts extend along the anterior

border oi' (he stomach before curving anteriorly

and extending alotij the left SJdi E>i th' dorsalroitf-

tine to the atrial aperture,

Rlmakks: The species is chaiactcriscd b-

sandy, brittle test; false siphons aiound the

apertures (that presurnabU give
i

ftfiUb/ buried

individuals access t" fii ,, i

i bc4){

specialised and vei -cd body musculature;

presence of a branchial fold; and the position o^

the neural gland (closely associated with its

i

nine on the dorsal tubercle rather than with the

dorsal ganglion rkai snni dia ance posterior to

it). SliHter\ (1904) accoun! at separate polycnrp-

like gonads appeals to have resulted from

misinterpretation of the branches of the ovarian

lube
i

rejecting out beneath the gut loop.

The species resembles -\\cidia prohta n.sp. and
Ascirftu pandora n.sp. in some o\ II chaiaelers. Il

is distinguished from both by its discrete muscle

bundles an .- apertures. The latter spei

lutihet distinguished by its simple, Curved gut

loop; large, distended rectum and very branched
iu atiati lube.

The sandy, brittle test and br&D' tiial rold in i tii

species icscmble species Ol die laiuiU Huicllidue,

although, in addition to the distinction afforded

by the familial characters, the gut. loop o\ the

present species is embedded m the body wall rather

than being very lightly attached to it.

Ascidia sydneiensis Stimpson, 1855

[Fig. 21; Pl.Id)

[xcidin tVdneiensfo $t\mpsani r8S5b, p II '. Whitelcgge,

1889, p.:s>5 Herdman. 1891, p.593* L899,

H.iruvieyer, 1 91 5a, p.313; 19l9»p,98, Hamncvei
|

Mil b -' " 18 p.285. Van Name, 1945, [>.18&

lokioLi I95G p 133; P.oj. p 105, L953*, p 223;

\b p. 84. Kou. 1952, p,310: 1%4, p,!47; IV6(>,

; -. " b i
is:; \97% ,p 31 ITOte,

p. 49; I 71
I

i'.M, Miliar, 1955a, p. I
OH; 1956, p.4ll;

p .173; 1963 p 1966, p.366.

i \b\ [35 1932, p. iti

timtienstx: Hariracyer, iwi, p.uu5.

h ' w/tf/fl HcUfer, 1875, p. 2. Slufter, U

p.176; 1898a, p.-n. Herdman, 1991, p,593
h. icycr, I9U. p .576. Michsreteen, 1918, p.59.

Piia/luMC c<itMlicuk!ur. Haitmcver, 1909, p. 1401.

Ascidia rudi
i

*i2, lff/9,
|

I

\^ului pvnjorm^ Hcaiman T
1X82. p. 219; l*99i p.I5,

Phallu \ap\ 'i lsi c-Jt, L&M5, p. 15. Km f/nq ?1 .

1909, p. I4U3.

u . dtffto Fraustedii isr:. pp.377* Wi 1885.

p t6 'i.mi.m.'Jc am| Wcltncr, IS94. p. 10. Sluitei.

fa98b, pA Hcrdman, (899, p.594. HartiTiever, m(W,

c mo:

isciriiaUn ... IBS? p.i57. HaMin->, 1^3-1 p ]\

i

'..
ftti Up ..'''// Sluitci. IS.S7. p.:40

lit fcVci df\ m ''.
il , I89*a, p. 13: 1904. P'-

'
ll

Hartmeycr, 1906, p.ZV. Tokioka, I95lb,p 171

.., Vtetica SluJter, IW4, p 43 (Not: Millar. 1975,

9
|

i
i

. ai !

>-

Ni v- Rii'ikm,; W'r-aurn \ustralia (Coekhurn Sd„
w am 133 75) T. 1 -.r; 1 .M,,

; , tEaglehawk Neefc IM 1>7J7;

Brunj I. nmv i 51818 Sai ih UQMCH2Q2I: Kia t«oa,

TM D707; Triahuuna Jens. QM OH 2541). VU
. Snail, nmv H384 H409 H46B H914; Hobson's

Bay. QM GH I iShO: off Lake's Entrance, QM Gl I B
|

\'cu Sdudi Wales (Arrawarra, QM 09638; North

:rs I.. QM Q9656), Queensland (Xforeron Bav, QM
GI007S I J|i I

-nJneni Creek. GHZ448; Heivev Bav. QM
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riti. 21: Asc'ufia sydnemsh — a. typical appearance; b, hody from it >

1
1 mus< ul iture^ c, rnai

apertures showing Fringe, longitudinal and circul sdes and ocelli; d, portion oi branchial *ac; e, to il

tubercle and anterior pari of dorsal lamina; l\ variabUil in anal lobes (Vales a, 1.5 em; b v 2,0 mm; e, 0.5 mm;
d. 0.25 mnur i'

I
I (r>mj

O940B; Gladstone, QM G96T5 I i

1

i
'

i

' G97I9-20
G978&V.7 G9784 G9796 G1QQ57-8 G12706 GH2513;
Yeppoon, QM GH2493, Wisrari Reef, QM GHI355
GH2507 GH25II GH2S9V; Heron i., QM GH2512
GH3058 GH3066; roWrtSViHe, QM GH307 GH745
GHI385; Trinity Bay, QM GH774; Lizard I., QM
GH2476GH2508-I0).

Previously Recorded: Western Australia

Jaubert — Hanmever 1919; Shatk Ba> — Hartmeyer
and Michaelsen 1928; Cockburn Sound Hartmeyer

and Michaelsen 1928, Kott 1952, Millar 1963; Albany—
Koii 1952, Millar 1963). South AusU ncenlGulf
— kott J952 iy?2a, h). Tasmania (Spring Bay - Ron
1952). Victoria (Port Phillip Bay — kott 1952, Millar

1960c 1963 1966; Wesienrpon — Kati 1976). New South
Wales (Port Jackson — Herdman 1882 1899; Stimpson

I, Queensland (Caloundra, Moretor Bay, Hervei

Bay. Veppoon* Townsville — Kon i9f.4 1966; Morelon

Bay - Koii 1972c; Bowen— Schmelu 1879). Northern

iciruon (Darwin — Kon IM66). Arafura Sea fTokioka

1952). todonetfa u. WwwiypeZMA V.TU24J Sluitei

1885, -4. diptozoon type ZMAV.TU224 Suiter I8«7 f ^1

\l\ \ Tii jr.-.; Sluitei 1904). n^w
Caledonia (Vasseui 1967k). Balau Is. [Tbkroka 1930).

Japan (Hanmever 1906, rokioka 1953a 1954). India]

Ocean (Seychelles — Vliehaetsen 19IK, Isles MauriIt
Vasseur 1967a; eastern Africa — Traustcd i and \\ oltnei

1894. Millar I956r. South Africa (Heller 1

Hartmeyer 1911, Millar 1955 L962). Atlantic Ocean
(Trauatedi 1882, Sinner 1898b. Rennie and Wiseman
1906, Hartmeyer l

l»n, Van Name IS

I Ins is one ol the most frequently recorded species of

the Asciiliacea. its wide latitudinal range, nianils in the

southern hemisphere, where it cxtei i
temperate

hern waters ot the African and Australian

continents, may ai least partly explain its almost

'k-icK p&n-tropicaj range II h absenl nnK Irdrn 'he

eastern Pacific (see Van Name I

Dlsc RJPTIQN

EXTERNai Appi-\wano: Individuals arc longer

than wide and laterally llatiened. Very large

specimens are up to 20 cm lone. The siphons are

short, cylindrical and always ridged. The branchial
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siphon is terminal, am 1

tii LtiaJ siphon is one-

third to two-thirds of the body length distant from

it. The atria! aperture is often turned posteriorly.

The test is often paper-thin, translucent and

cloudy, but in large specimens is often moderately
i li usually hi 't. sparse

and irregular processes on the surface, EO which

sand and mud adhere. There are usually 6

branchial lobes and 6 atrial lobes, although more
branchial lobes (up to 10) arc 9 >mei tent,

One 3 cm long specimen from Bass Strait (NMV
3S4) has only 5 lobes on each of the apertures, The

lobes are fringed, with ocelli between them. I iving

specimens have a slate to black body thai shows

through the cloudy, ttansluccnt test.

Imiknvi Si; i -;k The right body wall has

a border
I

......
| r$« muscle-,- The

dorsal band o\' parallel muscles erodes Hie mid-

dorsal line between the apertures and posterior to

i irial siphon. The muscles across the centre o\~

the ri tie body are few and very fine

and inconspicuous. Muscles on the left terminate

anterior to the gut loop. There are strong, circular

muscles around each aperture. There are about 40

rather short branchial tentacle-., which are reduced

in number in very large specimens. I he dorsal

tubercle fills the V-shaped perimbercular area and

has a complex convoluted to interrupted sin,

although LA 'mall specimens it is U-shaped, with

both horns turned in. The neural gan LboVC

and immediately posterior to the dorsal tubercle.

The prepharyngeal space is very narrow. The
dorsal lamina is wide and ribbed on the left.

Posteriorly i
the ribs terminate in narrow

protections trorn (he free edge of the wide

membrane, double anteriorly. The left half of (he

double anterior part of the dorsal lamina extends

anteriorly to the left of the pcntubcrcular area.

The branch) i I fias o\\<^ deep, tight pleat in

each mesh, between the internal longitudinal

vessels. There are 6 to 12 moderately long stigmata

in each pleat. Parastigmattc vessels arc seldom

present. The branchial papillae are large and
rounded.

The gut forms a deeply curved, narrow loop.

The descending limb Of the gin loop and the

proximal pan of the rectum arc always distended

with mud, often occluding the ascending limb and

the whole of the left peribtanehial cavity. There

arc up to 30 rounded anal lobes. The gonads are

crowded together in \'r. -j\>\ U.op

Rl.yi.akks: The species is variable in regard to

the position of the apertures, number of branchial

tentacles, degree to which the opening ol the

neural gland is convoluted and interrupted.

number o\ Stigmata m each branchial pleat, and
number and length of the anal lobes. However, its

characteristic features are the border oi short

transverse muscles around the right side of the

bod) 1

, tobed anal border position oi the neural

ganglion close behind the dorsal tubercle,

aswmmei:
I

rsal lamina, fringed lobes around

the apertures, and a mud-distended gut. Phallusk

jutmea and Ascidia liherata n.sp. have similarly

fringed lobes around the apertures; but both

species lack the anal lobes and ventral band of

Short transverse muscles. Asckiia parawmea n.sp.

and Ascidfa ttutnda also have fringes on the lobes

of the apertures and the same border ol short

transverse muscles on the right. They are

dislinguished from .-I. sydrwter^is by their smooth
anal borders.

Asi-'idm Hmosa Sluiter (ZMA V.TU245), A.

i wan Sluiter (ZMA V.T1J224) and A. bjsulca

Sluiter (ZMA v. iU2e.7.3> share all tti

characteristics of the present species. In i. bfsutca

the deep groove at the base ol

:

nbereular

area, is in fact, the groove between the two halves

of the double anterior part o\' the dorsal lamina.

Aseiriia thompsoni Kott, l^»52

(Tig. 22)

,
r/j I

i 1952, P-312: 1972a, p r ..
|

l$72b, r 1SU; 1975, p. 10, < 4, riccepfa U.Sp,).

RIBOTION

N< n Ri i OitttS So«Ui Australia (St Vincent Cult. QM
GM! I C9&5).

'' iv South &UM1 :
m Vuieeni

i lull <ou 1952 I97ia*b). Tasmania (Greai Taylor Bay
- icoh iwa
The species appears to have a range restricted to a

relativeJj small area of .south-eastern Australia.

DESCRIPTION
Exit rn.m APPEARANCE: Specimens are up to

111 cm long, widesi tup to 4 cm) at their rounded

posterior end and gradually narrowing to the

terminal S-lobed branchial aperture, which is on a

short, slightly expanded, smooth, cylindrical

siphon. The 6-lobed atrial aperture, about two-

thud-. DJ the distance down the dorsum, is either

lie and inconspicuous or on a short, posteriorly

oriented siphon The test is firm and gelatinous,

only slightly translucent, and smooth, but wtth

some irregular spellings and creases on the

surface. Fbe siphonal linings have longitudinal

ttenied bands corresponding to the lobes. The

branchial aperture is often curved dorsally, and

the body is concave dorsally. Some sand grains are

embedded in the test
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Fig. 22: Ascidia tlwmpsoni — a, b. external appearance (QM G9311, G9325); c, let i side of body (QM G9325); d,

double opening of neural gland (QM G9325); e, portion of branchial sac (QM G9325), (Scales: a - e, 1 .0 cm; d,

0.5 mm; c, 0.2 mm).
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In ihrnal Structure; There are short internal

siphons, each with an internal layer of circular

muscles and externally longitudinal bands

extending posteriorly from each ot the lobes. The
musculature on the left termina antei [or to the

loop, On the right, longitudinal and transverse

muscles form an irregular mesh o\qv the side of
the body. There arc about 20 very fine, crowded

icles, The dorsal tuberch is large, in an
unusually long pcntubcrcular area. One specimen

(QM G9325) has two dorsal tubercles, one behind
rlie other. The opening of the neural gland is Li-

ft S-shaped or sinuous, and often is interrupted.

The neural ganglion is about halfway between the

: us t] tubercle and rJu
I
'he atrial siphon.

The dorsal lamj broad, ribbed mcmbiane.
1

as i he neural in Or

are small pointed projections from The tree edge

lie dorsal membrane in itspoi i
i

ttent. The

prebranchial /.out is not papillated.

The branchial ^ac has a moderately deep pleat

8|i , i~h?\'? arc

uided primars papillae ai the Junctions

ot the transverse and internal Ion ,
' h J,

The.- :.ir the base o1 the

al concave border. Small I
intermediate

papillae alternate with the primary papillae on the

oarrow, internal longitudinal

The gut forms a deeply curved loop, and the

rectum often fornix an extra loop, curving

riorly into the base oi' the a rial siphon. The
anal border has small, inconspicuous scallops.

The gonads are of the usual ascidiid type in the

loop of the gtfV

ReMaRKS: The species most resembles A.

muttda. A. gj?» rflj i and A. hifissa Slaiier, 1895

in external appearance and in the course of the

d .
. cd those species and

many others by the intermediate branchial

papillae. These ST? present in A. ai fiflfl 'hi eh

um is hed by its Open gut loop and

characteristic ovarian tube. Ascidia bifissa\&% an

interrupted slit on the dorsal tubercle, as

sometimes occurs in the present species. However.

H is reported to have only 3 to 5 stigmata pet mesh
, 95).

Genus Phyllnsb 1816

I
i

i u tdia mammltova Cuviet, i B 1 5

Species are large with a thick, r'itm, cartilaginous
i usually naked Fh lot mg ion is

always posterior to the dorsal tubercle, separated

from it by at least a quarter of the length of the

branchial sac- The duct of the nei

along the mid-dorsal line above the dorsal lamina

between the ganglion and dorsal tubercle. It

usually opens into the atrial cavity on each side of

the dorsal lamina by many secondary openings,

accessory to rlie primary opening on the dorsal

tuberele. sal tubercle is usually small.

There arc rarely fewer than 8 lobes around each

aperture; ocelli are present between these lobes.

The gut is on The left. Usually the rectum, and

sometimes also the descending limb of the

intestinal loop, become distended with tine mud.
The i [! vascularised with a system of vessels

that can often be seen through the translucent test.

remittal ampullae, sometimes forming

chromatophotes. are conspicuous at the surface

il the test.

The external appearance of many of the species

in this genus is often variable. This is partly the

result of variations in the orientation of the

apertures, probably the result of growth in

-use to environmental pressures, since the
'-., firm test has no flexibility. Orientation of

i he apertures is likely to be oi paramount
importance to these large, solium individuals.

Intraspecilic variations in the surface of the :

(the development of tubercles, papillae and ridges)

and the distribution of pigment may be partly the

result o{ age, although some genetic diversity

probal I

lesi vessels .:, md conspicuous. The
pattern of their branching is lernarkably constant

throughout the genus The main (cm \

aches off the ventral sinus and enters the test.

tt divides into 3 main branches usually neai its

point of entry. The course of these vessels and their

n branches (branchial, atrial and ventral) are

set out in Fig. 23.

In one species (PJwltusib Juiinea), the accessory

Openings oi' the neural gland are not always present

mailer specimens, and specimens can be

alcen lor tnembersofthedoselj jenus

A.scicJuj.

The genus Phullusia is not diverse, although
most blown species have a Wide geographic range.

Five species are known from Australia, of which

2 are probahK indigenous: P. obesa from the

southern half oi the continent; and P. harhanca
n.sp. from Moretci) Bay.

Ki l R3 5l i n ': I'll Gi NUS PlIAU f

Rl >
' !" 01 ROM Al'StKAl.lV

1. Anal border with few shallow indentations . 2

Anal border deeply divided into numerous
lobes _ 3
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V

Stellate chromatophores in surface test

P. jutinea

No stellate chromatophores in surface test

P. barbarica n . sp.

Distance between base of atrial siphon and
branchial siphon one-third of body length

' 4

Distance between base of atrial siphon and

branchial siphon one-half to two-thirds of

body length P. arabica

4. Main test vessel enters test at posterior end of

body, all branches extending anteriorly

parallel to one another P. millah n.sp.

Main test vessel enters test halfway up ventral

surface branches radiating from its point of

entry Pt obesa

Fig. 23: Diagram of test dissected along the mid-dorsal line to show test vessels in Phaltusia spp. (a, atrial vessel;

aa, anterior atrial vessel; ais, intersiphonal vessel — a branch of the anterior atrial vessel; ap, posterior atrial

vessel; apd, postero-dorsal vessel—a branch of the atrial vessel; apl, left parietal vessel—a branch of the atrial

vessel; apld, dorsal branch of the left parietal vessel; aplv, ventral branch of the left parietal vessel; apv, postero-

ventral vessel; b, branchial vessel; bpr, right parietal vessel— a branch of the branchial vessel; bv, ventral branch

of the branchial vessel; bd, dorsal branch of the branchial vessel; E, main test vessel, point oi entry into test

Arrows show the incurrent aperture and the bisected atrial aperiure).
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Phallusia arabica Savigny, 1816

(Fig. 24a-d; Pl.Ie)

Phallusia arabica Savigny, 1816, p. 164. Hartmeyer,
1915b, p.4I4. Michaelsen, 1919, p. 1 13.

? Ascidia depressiuscula Heller, 1878, p. 5. (Noi:
Herdman, 1906, p.305, < Ascidia sp.)

Phallusia julinea Sluiter, 1915, p. 7. Hartmeyer, 1919,

p.99. Hastings, 1931, p.8I. Tokioka, 1950, p.133;

1952, p. 107 (part, specimens 94 mm and 80 mm long

'without anal lobes'); 1961, p. 110; 1967a, p. 147; (not:

1952, p. 107 specimen with anal lobules, < P.

arabica). Kott, 1964, p. 148; <not: 1952, p. 305, < P.

millari n.sp.; 1966, p. 295, < P. barbarica n.sp.).

Vasseur, 1967b, p. 129; 1969, p.924. (Not: Millar,

1963, p. 722, < P. millari n.sp.).

Distribution

New Records: Queensland (Heron I., QM G10028
GH3084-5; Erskine I., QM G10I16; Lizard I., QM
GH3424; Trinity Bay, QM GH773).

Previousi y Recorded: Queensland (Northwest 1. —
Kott 19661. Arafura Sea (Tokioka 1952). Philippines

(Van Name 1918, Tokioka 1970, Millar 1975). Sri Lanka
(Heller 1878). Red Sea, Gulf of Suez (Savigny 1816,

Hartmeyer 1915b, Michaelsen 1919).

Description

External Appearance: Individuals are

robust, up to 20 cm long. They are often narrow
and almost cylindrical, but occasionally wider and
slightly laterally flattened, the dorsal test being

thickened around the atrial aperture. The surface

is naked and usually marked with some
longitudinal creases or depressions. The apertures

are usually conspicuous, the branchial aperture

terminal on a thick, cylindrical and sometimes
slightly ridged siphon, and the atrial aperture

usually on a similar siphon from halfway along

the dorsal surface and directed anteriorly, laterally

or posteriorly. However, thickened test along the

dorsal surface o\' the body around the atrial siphon

may surround it for some or all of its length,

obscuring it and its point of origin and reducing

the external aperture to a sessile condition. The
branchial siphon is often turned to one side but

specimens with the branchial siphon turned
posteriorly have not been recorded. There are 8 to

10 branchial lobes and 8 or 9 atrial lobes around
the respective apertures; small projections between

these lobes have ocelli on them. Sometimes (QM
GH3424) there is a very inconspicuous tentacular

fringe on the rim of the apertures, but this was not

always detected. Individuals are fixed by the

posterior end of the body, or by the posterior part

of to most of, the left side. The test is thinner

where the body is fixed to the substrate, but

everywhere else it is thick, firm and rigid with a

smooth surface. Living specimens are translucent

and yellowish to milky white and the open,

cylindrical siphons can be often seen protruding

from crevices. In preservative, the test is

translucent and smoky brown, grey, or almost

colourless. The colour is usually deeper anteriorly

than posteriorly.

The main test vessel enters the test from one-

third to halfway down the body to the left of the

ventral line. Branchial vessels extend anteriorly

from it, while alrial and right parietal branches

extend horizontally, and the ventral vessel extends

posteriorly from the point of entry of the main
vessel. Small terminal branches from these vessels

are fairly evenly, but sparsely, distributed at the

surface of the test.

Internal Structure; The atrial siphon, from

a level halfway down the dorsum, is a most

conspicuous feature of the animal removed from

its test. Musculature is strong on the right side of

the body, with external longitudinal bands curving

ventrally and terminating posteriorly at right

angles to the ventral border. There they lie parallel

to the ventral part of irregular and transverse

bands that form a meshwork with the longitudinal

bands over most of the right side and anterior to

the gut loop on the right. There is no conspicuous

musculature on the left over the gut loop, and the

body wall is very delicate. Circular and
longitudinal muscles are present around the

siphons. There are 30 to 40 rather robust branchial

tentacles with yellow blood corpuscles conspicuous

in them. These alternate with rudimentary

tentacles. The prebranchial area is very narrow and

is finely papillated. There is a C- or U-shaped slii

on a very small dorsal tubercle at the anterior end

of the dorsal lamina. There is no V-shaped

peritubercular area. The dorsal lamina is a double

membrane for about half of its length, ribbed

along both sides. Posteriorly, where the membrane
is single, there are small tentacular projections

continuous with each rib from the border of the

membrane. The long dorsal ganglion is just

anterior to the base of the atrial siphon. A long,

irregular line of small accessory openings of the

neural duct is present between the dorsal ganglion

and the dorsal tubercle. These open into the

peribranchial cavity to the left of the dorsal sinus.

There are deep plications in the branchial wall,

one corresponding to each rather square mesh,

with about 12 stigmata in each pleat. At the

junction of the internal longitudinal vessels with

the transverse vessels there are large, spoon-

shaped, antero-posteriorly flattened papillae.

These have a prominence on their concave dorsal

surface and a small basal expansion anteriorly and

posteriorly.
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Fig. 24: Phallusia arabica— a, external appearance (QMGH773); b, body inside lesi (G 101 16); c, meshes in branchial

sac (QM GH773); d, anal border (QM G 10028). Phallusia barharica n.sp. (QM GH2488) — e, external appearance;

f, portion of branchial sac; g, gut and gonads. (Scales: a. b, e, 5.0 mm; e, f, 0.1 mm; d, 1.0 mm; g, 2.0 mm).
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The oesophageal opening is about halfway down
the dorsal lamina. The gut, which is confined to

the posterior half of the body, forms a tight

vertical or slightly oblique double loop. The pole

of the primary loop is open. The rectum is

distended with mud. The anal border has from 16

to 20 very conspicuous, sometimes bipartite,

rounded lobes that curve back around the end of

the rectum.

Testis follicles are present around the ovary and

over the mesial surface of the gut. The ovary is a

branched, convoluted tube, crowded in the loop

of the duct. Thick gonoducts extend in a U-shape
between the limbs of the deeply curved primary

gut loop to the base of the atrial opening. The
rectum, crowded between the oesophagus and the

pole of the primary loop, is often distended with

mud.

Remarks: The long body, with its posteriorly

placed atrial siphon resembles Phallusia julinea.

It is distinguished from the latter species by the

absence of chromatophores, the presence of the

neural ganglion at the base of the atrial siphon

rather than halfway between it and the dorsal

tubercle, the presence of numerous anal lobes and
the conspicuous cylindrical siphons. Further, the

gut loop of the present species is more deeply

curved, the oesophageal opening being in the

middle of the branchial sac rather than posteriorly.

There arc also basal expansions on each side of the

branchial papillae, and the branchial tentacles are

more robust than in P. julinea.

A specimen of P. arabica from the Red Sea has

been examined (ZMC 7/1 1903, ident.

Hartmeyer); the present specimens cannot be

separated from it by any known character.

The secondary openings of the neural gland are

not reported in the original description of Ascidia

depressiuscula Heller, 1878 from Sri Lanka, and

the dorsal tubercle is described as having a slit with

horns spiralling inwards. However, the general

shape of the body and nature of the test do appear

to be those of a Phallusia species. The position of

the atrial siphon and absence of chromatophores

suggest that Heller's specimen is conspecific with

P. arabica.

As Millar (1975) observed, however, Ascidia

depressiuscula: Herdman, 1906 appears to be a

species of Ascidia rather than of Phallusia.

Phallusia philippinensis Millar, 1975 (excluding

specimens from Singapore) and Phallusia

depressiuscula: Van Name, 1918 and Tokioka,

1970 both have the atrial siphon and oesophageal

opening from the middle of the dorsal surface, a

tight U-shaped gut loop, pointed papillae absent

from the surface test, basal expansions on the

branchial papillae and a lobed anal border. They
appear to be synonyms of the present species.

Some of the white, opaque specimens of

Phallusia julinea: Tokioka, 1952 (45 to 80 mm
specimens) from the Arafura Sea belong to the

present species, having a lobed anal border and
side branches on the branchial papillae. However,

at least one other specimen (without anal lobes) is

probably P. julinea.

Phallusia barbarica n.sp.

(Fig. 24e~g)
Ascidia nigra: Kott, 1964, p. 148.

Phallusia julinea: Kott, 1966, p.295.

Distribution

Type Locality: Queensland (Moreton Bay, Cleveland

Point, coll. A. Rozcfclds, 3.7.77, holotype QM GH3086,
paratype QM GH2488).

New Records: Queensland (Moreton Bay, QM
GH2678).

Previously Recorded; Queensland (Moreton Bay—
QM G4982 Kott 1964; Hervey Bay — Kott 1966).

Description

External Appearance: Preserved specimens

(up to 8 cm long) are irregular externally and
usually have sand, mud and some ephiphytes

adhering to the surface. The body is rounded

posteriorly (up to 3.5 cm wide), narrows to the

terminal branchial aperture and is usually laterally

or dorso-ventrally flattened. The atrial aperture is

from half to two-thirds of the distance down the

dorsal surface and projects from the body on a

conical siphon of varying length. The siphons are

faintly ridged externally and the surface of the test

has fine creases and wrinkles.

The dark black-grey colour of the otherwise

translucent test is caused by clouds of minute dark

pigment cells scattered in it. The dark

pigmentation is especially conspicuous anteriorly,

fading toward the posterior end of the body. The
main test vessel enters the test about two-thirds of

the distance down the ventral border and the

principal vessels radiate from the point of entry.

The vessels, which also contain dark pigment cells

in the preserved specimens, branch prolifically and
form a fine three-dimensional network through the

thickness of the test. The terminal branches are

not expanded into ampullae. There are

longitudinal bands of dark pigment in the siphonal

linings. There are 8 branchial and 6 atrial lobes,

all without a tentacular fringe.

Internal Structure: Longitudinal muscle

bands extend from the siphons obliquely across

the right side of the body where they branch to
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form an irregular mesh. On the left the muscles

aie present only antennr to the gut loop. The
prebranchial area is narrow and papillated. The
dorsal tubercle is C-shaped in a shallow V -.shaped

perirubereular ;irea- The dorsal lamina is wide,

ribbed and double anteriorly, becoming a single

ibrane in the vicinity ol' the dorsal gangU n

which is from one-half 10 two-ihirds of the

distance between the dorsal tubercle and ilie base

of the atrial siphon. There are delicate tongue-like

projections from the edge of the posterior part of

the dorsal lamina. The oesophageal opening is

about two-l birds of the distance down the dorsal

::r of the branchial sac. Large, C-sbaped to

almost circular, secondary openings irorn the

neural gland into the peribranciaf cavil y are

scattered atOtlg fehc length o( the duct between Lhe

ganglion and dorsal tubercle.

The branchial sac has about one and a hall deep,

tiglll folds per mesh, with about 10 stigmata in

each fold . The meshes are wider than long. There

are spoon-shaped papillae at the junctions of the

longitudinal and ttansver-.c vessels, but no
intermediale papillae.

The gut loop is lone, narrow and deeply curved,

occupying more than half, and sometimes up to

two-thirds o\ the left side of the bodv. The
orientation ol the loop vanes with the position and

orientation oi the atrial apenur. > hi hi loop fa

vertical when the atrial siphon projects am
When the atrial siphon projects posteriorly lb- gvl

loop inclines dorsally. The pole of the loop is

tys anterior to lhe smooth rimmed ;,

Neither the descending limb or the gut loop nor

the rectum are distended with ['cecal material as

they are so often in species of this genus.

Branches of the oviducts are present in
I
to

of the gut loop. They are short and arc confined

ti 'lie proximal end of 'he ovary,

REMARKS; The most striking characteristic ol

species is its rough, n regular and creased

sui lace rest with some sand and epiphytes, which

.' mbles specimens o\ Ascidia sydrteiensis and

with the smooth naked test of Other

Phaiiusia -pp.

1 be position of the neural ganglion between the

loi al tubercle and atrial siphon and the smooth

anal border resembles P juftnea. However in

addition to the nature ol i test, p. barbwfw i

distinguished by the absence of both CXpai

rtinaj ampulla,
i

3c!s and fringes on

the lobes <}\' the apertures. The dark pigment a

of preserved specimens results from oxidation of

blood pigments and does occur in other Phailusui

spp. Phaltusta depressJuscuia: Hastings, 1931 does

not have a distended pur and In thai rcsp

resembles ibe preset*! species- However rbe Smooth
test, cylindrical siphons and general shape of the

body distinguish ir from the present spedi

Phalhishi julineu Sluiter, 1915

(Fig. 2S« PI. If)

Phaiiusia juli/iea Sluiier, U>15, p.7, Kanmeyer, 191,9,

p.99. I!.'
I

i [93-1, p.&l. roktoka, 1950. p.133;

1952, p. 107 (pgft, specimens 94 nim and SO rom long
-•

itti hi ,i:i.ii lobes' i; L961, pA 10- |9fi .:
i I (noi

1^52, p. 107 specimen wiib anal lobule*, < P.

artthtcu).K<*\i, l%4, p. 148: (not [<ft2,lfcJ05, < P
mUtari u.sp.; 1966, p.2s*5. < P. harhotiat U.Kp.).

Vasseur, 1967b, n.!- lJ
. 1969, p. 924. (Not: Millar,

p.722, < P. mfilctri n.^j.l

DJSIKIVJU ! Ii *N

New R> tern Au tralia (Port Hedland,

wam 227.83). Queensland (Marcion I.. QM GH3G3:
Mooloolaba, QM GH2538; Kawarva Waters, I

GH2480:HeronI. QM c 'A KJ90<jH1440OH2*29
OH2431-4 GU24.1- GH2452 OH2471-2 GH3479

rlh^wesl l.; Yeppoon, QM t»465;
Townsvilie. QM GH2604; Lizard L, QM 09115
GH243I; Cape Tribulation. QM GHM70

I
i ifliai),

QM OH24I

pervious] ) Recorded- VP-esterti \\&\ ilii [< ip>

Jaubcrt — Hail >19] Queensland (Hexoo I

KiHl 1064) Ar;. 1 1 roXlofcfl 195Z). New Caledonia

(Tok'i&fea lyel, Vas&eur 1967b). Palau 1& (Tokibkfl 1950,

USNM 11406 11416 I
'Tn '

iluiter

I9J |

'
I ida ir(Va em 1969).

I!i
|

lias been recorded down to 30 m depth,

allflOU I

|
fefer |0 specimens taken in

shallow water, wdgi
i and nibble from

which 'bev are often difnculi io ciistodjje.

Description
p] uA^rj-.; individuals are

variable m shape, sometimes long and club

shaped, or curved and slightly irreguiai Lfld oftCT

lateral!) lluiletied. The body is rounded
posteriorly The branchial aperture is asiially

terminal of] ...-.,,. m. '1 lie atnul

aperture U ffotti one third to two-thuds ol ibe

length of ibe bodv along the dorsal surface and is

anteriorly, laterally or posteriorly directed, a

on a siphon bui sometimes sessile. There are

soihci unes longitudinal lutrows dtong Hie siphons

i feu along the length of the body. The
branchial siphon is often curved lo the side and

[Tit lest is firm, celahnou'- and
translucent, it--, most CO isp feature ,

living animals arc the yellow dirorrfatopliQres in

urface o\" lhe otherwise brownish test ibat

tains clouds of brown pigment cells which arc

.
. m ftoin an area iimnediately around the

chromatophores. The cbromatophores are formed
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Pit;. 25: Phullitsiu juimea — a. body from left side; h, test vessels and terminal ampullae in siphons with fringe on

the border of Lhe apertures and ocelli; c. terminal ampulla contracted; d, terminal ampulla expanded; e, origin of

test vessels (diagrammatic); If, dorsal tubercles. (Scales: a, 5.0 mm; b. 2.0 mm; c, d. 0,2 mm; f, 0.25 mm).

by rounded reservoirs in the test vessels near the

surface, from which short terminal vessels radiate

in a circle at the surface. When the terminal vessels

are expanded with blood they form, with the

central vesicle, a star-shaped mass of yellow. Over

the centre of each chromatophore is a minute

pointed papilla, into which a central terminal

vessel projects at its base. In preservative or when
the chromatophores are not expanded, the pattern

of pigmentation of the test is often inconspicuous

or obscured. The thin terminal vessels radiating

from a point beneath the surface papillae can still

be seen in the test,, however, and often the clear

areas where brown pigmentation is absent from
the area around the chromatophore can also be

identified, especially on the anterior end of the

body. The papillae and the associated

chromatophores are fairly evenly distributed, but

become more sparse posteriorly. The main test

vessel enters the lest halfway up the body to the

left of the mid line. Atrial and right parietal

branches extend horizontally from the point of

entry of the test vessel; the branchial vessel extends

anteriorly; and the ventral vessel extends

posteriorly.

There are 8 to 10 small lobes around the

branchial aperture and 8 to 10 around the atrial

aperture in the present specimens, although

Tokioka (1950) has recorded 9 to 16 lobes for the

atrial aperture. Sometimes about 7 inconspicuous,

tongue-like projections form a fringe on the border

of" each lobe. A comma-shaped ocellus is present

between the lobes. Vertical bands of pigment are

present in the siphon lining.

Internai StftUt turl: The body is long and

narrow when removed from the test. The atrial

siphon arises from one-third to one-half of the

distance along the dorsal surface. Musculature is

well developed on the right but not on the left. It
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.1 .is ol external longitudinal bands that curve

Loward the ventral border of the body posteriorly.

There are transverse and irregular muscles that,

together with the longitudinal bands, form a

meshwork over the side ol the body and also

terminate against the ventral border at right angles

to it. There arc up to 50 branchial tentacle-.,

although sometimes only half that number are

present. They are relatively short and
inconspicuous and very variable in size. The
prebranchial area is very narrow* and the

peritubercular area is a very shallow V. There is a

large low dorsal tubercle with a V-. J-, E-, or H-
shaped slit. The neural ganglion is at about one-

halt to two-thirds of the distance between lh<

dorsal tubercle and the atrial siphon Acce-

OperUftgS o\ the neural gland into the peribranchi.il

cavity occur to the left ol the dorsal sinus. 1 K .

arc neither very numerous nor crowded, and are

often absent altogether. The maximum number
recorded is !9(Tokioka L950). The dorsal lamina
is very v. ule. It is double in the anterior one-si\th

to one-quarter of its length. It is ribbed on both
sides. Posteriorly the ribs continue as small

iied pioiections from the margin of the

membrane. The oesophageal opc-nimj is m the

posterior one-third o! the bodv
The branchial sac is finely pleated, with 6

Stigmata per mesh. There are small, mm
amero-poMehoi ly flattened braactuaJ p LpiUae,

with a rounded prominence OH ihcif dorsal

concave border, but no ; il prominences
anteriorly or posteriori; .

The gut forms a tight double loop in the

i flrior half of the body. The stomach lies across

the body and !l)C distal half of the primary loop is

open and curves dorsally. The rectum, which is

Usually distended with mud, extends antero-

dorsally. The anal border is rounded, with 2 or i

shallow indentations but no eonspi. mi usri unded
lobes.

The gonads arc crowded in the loop i

;

1

1

The ovary has short branches, and the small,

elongaie male follicles spread over the surface of
the intestine.

Rlmakus: The characteristics ot Pt julinea &rc

its chromatophores; fringed lobes around the

apertures: rather large dorsal tubercle and slit;

relatively few accessory opening] " CtK neural

gland; short, robust and relatively lew tentacles;

Oesophageal opening toward the posterior end of

the dorsal lamina; rectum well separated from the

oesophagus; narrow branchial papillae without

basal prominences; and atrial siphon from mid-

body level. In the absence of accessory openings

of the neural gland the species can be recoj fld

primarily fry its stellate chrorftaiophores, iy|

aW not be confused w uii ilic spherical terminal

ampullae of Ascidiu latesiphonica and A^ddiu
decepta n.sp. The fringes on the lobes ol apertures

occur in fJ arahica, A viv/^r'/V/iv/.s and related

es and in A. Hheratu.

Amongst the specimens from the Arafura .Sea

(P. juhnea: Tokioka, 1952), only one of the

figured specimens (80 mm) has the anaJ border

wirhoui lobes and the large dorsal tubercle that

can be ascribed to the present species.

Phullusia miliar! n i>

I

;

-

Phothtsia i ifa I okioku, 1952, p.iiO;
I

p,87 tporr, *pocirn tf no 9 *) Koa, I973ctp.49,

iuTrnmi K'vu 1952, [>J05. Miliar, 1963, p.722

Pha/luSi'u philippi-nsi'. M ilia l 1 9 5 p 21}
| p

PfSI K1B1 i [OIN

Pvpe Lot m itv: Queen&lj
i

Ifl m mi sandy mud. coll. Roberts and Hammond,
W,3.W,hototypeQMGH699l

; CORD?: Western \usitralia (Montebertn I..

\VA\i ft$9*83 1281-2 83; Pod Hfldland. WAM 1281

Dampicr Archipelago, WAM 1284.8$; Shark Bay, WAM
(Hcroa I.. QM

nsvitle; STV il Eta i paratyphi QM GH70D
GH2364 2370; Cairo*, QM 013983 GH2504; Prii

!
I'.'lottc Bay, QM GH250 GH2494-69; Czpe

nl n, GH2497; hmisfail, OM QK796 GH2500?
ta i,.,;, Head, QM GH250I; Cape Kimberie I

Gl 12502; Cape Weymouth. QM GH 2 9 G1 12502- '<).

Perm iQLiStv Recorded: Wcmcj n Australia (< ap

lauberi [Cott 1952; Cod urn Sound— Mill u V

Northern Austral (Gulfol Cflrpentsnfl — AM YHJ45
YI04S YW54-5 YJ06I Y1072 Koti I972e). Arafiu i i

(Tokioka 1952}, Philippine? i
U'U-v.., |$70) SwgapOrO

I)i:-;<. Kid ion

E> ii' '

I

ii
i

- ' . Individuals are

narrow and elongate (to 15 cm long) to

rectangular, and invariably laterally flattened.
I I

hody , ilv slightly anteriorly. There is

often a targe, rounded, sandy holdfast, separated

from the rounded posterior end by a constriction.

Sometimes the body tapers posteriorly to a short

01 i &ssile, fixed by part of the Iclt ftitt

The external apertures are sessile in smaller

specimens, with the branchial npenurc at the

ventral end of the oblique upper surface, and the

atrial apettun tl Ipr^l end, Slightly posterior

to the branchial aperture, in hs linens the

branchial siphon is produced forwards and Q

turned to the right and posteriori). [*h
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[6 .''.. itffyfitl $p — ;< v^.'crnal appearance
iWam 287,83); h. external appearance Showing tea

vessels (QM OH699); c. test vessels from inside Lest

.minauc); d, ana! border. (Scales: a. b, 1.0cm;
d, M'mm).

siphon, only a short distance posterior to the

branchial siphon, projects straight forward. The
test is smooth, translucent and firm, especially

I
mid i he apertures, each being surrounded by a

rounded ring of test. When siphons are present,

they are firm and cylindrical. There are only rare,

shallow longitudinal depressions in the surface

test. The usual small lobes occur around the

borders o\' the apertures, visible only in dissected

specimens. There arc S to 12 branchial lobes and
6 to 10 atrial lobes, with the usual delicate

projections supporting ocelli between the lobes.

The test is translucent and while with a bluish

tinge in preserved specimens, although blue-black

blood cells are present in the short terminal

branches of the test vessels, which are crowded in

the surface test. Terminal branching of the test

Vessels is irregular, and there is no umbellate

branching pattern as in P. julinea. The main test

vessel enters the icsj from near the posterior end

of the body to the left o( the ventral line.

Sometimes the main vessel enters (he test from

-thirds down the length of the bod> and

c vi ends posteriorly before subdividing into the

usual branches. The branchial and right parietal

vessels extend pOSteriorlj and vent rally before

curving to extend anteriorly parallel to oncanothn
and to the longitudinal axis of the body. The atrial

and ventral vessels extend posteriorly and dorsally

before curving to run anteriorly, also parallel to

the lone axis of the body and to the other vessels.

These vessels are embedded in the surface of the

inside of i he test against the body walk their

branches penetrate the test towards its outer

surface, where their terminal branches and

ampullae are present. There are two conspicuous

channels in each main vessel.

Freshly collected material is described as

transparent and veined. Oxidation of the

vanadium in the blood cells charges its colour to

dark blue-black.

Intfrn.u Sirii.uri. I he body removed from
the test is long and narrow. The atrial siphon,

which is always directed anteriorly, arises from the

anterior third of the body. The body wall has

longitudinal and transverse muscle-bands forming
an irregular meshwork on the right side of the

body, as in Othei species of this genus. There are

from 50 to 100 branchial tentacles thai, like the

blood vessels, contain dark blood cells. These
tentacles are very variable in size, but are mostly

rather small. The prebranchial area is narrow . The
peritubercuiar V is very shallow indeed, and often

the prepharyngeal groove extends straight across

the anterior end o\' the dorsal lamina. The slit on
1

tie dorsal tubercle is small and U-shaped to large

and E- or H-shaped. Occasionally no primary
opening of the neural gland could be found (sec

also Millar 1963). The dorsal lamina is wide, a
double membrane for the anterior one-third ol Itjk

length. It is ribbed on both sides. Posteriorly, these

ribs are produced into robust, tentacle-like

projections from the free margin of the membra ne.

The neural gland has numerous conspicuous

accessory openings into the pcribranchial cavity

dorsal to the dorsal lamina on both sides of the

dorsal sinus, between the neural ganglion and the

dorsal tubercle. The ganglion Is near the base of

the atrial siphon.

The branchial sac is finely pleated and has 8

stigmata per mesh. The branchial papillae are

rather small, rounded and antero-posteriorly

flattened, with a rounded swelling in their dorsal

concave border.

The oesophageal opening is two-thirds of the

way down the branchial sac. The gut forms a long,

narrow double loop, the distal half of the primary
loop extending in an oblique line antero-dor ,.

from the postero-veniral curve o( the body It
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reaches the level of the atrial siphon. The anal

border IS divided into at least 20 conspicuous lobes.

The descending limb oi' the primary loop and the

tectum are often filled with fine sediment, bur are

not distended into large pouches as in other species

of the genus.

The gonads are crowded into the pole of the

primary gut loop. When matui thfi male

or the female duct is distended with gametes and
is very conspicuous between the limbs ol the gu|

loop, accompanying the rectum to the h..

ll siphon.

Rlmarks: The species is distinguished by Its

anterior atrial siphon, sandy posterior holdfast,

remarkable parallel test vessels that extend the

whole length o\' the body, absence ot large mud-
filled distended pouch <n r he disial part of the

intestine and in the rectum, and robust, teutaele-

like projections on the posterior part o\' the dorsal

lamina. The absence of chroma tophores. the

sparse irregulai branching Of the terminal test

vessels, the absence ot a leniacular fringe on the

i

of the apertures, the more numerous
accessory openings of the neural gland, and the

presence of ana! lobes, represent additional

distinctions from P. luljneo. The absence o( basal

prominences on each side of the branchial pap

lurl her distinguish the species from P. urubka.

The temperate species Phulh..u< obes<\ rVOS a

similar, anteriorly placed atrial siphon and
recurved branchial siphon, but its surface furrows,

ridges and tuberosities and dark pigment spots

never occur in the present tropical species.

Tokioka's (ISTO) problematical specimen no.

954 from the Philippines has the characteristic

parallel \essef-; unci other characteristics o\ the

present species.

Phallusia obesa (Herdman. 1880)

(PI. ]g>

Padiycfihc, .,... , Herdman. '

p BS2,p,ZZ3;

I SMI, p.596; ISMS, p. 446.

PhaUusia obesa: frausteth, I885r p.l6. Kartmeyer, 1909,

p. 1403. Hartmever Had Michuelscn, 1928, p,308,

Millar, L963, p.7l3.

AsCfdia oheso: Kotl 1952, p.Wl.

Pachvctitaeno obfrmga He iman, 1SS0. p.46l; 188:

P. 221; |'89I 4 p,596{ r898 p I

Phallusia tibhtigtr. TraUMedt, 1885, p. Its. Harm,

1909, (M403.
[scktiaphtiHuskHdesto

i
Itn d lS9S,p;44tf; \

Plufilusiu phallusfoidts Jtflin $nd Roberts, 1913, p.2%.

Ascidia nigra: Kail, 1952; p. 305.

PhaUusia deptessiuschtfg: kott, 1972a, p. 23: lM"2d.

P,25(); 1976a, &.7J

Dr-.ti'i:.' riOw

NhW Kl.^uK-l.^. Western Ausil'alu (IMiJli:...

Abroihos. WAV! 12"' Dami ItinelsujD, WAM
I., WAM 1276. S3; Peri HcJ

I

WAM [277,63 l oeltbuni Sband, WAM 126.73 15,73
""

3 1270.83 1272,83, QM G96Sft Albarn, WAM
1274,/

!

i lU ,
I

I

- lUTll P I .:.
I

:
I

I i. QM C4I262!' Kangaroo r.

GIO000). Mew South Wales Uervi-. Bay, QM G9464;
..iv i

P QW i

.'
1 1

i
'i.'vnj.hi/

1 altebudgeraiOM
".in Ba>.QM(.H3o: I

I
I

. QM
GH2344).

i

'

|
|

...- f
i

rli Bay
iu Albany — Hartmeyer ami MiehtteJseyi 1928, Kotl

1952, Millar 1961). South Australia (St '

i
riilf —

Koti 1972a). ViutonotBasbStraii — Hwdman ISSfl
I

w^ternpun — kott 1976a), NeU Sooth Wales tPon
Jackson Herdman 1 396 1899). Queensland (Mat
Bay - Kon 1572a*).

Description
I \ifrn\i AiriAkw;i: Specimens up to 16

cm long are known. They are longer than wide,

and taper to a terminal branchial aperture which

iphon, '^
i the righj

md posteriorly. The atrial siphon arises lrom

the le-third oi the.iorsaUurlace. usually

directed anteriorly. The surface o( the firm,

i acinous !cm is raised into rounded
longitudinal ridges, which are often subdivided

rounded tubercles, i he colour is very variable.

g cream or brown, or blue-grcv, or often dark

to black. There are i
I noi alv

dark pigment spots scattered over the Surface, eacJi

small protmberance. Tin oedI Spots

each consist of a heavily pigmented area around a

gfQUp of radially arranged terminal test ^.'... Is in

each protruberancc.

Branches of the vessels extend anteriorly,

posteriorly and laterally from ihe point o\' entry

ol the mam test \ esse!, about halfway up the body-

to the left oi
I

raj line.

There are 10 to 12 branchial lobes and 10 atrial

lobes around the respective apertures, with ocelli

between these lobes.

tSTERNA! Si n He: The internal branchial

siphon arises from the anterior one-third of the

body. The body musculature is conspicuous only

on the right side and around ihe siphons. The
:

i j re on the right consists ot an irregular

meshwork Ol hmgitudinal and transverse bands,

as in other species ol the genus. There are 50 to 80

branchial tentacles. Use prehranchiuJ area is very

narrow . The perkubercular area is a very shallow

V. The slit on the dorsal EUterCfe --aries lrom a

simple horizontal opening to an S- ot U -shape with

horns turned out. Jn very large specimens, tt is
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often interrupted. The neural gland has very

numerous accessory openings into the

peribranchial cavity above the dorsal lamina.

There is also conspicuous glandular material along

the length of the neural duct between the neural

gland (situated at the base of the atrial siphon) and
the dorsal tubercle. The dorsal lamina is a double

membrane anteriorly, ribbed on both sides. The
ribs terminate on the free border of the membrane
in delicate projections, which become larger and
more conspicuous posteriorly.

The oesophageal opening is about two-thirds of

the distance down the branchial sac. The branchial

wall is finely pleated, and there are 4 to 6 stigmata

per mesh. The branchial papillae at the junction

of the longitudinal and transverse vessels curve

dorsally and have a rounded prominence on their

dorsal concave border.

The gut loop is large and deeply curved, but does

not extend anterior to the atrial siphon. The
descending limb of the gut loop and the rectum

are always distended with fine sediment. The anal

border is divided into at least 20 lobes.

Gonads are crowded in the primary gut loop.

The ovary has short branches, and the branched

testes follicles are scattered over the gut loop.

Remarks: This species is particularly robust,

and individuals become larger than most other

species found in Australian waters. Kott (1964),

confounded by its variability, proposed other

tropical species of Phallusia as synonyms of P.

obesa. Although the type of radial branching of

the terminal test vessels appears to be similar in P.

julinea, the pigment spots in the surface test of P.

obesa are caused by pigment in the test, rather than

in the vessels themselves as is the case in the former

species. Further, the atrial siphon is always from

the anterior third of the test rather than (as in P.

julinea) the middle of the dorsal surface. The
species are further distinguished by the absence of

anal lobes in P julinea.

Pigment spots are not always present in P.

obesa, however, and confusion with P. millari

n.sp. can also occur, as the orientation of the

siphons (the branchial siphon curved posteriorly

and the atrial siphon directed anteriorly), a

particularly consistent character in the present

species, also occurs in larger specimens of P.

millari. However, the latter species has a smooth

surface and distinctive arrangement of its test

vessels. In the absence of the longitudinal furrows

and tubercles on the test (that are usually present

in P. obesa), the species can be distinguished from

P. arabica by the anterior position of its atrial

siphon and the posterior curve of the branchial

siphon. The large number of accessory openings

of the neural gland and the conspicuous

development of glandular tissue above the dorsal

lamina are further characteristics of P. obesa.

The Atlantic species Ascidia nigra also

resembles P. obesa in general morphology.
Although it is often black, P. obesa is never the

deep glossy black of P. nigra.

Family PLURELLIDAE Kott, 1973

The family contains both colonial and solitary

species. The body along the dorsal mid-line, both

anterior and posterior to the atrial aperture and
including the neural complex and the gonads, is

embedded in the test. The neural gland and
ganglion are present in the test just anterior to the

atrial aperture. The duct of the neural gland

extends in the test along the dorsal mid-line and
opens to the atrial cavity by very numerous
minute, simple, ciliated pits along its length. The
short oval ovarian sacs are embedded in the test

around the posterior and left side of the base of
the atrial siphon. The testis is also embedded in

the test some distance behind the ovary just to the

left of the dorsal mid-line. The vas deferens

extends forward in the inner layer of test to open
into the base of the atrial siphon alongside the

short oviduct. The heart is a robust tube, also

embedded in the test in an arc around the ventral

border of the gut loop on the left side of the ventral

mid-line. The intestine is flattened. A further

characteristic of this family is the loop of the

prepharyngeal groove from the left across the mid-

line anterior to the dorsal lamina to create a fold

of the branchial sac, its base just to the left of the

dorsal lamina, which it covers. There are

numerous rows of regular stigmata and entire

longitudinal vessels with papillae at their junctions

with the transverse vessels. The test is extremely

thin and fragile, and brittle with sand. Body
musculature consists of a layer of parallel

transverse bands along the ventral half of the right

side of the body.

The zooids of colonial species in this family

(genus Plurella) are very similar to the solitary

individuals of the monotypic genus Microgaslra

n.gen., although they are generally smaller and less

variable in size, the maximum zooid size being

determined by the vegetative process. In view of

this close morphology, the vegetative habit is

probably an apomorphic character resulting from

environmental pressures; and it does not appear

to justify separation of colonial and solitary-

species at the familial level.
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Although the multiple openings ol' (he neural

duct are reminiscent of f-'halfitsiu, I Tie closest

relative to [he Plurellidae in the extant Fauna is

probably A& idia a fa which has a tight and

reduced yut loop, very delicate body wall with

transverse muscle bands even more specialised

than those "i the Plurellidae. and a fold in the

branchial sac identical with that of (he Plurellidae.

The openings Of the plurellid neural gland are on
i he end of long, nunow ducw. Their very minute

ciliated piis do not resemble those ol any other

jf PWebobranchia The eonads of

are also quile unique.

Although P^mphora kutchisoHl has a similar

separation ol ovary from testis, the ovarv (with a

shori oviduct) being located near the dorsal line*

this does nor indicate a phyloticnetic relationship

between Plurellidae and the other vegetative!

V

reproducing Famil) ol the PtjlebobranchSa,

Perophoridae. The latter is distinguished by its

small zoeids joined on' il stolons in which
buds develop, and its vc much reduced branchial

The location Of Lite gonads m pouches

embedded in the test is also known in the

srolidohraneh gerur SetlocatpQ (family Siyelidac).

The family Plucellid li two

teal and one ternpei i cies, viz* a solitary

species from the western Pacific [Micmgostrn

granosa)t an undescribed colonial species oi

•rtia dom the Philippines (QM GH54Z,
GH823) and a colonial species from temperate

Australian waters {Plurcllu \Qta). The
affinities o( (he familv appear 10 be wiih tropical

Ascfdia spp.

Km lo nit C.i NERAOf Pi tifffel.l lOAE

Solitary, angle ovarv . Witn "'o n.gen.

Colonial; more than a single ovary Pturella

Genus Mterogaafta n. t^n.

Type species; Ascidta granosa Siuiter, 1904

The gen us contains 5dJitary species of the family

Plurellidae. The gut loop is a \erv small, deeply

curved loop embedded in connective tissue but

only -inly attached to (he thin hody wall

ahich is closely associated wiih the tgST. A single

ovarian sac is embedded in the test posterior to the

base of the atrial aperture. The lesir taco a pact

oval organ embedded in the tesl a ihotl disianee

behind the Ol

The single \
,

found OH sandy

substrate-. It Btppears to have a wide range in the

Indo-Wcst Pacific, but records are few, probably

heeause it is inconspicuous and fragile, with an

extremely delicate body wall and ihin [est that is

brittle with sand.

MftTOgastra grannsa { Siuiter. 1904)

(Fig 27)

Ascidia grunosQ Slither j 1904, p.36 l-Urrmever, 1906,

P.: I. Hastings, 1931. P ,80.

. \$&dia iopidosa Sluitj i .
t.hu, p

Aseldlu MikrenwrtCQ Siuiter, 1904, pJ7. Hodman. 1906,

p.3M
Ascuita polyirt'WLt HetdnKin, 1906,

i

Disiki;

Mi v, R] i i |u ten land inw of Bcwen, QM
QH66A OH668 GH678 GW685 GH689-92 GH694
<_.i< "Hi re QMGH7I lm i fafl^QMCH
Murdoch Point, QM 0112363; Prince* Charlotte Bay,
;

i GH2362; Oordonvale, QM on
!

i YIOUS1 Queensland (Low Is —
Hastings 1931), Indonesia [A. topidosa synrypes aia
\\h:4(i-1 V.TU243 Sluiler 1904, 4. mikrenti

nyntypefi z.M\ V.TU254 Sluftei 1404). sri
I

I Hertlninii 06) fapac (Hartmcycr 1906).

i tON

Ex i i

I utAN< i . Individual are

.illy flattened and longer than they are wide-

tup t0 8 cm long and 4 em wide). They narrow to

minal branchial aperture, and the dorsal

surface also tapers to the atrial aperture about

halfway a • length. The atrial aperture is

sometimes on a long, cylindrical siphon extending

at rtghl angles to the longitudinal axis of the bod>

There is usually a strong, root -like process about

halfway along the ventral border just to the right

of (he ventral mid-line. The thin rest i^ very brittle

with embedded sand. Across the ventral surface,

lift lest appears to be separated into 2 layers. The
innet layer consists o\' a strong membrane which

extends across beneath the body of the animal to

enclose a space bounded on the outside by brittle

external layei I
-and-embedded test. I here are

usually two lamellibranch molluscs enclosed in this

(Leptonaeea. 1 ascidae, kelliu sp.).

Imirnm STRUCTURE; The body wall is very

delicate and is closely associated wiih thetesi .with

the exception of the laser ot parallel transverse

muscles along the whole length of the right side.

There are about 50 branchial tentacles at the base

o( a short siphon. I hey are robusi, tapering to a

very fine point, and of variable length. The
branchial aperture is directed lo the side or

dorsally. possibly away from the substrate. It has

about 16 small, (rumgular lobes around the

ler. The ptepharytlgeal groove loops across (he

b1 mid-line in U'ont o\' the dorsal lamina, so

that a told of the branchial sac its base jit a to the
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Fig. 27: Microgastra granosa — a, internal body wall, showing looped prepharyngeal groove and gut in position;

b. internal body wall with gin displaced to the right showing heart, testis, vas deferens, seminal vesicle and ovary

embedded in tesl at the side of the atrial opening; c, external appearance; d, part of neural duct, with cilated pits

that open into the peribranchtal cawty. (Scales: a, c, 1.0 cm; b, 0.25 cm; d, 0.05 mm).
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left of the dorsal lamina, lies across the dorsal mid-

line. Anteriorly the plain-bordered dorsal lamina

is a double membrane. The dorsal ganglion and

gland are embedded in the inner layer of test just

anterior to the atrial aperture. Openings of the

neural gland into the atrial cavity are very

numerous, minute, trumpet-shaped, ciliated pits

on narrow ducts that branch off the duct of the

neural gland along its whole length beiween the

gland and the anterior end of the dorsal lamina.

The pits are only 0.05 mm in diameter at their

widest where they open into the atrial cavity.

A very large shrimp, brooding eggs, is often

present in the branchial cavity. The branchial sac

is very delicate indeed. There are small papillae at

the junction of the internal longitudinal and

transverse vessels. Approximately 50 internal

longitudinal vessels and 300 rows of short, oval

stigmata (1 or 2 per mesh) are present on each side

of the body.

The oesophageal opening is about two-thirds of

the distance down the branchial sac. The deeply

curved and very tight U-shaped gut loop forms a

small, opaque mass of variable size in the dorsal

part of the left side of the body adjacent to the

oesophageal opening. The oesophagus is short.

The thin-walled stomach has longitudinal folds

and is almost spherical. The intestine is flat and

almost ribbon-like. The loop is only very slightly

open at the pole, which curves around towards the

oesophageal end of the loop. The rectum is

sometimes distended with mud. The anal border

has irregular serrations. The whole gut is

embedded in transparent, vascularised connective

tissue, which holds it in a tight nucleus that lies

free in the atrial cavity, attached only to the

pharynx at the oesophageal end. Variation in size

of the gut mass from one-seventh (or less) to one-

third of the body length suggests that regeneration

could occur. There is a single, flask-shaped

ovarian sac embedded in the test at the base of the

atrial siphon to the left of the mid-dorsal line. The
short oviduct opens into the base of the atrial

siphon distal to a wide tough velum of test (which

has a thin covering of the body wall) that projects

across the base of the aperture. The testis is a

single, oblong mass of small, crowded follicles

embedded in the test almost in the dorsal mid-line.

The vas deferens extends from the distal end of

the testis to the mesial surface of the ovary, where

it expands into a seminal vesicle before opening

with the oviduct into the base of the atrial siphon.

The body wall is firmly embedded in the test

along the dorsal line, together with the gonads and

the vas deferens. It is also embedded (with the

heart) in a wide arc around the postero-ventral

border of the gut loop from the testis to halfway

along the ventral border of the body.

Remarks: Dissected syntype material of Ascidia

iapidosa Sluiter, 1904 (ZMA V.TU241) has been

examined. The four specimens include a specimen

of Polycarpa chinensis, one specimen of Boltenia

transversaha (Sluiter, 1904), and only a single

specimen of Ascidia which conforms with the

description of the present species. This specimen,

however, cannot be reconciled with Sluiter's

description, possibly as a result of its confusion

with the other specimens examined with it. Ascidia

granosa Sluiter, 1904 has therefore been selected

as the senior synonym for this species, and the type

species for the genus Microgastra. It has page

priority over Ascidia mikrenterica Sluiter, 1904.

Its similarity to Ascidia mikrenterica was noted by

Sluiter. The presence of gonads in the gut loop

reported by Sluiter has not been confirmed. In the

holotype, they are present embedded in the test,

as they are in the newly recorded material. Sluiter

also overlooked the branchial fold. It is surprising

that Hartmeyer (1906), Herdman (1906) and

Hastings (1931) also overlooked the position of the

gonads and the presence of a branchial fold. It is

possible that these characters were not detected

because the body is extremely fragile and difficult

to isolate from the sandy, brittle test, which also

conceals the gonads and neural elements

embedded firmly in it. Herdman (1906) did

observe the neural gland openings, although his

figure (Fig. 34) is out of scale.

The horny, spherical bodies between the test and

body wall to which Sluiter (1904) referred, were

apparently in the same position as the commensal
lamellibranchs Kellia sp. found in the present

specimens.

Ascidia recifensis Millar, 1977, from the

Brazilian Shelf, has a small, tight gut loop, a sand-

encrusted test, and secondary openings of the

neural gland into the atrial cavity. No gonads were

detected, but it is unlikely that specimens as long

as 2.6 cm are juveniles, as Millar suggested. The
possibility remains that A. recifensis is a species

of Microgastra, distinguished from M. granosa by

the absence of a branchial fold.

Genus Plurella Kott, 1973

Type species: Plurella e/ongata Kott, 1973

Vegetatively reproducing species of the family

Plurellidae. The gonads consist of 4 or 5 ovarian

sacs embedded in the test around the posterior and

left side of the rim of the base of the atrial siphon.
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The vas deferens branches, each branch expanding

into a seminal vesicle on the surface o\~ an ovarian

sac- The gut is of moderate Size and docs not

project free of the body wall as it does in

Mtcrogasira.

Colonies are massive and irregular, with zooids

lying parallel to one another. They arc separate

for most of lhetr length, although they adhci

one another and to the embedded sand in the test

of adjaccm zooids. Sand also collects between
them. The posterior ends o\ the zooWs are

embedded in common test and here the colony is

compact, with sand embedded in the surface but

largely absent interna! !y. Enlarged terminal
ampullae arc present in the common tesi at the

posterior end o\' the body. They may be involved

in the budding process. The form of these plurellid

colonies most resembles those of Polyandrocarpa
lapidosa and P. waisomu n.sp. (faintly Siyciidac),

although no phylogeneiic relationship is implied

by this resemblance. Similarly, division of a

tubular ovary into sacs with separate openings

the presence of multiple openings of a single vas

deferens are known only in Sudidobranchia
{Pyura littorals and Moigit/u spp. respectively).

The genus is not diverse. The two known spei ies

arc LllCOn&pioilOUS. Colonics, which are embedded
in sand, are difficult to dislodge They have i

collected only by SCUBA divers. Their projecting

mange siphons are usually all that can be seen; it

is probable that they occur more frequently than

their present records suggest.

Pluretla elongate koit, 1973

i fig. 28)

Phrelttt elort&ma Kdu, I97>, p.258,

DI5TH1BI.-II' i

Niv, Rf > ORBS; Western Australia (Cocfcburn Sound,
W AM 170.75 1253.83, QM GH"

i
. QM BH223U. NMV H4H).

Pki viol.si i Ri corded: South Australia (Investigate!

Sira.i - paratyphi AM yil63 a NM\ K|$£-fi . hol,r p.

NMV 11164 Ron !97_1).

The species has been recorded from water* ra 92 ni

deep in sunUy habitats,

Dt_S(. KII'UON

E\ri rn,\i Ai-iM ak \N< t-: Sandy, massive,

dome-shaped colonies,, up to 12 cm m diameter,

are formed, flic maximum thickness of the colony

is about 5 cm. The colony consists of long,

cylindrical, crowded zooids. lying parallel to one
another between the base and upper surface of the

colony, with the lare.es! zooids in the centre. The
upper surface is rather loose, the zooids being

separate from on^ another, although adjaceni

} id. 2S: Ptureita '/i i

'

'
.

- •!, portion n\

basal part of colon* from left side of a zooid showing

gut loop. P&slw Embedded in the te*t and

atrial siphon Opening posteriorly; b. posterior rim of

,-J opening of i heat rial dpi ,,. -

embedded in the ies (Scales: I Omm),
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il ids do adhere to one another and to the sand

thai is embedded in thetest. Posterior^ t^e cooidfi

are enclosed ill tough common test. Posteriorly

directed atrial siphons, which form the posterior

pari of the dorsal surface of each zooid, arc usually

free of the common lest, and interrupt it m open

on the uridersurlaee of the colony.

The body wall is orange m Ij ocimens.

Traces ot the orange pigmentation can be seen in

siphon lining of preserved specimens

border of the terminal bfanchlal aperture has

about 12 lobes; the posteriori oriented atrial

aperture has 6. Fbfi testis generally '.cry thin and

briitle. wit rr .-.and embedded throughout.

However- it is thicker on the !

., of the

body between the atri
I
and Its posterior

c\k\, where the gonads are embedded in a glassy,

rough, welhvasculans^ trcnt inner la

Inii-knai Str«J< The body wall i

extremely thin. Circular muscles form a sphincter

around each aperture, but the remaiudei I

cylindrical siphons have few muscles and arc

delicate- There is a layer of Iranv.
j muscle

bands down the Tight side ol the body. The bodv

, rder

between the dorsal tubercle and the atrial siphon

;
i i Ogth< I', n ,,i duCI ). between the testis and

.
1

1

rial siphon (' tg the va.s deferens); and

I
lh qui I'tto (inula I the

body from the vicinity of (he teStfc :

halfway along the ventral surface i the

hcari). Ar the base of the branchial siphon is a

;hout 40 simple branchial tentacles. The

prelaryngeal area i: Ei .
.

laryngeal

ovclDopstothelefi tcrossti muMineiufronl
of flic anterior end i

I tin dorsal lamina to i*i

a branchial fold just to its left Numerous minute,

I
' mm in diameter) open

into ihe ulna! cavity from the duct of the neural

sdand, which
i

. nbei Ided in I

tic ig the

dorsal mid-line. Ihe nc iralgl idganjdioi

also embedded in the test, just anteriot to the base

of the ai m.

Thc dpi ,na and the endostyle are long

and - .,'
i

'double membrane
anteriorly. With ihe exception of the single dorsal

told to the left of the dorsal iamina, the branchial

sac is Hat and very deli. h about 50 internal

longitudinal vessels on i
.ide and about 200

rows of short, oval stigmata { I to 5 per mesh).

Papillae are present 31 the junctions of internal

longitudinal and transverse vessels.

il opening is almost at the

posterior end of the body. The oesophagus extends

posteriorly, opening into a rounded stomach in the

posterior curve of the simple arc that is formed by

at. The intestine extends anteriorly in a more
or less straight line, then curves over into a very

short rectum that terminates near the anterior

border of the base of the atrial siphon. The anus

i tooth and bilabiate, with its opening directed

dov-n .' oriented atrial siphon.

The gonads consist of about 5 sac-like ovaries

eddedio tfci j '

, transparent test around the

posterior and Eefl rim of the base of the atri J

siphon. Each opens by a short oviduct into the base

o\' the atrial siphon The testis is a single, rather

irregular, oblong mass of very small, crowded

i

i follicles that is also embedded in the test

at the posterior end of the body, just to the left of

the mid-dorsal line. A vas deferens from the distal

end of the testis divides imo brandies, one lo each

ovary. These branches ot the \ as deferens expand

into a seminal vesicle on the ventral side ot

it lies m the test. At the distal end

ot the i

th< e -. esicles narrow to form
! I

ducts that lie on the surface ot each oviduct and

open with them the hase of the atrial siphon.

Remarks: Two large col cted from

different locations in the Philippines (QM GH542,
829) are specimens of an undescribed species

tilstr to P. elongata. The
Philippine specie-

I forty directed atrial

siphons opening on the upper surface of the colony

with the branchiaJ apertures, the gi I I ting a

.
I loop -.Her than a simple arc) and the

rectum being directed anteriorly toward the

anteriorly placed atrial opening.

The present species is unusual in having

posteriorly directed atrial apertures opening at the

ba& '
. ,

' ay, It seem- probable that the

excurrcnt water from the colony irrigates the

sediments in which it is embedded.
ihe 5] iinguished from Mwrogastra

is embedded gut that does not form a

i, and it* i
il habit and smaller-sized

individuals. Openings of the ducr p the I

gland are less numerous than in AT. gnvh

Family AGNESUDAE Huntsman, 1912

Phlebobranch ascidians in which either bifi

undivided papillae on the transverse vessels are ail

that remains of the longitudinal vessels; even these

are sometimes lost altogether.

The tesi of members ot this faroU] Is thui

lucent but is often strengthened, and
-times made rigid n embedded sand. The

body mUSCUlatMK f! U ually specialised, rny

Ls being reduced in length and adapted to

flatten the body lareraUs and often lo pull folds
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of the body wall and test across the apertuies.

Circular muscle-bands are present around the

siphons, but horizontal muscles rarely encircle the

remainder of the body, usually btini confined 10

short bands around its dorsal and ventral borders.

The intern^ lining Of the stomach is riot folded.

In addition to the Loss of enure longitudinal

vessel-., the branchial sacs of species in Ihis Fai

are further reduced in thai the number ol branchial

papillae (relicts of longitudinal vessels) o\^ each

transverse vessel is usually considerably less than

the number of internal longitudinal vessels in the

'Vsvidiidae. The i insverse vessels.

The two subfamilies are distinguished by their

Stigmata, which are coiled in the \enc>.iinae but

straight in the rarely encountered Ciallusunae. The
latter subfamily eonuiu.s one rflOtlOtypi

(Pietygascidia mirubiits Slutter, 1 904; sec Tokioka
1971) not yet recorded from Australia. The species

nown from the Itrnor Sea and from the

Philippine Is (as C tuKusiu loftgti Van Name,
I

from depths of 70 'o 216 m.
Aencsiinae is a subfamilj ihai is not diverse.

More than hall the spe> jej ' recorded I

I

^cc\> DCfiank basin-.. I he remain \it in

shallow .>ubhllora: and 4 are recorded from

Australia.

Subfamily AONESUNAE Huusf 1*31

Species o\' the fumilv 'X^nesiiiiae in Which the

stigmata spiral.

Usually the branchial tentacle untied in

4 concentric circles. The borders ol the branchial

and atrial apertures arc Jivuled, respectively, itttQ

7 and 6 pronounced lobes. The lest is usually

impregnated with sand, making it stiffand brii

Stigmata occur in symmetrical pairs in each row,

each pan partner coiling in theoppositt direction

;
l

;
I col her. The row - ofcoiled Stigmata a L11

in pairs, one row being a mirror imaeeol the other

m respect ol the direction in which the Rtlg I

COll, Primary transverse vessels OCCUJ betv

pairs of rows, and intermediate transversa VC

occur between the rows of the pair Papillae on

the intermediate vessels arc often, but not alwi

smaller than those on the primarv \ id are

sometimes absent altogether. Each a Icon !St9 0f

asint:i. 51 ma, rather than the two that aie usually

coiled together in the Mol,eu)idae. There usually

are radial vessels alon| the d I lals of (he coil.

Species are usually unatuichcd OH the open sea

floor. Records of the 4 species reported in

.Australian waters are few. Howcvef, Adagnesia

opa&wi Agnesia glaetatd&&pw&ti\ inrefat«>

I

-l populations in Morcton Bay, and AdagnestO

VemtStatl p ifciteitS small $ize, has been taken

ai several stations in Bass Strait Both locations,

especially the former, have been subjected to

systemati for benthic fauna. It is possible

that the family may be represented at Other

locations that have not yet been subjected to the

same collecting effort.

Adapt;* ea iloor habitat-
i

evident in the sand-embedded lest and Rattened

body of most species. Agneshi uniaudi Mom
and Monniot, 1974b from Kerguejen is known to

brood tailed larvae in the llghl peribronchial

cavity. From Australian sea- AtktgReSiQ optica

and A- venusta n.Bp. have oviducts oriented away
from the

|

has eggs in the peribronchial cavity like Axnestu

g/flcw/oand /f. adantica Millar, 1982b Althau h

fertilisation may be internal none ot these species

appeal io botneubating tar\

There are 5 abyssal species recorded from the

northern and 3 from liie southern Atlantic, and

to northern and southern Pacific

(Millar 1970, 1962b; Mortnioi and Monnioi 1973,

1976a. 19761 I ll I
I

known: 4 ate I tied to southern polar seas

(jAgn&iv onnn<(}> '

. nd . m i 1974b;

Cuenagm ckit Arnback. 1938 schmitti

Kolt, 1969a, Adogp&ta muarciicv Koll, 1969a);

one has a range from mbteraperate to subtropical

waters ( An/it-

.

iatQ MichaeKen. I8
1

subtropii i

i

- .., nesiu

optuu Kotli \%i] OCcUrs in the nor

'irmnuiis Huntsman,
191 2al; and one occurs in South African waters

(Agrtesia eppensis Millar, l?5Sa)

There at great d .
.

i

rnOrpholog; i

I
of this family, in

particular, ah peci pias the same
loss of Stigm&tg that usually characterises abyssal

ri ii ei families. Although abyssal sp©
usually have I ei coils than do littoral tpectes,

tins could he the result of their small

'
| ft Nl US tO A< NtS||\.\|

i i ei orded from Australia)

L Branchial papillae absent ...Pro,

a! papillae i
seal 2

2. Papillae on trm .! bij |d

Papillae on i
. sels not bifid

ignesia

3. Dorsal lamina a plain membrane

i i

i

'i
i

. ii i. trtanguhii laneuc

Ifl i?i
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IllS Agnosia Michaelsen, IS98

Type specie, iyjiestu vjunula Wicharfsen

aetata is the only specie

recorded from Australian waters. The other

k noun species l
i

. cepensis iron \ frica . 4
septcntrlonalis from lite northern Pacific and

oniaudi from Kergjiclen) art lated,

nguished principally by Features of the body
and branchial sac (Kott 1 969h

,

Munniot and Monnlol l
l >7'

Agnesia glaciata MichaeUen, IS9S

(Fig !

Igrrey . p.370; 1900,
i

10
i

..'. 1945, p. -<>(>. Millar, 1960b,

p.92. kou 1969a, p
'->"

I9i 'I
, I

I 0,238.

OntU .!.! !!KU, 1974c,

p.373
lytfsiti krauxei Miehaetsen, 19 - p.lSL

i bi to i rtta 191 a I

Ew/roo Ok..i i i' 152.
1

'

,
p.201 (part,

hpcdnien I rain :
- ^ |W< I Hai boi

i hern

CaHfornj 1

1

Dim ^ i

M w Ki,

ZMC 50.9.14).

pRhVJOUM VRUCO
ij.vi 049H G5214 05V14-592) G5922 9 G9643 Koti

19691 '

. .1 m.-
i Xmaroic Peulfl

i h -
ici .""i nerra.de ' uc

\

Michaelsen 1898,

Koti I969a>. Patagonian Shell PMii 912, Millar

tMutihi K Is (Monnl i fifarnia (Van

Name 194!
I

- tie 1960b). j

M i

i

fht : . M M lown lo 95 n i

U.isv Si i I

i

. npling ittattans in Morcton Bin

.;,
. to where the ' m breei

Ihs scaler ibau 115 i

I)t S( RUM
I , i m • ' - aniens ar

longfil fhan wide, with both apertures sessile an

ihe :; o-ventral]

laterally flattened Individuals up lo4 Cm in length

have been reported, although spi 'rom

Australian locations arc seldom more than I cm
long, rbe lest is thin an< Jh * itl

line hairs LTial are especially conspicuous

posteriori) I ith resi and ha i ar«

obscured by sand ihai adheres 10 ihe hairs and is

embedded in
I

which is coosequsnity -

rigid, r.'.cep! for an afea arOUfld ihe aperture -

Ldth i iteriorend of the body is thicker

than thai on the res; pf the body. The apertures

can be withdrawn into ihe body where, in larger

i
uncus. thc-\ arc protected by the surrounding

M (esti In laterally fattened

mens, the edge of the thickened lest forms

i olds along each side of I he apertures. These meet

ui the mid-line when the apertures are, withdrawn,.

Kott ( |969b) believed that variations in the shape

of the body depended on the rigidity o\ the test,

and that dorso-veniral flattening occurred when

flic test was too rigid to allow latfixaj flattening.

rwai Structure: Short) longitudinal

muscle -hands radiate iioin the apertures and

d beneath a fold of the body wall that is

Delated with the outer perimeter ol

kerred tesi on ihe anterior end of the body.

Mosl oi the longitudinal muscles terminate a short

distance down eaeh side, although dorsal and

ventral pairs are longer and extend down t he dorsal

and ventral border respectively. External circular

bands are present around each aperture.

Horizontal muscles extend across the rnid-line at

the anterior ^nd of the bod)/ between, and dorsal

and ventral to. the siphons. The> terminate in the

fold o\ the body wall on each side. Short . parallel.

a] muscles form a band on each side of

the dorsal and ventral mid-lme. Variation in the

number of muscle-bands in specimens from

o itions seems to be-rela A [Koti
1

'

i

Mtculai muscle lies al

base ol the branchial tentacles. The neural

gland is long, lying along the right side ol the

ganglion, arid there is a COnSpIi ague-like

ctlorj o( ihe body wall ova flattened

ciliated pit thai opens into the pharynx through a

longoohcjueslir. A plain, flat membrane along the

dorsal midline ol Ihe branchial sac is crushed b)

rytrs els each expanded into

large, triangular 'anguet just to the left of the

dorsal line.

The branchial sac has 6 double ro\'^ n\ 11

al inhundibufa witn stigmata coiled 8 to 10

times around each cone. Triangular papillae.

.ii lost $ tl left or ihe dorsal mid-

line, are present on the primary transverse vc

een the infundibula, but are only rarely

it on the intermediate transverse vessels.

The gut forms a cm ro (lie lef' o\ the

branchial sac. The gona ingof a tubular

I ) and branching male follicles, is present in

the primary gut loop. E -umes floating

free in tlx perbranclual cavity

Rim\kkv As Van Name (1945) emphasised,

., septentrionali* Ilnutsmau is closely

relate i fie present -pecies. but is readily

distinguished (Kott 1969b, Monniot ^c Monniot
iv76h). Koti (1969b) suggested thai the widely

dispersed records of the present species repi

populations thai are relicts of an ancient, well-
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Fig. 29: Agnesia glaciata — a, body removed from the test, from the left side (ZMC); b, neural complex (QM
G5924);c, portion of the branchial sac (NMVH373). (Scales: a, 1.0 mm; b, c, 0.25 mm).
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established species, Agnesia capensis Millar, 1955a

is distinguished by the absence of radial vessels.

Tin ,.ui record •
i o\ a iriftk p& m r from

m depth. However all previous records 111 both thi

northern and southern Atlantic Oceans are From depths
.1 500 lo nearly 5000 m,

1 tonus Adaguesia Koit, t%3

Type-species: Adagnesia optica Kott, 1963b
Dkcwption

The Jnus is characterised tq the pn
BmwuL Am uuwt*: rho >m,ic specimen

dorsal llngueU 119 In 4*inta. but is distinguished
,s " ?

m "j* «
'

! *•?*
by the bifid branchial papillae that resemble those

,mmd
^ ,

al
'**^ rcc cnd a "d Rowing

The body musculature of all species is confined g*"« b
^
lwo *"*; P^Ha-1'^ projections ol

L . , , . . , , the test. The atrial aperture is terminal and the
to short, transverse bands across the* ventral and ... ,

*... . . . _ .

,, , •
,, .-II -

t
4- 1 branchial aperture hallwav down one sue Both

dorsal borders, especially anteriorly; longitudinal . ' .

. , ...
, 1,1 i- 1

apertures are sessile, he border ol the branch ia
hands radiatine only a short distance from the . . _ . ,

.

;.u™, , 1 , ,.w i^u^„,\ m ,. .1 -. iu. aperture with / u nous, pointed lohes and
.siphons; and ctreu ar siphonal muscles. J here . . . ' .

' '

r , , r . '
. the atrial aperture with o lobes. The test is naked.

usuallv are folds of test that close o\cr sessile ,
, ,

.

, .

. . ,. . . smooth and rather hrm, gelatinous and
apertures. In two 01 the Australian species dearly

related to one another, the gonoducis extend

through the Bin loop and lateral IQ its pole, then ,N!,, ' N Vl S,M < !l ,;|
'
iR ' body Wall is ve.y

openrngsintotheamalcavitybeinsir : Fthe *!*»*•• Ithasawid ohhin muscles around

ioop and du-cctedantenoriv. This is an unu.ua! M h
'

rfureandsameLongitudiaarbajids radiate

adaptation thai appears to contribute to retention
from each ap^tyre. Those around the brachial

of gametes ,.f both sexes in the atrial cavity. aperture extend a tittle distance postei 1

ipecies o1 ihe genus are known, ol which 3 circular muscles; hov i

I iting iron.

are reported onlv from abyssal basin- ofeitheJ :hc lhc altial aperture do not. No other muscles were

eastern Pacific, the northern Atlantic or the detected On th< 1 here are aboui 16 .ather

Argentine Basin (Monm'oi and Monnioi 1976a; robust, curved, branchial tentacles* but it was nol

Millar, 1970). Magnesia antQKtlw Kott, 1969a is
Possible to determine whether these are in a sin]

known from the southern Pacific, The Australian l i,L,L
' >' WW* prebl I

1

1

ies A opaca and Adawexm veftUSta n sp are s
l~
ni '-' ,;

-
n '"- ^"^ tubercle Is m the anterior part

known exclusively from shallow subiluoral waters. oHheperitubercularV. m d n

behind the tubeiele, about halt wa: d ivo the

tta row so. Ai>* i eb
bo
^ Sf« ' "«•» !

'

, *,,_._, . .
The branchial sac has 6 trai e vessels wuh

bihd papulae. There ts a single row ol almost
I. Gonoducis extend anteriorly, lateral 10 poleoi

clKtllai ii(
.

irre^,ar pcrluralions ol lh , pil ,
,

gut loop --- -
wall alternating with the trans\. els Hi

Gonoducis extend parallel to rectum lonau,
()(_, rlllulU(UIS d ,

,,, IniSV aiiv i)gn ,,,

atnalap< ui i

rhe eul tori:i , !ic hlll da&edcun
I GUI l.»opeonhnedior-

I eMendn.. , . m
; W*y fl|P' thelett -ide.a [lie t-ods. ! m,i.

Cut loop not con lined to posterior end of of lnod , [;u , length; -he smooth, egg-Shaped
body A opaca n.sp. stomach tenn,,! 1

1 torn third Ol the distance

up the ascending limb of the gU ojj. 1 he recluin

Adagnesia ehureoli Monniot and Vlonniot. 1973 curves arnund, more or less parallel CO the

(FlS. 30) oesophagus 10 terminate near the atrial opening.
AdagnesiaekarcMiM

1 1
1

id I jlu
1

1 ^ery large, sat

1976a, p.635; 1976b, p.666. Mlllffl 9 ,
104: ovan jn lhc ;

, |i;ir| tl( lh , (_, UI

iaK2b. p.168 ThtM.sLi- folheles are lon^ and club-shaped. They
Dl9*RtW M,:S;

CUrVe over the iaiera! side of the gui wall on both
Ntw Records: Vieiona (Bail* Strait* NMV H , ,. .• • ",

,

the asoendjng and descending htn - ,th< prortimal
PKEViotstTrlCi lOewAilaailcO iv WJ eqd5 of tl

:

i

1 1 rw -

1

I
I th I mci— Millar 1978; Argentine Basin — Monniot and . . . .

rmamBLshi tomtmuAMmmm ^ce.closeii
1

ofllie

L97fib: B Ulanric and ofl .'u \20re*
^«tinc. Some male tolhcles also extend out -

Monniot id Mv 73;Roc»cal] rrench Mfllai
r!; '- mesial surface of the si

1 982tO Vasa etferentia iom lo lorm a vaS deferens near
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Fig. 30: Adagnesia charcoti (NMV H779) — a, body in

situ in the test; b, portion of pre-branchial area

showing some branchial tentacles and opening of

neural gland; c, portion of branchial sac showing

stigmata and forked branchial papillae; d, gut loop

and gonads. (Scales; a, b, 0.25 mm; c, 0.1 mm; d, 0.2

mm).

the distal end of the ovary. Both ducts extend

towards the atrial aperture parallel to the rectum.

The distal part of the vas deferens is expanded into

a seminal vesicle between the stomach and its

opening near the atrial aperture. Both ovary and

vas deferens contain mature gametes.

Remarks: The Australian specimen most
closely resembles that described by Millar (1982b)

from the Rockall Trench. It has similar muscles,

and the large, open stigmata resemble those of

Millar's specimen, although in the latter the

perforation show some incipient spiralling. The
other known specimens (from the Atlantic) have

bands of transverse muscles across the dorsal and

ventral mid-line, behind the apertures but not

between them. Their dorsal tubercle and neural

ganglion are in the same positions as in the

Australian specimen. The specimen from the

Rockall Trench resembles the Australian

specimens more closely than it does the other

known specimens from the Atlantic. Their

separation is not justified. The species is closely

related to Adagnesia bifida Millar, 1970 from the

Guatemala Basin in the eastern Pacific. However,

the latter species has more numerous perforations

of the branchial wall and better developed

musculature than A. charcoti.

In view of the widely separated records of this

very small species, it is possible that its actual range

is great and that the species extends into the

southern basins of the Pacific Ocean and even into

more shallow waters.

<L»
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Aftagnesia opaca KolL 1963

(Fig. 31]

:neaiaopacaK<m, 19*0. p.76. liKS^. p.454; 1972c,

pJ23S; 19720. p.250.

DlS1 RlHLl i ion

NjwRuoimv Viciona (Bass Strait. J

E'Kt vh him a Ki i
i »:ni i>: Queensland (Moretcn Bay —

hnlulvrvOM G4907, paratypcv G4936 Kotl |9fiJ 1 969b;

QM 65902 S913 KOU ISTle). New South Wales (Port

Hjckiup - Koit Ltf72rf),

The »pect*6 to trtw U&cfi w a
:

'

'

i_ C
'"

10 about 8 in.

Oi SORPTION
EXT&KNAI Aimt vwancf; Individuals are alinosi

Circular, lens-shaped, and laterally flattened, 4 to

5 CfD long BlKS 3 to 4 cm wide. TfuS animal always

lies uu the bottom on its right side. The test is thin

and brittle w *th embedded sand, and there are

£ Iiml teg hairs and processes to which sand

also adheres The apertures are sessile and fairly

close together on the anterior end of the body.

They arc obscured by curved fold* o\' test. One
Irom ihe right side ol the atrial apcttuie folds up
over the opening, directing i! away from the

substrate: the other, Irum the letl side of the

branchial aperture, folds down over the opening,

directing it down toward the substrate. Sand is

ab.setu trom a thin strip of test enclosing the

apertlireg alony- 'he mid-line anteriorly- The
siphonal lining is tough, membranous, white and

opaque.

Inti knai SiKi« ii'KF-.TUiu folds of the delicate

body wall arc enclosed in the folds of test that close

over the apertures. Short, longitudinal muscle-

bands radiate from each side of each aperture

bcucaih flic ciieular sphincter muscles that

Mirronnd Ihem. Very strong bill short transverse

bands extending across the mid-line between, and
dorsal and ventral in, the apertures are inserted

into the base of the protective folds of test on the

opposite side of the body. Their conduction

appears to shorten the mesial sides of the folds.

drawing ihem across the mid -line to cover the

apci tines. i'herc is also a continuous series of very

short, parallel rnuscle-hand.s around the border of

the body on each side of the mid-line that probably

depress the body and emphasise its lateral

flattening. I lit simple branchial tentacles form 4

concentric circles, the tentacles in adjaceni circles

alternating with one another. The largest tentacles

are in (he ouier, or ui-^m poMerior. circle; Ihey

become progressively shorter anteriorly The
dorsal tubercle fa rCUlfl and IttOPft Of less

doughnut-shaped with a circular Opening in the

central depression. The neural gland is large and
oval, usually along the right sktetrf the ganglion.

but becoming dorsal lo il in large-i KpAcin»£Kf&.

wall of the wide, circular, dorso-venrralry

flattened, ciliated pit folds inwards in form a

bfoad, flat fold that spirals up to 3 times toward

t he pharngea! wall. The inner margin of this spiral

fold can be seen through the simple circular

opening in the centre o\' the dorsal tubercle. The
dorsal lamina is represented by 34 curved languets.

There is a plain, unpcrlorated area ol pharynx

over the rectum to the right of the dorsal languets.

Each side of Ihe body has up to 34 double rows

oi approximately 30 small, square meshes, each
i [aming a stigma coiled up to 5 times in the

opposite direction to those in the adjacent meshes.

The bifid papillae are prescn lie ir.m, verse

vessels between the paired rows of coiled stigmata.

Al the poMCitor end ol the hranchial sac, the

number of rows of coiled stigmata can be seen io

be proliferating by horizontal subdivision of each

coil. Secondary dorsal languets alternating with

longer primary processes are associated wiih this

proliferation.

The gut is voluminous throughout. Il tonus a

dorsal loop in the postcro-vcnuaJ part of the left

side of the body. The rectum extends anteriorly,

parallel to the descending limb ol ihe primary

loop, to form the deep secondary loop.

The gonad is enclosed in the gut loop. The ovary-

is a large, curved sac. Anienorls it overlaps the

proximal part of the descending limb of ihe gut

loop, curves around inside its inner curve, and
overlaps its ascending limb in the pyloric region.

Very small, branched male follicles surround each

end and the convex anterior border ot the ova'y.

In mature specimens, 2 distended male ducts from
opposite ends of the ovary gather semen from the

male follicles and join together hallway along the

concave, posierior border ol ihe ovary to form the

very large vas deferens lying on top of the I

(which also leaves the ovary in the centre of its

posterior concave horder). The oviduct and ihe vas

deferens pass through the gut loop and cheu turn

anteriorly on the parietal side of the gut to open
into the peribrauchial cavity just auienor to the

pole oi the loop. The oviduct crosses over the \ as

deferens as they cross the parietal side of the gut.

The distal end of the vas deferens thus lies on the

mesial surface Ol the oviduct as il opens into the

atrial cavitv, which is its usual position in most

specie^ pf the Ascidiacea. Small (0. 1 mm diameter)

eggs are found free in the peribronchial cavuv

Rfmvrks- The unusual folds of test thai protect

the apertures and direct the tneurrent and
escurrent ciliary streams', together with the highly

adapted body musculature and anteriorly directed

gonoducts, distinguish the species.
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Fig. 31: Adagnesia opaca — a, external appearance (QM G4907); b, neural complex (QM G5907); c, cross section

through ciliated pit showing opening into pharynx (QM 05907); d gut and gonads from mesial surface (QM
G4907); c, gut loop and gonoducts from outside body wall (QM G40O7). (Scales: a, 5.0 mm; b, c, 0.5 mm; d, c,

2.5 mm).
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The ovary with the oviduct extending from
halfway along its length may represent 2 enlarged

branches from the proximal end of a tubular

ovary. As in Aduxnesu; venusiu n.sp., the

gonoducts appear to have moved around beneath

the rectum and the descending limb of the gut loop

in order to lie antero-ventral, instead of postero-

dorsal, to the rectum.

The orientation of this species on the sea floor,

with its left side uppermost, is unusual. Most
species of the Ascidiidae lie on their left side-.

The large ciliated pit with its Spiral fold inside

rather than on the surface of the dorsal tubercle is

also unusual.

Adajjnesia venusta n.sp.

(Fig. 31)

I KST.RIBU ! I! i

Tvw i.M.Miiv: Viuoria (Bass Strait, 3 V) 06.7 S.

14.V 28.*? E.92 m, Rne land with abundant :.ponsaes, Bass

Strai! Survey, .M.I.S), holotype H381).

FUKTHEB &ECORP Victoria (Bass Strait, NMV
I 565, paratypes M1569, H3s>4>.

DtSSCRII**l i' -

EX llrnal AHPtARANCi:: Individuals are sandy,

laterally flattened, oval and not more than 6 mm
long. Both apertures are sessile and depressed into

a chin strip of sand-free test around the antero-

dorsal border of the body. The test is thin and

quite brittle with sand.

INTERNA' SUM CTUftf: The body wall is very

delicate. Circular muscles are confined to the area

immediately around each aperture. Longitudinal

muscles from each ot the apertures radiate only a

short distance over the anterior part of the body.

There arc short, transverse bands across the dorsal

and ventral mid-lines behind and between the

apertures. At the posterior end of the mid-ventral

line there is a slight, projecting circular Fold of the

outer layer of the body wall. This encloses ;i

circular area from which a group of small, blind

papillae and blood vessels project. The branchial

tentacles form 3 circles, made up of about 16 larger

tentacles in the outer ring, about the same number
of moderate length in the middle circle, and twice

the number of smaller tentacles in the inner ring.

The neural gland opens into the anterior part of

the large peruuberculaT V with a simple,

transversely oriented, curved slit, A long, elliptical

neural ganglion, with its associated neural gland,

extends posteriorly from the slit-like opening o\

the gland. There are 7 large, triangular languets,

corresponding to each primary transverse

branchial vessel, m the dorsal mid-line.

There are 7 paired rows of about 12 rather

square meshes each with a single stigma coiled

about 3 times. On the transverse vessels, between

the paired rows are bifid papillae, with long arms

The gut loop is short and confined to the

postero-dorsal curve of the body, the rectum

extending anteriorly to open near the atrial

aperture in a bilabiate opening,

The female gonad is tubular, curving through

the gut loop to pass anteriorly lateral to the pole

of the intestinal loop. The anal opening to the

atrial cavity is anterior to the pole of the gut loop.

Testis follicles spread over the wall of the gut . The
vas deferens accompanies the ovary and opens

with it anterior to the gut loop.

Rfm\rks: The species is very closelv related to

Adagnesia opacu, the orientation of the gonad-;

being identical However, ,4. venuMo's small size,

together with the posterior position of its relatively

short gut loop and its less specialised musculature

readily distinguishes it. Specimens of:\T optica \\vm

me I cm long (QM G59IO) are juveniles with

immature gonads, a gut loop characteristic of the

tes reaching about two thirds of the way up
the body, and about 30 rows of coiled stigmata

that are actively subdividing, especially

posteriorly It is not possible, therefore, that the

present species could be confused with juveniles

of A. opaca.

The function ot the papillated organ at the

posterior end of the mid-ventral line is not known.

i

.

; 2: AdagtWSta I
t'tiu-ic n.sp. (NMV K394)— a, body

from lot r side showing liui, gonadv mastics and
' i i-.cular papillae; b, posiero-ventral

vascuiai papillae; c, portion of branchial sac; d. dorsal

tubercle wfth U-$bapedopeo1ng overlying neural gland

and ganglion. (Scales: a, 0.5 mm; b - d, 0.2 mm).
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Similar organs are preterit in Molgida molds and

Hartmerer ia chinenst.\ Tokioka, 1967a. A
..nlar oryan reported in the peculiar stalked

species, Adaznesia vesiculiphora Nishikawa, 1982

from 20 rji m the Japan Sea. is also similar.

Family CORFI.UDAE l.ahilk\ IS88

Phlebobraneh ascidians in which the gut is present

Oil the right side of the branchial sac. After leaving

\\w Stomach, the intestine turns posteriorly and
dorsally behind the ascending limb of the gut loop.

The rectum a > is to reach the

atrial aperture. Unlike most phlebobnnuh
families, the stomach wall has numerous parallel

longitudinal folds. Species of the family otherwise

resemble Ascidiidae, having a translucent

gelatinous and usually naked lest, and a Hat

branchial sac. but with coiled (Core! 1

.'
,

straight (Rhodosomatinae) si

Although Rhodosomu turricum, the only

kn -n sublittoral species of the subfamily

Rhodosomannae, is found in warmer waters

nd the world, ihe subfamily Corellinae is

represented mainly by species if anlined lo

Col :i Waters; and although a few species have

been recorded From Japan and Indonesia, the

nglc . [Corella eumyota) recorded from

U iralia h t
,' [Uarctfc rarher than tropical

affinn

Subfamily CORELLINAE Herdman, 18S2

ilidae in which single stiemata spiral and
sometimes form infundtbula in the otherwise Hat

branchial sac.

The subfamily is not di\ er$e. Although 6 genera

are recognised, they are (as are Agnesiinae) mainly

found in cold abyssal or polar waters (see Van
Name 1945; Koil l%9a). Two genera

{Corvnascid'.a and Xenohranchion) are exclusive!)

abyssal; two are Arctic genera {Corelloides and

Corellnpsis). Of these 4 genera only Corynascidia,

a genus closely related To Corella, is not

monotypic. Chetyosvma and Corella are the only

two genera that are at all diverse. 4 species being

known in each. In each genus, half of the species

\rctic or sub- Arctic. Both also have species

known from tropical locations including the

western Pacific. However, their ranges do nor

appear to extend to Australia. In fact, the genus

( lieivcr.nma has not been recorded south of

tropical latitudes o( the eastern Pacific or

Indonesia in the western Pacific (see Van Name
I $45; Tokioka 1953a). Corelfu eumyota, with a

range from the Antarctic continent to the

temperate waters ol" southern Australia, is the only

species o! the subfamily yet recorded from

Australian wau n

Kn to ihl Gl-slka 01 CoftES.1 INAE

(* not reported from Australia)

1. lest :! [J into plates C
i

I
noi thickened into plates 2

1. Internal longitudinal vessels interrupted.-- 3

in
i git udtrial vessels noi intenupted

.,

Stigmata in tegular spiral:- 4

Stigmata not in regular spirals

Xenohranchioti *

4, Branchial papillae project ab<>\ e remnant i ij

longitudinal vessels Corefloides v

Branchial papillae do not project above

remnants of longitudinal vessels

... Corelfopsts *

5, Gut forms simple loop in postero-dorsal

corner o\ thorax Corynascidia *

Gut forms curved loop across posterior third

Of bodi ( orefta

Genus Corella Alder and Hancock, 1870

Type species: isctdia paralfelo^ramma MuJi.i

I77€

The genus is characterised In ihe coiled

Stigmata in the branchial sac, the presence o\

internal longitudinal vessels, and a celutinous test,

which is translucent or glassy, seldom v\ith foreign

particles adhering and never thickened into the

plates that are characteristic of the genus

Chelyosoma . In addition to C . eumyoia (discussed

below), the following species are known (see Van

Name 1945; Tokioka 1953a): Corella willmeriana

Herdman, from the north-eastern Pacific; C.

borealis Traustedt from the Artie and northern

Atlantic; C. parallelogramma Mueller from the

n ort em-eastern Atlaniic and Mediterranean;

Corella minuta Van Name, a tropical species From

the West Indies; and Corella japonica HeTdman
from Japan and the western Pacific.

Corella eumyota Traustedt, 1S82

(Fig 33)

( nrclta eumycta Transtech, 1882, p. 271; 1S85, p;9.

Slater, 1898a, p.40; 1914, p.26; 1932, p. 3.

M3chaelson l 1900vp 10; I9C r p.74rl915,p.423;]?r8,

p,50i 1921, p.4,Sl. Herdman 1910, p.lti; 1913, p. 30.

h;mmevei, |yit. p.458; 1920b. p. 132. Van Name,

1921, p. 397; 1945. p.2J2 Bovien. 1922. p.4$,

pj\ 1938,0.40, Rr L^Hi 1946, p. 108;

1950a, p-54; 1950b, p. 344; L950c, p. 354; 1956, p 122:
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FiG. 33: Core/la eumyoto
0.5 mm).

body from righr side. (Scale:

3957, p.577; I960, p. 119. Kott, 1952, p.318; 1954.

p. 150; 1969a, p. 84; 1971, p.20; 1972a, p.23. Millar,

1955a. p. 193; 1960b, p.95; 1962a, p 174; 1966. p.366.

Vinogradova, 19h2, p.200. Monniot and Monniot,

1974c, p.372.

Corel/a novarae Drasche. 1884, p.382.

Coretla japonica: Sluiter, 1900, p.20. (Not Herdman,
1S80. p.472).

Corella awardica Simier, 1905b, p. 471; 1906, pJl.

Corella betwdeni Beneden and l.ongchamp!., 1913. p. 9.

Arnback, 1938, p.4l.

Corella dohrni Bencdcn and Longchamps. 1913. p. 15.

Herdman. 1923, p.30. Arnback. 193S, p.41.

DISTRIBUTION

New Records: Western Australia (Rockingham,
WAV1 120.75). Tasmania (Huon Channel. TM DI859;

S.E. Tasmania, TM D1865; S.E. Bruny I., TM D1854;

Taroona. TM D1808).

Pri;vku)si v RECORDED: Western Australia (Trigg I.
—

Koti 1952). South Australia (St Vincent Gulf — Kotl

1972a). Tasmania (d'EmreeaMeaus Channel — Kott

1952). Victoria (Bainarnne Beach — Kott 1952;

Frankslon — Millar 1966). New Zealand (Miehaelsen

1922, Brcwin 1946 1950a-c 1957 I960). Chatham,
Auckland and Macquarie Is (Slither 1900b, Herdman
1910, Miehaelsen 1922, Bovien 1922, Kott 1954, Brewin

1956). South Africa (Sluiler 1898a. Miehaelsen 1915,

Millar 1955a 1962a). Chile and Argentina (Traustcdt

1882, Hanmeyer 1920b, Arnback 1929).

For records from the Magellanic region, Scotia Ridge,

Antarctic Peninsula. Weddcll and Ross Seas, and off the

Antarctic mainland see Kott (1969a) and Monniot and
Monniot < 1974c).

The species has been taken at depths to 842 m (oW
Macquarie I., Koti 1971) but also occurs in shallow sub-

littoral waters on rocks and jetty piles.

Df.M RIPTION

External Appearance; Body ovate to

elongate, laterally compressed, sometimes with a

short stalk posteriorly, but more often sessile and
fixed by part of the right side. Specimens up to 15

cm long and 6 cm wide have been recorded from

the Antarctic, but they are more often 1 to 4 cm
in length (Kott 1969a). The test is thin and often

completely transparent and glassy, although it is

thick and firmer in larger specimens. The surface

is smooth and there is no sand. The 7- or 8-lobcd

branchial aperture is terminal, and the 6-lobed

atrial aperture is up to half the distance along the

dorsal surface. Externally the apertures arc on
small, wart-like siphons

Intrknai Structure: The body wall is thin,

with circular muscJcs on the short internal siphons.

There is a meshwork of irregular transverse and
longitudinal muscles on the left side of the body,
but the right side of the body, over the gut loop*

is free of muscles. The irregular muscles on the left

terminate around the dorsal and ventral borders

Of the body in short parallel bands that cross the

mid-line.

There are 50 to 100 lone, simple branchial

tentacles. The dorsal tubercle is a rounded cushion

with a U- to C-shaped slit with the horns turned

in. In longer specimens the slit becomes
convoluted. Long, triangular languets are present

where transverse vessels cross the dorsal mid-line.

The branchial sac has numerous rows of coiled

stigmata with rudimentary and accessory coils

forming between the primary stigmata. There are

up to 60 slender, internal longitudinal vessels on
each side of the body, with 2 or 3 vessels crossing

each coil. The stigmata spiral up to 4 times.

The gut forms acurved loop across the posterior

third o\' the right side of the bodv, the descending

loop extending postero-dorsally behind the

ascending loop, and the rectum crossing the

oesophagus (as is usual in this subfamily). The
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stomach has longitudinal (olds. Gonads form a

compact mass enclosed by the gut loop.

REMARKS! Che western Pacific C japonico

Hcrdman, 1880 (Tokioka 1953a. 1967a; Millar

1975; K.011 1981) has its musculature gathered into

wide bands across the mid-dorsal line between the

siphons (unlike the diffuse musculature of the

present species) and has fewer internal longitudinal

vessels. Coreila aequahilts Sluiter, 1904 from
Indonesia is possibly conspecific with C japoniat

Characteristics o\ C eumyota are its VCfji

numerous internal longitudinal vessels, rather

irregular branchial sac with aecessoiy coiled

sngmaia, and the small number of spirals made
by each stigma.

Subfamily RHODOSOMAT1NAF Seehget, 1893

C orellid genera with straight stigmata. The
subfamily contains 3 genera: Alnwsuscidut

Herdman, 1880, known only from deep basins of

the Southern Ocean and from Indonesia (Koit

1969a); Rhodosoma, a pan-tropical to temperate
species known from continental shelf locations:

and Dextroguster Monmoi, 1962b, a small

interstitial species from Sweden.

Genus Rhodosoma Bhienberg, J 828

Type species: Phallusia (urcicu Sa\ Igny, 1816

Rhodosoma is characterised by the remarkable

horizontal fold of the body that is produced

anteriorly along a line to the right o\ the sessile

apertures. The fold acts as a hd over the apertures

on the upper surface o\ the upright , elongate body.

It is operated by the highh adapted body
musculature. The morphology otherw Lsc

resembles that of species o( the genus Ascidia,

having internal longitudinal vessels in the

branchial sac and the gonad enclosed in the gut

loop

Rhodosoma turcicum (Savienv, IS 16)

(Fig. 34)

Phullusin UiTOtCO S.ivijsnv, 1816, P- 1
'

Rhodosoma ami,-,an van r^ame. 1930, p.47t; td45,

:<0, Kou I9S2, p.317; 1972a, p.23. Tokioka 1952,

P.lll: N53a. p.230. Millar, 1975, p 26fY

HhodosotttD vcrecunthtm Ehrcnbeng, iS2K, p.v

SeflJZOSCM pciiULHJiJ\ Mirnpson, 1855a
f p. 377,

Rhodosomo pdliuidmtr, Van NaJTW, 1918, P-I 13; 1921.

p._V>> 1924. p 29.

Srlnzuscus pupillosus SUmpsOfl, 1 N>5a. p. 377,

Rhodosoma papillosum: Ti.nondt, 1SK5, p.s) Hert'man.

1891, p.598. Hartmevei. ISftJl, |>15I; 190*. p. 25;

nk. r SJi n a 18W p 26. Van Name. I9l«,

n.tu I i32a,pU94,

fo^ffW fiuxh-yi Macdonald, 18(0, p. 78.

Chevn'ulius aillemr, Lftcaze-Outilter, 1*6?. p.2sVV

Rhodosoma wiii/maion Hclltr, |K~\ p ',\ m,

18! •' ; in, Hanmcycr , in 2

khodostmui py\is Trausiedi, 1K82. p, 274.

Uh<>tiu*i>rtio<ryhmiaim HcnJman, 19Q6, p. 302.

DtSlKllU !! I)

Ntw K( -k 'ii.'i.s: Western Australia (Cockbfim Sound,
WAM M4 72 WJU, OM QKZU7}, South Austi ili.i

(Nuyia Archipelago, QM GH2287 &H2316), Queensland

(TaHehudgero Creefc QM GH2444; Heron I. QM
B; Abhol Point. QM GH66I GH708: to/aid

Iv. QM (iM.UM) I; Mossman, QM GH793J,

PREVIOUSLY Rkordcd: Western Australia o
Jauberi - Harimeyo L919). South.Aiflttrnlia (St Vinccnl

I
, 1952 1972a). Queensland (KoitJ5l52)J

i

Sea (MjuioiuKt 1662), Arafiira Sea (TokioU 19

Indian • an (Sri I anka — Herdman idflfi). Indoti

i
fc904). Philippines (Van Name i^isi, C

(Stimpson isss.o Gull o] Sittm (Millar 1975), Js

(Southern Japan - Oka 193&, Hanmever 1906,

Tokioka 1993a). Red Sea (Ehrenberg l*R2S).

Mediterranean fl acaze-Duilifcn 1805). California [Van
NanuM^U_M. Chile (lrmi-aeJi IKIO 1885), Atlantic O. s Ul

(Caribbean — Heller 1878, Sluiicr IR^Sb, Hartrnever

1901. Van Name 1945]

The specie* has ii Ride pamropical and temperate
range and is known down to 1 18 ra.

Dps* (option

E\trr\ u Appearance: Individuals are

upright, ovai in section, slightly laterally flattened,

and up to 5 cm high and 2 cm wide. They are fixed

by i he posterior end or part of the right side. Tlie-ie

is a deep cleft that penetrates the body from t)H

left side, almost entirely separating the antcuoi

end from the remainder. The apertures, on shod
siphons, are present in the base of this i

Closure ot' the apenuies and withdrawal of the

siphons reduces the angle at the base of the defl

and causes the aiUCriOl flap to close over tlic

remainder o( the body as a lid, concealing Ibe

closed apertures. When the muscles telax the cleft

opens out, the lid being propped open by the

inflated area around the base of the siphons, which

project out to the left.

Except in ihe clelt, where it LS thin and flexible,

the test is firm, gelatinous and translucent. Point ed

papillae are present on the outer surface of ihe lid

and around the anterior end of the body. These

become less crowded and smaller posteriorly.

Interna! Srui r it 'Kf: Generally the body wall

is thin, the musculature being localised in strone

bands that extend from die anterior half of both

the dorsal and ventral lines, and extend obliquely

across the left side of the bodv to the base of the

atrial and branchial siphon, respectively. There

they subdivide into branches that extend antei i
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v

v

Fu; 34: Hlhulu.suttta \UtCh \A] — ;i, extern tl .

,

lOVipd from t«si showing muscles
1

1
tide; c, body removed from lent, showing right side with gul gonads, gastric reservoir, heari And posterior

end* df muscles. (Scales j i», 5.0 nun: c, 2.5 mm).

along the siphons, or Ihat cross over to join the

branches from the opposite set of muscles. There

are circular muscles around the siphons, but the

longitudinal bands stop abruptly at either the

dorsal or ventral mid-line and are not present on

the right side of the body. The bands ai each end
of ihe upper surface near ihe ends of the hinge-

line of* the lid are longer and wider. There are

about 30 well-spaced branchial tentacles of varying

size. The dorsal tubercle Ls a wide, conspicuous

cushion, wiih a wide U-shaped slii wilh ihe right

turned in. There is a row of wide, triangular

languets along the dorsal mid-line.

The branchial sac has numerous rows of straight

stigmata. Small, curved papillae supporting

slender, iniemal longitudinal vessels occur on the

transverse vessels, separated by 3 or 4 stigmata.

The papillae project only slightly uhove the

longitudinal vessels, winch arc sometimes

interrupted and are occasionally represented by

bifid papillae.

The oesophagus is short, curved around onto

ihe right side o\ the bod} where i! opens into a

short, longitudinally-folded stomach. A large

spherical gastric reservoir is sometimes present.

connected to the distal end of the stomach and to

the intestine by narrow ducts. The intestine turns

posteriorly and dorsally to form a narrow loop,

ihe rectum crosses the oesophagus to extend

up toward ihe atrial aperture. The anal border has

small, inconspicuous lobes.

The gonad is enclosed in the gut loop. It consists

of a very branched ovary, with testis follicles

surrounding it and spreading over the gut wall.

Remarks The asymmetrical lid of this sp&

is unique; no species is known with which it could

be confused. Us wide pan tropical range is

inexplicable, however, except on the basis of relict

populations. The species was recorded from the

rubble fauna at Heron I. only in September. 19X4

<OM GH3035-8). It seems unlikely that it was

overlooked in previous occasions and the

explanation for its sudden appearance at this

location is not known.
The large gastric reservoir was apparently

mistaken for a caecum by Kott (1952).

family PEROPHORIDAh Giard, 1872

Colonies o\^ small, rounded zooids joined by

stolons from the poMero-ventral pan of the body.

There aie variable and sometimes relatively large

(up lo 14) numbers of lobes around the borders oi

the apertures. Very small pigment spots, possibly

light sensitive ocelli, are often present between

these lobes. The branchial sac is Hat, without
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folds, will] internal longitudinal vessels and
relatively few rows (up to -5) of numerous (up to

40) stigmata. The gut loop is at the left ot the

branchial sac. Vegetative Avoids ait generated

from mesenchymal cells of the vascular Btfl I

(Berrill 1935b). Species are usually viviparous, the

oviduct forming a broOtl-pOUCh i the

posterior end of Hie right side of thepenbranchiai

cavity. The vas deferens extends forwards to opc^

with the gut near the atriril apertl

Theepicardiutn, which breaks up into excretory

vesicles over [he gUI of solitary phlcbobranch

species, has not been detected ai an\ stage in the

life histories of Perophora spp. and Ecieinascidio

spp. and this, together with their large larvae and
colonial habit has caused some doubt about the

phlebobranch affinities nite their

morphological resemblance to the Ascidiidae

(Berrill 1950). The Ian j Pcfophorida,

-, with a large mass ot sulk and well developed

larval sense organs, as in viviparous lar as dI Other

colonial groups (Potyzoinae, Botryliinac and

kpl i >hranchia), Although the adhesive organs

areunstalked like those of other phlebobranch and

StolldobrancJl families, perophond larvae

resemble the Aplmwohranchia in having the

adhesive organs in a median vertical
I I

t'her

than a triradial arrangement), and in the presence

of an ectodermal cup around each cone ofadlr

cells. Adult organs (branchial sac and cart ) are also

very well developed tn these ].i tgain

resembling the aplousobranch rathe* than the

phlebobfancli ex Jtolidobranch eortdittonfsee

Berrill 1930) HoweVCTi in addition to

relationshipwith other phlebobranclis Indicated by

general morphology, Webb 11939)

demonstrated an affinity between I'etophoridae

and Ascidiidae on the basis ol blood cell type.

Similarities between dj aplousobraj h

families and those of Perophoridaeare most |}kefy

the result of convergence associated with a colonial

habit, rather than being indicative of a

phylogeuetic relationship (Kott 1982). The loss of

all irai I he cpicax4ium mar} be a result ol

reduction and sinipUficaiior] i 60 1

vegetative reproduction (see Berrill 1950).

The main blood vessel to the dclicaic rest ihui

surrounds the /ooids of this family, originates

from the basal stolon atid not directly from the

sLtbeudosiylar vessel as it (\oc\ in the Ascidiidae-

There ate only two genera of the Perophoridac,

EcU'inascidta and Perophora. Bern U ( 1 950)

regard-, diflerences between ihcni to be related to

i reduction of the /ooids. Although ihisapr
i

to have directly affected the branchial

differences in the male follicles do not seem to be

size-related and afford a reliable distil

between the gene! .

Both seneia are well-represented in Australian

waters, although Ecteinascidia does not extend

into temperas

ki \ tuthf Genera Ol Pkrophomu'-vl

Gut loop straight and horizontal; rectum shoi

than primars loop; male follicles

PerOphi >ra

Gut loop curved or oblique, tectum at least as long

as primary loop male follicles small and

nun i
! ,,

i telnasrfdia

i > etoinascidia Herdman, L880

rypi . .rhifw/u Herdi
i

i

The genus contains i
i:

i i species oTthe
icy have mote than

10 rows qI tgtl i i BQ stigmata itl ? I

row, TSw i
i

i I i loxig, the proximal paj

forming either an oblique loop (hat project': '

into the postero-ventral corner of the* bodv a

deeply curved loop in (he posterior half ol the

body The rectum is long and extends anteriorly,

but usuail not reach the atrial apertl

Testis lot;
.

:
i rurnei iuf>, short , pynrbrm and

il u lobed. They arc clustered in an arc in the

pole of tii oximal i
;

The longitudinal muscles are usnalis v>
i

.

redac loin extending posterior to the ba

the Mr' i
ular muscles arc always present

[ irculai muscles o\) the

oi I hi uimsI of horizontal band:, across the

dorsum that extend varying distances down the

sides ol the bodv. In some species (e.g., E. siinleriK

these horizontal
i
us< are interrupted alo

line on each side of the dorsal mid-line, limiting

the muscles lo 3 longitudinal strips of short,

parallel, horizontal bands. I he arrangement of the

horizontal muse!.- all red by the position

o\' the atrial -iphon. When it is on the uppci

surface of the body near lhe branchial siphon, the

horizontal bands cross the mid-line only behind

the atrial apenute. In species where the branchial

aperture is terminal and the atrial aperture opens

ort tbe dorsal surface,
i

I oas the mid-

line between the siphons as well as posterior to h

atrial aperture The position ol the atrial aperture

is also related to the 0i I

«t* thc-eut. The intestine-

and rectum are stretched out in a sinuous cuim.

ii the atrial aperture is on the anterior suri

but they form a deep ecotl I try loop wrier
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atrial aperture is on the dorsal surface. In species

in which the atrial aperture is on the upper surface,

the anus is up to one-third of the body length

distant from the excurrent aperture. This distance

is reduced if the atrial aperture is on the dorsal

surface of the body.

In some species, the dorsal lamina is in a

primitive condition, with antero-posteriorly

Rattened languets where the transverse vessels

cross the mid-dorsal line. In these species, stigmata

between the transverse vessels continue across the

mid-line without interruption. In other species, a

raised membrane along the dorsal mid-line

interrupts the stigmata. The membrane is ribbed,

each rib continuous with a laterally flattened

languet that projects from the edge of the

membrane (Beneden 1887). The neural gland and
ganglion are compact in all species, and the neural

duct is short, straight and wide, opening directly

into the pharynx by a wide opening.

Zooids are joined to basal or axial common
stolons by short stolons from the postero-ventral

part of the body. The main stolonic vessel

emanates from the subendostylar sinus and is an

homologue of the main test vessel of solitary

phlebobranch ascidians. Perophorid test vessels

appear to originate as branches from the stolonic

vessels and do not enter the test directly from the

subendostylar sinus. The test vessels are

conspicuous in E. imperfecta, E. maxima n.sp.,

E. rubricollis, and E. nexa, although in other

species the test does not appear to be vascularised

(£". diaphanis and E. sluiteri). A conspicuous

vascular network is usually present and is always

conspicuous in the body wall of E. nexa, E. sluiteri

and E. imperfecta.

£'. diaphanis (see below), E. turbinata (see

Berrill 1950; MHN Pz.ECT.17) and E. maxima
n.sp. have been observed with the distal part of

the oviduct curving around into the posterior end

of the right peribranchial cavity and distended to

form a large, thin-walled brood-pouch anterior to

the heart. The opening of the brood-pouch is

against the body wall near the endostyle.

Species of this genus often share the same
habitat and are found growing together. Despite

this, and their usually wide range, E. nexa, E.

rubricollis and E. diaphanis are common at the

southern end of the Great Barrier Reef, while E.

sluiteri is common at Lizard I. No species of this

genus has yet been recorded from temperate

waters.

Many of the species are known to be viviparous.

Nevertheless they have a wide range in the West
Pacific and possibly into the Indian Ocean.

Although there are many gaps in the recorded

ranges of all the species occurring in Australia this

is less likely to be evidence of isolation than a

consequence of the inconspicuous nature of the

colonies, causing them to be overlooked by

collectors.

Key to the Species of Ecteinascidia

Recorded from Australia
1. Both apertures on or near upper anterior end

of body; no transverse muscles between

apertures; no secondary gut loop 2

Atrial aperture dorsal, removed from anterior

end of body; branchial aperture terminal;

transverse muscles between atrial and

branchial apertures; gut forms secondary

loop 4

2. Transverse muscles in 3 longitudinal bands

E. sluiteri

Transverse muscles not in 3 longitudinal

bands 3

3. Transverse muscles absent from ventral half

of body E. diaphanis

Transverse muscles absent only from ventral

border of body E. thurstoni

4. Test sandy; meshwork of muscles on right side

of body E. imperfecta

Test naked; no meshwork of muscles on right

side of body 5

5

.

Stomach ridged 6

Stomach smooth 7

6. With conspicuous siphons... E. maxima n.sp.

No conspicuous siphons E. rubricollis

7. Zooids rounded; apertures sessile .... E. flora

Zooids long; apertures on conical siphons

E. nexa

The following species have been recorded from the

Indian or west Pacific Oceans, but have not yet

been recorded from Australia:

Ecteinascidia bandaensis Millar, 1975 from

Indonesia is reported to have primarily

longitudinal musculature. Only in this species

and in E. flora does the longitudinal

musculature extend posterior to the siphons.

The species otherwise resembles E. rubricollis

Ecteinascidia ditigens Sluiter, 1900b from Laysan

(Philippines) has no languets on the dorsal

lamina, and only 1 1 rows of stigmata. The
remarkable stolonic structure (which Sluiter

believed to have been acting as a brood-pouch)

may be developing buds as have been observed

in E. rubricollis (which it resembles in other

ways).
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Ecteinascidia garstangi Sluiter, 1898a, 1900b,

from Mozambique (see also Vasseur 1969) and
Laysan, has a dorsal atrial aperture well

separated from the anterior end of the body. Its

gut has a deep secondary loop, horizontal

musculature is well developed and red pigment

is present anteriorly. On presently recognised

characters, the species appears separable from
E. rubricoiHs only on the basis of the centrally

placed elongate opening of the neural gland.

Ecteinascidia hedwigiae Michaelsen, 1918 from

Natal has a sub-terminal atrial aperture very

close to the branchial siphon. The gut does not

form a secondary loop, and horizontal muscles

are present behind the atrial siphon but not

between the siphons. The species resembles E.

diaphanis most closely, but living specimens are

an intense violet colour anteriorly, providing the

principal distinction between the species.

Ecteinascidia diaphanis Sluiter, 1885

(Fig. 35; PI Ila,b)

Ecteinascidia diaphanis Sluiter, 1885, p.168; 1904, p. 10.

Beneden, 1887, p. 28.

Ecteinascidia haiuii Tokioka, 1950, p. 127. Kott, 1964,

p. 145; 1966,p.292.

Distribution

New Records: New South Wales (Solitary [., QM
G9632). Queensland (Wilson I, QM GH2069;' Heron I,

QM G9410 GH1348 GH2008 GH2035-7; Swain Reefs,

QM G10154; Lizard I., QM GH2038).

Previously Recorded: Queensland (Heron I. — Kott

1964). Northern Territory (Darwin — Kott 1966). Palau

Is (Tokioka 1950). Indonesia (Sluiter 1885).

The species is taken on the undersurface of boulders

or under ledges from low tide level to 10 m.

Description

External Appearance: Living specimens are

upright and sub-cylindrical, tapering to a stalk

posteriorly. The test is very thin, almost glassy and

transparent. The zooids are fixed by their short

posterior stalk to common basal stolons that are

attached to the substrate. Zooids are up to 1 cm
high and 0.5 cm in diameter. When contracted,

the apertures appear to be sessile, on very low

rounded prominences on opposite sides of the

upper surface. These extend into very short

cylindrical siphons when relaxed. There are 7

branchial lobes and 6 atrial lobes. The posterior

vessel leaves the body at the posterior end of the

endostyle and traverses the stolon system. There

is a fine network of blood vessels, often

inconspicuous, in the anterior part of the test. No
major test vessels were detected entering the test

from the body wall.

Fig. 35: Ecteinascia diaphanis

(Scale: 1.0 mm).
zooid from left side.

Living specimens from the Capricorn Group
(Heron I, Wistari Reef) are pink anteriorly. The
colour, due to pink-orange pigment spots in the

body wall around the anterior part of the body,

fades in preservative. Although no morphological

differences were detected, photographs of living

specimens from North Solitary 1 (QM G9632) and

the Swain Reefs (QM G10154) show them to have

a red band around the rim of the apertures and the

base of the siphons, but no spots are evident and
neither spots nor bands of colour are present in

preserved specimens.

Internal Structure: The body wall is thin

and transparent, the internal organs being clearly

visible from the external surface. A fine network

of vessels can sometimes be seen in the anterior

part of the body wall where it closely adheres to

the test. The delicate longitudinal muscles along

each siphon do not extend posterior to its base.

Strong circular muscles are present around each

siphon. A wide band of about 40 fine, parallel.
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transverse muscles crosses (he dorsal mid-line
behind the atrial aperture. The dorsal tuberclehas

a wide, 2-lipped, more or less trumpet-shaped
opening. 1 he dorsal lamina is long and consists of

a series ol transversely flattened, long, pointed
languets without an upright, longitudinal

membranous told between ihem.

The branchial sac has 16 to 19 rows of up to 50

Stigmata. Internal longitudinal vessels ero$5 every

second to third Stigma, and are supported by short

papillae on the transverse vessels. The longitudinal

i art sometime-, interrupted, and are

occasionally absent From parts of the branchial sac

especially anteriorly.

The oesophageal opening is at the posterior end

of the branchial sac. The oe- The

stomach is roomy and has 5 spiral ridges- A narrow
liud-miesriue curves anteriorly to abruptly expand
into the intestine. The intestine fOTTOS a Wide I

ird the dOi -ad border, and the rectum cm

anteriorly toward the atrial aperture There is a

ra-Intestina] connective i i

l ndof
the Stomach which break; up into many bran-

aldltg the inner curve of (he Intestine.

The gonadfl are in the gin loop. Numerous
immature pear shaped follicles are arranged i

semicircle dfcl mail ovarv. When mature,

•hey become long and els
I

I wide,

circular aiea in the curve ol the eul loop around
rlie ccnHai ovary. Larvae are sometimes present in

the left pcribranchial cavity. The larval trunk.

abOUt 1 nun lone, is characteristic ol larvae of this

lauvlv Willi I &l -. branchial sac, adh

organs with epidermal GUpS uiound |he ccuc oi

adhesive cells, and an otolith and ocellus. The tail

is wound about three quarters ol the distance

LMd the trunk.

Remarks: Li* ing material ol the present species

can be readib identic & t>]

posterior position of the stalk, wide baud of

transverse muscles over the dorsal surface behind

the atrial siphon, almost sessile apertures close

together on the Itppei surface, and an 1

posteriorly flattened dorsal langucts. The present

specimens consistently have IS ot IV rov.

stigmata, while Tokioka's specimens !rom Patau

ts. had only 16 Although this n

genetic diversity between the populations it .s not

a sufficient difference to indicate theii complete

isolation.

Li u^inuscitliu Hetfg wiztae Michaelsen .1918 I'rom

Natal is related and vei •. auilar to the present

species in most characters. The net i oraplea

described by Michaelsen (1918) for 1 hedgwigiae

\
idi ntical with that of £ diaphanis. However the

/ooid is •-

1

.

|
benorly; ih i the only known

character distinguishing it from the present

species.

Ecretnasvidia maxima n.sp. is also cJosel

related and living specimens look almost the same

as those o\' KJptUatlODB o\ the present

ies. However, its siphons art longer, its gul

forms a loop, the male follicles are scattered over

the body wall (rather than being arranged m a

semicircle) its transverse muscles are longer and
iome cross the dorsal border anterior to the

siphon,

1 he synonymy o! E. Itufuit with B. dtuphunts is

based on the shape of the zooids, position of the

posterior stalk, very delicate test without Lest

vessels, arrangement ol muscles behind the atrial

siphon, and absence of an upright membrane
between the antero posteriori} flattened langi

Of the dorsal lamina.

Kcieinascidia flon Kotu 1952

(Fly. 36)

Ectefnaseidlaflcira k >tl 1952, p.316.

Dim RiBLH ION

Pttl VlOUSI v Rlf< ..ioau West en W-.ii.Uia (W >>l

Houimans Ahrolhoa - hototype AM U3903, paratope
AM I $970 Kotl 1952},

Tli.
i

.,.,.,
dritt net at uboui 40 in.

Descripi II i

t i
- m ,\ i LB iHi i : Hie laa.n tvial basal

stolon of the colon . on i stalfc ol weed,

the side blanches and the growing tip extending

Out from the weed auo not fixed to a snhstrate.

The largest /ooids are only about 3 mm long,

becoming r : vfely smaller toward
terminal up ol th md along the side

branches Tb, It j

thin over the . ittl firm oi^ the a\ul ot basal

stolons. Zooids arc rounded, but nairow tov l
I

a very short posterior stalk by which they are

joined to the main avis Each /ooid has 2 blood

vessel--, one hom I \
lie poSteriQ end

the endosivle these join before entering the main
vessel ol the 20] man avial stolon. A second

branch from the axial stolon extends Up into ihe

id and branch* !|
' apertures

are sessile, I he branchial aperture terminal, and

the atrial a one third ^i the distance along

rhed i 11 b ibe on

the branchial aperture and 6 around the atrial

aperture.

i

i
>.\i STRLfCTURI The body wall is

especially muscular. Longitudinal bands rad
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FjO. 36: t'cteimtsadia flora (AVI U3J70) — fl

h
( zoofd from left side showing muscle*. (Scales; a,

2.0 mm: b. 0.25 mm).

from beneath a narrow band of circular muscles

around each aperture and extend a short distance

over the sides of the body. Transverse bands cross

the dorsal mid-line between the apertures and

posterior 10 the atrial siphon. These extend over

most o\' the body wall, being absent only from the

ventral border of the body. The branchial tentacles

are long and crowded. The dorsal tubercle has a

simple opening. There are dorsal languets where

i he transverse vessels cross the mid-line, hut no

membrane was seen connecting them.

There are 18 rows o( about 38 stigmata. Fine

longitudinal vessels extend the length of the

branchial sac; there are about 2 stigmata per mesh.

The gut loop extends around the posterior end

of the zooid. A deep secondary loop is formed by

ihe rectum extending forward at an acute angle to

the descending limb of the primary loop. The
stomach is ova! and smooth. A gastro-intestinal

duct branches over the voluminous, intestine.

There are no gonads present in these specimens.

Ri.marks: The unusual colony form of these

specimens, with zooids progressively developing

from the growing tip of an axial stolon, resembles

that of Perophora clavaia n.sp. Although an

arborescent growth form appears to be
characteristic of the latter species, the narrow algal

stem on which the available colonies of E. flora

are growing would not accommodate the basal mat

of tangled stolons that is the usual habit of species

of this genus. Consequently, the substrate may
have affected the colony form, which may not be

characteristic of the species. The muscular body
wall and the short longitudinal muscle bands that

attend past the circular bands of the sphincter

muscle are characteristic of E. flora, however.

Ecieinascidia imperfecta Tokioka, 1950

(Hg.37)
Ecieinascidia imperfcia Tokioka, 1950. p. 1 29; t967a,

p.137.

DiSTfUftUl |ON

\i \v RECORDS: Queensland (Deltaic Reef, northern

(.real Barrier Reef, QM GH303).

Previously Recorded: Palau Is (Tokioka 1950

The species was taken with colonies of Ecieinascidia

sluiieri from a channel lace.

Description
Externai Appearance: Colonies are formed

of small (up to 4 mm in diameter), almost

spherical, sessile individuals joined by basal

stolons. The test is extremely delicate and
transparent, with sand grains attached to its

surface. The apertures are on conical siphons, the

branchial aperture terminal and the atrial about

halfway down the dorsal surface. Externally the

apertures appear to be sessile. Blood vessels from
the stolon branch in the test,

Internal Si «ui iuke: The body wall is

muscular on the right, but on the left the muscles

extend less than halfway down the body. Circular

muscles and short longitudinal muscles are present

on the siphons, but most of the body musculature

consists of transverse bands that cross the dorsum
between the siphons and posterior to the atrial

siphon. These form an irregular network in the

centre of the right side, but form into parallel

transverse bands again around the ventral and

posterior margin of the body (to the right of the

mid-line). There is a conspicuous vascular network

in the body wall. The dorsal tubercle has a simple

opening. The long, pointed, dorsal languets are

antero-posterioily flattened basally. Their distal

half twists around to the right, their anterior (let!)

margin being continuous with a membranous fold

between trie languets.

There are 20 rows of short, oval stigmata.

Rounded papillae are present on the transverse

vessels opposite each stigma. Under high

magnification, these papillae were seen to have

remnants of internal longitudinal vessels on each

side. There were no entire internal longitudinal
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I it,. 37: Eaeimi,aclki imperjecw (QM GH303) — a,

ZOojd from left; b. zooid from right; c. gut loop with

g&stro-mlestiiial duel. (Scaler: a, b, 0.5 mm; c, u.2

mm).

vessels in the newly recorded specimens although

some were present in ihe types from the Palau Is.

The gut forms a curved loop around the

posterior end of the body, the rectum forming a

rather shallow secondary loop with the descending

limb of the intestine. The oesophagus is short and

CUI ved. The stomach is large, almost spherical and
usually smooth, although some spiral folds arc

occasionally present. There is a duodenal area

distal to the stomach, a narrow mid-intestine and
an oval posterior-stomach. There are a few slight

pouches at the proximal end of the intestine. The
• o-intestinal duct from the distal end of the

stomach breaks into tubules that spread over the

distal part of die descending limb of the primary
gut loop.

The gonads are not known for the species.

Remarks: The dorsal languets and the position

of ihe atrial muscles and their arrangement over

the dorsal mid-line resemble E. ruhricoiUs.

However. E. Imperfecta is distinguished by its

better development of musculature on the right

side of the body, especially the presence of
transverse bands around the ventral and posterior

pan of the right body wall, and the very regular

occurrence of branchial papillae between the

stigmata. Despite their small zooid size, they have
a relatively large number of rows of stigmata.

The 5 zooids known from the Palau Is are fixed

by their left sides to the basal stolons as in il

Atlantic species E tortugensis Plough and Jones
(see Van Name 1945) rather than being upright as

are the Australian specimens. The distinctive,

sand-covered test of the Australian specimens is

also different from the naked test of those from
the Palau Is Possibly the two populations are not

conspecific. This cannot be resolved until mature
specimens arc available from both locations.

Ecteinascidia maxima n.sp.

(Fig. 38; PI, lie)

DiMKjmu [ON

TVTJ LOCAlJTYrl ord Howe 1. (Sugarioaf, reef, 17 in,

coll. N. Coleman, 27. 12.79, holotype QM GH50).

Description
Extfrnai ArpFARANCc: Colonies consist of a

basal mat of branching and anastomosing stolons

around a stall) o( coral debris. Zooids are large,

up to 2 cm high, joined to the basal mat by a very

short, narrow stalk from the posterior end of the

body. There are also a few short, narrow accessor y

connectives from the posterior end of the body to

the basal stolons, and some blood vessels can be

seen in the posterior part of the test. The test is

thin and transparent. Apertures are on relatively

long cylindrical siphons, the branchial siphon

terminal and ihe atrial siphon antero-dorsal. The
border of the atrial aperture has 7 inconspicuous

lobes: S similar lobes occur around the branchial

aperture.

Living specimens have a thin red band around

the rim of each aperture and a thicker band around

the base of each siphon. They closely resemble

living specimens of some populations o!

dtaphattls but their colour is more intense.

Intlknm Structure: The body wall has a

continuous and conspicuous layer of circular

muscles that is interrupted only across the ventral

border. The muscles are less conspicuous around

the posterior end of the body. Longitudinal bands

extend along each siphon but do not continue

posterior to ihe siphons. They are obscured by an
outer layer of circular muscles on each siphon.

There are about 5 transverse muscles crossing the

dorsal border between the siphons. The branchial

tentacles are long and narrow. The dorsal tubercle

has a simple opening directed anteriorly. The
dorsal lamina is a thin, ribbed membrane, the ribs

continuous with languets that project from the

edge of the membrane.
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FliTi 38; Evicinusiulni maxima |QM GH50) — a, bnd>

in test, from lefi side, showing gul. gonads and
muscles; b, -loiiiach and pfoxirftftl pan of intestine

with pouches; c, longitudinal section through proximal

pun of intestine. (Scales: a, 1 ,0 mm; h, 0,5 mm; c, (1.2

mm).

The branchial sac has 21 rows of about SO

stigroata, and 22 internal longitudinal vesseh , "

each side. The longitudinal vessels arc entire and
not interrupted. The oesophageal opening is ai t tie

posterior end o\ the branchial sac; the oesophagus

curves posteriorly and to the left. The stomach is

large and rectangular, with 4 conspicuous ridges.

The narrow mid intestine expands abruptly into

the intestine which curves anteriorly, dorsaliy, and

then posteriorly to form an open primary loop.

The rectum extends anteriorly and forms a wide

secondary loop with the descending limb of the

primary loop. A short extent of the thin epithelial

wall of the ptoximal part ot"the intestine evauinates

into rounded pouches, appearing inulberry-hke

externally. Neither a gastrointestinal duct nor

tubules extending along the intestine were

observed.

The gonad is present in the loop of the gut. The
testis is diffuse, consisting of small follicles

seattered ovei the body wall in the pole of the gut

loop and spreading onto the surface 01 i.

stomach. The vasa efferentia join (he vas deferens

underneath the ovary. The vas deferens

accompanies the rectum anteriorly, but [he oviduct

crosses over into the posterior pail of the right

peribronchial cavity, where it expands into a

brood-pouch, its opening directed vcntrally near

the eudostyle.

RtMARks: In its dorsal lamina, branchial sac

and secondary gul loop the present species

resembles £* rubricottts. Us differences from £*.

diaphutus are discussed above (Remarks, /

diapfwnis). Unique features that characterise E,

maxima are the long, cylindrical siphons; the long,

parallel transverse muscles including iftofti

between the siphons; the scattered male follicles;

and the pouches in the proximal part of the

Intestine, r he gasi ro-lniesiinaJ duci and [is

branches along the intestine were not delected in

. Specimens, bill maj he obscured by gonads.

Feteinaseidia nexa Sluiter. 1904

(Fig. 3M. PI.Ild-n
r uncutLi nexaSluker, L9Q4, p. 11. Kon. i960, p ."

I9JU, p:l»ft.

Peropfttjru horneili Herdman, 1906, p.29S.

LctMiwschJht tok(J/aeii\i: Tokiuka, 1954.t. ,1.255.

Ni w RrtoRr's: New South Wales (Lord I lout I..OM

GH47), Queensland (Hervei Ha>, QM GH2025 HI;

Tannuni Sands. QM 04964; Wilson I., QM GH2068;
Heron I. QM GH2041-3 GH20S9 GH206I-3 GH206S-
rQHZOT IGH2980GHJ014GH3017GH3024GH3055-
6; Wisiari Reel', QM OH 1348 GW2058 GH2060; I

....

1. QM GH2064; North Wetf I. GTeenl.,QMGi250Z:
I ./aid UQMGH2039-4Q),

Pri yi©\ 1 1 Ri 1 OftDI > Queensland (Hervcv K<

(Coil L966).lTrdonesio(Sluiterl9n4).Piji(KD!l ivsn $ri

Lanka (BM 1907, K, 30 1 Heidman 1906). Japan (Tokara

1 Cokioka L9S4fl).

The species is very common under rubble at low lide

a 1 Hervej Bay* Heron I 1 and Green 1. It was not common
ai Li/ard I. h has been taken only down to 3 m depth.

Dlsckipi ion

EXTERN tl APPJ ARAM Bl Living colonies form

extensive mats o( small (usually less than 6 mm
long) and crowded zooids* They are transparent

and pale lemon to rather opaque, olive yelh'w

(Ridgeway (886). The more iransparent, paler

zooids have a distinct yellow ring around the rim

0\ the apertures. Several small colonies (QM
GH3055) had pale, blue irridescent. transparent

uK with yellow guts. Zooids are prostrate or.
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Fig. 39: Ecteinascidia nexa — a, posterior end of zooids showing accessory connectives to basa! stolon (QM GH4I );

b, prebranchial region showing tentacles and branched protruberances on prepharyngeal groove (QM GH41); c,

zooid removed from test, from left side, showing gut. mature gonad and muscles; d, postero-ventral corner of

body showing stolonic and lest vessels; e, gut loop showing gastro-intestinal reservoir and duct. (Scales: 0.5 mm).
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in crowded colonics, curved into an upright

poSiljOJV They are fixed 10 bisat stolons by a wide

connective Irom the posterior end of the ventral

mii Tace. The stalk is of variable length and K often

wide, spreading out along the basal stolon. l'herc

are often fbut not always) accessory connectives

between the basal stolon and the posterior test.

Blood vessels from the basal stolon into the test

extend through both primary and accessory stalks.

These vessels divide into tang branches in the test.

Zoolds are connected to one another along their

1

i . by short test connectives. These colonies

cannot be removed entire from the substrate:

relatively strong basal stolons branch and extend

into the interstices of the calcareous substrate,

Apertures are sessile or on conspicuous conical

siphons, the branchial aperture terminal and the

atrial halfway along the dorsum. When zooids ate

prostrate, the branchial siphon curves dorsally;

and the atrial siphon is directed straight tip. In

upright zooids, both siphons project vertically

when contracted. The bianclnal aperture is 8-lobcd

and the atrial aperture 6-lobed

Preserved /ooids are always very flaccid and

distorted, losing the well defined outline thai is

characteristic of the living specimens.

Internai Structure* The body wall is thin

and delicate, but in relatively muscular . It is always

cloudy in preservative, with very numerous blood

cells and often with a rather conspicuous vascular

network. If is often a dark reddish brown in

pn -ivattve. The muscles consist of circular and

longitudinal siphonal muscles and transverse

muscles (hat cross ihe dorsal surface between the

siphon*- at ; m to Ihe atrial siphon. These

eviend over most ol the right side of the body, but

only halfway across the left side The dorsal

lubctcle is a simple Opening, The dotsal lamina

has laterally flattened languets with a membrane
between Ihem. The main vessel which enters the

vascular stolon originates bom the body wall one-

third to half Ot" I he distance from ihe posterior end

of the bodv.

There are 13 to 19 rows ol stigmata and aboul

14 internal Longitudinal vessels in each row, with

about ^ stigmata in each mesh.

The long gut loop occupies most of the posterior

halt of the body. The rectum forms a deep

secondary loop with Ihe descending limb of Ihe

inirstine. The oesophagus is curved, and the large

stomach is almost spherical and always without

folds or ridges. A short, nai row duodenal area and

a wider mid-imestiue arc separated from the

posterior-stomach by a slight sonsiriction The

Intestine expands abruptly almost in the pole of

the loop and has a few pouches at its proximal

end, although these are not numerous as in E.

maxima n.sp.

The gonad, enclosed in the gui loop, consist-, qJ

a circle of pear-shaped male follicles converging

toward the centre of the circle, where they join the

vas deferens. The small ovary is in the centre of
the circle oi male follicles on their mesial surface.

As the male follicles mature, I hey become long and
fin-shaped, They subdivide along their length to

form a tight hemisphere, flat on the mesial surface

where the ovary is located, and rounded on the

outer or parietal surface where (he wider, rounded,

proximal ends of the follicles aic crowded
together. Gonads are rarely present; it is possible

ihai sexual teptoduction is a relatively rare

Occurrence all available energy being diverted to

the prolific vegetative process. Mature male

follicles were found only in specimens from
lleivev Bay colleetcd m November.

RiMVKKs; The species is characterised by its

small /ooids with prostrate habil, Ihe position of

the atrial aperture halfway down the dorsum, the

large earpei-hkc colonies with interzooid icsl

connectives, and the cloudy body wall, deep

secondary gut loop and large, spherical, smooth
stomach.

A deeply curved gut loop and a similar

arrangement of musculature oeeut m /:.

rubricollis. However, t\ rubtlcoHis is

distinguished by its more anterior!? positioned

atrial aperture, lev-, regularly arranged and not so

crowded male follicles; posterior rather than

vcuiral stolon; less cloudy body wall, and longer

and ridged stomach.
The holotype colony ol Perophoru homelli

Uerdman, [906 (BM W7.8.30J) has small,

prostrate scolds fixed by thai* ventral fturfawes to

a basal mal of stolons. They have 13 rows of
sfigmala, 14 internal longitudinal vessels per side.

2 to 3 stigmata per mesh and a smooth stomach.

Lateral test connectives were not detected between
i

!i few /_ooids of this fragile colony, bui these may
have been tost. It is otherwise identical with the

Australian material of this species

Ixteinascidia rubricollis Slimti, 18X5

(Rg. 40)

h^U'i'U^culto mhn<ullt\ Nkurc'. IK.S5. p lr-3, Bcneden.

S87, r>.33. Kolt, 1964, p;t46.

stunrriu mbrieoiiU 5Ju|tei lynnb, p 5

DlSlklHUllON

m v\ Records Ciocenslawil (H»rvw Kay QM
GH2Q4$; Wi-aari Reef, QM GHIJCjo; Heron I

,

GH2279 GH298I OHJ00I CJH3026 I '-iWrU),
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Fjg. 40: Ectfina^ldia nthricoiiis (QM GH2046) — a,

/ooid in test; h, gut loop and gonad with immature

male Collides. (Scales: 0.5 mm>.

PREViOUSI \ Rl CORDED' Queensland (Tannum Sands,

Sarina — Koti 1964). Indonesia (Slmter 1885 1900b).

DESCRIPTION
ExtuRNAt Appearance; Zooids are upright,

up to 1 cm high. The test is thin and transparent.

Apertures are on short siphons, the branchial

aperture terminal and the atrial aperture antero-

dorsal. The borders of the branchial and atrial

apertures are divided into 10 and 8 broad, flat

lobes respectively. The body is rounded

posteriorly, and has a stalk from the postero-

ventral corner which attaches the zooid to a mat
of branching basal stolons- There are some

epibionts or foreign particles on the test, but these

are never crowded and do not obscure the zooid.

Living zooids are transparent vermilion (Ridgeway
1886). The red colour results from a network o\~

blood vessels containing red cells, in the test.

In some zooids (QM GH2046), buds appear to

be developing on the stolons in the stem of the

zooid.

Intl rnai Structure: The body wall is thin.

There are transverse muscles across the dorsal

surface between the siphons and posterior to them.

These muscle-bands break up into branches each

side of i lie mid-line, form wide bands along the

middle of each side of the hody, and then branch

again before they terminate about three-quarters

of the way down each side of the body. There are

also circular muscles around each siphon.

Tentacles are of 3 orders, arranged in close-set

concentric rings around the base of the siphons.

The deep peritubercular area is bounded by a

rounded, fleshy rim along each side. The anteriorly

directed crrcular opening of the neural gland is on

I he anterior end of the fleshy rim on the right side

of the V. Specimens from Lord Howe I. have

small, branched protuberances from around the

prepharyngeal groove. The dorsal lamina is long,

and the long, pointed dorsal languets, primarily

flattened antero-posteriorly, bend around to the

right. There is a very fine longitudinal membrane
between the languets.

There are 12 to 21 rows of about 50 stigmata on

each side of the branchial sac, with 25 internal

longitudinal vessels per side.

The gut loop is curved; the rectum forms a deep

secondary loop as it extends forwards toward the

atrial opening. The stomach has 4 regular, spiral

folds. A gastro-intestinal duct with a spherical

reservoir extends from the distal end of the

stomach to the intestine where it breaks into

branches over the gut wall.

The gonad enclosed in the gut loop consists of

a circle of pear- to club-shaped, often lobed, testis

follicles, their vasa efferentia directed toward the

centre where they join a common vas deferens

beneath the small, circular ovary.

Remarks: The structure of these zooids agrees

in almost every detail with the types redescribed

by Benedcn ( 1887). In particular, the shape of the

body, the arrangement of its musculature and the

position and shape of the opening of the neural

gland are identical with those previously described.

The species can be distinguished from E. nexa

with which it often occurs, by its less conspicuous

and closely positioned apertures, its more
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transparent body wall, the spiral folds in the

stomach and less crowded male follicles.

Zooids in specimens from Hervey Bay (QM
GH2046), with buds in the stem, resemble those

of E. di/igens Sluiter, 1900 which was reported to

have a blood-pouch extending down into the basal

stolon. Sluiter may have misinterpreted this

structure.

Ecteinascidia sluileri Herdman. 1906

CFig.40
Eeteirttiscidia sluiteri Herdman, 1906, p. 300. Tokioka,

1950, p. 126. Millar, 1975
? p.267.

DlSTRlHLTlON

Nrw RECORDS; Queensland (Luard 1., QM GH2031-
A: Deltaic Root, QM GH302).

PRLViorsiv RtCQRDEu: Sri Lanka (BM 1907.K.30.2

Herdman 1906), Singapore (Millar 1975). Halau is

(Tokioka 1950k

This species has been taken at low tide, h is the

common pcropborld found on rubble at Lizard I.

Description
External Appearance: Upright zooids (up to

0.6 cm high) are crowded together, attached to a

tangled mat ol" basal stolons either directly or by

short stalks from the posiero-vcntral corner ol the

body. Younger zooids are sessile, fixed posteriorly

to the basal stolons. The branchial aperture is

terminal; the atrial aperture is antero-dorsal. Both

apertures are on low, conical siphons. There are 8

inconspicuous, triangular lobes around the border

of the branchial aperture and 6 around the atrial

aperture. Small ocelli on the tip of minute papillae

occur between the lobes. The lest is glassy,

gelatinous and relatively firm and smooth. There

are usually few eptbionts, although a specimen

from Lizard I. was completely overgrown by a

botryllid colony that left only the apertures free.

In life the zooids are pale yellow, but are quite

colourless in preservative,

Intfrnai Structurf: The body wall is delicate

and transparent, the most conspicuous feature

being a longitudinal row of short, transverse

muscles down each side of the body and along the

mid-dorsal line posterior to the atrial aperture. The
row on the left stops anterior to the gut loop.

Delicate, short, longitudinal muscles confined to

the siphons are surrounded by circular muscles.

There is often a conspicuous vascular network in

the body wall. The dorsal tubercle has a simple,

round opening. There arc up to 50 simple

branchial tentacles of varying sizes. The long

dorsal lamina is a continuous, ribbed, membrane
with each rib produced into a pointed languet

projecting from the margin.

Fto. 41: Eeia'nascidia sluiteri (QM GH302) — a, whole

dOCrid; b, gut loop and gonad, (Scales: a, 0.5 mm; b,

0.25 mm).
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Tlnae are 14 to 22 rows of stigmata, each with

45 to 30 Etigmaia, and about 2 stigmata between
the lOflgitudJUal vessels.

A narrow oesophagus opens from the posterior

end of the brem hial aa The stomach Is large and
almost spherical, with 5 oblique ridges. A gastro-

intestinal duet from the distal end of the stomach
divides into branches OVO Lhe proximal pan of the

intestine. This is often obscured by the gonad. A
narrow mid-intestine curves anteriorly from the

.stomach and expands abruptly' into the intestine.

which etifves dorsally to form a wide opc^ loop.

The rectum extends anteriorly at never less than a

right angle to the descending limb of the intestine

The gonad is present in the gut loop, in the pole

hich are large, lobed male follicles. Their vasa

e l ! etentia jean the vas deferens ventral to the small,

rounded ovary. The male follicles arc sometimes
Npiead over the mesial suriHLi . 1

1 stomach and
mid-mtcsiinc.

remarks: The species
i mblcs E. turbinate

imam 1880 (< E moorei Herdtnan, F890),

winch has a wide range in the eastern and west t)

Atlantic, the Mediterranean and the Red Sea (see

\\ui Name 1945). Specimens of E. turhinatu fi

We$t Africa (Sluiter 1905a, MHN P..ECT.I7) and
from the western AtlanticiMHN Pz.ECT.I6) have

the same bands of short, transverse muscles along

Ihc body as has t tie present species, as well as a

ribbed dorsal membrane with languors. Howevei -

the male follicles {which are smaller and pyrifprtn)

form a semicircle around the ovarj rather than

being located entirely ventral to it as they are in

the present species. The stomach is different, too,

in having only 2 partial spiral ridges. Specimens
•i E. sluiteri from Singapore and the Palau Is

iTokioka 1950, Millar 1975) have only 14 rows of

mata, while the present specimens have 22. As

this is the only difference belween these

populations, they arc probably conspecifie.

Characteristics of the specie are its terminal

branchial siphon; longitudinal band! OJ shun
muscles; Ian of large lobed male follicles proximal
lo the ovary; spirally ridged stomach; and the

membrane between the dorsal languct.s.

Feteinaseidia thurstoni Herdman. 1890

(1 10.42)

txteiwsfidiQ tomtom Herdman. w, pT.M; 1906,

p.399.

'fr/ciffi/sLulia fhutsmni; Sluiter, 1905a, p>fi.

mi
i Eiisn nor*

Ntvs Ki«<>ia>.v ^CKtcrn Australian 'ockbarn Sound,

WWt II 75),

?K1 VM Hi S ttB ORBI K Sri UitKfl iHerdman [906

tiulfofManaai (Herdman 1830).? Gull"of Aden (Slum-.

1905a).

I >i .'. Kll' I ION

External j\b*rearance: Upright zooids 1 .2 cm
Wgh, ihe> cither narrow posteriorly toward a
short, posterior \ emia! staik that has a

com.! net inn where it joins onto the basal stolon or

are sessile, fheed by their postero-ventral surface

The lest is thin and glassy. The apertures are on
low, conical protrubeiances on the upper surface

lift body. Both branchial and atrial apertures

arc 7-lobcd.

Inmwkm Siri CTURE: The body wall is thtfl

and in some parts adheres eloselv to the lest. A
layer oi circular muscles almost completely

surrounds the body, interrupted only ovei the

ventral border and fading out posteriorly. The
usual circular muscles and short, longitudinal

bands extend from the apertures along the siphons

There arc more than 50 branchial tentacles ol

varying sizes. The dorsal tubercle has a simple,

circular opening. The dorsal lamina is a narrow

membrane, ribbed on the right side only. The
langueis- are narrow and laterally flattened

tongues, Their anterior ed^e ia continuous with the

rib. and their postct iot edge is continuous with ihc

rim ol the membrane
There arc 15 rGWS Of stigmata, 17 internal

longitudinal vessels and 3 or 4 stigmata per mesh
Sometimes ihe interna] longitudinal vessels

slightly oblique.

The gill forms an open, sinuous curve, the

rectum extending anteriorly toward the atrial

aperture. The stomach has 5 spiral folds. A narrow

mid-intestine expands abiupity into the rectum at

the pole of the gut loop before it curves dorsally.

The gonads are enclosed in the gut loop.

Spherical to pyriloi m and lobed male follicles, arc

scattered in a semicircle sometimes spreading along

the inside of the gut loop. The vasa efferentia join

the \as deferens beneath the small, circular aval

in the centre of the semteiicle oi male follicles.

Embryos are present in the right peribranchial

cavity.

Remarks: The constriction between the

posterior end of the zooid and the basal stolon has

been observed lor E, sluiteri (Herdnaan 1906) and

may occur throughout this genus at certain grow th

stages. The almost continuous layer ol circular

muscles is also present in E. maxima, which is

distinguished by the form and position of its

siphons and its intestinal pouches. Ecteinasodiv
ihursloiu resembles E. diaphums in the position Ol

the apertures, form of the siphons, absence •.>!
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Fig. 42: Ecteinascidia thurstoni (WAM 1 1.75)

(Scale: 2.0 mm).
zooid.

transverse muscles between the siphons, and form
and arrangement of the male follicles. It is

distinguished from it mainly by the absence of pink

pigment spots and by its almost complete layer of

circular muscles and the membrane between its

dorsal languets.

Genus Perophora Wiegmann, 1835

Type species: Perophora listen Forbes and
Hanly, 1848

Species of the family Perophoridae in which
there are never more than 8 rows of stigmata. The
relatively short gut forms a short loop across the

posterior end of the body. The stomach is

invariably smooth. The rectum is very short, and
the anal aperture is distant from the atrial opening.

The testis is large. It is either undivided or consists

of a few follicles with a limited number of deeply

divided lobes. There are never the numerous,
relatively short pyriform follicles of Ecteinascidia.

The zooids of Perophora are the smallest known
in the Phlebobranchia, usually being less than 5

mm in length. Small size and associated

simplification have reduced the morphological

diversity of the genus. However, features of the

stalk and its vascularisation, and differences in

colony form, distinguish the species. The genus

contains species in which zooids are supported on
short stalks from basal stolons as in Ecteinascidia.

There are also several species of the genus

Perophora in which the colonies are vertical and
the supporting stalks are relatively long (P. clavata

n.sp., P. hutchisoni and P. namei). In the last two
species, the colonies have a degree of organisation:

each zooid is supported by a long stalk that

branches off a central, horny, monaxial stem with

the smaller, developing zooids at the top of the

stem. As in Ecteinascidia, the body musculature is

reduced and the test is very delicate.

The genus is most diverse in temperate waters,

although species are also present in the tropics. It

is well represented in Australian waters.

Key to the Species of Perophora Recorded
from Australia

1. Zooids encased in sand 2

Zooids naked 3

2. Stalk horny and jointed P. hutchisoni

Stalk not horny and jointed,. P. clavata n.sp.

3. Horny vertical axial stalk P. namei
No horny vertical axial stalk 4

4. 4 or 5 rows of stigmata 5

8 rows of stigmata P. multistigmata

5. Posterior stolonic extension of body present;

4 rows of stigmata P. modificata n.sp.

No posterior stolonic extension of body; 5

rows of stigmata P. multiclathrata

The following species recorded from the western

Pacific have not been taken in Australian waters:

Perophora euphues (Sluiter, 1895) from Indonesia

has 4 or 5 rows of stigmata and gonads that may
be similar to those of P. modificata n.sp.

However the shape of the zooid is different, and
the zooids are only about 3 mm long (see

appendix, Sluiter 1895).

Perophora jacerens (Tokioka, 1954a) from the

Tokara Is is a sessile species, attached by the

whole of the ventral side of the body with 7 or

8 rows of stigmata. It has the short rectum of

Perophora rather than the long rectum of the

genus Ecteinascidia to which Tokioka had
assigned the species. Its gonads are not known.

Perophora japonica Oka, 1927a (see Tokioka

1953a) from Japan also has a prostrate zooids

fixed by the ventral surface. It has 4 rows of

stigmata and a fan of long, deeply divided male

follicles.
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Perophora listen Tokioka, 1950 and 1952 from the

Patau Is and the Arafura Sea resembles P.

multiclathraia in its habit, but has 4 rows of

about 20 stigmata and some of the ventral

internal longitudinal vessels are interrupted. The
specimens from the Palau Is have a simple,

bipartite male gland.

Perophora psammodes (Sluiter, 1895) from
Indonesia is a sandy species. The gonad is

different from the sandy P. clavata n.sp., and
the zooid is very much smaller (see appendix,

Sluiter 1895).

Perophora sagamiensis Tokioka, 1953a from
Sagami Bay, Japan, has a stalked zooid, 4 rows

of stigmata and very short musculature, the

transverse bands being limited to those between

the siphons. It otherwise resembles P.

multiclathraia, having a similar colony and a

large, undivided testis follicle.

Perophora clavata n.sp.

(Fig. 43)

Distribution

Type Locality: Victoria (Bass Strait, 2 km off Ninety

Mile Beach, 17m, strong currents to 1.5 knots, coll. J.E.

Watson, 1977, holotype, QM G12732).

Description
External Appearance: The colony consists of

delicate, branching stalks, each terminal branch

(about 5 mm long) gradually expanding to a zooid

about 4 mm in diameter. The branches subdivide

many times and the whole colony is long.

Fragments up to 4 cm in length comprise the

holotype. The diameter of the stalk becomes

progressively narrower toward the terminal

branches. Weed, hydroids and bryozoans are

entangled in the branches, making the colony

appear more compact than is actually the case. The
test of both stalk and zooids is very delicate and

flexible and is covered with sand throughout. The
zooids are usually laterally flattened in the

preserved material and were probably at least

slightly flattened in life. Sessile apertures are in a

sand-free median strip of test around the outer

border of each zooid. The contracted branchial

aperture has about 10 lobes and the atrial aperture

has 6.

Internal Structure: The body wall is

extremely delicate. Short, fine muscle-bands
extend a short distance down each side of the body
from the branchial aperture. However, no
longitudinal muscles were detected radiating from

the atrial siphon. There are narrow circular

sphincter muscles around each aperture. A band

Fig, 43: Perophora clavata n.sp. (QM G12732) —
colony; b, zooid. (Scales: a, 2.0 mm; b, 0.5 mm).

of transverse muscles crosses the ventral mid-line

between the anterior end of the endostyle and the

branchial aperture, with another band crossing the

dorsal mid-line behind the atrial aperture. There

are also transverse muscles crossing the mid-line

between the apertures.

The branchial sac has 5 rows of 18 stigmata,

crossed by 12 internal longitudinal vessels. The gut

forms an almost horizontal loop across the

posterior end of the body, the rectum curving

anteriorly only very slightly. The oesophagus is

narrow and curves around to the' left before

opening into a round to oval stomach. The
duodenal region is short and wide. A mid-ventral

constriction expands to an oval, posterior

stomach, narrowing towards its junction with the

abruptly expanded intestine. There are

inconspicuous pouches in a ring around the
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proximal part of the intestine. A fine gastro-

intestinal duct from the distal end of the stomach

branches over the distal part of the intestine before

its junction with the rectum.

The gonads consist of large male follicles

divided into finger-like lobes that fan out ventrally

from a point in the centre of the space enclosed by

the gut loop. Vasa efferentia are short and join the

vas deferens just dorsal to the distal end of the

male follicles. A small (up to 5-egg) ovary is

present over the proximal end of the vas deferens.

The gonoducts both extend parallel to the gut for

most of their length. Only the terminal part of the

oviduct separates from the vas deferens, curving

over into the right peribranchial cavity.

Remarks: Superficially, the sandy zooidsof this

stalked species resemble those of P. fuachisoni, as

do the colonies. But the present species is

distinguished by its sandy and flexible rather than

horny and rigid stalk, short and wide stomach,

multiple and lobed male follicles, small ovary near

the distal end of the male follicles, and transverse

muscles each side of the endostyle. Its sandy zooids

and five rows of stigmata distinguish it from P.

namei.

The form of the male follicles suggests a closer

relationship to P. japonica Oka or the Atlantic P.

viridis Verrill.

Perophora hiilchisoni Macdonald, 1859

(Fig. 44)

Perophora hutchisoni Macdonald, 1859b, p. 377.

Hcrdman, 1891, p.602; 1898, p.446. Hartmeycr and
Michaelsen, 1928, p. 269. Millar, 1966, p. 366. (Not:

Van Name, 1918, p. 121, < P. namei).

Perophora boltenina Miehaelsen, 1922, p.488. Millar,

1982a, p. 16.

? Tihiana ranwsa Lamarck, 1816, p. 149.

? N.gen. n.sp. Bate, 1894, p.96.

? Sacculina arenosa Bale, 1919, p. 333.

? Saaba arenosa: Stechow, 1923, p.92. Bale, 1926, p. 13,

? Saaba scandens Trebilcock, 1928, p. 2.

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Dongara, WAM
1252.83). Victoria (Bass Strait, QM G12732; Portland,

QM GH94; Port Nepean, QM GH47).

Previously RECORDED; Western Australia

(Fremantle, Albany — Macdonald 1859b, Hartmeyer

and Michaelsen 1928). Victoria (Port Phillip Bay —
Millar 1966). New Zealand (Michaelsen 1922, Millar

1982a).

The species has been recorded from 5 to 20 m on sandy

bottoms subject to heavy surge and sand scour.

Description

ExternalAppearance: The preserved colony

has a glassy, transparent, sand-encrusted test on

the body of the laterally flattened zooids (5.0 mm
diameter), which are attached to a central

monaxial stalk by short stalks from their postero-

ventral corner. The largest zooids are at the base

of the colony. The apertures are sessile, the atrial

aperture antero-dorsal and the branchial aperture

terminal. There are 8 small triangular lobes around

the border of the atrial aperture and 10 around the

branchial aperture. The test of the central as well

as lateral stalks is hard, horny and without sand.

The lateral stalks attaching each zooid to the

central axis are divided into 1 to 5 articulated nodes

by thickened rings that protrude around quite

delicate test at the base of each node and at the

base of the zooid. These stalks appears to allow

some movement of the zooids. The central

monaxial stalk and lateral branches are relatively

rigid basally, but become less horny toward the

apex of the colony, where the number of nodes on
the branches decreases. Some colonies have

developing buds protruding from the central axial

stem as well as at the apex of the colony.

Developing zooids toward the base of the colony

are supported by horny lateral branches with as

many as 5 nodes. Thus, the number of nodes on
the lateral branches appears to be related to their

position on the central stem, rather than the

growth stage of the zooid they support. Their

points of origin appear to spiral around the axial

stalk. Several colonies may be joined basally where

a mass of stolons interwine, and are covered with

sand to form a holdfast. The horny stalks resemble

those of many hydroids, a feature that appears to

be an example of convergent evolution.

Internal Stricture: The body wall is

delicate, with fine circular muscles on the siphons.

Longitudinal muscles from the siphons radiate

from about half to one-third of the distance down
each side of the body. Transverse muscles extend

across the dorsal surface between the siphons and

posterior to the atrial siphon. Bands of quite long

transverse muscles are present along each side of

the endostyle. A few transverse muscles also cross

the mid-line anterior to the endostyle.

There arc about 30 tentacles of three different

sizes, the shorter ones being about half the length

of the next longest group. The dorsal ganglion is

long and narrow. The neural gland opens to a

simple circular opening facing into the lumen of

the pharynx. There is a wide, antero-posteriorly

flattened, triangular process projecting back from

immediately behind the opening. A pointed dorsal

languet is associated with each transverse vessel.

Five rows of 25 to 35 long stigmata are crossed

by up to 16 internal longitudinal vessels. There are

1.5 to 2 stigmata per mesh.
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F
:k ( . 44: Pcrophora hutchisont (QM GH94) — u. bases

of zooids ami central asial stems showing horny

jointed test; h, zooid; C, gui loop with mature male

gonad. (Scales: a, 1.0 turn; b, 0.5 mm: c, 0.25 mm).

The gut forms a long loop across the posterior

end of the body. The relatively short rectum

extends anteriorly to form a wide obtuse angle with

the descending limb of the intestine. The
oesophageal opening is at the posterior end of the

branchial sac and the narrow oesophagus curves

around to the long, narrow and smooth stomach,
which is marked only by a suture line in its

posterior border. The stomach occupies up to one
half of the ascending limb of the gut loop. There

is a wide duodena! area, a short mid-intestine, and

an elongate posterior-stomach that gradually

narrows distally and expands abruptly into the

intestine (before it curves around in the pole of the

gut loop). The proximal end of the intestine has a

tint; of pouches in the gut wall. A gastro-intestinal

connective extends from the distal end of the

stomach to branch over the central portion of the

descending limb of the intestine.

The male and female gonads are separated. The
testis is a single, large, kidney-shaped follicle in

the pole of the gut loop. The male duct extends

from the centre of its postero-dorsa! concave

border and curves dorsally alongside the rectum.

The small, oval ovary has up to 5 eggs. It is located

just anterior to the oesophagus, quite close to the

dorsal mid-line. Its relatively short duct crosses

over into the right peribranchtal cavity.

Rj marks: The species is readily distinguished

by its sandy zooids, horny, articulated, narrow

stalks and its monaxial colony. The large,

undivided male follicle and dorsally situated ovary

are also distinctive.

Perophora namei is distinguished by its naked

zooids, non-jointed stalk, the rndial arrangement

of its numerous male follicles around the proximal

end of the small ovary, and 4 rather than 5 rows

of stigmata.

Previously thought to be hydroids, the following

may be synonyms of the present species: Tihiana

ramusa Lamarck, 1816 from New Holland; Saubu

arenosa (Bale. 1919) from Port Phillip Bay,

Victoria; and Saaha scinuJcus Trebilcock. 1928

from Bav of Islands, New Zealand.

Pcrophora modificata n.sp.

(Pig. 45; Pl.llg)

Distribution

TYPi Loc M my: Queensland (northern Great Barrier

Reef, Deltaic Reef, Channel face, coll. E. lo\ell.

Novemher I MTV, holoiype QM GM283).

Fur I hi k Records: Queensland (Lizard 1,, paratopes

QM GH327 GH3I15; DeKaic Reef, paratype QM
Gl 1264; Lthou Reel, paratvpe QM GH2uS3). Philippines

(QMGH468GH44i).
The species is taken at 17 to 27 m from channel laces

or in lagoons. Photographs of what appear to be this

Specif at the Swam Reefs suggest its range extends

further south than the present records indicate.

Mi 5< kirnoN
F\ i i km \i Appi- \raM(. i : Colonies consist of a

basal mat of tangled stolons with upright, crowded

zooids up to 1 cm high. The body of each zooid is

more or less quadrate, the atrial aperture terminal

ai one of the four corners and the branchial

aperture halfway along the oblique anterior end.
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Fig. 45: Perophora modificata n.sp. — a, contracted zooid in thick test (QM GH283); b, zooid with muscle bands

relaxed, showing vascular network on posterior extension (QM GH327); c, gut loop and testis (QM GH264).
(Scales: a, b, 1.0 mm; c, 0.25 mm).
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The aperture- The body

towuid its pG&tCltf-vdVVEfsl corner, where [here is a

Em >ad stalk a"boin the same length as the rest of
the body The test is soft and completely colourless

and transparent, the orange tfOoidfl being clearly

seen through it. In contracted zooids the atrial

;i pen ure is often terminal and (lie branchial

aperture is drawn down onto the side of the zooid.

Around the borders of the apertures are strong

sphincter muscles. There arc 7 small, triangular

airial lobes, and about 10 very inconspicuous

branchial lobes.

iiuj /ooids are a clear, opaque yellow colour.

Impk\\i STRIH ii'^i' The mosi conspicuous

Fcatu
,;

i

long, Flrtgei -like projection

D I lie pOSi - nii ;il corner hehind the

etulosiylc down llltfl tic I iUt A complex network

0\ vcssclfi along die Ventral border of the I
!

imilmucs o\ci ilns extension- A pair of stolomc

vessels I'rom the body wall, one on each side of the

central, blind, vasculansed, posterior extension of

the b<x]v pass down through the stalk into the

basal stolon. The body muscles are mainly

longitudinal, radiating from the branchial aperture

and extending across the median line between the

apertures. The more ventral muscles curve

obliquely to terminate | |
braij I

..- 5!i each side of

the endo.style. Others extend the whole leiigti

the body. Circular muscles are present around the

apertures. Contraction of these muscles draws m
the artteto-WdUal and postero-dorsal corners of

the body and shortens the antero-posrerior a\i
I I

the body, The dorsal tubercle is a Simple opening.

\ plaittjedged dorsal lamina tcridi between

o-pi.steriorly flattened LailfiUCts at the level

oi fiie transverse vessel rbere is a long

retropharyngeal groove front the oesophageal

to postero-dorsal corner of the body

i
i

,l!,: H\diy, ".i -aero-ventral corner.

There are 4 rtfws of aboul 40 long stigmata on

each side ol the hiunchial sac. Papillae ( 12 to 1 5)on

the transverse vessels support longitudinal vessels,

although the fatti I
31 ften interrupted. At the

end of the branchial sac, the longitudinal

ii |s end blindly as short extensions from the

;
- i|ul;.te.

The gut forms a simple, only slightly curved,

loop across Ehc postcrioi end t>j the body, in

conti >otds rl extends almost vertically, the

plain fiin being \\&i beneath the

terminal atrial aperture. The oesophagus is short

:nui naritiw, and the stomach smooth and
iided. There is a fairly long duodenal an

short, narrow mid-intestine, and an oval,

posterior-stomach. The proximal part of the

intestine forms ilic pole of the gut loop. A gastro-

intestinal duct runs from the distal end of the

stomach to the distal end of the intestine before it

curves gently into the rectum.

The testis consists of a circle of about 10 long,

davate follicles in the loop of the gut, their narrow

ends converging in the centre of the circle. Ovaries

were not observed, but embryos aie present in the

distal end ot the oviduct in the posterior end of

the right peribronchial cavity of the hototypc. They

are at an early Stage of development, although the

tail is Conned

Ri MAKks: Although it has only 4 rows of

I
"mala, the species is the largest known member

ol this genus. The colonial habit is similar to that

of P. tniiitidothraia, from which it is clearly

distinguished by its size, the large numbers of

ti 'amia in each row, the central vascularised

extension of the body and the paired stolonic

vessels. The orientation of the zooid on its stalk

(with the atrial aperture terminal), its 4 rows of

numerous 5tigm&£ and lan-shaped cluster of male

follicles resemble P, namei. However, Lhe latter

species lacks the posterior extension of the body;

and has long, hornv zooid and axial stalks and

fewer and finer muscles than P. modijlcalu.

Pcrophnramullielathrata (Sluiter, 1904)

46)

Eowiru&eidiQ mulikkthrata Sluiter, 1904, p. 12.

Pemphoru multktathritUt foil •<. 1 ">S-4
s p.121

Betefnascidia fo&ntutfflQ Crtta, 1931, p. 173.

Perophont fumtu ctm fokiot i 1953a, p 218; L967a,

p. 1 56.

P$r&0h0itibfniludtmxtA BerriQ, L9&p.78; 1935, p.3S8.

Plough aod I
"M-s. 1937, p. ion, pmo p.M. Peres,

1945, p.i9fl. Iokioka. l950.p.J25. K\w, 1952, p .315;

|964, P 147; |99 1, p li>5. Plame aad Valour. 1966,

p. 149. V.t,.-, L969, p*922

Perophora ofhntalis Arriback, 1935. p. 6.

iPernpfr.im \,n,lis W.u | [never and Mieiuirken, l^JS

\'ar. honiclli p .'

DlSTRlHUt ION

Stew Kit okds; Norfolk I. fQM GH2055). Queensland

(Noma Heads QM 04986; iierve\ Bay; Heron '-. QM
GH2255 GH3026-7; Wttari Reel", QM C.H2243;

Northwest Reef. QM C.H2244; Green 1., QM G125W)
Purvhp.isr, Rre'uKDMr ''WVml'hi Australia (Shark

Bay, Cockburn Sound. Banbury — HaftracVC! WWl

Mtehaeisen 1928). New South Wales (Port Hackin

|

Kpil 1952). Queensland {Mercian Bay — k'ott 1%4).

Patau i-
i

|
a [950 I96?a>. fru> I, iNlshUtflWii

1984}. Wake t. (Tokioka 1967a). Japan (Oka 1931,

-\nih:hk 1935, Tokioka 1953a). Malagasy (Planie ami

Va'.veiir 1966, VasseUT [969). Tropical eastern Alluulie
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(Peres 1949). Tropical western Atlantic (BcrrilJ 1932

1935, Plough and Jones 1937 1940, Van Name IMS).

mens have been mken at shallow depths OH rUbbk
and shells, and cpizooic on other asoitUans including

Ascidto spp. and Ecteinuscidia spp,

Dl & RiPTi i

Externa! Abearance: The specie is very

small and inconspicuous. Small, uprighl ZQOidi

attached to fine, creeping basal stolons b\ very

short stalks frOffl the postcro-ventra) corner of he

body The /ooids are spherical to pear-shaped,

narrowing toward their stalk. There is a terminal

branchial aperture; the atrial aperture is antero-

dorsal. The border of each aperture IS divided into

7 small lobes. Zooids are seldom more than 3 mm
in diameter and the apertures are sessile. The test

is very IhlB indeed and quite transparent, WithoUl

M_-n panicles attached. In life, zooids appear

as delicate yellow, shining, transparent bubbk

Imlrnai Struct* re The body wall is very

thin, with line transverse muscle-bands acrov
|

i,

dorsal mid-line between the siphons and posterior

to the atrial siphon. Circular sphincter inn- ti

surround the apertures, There are fibprt brani

tentacles. The neural gland has a simple, cnculat

opening. Dorsal languets are present in the mid-
line between the rows of sligmala.

There are 12 to 20 stigmata in each ot 5 rows.

Internal longitudinal vessels supported on up.

papillae cross the stigmata a! intervals ol one to

one-and-a-half stigmata.

The gut forms a straight loop in the postcro

dorsal corner of xlie body, the short rectum curving

anteriorly to form an obtuse angle with it. The
narrow oesophagus curves around to open into the

long, narrow stomach, which is more than half the

length pf the gut loop. There is a short, wide

duodenal area, a short, narrow mid-intestiiK

an oval posterior-stomach. The intestine abruptly

expands from the narrow end of the po&terio

stomach in the pole of the loop.

The testis is a single, compact gland in the pin

loop, with a small ovary at its distal end. Initially.

the testis is comma-shaped, narrowing to the
i

deferens from ihe posterior side ol the ventral hall

o\ the gland. The duct curves dorsally and

accompanies the reclum toward the base of the

atrial siphon. With development, the gland

appears to expand backwards into the pole of the

gut loop, and the vas deferens originates about

one-third of the distance from it- loi al border on
its posterior side. The oviduct separates from the

male duct to cross into the right peribranchial

cavity

lH,. -lb f'vru
f
>/,nru uwtHcUtthroiu (i»M GH2053J - a,

/acid: h, e, izut loop from outside and inside the bod}
i \e!> shrv ii_ h i. .ondiiion.-. ol die icsh-.,

{ Scales -j. i,i,

Remarks: The species is very simplified. Its

characteristics are its deli© i
-parent bo

(ransver-.e musculature between the apertures and
posterior io the an lal aperture, i up to 15

stigmata; compact, undivided male gonad; and
colonial habb with /ooids on fine , creeping basal

stolons. The 5 rows of stigmata and the single testis

follicle resemble those of P- luuchisofti which,

however has more numerous stigmata in each

row, horny jointed stalks and a vertical habit.

Petaphora wgatttlensis has Jimllar /ooids and
habit, bni only 4 rows of Stigmata.

Hartmeyer and Michaelsen (1928) found
variable nu : rows oJ stigmata (up to 8) ip

specimens they assigned to P. Viridis vat , hornclli.

The present species differs from P. viridis in

having a single, undivided male gonad. The gonads

Of the Western Australian specimens were not

observed. In mca of the similarity in /oOtd StZC,

form and colony habit, it is possible that P. viridis

var. hornelli. Hartmeyer and Michaelsen, 19

conspecitie with P. mttli'tcknhnuu.

Perophora hornelli Merdman . 1 906 and P. listen

Tokiofca, 1950 (see Tokioka 1952] are also closel)

related to the present species, but they never have

more than 4 rows ol stigmata, and their malegland
mav be different.
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Perophura multi.siigtjrata KotC, IV52

(I i-. 47a)

Hare mulimigmata Koir, I&52*p.3l3,

DlMklHt'ltoN
.

| CO

Phi \ ioijsi v Ri i oroi n: I md (Moivn n
,

:..i\

h \\&w* VM I paraiype*AM L.wvkmi i-

Dl ft RIFTION

Fyit-.knai Appfxr wet: The zooids arc fixed

by the posterior end of the body to a tangled mat

of basal stolons. They are almost sessile, though

the consttjetion between the body and the basal

stolon "is not long enough to be termed a stalk. The
zooid bod\ is almost spherical, but the apertures

are on relatively long, protruding siphons, the

branchial siphon terminal and the atrial siphon

antero-dorsal. There are approximately 14 small

branchial lobes bordering the aperture, and 10

atrial lobes. The test is thin, flexible and
completely transparent. It is firm on the basal

stolon. A blood vessel from the posterior end of

i he endostvle joins the main vessel in the basal

stolon An adjacent vessel branches off the main
stiilome vessel and enters the test ot the zooid.

[NTERNA1 STRUi TUfeE: There are longitudinal

muscles on the long siphons extending about one-

third oTtbc distance down the body wall. External

circular muscles extend the length of the siphons,

Group-- of transverse bands lie across the dorsal

mid-line between the siphons and posterior to the

m I rial siphon and extend about halfway down the

body on each side. The dorsal tubercle is a swollen

cushion, filling the peniubercular area with an

almost circular, ciliated aperture. About 60

crowded branchial tentacles oi two principal S

alternate with rudimentary tentacles.

There are 8 rows of 16 long, oval stigmata and
about 12 line longitudinal vessels on each side.

The gut is voluminous, forming a loop across

the posterioi halt ot the body. The shot! rectum

forms a secondary loop with (he descending limb

of the intestine. I he oesophagus is relatively long

and narrow, and the stomach is smooth and oval.

The gonad, enclosed in the primary gut loop,

rtStS of a single, [dag, male follicle subdivided

to forma fan of 3 to 5 long, finger-like, male lobes,

each rounded proximall} (vent rally) and
narrowing to the vas deferens distally just beneath

a small ovary. Tailed embryos are present in the

tight peribranehial cavity. They have an ocellus

and an oiohth, but no other organs were discerned.

The larval trunk is 0.5 mm long.

Ri marks: The species is readily distinguished

from others by its long siphons, as well as its 8

rows of stigmata. Its gonads resemble those of P.

iiavata and the Atlantic species P. vlridis.

Perophora namei Hartmcvcrand Michaclscn,

1928

(1 igft.47M
t'ftnpfiora tiuh-hiuitti. Van Name, \9\% t p 123

ifroro namei Hailmever and Micliaelscii, 1928.

p 270 Millar, 11175, p.2r>7.

UlSlKIKl HON
New Ki .oki »s; Coral Sea (Lihou Reefx, QM GH3425*.

PiUeviotJ 1 1 R Phllipplflts (Van htanw 191ft,

Millar l'J?\).

The new records are horn 26 m, ai die b.i

dropoTf on the front reel, neai the vmkIn bol

Colonies were quite common growing on vertical

surfaces of dead coral.

Description

Externa! Appi akan< i . Zooids arc arranged

g the distal half o\' a fine, vertical, horny,

centtaJ Sialk, about 8 cm long and 1 mm diameter.

The basal half of the central stalk is free of zooids.

and becomes slightly thicker and more horny

toward its point of attachment. There are only very

faint joints in the horny test of the central stalk,

usually where zooid stems branch off it. The stem

of each zooid, connecting it to the central stalk, is

also horny, changing abruptly into .soft thin test

vshere it joins the zooid (at the base of the

eudostyle). There is a single small terminal zooid

on the free end of the central stalk. Zooids

gradually increase in size and there is also an

increase in the length of their stems toward the

base o( the colony, so that each colony has a

superficial resemblance to a pine-tree. Zooids are

laterally flattened and up to 4.0 mm long,

excluding the stem, which is up to 5.0 mm long.

The EOQids are slight!? triangular, the posterior

border, more or less In line with the stem, lonuiue

the lone ride; Of the triangle. The atrial apcrtun i-

n.al, about halfwa> along the outei tree end

of itu- /.ooid and directed out and away from (he

colony. The branchial aperture is always on the

EoWtf side oi the zooid, directed down toward the

substrate. The ventral border of the body slopes

in toward the base of the stem to form an acute

angle with the posterior border. The apertures are

both sessile. They do noi appear to be lobed.

although the rim is gathered when the aperture is

closed The test on the /ooids is very thin and

completely transparent. Living specimens aie pale

yellow

Internal Strlciurl: The body wall is very

delicate and transparent and the body organs

iy seen through it. The postero-ventrai end oi'
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PJG. 47: Perophora nwltistif>mata (AM U3969) — a body removed from test. Perophora namei (QM GH3425)
b, colony; c, zooid. (Scale; a, 0.2 mm; b, 5.0 mm; e, 0.5 mm).
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the body, at the base of the endostyle, projects out

into a long vascular stolon that continues through

the stem of the zooid and into the axial stalk. There

are a few circular muscles around each aperture.

Longitudinal muscles are few and very fine: on

each side, 2 cross the postero-ventral corner of the

body and 5 extend from around the branchial

aperture to the level of the gut loop. There are 12

fine branchial tentacles. About one-fifth of the

length of pharynx behind a ring of minute papillae

(apparently representing the prepharyngeal

groove) is unperforated. The dorsal lamina is an

inconspicuous fold of tissue, barely interrupting

the rows of stigmata.

On each side, there are 4 rows of about 40 long

stigmata in the perforated part of the branchial

sac and 15 fine internal longitudinal branchial

vessels, supported by conspicuous triangular

papillae on the transverse vessels. Some short,

interstitial stigmata are occasionally wedged
between the posterior ends of the stigmata. A long

retropharyngeal groove extends across the

posterior end of the zooid.

The gut forms a narrow, straight loop that

extends only halfway along the posterior end of

the body to the left of the retropharyngeal groove.

The stomach is long and oval, occupying about

half of the ascending limb of the loop. There is a

gastro-intestinal duct from the distal third of the

stomach, breaking into branches over the distal

end of the intestine before it curves up into the

very short rectum.

Gonads are not mature in these specimens. Van
Name (1918) observed immature pear-shaped testis

follices in the gut loop, with vasa efferentia

converging to the vas deferens beneath the small

ovary.

Remarks: The species resembles P. hutchisoni

in its colony form and horny stalks. However,

joints in the stalk are not as well developed as in

P. hutchisoni and the zooids are naked rather than

sandy. Further, although both species have large

numbers of stigmata in each row, the present

species has only 4 rows {P. hutchisoni has 5). The
naked zooids, and their orientation on their stems,

most closely resemble those of P. modificata n.sp.

However, they are smaller, more delicate and have

fewer and finer muscle bands than the zooids of

the latter species. Perophora namei is further

distinguished by its colony form, the single (rather

than paired) stolonic vessel that joins with the

common vessel in the axial stalk, and the absence

of the posterior, vascularised projection of the

body that is characteristic of P. modificata.

Macroscopically, the delicate zooids most

resemble those of P. multiclathrata but closer

examination shows the many characters that

separate these species.

Order PLEUROGONA Perrier, 1898

Ascidians in which the atrial cavity develops from

a single median dorsal invagination. The
pharyngeal wall is usually folded along its length,

thus vastly increasing the filtering area over that

of enterogonid ascidians. The gonads vary in

number, but are always present in the body wall,

usually on both sides of the body. Branchial folds

are lost and gonads are absent from one or the

other side of the body only when size reduction or

specialisation results in simplification of the

organs (as in colonial Styelidae and in small,

solitary interstitial species). On the left side where

the gut is located the gonads may be enclosed by
its loop or anterior to it, but they are never

posterior to the gut.

Suborder STOLIDOBRANCH1A Lahille, 1887

The test is usually tough and often opaque and
leathery. Epibionts are frequently present on the

surface, and the test often has sand and other

foreign particles embedded in or adhering to it.

The body is not divided. The heart, gut and gonads
are in the body wall at the side of the large

branchial sac, which occupies the whole length of

the animal. The body wall musculature is well

developed. Internal longitudinal branchial vessels

are invariably present and usually they are

numerous. They arise directly from the branchial

wall and are not supported above it by longitudinal

papillae as they are in phlebobranch ascidians.

Species are generally large and solitary.

However, in two subfamilies of the Styelidae

(Polyzoinae and Botryllinae), vegetative

reproduction occurs and colonies are formed. The
individual zooids in these subfamilies are

invariably small, and often simplified.

With the exception of the vegetatively

reproducing subfamilies and some Polycarpa spp.

and Molgula spp. , which are viviparous, members
of this suborder are oviparous, fertilisation being

external. Larvae are small and relatively primitive;

adult organs are not well developed before

metamorphosis. Larval adhesive organs are

unstalked and arranged in a triangle at the anterior

end of the trunk.

In Australian waters, all families except

Hexacrobylidae are well represented. The genera

have different biogeographical characteristics:

Polycarpa and Cnemidocarpa (Styelinae),
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Polyzoinae and Microcosmus (Pyuridac) generally

having tropical affinities, while Pyura (Pyuridael

is usually more closely related to the temperate and
Sut '-an tannic fauna. The affinities of the

Australian moleulid fauna appear to be evenly

divided between tropical and temperate wafers

&Qgeo£raphy).

KEV IOTHU PAMILIhSOl- STOLlDOhK \N< MIA

(* not recorded from Australia)

1. Tentacles unbranehed (Stmilidal) 2

Ten t acles branched 4

2 Individuals solitary: 4 distinct branchial folds

per side StYEJ inaf

Individuals colonial; branchial folds often

reduced or absent t 3

3. Zooids do not form systems Pol i/"INAE

Zooids do form systems BdTRYl I in\i

4. Stigmata straight, no kidney Pvuridad
Stigmata not straight; kidney present 5

5. Stigmata coil Mm -,i i iiv\i

Stigmata absent Hexacrobyi ioae*

Family STYt-T IDAFSIuiter, 1895

Stolidobranch ascidians with simple branchial

tentacles, usually 4 branchial folds, and a simple

M lamina not divided into langueis. The
pyloric region of the gut is expanded into a

stomach, the wall of which forms pat

longitudinal folds. There is often a gastric caecum,

bill no liver diverticulum. The gonads, of which

there are usually more than on<: on each side of

the body very considerably in form.

Subfamily STYEUNAE Hcrdman, 1881

Solitary Styelidac that do not reproduce

\egetatively. The body wall musculature usually

consists ot an external coat of circular muscles and

inner longitudinal bands extending parallel to one
i i niii/i from the apertures to the poster tor end of

the body.

Minute curved scales, each overlying an oval

i-ratiular body, occur in the outer part of the

siphon lining of many species Of Stydo and

Cnemidocarpa (Styeia canopus, s. plicate,

( tivmtrtocarpu areoiuta, C. flocofsa. C, lobanu C

pedata, and C, radievsa). Cnemidocarpa

intcstinatu n.sp. and Potvcarpa oliiona have

sharply pointed, conical spines in the siphon

lining. All the genera of this subfamily are closely

related. They are separated by differences in the

length of the ovarian tube, in the position of the

male follicles in relation to it and m the number

of gonads. However, there is a wide intragenei lc

and sometimes iniraspecific range in the condition

of the gonads. The gonads also vary with the age

and maturity of the individual.

Throughout the subfamily, there is progressive

loss of the larval ocellus, decreasing the larva's

sensitivity to light and associated with open sea-

floor habitats and absence of shaded settlement

Sites (Berrill 1955). Most species are oviparous btf

in Potvcarpa there are several viviparous specie;.

The genera not recorded from Australia an
Pelonaia Goodsir and Forbes, 1841 (monotypu )

and Dcndrodou MaeLeay, 1925 (polytypic), both

from northern temperate and Arctic waters;

AzygQCarpa Oka, 1932b (rnonotypic) from Japan;

Baihvoncus Herdman, 1SS2 tpolyiyr

Hemisryctu Millar, 1955b (rnonotypic) and
Dicarpa Millar, !955b (polytypic) from abyssal

depths; Minostyeia Koit. 1969a (rnonotypic)

the Antarctic; and Dextrocarpa Millar, 1955a

(rnonotypic) from South Africa

i
ihlGi.-nuaw Styeunae

(* not recorded from Australia)

1. Gonads on both sides of body 2

Go&ads only On right side of hods 10

2. Pharynx with stigmata $

Pharynx without stigmata BotkyottCUS
"

3. Testis follicles more than a single pair in each

gonad 4

Testis follicles not more than a single pair id

each gonad V

4. Branchial Folds present , 5

Branchial folds not present Pelonaia*

5. Gonoduets open near atrial aperture 6

Gonoducts open distant from atria! aperture

7

6. Testis lobes projecting away from ovary

Styelu

1 cstis lobes not projecting away from o\

Cnemidocarpa

7. Gonads branched Asterocarpa

I . TIBdS never branched (j

8. Gonads more than one on each side

Poiycatpu

Gonads not more than one on each side

Hemistyeia*

9. Gonads more than one on each side

Monandrocarpa
i never more than one on each side

Minosiyetu*

10. Branchial folds not present Dicarpa *

Branchial folds present 1

1

1 1

.

Male and fejnate components of gonad
separate Dextf oca
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Male and female components of gonad not

separate 12

12. One gonad only present 13

More than one gonad present ...Azygocarpa*

13. Gonad elongate or branched Dendrodoa*
Gonad spherical Podostyela*

Genus Styela Fleming, 1822

Type species: Cynthia canopus Savigny, 1816

The genus is characterised by the position of the

male follicles lying on the body wall around, but

not in close association with, the ovarian tube and

projecting separately into the atrial cavity. Only

occasional male follicles with short vasa efferentia

are found closely applied to the sides or the mesial

surface of the ovary. However, they never occur

beneath the ovary.

The gonads of Styela, with an elongate ovarian

tube and rather dispersed male follicles separated

from the ovary, bear a closer relationship (than

those of other genera of the Stolidobranchia) to

the gonads found in the Phlebobranchia. A further

indication that Styela is the least evolved of the

styelid genera exists in the tadpole larvae. In Styela

spp. the ocellus is reduced to a single pigmented

cell, while in Polycarpa spp. this organ is

completely lost (Berrill 1950).

Records from Australia are confined to the pan-

tropical species Styela canopus and S. plicata and

the Japanese S. elava. Styela clava is known to

have been transported around the world on ships'

hulls and to have been introduced to Australia in

this way (Holmes 1976). Styela plicata is also

known to be a common fouling organism. Its

records in the Indo-West Pacific are from
continental rather than island locations and it may
have been dispersed in a similar way. Styela

canopus is the only one of the three species that is

commonly encountered in the Indo-West Pacific.

All three demonstrate the variability that is to be

expected with species of extensive geographic

range. The genus is more diverse in Antarctic,

Arctic and cool temperate seas (Kott 1969a; Van
Name 1945) than it is in Australia and the Indo-

West Pacific.

All species of the genus appear to be oviparous.

There are no morphological arrangements for

brooding larvae and none have been observed

within the body of adult individuals. Oviparity,

together with degeneration of the ocellus and

probably a consequent reduction in the larval

capacity for site selection, may explain why the

species occurring in Australia are found in

shallow-water, protected habitats, where gametes

are not exposed to dispersal and dilution. The

mechanisms for gene flow in these wide ranging

species are not known. It is possible that

Australian populations of introduced species are

now isolated from those in the northern

hemisphere.

Key to the species to Styela Recorded from
Australia

1. Gut loop simple and vertical S, clava

Gut loop deeply curved 2

2. Narrow branchial folds; 2 gonads on the

right S. canopus

Wide branchial folds; 4-6 gonads on the

right S. plicata

In addition to Styela bicolor Sluiter (questionably

a synonym of S. canopus), S. perforata Sluiter

from Indonesia is the only other species of this

genus recorded from the region immediately to the

north of Australia and not included in the

synonymy of either S. canopus or S. plicata.

Styela canopus Savigny, 1816

(Fig. 48)

Stvela canopus Savigny, 1816, pp.45, 154. Michaelsen,

1898, I". typica p. 367; 1919, p.66. Herdman, 1891,

p.581. Kott, 1957, p. 144. Millar, 1975, p.304. Kott and

Goodbody, 1982, p534.

Tefhyum canopus: Hartmeyer, 1915b, p.397.

Styela partita Stimpson, 1852, p. 231. Van Name, 1945,

with synonymy and Atlantic records p. 290. Tokioka,

1951b, p.175; 1953a. p.262; 1953b, p. 16; 1954a, p.262;

1955a, p. 214; 1960, p.213; 1961, p. 128; 1962, p. 17;

1972, p. 398, Tokioka and Nishikawa, 1975, p. 335.

Millar, 1960b, p. 115; 1975, p. 302. Vasseur, 1967a,

p. 117; 1967b, p. 139. Rho, 1975, p. 139.

Styela orbicularis Sluiter, 1904, p.71. Kott, 1964, p.139.

Styela marquesana Michaelsen, 1918, p.27.

Styela barbaris Kott, 1952, p.224.

Styela rectangularis Kott, 1952, p.224.

"tStyela bicolor Sluiter, 1887, p.262; 1890, p. 333; 1904,

p. 60. Hartmeyer, 1919, p.32. ?Millar, 1975, p. 306.

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Broome, WAM
940.83; Cockburn Sound, WAM 980.83). Queensland

(Heron 1., QM GH2722; Murray 1. QM G9830; Lizard

I. QM GH559; Cairns (epizooic on M. helleri), QM
GH800; Townsville Harbour, QM GH2090; Abbot
Point, QM GH720; Hervey Bay, QM G9383-5).

Previously Recorded: Western Australia (Fremantle

Harbour — Kott 1952). Queensland (Moreton Bay —
Kott 1952 1964, Millar 1975). Coral Sea (Millar 1975).

New Caledonia (Vasseur 1967b).

The species has also been recorded from shallow

tropical and temperate waters in the Atlantic Ocean and

in the Mediterranean (see Kott and Goodbody 1982). The
most southerly record is from Ascension Island (Millar

1960b). In the northern hemisphere it occurs at

Massachusetts Bay, in the Channel Islands and the
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Fig. 48: Styefa canopus — a - d, gui and gonads showing variations (QM GH720, G9383, G9830, GH290). (Scales;

a, c, d, 2.0 mm; b, 1.0 mm).
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j i ice (sec Vitn Naitni l*W5)«amJ lYutr

:-. ant! Sacio 1. in Ihe Sea of Japan (set! Tokioka and
Nishikjwn t973) (

ti r-. the onto one of tfw lAm -.

Df the genux SM^/tv recorded from Australia thai appears

to be imlii-vnousio the Indo-Wesr Pacific region, having

been recorded from Indonesia (Sluita 1887, 1890, 1904)

and [Ik- western Indian Ocean (M.JuJslm 191$, v.issenr

I467&), and (Voni (lie Persian Gull'. Ilie Gulf ul' Siam and
i he Philippines [Milter [975) and Hom> Kong (Koti and
Uoodbodv 19821

DESl Kll'l ION

b!\JUKN.\i Ann akam t ; Individuals are

uprighl and senile. 1 to 2 cm bioad and ! to 2 cm
high. They often occur in aggregates. The lest is

leathery and pinkish brown. It is usually very

toygh, alttuuigh occasionally ti is translucent and

gelatinous (specimens from Hervey Bay). The
alotlf is darker anteriorly, fading slightly toward

the posterior end of the body In preservative the

tCSl lades tO a heigc-w lute colon-. Sometimes the

- is covered with mud and eptebk worm tubes.

but at other limes is naked. There are transverse

wrinkles and luheteulaiions anteriorly btn the test

is more regulai posteriorly. Sometimes there are

root-like extensions and hairs posteriorly to which
sand, mud or other particles adhere. The siphons

are very short, warty and fairly close together on

the upper surface. The lobes mound each aperture

are Ihickened to form external rounded ridges. A
u table number of white stripes edga I with brown

inn down the external surface of the lobes of both

siphons, These very fine stripes are sometimes

obscured by irregularities and protruberances o\'

the tough, leathery test that are often present

around (lie apertures. They are more numerous in

larger specimens. Hie siphons are lined with small

(up to 0.03 mm long, 01 mm wide at the top)

fan-shapcd
f

thin, curved scales that continue

externally over ihe striped area of ihe siphons

Intfknai Stui< rURE: The muscles are

predominantly longitudinal, extending down the

body parallel to one another. They are not

crowded and the internal organs are easily seen

through the body wall. The dorsal tubercle has a

C- <>r H -shaped opening and is always relatively

simple,

I he narrow branchial folds are reduced lo low

ridges as the individuals become older. There are

wide intei spaces. The internal longitudinal vessels

are vers crowded, especially on the folds: a 1 cm
long individual has Dp us 12 on ,'_'.'.<-.

I
4 or

5 in the interspace; a specimen Of 6 cm irom the

Red Sea lias 14 to 1G between folds and about 20

on the folds. There are onl> : oi 3 stigmata nor

mesh.

I lie OCSOphagUS is long and extends acioss the

posterior end of the body to an elongate stomach.

The gut loop generally lies across the posiero-

venfral end of the body. The stomach has 18 to 3fl

distinct internal glandular folds. The primary loop

of the gut is very narrow. Its descending limb

curves into the long rectum, which lies parallel and
close to the oesophagus be lore extending

anteriority to open in an 8-lobcd anus at the base

0l ihe atrial siphon. The anal lobes are rounded
and shallow. The length and the ciuvc of f(E gul

loop i
4
- variable; the stomach may occupy from

hull to three-quarters oi the ascending limb of the

primary loop. The secondary loop U rather wide.

There are 2 gonads on the right and 2 on the left

Side of the body. The ovarian Lubes ate thick,

cylindrical and often curved or undulating. The
posterior gonad on the left curves down into the

gul loop, while the anfetior one cxl ends across the

top ofthegui loop. The central ovary is thick and

cylindrical. Testis follicles are on the body wall,

usually confined to the region around (he proximal

end of the ovary. They are branched, and often

broader than iheit length. Their ducts join into a

vas deferens that extends along the mesial sum

of the ovary to open with Ihe short oviduct al the

base of the atrial siphon. Upright endoca/ps.

enclosed in ihe £U1 loop and also present on the

body wall between the gonads, arc pointed or

rounded on their free ends and cither cylindrical

in seel ion, llaUened, or concave on one side.

Rumakks: Hie llaUened siplional scales aie

similar lo those of other species of Ihe Stych

However, their continuation onto the ouici

surface 61 the apci tures, and Ihe brownish stripes

that also extend from around the outside of tae

aperiures and into the si phonal lining, are

characteristic of this species, The two gonads on
each side Of the body and the delicate body

musculature confined to longitudinal band-.

appear to be distinctive characters. The gut loop

is generally shorter than thai of s. plkata and Is

not so deeply curved. Kot! and Cioodbody (I9S2)

and Tokioka and Nishiknwa ( 1975) have discussed

1 lie variability Of the stomach length, number of

itomach Folds and numbers of branchial vessels in

this which ranginj species.

Styeht marquesona Michaelsen, 1918 from
Mozambique apparently has identical siphonal

scales and a similar branchial sac £U1 and gonads
Ihe StOlliach 01 Michuelsen's specimen is long

occupying almost the whole of the ascending limb

of the gut loop, resembling that of specimens ol

S, wnopus taken from Queensland
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i S. rectcmgutonsKatti 1952andspeciaiens from

IU-rveyBay,QMG9383-5).
Slyela hicolor Stuiter resembles the present

Species in Us delicate body musculature, gut,

gonads, endoearps and small number of stigmata

in branchial meshes in Hie central interspace.

Specimens from Hervey Bay were the same

elongate shape as Millai's (1975J specimens in

which the anterior, transversely ridged test falls

within the range o\ variability of the present

species. The character! m ;
| psHSpfcuoUS stripes

the siphons and the siphonal scales may have

been overlooked in specimens assigned to S,

tricolor.

Slyela elava Herdmun, 1881

(Fig. 49)

k clave Hcrdman. 1851a, p.70; 1582, p,J56,

Drasche, 1884, p.379. Trausiedt, 1885, p.45.
;
nmeyer, 1906. p. 15. Oka. 1935, p.444. Tokiolca,

I95U, p. 16: 1951b, p. 18(1; 1953a, P -270; 1953b, p. 17;

1954b, p.90; l&5fe, p.212; t959a, p 231; 1959h
( pM2\

1967a, p. 191. Millar, 1960a, pJ09; 1975, p..M)2.

Houghton and Miliar, i960, p,S63 Srubbings aud

riOugbtOa 1964 p.772, Couehlan, 1969, p. 192.

'.
I p r.52.Gtnryan

i

i-"'" 1

p i.:
'

Holmes, 1976, p 115.

tto^nyonhh. clavu: Redikor/ev, 1916, p.219.

Styrlij nf0tHnlCUl$tQ Carlisle, 1954, p..W

Ntw kiii HO Vrcioria (Station Pier, Port Phillip

Pkiwm'm RCcneoEo: Victoria (Hobfions Bay —
Holmes 1976) lapan (Hcrdman l-SMa |,NN2. Drwftrhe
IKH4. Traustedi 1885, Uartroeyer twin. Ok« 1935,

tokioka 1951a. b I953a,t3 1954b 1955a 1959a. b, Millar

I975>. English Channel (Carlisle L9S4. Millar 1960a,

Houghton and Millar 1960. Stubbing* and if ug \H

P, Monrmn 1970, Guin and Quirj! 1973. Holmes
1-976). Irish Sea (1 oughlan L969, < ,nir\ amR-im . |9 |

stychi davo fc a neruVwestern Pacific speciea that as

anpareriih readily adapted lo protected Ituhtuu • m
ipean temperate waters and in Port Phillip Bay,

Victoria. Although ii has nor been recorded from tropical

waters, populations of the specie:-, have been transported

"i ship's halls through fbc tropics from the northern io

southern hemisphere (Holmes 1976). Records in

Viisiralia are confined to Port Phillip Bay.

1)» Si Rfl " l

ExifKNM APPEARANC i : Individuals

i lied or sessile. The body is more or less

v I itdricaJ. up to 6 em long, tapering posteriorly

to the stalk, which is variable in length, bin seldom

longer than the body. Both apertures arc anterior

and are on short siphons. The branchial siphon is

slightly more conspicuous than the atrial and may
be oriented laterally. The siphons are at the antcro-

dorsal and antero-ventral corners of the body

respectively. The external test has rounded and
sometimes conical swellings that are less crowded,

or even absent, from the posterior half of the body

where There are rounded, longitudinal ridges. The
surface of the stalk is creased. The test is leathery

and brownish white, yellowish brown or reddish

brown.

iNtERNAl Siruciukl: The body wall has

moderate to delicate musculature. The dorsal

tubercle hdS a relatively simple U-shaped slit with

both horns turned in or out, and sometimes some
Short branches from the primary slit (Millar

1960a). The 4 branchial folds arc curved in the

posterior hall" o\ the body. There are from 12 to

44 internal longitudinal vessels on the branchial

told:, jnd from 4 to 20 in the interspace. The
oesophagus opens from the pharynx about

halfway down the branchial sac. The gut Forms a

simple vertical loop. The elliptical stomach, wiih

conspicuous longitudinal folds, occupies most ot

the ascending limb of the gut loop. The intestine

and rectum form the descending (or distal) limb

of the loop. The anal border as Iobed, and opens

at the base ot the atrial siphon.

The long gonads, lie parallel to one another and

to the gut loop along the length of the body. They
consist of a central ovarian tube with crowded

testis follicles on the body wall along each side of

the ovary. The number of gonads is very variable,

from 2 to 4 on the left and from 4 to 8 on the right.

MOAI often the gonads are more numerous on the

right than on the left side of the body, however,

there are records of populations with 2 (Drasche

1884, rokioka 1959b) and 3 or 4 (Traustedt 1885)

gonads on each side of the body. Small endocaips

are crowded on the body wall between the gonads
and gut and may also be present on the body wall

overlying the rectum

Ri marks. Tokioka (1959b) has designated

specimens from the Inland Sea of Japan with 2

gonads on each side of the body as a separate

variety (£, ctava \ar. symmetrica). Although this

condition o\' the gonad is apparcntlv a

characteristic ofThis population, ii is unlikely that

subspeeific rank could be justified in view o( the

variability in the number oi gonads that has been

observed in the species.

The species is distinguished by its long body,

simple vertical gut loop and compact groups oi

male follicles. The endocarps fringing the intestine

ore similar lo iho.c occurring in S. pticata
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Fig. 49: Stye/a c/ava (after Tokioka 1953a) — a, b, external appearance of 2 individuals; c, dorsal tubercle; d, left

side of body; e, right side of body. (Scales: a, b, 2.0 mm).

Styela plicata (Lesueur, 1823)

(Figs 50a, 51; Pl.IIh)

Ascidia plicata Lesueur, 1823, p. 5. de Kay, 1843, p.259.

Stye/a plicata: Traustedt, 1883a, p.123; 1883b, p.478;

1885, p.44. Huntsman, 1912a, p. 149; 1913, pp.489,
497. Redikorzev, 1916, p. 197. Van Name, 1921, p.435;

1930, p.492; 1945, p. 295. Michaelsen, 1918, p. 36.

Harant, 1927a, p. 243; 1927b, p. 7. Harant and
Vernieres, 1933, p. 31. Kott, 1952, p.216 and
synonymy; 1972b, p. 185; 1972c, p.239; 1972d, p.254;

1975, p.13. Millar, 1966, p. 370. Tokioka, 1960, p.213.

Tokioka and Nishikawa, 1975, p. 338.

Tethyum plicatum: Hartmeyer, 1909-1 1, pp.1359, 1630.

Van Name, 1912, p.569.

Styela gyrosa Heller, 1877, p.255. Herdman, 1882,

p. 155.

Styela pinguis Herdman, 1899, p.40.

Distribution

New Rf.cords: Western Australia (Monte Bello Is,

WAM 1 158.83; Cockburn Sound, WAM 105.72 225.73
23.75 102.75 110.75 1044.83 1157.83 1159-60.83, QM
G9646; Swan River, WAM 1156.83; Canning River

WAM 106.75; Bunbury, WAM 71.75). South Australia

(Spencer Gulf, QM G9613; St Vincent Gulf, QM 9614).

Victoria (Pon Phillip Bay, NMV H450; Geelong). New
South Wales (Port Kembla, QM G 10064). Queensland

(Moreton Bay, QM G6123-5 GH344; Hervey Bay, QM
G9386-7; mouth of Calliope River, QM G12708; Ross

Creek, QM GH2565 GH2567).

Previously Recorded: Western Australia (Cockburn
Sound — Hartmeyer and Michaelsen 1928, Kott 1952).

South Australia (Great Australian Bight — Kott 1972b;

St Vincent Gulf— Kott 1975). Victoria (Port Phillip Bay
— Millar 1966). New South Wales (Port Stephens —
Herdman 1899; Port Jackson, Port Hacking — Heller

1878, Kott 1952 1972d; Botany Bay — Kott 1952).

Queensland (Moreton Bay — Kott 1972c). Hong Kong
(Tokioka and Nishikawa 1975, Kott and Goodbody
1982). West Indian Ocean (Michaelsen 1918). Japan
(Tokioka 1960). West Indies (Van Name 1921 1930

1945).

Styela plicata is a shallow-water species found in

protected habitats in tropical to warm-temperate seas.

The species has been recorded from temperate waters of

the Atlantic Ocean, and the Mediterranean (Harant

1972a,b, Harant and Vernieres 1933, Heller 1877). It has

been taken from the eastern (Van Name 1912; Huntsman
1912, 1913) but not from the western coast of North

America (Van Name 1945). There are no records from

the general Indo-West Pacific region to the north of

Australia suggesting that it is not an indigenous species

and initially may have been introduced by ships.
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i I igfee ot pollution and

is toimil in brackish water* (Koil 1952, 1972c; Koti and

Goodtwdy IW2ji h Is thin latter capacity thai may
plan ,|:

' ID< i"'- 11
-- appears to favour habitats in

shallow watets amunj continents or lar© L#] D \i HC3I

continents where heavy fresfrwates run-off rcdi

valinitv. The capacity ot the specie LO v\»ilr-t.n
I

pollution ami rcdueik i especially reflected

\ikIIcv IKoii i

'" '..:> ind the Canning

River (Vt AM 106.75), both locations distant from murine

i oiuiiitons Specimen QM G 10064 is pari of an

impoverished rautu rl iks at Port Kemhla
(NSW) iti.it is overlaid hy a } m thick layer of toxic

(OhiOoU 8(ld t

x ml !

I flW nj from steel works (/kts.

camnt. 1- Watson).

I ION

External Ahpl ahamcl; The species does not

exhibit any great decree oi' morphological

variation. Individuals are uptight, usually fixed by

the posterior end oi' the body. Large specimens are

up lo 8 cm long, i i Sessile and generally do
not develop rDQ " -talks. The test is' firm,

slightly translucent, and dirty white, with only vetv

occasional epiphytes on The larger specimens

Longitudinal ridges, sometimes subdivided bv

horizontal creases run parallel to the long axis of

the body, which is slightly curved, convex along

the ventral border. The branchial aperture is

icrnunal and !he atrial aperture amem-dorsal.

Both apertures are on short siphons which are seen

to he lined with dark brown stripes when estended.

In larger specimens, the branchial siphon is slightly

curved awa\ from the atrial opening. There are

flattened scales in the siphon lining

Im ' -
1
kiu it hi : The dorsal tubercle has

a simple, U-shaped slu, directed anteriorly. Both

horns of the slit are turned In. The body wad is

moderately thick, with an outer layi rculai

fibres and internal longitudinal bands radiating

from the siphons. The 4 branchial folds are wide,

with 15 to 25 internal longitudinal vessels crowded
on the folds and 6 to H) in the interspace. There

are 5 to S stigmata in each mesh in the interspaces

between the folds.

The gut forms a very narrow and deeply curved

loop. The long stomach occupies about half of i In*

ascending limb of the primary loop. It has

numerous, fine, parallel, longitudinal fold-.

are conspicuous externally. The rectum runs

parallel to the descending limb ol the primary loop

as it extends anteriorly to the deeply lobed am
the base oi the atrial siphon.

There arc usually two gonads on the left and 4

o\\ the right, all radiating iVotu the atrial

aperture. On the left, ihe anterior gonad extends

siraivht across the top ol ih< gtti 'oop, while the

ud curves down into ihe secondary

gut loop- 1 he gonads consist oi a fringe of long,

branched testis follicles Ofl 'he body wall around

;i i cutral, long tubular ovary. Kott (1952) has

described a specimen in w hicfa [he posterior gonad
on the left has an anterior branch that extends

anterior to the pole of the gut loop parallel to the

anterior gonad. Vasa efferentia are relatively short

and the male follicles are * lose to, sometimes
spreading over, the mesial surface pf the ovary.

There are crowded
I

-. from the body
wall along both sides of the miesline, enclosed m
the gut loop, and on the body wall between the

gonads.

Rim \Rks: The whitish, almost naked, tough but

not leathery test with its rounded swellings and
broad brown stripes in the siphons, together with

the deeply curved gut, crowded endocarps and

relatively long testis follicles distributed along the

whole length of the ovary, are character i she oi the

species. The deeply curved gut loop, with the

descending limb of the primary loop parallel to t he

lOng avis ol the body and to the rectum, contne
,

,

with its usually more oblique orientation in S.

canopus.

Genus Gnenildocarpa Huntsman, 1912b

Type species- Snvlu joannac Herdman, II

In CtlCfttktOCarpa the male follicles ate usually

closely associated with the long ovarian tube,

applied along each side or beneath it. The

gonoducts open Close to the atrial aperture. As
male follicles proliferate, they often project up

into ill. o ariatl tube and form a rod along the

pai ictal surface of the ovary. The body
musculature consists of longitudinal bands
Internally, surrounded by a layer oi' somei

diffuse circular fibres.

The genus appears to be intermediate between

Polyvarpa and Styelu and there are iutei mediate

species that are difficult to distinguish from one

or the other of those genera. In some species the

maturing male follicles proliferate out into the

body wall, away from the ovary (e.g.,

Cth'tmtJocurpu pedata). They arc always

completely embedded in the body wall, however.

and do not project into the penbranchtal cavity

v-p:nalely from the <nary as thev <io in Styefa. In

other species there arc short gonads willt duets

opening distant from the atrial apertures that

resemble those of Polycurpa spp. Howevet, they

never occur m more than a single series on each

side of the body.
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Fii 5 1 : Slyela plicata (WAM 71 .75) — gut and gonad;

{Scale: 2.0 mm).

The genus is common, and several indigenous

species occur in both tropical and temperate

Australian waters. The range of some species is

relatively restricted and, unlike Slyela, few species

have a wide Indo-West Pacific range.

In most species, individuals reach a large size,

and very likely have a long reproductive life. As
far as is known, the genus is oviparous. There are

no provisions for brooding of larvae, and since

gonoduct openings are at the base of the atrial

siphon, gametes are readily expelled. The larvae

of most species are not known, but it seems likely

that there is a loss of site-selecting capacity

resulting from a tendency to loss of the ocellus (a

phenomenon occurring in this family). This

suggests that habitat requirements are not

stringent, and recruitment and gene flow may be

reduced and, cause some isolation of populations

and the speciation characteristic of the family in

Australian waters.

Key to the Species of Cnemidocarpa
Recorded from Australia

1. Gonads short; male follicles fewer than 10

pairs C. fissa n.sp.

Gonads long; male follicles not fewer than 10

pairs 2

2. Gonads parallel to one another and to gut

loop; gut loop straight C. floccosa

Gonads neither parallel to one another nor to

gut loop; gut loop curved 3

3. Gonads up to 10 per side; gonads and gut

suspended from body wall by numerous fine

ligaments C. completa n.sp.

Gonads fewer than 10 per side; gonads and gut

not suspended from body wall by numerous
fine ligaments 4

4. Gonads with marked undulations 5

Gonads without marked undulations 7

5. Gut loop very long and narrow, the pole

curving back into secondary loop

C. lobata

Gut loop not very long and narrow, the pole

never curving back into secondary loop... 6

6. Stalked C. aculeata n .sp

.

Not stalked C. tripartita n.sp.

7. Gut greatly expanded to occlude space

enclosed by primary loop; endocarps not

present C. intestinata n.sp.

Gut not greatly expanded, space enclosed by

primary loop not occluded; endocarps

present 8

8. Single gonad on each side C. posthuma
More than one gonad on each side 9

9. Gonads deeply embedded 10

Gonads not deeply embedded 1

1

10. Gonads branched C. pedata

Gonads not branched C. radicosa

11. Stomach occupies most of ascending limb of

gut loop 12

Stomach does not occupy most of ascending

limb of gut loop 13

12. Stigmata 9-15/mesh; atrial and branchial

siphons close and parallel ....C. stolonifera

Stigmata 3-5/mesh; atrial and branchial

siphons not close and parallel C. personata

13. Gonads on left more than 3 C. oligocarpa

Gonads on left fewer than 3 C. areolata

The following species are recorded from the lndo-

west Pacific, but are not yet recorded from

Australia:

Cnemidocarpa alentura (Herdman, 1906) has a

single divided gonad on each side of the body,

a wide gut loop, 14 internal longitudinal
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branchial vessels in the interspace and small

endocarps over I he body wall (BM I9078.ll), 17)

Cnewidocarpo javensis Millar, 1975, a species

related to C Jtssa n.sp., is discussed below

Cnemidocarpu (apidosa (Hcrdmun. 1906) has a

stiff, brittle test with embedded sand \q which

the delicate body wall adheres very closely, and

Ea reported by Herduian 10 have a single gonad
on each side of the body and narrow branchial

olds, The type is in bad condition and details

oT its structure could not be determined (BM
1907.8.30.15).

CnemUlocarpa tji/fw/rata (Herclman. 1882) from
the Philippines is known from a single juvenile

specimen (BM I8S7.2.4. 101-3) wilh a simple .mil

loop, 2 narrow gonads on the left and 3 on the

right, and only 6 rows o!" unusually long

stigmata.

Cnemidocurpa rt'ltculala (Millar, 1975) has a

single, long, sinuous gonad on each side of the

body as in C lapidosa (Herdtnan, 1906) I'rorn

Sri Lanka (sec also Miehaelsen 1923). Both
species arc distinguished in ihai character from

all except C. posthawa Hailmeyei, 1927

iHartmeyer and Miehaelsen 192S) Their

relation to the latter species is discussed below.

autocarpa svdatu (Sluiici, 1904) is latcially

flattened and sessile and with sessile aperitif)

li Is 2 cm long and 1.5 cm broad. The ies! is

leathery and tough, gjisifinlijg internally and

Wrinkled externally. The body wall has strong

muscles, The branchial folds are broad and there

are very numerous (25 lo 30) internal

longitudinal vessels in the inter.
i and only 1

or 2 stigmata per mesh. The gut forms a double

loop and the anus is smooth. Gonads are thin

and cylindrical. 2 on each side of the body. Ihe

large number of longitudinal bronchial n
in the interspace is diagnostic.

Cnemidocarpa tinkatae (Van Name, 1918) from

I he Philippine* (Millar 1975) has numerous long

gonads reminiscent of C. personata. lis relation

!••• the latter species is discussed below.

Cfiitnidocarpa traustedtt (Sluitcr, 1890) is small (8

mm) and almost spherical, with iwo distinct

siphons of variable length. The thin test has

hairs with enmeshed sand. The bianchial folds

are narrow; there are 7 or R stigmata per mesh

and 5 vessels m the interspace. Th&gUl tonus a

wide double loop and there are 2 gonad', on cacti

side of the body. The species resembles C.

intestinata n.sp. in many characters, but is nor

laterally flattened and the distended gut, so

conspicuous in C. infest inula apparently has not

been observed in Starter's species.

Cnemidocarpa aculi*a la n sp

(Fie. 52)

Distrihi ooN
'ii. Mi-.iand (Cleveland ttay, |8

-
4J!

-

i iH'L.coll. Arnold and MltlfiS Sq ft Stti *7J)

4.7.79, holoiypeQM GHk.r (fctwtypesQM OHI
OM (IH!^)
fuKim rRhoiuv,: VJetOrls (BassMrarl, NMV H377

H38J H388 K39fi 151571). Queensland (Cleveland Bav.

OMGUI400GH3032).
The specie- \\.r, tM-i.-M taken in I'ine lo muddy sunil

substrate* at 20 m to 92 m.

Di SClUPTlON

EXTERNA! Vi'i'i' \u\nci : Individuals are club-

shaped, 0.4 to 4.0 cm high, the upper tree sui Care

up to 0.3 em m diameter, and the body .gradtwdK

tapering to a narrow stalk thai is nut rowesl where
it ahaches to tfac substrate. Tin:. stalk is thr.

like in smaller specimens. Sessde apertures an:

present mi euelt side ol ihe rounded upper free

surface of the head. Each aperture is surrounded
by 4 rounded lobes, separated by shallow crease.

h ii est known specimens arc from Cleveland

Bay. Some specimens from Bass Strait (NMV
H377) are very small 'head 1.5 mm long). I he icm

is firm, cartilaginous and translucent, with slight

horizontal wrinkles. Amerlorly the larger (type)

specimens are covered by evenly spaced, short,

pointed papillae that ate gradually i educed in sixe

toward the middle ol ihe body and disappear OH
ihe posterior hall' of the body. However, these are

absent from the smaller Bass Strait specimens, in

which the surface test is covered with small shghiK

protruding vesicle*. All the specimens ;m
contracted and it is possible that when fully

expanded in lite the diameter of ihe body would

be much increased and the wrinkle-, would not be

present.

Ivhknai srkp. n ur: rhc opaque body wall

has an ouiei layer 61 strong, eireular muscle bands

around an almost continuous layei oi tonghudll

muscle*. These muscles extend down almost the

whole length of the tapering stalk. Hie Mph-11,.1

lining is .slightly iridescent, but no Spines were

detected. There are only g well-spaced and
relatively sh©M and sloui bianehial teniaeles. Thi

dorsal tubercle is a protruberant cushion with ., i

shaped slit turned to the left. The dorsal lamina is

broad with a smooth border.

The branchial sac extends spine distance down
into the hollow stalk; the peribronchial cavity

extends for most of the length of the stalk, \U

diameter decreasing with ihe diameter t?f Ihe stalk

Branchial folds are low and rounded
(
with very

ci t -svded internal longitudinal vessels, 3 or 4 iu the

interspace and about 20 on each told. In ihcsmnll
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Fig. 52: Cnemidocarpa aculeata n.sp. (QM GH1327) —
a, external appearance; b, left side body wall showing

gut, gonads and endocarps; c, gonads from right side

of body. (Scales: a, 2.0 mm; b, 1 .0 mm; c, 0.5 mm).

Bass Strait specimens, there are about 18 crowded

internal longitudinal vessels on each side of the

body, with low, rounded folds being formed only

in the dorsal and ventral parts of the branchial sac.

Very numerous ligaments connect the branchial

sac to the body wall across the peribranchial

cavity. The anterior end of the endostyle undulates

from side to side. The oesophageal opening is

about one-third of the body length from the

posterior end of the pharynx. The oesophagus is

short, and the stomach is short and swollen, with

conspicuous longitudinal folds. The short, wide,

gut loop extends across the postero-ventral end of

the body. The rectum is long, extending anteriorly

to the atrial aperture. The anal aperture is

bordered by 15 rounded lobes.

There are 2 undulating gonads on each side of

the body. On the left, they converge toward the

atrial aperture, anterior to the rectum. They
consist of a double row of lobed male follicles

beneath the long ovarian tubes.

A few small endocarps lie between the gonads

and gut, but they are more numerous posterior to

the gut where the body, including the peribranchial

cavity projects down into the stalk.

Remarks: This is one of the smallest known
species of this genus. It has been recorded from

only two widely separated locations, and it may
have been overlooked elsewhere. Its undulating

gonads resemble those of C. lobata, from which

it is distinguished by the form and length of its

short, wide gut loop and its body shape.

The species is characterised by its small size, its

long hollow tapering stalk into which the body
extends; the conical projecting test papillae; the

short stomach and short and wide gut loop; the

undulating gonads; and the conspicuous anal

lobes. Externally, the species resembles

Hartmeyeria formosa.

Cnemidocarpa areolata (Heller, 1878)

(Figs 50b, c, 53)

Styeta areolata Heller, 1878, p. 26. Herdman, 1906,

p. 316. Van Name, 1918, p. 87. Tokioka, 1950, p. 145.

Kott, 1964, p. 138 (part, specimens from Heron I.);

1966, p.297. Vasseur, 1967b, p. 139.

Cnemidocarpa areolata: Tokioka, 1953a, p.254; 1953b,

p. 14; 1954a, p.261; 1954b, p. 85; 1959a, p. 229; 1961,

p. 126; 1962, p. 17; 1967a, p. 181. Kott, 1981, p.201.

Kott and Goodbody, 1982, p. 537.

Cnemidocarpa valborgi Hartmeyer, 1919, p. 35.

Cnemidocarpa hartogi Hartmeyer and Michaelsen, 1928,

p. 393.

Cnemidocarpa irma Hartmeyer and Michaelsen, 1928,

p. 388. Hastings, 1931, p.72. Kott, 1952, p. 217. Millar,

1963, p. 728.

Styeta stolonifera: Kott, 1952, p. 215 (part, specimens

from the Capricorn Group).

Styeta etheridgii: Kott, 1952, f. personata p.219 (part,

specimens from Long Reef, NSW).
Cnemidocarpa etheridgii: Kott, 1972d, p.253.

Styela pavementis Kott, 1952, p.226.

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Dampier

Archipelago, WAM 174.75 752.82 760.82 1094.83; off

Carnarvon, WAM 1093.83; NW Cape, WAM 1090.83;

Port Hedland, WAM 972.83; Cockburn Sound, WAM
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1 10.72 224.7? 90.75 168.^5 M66.75 217, K2 221.82 749 82

1091 -2. S3. QM 09G11). South Australia (Upper Speucci

Cult', OM GH27271. Victoria (Bass Snail. NMV H396).

New South Wales (Shell Harbour). Queensland
(Moreton 1., OM GH373; Ualoundra. QM C 10132;

Heron I., QM G937H G93H2 G10U97-M UH1392
GHI424 M). WiHari Reel". GH27J9; Abbol Point, QM
GM654-7 C.iH7l9GHU74-5; Townsville).

PW ViOl 51 \ RECOftDl n: Western Australia (I
i

Jaubert — Harlmeycr 1919; Shark Bay, Cock burn

Sound, Albany — Hanmcverand Michaelsen 1928, Kotl

1952. Millar 1963). New South Wales (Hon Hacking

Kott 1972U; Long Reel — Kott 1952). Queensland

(Moreton Bay — Kotl 1964; Capricorn Group — Koll

1952; low Isle- — AM GI3507-8 Hastings 1931).

Northern Australia (Darwin — Kou 1966). Sri Lanka

(Heller 1878. Herdtnan 1906). Noumea, Palau Is

(TokkUa 1950 1961, Vavscur 1967b). Philippines (Van

Name 1918). Marianas Is (Tokioka 1967a). Japan
(Tokioka 1953a, b 1954a. b 1959a, 1962). Fiji (Kott 1982).

Hong Kong (Kon and Goodbddy [982).

The species has a wide range in the Iado West Pacific,

it extend Info temperate waters offJapan and Australia.

Il is the most commonly securing siolidobranch ascidian

in the rubble /one near the reel crest at ! leron Island. It

is found in fairly shallow water down lo 70 m.

DESCRIPTION

EXTERNA) Appi \r\n< t ; Individuals are rather

irregular, lateral!) flattened and cither upright and

oval or squat. The branchial aperture is terminal

or near the anterior end of the nppei surface; the

atrial aperture is from one-third to hah ol the

distance down the dorsal surface. The apertures

are usually almosi sessile, on short, wan-likr

siphons that arc lined with yellow and red stripes.

These slripes o\' the siphonal lining become black

and white in preservative and eventually fade

completely, although usually some black pigmem
is retained in the body wall in the vicinitv o\' the

apertures. The test is firm, tough and cartilaginous

to leathery and hard. It is moderately thick, with

longitudinal furrows and creases that are

transversely divided into rounded swellings,

especially anteriorly. In smaller specimens, the test

is slightly translucent. In life, ihc lest is hazel,

orpiment orange, vinaceous rul'us. pinkish

vinaceous, salmon buff or scarlet vermilion

(Ridgeway 18835), but in preservative the outer

cuticle is invariably dirts beige Id while.

Sometimes ihc test is heavily encrusted with shell

and other foreign panicles (Hastings 1931, AM
GI3507-8).

The outer part of the siphon lining where il joins

the external test la lined with minute (0.02 mm),
overlapping, curved scales, which are identical

with those lining the siphons of many Sped*

Fig. 53: Cnemidocurpu areolata — a, external appearance (\\ AM 90.75); b, fefl side ol bo<fc showing gut loop,

gonads and endecarps (QM GH654); c proximal end of stomach showing folds in reiaiion lo suture line (QM
( IH 10098); d. cross section ofgonads showing changing relationship of ovar} and testis follicle* with maturuiior

(diagrammatic). (Scales: a, 1 .0 cm; b, 2.5 mm; i\ 2.0 mm).
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the Styelinae. Each scale overlies an oval granular

body.

Internal Structure: The body wall has a

layer of diffuse circular muscles underlaid with

well-spaced longitudinal bands. It is relatively thin

and sometimes adheres closely to the test. In

preservative, the body wall often has some black

pigmentation, especially around the siphons. In

i'reshly preserved specimens there are stripes of

black pigment in the siphons as well as in the

lining. The branchial tentacles are robust,

moderately long and not crowded. They often

contain black pigment. The dorsal tubercle is a

rounded cushion with a U- or S- shaped slit, with

the horns turned in or out. In large specimens (5

cm) from Dampier Archipelago (WAM 174.75)

and Abbot Point (QM GH656-7), the dorsal

tubercle has a convoluted slit. The dorsal lamina

is moderately long. The oesophagus opens at least

two-thirds of the way down the branchial sac.

In many specimens, the branchial folds are low

and well separated, and the internal longitudinal

vessels on the folds are crowded. In a few

specimens, however, wider folds cover the

interspace, and the vessels on the folds are not

crowded (QM GH373). This variation appears to

be due to contraction of the branchial folds. The

largest folds have 10 to 20 vessels and there are 4

to 8 in the interspace. There are 4 to 10 stigmata

per mesh, with meshes of variable size. Moderate-

sized specimens of 3 cm and 2 cm respectively have

internal longitudinal vessels with the following

arrangement: E8(10)8(12)6(8)7(9)3DL (WAM
174.75); E4(8)3(i0)3(10)4(10)0DL4(10) (AM
G13591).

The gut loop is fairly short and extends across

the posterior or postero-ventral corner of the

body. It is often curved to form a secondary loop

of variable depth. Usually the two limbs of the

primary loop are almost parallel, but often the

pole is more open, accentuating the curve of the

secondary gut loop. The oesophagus is short and

expands abruptly into the stomach. Externally, the

pyloric end o( the stomach is not demarcated from

the intestine. The stomach is short, and has about

25 short, parallel, longitudinal folds, which are

often inconspicuous on the outer surface.

Proximally, the folds on both sides of the suture

line terminate obliquely against it and do not

extend parallel to it. The anal border is fringed by

10 to 20 rounded lobes.

Gonads are long, cylindrical, and extend across

the sides of the body converging toward the atrial

aperture. They sometimes branch, but seldom

more than once. There are 2 gonads on the left,

the most posterior extending around the pole of

the gut loop and curving into the concavity of the

secondary gut loop before terminating at the base

of the atrial aperture. Sometimes a branch of this

posterior gonad extends down into the secondary

loop. On the right side of the body, 3 to 5 gonads
converge toward the atrial aperture. When
immature, the testes follicles are simple, pear-

shaped bodies in two rows beneath the ovary. With
maturity, they grow larger and branch, extending

up into the centre of the ovarian tube. In specimens

from Abbot Point (QM GH656-7), there are

occasional male follicles on the sides and mesial

surface of the gonad, joined by shorter than usual

vasa efferentia to the median vas deferens. Gonads
are narrow, long, and slightly sinuous when
immature, but become thick and more club-shaped

when mature.

Endocarps are moderately tall, narrow and flat-

topped. They are present in the pole of the gut

loop and in a row along its length; between the

gonads; and sometimes on the surface of the gut

itself (QMG9661).

Remarks: This is a variable species, which can

be readily confused externally with Cnemidocarpa
personata and C. radicosa. However, the thin,

often 'papery' test and gonads of C. radicosa

distinguish it from the present species. In

comparison with C. areolata, C. personata has less

conspicuous apertures, often (but not always)

more numerous gonads, and less numerous
endocarps. In C. personata, the folds of the long

stomach extend parallel to the suture line on its

posterior side rather than terminating obliquely

against it on both sides as in C. areolata. The latter

character especially is a consistent and reliable

distinction.

Internal organs resemble those of C. stolonifera,

which, however has a longer stomach and close,

parallel siphons that distinguish it from the present

species.

Cnemidocarpa completa n.sp.

(Fig. 54)

Distribution

Type Locality: Victoria (Little Squally Cove, Deal

I., 10 m, coll. J.E. Watson, 3.5.74, holotype NMV H634)

Further Records: Victoria (Bass Strait, paratype

NMV F5 1461). New South Wales (Arrawarra, paratype

QM GH2216).

Description
External Appearance: Individuals are oval,

sandy and up to 3 cm long. The branchial aperture

is terminal; the atrial aperture is one-third of the

body length along the dorsal surface. They are on
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F'lO. 54: (_ nemitiocurpu complete* n.sp. (NMV 11634) —
gut, gonads and endocarps on ten side of ihe body
wall, (State: 2.0 mm|.

short siphons projecting anteriorly. The lest is

rather hard, With very fine wrinkles, and is often

brittle with embedded sand.

Intiknu Structurl: There is no siphonal

armature. About 40 branchial tentacles of

moderate length are crowded at the base Of the

branchial siphon. There is a shallow, V-shaped

peri tubercular area, with a relatively large

tubercle. The slit Spirals one and a half times in a

clockwise direction from the centre or it is a

conspicuous U or almost circular slit.

The branchial sac is delicate, although the

internal longitudinal vessels are broad and

protruding. There are 2 or 3 v^Ssds in the

interspace and up to 17 on the folds, arranged

according to the following formula: E2(3)2<17)2

(14)3(16)1DL. Smaller specimens lap to 2 cm) have

9 stigmata per mesh; larger specimens {3 cm) have

16 to 18 stigmata. The stigmata are crossed by

parastigmalic vessels. The longitudinal vessels arc

crowded only on the edges of the folds.

Posteriorly, the branchial folds join a

retropharyngeal groove posterior to Ihe

oesophagus.

The long, narrow gut loop, curves around the

erior half of the body. The oesophagus is short

and the stomach long and cylindrical, occupying

two-thirds of the ascending limb of the gui loop.

It is lined with fine and very regular parallel folds.

The anal border has 14 rather irregular lobes and
is lower on one side.

The gonads are large, crowded, undulating

cylinders, radiating toward the atrial aperture on
each side ol the body, 6 to 8 on the right and 6 to

10 on the left. They consist of large tubular ovaries

with double rows of testis follicle-, along their

parietal surfaces. Both gut and gonads are

attached to the body wall only by very fine

ligaments and are readily detached. These
ligaments allow for a flexibilc arrangement of the

organs crowded into the pcribranchtal cavity, and
enable the gonads to overlie one another to some
extent One .small specimen (1 cm) from Arrawarra

has only a single fully developed gonad on the left

and two on the right.

A Few small endocarps are scattered on the body
wall, mostly anterior to the gonads and ventral to

the gut loop. There are sometimes a lew smalt

endocarps in the gut loop.

REMARKS: Cnemidocarpa itnkutac (Van Name,
191S) from the Philippines and Indonesia (Millar

1975) is distinguished from the present species by

its branched gonads, short and irregularly pleated

stomach, and only 5 to 7 Stigmata per mesh.

Cnemidutvrpa feriUis (Harttneyer, 1909) from

Japan (see Tokioka 1953a) resembles the present

species in its number of gonads, internal

longitudinal vessels and stigmata, but its gut loop

is very much longer, and it has a plain anal border.

Another Japanese species, Cnemidocarpa
macrogastra (Oka, 1935), has a long stomach, but

it is distinguished horn the present species b it;

fewer stigmata per mesh (6), more internal

longitudinal vessels in the interspace, numerous
endocarps in the gut loop, and its plain anal border

(Tokioka 1953a).

Cneniidocarpu completa is distinguished from

other Australian species primarily by its numerous
and crowded cylindrical gonads which, with the

gut, are suspended in the atrial cavity by ligaments,

and not even partly embedded in the body wall,

lis large number of stjgmata per mesh is also

distinctive.

Cnemidocarpa Hssa n.sp.

(Fig. 55)

HON
Typi 1 Oi \\ \Vt\ Western Atisiialia (Cocltburn Sound,

Esidc, 32 I0.KVS.ll? 1

45-2 E,9- 10 m.eotKL. Marsh

on M.v. Hinder*, scallop dredge, 27.9.73, hole

wam 223,73),
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Description
External Appearance: The present specimen

is about 2 cm long. The body is narrow, the

posterior half curved dorsally, almost at a right

angle to the anterior part. The branchial aperture

is terminal, on a relatively long, stout siphon that

is nearly as wide as the body. The atrial siphon

extends from the upper surface of the expanded,

posterior end of the body. It is directed upwards,

parallel to the anterior half of the body. Both

siphons have 4 longitudinal furrows down their

length. The test is brittle, with embedded sand that

is less dense on the siphons.

The usual minute (0.20 mm) overlapping scales

line the outer part of the siphons.

Internal Structure: The body wall is

extremely thin and transparent, with a diffuse

network of very fine muscles. It adheres closely to

the test. The branchial sac is long, curved and
delicate, with narrow folds and wide interspaces.

Internal longitudinal vessels are arranged

according to the following formula: 5DL 2(6)6(12)

5(10) 4(4) 6E. There are 2 to 4 long stigmata in

each mesh in the interspace.

The slightly curved gut loop is in the posterior

two-thirds of the body. The rectum, fringed with

rounded lobes, bends upwards into the base of the

atrial siphon. The stomach is long and cylindrical,

occupying about two-thirds of the ascending limb

of the loop. The glandular folds are deep, but they

are not clearly evident from the outside of the

stomach.

There is a single row of up to 5 sausage-shaped

gonads down the middle of the body wall on the

left. There may be more on the right, but the

specimen is damaged and the number could not be

determined. The gonads are unusual in having only

5 pairs of pear-shaped male follicles beneath each

ovary.

There are no endocarps on gut or gonads.

Remarks: The species is closely related to

Cnemidocarpa javensis Millar, 1975 from Bali.

Millar's species is distinguished by its 'short

stomach with very distinct longitudinal folds and
very long caecum, small gut loop, sessile apertures,

and test fibrils that enmesh sand to form an
external casing around the animal. Millar (1975)

has drawn attention to similarities between C.

javensis and Polycarpa incubita Sluiter, 1904. The
present species resembles P. incubita only in the

arrangement of its gonads. Cnemidocarpa fissa

also resembles Polycarpa manaarensis Herdman,
1906 from Sri Lanka, but is distinguished from
that species by its long, cylindrical stomach.

Fig. 55: Cnemidicarpa fissa n.sp. (WAM 223.73) — gut

and gonads shown through body wall. (Scale: 2.0 mm).

The short gonads with relatively few male

follicles resemble those of the genus Polycarpa,

and this, together with the brittle test, can result

in confusion with Polycarpa procera. Overlapping

siphonal scales that have not, so far, been observed

in Polycarpa, as well as the presence of only a

single row of gonads on each side of the body,

support its status as a species of the genus

Cnemidocarpa.

Cnemidocarpa floccosa (Sluiter, 1904)

(Fig. 56)

Stye/a floccosa Sluiter, 1904, p. 64.

Cnemidocarpa floccosa: Kott, 1972c, p.239.

Distribution

New Records: Queensland (Moreton Bay, QM
G5955-60 G6086 G8581 G9491 G9504 G9606-7,
Brisbane River, QM G9958-61; Fraser I., QM G10073;
Gladstone Harbour, QM G9676-7 G9679 G9685 G9722
G9797 G 10056; Calliope River, QM GI 1887-92 G 12704;

Abbot Point, QM GH663; Townsville, QM GH71I;
Cairns, QM GH788).

Previously Recorded: Queensland (Moreton Bay —
Kott 1972c). Arafura Sea (Sluiter 1904).
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The species is found on sand, coral, and muddy
substrates. Its heavy coating of sand makes it

inconspicuous and it mav, in faci> have a wider range

than its present records suggest.

Description
External Appearance: Specimens are from 1

to 4 cm long. The body is kidney-shaped and
rounded, slightly convex ventrally and with a

dorsal concavity. The shape of the body is

obscured by the thick coaling of foreign particles

that adhere to the long, rather irregular, fibrous

extensions of the test. Individuals arc often found
in aggregates, adhering to one another by the

mixture of sand and test extensions. The apertures

are on siphons that project through the thick layer

of sand. The branchial siphon is terminal and is

directed obliquely away from the body. The atrial

siphon, which is about one-third the length of the

branchial siphon, is at the posterior end of the

dorsal surface and is directed straight upwards.

Internally, the test is pearly white.

Internal Shu.". rURH; The body musculature

is moderately strong, with an external layer of

circular muscles and internal longitudinal bands.

The dorsal tubercle is large, completely filling the

base of the deep peritubcrcular area. It has a C-
or U-shaped slit with the horns turned in. The
branchial tentacles are crowded, but not long.

There are 4 rather narrow, flat, well-separated

folds on each side of the body. Up to 25 internal

longitudinal vessels are crowded on the folds, but

only 3 to 5 well-spaced vessels are in the interspace.

Longitudinal vessels have the following

arrangement in specimens 3 em and 4 cm long

respectively: DL3(19)5(18)4(19)3(20)3E; Dl 3(15)6

(24)5(20)4( I2f?n. There arc about 15 stigmata per

mesh in the interspace, each mesh crossed by a

paradigmatic vessel. The dorsal lamina is very

long and the oesophageal opening is at the

posterior end of the pharynx.

The gut ioop is long and simple, extending in a

very slight curve around the postero-venfrai part

of the left side. The parallel limbs of the loop

enclose a single, long, curved endocarp. The
stomach and the oesophagus are both very short

indeed. The stomach, which is about the same
width as the intestine, has longitudinal folds that

are not visible externally. These terminate abruptly

where a very large typhlosole develops from the

gut wall and all but fills the intestine, dividing it

into two chambers. In these specimens, the gut is

filled with mud. The anal border is not lobed.

The gonads arc long and extend parallel to one
another along the length o\^ the body, their d\ic\-

directed to the posterior atrial opening. There arc-

usually 6 to 8 gonads on the left side of the body

and 8 on the right. In addition to the long endocarp

enclosed in the gut loop, there are single rows of

small, Rat-topped endocarps between the gonads.

Remarks: The species is found in muddy
habitats with Asciciia sydneiensis and
Criemidocarpa triltwtuwtu. As in those species, its

Fro. 56: Cnewidocarpu floivosa (QM G8581): a, external appearance; h. internal structure; c. proximal pan oi

intestine, opened to show large typhlosole. (Scales: u, b, 5.0 mm: C, 2.0 mm).
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intestine's capacity to accommodate large

quantities of sediment may be an adaptative

advantage. Its covering of sand and foreign

particles has obvious advantages in concealing the

individual from predators and increasing the

effectiveness of the protective test.

In the large number of long gonads, this species

resembles the Japanese C. fertdis (Hartmeyer,

1906) and the Philippine C. tinkatae (Van Name,
1918). However it is readily distinguished by the

great separation of its apertures and by its short

stomach, simple gut loop, typhlosolar fold and

longitudinal orientation of the gonads. The long

gonads of C. floccosa never extend beneath the

gut loop as they do in C. tinkatae, and the gonads

of C. fertilis are usually even more numerous.

Herdman (1906) has noted a resemblance

between Polycarpa palkensis and C. floccosa, but

the gonads of the former are shorter (ovate) and

more numerous. The type specimen of Herdman's

species was not located.

Cnemidocarpa inlestinata n.sp.

(Figs 50d, 57)

Stye/a etheridgii: Kott, 1952, f. personata p.220 (part,

specimens from Rat 1., Port Curtis).

Distribution

TypeLocality: Queensland (Gladstone Harbour, 24°

48'39"S,151° 13'9"E,9m,coll. P. Saenger Stn 21, July

1976, holotype QM G9681).

New Records: Queensland (Hervey Bay, QM G9381

GH2211; Gladstone Harbour, paratypes QM G96S0
G9716 G9785 G9804 G10062, AM Y1698; Calliope

River, GH2162; Heron 1., QM GH2971; Abbot Point,

paratypes QM GH722 GH828). Northern Territory

(Darwin, AM Y1736),

Previously Recorded: Queensland (Port Curtis —
Kott 1952).

The species has been taken from mud and coarse sand

with mud substrates and on concrete blocks, at about 10

m. Its records are from a relatively restricted range from

the central Queensland coast to Darwin. It is possible

Ihat its environmental requirements are stringent,

although there is an abundance of similar habitats m its

recorded range.

Description
External Appearance: The body is more or

less circular and laterally flattened, from 1 to 3 cm
in diameter. The test is white, opaque and tough,

but usually very thin and flaccid. Two specimens

from Hervey Bay (QM G9381, GH2211) have a

firm and slightly translucent test. There are some
furrows, creases and low swellings on the surface,

but they are usually obscured by foreign particles

adhering to the test. The apertures are almost

sessile and one-third of the body length distant

from one another.

There are hollow, conical, sharply pointed,

overlapping siphonal spines, 0.05 mm long, on the

terminal half of the siphon lining. The siphonal

spines have a wide, circular base that contains a

single large spherical cell. They narrow abruptly

and curve forward. The siphon lining has broad

purple stripes in the preserved specimens.

Internal Structure: The body wall has a very

diffuse network of muscles and is delicate, thin

and transparent. Longitudinal muscle-bands

radiate from the siphons to about one-third of the

distance down the body. The dorsal tubercle is a

rounded cushion with a U- or C-shaped slit,

directed anteriorly. The horns of the slit may be

curved in or out and, in one specimen, are

irregularly convoluted. The branchial tentacles are

long and laterally flattened. The wide dorsal

lamina extends most of the length of the pharynx.

The branchial folds are broad, but do not overlap.

The internal longitudinal vessels are not

crowded and there are up to 8 on the folds and 2

to 5 in the interspace. These vessels are rather thick

and solid. In a specimen of 2 cm (QM G9681)they

are arranged according to the following formula:

E3(8)2(8)2(8)2(6)2 DL. There are 10 to 15 long,

rectangular stigmata per mesh in the interspaces.

The gut is voluminous and, in all except the

specimen from Hervey Bay, is filled with mud. The
oesophagus is short. The narrow stomach, swollen

at the cardiac end, and narrowing to the diameter

of the intestine at the pyloric end, is about half of

the length of the ascending limb of the gut loop.

Longitudinal stomach folds are not visible from

the outside of the stomach. Where the intestine

bends at the pole of the gut loop, it swells to twice

its diameter. The proximal part of the rectum is

also distended, while the distal part is narrow and

terminates in a 12-lobed anus at the base of the

atrial siphon. Anal lobes are wide and shallow and

are obscured when the anus is distended. A very

deep typhlosolar fold along the inner curve of the

intestine almost completely bisects the lumen,

curves around into the swollen part of the rectum

and terminates blindly about halfway along its

length. The distended gut is rather fragile. The
space enclosed by the primary loop is completely

occluded by the gut, although in one juvenile

specimen there is a very thin endocarp. The
secondary loop is deep and open.

There are two broad, sausage-shaped gonads on

each side of the body. On the left, the posterior

gonad projects down into the secondary gut loop.
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In s
"

': Cnrmkiocorpa imesiinata rt.Sfr. — a, body removed I'rom lest, from right (QM G9681); b, gut and gonads
(QM 69785); c, cross section through gonad. (Scales: a, 2.0 mm; h, ! .0 mm).

The male follicles arc along the sides of the ovarian

tube. With maturity, they proliferate and constrict

i he ovarian tube from the sides at regularly spaced

intervals, so that the ovary appears to be

segmented, each segment consisting of ovary
where it protrudes between the constricting groups

of testis follicles.

Usually there are no endocarps either in the gut

loop or on other parts of the atrial lining.

Remarks: The species appears ro be specialised

for a muddy habitat and is often found in

association with Criemidocarpa fioccosa and
Ascidia sydneiensis.

The test and the gonads to some extent resemble

those of C. areolata, but the present species is

readily distinguished by the absence of endocarps,

the very delicate and transparent body wall, the

specialised gut, the long meshes of the branchial

sac with large numbers oi' stigmata, and the

sharply pointed, conical siphonal spines (quite

unlike (he rounded scales that are usually found
in this genus). These spines resemble those of

Polycarpa nlitoria.

Criemidocarpa lobata (Kott, 1952)

<Rgs50e. 58)

Styetaiohuia Kott, 1952, p.222.

Distribution
Niw RtxoRDs/ Western Australia (Coekburn Sound,

WAM 218.73: Esperance, WAM MS. 75). Victoria (off

Ninety Mile Beach, QM Cl 1856; Bass Strait* NMV
H396). Tasmania (Hobart, TM D1807; St Patrick's

Head, TM D1849; S F. Rruny 1., TM DJ855)

Queensland (Gladstone Harbour. QM G9S01; Calliope?

River. QM CH2159; iownsville, QM GH7I8 GH138?
GUI 389K

pRfc\ioi:Ki-\ Recorded; South Australia (Fori

Noarlunga — Kott 1952). Tasmania (cTEntrecasteau.x

Channel — Kott 1952). New South Wales (Croniilla —
Kott 19521.

The specks has been taken from wharf piles and on

muddy or sandy substrates. Each record represents no
more than one or two specimens. The species apparently

has a range in temperate waters across the southern coasi

of Australia, extending into the tropics along the eastern

coast to Tovvnsville.

Description
EXTERNA! Appearance: Individuals range

from 1 cm to 5 cm. The body is almost

hemispherical, fixed by a wide, flat base thai

occupies the ventral and left sides; or it is oval,

completely encased in sand, and possibly lying free

on a sandy substrate. In larger specimens, the

apertures are on short siphons projecting from the

upper surface, the branchial aperture terminal

(and sometimes turned vcntrally) and the atrial

aperture amero-dorsal and obliquely oriented. In

smaller specimens and in sand-encased, possibly

free, indiv iduals, the apertures are sessile. The rest

is thin. When densely encrusted with sand, it is

brittle (QM Gl 1856), bul when the sand is abseitl
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Fig. 58: Cnemidocarpa fobafa — a, external appearance (WAM 138.75); b, lei't side of body (TM D1807); c, gut

and gonads (QM GHI367). (Scales: a. 5.0 mm; b, c. 2.0 mm).
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(WAM 138.75), the test is leathcrv, rough and
loiu'h. Pointed papillae are sometime presenl

afOUnd the apertures.

Inif.rnai STWJCtUKft; The body wall is very

rliln and adheres veiy closely La ilic test, the

ulature is strong on the siphons, but lades

out on the remainder of the thin, delicate posterior

part oilhe body (as in Other species ol tins genus).

The dorsal tubercle, which protrudes into the

lumen Cif the pharynx, has a simple-, C -shaped sill

with the opening directed anteriorly. The centre of

the tubercle -.unounded by the opening is

sometimes produced forward* ft& a rounded
papilla.

The branchial sac is delicate. The folds are of

vauablc width, sometimes being little moa- than

raised ridges, but in larger specimens forming flat

faltlx. They never overlap. The inter uu I

longitudinal vessels are well-spaced and ribbon-

like. The\ have ilic lotlovwiij: anani::iiicii!;

£2(9)3(9)2(1 1>2(I0)DL (QM GI1U& I.J cm);

E8(ltS)8(iy)9(l6)6(10)4DL ( I M 01*849, 4 cm). In

larger specimens the number of vessels increases

markedly. Thett arc 5 01 6 stigmata pej mesh in

the interspace

The gut loop «s vciy long and uarinw, the pole

of the loop bending back to form a very deep
secondary loop. The oesophagus is lorn-. The

stomach, which is narrow and elliptical, with

longitudinal Colds, occupies about one-third of the

ascending limb of the gut loop. The rectum is ihorl

in relation to the rest of the gut loop, and the anal

border has only a few, rather irregular, lobes.

The gonads are long and undulating. There are

rounded swellings along each side of the ovary.

Vasa effcrcntia. from a double row of lobed male

follicles beneath the ovary, pass around it (usually

between the swellings), joining a median vas

deferens on its mesial surface. There are ! or 2

gonads on the left. They extend across the bod}
anlertoi to the gut loop; or the proximal end ol

the most posterior of 2. or of the single gonad, is

enclosed in the secondary gut loop. Occasionally

gonads are absent from the left side of the body
On the tight, 3 or 4 gonads converge toward the

atrial aperture,

There are a lew small endocarps enclosed in the

gut loop and scattered on the body wall between

the gonads.

Remarks: Cnemidovarpa tobata is

distinguished by the narrow and decpl\ curved gut

loop, narrow stomach, the undulating and

irregularly lobed gonads, and the thin body wall

adhering closely to the test. Cvmuiloairpo chim

llartmeyet, 190*. and C. Hiacrogasifu (( >ka, 1935)

from Japan have similai gonads, tun lack Ibl

dcepljf curved gut loop of the present species.

Cnemidoearpa oligocarpa (Shiiier, 15851

(Kig. 59)

Styefa olivoLvrpo S\^h; . IXKV V .\H1; 1890. p. 332.

DiMkim: I i< IN

HVb RECORDS: Queensland (Abbot Point, specinici

lost).

pro vioi i
\ in irdi o indori m (Sluitcr f$85,

1890).

Di BCRtfl a n

l£\M unai AiM'i \k\nci : The body is upright

(up to 2 cm) With a terminal branchial aperture

and an atrial aperture one-third of the distance

down the dorsal surlaee. The body mav uat row to

a short stalk posteriorly, or be rounded and sessile.

I tie test is thin and leathery, with longitudinal

furrows, creases and rounded swellings.

Inh kNAi Sua". U'K.i-: The body wall is thin.

The outer circular layer of muscles forms an

almost ohHuuious thin coat overlying internal

longitudinal bands. The dorsal tubercle is in a very

wide, shallow peritubercular area. The slit is a

shallow I'-shape, sometimes with the left horn

turned in.

The branchial sac is delicate, with very lo*

rounded folds. Up to 10 internal longitudinal

vessels arc crowded on the folds and 2 or 3 in the

interspace, as us the following formula:

E2(9)3<iQ)2{lG)3t8HD| The vessels in the

interspace are quite tar apart, and theie ate 4 to 6

stigmata per mesh.

The gut forms a tight, deeplv curved loop. 1 h.

stomach is short and pyriform, with internal

pleats. Ii is wider at the pyloric than at the cardiac

r\\i\
T and nalrows abruptly to the intestine. There

arc 2 or 3 endocarps in the gut loop. The rectum

turns anterioily to the atrial aperture. The anal

border has rounded lobes,

There arc up to 4 long, thin gonads on each side

oi'the body, radiating in toward the atrial opening.

On the left, the anterior gonads extend across the

top of the pole of the gut loop and the 3 posterioi

gonads project down into the curve of the gut loop

Small, lounded endocaips are scattered ovei the

body wall between the gonads,

RiiMARKs: The type specimen (ZMA V.TU 10331

from Billiton closely resembles the (Queensland

specimen. The species is distinguished by its cer>

low branchial folds and relatively numerous and

narrow gonads. Cnemidocarpa wargaritifera

(Vfichaelsen, 1919, from the Red Sea has similar

gonads and endocarps, but very much better

developed branchial Cold:-
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CJ %z

ho 5'/; Cmvwiioiarpii trlfgoearpa — gti! and gonad

(Seal.- i (i mm)

C'ncmidncarpa pedata (Hcrdman, 1881)

(Fig, 60; Pl.IUa)

Ptolywtpa /yw&fO'Herdman, ESSlu, p.71; 1882, p. 180.

lraustetfu28&3«MSj Pizon, L908, p . 2 1 8 Haarinsft,

Wl, p. 74. Haram and T'LUei, l»>32, p. 5 lokioka.

1VSX. p .122. &0tt, 1964, p. 137

Pandoda pedata: Van Name, 1918, p.97.

Sivc/u pedant: Kmi 1972b, p,is5; I V75, p.13.

Stve/u whitclegRii Herdman, 1899, p. 40. Kott. 1952,

P 212

Tethyitm whifc/eggii: Hartmeyei , 1909, p 13M

DlSlKlBL'UON

New R f « ORBS : Soul 1 1 A usf r:i I ia (Cape
Northumberland, QM GIIS95). Victoria (South Gabo
I , OM CI 1849; Bass Straii . Mai lift Oil Rtg, QM G9057-
9 G95I0-U G9645 G9649 G973I; Iron Prince Reef,

NMV F51592). New South Wafts (Shell Harbour;

Salit&n I.. QM G9609-I0: Port Kembla; JcrvisBay, QM
G100K5;ott"Crookhaven Rivei , AM \ 12221 .

AiT;u\jm S

QM G1H398L Queensland (Morcton Bav, Q\l 1 149 I

Heron I.. QM GHI417; Swain Reels, QM 0111411;
C.i.ns QM GH763; Lizard I., QM CiS»73I

)

Pi<l\ uH'Si v Ri.coKDiiD: South Australia (Great

^uswlJan Bight — Kott 1972b 1973). New South Wales
(Port .Stephens, Port Jackson — Herdman 16991

),

Queensland (Townsviille — Kott 1964; Port Curt i-.

Kott 1952; Low Is -- Hastings 1931 >. Indonesia (Harant

and Ti./ci 1932). Philippines (Herdmaa i8S2, Van Name
I9I8>. Japan (Honshu — Tokioka 1958).

The spLvics lias not been recorded from W^Il'ih

Australia or Indonesia, which, in view of its occurrence

in the Philippines and Japan, is surprising. The absence

! C L11 '-i I'rom these intermediate locations may be the

result of lack of collecting at the depths at which the

species has been recorded: from 10 to 60 ra.

Dfmmm ion

External Atpeakanci : Individuals are

robust, from 3 to 20 cm long. The body is .swollen

and rounded posteriorly. Anterior to the atrial

aperture the body narrows to only half the

diameter of the posterior end. Both apertures are

on distinct, sometimes long, siphons. The terminal

branchial siphon usually curves ventrally or to ihe

left, The atrial siphon usually extends forwards

from the anterior part o( the postcro-dorsat

swelling* and curves dorsally away from the

branchial opening. In younger specimens, the

posterior part of the ventral border gradually

curves dorsally. As the posterior end of the body

swells, the ventral line of the body extends straight

from the branchial aperture to meet the posterior

border almost at right angles.

Living specimens are orange. In preservative,

the larger specimens fade to dark or light grey,

while smaller specimens are whitish in colour.

Occasionally there is some epiphytic weed on the

test, but it is not heavily encrusted. Several of the

specimens from more temperate locations are

completely enveloped in purple, orange or green

sponge.

In specimens from 2 to 5 em, the external te i

has longitudinal creases on the anterior hall' ul ihe

body; the surface between the creases may be

raised into rounded swellings. However, in larger

annuals the surface test is smooth, with only very

occasional creases. The test is always quite hard

and very tough. There are 4 conspicuous, round
swellings around each aperture. There is often a

short, thick extension of the test from the ventral

border supporting the long, curved antero-

posterior axis of the body horizontally; or

individuals may be upright, with a short stalk

posteio-ventrally and accessory prop-like

extensions of the test postero-dorsally. Some 0l

the specimens from Lizard 1. have distinct leathery

stalks that are almost as long as the body.

Minute, overlapping scales are present in the

outer part of the siphonal lining.

Internal SlRUC rt. re: The body o\' preserved

i mens is usually dark. It sometimes, though

nol always, adheres to the test. The musculature

is strong but not very thick. Longitudinal and

circular muscles branch and anastomose to form

an u regular mesh. The body wall is thick and

opaque in the larger specimens, but in smaller

specimens the internal organs can be seen through

the musculature.

The branchial tentacles are not crowded and in

large specimens are often rather thick and stumpy.
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FlG. 60: Cnemidocarpa pedara — a, external appearance, small specimen from northern Queensland (QM GH763);
b, body removed from test; c, d, gut, gonads and endoearps (QM GI 1849, G9731). (Scales: u, d, 5.0 mm: b, c.

2.0 mm).
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I he dorsal tubercle varies FYoxn s simple, rounded
i bion with u C-sbapod slit (QM Gl 1895) to an

expanded CU&hlOIl With separate, crowded putu $1

openings or ;i convoluted slit lhat completely FilLs

the pentuberailar area.

The branchial folds arc deeply curved, wide and

usually overlapping. They are sometimes so

Voluminous that there is a secondary pleat in e&ch

told either at the base of the told or forming a

double fold. Branchial formulae from different

specimens arc: DLS( 1 3)6( 15)5( L2)5(9)3E (QM
Gl 1895); DL1S(:6)9(26)S<24>8(23>SE (QM
G9731); DL35(12;30>12(20;20)I5(5;20)15<5;15)

1 0(9)3E (QM GH14I7 with accessory folds and an

extra fold).

In die largest specimens, often more than SO

internal longitudinal vessel, lie between (he dor/gal

lamina and the first fold, but only about 10 vessels

are in the interspaces. There arc never more than.

8 stigmata per mesh. The number of ve '

between the dorsal lamina and (he firsi

increases toward the posterior end of the body as

its diameter increases, arid the vessels, instead of

extending parallel to the dorsal lamina, terminate

at an angle to [1

The gut loop is relatively short and simple- It is

primarily an oblique, simple loop across the

pom era-dorsal corner of the body, projecting

backward from the oesophagus- The stomach is

pear-shaped to elliptical, expanding slightly

toward the pyloric end. It occupies about half of

the ascending limb of the gut loop. The internal,

longitudinal and oblique pleats are usually visible

iialty. The intestine curves through 180° to

extend fn ;| tlr-Btebl lioe parallel to the ascending

limb. It terminate:- Ell
! lobed anus that often bends

into the atrial siphon .
The 12 to 15 anal lobes are

long and COTJSpicUC
I

I
he posterior swelling of

ilu body increases, the ptosuual pari of the

descending limb of the loop describes a wide, open
curve. The reeimn bends antero-doisally lo I he

atria! aperture. Thus, although the descending

limb of I he gin loop is o It en rimed, the loop itself

is not.

There are up to 8 gonads on the right side of the

body and 3 to 5 on the left. They arc often so

deeply embedded in flic body wall that their

number can only be recognised by the ducts that

project WOUnd tfte atrial opening. They are usually

vei y much blanched. When immature, the simple,

pear-shaped male follicles are seen to be evenly

spaced and tightly applied along each side 0l 111

narroM brandling ovarian rubes. As they mature,

the male follicles, become lobed and proliferate,

and are found in patches beneath fhl Q\ J \
e. well

as forming a wide band along each vide. They
M.nieiimes overlap onto the mesial surface of the

ovary. The proliferation of the male follicles in the

body wall around the ovaries causes the gonad-, to

appear C0nflU6ni. Gonads are developed In

specimens from 2 cm long (QM G9131).
I ndocarps are numerous in the gut loop and also

oeeur profusely between the gonads and i heir

brant h

Ki marks: This is one of the largest and most

robust of the species occurring in Australian

water .

Van Namcli9l8) has discussed the similarity of

bod} shape m this species and Polvcarpa aun/fa.

However, in the latter species the longitudinal axis

lie body is more curved and the atria! siphon

projects from deep in the dorsal concavity U\ the

-nr species, the body is thicker and the atrial

siphon rises from the anterior border of the

I (tenor expansion of the body. The species arc

more readily distinguished by the position of

openings of the gonoducts: around the atrial

aperttue If] die piesciit species; scattered over the

body wall in Pal vcarpa aura hi.

The species is more closely related to C,

sioiomfeia, from winch n is distinguished by its

shorter stomach, less numerous stigmata in each

mesh, and more complex opening of the neural

gland.

The rounded, posteriorly expanded body
without lateral flattening; the wide branchial folds

with numerous internal longitudinal vessels on and

between Hie Fold.--; the slum, stiaighi 01 Open gut

loop with its COlUpiCUOUS anal lobes; the pear-

shaped stontach broader at the pyloric end than at

the cardiac au\; and the proliferation of testis

follicles around the ovary, arc characteristic.

< nemidocarpa personals (Herdman, IS99)

(Fig. 61)

Stytfoperm \ rdmon, Itf99,p.4t. Totooko, 1967a,

p. 184.

H tftyutH ..'..'i. ./) iottejfiojfi MichaeKen, 1912, p 125

Sryefa etlwrUJair. Koti, 1952. f. personam p. 220 (part.

spa Imens from Pon lacksan and t ong Reef); I9fi4i

p. 139 (part, specimens from Morcion Bay).

Styeh srolontfera kmi W2. ,>,2is (pan pceifji tfl

1

1
.!,

;

i im .nia).

i iiri ntfN

Nfc* RECUKOi; rasmania (Stratum* AM G2622 I]

Queensland (Wtrvej Ba.y, QM G?379; Heron t , QM
GI0W7 si

Pri vioii-a v I-'!
i

. -,u i ..ml (Moreton Bay —
Koti W6*J New South Wales (Pon toctaoft— Herdnwn
i- rti I

ken 1912. Koti 1952. Tokioka l%7a; I.onp

Reel — Koit mi)
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I !•
, 6) ; Cnemichcarpti petSOHCftQ — a, gW, gOflad* and

cndbcarps IQM G1009S); b, proximal end oi ^comacji

sliO'Aiim relationship of folds Lo suture line [QM
< 19379), (Scale:,: a, 1.0 mm; b, 0.5 mm).

I H H RTPTlON

BXTERNAi Appi aram/l: Individuals are up to

5 cm in length. They are usually hemispherical or

(Jorso-ventrally flattened, attached posteriorly or

along the ventral side, or by the ventrolateral

aspect of the right side of the body. Both apertures

are on the dorsal or upper surface; the branchial

aperture towards the anterior end; the atrial

aperture about halfway along, Both apertures arc

RjiriOsI se$Sfle« The test is firm tough and opaque,

but usually rather thin. It has irregular creases on

! lie surface. The external lobes of the apertures are

small and inconspicuous.

Intern w Structure: The body wail Is rather

transparent, the internal organs being visible from

outside. The muscles are moderately well

developed, with conspicuous radiating, internal.

longitudinal bands and an outer coat of diffuse.

circular fibres. The dorsal tubercle is a large

cushion that fills, or sometimes protrudes

anteriorly from, the V-shaped peritubercular ai

The slit is U- or C-shaped, with ttie horns turned

in or out.

The branchial sac is delicate, with wide, ribbon-

like, internal longitudinal vessels, which arc
usually crinkled. The folds are rounded rather than

flat. The branchial vessels are well-spaced, almost

the same distance apart on the folds as in the

interspace. Specimens from Moreton Bay (QM
G49I2) have- up to 13 vessels on the folds and 4 in

the interspace. TokioU's (1967a) specimens from

Port Jackson have more branchial vessels both, on
the folds and in the interspace, although anothci

specimen from Port Jackson (AM G 13591) has I

following arrangement of branchial vessel s;

E3(8)4( 10)6(1 1)6(1 2)0DL0. The meshes arc rather

long, with about 10 stigmata.

The gill It !
.; , but no! very lot

Although it extends along the whole of the ventral

cut ve Oi I he lef i side of the body, it may be almost

straight or only gently curved. The oesophagus is

of moderate length. The stomach is long and
cylindrical, occupying most of the ascending limb

It is constricted from the intestine at the pylone

end. There are about 30 long gastric folds, many
extending antero- vent rally from the cardiac end of

Lite stomach to the suture line along the greater

pari of its length. The folds posterior to the SWUTC
line extend parallel to it from the cardiac to the

pyloric end oJ i

1 itpmftch. and only some Vers

short folds at the pyloric end of the stomach mec
the suture line. The rectum is short and form- .i

slighl angle with the descending limb of the

primary loop The anal border is irregularly lobed.

The gonads, of variable length and thickness,

are usually rafhet sinuous. There are 2 to 4 on the

left, extending across the body wall anterior to the

gut loop. On the right, 2 to 4 gonads radiate

toward the atrial aperture. They consist of

cylindrical, sometimes branched, ovarian tubeS

with male follicles beneath, and projecting upini.v

the ovary. The male follicles are primarily pel -

shaped, and become lobed and branched as they

mature.

Small eudocarps are present on the body wall

between the gonads. There are usually only one a
two rather cylindrical. flat topped endocarps in ihe

pole of the gut loop.

Rest \rks: The species is distinguished Iron,

areolars principally by its shorter gut loop and the

course of the stomach folds. The large number of

txai i*a often found on the right side ftf
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uu- bod) fesembk :h< Mndltton round 1A C
oligocurpa Sluiler, IK85, C finkulue (Van Name,
L91S) and C. madagascorlensfc Hartmeyer. 1916.

or ihesc t only c. tjnfcofae has a similar range oi

niicrnal longitudinal branchial vessels and a fairly

long stomach, but is distinguished by Us yrcaict

number of gonads. Only two specimens of C
nt^da^i/^coricnus have been leeotded (Vasseur

1967a) and its stomach has not been described. It

Ls pTOD&Wy a distinct species, having only 2 or J

branchial vessels in ilic interspace, fewer than in

\\u; presort species. Cnewidocarpa viigovarpa is

distinguished by its shori, pear-shaped stomach,
narrow at ihe cardiac end.

< nt>midi>iur|Hi pnsfhuma Harimeyer, 1927

Cttwnitfacorpa ptisihttnw Htrrtraeyer, 1^27, p4fi9-.

H aiimevei and MicIiikUju. P>2.S. »>. ^KS

DlMiv'lll'. I \i i|

Nt-w \U < okus: None.

Pm \ " i R.| i okoi n; Western Ausiralia (Shark LLiv

MiJiaclsen and Harimcvc i'J2K)

Dim nuniDN (alter Hartmeycr and Michaclscn

19ZS)

ExrtRNM Ai'Pt -ara'mi i ; Only a single

specimen 1.6 em long and 1.1 cm wide is known.

The body is upright and almost cylindrical.

Foreign panicles adhere !o i he base. External

siphons are small and wart-like, ihe branchial

aperture terminal and the atrial aperture one-third

of (he distance down the dorsal surface 1 he outer

surface is smooth on tire right side, inn bas-crease

on the left. The lest Is rather thick, lough and

leathery

INTERNA! Stru< lukt; The body wall is

moderately strong, but slightly transparent. The
muscles arc not particularly well developed,

hciwevci, and the longitudinal bauds are mote
conspicuous than the outer circular layer. The
dorsal tubeiele is an inegular quudiilatcral cushion

with a horseshoe-shaped, almost circular slit, ihe

Opening turned to the left. The dorsal lamina is

moderately high and smooth-rimmed.
The branchial sac has 4 dislincl folds, unequal

in si/e, with ihe dorsal Ibid ihe broadest. The inner

longitudinal vessels arc arranged according to the

Following, formula: E5<8-9)I»m2(!5')IO-I2< 15)10-

l2(20)9DL4(30)tG 12 ( 1M10-12(J?)I0-I2(8-9)5F..

The girt loop is deeply curved and extends into

i he anlerior pan of ihe body. The oesophagus is

iMJcraiely long, and ihe siomach rather long and

spindle-shaped, with distinct longitudinal folds.

The primary loop is moderately long, wide at Ihe

i cd. The secondary loop is wide open.

The anal border has 10 to 12 rounded lol

The gOTUdS arc noi mature. There is a sinelc

gonad on each side. Numerous endocarps are

distributed over the body wall and in thegui loop.

Remarks. I he only other species of*

mfdowrpa with a single undivided gonad on

ft h side thill are known from the Indo-VVest

Pacilie aie C, lupidusa (Herdman. 1906) and C,

r<iiit/!at<} Millar, 1975. Ihe hitler species is wider

than it is long, has both apertures on the rounded

upper surface, and re.sembles t . posthutna in the

relative size ol us branchial folds (with the dorsal

fold the largest). However, its branchial formula

ix Dl 5<!6)4<5>4(6)6(5)4E. It is distinguished from

pOgthurrlQ by its shape and by the relatively

fewer internal longitudinal vessels in the pharynx.

Hcrdman's species from Sri Lanka has a similai

branchial sac to C. posthuma, but the test is brittle

and impregnated with sand. The type specimen ol

C. tapldosa (BM 1907.8.30.15) is not in good
condition and, although ihe body wall is seen to

be very thin and closely adhcieui to the stiff brittle

H no other details of its structure could be

discerned.

Cncmidocarpa radicosa (Herdman, 1882)

(Fig. 501,62)
Si vela ratileosa Herdman, L882, p. 163.

tyeh t'theriiteii Herdman, 1899, p.58. Millar, l%6,
p. ,H0.

Cnemidocarpaethenttxir Hjntnieyct, 1^27, p. 170. Koll,

r9S2. f- clheridgii p2\&\ W72a, p.il; 1975, p 14;

lS>7Ga, p,76; (noi: l«)72cl. p. 253. < C. areoUita).

Distribution
l\r\v Ri ookns Wvsieni Australia (Coekburn Sound,

69 72) South \nsltulia (Port Lincoln, QM G96l2| Poo
Noarlunga. QM G9J26). Tasmania iRrimv I . NMV 72/

13; Roche' BCftCh, rM D1839 DI843 DISt.K; off NW
Cpa&T, TM D982; Schoiuen Passage, TM D719;
d'Lntrecasteau^ Channel. QM 0995; Porl Davev, QM
GH2041). victoria (Lakes Entrance, NMV Ht&i W923
K9B3; Bass Strait, NMV H76H, QM G9509 G9647-S
Ol 1851 OH2676: Pon Phillip Bay. NMV September
1881), New South Wales (Pon Kemt>]&| AM G10O63;

In: -nd Bottle Reef, QM OH585; Solium Is, QM
C9M1). Queensland (Tallebudjieij, QM (.1)2451).

PRtom-.r, Rumkoio: Western Australia (Lriggs 1.

Kott OJ52). South Ansrutli.t ((.neat Australian Biaht

Koti L97S; Si Vinceul ouli katl L952 1972a;

Spcn erOuIl — Koii 1952). Tanmatiia {(TEntrecasteaiw

Channel — Koii 1957). VictorTs (Bass Strait —
BMl887.Z4.Sfi Herdman KSS2; Phillip t. - Kotl 1952;

«, ape< iranii Cape Nelson, Portland — kott 1976a; Port

Phillip Bay — Millai l%6, Koit I976«)i Not SouiJl

WoJCS(Poil i <a M - Herdman 1899).

The species has been recorded down to about 50 m, in

:i
, \!</cr<i<ysit\ beds and on aiuh and rockv

MiL-.oates. tl is an indigenous Australian roedCffancI has
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I 10.62: Cnemidocarpa radicosa - a, n, external appearance (VVAM 69.72. NMV 72,13); C, aui.Lmu.iUuiulendoiarp,

(Scales: u, h. 1 .0 L'm; C, 2.0 mm).

no! been recorded from adjacent areas. Records are

confined to temperate waters, south oi Port Jackson on

the eastern coast and ol Cockburn Sound on the western

coast. Il is common in Tasmanian waters.

Description
EXTERNA! Appfakanu; The species is !

and robust, up to 10 cm ill length and rather

Flaccid. The external test is marked with

longitudinal furrows. The body narrows to the

short, terminal branchial siphon, which is

sometimes turned to the right. The atrial aperture

is also short and is always located one-third of the

distance down the sloping dorsal surface. The
atrial siphon may be turned to the left, or

posteriorly. In smaller specimens, the atrial

aperture is sessile, with tour swellings of the test

corresponding to lite external lobes. There is

sometimes a thick, posterior extension of the test

by which the animal is fixed. More often it is

sessile, fixed by a large part of the posterior or

postero-ventral surface, or by the posterior half of

the right side. The test is tough and leathery but

relatively thin (which accounts for the lack of

rigidity). It is usually thicker anteriorly, where it

is also strengthened by creases and furrows, but is

paper-thin posteriorly. Generally the test is white

in preservative. However, sometimes the posterior,

smooth part of the test is brown, possibly from

being partly buried in the substrate (QM Gl 1851).

Living specimens are pale cream to bright yellow

(Kott 1972a).

The outer part of the siphonal lining has thin,

curved and overlapping scales with rounded, free

borders.

INTERNA! StrI rn rf: The body wall is closely

adherent to the test and is fleshy and thick. It has

a well-developed external layer of circular fibres,

with inner longitudinal bands radiating from the

apertures.

The branchial tentacles arc rather long and

crowded. The dorsal tubercle is large, almost

completely filling the peritubereular area. It has a

U-, Cor S-shapcd slit with horns turned in or out,

and is often even more complex (Kott 1952).

The dorsal lamina is a plain, wide membrane.
The branchial folds are wide. The internal

longitudinal Vessels are evenly spaced on the folds

and in the interspaces. The folds are well separated

and do not overlap. The branchial formula for a

moderately sized individual is: DL7(19)5(9)6( 14)

6(I7)F. There are up to 20 longitudinal vessels on

each fold and 7 or 8 in an interspace. There are 5

to 8 stigmata per mesh.

The gut loop occupies the posterior end of the

body. It is deeply embedded in the body wall. I he

stomach is about half ihe length of the ascending

limb of the loop. It has internal longitudinal folds

and is more or less cylindrical, being about the
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same diameter as the intestine. However it

occasionally narrows to the intestine and appears

more spindle-shaped. The anal border is smooth

and bilabiate.

There are 4 or 5 sausage-shaped gonads
embedded in the body wall on the right side of the

body. Their ducts open around the atrial opening.

On the left side of the body, the posterior gonad

is round rather than sausage-shaped and is

embedded in a thickening of the body wall in the

rather shallow secondary gut loop. The second

gonad on the left is elongate and extends across

the body wall anterior to the pole of the gut loop.

Gonads consist of a tubular ovary and pear-shaped

follicles that occur beneath and around the sides

of the ovary and obscure its shape. The male

follicles are not very branched.

There are one or two endocarp-like thickenings

of the body wall in the gut loop. These may extend

posteriorly over the proximal part of the gut loop

and be continuous with the thickened body wall

behind the branchial sac.

Remarks: The thin, flaccid, even papery, test

of this species is reminiscent of some smaller

specimens assigned to the species C. areolata and

C. personata: the shape of the body, without

marked curvature (such as is found in C. pedaia)

and with anterior furrows and creases, is

reminiscent of larger specimens of C. areolata; the

long stomach resembles that of C. personata.

Specimens from 3 to 10 cm long have been

examined and the characteristic branched gonads,

the thick body wall with deeply embedded organs,

and the smooth-rimmed anus are always present.

None had separate endocarps. The type specimen

<BM 1887.2.4.86) conforms with the specimens

formerly assigned to C. etheridgii in all respects.

Cnemidocarpa stolonifera (Herdman, 1899)

(Eig. 63; PI. 111b)

Styela stolonifera Herdman, 1899, p. 42. Kott, 1952,

p. 215 (part, not specimen from Tasmania, < C.

personata); 1966, p. 298. Millar, 1963, p.728.

Distribution

New Records: New South Wales (Coffs Harbour, QM
C.11848; Solitary Is., QM G9617; Byron Bay, QM
G11847). Queensland (Moreton Bay, QM G1007I
GI0074 G 10007 G4901 G4935 G61 40-61 44 GH365
GH343 GH1422 G1058; Mooloolaba, QM G10T09-11;

Hervey Bay, QM G9615-6 G9380; Heron I., QM G10177
GH1421; Wistari Reef, QM G9368; Swain Reefs, QM
GHI409; Mackay, QM G9979; Abbot Point, QM
GH620-4GH626-31 GH710; Lindeman I., AM Y1706;

Innisfail, QM CH801; Lizard 1., QM GH326 G9728;

Townsville, QM GH714; Cape Tribulation, QM
GH789).

Previously Recorded: New South Wales (Port

Jackson — Herdman 1899, Millar 1963). Queensland

(Moreton Bay — Herdman 1899, Kott 1952 1966; Hervey

Bay — Kott 1966).

The species is one of the few indigenous Australian

species that occurs principally in tropical waters. Kott

(1952) records the species from Rottnest L This record

could not be confirmed and the species appears to be

confined to the eastern coast, its southern limit being at

Port Jackson. The species is recorded from sandy

substrates down to 33 m.

Description

External Appearance: Individuals have a

spherical to oval body (up to 6 cm long), usually

with a posterior stalk of variable length that breaks

up into short, root-like processes basally.

Occasionally there is no stalk, and root-like

processes develop from the basal test to anchor the

individuals. The apertures are on siphons close

together on the upper, free surface of the body.

The siphons may diverge from one another, or

they may project forwards almost parallel to one

another. The siphons are of variable length, but

the atrial siphon is invariably longer than the

branchial siphon; thus the excurrent and incurrent

streams of water are separated. Minute

overlapping, curved scales are present on the

siphonal linings, and in fresh material these are

pale blue and slightly iridescent.

The test is tough and leathery but not thick.

Rounded swellings extend in 4 regular,

longitudinal rows along each of the siphons.

Although these swellings tend to be arranged in

longitudinal rows on the anterior part of the test,

they are not as conspicuously regular as on the

siphons. There is always a single, median, dorsal

swelling between the bases of the siphons. The
posterior part of the body is smooth and is

continuous with the stalk. It is usually discoloured

and buried in the substrate, with only the anterior

half of the body protruding. The stalk is hollow

for most of its length, the body wall extending

down into it. Living specimens are buff, grey-

white, and often have indistinct markings that

become brick-red when the animal is removed

from the water. This brick red colour is

particularly conspicuous between the rounded

swellings of the test.

Internal Structure: The body wall is

muscular and closely adherent to the test. About
12 stout, but fairly long, branchial tentacles

alternate with minute rudimentary ones. The
prebranchial area is very narrow. The dorsal

tubercle is in a very shallow peritubercular area.

The ciliated aperture on the rounded, conspicuous

tubercle is a simple S- or U-shape, the opening
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ig. 63: Cnemidocarpa stolon ifera — a - e, external appearance (Q.M G9728, G502S, GH326, GI068, G10I 10); f,

variation in the dorsal tubercle; g, h, gut. gonads and endocarps (QM GH326, G9368). (Scales; a - e. I.Ocm; g f

1.0 mm; h. 2.5 mm).
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usuaJls directed forwards with oncer both horns

turned in or out. Only very randy is the slit

interrupted along lu Length. I lie dorsal lamina is

a very shod, wide membrane JUKJ 'lie oesophagus

opens from about halfway down the pharynx.

The branchial folds ate ml), hul not

overlapping, and deeplj i urwed I her* w* from 7

to 14 rather thick, flat, internal longitudinal vessels

on the folds and 3 to 6 between ihe folds. The most

dorsal told on ihe right often flattens out

riorly. Ti 9 to 15 stigmata per mesh
between the folds, itl 'he centre of the branchial

sac. No longitudinal vessels run between the dorsal

told and dorsal lamina on the left. I ongitudinal

vessels are often slightly crinkled along iheir

length. The number of internal longitudinal vessels

increases slightly relative to the size 0\^ the body.

The gut forms a simple, postero-ventrally

oriented, oblique loop when the body is elongate,

but when it is wide posteriorly the gut loop is bent

up to form a deep secondary loop The oesophagus

n long; the stomach is alsoloflg and naimw
,
being

Ofonh eater diameter than the intestine.

The cardiac chamber oi the stomach has regular,

parallel folds. It is separated by a valve I'rotn a

il pyloric chamber where ihe folds are irregular

and there are irregular pouohes Tht oesophagus
and snunaeli [OgCtlWl FtJTmthcg 1! putt of the

ascending limb of the gut loop. Tin' Tine,

-Mudma! rldgeS ot lite stomach aie not always

picuous externally The rectum extends

forwards to an anus that is bordered by about 15

lightly irregular lobes. The rectum often contains

a large amount oi fine, homogenous mud.

Gonads consist of long ovarian tubes with the

male follicles in 2 rows beneath the ovary in the

typicpl etienudoearp arrangement. There arc 4 or

> elongate gonads on the right radiating to"

the atrial siphon. On the left, two long gonads or

(less often) a single, branched gonad exteroJ

parallel to the gut loop. When the gut loop is bent,

the gonads extend across the secondary loop to its

pole. The gonads are often, but not always,

slightly undulating. There is seldom more than

primary branching.

The pole of the gut loop encloses about 6 tall,

narrow endocarps. Numerous eudocarps are also

present between the gonads.

RiMARK.^; Tins species lias sometimes been

confused with C. areolata. and Millar (r%3)
suggested that they might be eonspecific.

However, the strongly curved branchial sac and
short dorsal lamina, the lone stomach, th* thick

and absolutely opaque test, the wide branchial

folds and thick longitudinal ihe long

conspicuously ridged siphons and the large

number of stigmata in each mesh distinguish the

present species. Some larger individuals also

nble Cnemidocarpa pedata in external

appearance and in the posteriorly onctued.

Straight gut loop. They can be distinguished from
r pedata by their less deeply embedded and
usually less branched gonads, longer stomach anil

rectum, greater number of stigmata in the

branchial meshes and undivided sin on the dorsal

tubercle.

Cnemidocarpa tripartita n.sp.

(li;. (.4)

Distribution

TVfi I w ITV! Victor '-'i [Ba»S Strait. Bass So ait

Survey Stu 132, etui* St .UK. 1. 40
n
ID.S'S.l IV 44.2'C.

i'mil! ifffth 6pOngC6| % "i. H. ml, \ 'l S| ,
h..|(HY|V NMV

H72K; Stn 133, 40°31f)7'S, 145 44.7 i;. mud with

-i •ii. <>s m, paratopes NMV H723)

Desk RipridN

bxTrRKAt ArrFvRVNrr-. Individuals are oval

ot almost spherical, up to 7 mm long and about 5

mm high. The apertures are 4-lobed and sessile,

i he branchial aperture near the anterior end o\' the

upper surface and the atrial aperture more or less

in the centre. The surface is smooth and without

wrinkles; sand grains are sparsely embedded in the

rather thin, white, translucent wist.

Imi rmm S'iM •. n kr: The body wall is thin.

with a laser of circular muscles and internal

longitudinal bands. There are about 30 rather

short branchial tentacles. The small dorsal tubercle

with a U-shaped opening is in a V-shaped
peritubercular area.

The branchial sac has only 3 very low folds on
each side, formed by internal longitudinal folds

crowded together. There are wide interspaces

between the folds. The internal longitudinal vessels

of the holoiype are arranged according to the

following formula: E3(3)3(2)2(3)Of)I 0(2)3(3)

3(2)4E. The 6 long stigmata in each mesh ate

crossed by parastigmatie vessels.

The gut loop is very large, occupying about two-

thirds of ihe ventral half of the body. It con-

her short oesophagus, opening at the

posterior end ©f the branchial sac. The
longitudinally folded stomach is very large, wide,

and more or less elliptical, extending almost two-

thirds of ihe length of the ascending limb of the

gttl loop. The pole of the loop encloses u small,

egg-shaped endoearp. The descending limb of the

gut loop forms a shallow curve toward the

proximal end of the stomach before I lu* shori

narrow rectum bends up toward the atrial
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FiG. r>4: Cnemidocarpa tripartita t|,sp, (NMV H728)

—

a, external appearance from right .side of body; b,

internal structure. (Scale: 1.0 mm).

aperture. The anal border is divided into 6 well-

defined lobes.

There are 2 or 3 gonads on the left and 2 on the

right. They are large, thick and slightly undulating,

with irregular borders. There are paired rows of

.slightly lobed testis follicles beneath each large

ovary. The gonads are only lightly attached to the

body wall.

There are no endocarps on the body wall apart

from the one enclosed in the gut loop.

Remarks: This small species is distinguished

from others by its 3 small branchial folds and large

gut loop, particularly the large stomach.

Externallv, the species resembles Stvela exiqua

llerdman, 1882 (BMNH 1887.2.4.79) from Port

Jackson, although the latter species has a short

stalk and gathered, rather than lobed, sessile

apertures. Herdman has not described the gonads

(and they are not present in the holotype, although

other internal organs are). The branchial sac of S.

exiqua has 4 low folds on each side and the

branchial formula is; El (5)1(8)1(9)0

(6)DL. There are up to 4 stigmata on the ventral

side of the internal longitudinal vessel in the

interspace and 2 on the dorsal side. Although 5.

exiqua has a single small endocarp enclosed in the

gut ioop, its longitudinally folded stomach is not

as roomy as that of the present species. It is

possible that if further specimens of S. exiqua are

found, it will prove to be a species of the present

genus; it does not, however, appear to be
conspecific with Cnemidocarpa tripartita n.sp.

The gonads of the present species undulate like

those o\' Cnemidocarpa aculeata n.sp., but are

much thicker, and more closely resemble those of

C. lobaia. However, the very deeply curved gut

loop of the latter species dearly distinguishes it.

Genus Asterocarpa Brewin. 1946

Type species: Stvela cerea Sluiter, 1900

The genus is related to Cnemidocarpa. It \>

distinguished by the position of the gonads, by
their more or less radical branching, and by the

position and orientation of the gonoducts. Unhke
the gonads of Cnemidocarpa, those of

Asterocarpa are confined to a single row along

each side of the endostyle. The gonoducts are

short; their openings are distant from the atrial

aperture and directed away from it.

The genus is monotypie, known from a widt*

range in the temperate waters of the Indian and
Pacific Oceans.

Asterocarpa humilis (Heller, 1878)

(Fie. 65)

Styela humilis Heller. 1878, p.26. Herdman 1891, p. 580.

Cnemidocarpa humilis: Michaelsen and Hartmeyei

1927, p. r>
Stye/a cerea Shimr , 1900b, p. 24.

Cnemidocarpa cerea: Midiaelsen and Hartmeyer, 1927,

P. 173.

Asterocarpa cerea: Brewin, 1946, p. 124; 1950b, p,

1950c. p. 354; 1952b, p.187- KoU, 1952, p.227. Millar.

1982a, p.78.

Dendrodoa gregaria Kesteven, 1909, p.291

.

Pandocia gregaria: Hartmeyer, 1909, p. 1484.

Cnemidocarpa xregarta: Michaehen and Hartmeyei

,

1927, p. 173.

Tethvum usymmeiron Hartmeyer, 1912. p.253.

Cnemidocarpa asymmetra: Michaelsen and Hartmeve'
,

1927. p.173

Cnemidocarpa robinsoni Hanmeyer, 1916. p. 224;

1920b, p. 131. Van Name, 1945. p.271.

Distribution
New Records: Western Australia (Albany, WAM

1212.83). Tasmania (S.F. Bruny I., TM D1853; Spring
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Bay, QM GH20tO)« Victoria (Hobson's Bay, QM
G 1 1865).

Previously RECORDED: South Australia (Kotl 1952).

Tasmania (Heller 1878, Kosicvcn \W9), New Zealand

(Sluucr I900b a Brewin 1946 I950b,c 1952b, Millar

I9X2a). South Africa (Haitmeyer 1912) Eastern P;

(Juan Fernandez I. — Hanmcver 1916 1920, Van Name
1945).

Description
lrnm \i'Pi:.AKANCF, Specimens are up to 4

cm in diameter and sometimes occur in aggregates.

Apertures are on short siphons, close together on
the upper surface and directed obliquely away

from one another.

Over most of the body the test is thin, white to

beige coloured, smooth, and almost completely

opaque and rather Flaccid. It is thicker and more
irregular around the apertures, where there are

small papillae with small, pointed processes.

There are minute overlapping scales in the

siphon lining,

[N i
I knai Si i

ii': The body wall is

muscular and adheres fairly closely to the test.

About 15 larger tentacles alternate with smallei

ones; minute rudimentary tentacles occur between

them. The dorsal tubeiele is large, completely

rilling the pentubercular area. The slit on the

dorsal tubercle is U-shaped, with both horns

turned out. The dorsal lamina is long, the

phageal Opening being at the posterior end of

the branchial sac.

There are up to 12 internal longitudinal vessels

on the relatively narrow branchial folds, but only

rerween them There arc 12 u> IS stigmata

in each mesh. In a typical specimen.

i

;

i 'iludinal branchial vessels are arranged

according to the Formula: B3(8)3<8)2(10)2(7)QDL

The gut is narrow and curved around the

post ero- ventral part oi the left side. The pole of

the loop is about one quarter of the body length

from the prepharyngeal groove, r tie stomach,

which is about half the length o\ the ascendir

limb oi' the gut loop, is broad, mternally pleated

and tapering at each end. The anal bord.

hitabiatc.

Gonads are present around the ventral curve of

the body, on each side of the endostyle. Then
3 or 4 on the right and 2 or 3 on the left, anterior

to 'He gut loop. The irregularly branched ovarian

lubes have a double row of male follicles beneath.

The branching occurs from about halfway along

ovarian tube. Gonoducts are directed ventrally.

Two large flat-topped endocarpa are enclosed in

the pole of the gut loop. Others are present in the

proximal part of the loop between the short

m, along the outside of

the descending limb of the gut loop and in its

curve, as well as along the ventral mid-line between

the gonads.

REMARKS: Many authors have discussed the

relationships of the synonyms sel oih above;

seems to be no morphological justification foi any

one of these to be regarded .•

Although the number and orientation of the

gonads and their branches vary the gut, b

me* jvmm
i\2

. \slerocarpa humifi H2010) — ;*. eoeniai appearance; i internal structure i
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yci., etdi i\ < external appearance
iiuli. iduals of this species arc remarkablv stable.

US Pflfrcflrpa Heller. 1877

via Savigny, injo

The principal characteristics o\' Potycarpa
the shape and muJtiplicjl oj 'he gonad

liorl with very short ducts opening some
distance aw d y from the excurreni aperture. The
male follicles lie alongside 01 beneath the 01

joining with a vas deferens 011 tl

surface of the ovary In this they resemble the

cnemtdocarp condition Mo >i Che gonads arc

either arranged in rows or randomly scattered ova
the body .vail. Only they

ieted tv a single row on each tody,

rhey may be entirely embedded m the body waj]

dan ft, proj etelyini

. iv Thej tend to

died in the body wall With ae_e

are often sessile: the siphons, when
i] lerii, art usually only shon
Larvae are small and the larval ocellir. is

rail ' Several specie 1 arc kno\
ipai nfatn, a western Paed

P tinctor, P. fmctorella n sp and P mtonatu

1

LSira ,.
. ectea,

, Michaelsen, 1912 and P, zetela Millar

la). In P tmctot and P. twetoreito n.sp I

larval phase is lost altogether and deveiopnaa

lite only genus Of solitary

ide 1 he Agnesiidae and Mokulidae in v.

ihenomena 01

pa like the Molgulidae, appeals ro be

adapted ui open sea-floor habits, where th(

sensitive larvae to seek shaded

settlement sites is removed! and where larval

to dispersal is reduced by vivip

and direct development. Species denied a cap;

.ire selection are adapted
I

I at i? lien trategies to maintain popul ti

1
ailabte (BerrfU 19! I

adaptions in Pi . hai seem to favoi

1 retention ol id internal fenJllaai

tort gonads a

fpen into the peribronchial cavity sorfte distance

* ial aperture; and the tall.

endocarps (amongst which the 1 I
ate

,

I

to be particularly long around the acrifl

PolycQrpa < hiNensis) The arrange -
I

f\ Rjral hall ol the body, or even

1 1 tye 1 lorde* in so many of tr

(as in all the -, be viviparous)

1 to ' tdap! 11 "-'ii favouring a vlvipatoi ibli

Other adaptions Tor a seadloor ha

common. J in An- '
.

,
1 of

a are a thin test in which slreftgtlj

1 igidi J from embedded sand
hairs to which sand also adheres; and

numerous gonads producing large number

or population

ince by maximising opportunities for

feuitlaaiii n

An appreciable proportion of the Austral

urpa 8pp tji
I

adaptai.

1 floor {P. tuciila n.sp
,

.la, P. ptocefu, : '.tOrs P
and

P molgutotdet

The specie Australia

11 to fall ti 1 natural g

J PapiUatagroup
(
in which ftiegul 1 loop

and the crowded, narrow, upright endocarps
are bod- ie gUI

: ticularl

with a tar] intestine.

It has a tendency to be ejected when the

animals are collected. One specii

cz/o, n.sp. is known Lo be vivipan
1

Ttie group 1 1 iptliatQ, P.

/ortfus, .'-:
P. intonate n.sp., p. notct\

1. Pi

not a loop ween a

jpening and an anta Li

1

...
embedded Sand - usuall

to the margins or each Mdc Of trM text)

endocarps, which are son

he atrial opening, mas
sexual products, Fben

parous Austral :ies \P tu

and P, tinaort/la n.-.pJ tr

also includes the

pegasis and P. yeteta)

The 1
iitams: Potycarpa /. P

msis* P P. tinctor and f>

-P

unctilata group, in win

|] ily embedded m. the body wall.

There are always I or 2 flat , -ndocarps

contained in the gut loop, but none outside 1

1

The internal longitudin

species, testis follicles

surround the "hef than lie beneath it

Gonads are often especially numerous P,

.
.< appears to iparoUBi I I

nfoundi i! eril ranchial cavity
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The group contains: Polycarpa pedunculata,

P. ovata, P. molguloides, P. viridis, P,

obscura, P. stirpes n.sp., P. nigricans, P.flava

n.sp., P. argentata, P. decipiens.

Polycarpa contecta may also belong to this

group, although its gonads are not embedded.
Several attempts have been made to resolve the

taxonomy of this group of species (Michaelsen

1905, Hartmeyer and Michaelsen 1928, and

Kott 1972a). Differences based on number of
polycarps are unreliable, since there is great

intraspecific variability in this character with

age and maturity. Similarly, the orientation of

the gut and the length of the rectum tend to

vary with body shape and size. The reliable

specific characters appear to be: differences in

the size and number of anal lobes; the shape

of the testis follicles; other special features

such as transparent and pigmented spherical

vesicles embedded in the body wall; white

fibres in the blood vessels (P. obscura); and
the colour of the living specimens. However,

the colour of the preserved material varies in

several of the species. In particular, both the

test and body wall of P. pigmentata, P.

argentata and P. viridis range, when in

preservative, from beige or pale mauve or

greenish cream to dark brown. Polycarpa

obscura, P.flava n.sp., P. nigricans, P. stirpes

n.sp. and P. molguloides are always black.

Polycarpa ovata and P. pedunculata are never

black.

4. Fungiformis group, in which gonads are

upright and elliptical, projecting vertically into

the atrial cavity. There is a simple, flat-topped

endocarp in the gut loop, but no other

endocarps at all on the body wall.

The group contains Polycarpafungiformis, P.

reniformis, P. biforis.

5. Thelypanes group, in which the gonads are

long, lightly attached and sausage-shaped. The
test is thin and rigid, and the gut usually forms

a straight or open loop. The group may be

related to the procera group, but endocarps

are either few or absent altogether.

The group contains Polycarpa thelypanes, P.

lucitla n.sp., P, papyra n.sp.

Species that do not fall into these groups are

Polycarpa sobria (which has no endocarps and is

unusual in having a conspicuous caecum) and

Polycarpa plenovata n.sp. (a very small species

with special characters).

The genus Polycarpa does not occur south of

the Subtropical Convergence. It is diverse in

Australian tropical waters owing to the occurrence

of a larger number of tropical western Pacific

species. The number of temperate indigenous

species is also relatively high, and these appear to

have affinities with the tropical fauna. Thus, while

in the tropics, species are able to maintain gene

flow over a vast geographic range, they appear to

speciate in temperate Australian waters. This

phenomenon can be observed in other groups (e.g.

Microcosmus and Polyzoinae) but is particularly

conspicuous for Polycarpa (see Biogeography).

It is tempting to speculate that this results from

loss of the larval ocellus and loss of capacity to

select settlement sites. A consequent reduction in

larval recruitment could cause isolation, especially

in temperate waters where suitable habitats do not

occur in such profusion as they do in the tropics.

A corollary of this hypothesis - that dispersal

represents a particularly stringent selective

pressure in this genus - is supported by the

occurrence of the viviparous habit observed in the

genus.

Key to the Species of Polycarpa Recorded
from Australia

1. Polycarps grouped to form compound
gonads 2

Polycarps not grouped to form compound
gonads 4

2. Polycarps in double rows and not embedded
in body wall P. biforis

Polycarps not in double rows and embedded
in body wall 3

3. Stalk from anterior end of body. ...P. clavata

Stalk not from anterior end of body
P. aurata

4. Polycarps upright and no endocarps on body
wall outside gut loop 5

Polycarps recumbent or polycarps upright

amongst endocarps 6

5. Dorsal tubercle with multiple openings

P. fungiformis
Dorsal tubercle with inverted S-shaped

opening P. reniformis

6. One or 2 large flat-topped endocarps in gut

loop 7

Endocarps in gut loop small, numerous or

absent 18

7. Gonads not embedded in body wall

P. con tecia

Gonads embedded in body wall 8

8. Gonads limited to ventral half of body
P. argentata

Gonads not limited to ventral half of body . 9
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9. Branchial vessels contain white, fibrous

thread P. ohscura

Branchial vessels do not contain white, fibrous

thread 10

10. Test thick, irregular with spongy outgrowths

P. nigricans

Test not thick and irregular, no spongy

outgrowths 11

11. Long, cylindrical male follicles.../5, decipiens

Pyriform male follicles 12

12. Test with coat of sand attached to long hairs

P. molgulo'tdes

Test without coat of sand attached to long

hairs 13

13. Dark, spherical vesicles usually present in body
wall 14

No dark, spherical vesicles in body wall ....15

14. Test hard, rigid; apertures on short siphons

with blue lining in life; test not jet black in

preservative P. pigmentata

Test thin, flexible; apertures inconspicuous

with orange lining in life; test jet black in

preservative P. stirpes n.sp.

15. Long gonoducts project into atrial cavity;

reddish brown in life P. pedunculata

No long gonoducts project into atrial cavity;

yellow in life 16

16. Test hard, sandy, black in preservative

P. ftava n.sp.

Test not hard, sandy, nor black in

preservative 17

17. Vesicles in body wall 0.2 to 1.0 mm diameter

P. viridis

Vesicles in body wall less than 0.2 mm
diameter P. ovata

18. Gut straight or kinked; no gut loop formed
19

Gut forms loop 23

19. Stigmata 2 or 3 per mesh P. procera

Stigmata 4 to 8 per mesh 20

20. Gonads scattered over body wall .... P. rigida

Gonads not scattered over body wall 21

21. Male and female gonads separate

P. tinctorella n.sp.

Male and female gonads not separate 22

22. Gonads in a single row each side of ventral

border P. tinctor

Gonads a row of polycarps each side of both

dorsal and ventral borders P. chinensis

23. No endocarps in gut loop 24

Numerous endocarps in gut loop 28

24. Endocarps on body wall numerous
P. papyra n.sp.

Endocarps on body wall not numerous 25

25. Stomach more than half the length of primary

gut loop 26

Stomach less than half the length of primary

gut loop 27

26. Thin, naked stalk present../5, plenovata n.sp.

Thin, naked stalk not present P. sobria

27. Gut loop narrow P. luciiia n.sp.

Gut loop wide P. thelyphanes

28. Hollow spines on and in siphons .. P. olitoria

No hollow spines on or in siphons 29

29. Gonads confined to ventral bands

P. intonata n.sp.

Gonads not confined to ventral bands 30

30. Gonads cylindrical P. aurita

Gonads round or elliptical 31

3 1

.

Gonads upright P. papillata

Gonads not upright P. nota n.sp.

The following species recorded from Indonesia

(Sluiter 1885, 1895, 1904; Millar 1975) and from
Sri Lanka (Herdman 1906) have not been taken in

Australian waters:

Polycarpa albopunctata (Sluiter, 1904) is a well-

characterised species with white patches

scattered in the body wall, a thin parchment-

like test, a row of rounded polycarps along each

side of the endostyle, a single endocarp enclosed

in the rather short gut loop, and a very short

stomach (ZMA V.TU976.3). The species is

distinguished from P. argentata by the single

row of polycarps on each side of the body.

Polycarpa colletti Herdman, 1906 has a very

deeply curved gut loop and long rectum,

crowded branchial vessels on the folds,

polycarps embedded in the ventral part of the

body wall, and endocarps on the gut loop (BM
1907.8.30.19).

Polycarpa glebosa (Sluiter, 1904), spherical

individuals with thick, cartilaginous test and a

flat branchial sac in which the branchial folds

are represented only by crowded internal

longitudinal vessels (ZMA V.TU976.14,
TU1261).

Polycarpa palinorosa (Sluiter, 1895) and
Polycarpa ambonensis (Sluiter, 1904) appear to

be very similar to one another. Externally they

resemble Polycarpa papillata and have similar

numbers of endocarps on the body wall but have

a less voluminous gut and a dark siphonal lining

that persists even in the type specimens (ZMA
V.TU 103.6 and V.TU976.4 respectively). As the

gonads are not present in these specimens, it was

not possible to determine their affinities

accurately.

Polycarpa patens (Sluiter, 1885) has numerous
internal branchial vessels; in this and other
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characters it resembles P. tiuritu, However it Is

distinguished by its loosely attached polycarps

and open gut loop (ZMA V.TUMM2). it also

resembles P. thctypunes.

Pnlycarpapsammodes (Sluitcr. 1904) hasa spirally

wound ovarian tube and more vessel^ in the

interspace than on the Eeh

Polyvarpa sluhat: Herdman, 1906 (the name is

preoccupied by P. sluiteri Herdman, 1X99 <
P. rigldti) and P twynunu Herdman, 1906 also

appear to be very similar lo one another. They
both have a voluminous gU1 enclosing tall

endocarps resembling those of Potycarpa

papUtata. Their gonads aie elongate and are

lightly attached to the body wall and not

embedded m it as Herdman (1906) reported (BM
1907,8.30,23 and BM 1907.8.30.24

respectively).

Potycarpa vankumpent Sluitcr, 1915 from
Indonesia lias a terminal branchial aperture,

smooth surface and loosely attached polycarps.

No other characters of the two known specimens

arc recorded by which its affinities can he

determined.

Potycarpa wiliisi Herdman, 1906 and Potycarpa

pa/kensis Herdman, 1906 from Sri Lanka have

both been redescribed by Michaelscn (1923).

Both species have apertures at opposite cm
the body and simple, tight gm loops enclosing a

single endoearp,

Polycarpn urgentala (Sluitcr IS90I

(Fig. 66)

Styeia tirxerttota Sluu*i , 1890* p.340.

Siyelanutrix Sluitcr. 1904. p.Sft.

f\,iv,<»t><i iwavottx't lOKme 1950 I I43{ l^67ft,

p. 174.

Dim kikhiiun
sjrw records Wesiew Australia (Rowley Shoals,

WAM 943.8.? 947.85), Queensland (off Moreton Ray,

QM GH371. Heron I
,
QM OHZS0Q CH2718 GH3056

GH3093; Briioman Reel
.
QM GH273; Cape Kimberley,

QM GH2348; Lizard I., QM GH22I7 GH26S0)

PREVIOUSLY fcECQimEO: Indonesia (ZMA V.TU9W
Sluiter 1890; /ma v TU976 18 v TU97&99 Shifter

1904)- Palau t. (Tokioka 1 950 I967a>. Gilbctt Is.,

Marshal! Is. (Tokioka 1967a).

oi setup now
! iiknai Aii'lakanll: Tokioka (1967a) has

described specimens from 2 to 6 cm long. A
specimen from Heron I. (QM GH2560) is only 2

cm long, with a thick stalk the same length. The
body is more or less oval, laterally flattened and
fixed posteriorly. The atrial aperture is about onc-
t hit tl of the body length distant from the terminal

branchial aperture. Both apertures are on short

Siphons* the branchial sometimes turned to the

fight. The test is tough, but rather flaccid. It is

thin and flexible in smaller specimens, but more
leathery in the larger ones. The surface has some
5C£ll$-like thickenings and is irregular, rough and
Wrinkled, with some longitudinal creases and
epiphytes. Preserved specimens are deep greenish

black the internal surface of the test is grej and
glistening. A specimen of almost 4 cm was
'vermilion in life' (Tokioka 1967a. p. 175). One
from Heron 1. (QM GH3Q95) was orange chrome
(Ridgeway 1886) with geranium red pigment cells

in the black and white mottled siphon linings.

[nternaj Structure: The body wall, which
adheres closely to the test, is rather flaccid when
removed. Circular muscle bands form a more vr

less regular, but not dense, layer on the right side

of the body. On the left, the muscle-bands form a
more or less irregular mesh, leaving the swollen

postcro-dorsal area (over the gut) relatively free of

muscles. There are 12 to 20 rather short, finely

pointed and widely spaced tentacles. The opening
of the neural duct, in a shallow periiubercular

area, is entire and U-shaped r with horns turned in

or out, or S-shaped. with both ends spiralling

inwards.

Hit branchial folds are wide sod overlapping,
bul often contracted. There are up to 20 internal

longitudinal vessels on the folds and up to II

between them. In larger specimens, each mesh has
up to 15 Stigmata (Tokioka 1967). However, in

specimens 3 cm long or less, there are only 8 to 10

per mesh and longitudinal vessels aie arranged
according to the fallowing formulae: E4(8)4<12)

3(10)3(6)2DL (3 cm, QM GH22I7); DL 1(6)2(9)

2(liV>2(9)2E(l.5cm. ZMA V.FU976.IS).
lite gut loop is relatively short and sample. It is

oriented obliquely across the postero-dorsal corner
of the body and is open at the pole, where it

encloses a large, circular endoearp. The stomach
Is relatively short and elliptical, with internal folds

(which are not always evident from outside the

stomach). The short, wide rectum extends forward
to form an obtuse angle with the primary loop.

The anal border has up to 20 rather short, rounded
lobes.

The gonads are numerous, small, almost

spherical polycarps completely, but not deeply,

embedded in the ventral half of the body wall.

They become more crowded toward the ventral

raid-line. The male follicles, which are not

numerous, arc pyriform and sometimes branched,

complete!;, surrounding the almost circular ovary,

Vasu etferentta cross the surface of the ovarian
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fie. 66: Polycarpa argetnutu — a, external appearance iQM GH273); b, gut, gonads and endoearp (QM GH2217);

c, gonad (QM GH273). (Scales: a, J-d cm; b, 2,0 mm; t\ 0.25 mm).

sacs and converge to the short male opening on

the mesial surface qf the equally short oviduct.

There may be 2 or 3 small endocarps enclosed

in the gut loop in line with the large circular one
enclosed in the pole, but endocarps are otherwise

absent from the body wall.

Remarks: This species bears a superficial

resemblance to some specimens of Polycarpa

obscura; the circular endocarp in the gut loop

reinforces that resemblance. However, the present

species is distinguished by the colour of the living

specimens; the less crowded musculature; the

uninterrupted opening of the neural gland; the

small, almost spherical polycarps in the ventral

half of the body wall; the short anal lobes and

pear-shaped male follicles that surround the ovary;

and the absence of vesicles in the body wall.

Polycarpa stirpes n.sp. has similar gonads, but

they are scattered all over the body wall rather than

being limited to its ventral half.

Tokioka (1967a) found a larva present in a

specimen from the Marshall Is., suggesting that

this large species may be viviparous. I his

possibility is supported by the position of the

gonads in the ventral part of the body, distant

from the exeurreru aperture.

The type specimen (ZMA V.TU993) is identical

with the Australian specimens, and within the

range examined bv Tokioka. individuals of

Styela nutrix (ZMA V.TU97G.I8. V.TU
976.99) are small (1.5 to 2 cm ) with an irregular

and flaccid cartilaginous test and appear to be

synonyms of P. argentata.

Polycarpa aurata (Quoy and Gaimard, 1834)

(Fig. 67; PI.IUc)

Ascidia aurata Quoy & Gaimard, 1834, p. 559.

Styela aurata: Sluiter, 1904, p. 57,

Polycarpa aurata: Herdman, J 906, p.319. Sluiter, 1915,

p.30. Hastings, J931, p.74. Harant and Tuzet, 1932,

p. 4. Tokioka, 1955b. p. 53. 19673, p.169; 1970\ p.93.

Pandocia aurata: Van Name, 1918, p. 94.

Polycarpa sulcata Herdman, 1882, p.179. Drasehe, 1884,

p. 379. Traustcdt. IKS5, p,48. Michaelsen. 1905, p.97.

Millar, 1975, p.2KS.

Styela psohessa Sluiter, 1890, p. 337,

Styela {Polycarpa) pneumanodes Sluiter, 1895, p. 179.
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Polycarpa pedunculate: Pizon, 1908, p. 216.

Pandocia botryllifera Michaelsen, 1912, p. 146.

Distribution

Ni ds: Queensland (Heron I., QM G9371;
Tryon I., QM GH1408; Swain Reefs, QM GH1420
GH2808; Broadhurst Reef, QM GH312; Davies Reef,

QM GH2343; Lizard I. QM G8571 G9732 G9734 Gl 1850

GH1460; northern Reefs, QM G9819 GH299 GH300;
Raine L, QM GH299 GH300 GH2088; Murray I., QM
G9816-8GH311).

Previously Recorded: (Great Barrier Reef —
ings 1931). Sri Lanka (Herdman 1906). New Guinea

(Quoy and Gaimard 1834). Indonesia (Herdman 1882,

Drasche 1884, Sluiter 1890 1895 1904 1915, Michaelsen

1912, Harant and Tuzet 1932, Millar 1975, Pizon 1908).

Caroline Is (Tokioka 1967a). Palau Is (Tokioka 1955b).

Philippines (Van Name 1918, Tokioka 1967a, Millar

1975).

This Indo-West Pacific species is strictly tropical, its

mosl southerly record being at the southern end of the

Great Barrier Reef. It is taken in waters from 3 to 20 in

Description

External Appearance: The colour of the

living individuals is striking, being an opaque
white or cream with purple and yellow markings.

The siphonal lining is bright yellow. In

preservative, the colour changes fairly rapidly to

orange-brown and sometimes subsequently to

black. Individuals are large and solid, up to 10 cm
in length. The body is slightly flattened laterally

and strongly curved along the longitudinal axis,

with a deep concavity in the dorsal surface from

which the atrial aperture arises. Deep creases with

wide, rounded ridges between them extend from

the branchial aperture parallel to the wide curve

of the ventral border, but usually fade out on the

wide, rounded posterior end of the body.
Individuals are fixed by an area on the postero-

ventral to mid-ventral margin where a short, broad

stalk sometimes develops to raise the horizontally

oriented animal off the substrate. The body
narrows toward the branchial aperture at one end,

while the other (posterior) end is wide and
rounded, expanding dorsally almost at right angles

to the long axis of the anterior part ot the body to

emphasise the dorsal concavity. Apertures are on
rather short but conspicuous, deeply sulcate

siphons. The test is tough, thick and smooth,

without incrustations and epibionts.

Internal Structure: The body wall is thin

and closely adheres to the test. Fine but rather

irregularly placed muscles extend from both the

siphons and the intersiphonal region to form a

continuous layer that fades out over the ventral

border. The branchial tentacles are widely spaced.

In large specimens, there are often as few as 10,

with some minute rudimentary ones; they are more
numerous in smaller specimens. The dorsal

tubercle is large, completely filling the

peritubercular area. The very numerous openings

of the neural duct are punctate to elongate slits.

The branchial folds are rather narrow but flat;

they do not overlap. There are 17 to 25 internal

longitudinal vessels crowded on them and 3 to 5

more widely spaced between the folds. There are

up to 12 stigmata per mesh. The folds are deeply

curved, the dorsal lamina being short in relation

to the length of the endostyle and the wide ventral

curve of the body.

The gut forms a fairly narrow, deeply curved

loop around the wide posterior end of the body.

The internally pleated stomach is long and
cylindrical, occupying almost the whole of the

ascending limb of the gut loop. It tapers slightly

at the pyloric end, where it opens into the wide

intestine (which is of even diameter throughout its

length). The rectum extends forwards to the base

of the atrial siphon. The anal opening is fringed

by 10 sometimes irregularly rounded lobes. A
ligament firmly holds the middle part of the

stomach to the body wall and a conspicuous

gastro-intestinal connective runs from the pyloric

part of the stomach.

The gonads are scattered and deeply embedded
in the body wall. They are rounded to irregular

and of variable size. Each gonad is compound
consisting primarily of a circle of ovaries, each at

right angles to the surface of the body wall, and

each with a central duct that opens into the atrial

cavity. Unbranched, club-shaped testis follicles are

present in a circle around each ovary, their ducts

converging to a common duct that opens with that

of its associated ovary amongst the endocarps on
the body wall. Each gonad spreads out in the body
wall; sometimes adjacent gonads appear to be

confluent. The primarily circular arrangement of

ovaries in each compound gonad is obscured with

maturity.

Up to 7 tall endocarps are enclosed in the gut

loop. Angular endocarps are also present here and

there on the body wall, but they are not crowded.

The body wall covering the gonads is also

produced into shorter endocarps.

Remarks: The shape of the body, the colour of

the test, the compound polycarps, the well-spaced

tentacles, the shape of the stomach and the

position of the ligament binding it to the body wall

are distinctive. The similarity of the dorsal tubercle

to that of Polycarpa papillata has caused some
confusion between the species, which has been
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Polycarpa aurata -- a. b, external appearance (QM G9816); c, dorsal Tubercle (QM
structure (QM G95I3); e, gonad (QM GS571). (Scales: a. b, d. 1 .0 cm; C, e, 0.5 mm).
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icuiioiccd by the specimens of P. paptllttta thai

have a conspicuous!) bwoUeti posterior end of (he

body. However, in the present species, the area of

adhesion tO itW substrate, or the point of origin of

the stalk, is always along the ventral bordci

thai the individual lies horizontally with Ibe

rounded swelling of the posterior end of the burly

projecting upwards, emphasising its deep dorsal

concavity. Pntyvurpa papU/uru is generally fixed

by the posterior end or postero-ventral comer of

llif body Only in the large*! specimens is the

narrow, attenuated, curved body horizontally

oriented and fixed by Ihe posterior pan ol tH

ventral surface. The voluminous, peai -shaped

stomach with its very fine folds; the tall crowded
endocarps, i tie long flattened ana) lobes; and the

potycaips with a single row oi' male follicles are

a I SQ c ha I-act er s by which R pupiltula i 9

distinguished from the present species,

Cnetnulocurpa pedata (Herdman) has a

similarly swollen body; which led Hartmeyer

(1919) to regard it as a synonym o\ the present

species. In C. pedata, however, ovaries are tubular

Mniciiucs and although chey branch and coalesce

in the body wall, goooducaJ opi ningg are present

only ai t heir distal ends, around the aitial siphon.

Polycarpa aurila {Sluitcr, 1890)

.1 ig. fig)

.;,/»"></ Slu.kr. I S *H>. t» 338 I
I

Pvipcarpa ourila: ttsrlmcyer, 1919; p*SI Sluiu-r, 1915.

p. 3 {Not, |Co| 234, *- P. pc&illm >

Sivr/u etrvutfitrrato Sluitcfi I904 ( p 70.

Pandoaa atrumuruia: Hanmcyei. [909, p.l>63. Van
rtite, ivtB, p.%2,

rni.rarpa cuxumarata: Van Name. 1921, P-428; 1945.

p.261, Vasaeur« IMTbj p 134, Mlltei is-'v
,

retfjptOf] <m\trittifn\r Mt. luelsen
,
1^12, p,T2ft<p|lrt, not

type '.pecimen).

lUtfuwjw polyphfabodth Harrtneynn I9ty, p. 72.

( '/titfnidwarpti potyphlvbodex: Haitmeyei and

Michaclsen, w2m. p J82

. v mmUkvtu Koil, 1952. p. 214, 1964, p 1 **: 1472c.

:' ' U. 197J8, p.5l.

|£}>eto relator SluHer, 1904, p 70

UlMKlHUnOSJ

New Records: Western Australia (Shark Bay
(
wam

|2J7.B3;pff Gongara, WAM 967.63 1216.83; CoCkburfl

Sound, QVI (i9f*67). Queensland (Moretou Bay, QM
G4988 05147 C.ni:7-3S; Heron 1., QM QH1423
r,H3CW3;WiMan Keel, QMC.H27r;tiH 3071. Ciladsrnne

Harbour, QM G9682 G9800; Abbot Pi/mi, QM GH666
6H687 OU7IG; I i/aid I.. QM GUU6I-2).

Previousi i Ri i ordi D! Wttstcrri Australia (<
|

lauherr - Hartmeyer 1919; Sharks Bay, Cockbum
Sound — llanmever and Miehaelv:n 1928). New South

Wale- [Purl Jackson — Michaels, \

i
)\ I) Ou^n-hn 1

(More-ton Hay Kon 1952 1964 1972c; Bowen —
Michaelseu 19121 Northern Territory (Gull of

Car penuna — Kott 1972c). Indonesia (Sluiicr i 890

1904). New Catedonla [Vasaeui r967b), Philippines (Van

NJarne i
l)i*, Miil.u 1973). Atlantic Ocean (Gulf of

: . Caribbean, Venezuela — Van Name 1921 1945).

This paivuoptcal ftpeCJti OCCUfS txOtti k>* tldt dO*T
10 about 40 m on silt, sand and coral substrates. It has

inn yci been reported from the enstern Atlantic or from
the western Indian Ocean.

I >:
I KU'llON

b\ii knai Ai*i'i \c nn. 5; Individuals up to 12.2

cm in length have been reported (Millar 1975),

although the newly recoided specimens arc not

more than 5 cm in length They are from one had'

to two-thirds as bioad as they are long and are

slightly laterally flattened, although this may be

obscured by coniiacnon. The- branchial aperture

is terminal; the atrial aperture is from one- 10 two-

thirds ol [lit- distancedown the dorsal surface. The

apertures are on very short siphons, but these are

very often so strongly contracted that the apertures

appear to be completely sessile. There are

sometimes, but not always, short rounded
projections of the external test in the vicinity of

the siphons. The body is more or less club-shaped,

rounded posteriorly and gradually narrowing to

the terminal branchial aperture. Occasionally there

is a show stalk posteriorly. Many of the specimens,

especially those completely invested with sand v

probably lie free on rhe siihstrate, although those

With postei lor stalks were clearly held in an upright

position.

Ihe specimen liom Cockbum Sound (QM
G9667) has a specimen of Miaocosmus squamiget

attached to its upper surface between the branchial

and atrial aperture*. The atrial aperture m this

specimen is well posterior, apparently resulting

from the presence of the commensal. It is clear

from the orientation of both siphons that the

iinen was lying on its long ventral surface

rather than standing upright. The long axis ol

commensal and host were parallel and oriented in

the same direction, so that their feeding currents

were mutually reinforced.

The test varies greatly. It is sometimes a thin,

translucent and rather flaccid membrane* covered

with fine but irregular hair-like extensions. Sand

adheres to the hairs and is embedded in the test all

over the body, obscuring the position of the

apertures. Specimens with similar white,

translucent but thicker and firmer test have the

same hairs and included sand (e.g.. QM G9682
G9800, and frpm Moreton Bav>. Oiher individuals

,
QM GH666 GH687 GH716) have a

cartilaginous to tough, rigid test. It is opaque,
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FlC, 68; Polycarpa aurita — a, b, gut, gonads and endocarps (QM G6132, GH666); c, d, dorsal tubercles (QM
GH687); e, gonads branching and overlapping (QM GH4988); f, papillae in siphonal lining (QM GH4988). (Scales:

a, 2.0 mm; b, 1.0 mm; c - e, 0.5 mm; f, 0.1 mm).
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Fig. 69: Poiycarpa biforis — a, external appearance (QM G9651); b, body removed from test (QM GH256); c,

dorsal tubercle (QM GH256); d, gut loop and endocarp (QM GH256); e, gonads clustered around branchial

connectives with portion of branchial sac shown in situ (QM G9651). (Scales: a, 1.0 cm; b, 0.5 mm; c - e, 1.0

mm).
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btoad branchial connectives that extend between

the outer wall of the peribronchial cavity and the

branchial sac. The upright gonads, otherwise

vulnerable to dislodgement, may be protected by
these branchial connecting vessels. The
unbranched male follicles arc in two rows, each of
about 6 follicles, along the side of the ovary distant

from the protective branchial ligament. Their

ducts pass around the ovary to join a short.

common vas deferens thai opens into the atrial

cavity near the oviducal aperture on the free end
of (he ovary. The groups of gonads arc scattered

ovet the internal surface of the body wall, but

especially clustered around the ventral half of the

right side.

There are no endoearps present on the body,

upait from the one enclosed in the gut loop.

ki marks: The condition of the gonads appears

to represent a stage between simple polycarps that

occur in most species of the genus and the

compound poiycarps of P. aura ta and P. ciavata

in which numbers of ovaries and their associated

male follicles are more closely associated, often

with the branchial connectives passing through the

centre of the compound gonad. The dark colour

of preserved specimens also resembles that of P.

aurata. although the test of the latter species is

always naked, smooth and lulCttte, rather than

wrinkled. The species also re&exnbles P. aurata in

its low, rounded branchial folds with crowded
aud'mal vessels, and in its lony, evhnducal

stomach. The upright gonads and the single

endocarp enclosed in the gut loop resemble P.

fit fu; iformis which is distinguished by its

ungrouped gonads and spongy dorsal tubercle.

With maturity, specimens of the present species

resemhle those of P. pupitiala, however, the

species are readily distinguished by their very

different gonads and endoearps, and by the

opening of the neu i al gland on the dorsii ttlbl

which remains entire in even the largest individuals

of P. hi!oris.

Poiycarpa bij'oris is characterised by its gonads;
its straight and slender branchial tentacles; the

endocarp enclosed in the gut loop and the absence
ol' other endoearps; its deeply curved gut loop and

long cylindrical stomach; its smooth-rimmed
bilabiate (rather than lobed) anal horrW; its low,

founded branchial folds; the reduction of its dorsal

fold; and the colour of its body wall. Pontonine
shrimps are often present in the peribranchial

caviu

Polvcarpa chinensis (Tokioka, 1967)

(Fig. 70)

Cnemidocarpa ch'tntnsis Tokioka, 1967a, p.l8S.

PoiXCOtyQ Lttitit't>\;\: Millar, 1975, p. 2X2

Poiycarpa iinvfor- Kott, 1964, p. 13*1 (part, specimen*
from Moreton Bay}; 1972c, p.242.

DlMTklttU'UOfS

M w records VKe$t*rn Awtfalta (Dampiet

Archipelago, WAM 415.83; Cockburti Sound, WAM
I215-5.S3), Victoria (Bass Strait, nmv HJ75 B749),

Queensland (off Moreton Bay, QM G4922 G1008 1;

Moreton Bay, QM G4746 G492I G4780-I G5026 G6l K)

6120 d 10077 O12670-2 GH137I GH2689; Gladstone

Harbour, QM G9686 G9721 G9805 G11S79; Calliope

River, G 11879; Mackay. G9980; NW of Bowen, QM
GH633-49 GH1367-9; TownsviUe, QM GH743 GH746
Nymph 1., QM GH1370; Temple Bay. QM CH766,
GH3050; MOrdOCji Point. QM GH3049; between Cape
Flaitcry and Lizard 1., QM GH3048; Murray !., QM

" :•)).

Puts IOI Bl \ Rl i OfcDEDf Queensland (Moreton Bay—
Koit 1964 1972c). China (Hsia-tnen — Tokioka 1967a]

Vietnam [MiBai 1975).

The species has a wide range in temperate and tropical

carers and Is
i » wuh ihr closely related P

procera.

External Appearance: Individuals of tin-

species arc sexually mature when less than i cm
. all hough they gtow EO fiCffi 01 mine- Ounng

growth, their external appearance and proportions

t -hange dramatically, although at all stages t he lesi

is hard and rigid and the body is usual!)

conspicuously laterally flattened. Sand is thickly

embedded in the test except in some ofThe larger

Specimens, where it is absent from a large pari a]

the surface.

The smallest specimens available ate about
~

mm long (QM GH2689 from Moreton Bay). The
body is more or less flattened on the aaterioi

surface. It U slightly elhpneal in transverse section

.

folded sharptv around the ventral and dorsa 1 mid
line The lest, v+hich is heavily impregnated With

sand, is h&rd and brittle. Both apertures are sessi It-

and depressed into the anterior surface, the

branchial aperture ventral and the atrial aperture

antcro-dorsal. Many of these small specimen^

taper posteriorly to a single extremely fine, long,

sand-covered, hair-like extension of the test (which

may have some fine branches along its length).

Other spe have numerous long, hair-like

threads from around the postero-ventral, sharp,

border ol ihe body. More o Hen there are tufi'

short hairs, with adherent sand, distributed around
the postero-vcnfral, posterior and postero-dorsal

oordc-r of an almost clxeulai [<n aval or ww
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shaped). laterally flattened bod v. which is rftta

aoteriOfl) than posteriorly.

With growth, (he length to width ratio ol" the

body increases; specimens from 4 em in length are

narrow and sickle-shaped, curved in a long arc and

concave dorsally, often with a long furrow down
i iti centre of each side. The postci tor end of the

body is often produced into a short, thick stalk

too which the body wall extends. The branchial

aperture is either terminal or at the anterior end

of the dorsal surface. The atrial aperture is from

quarter to halfway along the dorsal border. Both

apertures, although sessile in small specimens, are

on short siphons in these larger individuals, The
icsi is thin and usually impregnated with sand, and
is accordingly very hard and brittle. Sometimes the

larger, curved specimens have a tough test, whitish

hi preservative, with patches of encrusting sand
ihat is not always embedded. Tufts of hau-hkc

roots, similar to those in the smaller specimens,

are supported on solid, short and thick extensions

Of the test along the ventral border as well as

around the posterior end and on the posterior part

Ofthe dorsal border Individuals may be crowded,

but do not adhere to one another. They lie with

their dorsal border uppermost and their long axis

horizontal, or at an oblique auglc, iu ibc surface

of the substrate- The postf-n-vpnuu! part of the

body is usually embedded EH ;i.c land and held in

place by I he root-like processes of the *.cst ilmt

develop around the postero-dorsal and ventral

border oi rhe laterally flattened hodv.

In life the test is reddish-orange, where ll lu;

seen through the sand. The colour is lost in

preservative.

In
1 1 knai vi jtu< ti IKE I he body v\atl Ls closdy

applied lo the inside of the lest. Although fftei

an outer layer of circular and innei Long

bands, these are very chin indeed and olien

difficult to demonstrate. The prepharyngeat g-ea

is very narrow. The dorsal tubercle is a rounded,
rather Inflated and sometimes lobed eushic

n

shallow peritubercuUr area. 1 he slit may be

U-shaped and enure, o- convoluted and ol

interrupted. There is a conspicuous atrial velum

with relatively long tentacles on Its rlrft.

The branchial folds are very low ridges, with 6

to 10 internal longitudinal vessels on the largest

fold and 2 to 4 widely spaced vessels between the

folds. There are 4 to 6 stigmata per me.sh in Eb£

interspace. Pai asthmatic vessels arc present. In

smaller specimens,, some of the branchial folds arc

often almost completely flai, being represented hy

a few internal longitudinal Vessels which arc closer

together than those between the folds. A branchial

Ibnjtula from 3 sntftll "i 8 ctr\) specimen from

Morcton Bay (QM GH268?) is EH4)L<5)2(5)

2{4)IDL0(3)1(4)3(6)I<4)1E.

In small specimens, the gut is S-shaped, forming

a short intestinal loop, the descending limb not

extending further posteriorly than the pyloric end

of the stomach before it curves anteriorly into the

long, straight tectum. This S-shaped kink in the

gut loop is present in many larger specimens, but

often ii is lost and the gut extends anteriorly in a

smooth, simple arc from the oesophagus at the

posterior end of the body to the base of the atrial

siphon. The stomach is characteristically short and

barrel shaped, with nairow, parallel longitudinal

folds that are not always conspicuous externally,

Very rarely the gastric fold* are slightly

convoluted. The anal border is bilahiatc, with

from 12 to 24 rounded lobes on the mesial lip only,

The gut loop is covered with a thick layer of body

wall that is especially conspicuous in small

specimens, rhegui is attached to the parietal body
wall by a thin but continuous membrane.

1 he gonads are recumbent and oval to elongate.

only loosely attached to the bodv wall and

arranged in a row along each side of the dorsal and

ventral midline. On the right, the row is

continuous around i he posterior end of the bodv,

although continuity between dorsal and ventral

rows is interi upicd b\ the gut on the left. The lent

axis of each polycarp radiates toward the atrial

aperture. There arc up to 25 gonads on the right

of the mid-ventral line and up in 20 on the left.

less numerous gonads on each side of the

dorsal mid-line are usually confined to the

posterior half of the body. The gonads consist d
a double row of up to 12 pairs of elongate male

follicles beneath, and sometimes projecting up

into, the ovarian tube.

There are small, rounded, papilla-like imducurps

tie body wall. In some o( the la

specimens, these are more crowded and longer and

more pointed in the vicinity ol the atrial aperture.

Kfm krhs: Miliar (1975) proposed that the S-

shaped intestinal bend and the dorsal rews oi

polycarps vf the present species distinguished it

from P. procefa and P. tmctor. This has been

confirmed in the present study: the dorsal gonads

form a reliably constant feature, although the S-

shaped intestinal kink is not always present. The
species is further distinguished t rom P. procero by

its fewer and less crowded inLernal longitudinal

vessels on and between the folds, and the greater

number of sngn.ata \f\ each mesh between the

branchial (olds, Tb. branchial folds of tile present

species are especially low ridges, which further
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Fig. 70: Polycarpa chmensis — a - e, external appearance showing progressive maturation (QM GH2689, G4921,
GH633, G4921, GH639); f, dorsal tubercle with convoluted and divided slit; g, h, gut, gonads and endocarps o'

young and mature specimens, respectively; i, profile o\' gonad on body wall. (Scales: a. 1 .0 mm; b - e, 5.0 mm;
f, 0.25 mm; g, 1 .0 cm; h, 4.0 mm; i, 0. 1 mm).

distinguishes it from both P. procera and P.

(inctor.

The gonads of the present species, like those of

P. procera, are elongate and the male follicles are

below the ovarian tube. In both P. rigida and P.

tinctor the gonads are wide— even almost circular

— with a short , wide ovarian sac; the testis follicles

are around the sides of the ovary rather than
beneath it.

Polycarpa chinensis can also be distinguished by
the very Hat, elongate, sickle shape of the larger

specimens, by the strong rootlets supporting tufts

of hairs that develop around the edges of the body,

and by the bilabiate anal border that is lobed only

on the outer lip.

Polycarpa elavata Hartmever, 1 919

(Fig. 71;Pl.IIId
f
e)

Polycarpa aurala: Hartmever, 1919, f. elavata p.40.

Hartmeyer and Michaelsen, 1928. f. elavata p.363.

Kott, 1952, t\ elavata p. 236. Tokioka, 1961 , J\ elavata

p. 123. Vasseur, 1967b, K elavata p. 133.

Polycarpa elavata: Kotr. 1972a. p.33; !972b. p. 186.

Millar 1963, p. 723.

Distribution
New Records: Western Australia (Cape Preston,

WAM 1083.83; Carnarvon, WAM 1071.83; Learmomh,
WAM 1079.83; Houiman\s Abrolhos, WAM 1080-1.83;

Shark ftav, WAM 1072-3,83; Yanehep, WAM 1068.83;

Cockburn Sound, WAM 937.83 1070.83 1074-8. 8'

1082.83 1084.83; Gcographe Bav, WAM 117.75 1069.83.

QM G9516; Albany, WAM 118.75). South Australia

(Horspot, QM GH938; Top Gallant I., QM GH932).
Queensland (Oyster Reef, QM Gl 1984; Yonge Reef, QM
G10I76GH3I3; Marion Reef, QM GH275; Lihou Reef.

QM GH274; Trinity Bay, QM GH777).

PREVIOUS] 1 RreoRni.D: South Australia (Kott

1972a,b). NW Australia (Hartmeyer 1919. Hartmeyei

and Michaelsen 192S). SW Australia (MUlax 1963). New
Caledonia (Tokioka 1961, Vasseur 1967b).

The range appears io be primarily in Australian waters,

from temperate latitudes around the southern coast and

north to the tropics. It extends out into the Coral Sea

and to New Caledonia. Specimens are found on both

sandy and rocky bottoms from a few metres depth down
to 40 m.
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Fid. 71: Polycarpa clavuta — a, external appearance (QM GH313); b, dorsal tubercle (WAM 1075.83); e. d, £ut

loop and endocarps (WAM 1075.83, QM GH275); e, gonad, with severed branchial connective in the centre; f,

hair-like processes on surface of stalk (QM GH275). (Scales: a, 2.0 cm; e, d, 2.0 mm, e, 1.0 mm; f, 0.1 mm).
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iriiTttJN

ilknm Ai-fi akan< i : Large individuals up

to 8 cm long and 3 cm wide supported on a fleshy

stalk thai is usually at least twice the length of the

body ore known. Occasionally specimens arc

round in which ihe stalk is shorter lhan the body,

The stalk is slightly constricted where it joins the

body. It is up to 2 cm in diameter ai the upper end,

increasing to as much as 3 cm at the base where it

Is attached to ihe substrate. The body has

longitudinal furrows and rounded ridges that are

sometimes interrupted along (heir length by

transverse creases. The upper, free end of the body

(its posterior end) is smooth and rounded The
apertures are on one side. The atrial aperture is

About one-third of the body length from the free

end and is directed obliquely upwards. The
branchial aperture from (he lower one-third of the

dorsal side is directed down toward the substrate.

The individuals are thus supported upside down
on ihe stalk, (he stalk extending from the anterior

cud Oj Ihe body.

Millar (1963) and Roll (1972a) have described

the remarkahle circular concavities thac arcalways
prv-.eril around the stalk. In Ihe large specimens

from NE Queensland (all with long stalks), these

rich!} vascularised organs are not generally

present, although in some specimens, there are

circles of crowded, vascular ampullae around the

top of the stalk.

The test is thick and quite firm, but is not rough

ana it cul very readily The brilliant orange of
living specimens fades in preservative to oiange

brown. Most of the pigment is in the surface layer

oftesi, which is very richly supplied with terminal

ampullae of blood vessels. A living specimen from

South Australia (QM GH2375, Pl.IIld) has a

greyish blue body, although orange pigment is

present in the vascularised organs in the stalk.

Other specimens from South Australia are the

characteristic orange colour found in the tropical

forms internally the test is whitish and
translucent. The transversely wrinkled test of the

stalk has minute hairs about 0.25 mm Long and
about 0.1 mm apart.

oval 10 punctate openings thai give it a spongy,

porous Rppeatancc.

The branchial sac ts strong, with thick

lon-iiudinal vessels. The folds are straight, low

and rounded, with from 8 to 18 vessels crowded
on them. There are up to 6 internal longitudinal

vessels in the interspaces which have 8 to 10

stigmata per mesh, crossed by parastigmain

vessels. Transverse vessels arc arranged according

to the formula, 1332332331. The vessels

cflauBclifig ihe branchial sac with the outer wall of

the peribranchial cavity arc conspicuously white

very wide and exceptionally tough.

The oesophagus is short. Ihe stomach is loug

and cylindrical, with internal folds. It occupies

most of the ascending limb of the gut loop, which

is narrow and deeply curved in the postero- ventral

quarter of the body. The anal border has shallow

lobes, but these disappear in the large specimens.

The gonads arc scattered over the body wall, in

3 more or less incgulat rows on each side of the

body. In juvenile specimens, they are attached to

the hody wall by the tissue ligament along their

lateral surface. With aye. they become
progressively embedded in the body wall. In larger

specimens the gonads are deeply embedded,
Identifiable only by a swelling that projects mtr

the peribranchial cavity. They arc compound
organs consisting of about 10 short

;
perpendicnl.n

ovaries, each with a separate Qperting inio the

peribranchial cavity- Rather short, unhran

testis follicles 3U1 round each ovary and arc-

connected to a short vas deferens that opens wit I

the oviduct on a small papilla on the body wall.

The gonads stc therefore not homologous will.

ordinary polycarps. rhe tough, wide conttectlni

vesvcls that extend between the branchial sac and
the outer wall of the peribranchial cavity

sometimes euend up through the centre of a

gonad.

The surface of the body wall over each polycarp

may be produced into angular endocarps. Tall

endocai ps are also present between the gonads and

around, and enclosed by, the gu1 loop.

Internal Strl;cturf: The body wall is thin

and adheres closely to the test. Longitudinal

muscle-bands are inside the layer of transverse

-!es. The oiauec-colouied body may extend a

shOrt distance into the stalk. Ihe branchial

ieuiaclcs are large, wide basally and tapering. The

dorsal tubercle completely fills the peritubcrcular

area. The slit is continuous in smaller specimens,

ii larger specimens is divided into crowded

Remarks: The species is most closely related to

and was once regarded as a sub-species of- P.

auraia^ which it resembles in the form of Lt-J

stomach and gut loop and the presence of

compound gonads, However, the shape and

orientation of the body, the nature of the test and
ns ptgrneuiaiion, the straighr rather than curved

branchial oil ;nd the absence of well defined

anal lobes clear Iv distinguish P. davata.
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Polycarpa contecta (Sluiter, 1904)

(Fig. 72)

Styela contecta Sluiter, 1904, p. 66.

Distribution

New Records: Queensland (Townsville, QM
GH 1452-4).

Previously Recorded: Indonesia (leciotype ZMA
V.TU1019. 1, paratypesZMAV.TU 1019.2 Sluiter 1904).

The species has been recorded from 10 to 36 m.

Description
External Appearance: Individuals are from

1 to 3.5 cm long. They are more or less circular or

elongate, and laterally flattened. The apertures

protrude slightly from the upper surface and are

directed away from each other in rounded

specimens; long, oval specimens have a terminal

branchial aperture and a dorsal atrial aperture.

The test is moderately thick but flexible, and
slightly translucent in preservative, with some sand

adhering to the surface and to rootlike projections

from the ventral part of the body.

Internal Structure: The body wall is opaque

and fleshy, though the muscles are not crowded.

It is brown in preservative. The internal

longitudinal muscles are visible through the thin,

external circular layer. The siphons are short. The
dorsal tubercle is represented by a fleshy

thickening of the body wall that completely fills

the wide, V-shaped peritubercular area. The
opening of the neural gland is always an inverted

S-shape in which the tongues of tissue in each curve

of the S are depressed, causing the aperture to

appear circular. The dorsal lamina is long, the

oesophagus opening at the posterior end of the

body.

The narrow branchial folds are long and rather

straight. Posteriorly they curve dorsally and

terminate around the posterior end of the

oesophageal opening. There are up to 14 thick,

ribbon-like internal longitudinal vessels on the

folds, and up to 6 in the interspace. Branchial

formulae are: El (9)2(9)2(1 1)2(10)0DL (1 cm long

individual); E3(9)3(14)6(11)6(10)3DL (3 cm long,

lectotype ZMA V.TU1019. 1). The branchial sac is

very contractile, however, and when contracted

formslow, rounded folds, on which the

longitudinal vessels are crowded, with those in the

interspace crowded against the base of the folds.

The long stigmata are crossed by parastigmatic

vessels. There are 6 to 8 per mesh.

The gut forms a narrow, curved loop, open at

the pole where it encloses a single, large endocarp.

In small specimens, the gut occupies much of the

ventral curve of the body. In larger specimens, it

is confined to the posterior half. The

longitudinally pleated stomach is very long

occupying at least three-quarters of the ascending

limb of the gut loop. The rectum is long. The anal

border has 8 to 10 rounded lobes.

The gonads are robust , broad and flask-shaped.

They are arranged in about 2 to 3 very irregular,

sometimes overlapping, rows down the centre of

each side of the body. On the left, the gonads of

the middle row extend down into the curve of the

gut loop. They are always directed toward the

atrial aperture. There are 5 to 15 gonads on the

right side of the body and 6*o 15 on the left. These

polycarps are not embedded, and are attached to

the body wall by a membrane along the proximal

half of each sac. There are up to 6 crowded pairs

of rather long, lobed male follicles beneath the

ovary.

There are no endocarps on the body wall, except

the one enclosed in the gut loop.

Remarks: Sluiter's (1904) type material (ZMA
V.TU1019) was examined and found to include

specimens of Ascidia scaevola, Styela eanopus,

Seriocarpa littoralis and Herdmania momus,
together with two specimens of the present species.

The last specimens agree with the description set

out above in all respects; discrepancies in Sluiter's

description probably resulted from the confusion

of other material with (he present species.

The species resembles Polycarpa decipiens in

having a single endocarp enclosed in the gut loop,

in the form and arrangement of the gonads, and
in its lobed anal border. However, in P. decipiens

the gonads are attached to the body wall along the

whole of their length; the male follicles are larger,

less crowded and more branched; there are fewer

inlernal longitudinal vessels in the interspace and
more stigmata per mesh; and the branchial folds

are not so straight. The long stomach and single

endocarp enclosed in the gut loop resemble the

organs of P. reniformis, but the species are

distinguished by their gonads. Polycarpa

pedunculata has a similar long stomach and deeply

curved gut loop enclosing a single endocarp. It also

has similar (although longer and embedded)
gonads, but has shorter, more numerous,
stigmata.

Polycarpa palaoensis Tokioka, 1950 from the

Palau Is. is distinguished mainly by its testis

follicles, which are bunched rather than arranged

in 2 rows. In P. maculata Hartmeyer, 1906 the

gonads are connected to the body wall by a

ligament (Tokioka 1959a, Nishikawaand Tokioka

1976); however, the dark vesicles embedded in the

body wall and the short stomach distinguish it

from P. contecta.
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;2: Pohcorpa contecto (/ma V tu [019 I)— »,

/ut, gonads and endocarp;.; b, opening of neural

gland. (Scales: u, 2.0 mm; l>, 0.2 mm).

Potycarpu comectu is characterised by us
conspicuous S-shaped slit on the dorsal tubercle;

long stomach; thick, oval, recumbent but not

embedded, polycarps; and the circular endocarp

enclosed in the gut loop.

Polvearpa decipiens Herdman. 1906

(Fig. 73)

Polycrirpa decipiens Herdman, 1906, p.324.

Polycarpo sigmitineaw Millar, 1975, p.287.

Distribution

Nt-.w RECOllOK Queensland (NW of Bowen, QM
GH6SU OH733 GH735 GH737 GH1484-5 GHI490
GH2201 7; Cleveland Bay, QM GH742 GH1487-9;
Lizard I.. QM GHI486 GHI491; SE Cape Sidmouih,

QMGM780).
Previously Recorded; New Guinea (Port Moresby

- Millar 1975). Singapore (Millar 1975). Sri Lanka (BM
|907 83, 20 Herdman 1906).

In Australia, the species has been taken in large

numbers at from 8 to 30 m on silt and sand substrates

The records suggest thai it has a Wide range in the indo-

WeM Pacific, although it has not often been collected

outside Australia. At Singapore, it is common at low-

tide level (Millar J 975).

Description

External Appearance: Specimens examined

are up to 2 cm in diameter across the upper surface

and slightly higher than their greatest diameter.

The body is characteristically top- or peai -shaped.

with completely sessile apertures on the rather flat,

circular, upper surface. Usually the basal or

ventral surface tapers to a short stalk that is hollow

in its upper part where it joins the body. The tes:

is smooth, linn on the upper surface but very thin

and flaccid on the basal half of the body. Terminal

branches of test vessels expand into ampullae in

the superficial layer of test. They contain brown
pigment. Circular patches of diffuse particles of

brown pigment are also present in the inner lining

of the test.

Internal Structure: The body wall is rather

fleshy, but quite flaccid. Inner longitudinal

muscle-bands radiating from the siphons to about
halfway down the body can be seen through the

thin, outer, circular muscle layer, which thicken',

in the lower half o\ the body, especially around
the base of the body where it extends into the

hollow stalk. In smaller specimens, pale brownish
vesicles in the surface layer of the body wall are

especially conspicuous on the lower half of the

body where they are surrounded by dark patches

trf pigment. There are about 40 quite crowded
branchial tentacles of moderate length . The dorsal

tubercle is not raised off the surface of the body
wall; an S-shaped slit is oriented horizontally or

vertically in the centre of the peritubercular area.

The branchial folds are low, with up to 15 very

wide longitudinal vessels. The vessels are crowded
on the folds but not in the interspace, where there

are only 1 or 2 vessels and about 15 stigmata in

each long mesh. Typical branchial formulae for

specimens I cm and 2 cm in diameter respective!)

are: DL 0(4)1(4)1(5)1(6)1 E; DL 0(15)2(10)2(14)

4(6)1 E. Transverse vessels are also wide.

The gut is voluminous and forms a long, closed

loop in the lower half of the body. The rectum

curves up to the atrial aperture against the

descending limb of (he primary loop to form a

deep secondary loop. The oesophagus is of

moderate length. The stomach is more or less

barret-shaped to elliptical and rather narrow, with

12 longitudinal folds. The intestine is voluminous

and has a deep typhlosolar fold that extends

around its inner curve. The rectum is also

voluminous. The anal border is deeply divided into

up to 20 lobes.

There are 2 or 3 irregular rows of short, ova!

and rather plump gonads. They are embedded in

the body wall, but not deeply, and form a

horizontal band about halfway down the body. On
the left, they extend into the secondary gut loop.

There are paired rows of 3 or 4 long, branched

male follicles along the sides of each ovary.

extending beneath it as the follicles proliferate. It.
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Fig. 73: Polycarpa decipiens — a, gonads seen through right side of body (QM GH737); t>, inner body wall,

Mde(QMGH2203); c, profHe of gonad . (Scales: a, 4.0 mm; b, 1.0 mm; c, 0.5 mm).
left

the mature condition, they form a solid block

beneath the distal end of the ovary. Male follicles

are also sometimes present on the mesial surface

of the ovary.

There is a single, large, comma-shaped to

narrow elongate, endocarp that completely

occupies the primary gut loop distal to the

stomach. Apart from the single endocarp enclosed

in the gut loop, there are no others on the body
wall.

Rfmarks: The type specimen of Polycarpa

decipiens (BM 1 907.80.30.20) is very small ( 1 .0 cm
diameter) and is dorso-vemrally flattened. Jt has

tine test hairs on the lower half of the body. The
body wall is very thin and adheres closely to the

test. A single, internal longitudinal vessel lies in

the interspace between the third and the most

ventral fold, but longitudinal vessels are otherwise

absent between the folds. There are 9 stigmata per

mesh. The stomach is short and the intestine is

rather wide. The anal border is deeply divided into

12 lobes. The gonads are mature and are identical

with those of the present specimens in form and

arrangement, including the same long, branched

male follicles. The differences between this

specimen and those in the present collection

(differences in numbers of internal longitudinal

vessels, stigmata and anal lobes and in the

development of an endocarp in the gut loop) may
be related to size; the species appear to be

conspecil'ic.

Polycarpa obscura, P. pigmentata and P.

fungiformis, also have a single endocarp enclosed

in the gut loop; strong, wide, protruding

longitudinal branchial vessels; and wide branchial

meshes. However, they have large spherical

vesicles that are quite different from the patches

of pigment in the present species, which is further

distinguished by its rounded, top-shaped body; S-

shaped opening of the neural gland; tight gut loop;

especially long meshes in the interspaces; and
arrangement and form of the gonads (especially

the long branched male follicles),

Polycarpa obscura has long male follicles, but

they are confined to the distal end of the ovary and

are not usually branched. Polycarpa molguloides
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and P. pigmentata have branched male follicles,

although each branch is not as long as in the

present species. As well, they have more internal

longitudinal vessels in the interspace and lack the

long anal lobes of the present species.

Millar (1975) has suggested that P. pustulosa
(Sluiter, 1904) resembles the present species.

However, P. pustulosa has a greater number of
internal branchial vessels in the interspaces, a
larger stomach, and less deeply divided anal lobes.

Polvcarpa Iflava u.sp.

(Fig. 74)

Potycarpa pedunculate: Koit, 1972a, p. 35 (part,

specimens, black in preservative); 1972b, p. 186 (part,

black specimens); 1975. p. 13 (part, small, smooth,

btack individuals).

Distribution

rvpE LOCALITY: Victoria (Point Nepean, low red,

heavy surge, 16 m, coll. J.E. Watson, 16.7.80, holotype

QM GH48).

New Records: South Australia (upper Spencer Gulf,

paratype QM GH2798; Kingston, QM 010135).
Tasmania (Orford Beach, QM GH 1 334), Victoria (Cape

Wooloomai, paratype QM G 10010; Bass Strait, NMV
F5I826 H404, QM G9654).

Previously Recorded; South Australia (Great

Australian Right — Koit 1975; Spencer Gulf - Kott

1972b; Si Vincent Gulf - Kott 1972a).

Description
Exuknal Appearance: Specimens are usually

spherical ( up to 4 cm diameter) to more or less top-

shaped, and either taper to a stalk from the

posterior or postero-ventral aspect of the body or

are sessile. The stalk varies from short and thick

to long. Apertures are sessile, about one-third of

the body length apart Other specimens are upright

and more elongate; their atrial apertures are on a

laterally projecting conical protruberance. The test

is smooth and rigid, and has a thin layer of sand

embedded in the surface.

Living specimens are always bright yellow, but

black in preservative.

Internal Structure: The body wall is black

to blackish brown There is a layer of strong

circular muscles. Large bladder cells are present in

the body wall between the muscles and often

crowded in the inner, muscle-free, layer to give it

a foamy appearance. The dorsal tubercle is a

circular cushion with a deep U- or S-shaped slit.

There are up to 40 branchial tentacles.

The branchial sac has conspicuous, thick

internal longitudinal vessels crowded on the folds.

There are especially wide meshes each side of the

endostyle and to the right of the dorsal lamina.

The branchial formula for a specimen from

Victoria (QMGH48) is E2(10)2(I2)2(12)3(I6)IDL.

Fit.. 74: PotycarpaJlava n.sp. (QM GH4K) — a, external appearance; b, dorsal tubercle; c, gut loopanu enu.

(Scales: a, 5.0 mm; c, 2.0 mm).
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There arc Itftc ' 2 Mi^mata in narrower meshes in

rrtfcTsp&Ce, bin up rn I 5 in the wider meshes.

I lie gui loop is long and forms a shallow curve

around the p< body- The
-.'iiipiicai stomach occupies about half of the

nding limb of Ihe loop- The longitudinal

gjandulai folds are no! visible from the outside of

the stomach. The rectum is about hall the total

length of the loop. The anal border is divided into

at least 12 shallow, rounded lobes.

The gonads are cmbeddded in [In* body wall.

They are spherical to oval and often are crowded,

overlapping and very numerous. ivihum, tubed

male follicles are prevent around the sides o\\ and

projecting beneath, the ovary. The short

gonodurts open onto small papillae projecting

from the body wall.

RiM'Vkks: Preserved specimens are

distinguished by the black, sand-engrained,

smooth test; the absence of the dark vesicles that

occur in the body wall of P obseura and P.

moiRufoides', and the absence of the white thread

(hat occurs in the blood vessels of the former

species. The colour of living individuals is yellow,

resembling P vtrhlis in this and their embedded
bladdet cells, sessile apertures, embedded gonads

and single, flat-topped endocarp in the gut loop.

However. P. vtridis has longer and fewer anal

lobes, a naked rest without sand and gonoducts

that do not open into a papilla projecting from the

body wail.

Polycarpa pet/unculaia is often the same shape

as the present species and has a sandy test, but it

IS a differenl colour Irom the present species both

in life and in preservative. Its elongate gonads,

lone projecting gonoducts and small bladder ceils

also distinguish it clearly from the present species.

Probably the most closely related species is

Polvcarpa stirpes n.sp., which has similar round

gonads with short pyriform male follicles, wide

branchial meshes with short stigmata and a

similarly scalloped anal border. However, it has a

complex dorsal tubercle, few b tiiaJ tentacles

and a markedly laterally flattened body.

Polyearpa ftitigifflMnAa llcrdinan. 1899

{Fig. 75)

Ptthr.ni'ii fungifbrmts Ht-rdman, LftW, p.43. Hastings,

1951, p. 75. Kan. 1%-J. p.137; 1375c. p-242-

DiSTfttB! I
i

NiwKi ctjrds: Queensland iVtoreion Bay,QMG4909
OS133 Q51S7 G5J58 G5436 G6087 98; Hay Point, QM
G998I C9987; lownsville. QM GH2740 H2742-.S:

InnislaU. QM OH2741; lizard I., QM GW33).

PREVIOUSLY RECORDED Queensland (Morcton Bay —
Herdman 1899; fCotl 1964 I9$2c; 1 o\v Isles — Hum
1931).

This- relatively Imn*, conspicuous specie- IppMH to

be one of the lew indfeetiuus forma in Australian liofl i

waters, tt hai an unusual K restricted range, I

Motcioc H:.> to i liard i ii Is rak< n i far I
I

and .grit substrate.-- Irom obouj S Id 50 rn. It appears to

1

1 f\ .,
fii u-.t t<. tin- ui.iuiiaiid coast and adjacent

location^ Spawning probably takes place between Mutch
and June in Moreton Bay tKolt 1972c)

l")i '-:i win ion

EXTERNAI Appearance; Specimens from

aboul 2 to 5 cm in length are quite black in

rvative, and are characteristically fungoid or

potato-shaped, with their long axis horizontal.

There is a shori. cylindrical stalk from the middJe
i\\ i he lower surface. Both apertures are on the

upper, rounded surface, quite close together and
sessile. The test is relatively thin, but hard and

tough. It is rough externally and has horizontal

wrinkles. There is sometimes a sparse encrustation

of sand on parts of the outer surface, although

specimens are more often naked.

Juvenile specimens are upright and oval, with

[he apertures on opposite sides of the narrow
upper surface The test is very thin and grey in

these small preserved specimens, with some hair-

like extensions and a fairly thick coat of sand.

With growth, the body becomes wider, the test

tougher, the sand investment is lost, the stalk

develops and the short, rather pointed, siphons are

reduced. Brown vesicles like those in the body wall

are present in the test of some of these smaller

individuals. I ivmg specimens are orange.

Internal Struc ruRE: The body wall is

complete)) opaque. It is brownish black and its

most conspicuous feature is the embedded black

les beneath the ectoderm on the external

surface and on both sides of the atrial cavity These
vesicles iaisc the surface into small pimples. The
inner body wall has minute papillae, as Hcrdman
(1899) had also observed on the dorsal lam

There is a thick external layer of circular muscles.

Longitudinal muscle-bands are deeply embedded
in a thick, parenchymatous internal layer of the

bod) wall.

There arc about 40 fairly crowded tentacles.

varying in size and often with black lips. The
peritubercular area is wide and almost completely

Filled with the dorsal tubercle. Hodman (1399)

noted the foamy appearance of this low, rather

flat swelling with its numerous small.

inconspicuous slits and/or punctate openings on
the surface. In even the smallest specimens (less

than 1 cm) the dorsal tubercle has this appear.:
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Fig. 75: Polycarpa fungiformis — a - d, external appearance (a, QM G9983; b - d, G9986); e, dorsal tubercle; f,

black, spherical vesicles embedded in body wall; g ? internal body wall, (eft side (QM G9984). (Scales: a - d, 1.0

cm; e, 0.5 mm; f, 0.1 mm; g, 4.0 mm).
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The branchial sac is very tough, with wide

longitudinal and transverse vessels. The folds are

low and rounded, with up to 15 crowded
longitudinal vessels. There are only one or two
vessels in the interspace, but the very wide meshes

have up to 15 stigmata. The branchial connectives

to the body wall are exceptionally long and tough.

Each connective is associated with a gonad; they

may, to some extent, protect the gonads that

project into the peribranchial cavity.

The gut is firmly fixed to the body wall, but is

not embedded in it. The layer of the body wall that

covers the gut contains the characteristic randomly

distributed, black-brown vesicles and minute
papillae. The gut forms a rounded loop, enclosing

a rather elongate, comma-shaped endocarp. The
stomach is fairly long, with longitudinal folds that

are not conspicuous externally. The rectum
extends anteriorly, forming an angle with the

primary loop. The anus is bordered with about 20

slightly irregular rounded lobes. There is a

typhlosolar fold in the intestine.

The gonads are scattered over the dorsal half of

the body wall, but are absent from the ventral part.

They are upright and flask-shaped, attached only

by a strip of the body wall at their rounded
proximal end. The layer of body wall that covers

the polycarps has the usual vesicular cells and

minute papillae. The thick ovarian tube occupies

the centre of each polycarp and opens at the free

end. The male follicles are obscure, however, and
appear to be minute and diffuse, forming an

almost continuous layer in the body wall covering

the dorsal side of the ovary. The male ducts are

usually obscured by the overlying layer of opaque
body wall with the male follicles embedded in it,

but can be seen from inside the dissected ovary.

They extend around it to join the vas deferens on
the ventral side in the usual way.

A single, circular, flat-topped endocarp is

enclosed in the gut loop; endocarps are otherwise

absent from the body wall.

Remarks: The species is distinguished from all

others by the large dorsal tubercle with its many
openings (which is present in even the smallest

individuals), its remarkable projecting gonads and
characteristic fungoid shape. Vesicles similar to

those found in the body wall are also present in P.

pigmentata, P. obscura and P. molguloides.

Although this characteristic, together with their

strong branchial sacs, suggests close relationships,

the unusual projecting gonads and diffuse male

follicles of P. fungiformis do not support that

view. Polycarpa maculata Hartmeyer, 1906 from
Japan has the same vesicles embedded in the body

wall and also has upright gonads. But the opening

of its neural gland is S-shaped, not complex as in

the present species.

The upright, projecting gonads resemble those

of P. reniformis, but other characteristics of the

species — especially the dorsal tubercle — are

distinct.

Polycarpa intonata n.sp.

(Fig. 76)

Distribution

Type Locality: Queensland (Abbot Point, Euri

Creek, 15-20 m, sandy mud, coll. C. Roberts and L.

Hammond, Ockleman Sledge, 19.3.81, holotype QM
GH681; Abbot Point, paratypes QM GH669 GH682-3
GH732GH738).

Further Records: Queensland (Cleveland Bay, QM
GH3033).

Specimens representing large populations were taken

from 4 to 20 m on sand, and sand and silt, bottoms.

Description
External Appearance: The soft, egg-shaped

to oval, or kidney-shaped individuals with a dorsal

concavity, apparently lie free on the substrate.

They are up to 3 cm long and are completely

encrusted with a thick coat of sand that adheres to

the rather long test hairs (which are longest on the

ventral surface). The test is very thin, easily torn,

membranous, and either flexible or brittle with

sand. Apertures are 4-lobed, inconspicuous and
completely sessile. They are both present along the

dorsal side, the branchial aperture toward the

anterior end and the atrial aperture from one-third

to half of the body length distant. There are

especially dense, fine test hairs around the

apertures.

Internal Structure: The faintly mauve-
coloured body wall is delicate, almost diaphanous,

and adheres to the test. There are delicate muscle

bands radiating from the siphons extending only

halfway down the body. Some large vesicles are

embedded in the body wall.

The branchial tentacles are relatively sturdy, but

are not crowded. The prebranchial region is very

shallow and minutely papillated. The large, wide

dorsal tubercle occupies most of the shallow, open

peritubercular area and extends forward almost to

the base of the tentacles. The opening is U-shaped,

with both horns turned out.

The branchial sac is delicate. The branchial folds

vary from low, rounded swellings to narrow but

flat rather than rounded, folds. The dorsal fold

on the right usually flattens out posteriorly.

Between 6 and 12 internal longitudinal vessels are

crowded on the folds and 3 or 4 in the interspaces.
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Fig. 76: Polycarpu intonuia n.sp, - a. External appearance (QM GH681); b, dorsal tubercle (QM OH68I); C, gul

.

gonads and endocarps (QM GH68I); d profile -ofgonad (OM GH682). (Scales: a. 5.0mm; b. 0.2 mm; i\ 1.0 mm;
d, 0.25 mm),

There are 4 to 7 stigmata per mesh. The branchial

Formula for the holotype is E4( 10)4(1 1)4(121

4(8)1DL.

The gut is fairly voluminous and forms a narrow
loop. The rectum extends forwards to form a deep

secondary loop. The oesophagus is short The
stomach is short, with longitudinal folds, ii

narrows slightly to the intestine at its pyloric end.

The anal lobes are regular and rounded, but

shallow.

One or 2 irregular rows of flask-shaped

polycarps extend around the ventral border on

each side of the endostyle. Occasionally a row of

polycarps also extends across the body wall in

front of the gut loop. The polycarp.s He on, rather

than being embedded in ? the body wall. Their

pointed distal ends where the ducts open are rather

irregularly directed ventrally and posteriorly, or

sometimes toward one another. Each polycarp has

up lo S pairs of oval to elongate, unbranched male

follicles beneath or along the sides of the ovai >

The ducts curve around each side of the ovary lo

meet the short vas deferens that opens on the

mesial side of the gland at the base of the oviduct.

A few of the eggs in each ovarian sac are especially

large. Small, rounded endocarps are scattered over

the body wall, and a group of 3 or 4 small

endocarps is enclosed by the gut loop.

Small larvae are present in the peribranchial

cavity of specimens from Cleveland Bay (2.9.KI).

The narrow larval trunk is only 0.6 mm long and

the stumpy tail is about the same length.

Anteriorly there are the usual adhesive organs

arranged in a triangle. The small otolith is halfway

along the trunk.

REMARKS: The arrangement of the-gonads in the

ventral part of the body wall, with ducts directed

away from the atrial opening is an adaptation

favouring viviparity. The species resembles the

viviparous species P. fwwforand P. tinaorella n.sp

in the position of its gonads, although their

gonoducts are directed dorsally and development
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is direct, no larva being formed. The gut loop and

the soft flexible hairy test, distinguish the species

from P. tinctor and related species (P. rigida and

P. procera), all free-living species with gonads in

rows on each side of the ventral mid-line, but with

the gut forming a simple arc and with a hard and

brittle test. Polycarpa colletti Herdman, 1906 (type

specimen BM 1907.8.30.19) from Sri Lanka has

similarly arranged gonads. However, the hard,

naked test, the muscular body wall, and the

presence of endocarps on the intestine distinguish

it. Polycarpa argentata, which also has gonads

only in the ventral half of the body, has a rough,

naked test; a laterally flattened body; and a large

flat-topped endocarp enclosed in the gut loop.

Specimens assigned to Polycarpa quadrata

Herdman, 1882 from the Philippines and Arafura

Sea (Van Name 1918 and Tokioka 1952

respectively) have gonads confined to a row each

side of the endostyle. However, both the body
shape and the nature of the test are different from
the present species, and the gut loop is simple and

rather straight, rather than deeply curved.

Polycarpa quadrata Herdman, 1 882 is a species of

Cnemidocarpa. The type specimen (BM
1887.2.4.161-3) has 2 long gonads on the left and

3 on the right, a few endocarps on the body wall,

a short gut loop enclosing a small endocarp across

the posterior end of the body; a rectum that

extends forwards at right angles to the gut loop;

only 5 transverse vessels, and unusually long

stigmata.

Polycarpa intonata is characterised by its oval,

hairy form and sessile apertures, its thin test and

body wall, and its ventrally placed gonads with

ducts directed away from the atrial aperture and
simple undivided male follicles.

Polycarpa longiformis Tokioka, 1952

(Fig. 77)

Polycarpa longiformis Tokioka, 1952, p. 119; 1955a,

p.213. (Not: Kott, 1966, p. 298, < P. papillata).

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Port Hedland,

WAM 1086.83). Queensland (Lizard I., QM G9730;

Martha Ridgeway Reef, QM GH310; Cape Weymouth,
QM GH767; Raine L, QM GH309; Murray I.. QM
G9820 GH254).

Previous! y Recorded: Arafura Sea (Tokioka 1952).

Japan (Tokioka 1955a).

The species has a restricted range in tropical waters of

southeast Asia and northern Australia down to 40 m.

Description

External Appearance: Individuals are

elongate and cylindrical, up to 20 cm long and only

about 1 cm in diameter. Both apertures are

anterior, projecting from opposite sides of the

anterior surface and are both on long siphons. The
branchial siphon is directed laterally; the atrial

siphon is directed upwards at an angle of about
45° to the long axis of the body. It is the more
conspicuous of the two, projecting further

anteriorly than the branchial siphon. The basal

part of the body is produced into a wide stalk that

is almost the same diameter as the long body. The
preserved specimens are opaque white, with a

smooth surface. The stalk is brownish, and
transversely wrinkled. The base of the stalk may
be broken into root-like extensions. In section, the

outer layer of test is seen to be filled with densely

arranged bladder cells, 0.06 mm in diameter. They
are absent from the inner layer of test.

Internal Structure: The body wall adheres

closely to the test and is rather delicate. The
external transverse muscles form a continuous but

thin layer. Very delicate internal longitudinal

muscle-bands extend the whole length of the body.

Both internal siphons are long and delicate. There

are 12 simple branchial tentacles, each with a band
of muscle along their anterior margin, which

causes them to coil up. The dorsal tubercle is large,

filling the peritubercular area. The slit is long, S-

shaped or V-shaped, with either or both horns

turned in or out. It is never divided.

The specimens from Lizard I. (QM G9730) are

all heavily infested with long, vermiform
notodelphid (?) copepods incubating nauplius

larvae threaded through the body wall.

In most specimens, the branchial sac and gut are

not present. Only in the specimen from Raine I.

(QM GH309) were these eviscerated organs still

attached to the branchial aperture. The branchial

sac has about 15 internal longitudinal vessels on
the wide, overlapping folds and about 3 between

the folds. As in P. papillata, the anterior end of

the endostyle meanders.

The oesophagus is short; the stomach long and

finely pleated. The cardiac end of the stomach is

about the same diameter as the oesophagus; the

pyloric end is wide and voluminous. The stomach

opens into a wide duodenal area. There is a thin-

walled, voluminous mid-intestine in the pole of the

gut loop. The rectum extends anteriorly in a

straight line up the length of the body to open at

the base of the atrial siphon. The anal border is

divided into 12 long, flattened lobes.

There are small rounded to tall endocarps over

the body wall and in the loop of the gut (as in P.

papillata). The height of the endocarps is probably

related to the condition and age of the specimen.
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Pic. 77: poiyvarpa longiformis - a, external appearance

(OM GH309); i>. c, internal body waJI, left and righi sides

respectively, gill not present (QM OH309); U, dorsal

tubercle [QM O9730); e. testis i'olhelc (QM OV730),

(Scales: a - c, 5.0 mm; rt, 0,4 mm; e. 0.2 mm],

The gonads are oval, directed toward the atrial

aperture. They are sometimes all over the body
wall on both sides: Of ihe body and sometimes

present in only 1 oi 2 irregular rows. The gonads

are recumbent and, although they are fixed to the

body wall by about the distal one-third to the

whole of their length, they are readily detached.

The male follicles are long, very much branched,

and fan shaped, flattened in a plane at right angles

to the surface of the ovary. They are in a single

row along the side or beneath the ovary, projc

up into it and often forming a rod of male tissue

embedded in the under (lateral) side of the ovary

Ducts from one side of the male lollieles curve

around to join the vas deferens, which extends

along one side of the ovary to open above the

aperture of the female duct.

Remarks Ihe species is closely related to

Polycurpa papillate in the condition and

proportions of the gut. the type of polycarps and

endocarps, and the branchial sac and endostyle. It

also shares with P. papiUata a tendency 10

eviscerate the gut when disturbed. The bladder

cells in the test are slightly >maller in the present

species, the body is narrow, the slit on the dorsal

tubercle is always entire and the gut loop is

vertical. It is possible that forms will be found that

are intermediate between these two species; that

will indicate that the range ot variation is greater

than is known at present; and show P. lonpj'orm'w

to represent unusually elongate specimens ot

Polycurpa papillata.

Polvcarpa lucilla n.sp.

(Fig. 783
Polycurpa imctor: Koit. 1 975. p. 13 (pan. U-shaped

^peLimen)

Dim Ktfil Hon
Tyhi LOCALITY: Queensland (Abbol Point. 20 m,

sandv mud. coll. (_ . Roberts and L Hammond.
OcT.lemun Sledge. 18.3.81 holoiypcQM GKl39fft.

Nr.w RECORDS: Western Austria (Cape Jauberi,

WAM 1292.83). South Australia (Upper Spencei Gull.

QM GHM32). Queensland (Gladstone Harbour, QM
GH2087; Abbot Point, paratvpes QM GH1401-2
GHI404. Emi Creek. QM OH1335; Townsviilc.

paratypeQMGH1403>

FKEVIOUSU RiroRDLn. South Australia (Kent 1975).

Although il oeeuis frequently 91 those Queensland
localities from which u is recorded, Ihe species is fragile

and sandy and is readily overlooked. J ne scattered

records suggest a \waV Australian ITopical to temperate

range.

Description
EvuKNAt Am \K.\Nt l: The body is elongate,

from I to 3 cm long and is sometimes curved, with

a dorsal concavity, it is round in section and only

slightly laterally flattened. The branchial aperture

is at the anterior end of the body on a very short

siphon. The atrial aperture is postero-dorsal, or at

least in ihe posterior half of the dorsal smi

and usually projects forwards, forming a cleft

between the anterior part of the body and the atriaj

siphon. The lest is thin, but hard arid brittle and

impregnated with sand

Internaj Structure: The body wall is ver\

thin and delicate and is closely adherent to the tesi.

Muscles are present only around the siphons,

terminating around their base. There arc yellow

spots in the siplional lining of preserved specimens.

About 16 short branchial tentacles of variable

length are preseni at the base of the short siphon.

There is it wide prebranehial area. The dorsal

tubercle is small, with a simple U-shaped slit.

The branchial sac is delicate, with wide, flat

internal longitudinal vessels. The branchial folds

are narrow. The branchial formula of a specimen

of 3 cm is DLI(7)5(]0)5U1)2(6>3E. However,

occasionally there are as lew as 4 internal

longitudinal vessels on a fold There are 3 to 5
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Fig. 78: Polycarpa luciUa n.sp. — a, external appearance (QM GH1432); b, c, internal structure (WAM 1292.83,

QM 1335). (Scales: a, 3.0 mm; b, 2.0 mm; c, 4.0 mm).
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long, oval stigmata per mesh, crossed by
parastigmatic vessels.

The gut forms a long, narrow, gently curved

loop confined to the posterior half of the body.

The rectum sometimes turns anteriorly, depending

on the postion of the atrial aperture. The stomach
is very short and barrel-shaped, with rather

irregular longitudinal folds. The anal border has

about 10 small, rounded lobes.

The gonads are elongate and consist of 2 rows

each of up to 6 unbranched male follicles beneath

a tubular ovary. They are only very lightly

attached to the body wall in 2 or 3 irregular rows,

extending the whole length of the body wall on the

right but terminating anterior to the gut loop on
the left. On the right, there are up to 12 polycarps

in one row, but the rows are seldom complete. On
the left, there are never more than 6 in a row. The
polycarps are oriented toward the atrial aperture.

There are no endbcarps on the body wall.

Remarks: The species most closely resembles

Polycarpa granosa Tokioka, 1953a. The single

Japanese specimen is the same shape and has a

similar test, body wall, gonads and gut loop. It is

distinguished only by the greater development of

branchial folds. P. thelyphanes is similar in its test

and the position of its atrial aperture and gonads,

but is distinguished by its open gut loop and more
numerous branchial vessels. Polycarpa tinctor and

P. procera also have the same stiff, brittle test,

short stomach and gonads, but their gut does not

form a loop and their atrial apertures are not

posterior. Polycarpa palkensis Herdman, 1906,

and P. willisi Herdman, 1906 both from Sri

Lanka, have similar gonads and posterior atrial

siphons, but they also have endocarps.

Polycarpa manaarensis Herdman, 1906 from Sri

Lanka (type specimen BM 1907.8.30.14) has the

same body shape, brittle test and branchial sac. A
small part of the branchial sac with gonads

attached and a very small fragment of body wall

are the only soft parts of the type specimen

remaining. These fragments do not confirm

Herdman's report of 'many large polycarps

embedded in the thick mantle', and the species

appears to be closely related to the present one.

The stiff, brittle test; very delicate body wall;

yellow spots in the siphons; lightly attached,

elongate polycarps;*long, narrow gut loop, short,

barrel-shaped stomach; posterior atrial aperture;

absence of endocarps and muscles; and the widely

separated and narrow branchial folds distinguish

the species.

Polycarpa molguloides Herdman, 1882

(Fig. 79)
Polycarpa molguloides Herdman, 1882, p. 172.

Hartmeyer, 1927, p. 168.

Distribution

New Records: Victoria (off Lakes Entrance, NMV
73/22 H383 H4I4 H471 F51825).

Previously Recorded: Victoria (Bass Strait — BM
1887.2.4.99-100 Herdman 1882).

Description
External Appearance: Specimens are oval,

up to 7 cm long, 3 cm high and 4 cm wide, rounded
at both ends and dorso-ventrally flattened. The
apertures are both on the long upper surface, the

branchial aperture near the anterior end and the

atrial aperture about one-third of the body length

distant from it. Each aperture is sessile and
surrounded by 4 rather solid projecting lobes of

test that are covered with sand. The basal test is

very thin and without sand, but the remainder of

the test is firm and cartilaginous, with an outer

layer of sand and quite crowded hair-like

projections to which sand also adheres. The inside

of the test is silvery purple.

Internal Structure: The body wall is fleshy

and opaque and is brown or brownish black. It

has large black, brown and colourless spherical

vesicles embedded in the inner and outer layers of

muscle and amongst the connective tissue of the

inner body wall. The outer layer of circular

muscles is rather thin, interrupted by the large

vesicles . The inner layer of longitudinal muscles is

relatively strong and thick. There are about 40

crowded, and rather robust, branchial tentacles.

The dorsal tubercle is small, with a C-shaped or

U-shaped aperture with both horns turned in.

The branchial folds are moderately wide, but do
not overlap. They are all more or less the same

size. Internal longitudinal branchial vessels are

wide and ribbon-like. They are crowded on the

folds but wide apart in the interspace, where there

are 6 to 8 stigmata per mesh. There are 9 or 10

internal longitudinal vessels on each fold and 3 or

4 in the interspace. Connecting vessels between the

branchial sac and body wall are numerous and

strong.

The gut loop is narrow and deeply curved,

enclosing one or 2 large, flat-topped endocarps in

the upright part of the loop, distal to the stomach.

The stomach is voluminous, regularly and
conspicuously pleated and only loosely connected

to the body wall. It occupies slightly more than a

third of the ascending limb of the primary loop.

However, the oesophagus is short and the stomach

does not extend far into the upright part of the gut
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I ig. 79: Mycarpa motguloides — a. external appearance (NMV 11.72); b
( body removed from tesi showing vesicles

(NMV 73.23); c, glti loop and endocarps (NMV 75.22); d, gonads overlapping one another in body wall (NMV
H4l4k«, male follicle (NMV H414). (Scales a, 3.0 mm; b, 20 mm; l, d, 0.5 mm; e, 0.25 mm).

loop, which is formed by the long intestine. The
anal border is divided into rounded lobes.

The internal body wall is thick and very Fleshy,

with flask-shaped gonads embedded in it. The

lone, wide male follicles with narrow branches arc

in a row along each side of, and beneath, the

ovary. The gonads appear to be arranged in 3 or

4 longitudinal bands, each containing overlapping

polyearps.

There are no endocarps on the body wall outside

the gut loop.

Remarks. The species resembles P pigmematu
in its dark, embedded vesicles, robust internal

longitudinal branchial vessels, flat-topped

endocarps in the gut loop, short anal lobes and

short, branched male follicles. It is distinguished

from the latter species by Us thin, hairy test with

its glistening purple lining and its rounded body

shape and long, deeply curved intestinal loop, l!

is less easily distinguished from hairy specimens of

P. obscuta although it lacks the white fibres in the

blood vessels. Polycarpa ftava is also black and is

syrnpatric. However, it lacks black vesicles, long

hairs and the 2 endocarps o\' the present species.

Polycarpa nigricans Heller. 1878

dig. 80; Pl.IIIf)

Polycarpa nigrii er« 187&,|J.2, Harirneyer, 1905,

p.390, Umeur, I9fi7a, p.U5. Tokiokn, 1970, p.9i.

Not Gynandrocarpa nigricans: Sluiter. l
LHM. p. 91.

2Polycarpa erecta Pfzan, iws, p.202.

Distribution

Nmy Records; Western Australia (Cockbum Sound.

WAM 183.75 981.85, 1067.8% Queensland [Heron !..

QM G10029 GH35I GM35" OH3I0] OH31I2-4;
fawwilte, QM GH726 GH2736; Lizard I., QM
OH2226; Rntomun. Reef. QM QH276GH385 GH2739;

Deltaic Reef, QM QH2738; Raine I
, QM GH2771

I linden Reel QM GH2240),

PREYlOUSI I RECORD! D Philippines (Toktofcfl 1970).

Wesi Indian Ocean (Mauritius — hototype ZMC Hellei

1878; lie Maurice — Vasseur ]%7a). Indonesia (Pi/on

1908).

rhi;. species is found m places where ihete is stTOni

water movement, as on vertical channel laces, down to

20 m.

Extfrnai Appear ancl: Zooids arc in

aggregates or in compact hut if regular colonics,

sometimes separate From one another but

sometimes apparently embedded in the very tough

test with their anterior ends projecting. Separate

individuals arc up to 4 cm long and 3 cm wide. In

preservative they are laterally flattened. Distended

living specimens are spherical to elongate. The
surface, sometimes smooth and with a thin layer

of sand adhering to it, is often naked, slightly

wrinkled and rough The body tapers to the

terminal branchial aperture, which is inclined away
from the atrial aperture, lhe latter on a conical

siphon directed antero-laterally or laterally from

the middle of the dorsal surface. The test is grey

to black in preservative and is thick and very hard.
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Fig. 80: Polycarpa nigricans — a, b, zooids embedded in common tcsi with spongy outgrowths (QM GH2736); c,

external appearance separate individual (QM GH2739); d, body removed from test (QM GH2739); e, branchial
tentacles and dorsal tubercle (QM GH680); f, gut loop, endoearps and a few gonads embedded in the body wall

(QM GH6S0); g, h, a gonad from above and from the side, respectively. (Scales: a, b, d, 5.0 mm; c, 4.0 mm; e,

h, 0.25 mm; f, 0.5 mm; g, 0,1 mmi.
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Most individuals have 1 or 2 rounded projections

of the test, sometimes with a slight constriction

partially separating them from the rest of the

body. These contain spongy test and a profusion

of terminal ampullae of the test vessels. Living

specimens are black with white siphon lining and

brick-red to orange body wall.

Internal Structure: The body wall is very

muscular. When contracted it is very black and

shiny and does not adhere closely to the test.

Boththe branchial and atrial siphons are narrow

and rather pointed. Spherical vesicles do not

appear to be present in the body wall. There are

up to 24 robust branchial tentacles, sometimes

without alternating rudimentary tentacles. In some
specimens, 4 large tentacles alternate with 4

slightly smaller ones and groups of 3 rudimentary

tentacles are present between the 8 larger tentacles.

The dorsal tubercle is a fleshy area that completely

fills the peritubercular area. The opening of the

neural gland varies from a U-shaped slit with both

horns turned out to a complex opening in which

the slit is subdivided into very numerous
perforations.

There are 4 wide, overlapping folds. The thick

internal longitudinal vessels of a specimen 3 cm
long are arranged according to the formula
DL2(8)2(12)3(11)3(6)3E. There are 6 stigmata in

the dorsal mesh of the interspace and 9 to 10 in

the wider ventral mesh. The external vessels of the

branchial sac are tough and fibrous.

The gut forms a short, rounded loop across the

posterior end of the body. The rectum extends

antero-dorsally at a slight angle to the loop. A
round endocarp is enclosed in the intestinal part

of the loop, and a second endocarp fits between

the stomach and the proximal part of the rectum.

The endocarps are separated by a gastro-intestinal

ligament. The stomach is elliptical, with internal

longitudinal folds and a small, curved caecum at

the distal end. The anal border is divided into

about 6 shallow lobes.

The gonads are deeply embedded in the body
wall and cannot be seen on its internal surface.

They consist of flask-shaped ovaries with up to 8

long, cylindrical, undivided male follicles standing

vertically to the surface of the body wall along each

side of the ovaries.

Remarks: The colonial habit and spongy test

projections; the muscular body, with a fairly long

atrial siphon often at right angles to the

longitudinal axis of the body; the thick, hard,

black test; the tough branchial sac; the few

branchial tentacles; and the long, cylindrical.

vertical male follicles around the border of the

ovary are the characteristics of this species.

It appears, from the apparently embedded
individuals that vegetative reproduction occurs. If

it does, there is a possibility that all the members
of the tight aggregates are vegetatively derived

(although some have already lost their organic

connection to others in the colony). No secondary

reduction in size, or other morphological

adaptations associated with budding have been

observed, however, and in view of its close

relationships with other Polycarpa spp., the

species is more conveniently treated as a species of

that genus than of Polyandrocarpa.

Pizon's (1908) single specimen had an identical

body shape, and the branchial tentacles and

branchial sac appear to be the same as those of the

newly recorded specimens. However, although the

gonads are reported to have been embedded in the

body wall, Pizon's specimen was not sexually

mature, so the exact position of the male follicles

relative to the mature ovary is not known.

The tough external longitudinal branchial

vessels contain fibres reminiscent of the single fibre

present in the internal longitudinal vessels of P.

obscura. Polycarpa obscura is also a similar colour

to the present species, but has longer anal lobes,

and more stigmata per mesh.

Polycarpaflava n.sp. most closely resembles the

present species in external appearance, but it has

pyriform, lobed male follicles around and beneath

the ovary.

Of the species of Polycarpa with embedded
gonads only P. obscura has long male follicles, but

they are underneath (lateral to) the ovary.

Polycarpa stirpes n.sp. and Polycarpa argentata

both have sac-like ovaries surrounded by male

follicles, but their ovaries are more circular and
their male follicles are pyriform rather than

cylindrical.

In Polyandrocarpa, P. simulans appears to be

related but is a very much smaller species, recorded

only from southern Australia.

Polvcarpa nota n.sp.

(Fig. 81)

Distribution

Type Locality: Queensland (Heron L, undersurface

of a boulder, intcrtidal rubble zone of reef Hat, coll. P.

Kott, July 1976, holotype QM GH940).

Description

External Appearance: The holotype only is

available. It is almost spherical, 1 cm in diameter.

The short siphons, present on the upper surface,
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Pafy jrpQ note n sp* (OM CH940) - a, external

appearance; b. interna! body wall, left side. (Scale
I

< ;

mm),

have brown stripes along their length. The lest is

while, wrinkled and tough.

Intern \i Strlcturl: The body wall is

muscular, with an outer circular coat and inner

longitudinal bands. The branchial tentacles are

quite long and crowded. The dorsal tubercle is a

circular cushion with a simple, U-shaped slit in the

centre of the usual V-shaped peritubercufar area.

The branchial folds arc represented by slightly

raised ridges with up to 6 crowded internal

longitudinal vessels. There are only 1 or 2 vessels

in the interspace, and 2 or 3 stigmata per mesh.

The gut is white in this specimen. It forms a

simple loop across the posterior end of the body

and is only very slightly curved. The stomach is

short and wide, narrowing at each end. It is

internally folded, but the folds are not evident

externally.

The gonads are robust, rounded polycarps

scattered over the mid- to ventral part of the body

wall t
their ducts directed toward the atrial

aperture. There are rounded endocarps on the

body wall between the polycarps, and 2 or 3 tall,

narrow endocarps clustered in the pole of the gut

loop.

Rlmarks: The gonads are reminiscent of those

of P. cQfltactct. However, that species has only a

single (and flat-topped) endoearp enclosed in a

more deeply curved gut loop and does not have

endocarps scattered on the body wall outside the

gut loop. Polycurpa eontecia is further

distinguished by its \cj\ long stomach. The very

low branchial folds and small number of internal

longitudinal vessels are also characters by which

the present species may be distinguished from

others.

Polycarpa obscura Heller, 1S78

(Fig.iO
Polycarpa obscura Heller. 1878, p. 22. Michaeken- r

I

p. 107. Hdrtme-yer, 1919, pr^.44. Harfrneycr

Michaelsen, 1928. p. 367. KoH, 1952. p.245; 1964,

p. 137.

Sfjtito OyprQWrpai Shiiler. 1885. p.210; 1890. p. 333,

Polycarpa Cryptacarpa: Harrmeyer, 1906, p. 17.

Michaelsen, 1912, p. 152. Oka, 1915b, p 17. Hast..

1931, p. 75. Tokioka. 1967a. pJ73 (pari, Mac*
specimens .inlv).

Styeta afbnmargjnato Sluiier, 1904, p. 65.

Potycurpa utulineata kou. 1952, p. 246.

Distribution

Ntu EtECOftDS: Western Australia (Coekburn Sound,

QM CH2795). Victoria (Baas Strait* QM GJ2753
GH2192. NMV | 51S28). Queensland (Moreion Bay, QM
GH2764; Heron L,QM G9769GH316 GH356 QH2191;
i ryon l„ QM GHI412; Swain Reels. QM GH1408; NW
Of Bowen. QM GH724 OH728 GH730 GH2757-00
GH2762 GH27W> GH2768-7Z; ToWnSviUe, QM GH725
GH727 GH2751-4 GH275* GH2765; Innisfail. QM
G494S Green I., QM G 10078; N of Cape Grafton, QM
Gn9S5,Li^aiii J .

,
QM G9774 GH27hl GH27f>.VTi

Bay. QM GH2755; Martha Ridgewav Reel
, QM GH24U:

Cape Flattery, QM GH761; Deltaic Reel, QM C3H27S7
Murrav K, QM G9624 GE236 GH237 GH242: Biitomari

Reel', QMGU277 7).

Pkeviousls Recorded: We&ieru \usualia (Cape
Jauben — Hanmeyer 1919). Victoria (Bass Sirait —
Heller 1875, Michaelsen 1905). Queensland (Maekay —
Kotl 1952; Innist'ail — QM G494H Kou 1964; l em 1> —
Hastings 1931). Indonesia (Sluiier |8B5j P
alhotrwrgmaia type ZMA V.TW9I-2 Sluiier 1904).

Western Pacific (Tokioka 1967a], lapau (Hartrneyer

1906. Michaelsen 1912. Oka I9l5hj.

Description

Externa! Appearance; The test is always

black the siphon lifting i
orange in living

specimens, becoming black in preservative.

Specimens up to 5 cm in length are oval in outline,

WitlS a terminal branchial aperture and an atrial

aperture slightly posterior to it along the dorsal

surface. The apertures are on small, wart-likc

siphons. The body is laterally flattened. In larger

specimens (up to 10 cm) there is usually a thick,

cylindrical posterior stalk that is sometimes as long

as the rest of the body. The posterior end of the

body is rounded and expanded. It is cylindrical for

most of its length, but it narrows anteriorly

(usually from the level of the atrial siphon). With

growth, the siphons become short and cylindrical

and the branchial aperture is usually directed

venirally, though occasionally posteriorly. The
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atrial aperture, directed antefkftl i up Ua Ml
the body length distant From the branchial
opening. There are sometimes epibionts and
foreign particles on the surface of the test. The
surface is wrinkled and rough, '-'lien with parallel

longitudinal creases, especially in the larger

specimens.

The rest is flexible and, although not thick, is

tough. Its inner wall is white and glistening.

The bod) wall adheres closely lo it-

Malure specimens arc usually blaci externally

with orange-chrome siphon Hiring*.

This is one of the largest solitary species in coral

reef habitats. It occurs in quae shallow water,

from 2 or 3 m, on the edge of reefs, where ii

lie seen swaying on its thick stalk, its recurved

branchial apeiturc Pacing ihe on-tomlng ni-rent.

iNtiKNv Sikiirn ki The internal siphons are

very short, even in the large:' uen*. The
external eueulur muscles and internal longitudinal

hands form very strong layers. There is a thick,

fleshy layer of body wall inside- the muscle layers.

The body wall is always greyish-purple to beige in

preservative, hut is yellow -orange with some black

in I he living specimens. Some of ihe large,

spherical cells or vesicle* embedded in the body
wall are colourless, others contain dark pigment,

resembling the dmk vesicles pt P, piy.nu'ntalii

These vesicles arc very conspicuous over the body
organs on the inner bodv wall. Branchial tentacles

are not crowded, and about 20 large alternate with

smaller ones. The dorsal tttl targe, filling

the pertiubercular V-shaped area. In smaller

specimens, the sin • 'shaped, transverse!-

vei neatly oriented. However, the horns spiral in

and bCCOH "luted with growth and the siii

1 interrupted In larger specimens, the dorsal

tubercle has a spongy appearance, with very

numerous small openings. The dorsal lamina is

ribbed

A COftSpicUOlifi White line In ihe internal

longitudinal branchial vessels extends out into the

ribs of the dorsal lamina. In the less opaque body
wall of' smaller specimens it can also be seen in the

fine network of blood vessels in Hie body wall, II

is a tough fibrous thread, which can be pulled out
of these vessels. The thread is less conspicuous iu

latgei specimens In which the vessels ate tew
transparent, hut it can be seen by breaking the

internal longitudinal vessels.

The branchial sac is robust, but the folds arc

Uvcly low, with up to 20 Internal longitudinal

vessels on the folds and 5 or 6 in the iatcrspa

There arc usually aboul 10 siigmata per mesh,
though up to 13 have been found in some large

i mens. Branchial formulae foi sped nensof4
m Ulf - "i respectively are: EQ(9)4(10)5(I53

4(9)4DL; 1:4(14) 5(I3)(15)5<13>4DL. The internal

uudinal vessels are crowded on the edge o1 !

folds, but spread out from one another toward Ihe
base

The gin loop is curved and occupies a relatr,
|

large part of the left side of the body in smaMn
specimens; in larger specimens the gut loop is a

ihotl loop across the posteribi end of ihe lelt side..

The rectum extends anteriorly ai right angles to

the intestinal loop. There is a large, flat-topped

endocarp enclosed in the intestinal loop and a

Ad long, flat endocarp is present between the

timal I
ot the rectum and the stomach. The

uotnach, with parallel longitudinal glandular

fcUs, is lone and elliptical, extending to the

posterior end i il \h firel endocarp in Ihe pole of

the loop The anal border is divided into 12 to 20
I

! -ngue-shaped lobes. As specjj]

increase in length, the gui loop lends to project

posteriorly, increasing the angle it founs with the

rectum. The tectum is Approximately the same
length as the intestinal part of the gut loop.

The gonads arc embedded in (he thick, opaque

body wall and only their short ducts can be

on the surface. They are short and flask-shaped

and set obliquely to the surface. The male follicles,

which ate long and finger-like, are usually not

divided. They are present alone the sides of the

distal half of the ovary and stand vertically, at

right angles to ihe surface. In some specimens, a

mass of vertical, mature testis follicles is prejcnl

at the distal end of the ovary, their ducts passing

around the sides of the ovarian tube lo join ihe

short vas deferens on its mesial surface. The
ovarian tube curves down behind the proximal
(ventral) end of this clump of male follicles where
if expands into a rounded sac.

REMARKS: Apart from its black colour, (he

species resembles Polycarpu pigmentatam its more
conspicuous leatuies, and the two have been

confused (Kott 1952; Tdkioka 1967a). However.
living specimens are readilv distinguished, the

present species having a thick stalk, cylindrical

body, black test and orange yellow siphonal

linings while P. pigmetitata is sessile with a

laterally flattened body* a brown test and blue

siphon Kflinj Inteinallv, both have opaque,

strong muscle layers: q thick internal layer of

tough, opaque, fibrous body wall with large

ncal vesicles; simple to convoluted and
Interrupted openings of the neural duct: thick

internal longitudinal vessels and wide branchial

meshes; 2 large. Hat topped endocarps in the gut
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Fig. 82: Polycarpa obscura — a, b, external appearance (QM GH317, GH728); c - e, dorsal tubercles (c, QM
GH1408; d, e, GH736); f, gut enclosing endocarps, and gonads embedded in body wall (QM GH774); g, gut and
endocarps from specimen with sand-entangled test hairs (QM GH1408); h, gonad (QM GH1408). (Scales: a, b,

1.0 cm; c - e, 0.5 mm; f, g, 5.0 mm; h, 0.2 mm).

loop; and embedded gonads. The present species

is distinguished by the longer, largely undivided,

testis follicles that remain upright, do not protrude

up into the ovary and are not present under the

proximal end of the ovary; the long tongue-like

anal lobes; and the tough white fibre in the blood

vessels. Dark vesicles are not always present

although colourless vesicles are crowded in the

body wall as in P. viridis.

Polycarpa nigricans has white fibres in the

external branchial vessels that resemble the single

white thread in the internal longitudinal vessels of

the present species.

Four specimens in the newly recorded material

(QM GH1408 from the Swain Reefs, NMV H397
from Bass Strait, and QM GH761 and GH2755
from Cape Flattery and Trinity Bay respectively)

are covered with hairs to which sand adheres. They
resemble other specimens internally but the gut

loop is longer and more deeply curved, the

stomach is shorter, the endocarp enclosed in the

gut loop is undivided and long, and the anal lobes

are also shorter. The shape of the gut loop may be

the result of a less upright body associated with a

free-living habit.

Heller's (1878) type specimen of P. obscura,

redescribed by Michaelsen ( 1 905) has the

characteristic long male follicles. It is possible that

it had the irregular processes and sandy coat of the

specimens referred to above.

Polycarpa mytiligera (Savigny, 1816) from the

Red Sea has gonads that resemble those of the

present species (Hartmeyer 1916), but its shorter

stomach and laterally flattened body more closely

resemble those of P. pigmentata. Polycarpa

decipiens is a small species that can be confused

with small specimens of the present species.

However, it is top-shaped rather than tapering

anteriorly; its long male follicles are subdivided;

its gonads are not so deeply embedded; it does not

have a white fibre in the vessels; and its branchial

meshes are longer, there being only 1 or 2 internal

longitudinal vessels in the interspace (in contrast

to the 4 or 5 or more in the present species).

Polycarpa molguloides resembles P. obscura in

some features, but its testis follicles are short and

branched and its anal lobes are shorter.
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I'ulycurpa .-liioria (Sluder. 1S9CH

(] '.us S3, lODa-d)
Styeta ctf/orw SlttUer, 1 890, p. HI; 1*4, p MX
.\7>vAv fpfyAtfl Sluiier, 1895, p.IH:.

Patuiovta -wlvcns: Sluitcr, I 9 1 3
.

Polycarpa solvent; Hanmcycr, 919 p.64. Haniueyer

&nd MielKichen, 1928, p.378.

Pandiha: {f J,.>ivcurpa) m<ldQg(t3Wt*H$to MichueKeii.

1912, p.139.

Stvria claltr. Sluiier, 18S5, p. 200. IXVO, p fJ33. (NOW P.

Ww/</ Heller, I87& p. 25, < ^ p&ptttits)

PotyeofpH striata Miehaeken. 1905, p. 112 (notn. uov.

lor S, e/ofa: Sluiier. 188

a axc/dioides Herdman, 19W\ p 117

DlStRlbl 'ion

Ni w Khokds: Western Australia (Ketidrewl., W AM
1.75). Victoria (Bafta Strait, NMV H40G H478 HJ20),
eustand (Wistari Red, QM GIllRV, Abbol Point,

QM GH63G GH688 GK693 chvh; T&wwvJIle;
Cleveland Bay, QM GH7I7; Lloyd Bay, QM C.H7M;

Mclvfllc QM (.H:.5y7; Murdoch Point, QM
GH2596).

Prewousia Recorded: Wmaerfl AutorailatSbatk Hay

— Hifl raa uid Michadscn 1928; Cape lauhert —
Hartmeyer 1919). Indonesia (ZMA V. It; 1034 Sluitcr

1S85; Stutter 1890 I89S 1904 1913). Madagascar

(Michaelsefl IW2) Sri Lanka (BM 1907,8.3<U4

Kerdman 1906)

Di.scum'mhn
Hvti i-:nai AppbAKANOG individuals are

upright, usually sessile and fixed posteriorly. The
posterior end ol (he body may be produced into a

short stalk and/or roots. The branchial aperture

is terminal and the atrial aperture IS about one-

third of i he body length along the dorsal sun

Hot 1 1 apertUrM aic on moderately long .siphons

marked externally with parallel grooves. When
bed | however, the test around the siphons

has u regular swellings and rounded ndges around

apparently sessile apertures. The test around the

rim of each aperture is divided into broad lobes.

In large specimens, the branchial siphon is often

turned to the left. The atrial siphon usually

projects forwards. Specimens are up to 6 em long

and 2.5 em broad and are only slightly laterally

flattened, The test is tough and uneven, with

rounded swellings and grooves. It is usually

cartilaginous, but may become leathery in older

specimens. Anteriorly it is usually naked.

Posteriorly, large sand and shell particles olicu

adhere to the surface and to processes, including

basal root-like processes where these are present.

I est ts beige to white in preservative, although

living specimens are red The test is especially firm

and I hick around the siphons, but is thinner and
flaccid on the rest of the bodv.

There are relatively large (0.08 to 0. 13 mm long).

hollo* , brown, horny spine* evenly spaced on the

external te.st. these spines are expanded basally,

la; rowing to. a slightly cm ved, shai p point, i bey

are especially conspicuous around the apertures

and become less robust and more sparse toward

.he poslerioi half of i he body, where they are

absent altogether. The spines extend down into the

ouier part of the siphonal lining. The outer layei

_m has crowded bladder cells, which extend up

into the base of the hollow spines. In small

specimens from Queensland, only a single bladder

veil is associated with the base of each spine, but

in large specimens from Kcndrew i
,
which have

larger spines, there is a group of about 5 bladder

cells in their base.

In ii rnai Srwi ctcre: The s-.phonal

musculature is strong, but the remainder or the

body wall is thin. H does not adhere very cloeG
J

to the test. The external circular muscle la>

dillu.se, the muscles very line and the internal

longitudinal bands clearly visible through it. The
longitudinal muscle bands extend Horn both the

siphons to halfway down the body. There are

about 60 branchial tentacles o\' moderate length.

The dorsal tubercle is large and often appears

spongy, owing to the presence o\ bladder cells. It

almost tills (lie V of the perilubercular space. The
slit is U-shaped, the horns turned in or out.

The branchial folds are narrow, with the line

inner longitudinal vessels more crowded on the

folds than in the conspicuously wide inteispaees.

There are up to 20 vessels on the folds and 6 to 10

in the interspace. The branchial formula of a

specimen from Kendrew 1. is Ecn 12)8(1 5)9(20)

9<I2)5DL. There are 8 stigmata per mesh in the

interspace in the middle oi the body wall.

The gut either forms a rounded loop across the

posterior end of the body oris inclined backwards

toward the postero-ventral corner. The long

tectum forms an obtuse or right angle with ihegul

loop The oesophagus is short, as is the stomach,

which has the same diameter as the rather

voluminous intestine. The very short stomach

folds are usually not visible from the outside or

the stomach. Internally, the intestine is seen to

have a huge typhlosolc with stomach lolds

extending a little way on each side of it at its

proximal end. The anal border has about 12 long,

pointed lobes, In many of the preserved specimens

the stomach is faintly red.

There are 9 to 15 long polvcarp gonads on the

left and 1 5 to 20 on the right . They are fixed along

their whole length to the body wall in a single,

often irregutar, row down the centre of each side
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': Polycarpa oUtaria - a, b, extetnal appearance (WAM 182.75); c. d, siphonal spine\ <QM GH686, WAM
182.75); c, gonad on right side ot body tOM GH686); f, gut, endocarps and gonads on Left side fWAM (82.75);

y. cross section through gonad (QM GH686); h, gonad from parietal Surface (QM GH686). (Scaler a, i>. J rfl mm,
c, d, 0.02 mm; e, 4.0 mm; f, 2,0 mm; £, h, 0.25 mm)

ot'the body, extending into the secondary gut loop

on ihe left. Their ducts are directed toward the

atria] aperture. Proliferation of gonads may
produce an incipient second row of polycarps that

overlap the proximal ends of (hose in the primary

dorsal row. A single row of about 6 long, branched
male follicles is present beneath the ovary, the

ducts curving around the anterior side of the ovary

lo meet the vas deferens. Proliferation and
branching of the male follicles force them up into

the ovary from its lateral side.

There are about 5 tall and narrow to short and

flat-topped endocarps crowded in the gut loop.

Endocarps are also present on the body wall

around and between the gonads but they are noi

crowded.

Remarks: St vela ascidioides Herdman, ]906

and S. eiata: Sluiter. 1895 (< R seriaia

Michaelsen, 1905) appear to be identical to the

present species. The spines of the type specimens

of P. otitoha (ZMA V.TU1034) and of S,

ascidioides (BM 1907.8.30.14) are not brown, but

white and inconspicuous - the same colour as the

lest - and transparent and flexible It is probable

that these horny si natures have deteriorated

during their long period in preservative. Sluiter

(1890) describes the type specimen of this species

as having a smooth anal border. Unfortunately

this could not be confirmed, as the type specimen
is rather mutilated. Otherwise the type specimens

of P. ttluoria and P. solvens are identical in all

import am characters.

The species resembles Polycarpa papillata both

in the bladder cells contained in [he cartilaginous

[est and in the single rows of male follicles beneath

the ovaries. However, in P. papiltata* there is no
adherent sand, the gut loop is larger, the gonads

project into the peribranchial cavity and there are

no spines on the test. As in P. papiliata, the gui is

only loosely attached to the body wall and mav
sometimes be ejected, as it appears to have been

in some of Sluiter's ( 1904) specimens (see

Hartmeyer 1919).

Living individuals are characteristically red.

Although this colour is usually lost in preservative,

the label in the jar is stained red in one specimen
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and the stomach retains some red pigment in

another. Otherwise, the narrowing of the anterior

part of the body; the conspicuous lobes around

the apertures; the tough test; the minute, brown
chitinoid spines anteriorly; the short stomach; the

single, irregular row of gonads; and the large

interspaces in the branchial sac are characteristic.

The siphonal spines resemble those of

Cnemidocarpa intestinata n.sp., but are more
robust and conspicuous.

Polycarpa ovata Pizon, 1908

(Fig. 84)

Polycarpa ovata Pizon, 1908, p.21 1. Hastings, 1931,

p.74. (Not: Van Name, 1918, p. 102, < P. stirpes

n.sp.).

Polycarpa moebii: Kott, 1952, p. 244 (part); 1966, p.299.

Polycarpa pedunculate: Kott, 1964, p. 137; 1972c, p.243.

Distribution

New Records: Queensland (Moreton Bay, QM G4945
G4903 G4908 G5148 G6099 G6100-6 G6108-9 G8684
G1O075 G10078 GH341 GH2777; Hervey Bay, QM
G2195; Heron I., QM GH1418: Mackay, QM G99786-
7; NW Bowen, QM GH652 GH665 GH670 GH674-5
GH744 GH2778 GH2782-5; Townsville; Trinity Bay,

QM GH 762).

Previously Recorded: Queensland (Moreton Bay —
Kott 1964, 1972c; Hervey Bay — Kott 1966; Low Isles

— Hastings 1931).

This species is most commonly reported from
embayments from Moreton Bay, where it is common.
and to the north. It has not been recorded from the

western coast of the continent.

Description

External Appearance: Individuals are pear-

shaped (rounded posteriorly) to more or less

cylindrical, often with the body tapering postero-

ventrally to a short to long cylindrical stalk that

breaks into a tuft of long, thick roots basally. The
stalk always arises from the postero-ventral part

of the body. The longitudinal axis of the body is

usually horizontal, at right angles to the stalk.

However, sometimes the long axis of the body is

upright, in line with the stalk. The apertures are

small, sessile and inconspicuous, without lobes.

Occasionally, in contracted specimens, both

branchial and atrial apertures are on conical

protruberances, but these are not true siphons and
merely result from contraction of body muscles.

The branchial aperture is terminal, slightly toward

the ventral side of the rounded anterior end in

cylindrical specimens. The atrial aperture is one-

third to one-half of the distance along the dorsal

surface of the body. The test is usually naked, only

rarely having a thin encrustation of sand. The
basal roots of the stalk have a mass of sand

adhering to them. The test is tough, opaque and

rigid. The surface is smooth, becoming rather felty

in larger specimens.

Living specimens are a dirty yellow, becoming
white to beige or dirty white in preservative.

Internal Structure: The body wall is

compact and muscular, the outer layer of circular

muscles being continuous and thick. A feature of

the species is the small (0.01 to 0. 1 mm diameter),

clear, spherical vesicles that are embedded between

the muscle bundles and crowded in the inner,

muscle-free, layer of test. The body wall is usually

brown to black-brown in preservative.

There are from 20 to 40 branchial tentacles of

varying length. The dorsal tubercle is a simple

circular to heart-shaped cushion with an S- or U-

shaped deep slit, variously oriented. The horns are

turned in or out.

The branchial folds are low, with conspicuous,

thick internal longitudinal vessels crowded on
them. The stigmata are short and the meshes are

very wide but irregular, with one mesh in the

interspace wider than the others. This wide mesh
has up to 10 stigmata, while the narrower meshes

have 6 to 8. Meshes to the right of the dorsal

lamina and on each side of the endostyle are very

wide, with up to 16 stigmata. The transverse

branchial vessels are wide and strong;

parastigmatic vessels are rare. There are 2 or 3

vessels in the interspace and up to 16 on the folds.

The gut forms a relatively short loop across the

posterior end of the body, enclosing a simple

circular to irregular endocarp. The stomach is

short and elliptical, never more than half the length

of the ascending limb of the gut loop. The rectum,

which is sometimes longer than the gut loop,

extends anteriorly more or less at right angles to

it. The anal border is divided into about 8 rather

shallow lobes on the mesial side. The outside of

the border of the anus projects forward and is

rather irregularly indented. The stomach has

internal glandular folds, which are not always

conspicuous from the outside.

The gonads vary in number and shape with size

and maturity of the specimen. They are arranged

in 3 or 4 irregular rows, but are often crowded and

slightly overlapping. They are flask-shaped,

tapering toward the short ducts, which open on a

small papilla at their distal (dorsal) end, directed

toward the atrial aperture. The ovary is large and

sac-like. There are about 6 pairs of wide, fan-

shaped male follicles (lobed on their proximal

border) beneath each ovary and projecting up into

the centre of the sac. The gonads are embedded
very deeply in the body wall but, in all but the
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FlO. 84: Potycarpa ovata — a - c, external appearance (QM GH670, GH2777, G6I06); d, dorsal tubercle, showing

some bladder cells (QM GH1418); e, gul loop enclosing endocarp (QM GH341); f, male follicles (QM GH 1418).

(Scales: a, b, 1.0 cm; c, 0.5 cm; d, f, 0.1 mm; e, 1.0 mm).
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largest specimens, are clearb
I \U ' !il uiner

surface. In irnens, the gonads

are forced up onto the inner surface of the body

wall.

Ri MAiu.s Some horizontally oriented

miens of Potycvrpa Hindis (which is also

yellow in life, naked and smooth, and occasionally

has sessile apertnreo resemble ihepresenr species.

However, P. ovate am be distinguished b> its very

small vi-sicles and I task shaped gonads with short

'
I

The type specimen of P ovata Pizon has a the

same compact body as the Austtalian specimens.

P. ovata is distinguished from the large P
pigmentata (v hi a similar branchial s;u; and

male follicles) by its body shape, colour, sin
i

test, small and colourless vesicles, short gut loop,

stion stomach and one endocarp, rather than 2.

enclosed in the cut. loop.

Polycarpa psipillata (Sluiter, 1885)

(Fig KS.Kfi; PI U(g)
IPvtycurpueluiu Helta LJ

Stveta [t'olYtvrra) papilfata Stun p.192.

S'j i tuptipttfatu a nil i 1890 133

1952, pj I
t; 1990, p.99.

Ki.ll, 1972ft, p 14 V.r- -M!
I

•

SiyWa (Polyturpu) capthsa ShlUei

P-ISI: 1904, p.fift.

. ,..,- ...,/..,-...• .' iter, 1890 p
Polvcurptt vaptivsu ; FokJC&u, 1^50. p.136; l96Ta,pJ7l.

Miliar, W75, p392
Styetotdes obranckiatu SLuitet, 188S, p.2K
.SnvA; it>otwtiu\ phuuiif Sl.mei. 1895 p 18 1904.

p.6i.

Potycorpa aurata: Herdman, 1899, var. pinna p.SL
PtJhivrpu aura Iman 1899, p.53. Kpu, 1952,

p.235; [« li

PolynHfht rtttidhtny UriJuKiii. 1906, [3 I

f'olvi'itrpit uuhta: KoM, L952, p.234.

I't.'lycarpa intcsntwia Koti, 1952, p. 231:'.

"wKo'i, 1*752. p.23v; 1964. p. 135.

Polycarpa fongiformis\ Kon, 1966, p.298.

tPoiycttrpa intermedin rtartmcyer, 1919> p. 69.

I hS no m oorv

fsi \v Ri t OkUS: Western Australia lOampier
..:..;. ,ieo, WAM Z0] 75 1099.83; Ki.n Bay, WAM

103.75; Lett-month, WAM 95.75; Port Hedland, WAM
1101-2 ft; Shaft Bay, WAM 1098.83; KendrewT. W-\m
L61.75 I83.T5 214.75; Abrolhov WAM 3X.' •-,

ueVburn Sound WAM 1095-7.83). South Australia

i <\i GH952S) VictoriatSE Portland

NMV I

' 159-7) I
.-' South Wales (Par) Uckwm, AM

GI1501 F576), Queensland (Moreton Bay, QM G49J9-
ZO G5l33-Jfe 031M 08571 G9S73 G9600 OH342
C.H361; Flinders Reef, QM 0128(4; Mtuijimh.ih, QM
GII9U; Havcy Bay, QM G9*8S G939I G9573;

Istone H«rbuUt,.QM G97M C9807 G12709: Heron

1., QM QI0095 IS GMJ23 G 11353 QM358 GH1416
UH2694 GH3013 GtG052; Wisiari Reef Channel, QM
GH2691; One Tree I., QM QH378; Keppel l

,
QM

m\ Swain Reefs, QM GH14U: n\v of Bawen, QM
GH598-61Q DH617-8 GH650-I GH730-I CSH739
GH741-3 GH2695; Magnetic I.. QM Q420Q3 G49574;
Sarin:,, QM G4946 G4975; Mission Beach, OM GI2K59;

Cookiown, QM GH765; 1 irard L, QM G97290H 314,

BritoouTl Reef, QM GH287; Thursday I., QM G9821

09823; WufTaQ U QM G9S22 GH308), Northern

Territory (6ulf oi Carpentaria, WAM 84-75; Darwin.

NTM E5; NW Bathura t.. NTM E281.

PRtvioii$^Y ReOORDEU: South Australia (St Vincent

Gulf— Km 1972a). New South Wales (Fori Jackson —
Herdman 1H99, Kott 1952). Queensland (Mnreinn Bay
- Koti 1952 L966; Central Queensland — Heller I87K;

iier Reef - Kott 1952 1964; Thuisday I.
-

Sluiler 1895, Kott 1952). Northern Australia (Darwin —
K<ft1 1966; Gult of Carpentaria — Kott l972e). Ceyton

tHcriJman I906>. Madagascar (Vasscur 1969). Solomon
Is (KW 1952). *rafura Sea (Tokioka 1952) In4<wesia

fSluitei IB8S 1890 IS95 L904). Patau Is (Tokioka 19S0

|967a) PhMppilW* (Tokioka 1970), Maiian-r. U
(Toklnka 1967a).

'Illis Species lias 8 wide laiijic in Uopical watCh of 'he

tndo We.i extending into temperate waters

around tJw scm.iIm-h, coast dI ^usiralis

Deschiption
EXTERNAL Ai-'PLvRANct-: The species is very

variable. Smaller specimens (up to 3 cm in length)

have 4 tough, opaque, white test thai ts smooth or

IS marked with irregular, rounded swellings or

ridges. In larger preserved specimens (from 3 to S

cm long), the test is opaque and white with red

longitudinal markings, or evenly beige orgrey. The
red colour fades in preservative. The surface is

sometimes smooth all over, sometimes smooth

only posteriorly, with swellings and ridges

anteriorly. The largest spgtftterts have a leathery,

wrinkled surface.

The branchiaJ apertuie is always terminal, but

the siphon may be curved venirally or dorsally.

The atrial apertuie is at varying distances along

the doisal SUl lace and is eithei directed forwards,

at right angles to the long axis o( the Hotly, or

posteriorly . Occasionally the apertures are almosi

sessile and relatively inconspicuous Both
apertures are surrounded by 4 conspicuous lolv,

or sweilings that extend posteriorly as parallel,

rounded ridges along the length of conical or

'Nitlrical siphons (when these are present).

The body shape is also variable. The smallest

specimens are rounded and almost spherical.

Specimens 2 lo 3 cm long may be almost

recmncLilar, ilic aiiial aperture being produced

forwards nearly to the level of the branchial

aperture, Very often, however, the anterior end of
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the body is attenuated and narrow; in larger

specimens this is invariably the case. The longest

specimen examined (14 cm, QM GH287) is more
or less banana-shaped, concave dorsally, with the

atrial siphon projecting forwards from the

posterior third of the body. It is sessile and fixed

by the posterior half of the ventral surface. More
often, individuals are fixed either by extensive,

root-like test extensions from the postero-ventral

curve of the body or by a stalk that is up to 3 or 4

times the length of the body. The stalks or root-

like extensions are hollow near the body and

contain an extension of the body wall. A collection

from Lizard I. (QM G9729) includes stalked,

rooted and sessile specimens with smooth or

furrowed tests . Their body-shapes vary from

cylindrical to conical. Moreton Bay specimens are

invariably smooth and swollen posteriorly. They
may be grey-black, white with red stripes or beige-

yellow in preservative.

In some individuals (AM E1840, U576), the

posterior end of the body is swollen into an almost

spherical hold-fast. The test thickness varies,

generally being thicker when the surface is

irregular, and relatively thin when it is smooth.

Large bladder cells (0.085 mm diameter) are

crowded in the outer layer of test, but they do not

occur in the more compact inner layer.

Living specimens can be observed changing their

shape by contracting the anterior part of the body.

Internal Structure: The body wall is rather

thin and adheres so closely to the test that it is

sometimes difficult to remove from it. A thin outer

layer of transverse muscles forms a continuous

coat over a layer of longitudinal muscles. The
branchial tentacles are usually crowded, except in

the largest specimens, where they are well-spaced.

Sometimes the tentacles are coiled in the preserved

specimens. The dorsal tubercle is large, completely

filling the deep and sometimes narrow
peritubereular area. In smaller specimens, the

opening of the neural duct is an undivided,

generally U-shaped slit, with one or both horns

turned in or out. In larger specimens, the slit

divides into multiple, variable and complex
openings, often densely distributed on the surface

of the tubercle. The slit-like openings are either

randomly placed, radial or parallel to one another.

Long slits may either be present all over the

tubercle; or confined to the anterior part of the

tubercle with shorter, almost punctate, openings

posteriorly.

The branchial sac is delicate, with 4 rather wide,

flat folds that often overlap one another. There

are up to 20 internal longitudinal vessels on the

folds and 3 to 6 between. The number of vessels

increases with the size of the individual. The
longitudinal vessels are well-spaced, and only

slightly more crowded on the folds than between

them. There are up to 12 stigmata per mesh.

Parastigmatic vessels cross some of the rows of

stigmata in a random arrangement. Three
intermediate-sized transverse vessels alternate with

larger primary vessels. The anterior end of the

endostyle undulates, the undulation having an

amplitude of about 6 stigmata on each side of the

mid-line (which may, however, be the result of

contraction).

The gut forms an oblique to almost horizontal

loop across the posterior part of the body,
although the rectum projects forward to the atrial

aperture, creating a secondary loop that is of

variable depth, according to the position of the

atrial aperture and the width of the body. The gut

loop is only loosely attached to the body wall. In

many specimens the whole branchial sac and gut

eviscerate when the animals are collected. In one

senescent specimen, the absence of the gut may be

the result of predation by the pontoniid shrimps

found in the peribranchial cavity. The oesophagus

is short. It opens into a long, almost pear-shaped,

stomach that is scarcely wider than the oesophagus

at the cardiac end but expands greatly at the

pyloric end. There are very fine longitudinal and

oblique folds in its wall. The former extend the

whole length of the stomach and the latter extend

obliquely from both sides of the typhlosole at the

pyloric end. Externally these folds may be

obscured by the layer of body wall that covers the

stomach. In large specimens, the roomy pyloric

end of the stomach is almost divided into two

chambers by a deep, wide typhlosole that projects

into the lumen. The folds of the stomach cease

abruptly where it opens into a wide duodenal area.

An even more voluminous and very thin-walled,

straight mid-intestine occupies the pole of the gut

loop. The mesial wall of this mid-intestine is often

distended and the pole of the gut loop bends
dorsally, projecting into the atrial cavity. The
rectum is also wide and extends anteriorly, to the

atrial opening. The anal border is deeply divided

into a variable number of pointed lobes.

The body wall is covered with tall, flattened

endocarps, either straight or rounded on their free

border, where they are sometimes expanded.

Endocarps are also present between the limbs of

the gut loop. With senescence, these endocarps

shrink to little more than papillae on the body wall.

Between these endocarps, the gonads are present

in a wide belt (from 1 to 4 polycarps wide) down
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FlG. 86: Poiycatpapapillata— a - f, variability in the dorsal tubercle; g, anterior end of the endosiyle (QM G1 1998);

h, gut, gonads and endocarps (QM G9729); i, profile of gonad (QM G 1 0096). (Scales: a - f, 1.0 mm; g, i, 0.5

mm; h, 1 .0 mm).
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the middle ol the body wall on each side <><* (he

bodj, iMiinmg an arc around the atrial aperture.

lie- ;h lycarps are almost elliptical, rounded

prox the openings of male and female ducts

at the narrowing distal end directed toward ihe

atrial aperture The gonads are either recumbent
T

or nbtujue or almost upright on the body wall,

projecting into the peribrancfual eaviry. They are

attached at their proximal end by a ligament that

extends along one- to two-thirds of their length-

Tbe distal pointed ends of the gonads are free and

often overlap polycarps dot bent. They are

readily detached. There is generally only a single

series of up to 10 QUlda branched male follicles

beneath the ovary, their aucts joining along one

side before opening mesial to the ovidueal

opening. In senescent specimens, a rod of

expended male follicles i.> embedded in the la.

.

side of ! he o\ ar v\ Very occasionally t he gonads are

scattered all over the body wall, instead ol oeing

confined to a mid-lateral belt

Remarks: Much of the variation in this spc

that has resulted in confusitjn uver hs identity has

been noted by Tokioka (1952) and Millar

15). Colour variations may he genetic;

I
vcr, tahets appear to be a result of age. They

include the external appearance, the complexity of

the dorsal tubercle and the decrease In sue and

mmibei of endocarps and gonads. Otherwise, the

internal structure is remarkably consiam. E tie wide

IchiaJ folds with well-spaced longitudinal

vessel-^, (he undulating anterior eXienl Of the

endostvk. the raluDiinous stomach with its finely

pleated wall and narrow cardiac end, the thin-

walled mid-intestine in the pole of the gut. loop,

iht loll endocarps and the long, narrow, pointed

anal lobes are all characteristic and constant. The

tendency of thegut i<> eviscerate is also a consistent

and con, ,: feature of the species (see

Tokioka 1970, and P. nuui/uns Herdman, 1906).

One of the inconsistencies in reporting the

structure oj this species that has led to the

synonymy set out above has been the failure LO

recognise the narrow ,
almost cylindrical, cardiac

part of the stomach as pari of that organ rather

than a continuation Of the oesophagus. The

nach has often been recorded as short and

elliptical, and the unique nature of the gftl Fias been

-<- looked. The availability of large collections

and especially of large samples from the

popul Itiop of Morei.on Bay, Lizard 1- and Abbot

Pt (near Bowen) has clarified the status of many
of the characters formerly used to separate the

i
.ies.

Specimens larger than 8 cm are taken only

rately. With the exception of its dorsal tubercle

[which has multiple short openings on the

posterior deep V of the tubercle and anteriorly is

imperforate), the large (12 cm) specimen (QM
GH30S) from Murray I. is identical in all respects

(including its size) with the largest Polycarpa

capdosa: Fokioka, 1950, from the Palau Is. In

both these specimens the body is auentuated and

lies horizontaUy, fixed by the posterior end of the

ventral border. The dorsal tubercles of Tokioka's

larger specimens are identical with that of an 8 cm
long specimen from Flinder's Reef (off SE
Queensland, QM G 12814). The specimens differ

externally, however, the Flinder's Reef specimen

being rounded and sessile and not the elongate,

concave shape of some ol' lite others. Millar (1975)

suggested the synonymy of P. capriosa with P.

papUlatti, which is confirmed by the specimens in

this collection.

Polycarpa nebuiOSQ Heller, 1878 and P, eiata

Heller, 1K78 (both from Bowen) may be

conspecific with the present species. But as details

Of their internal structure are not available, then

affinity with P papi/laia must be speculative.

based on their external appearance (the test

thickness and nature of its surface, and the shape

of the body).

The shape of the body, the stomach, the anal

lobes and the endocarps resemble those of P.

WW (SluiterK which is distinguished from the

present species by its test spines.

I'nlvcarpu papyra n.sp

(Fig. 87)

"TTtpfcLoi , latJd (Clcvehmd Bay, A 6

SSW John Brewer Reef, coll. P. Arnold and \, BiriJ

Sq 8e Sin 479 « QM GH1501:
i

| pe QM
302).

r|\l4 Miia!], lidic^e and inconspicuous species ha* be c

taken from only one location.

DESCRIPTION
! tTEHMAJ \."i J(-Ak,\\cF: The body is almost

cylindrical, up to 2 cm long. The apertures are

sessile. The atrial aperture is about two-thirds o\

the body length distant from the terminal

branchial aperture. The test is moderately thin,

sometimes naked, rough and more or less leathery.

Some sand is embedded in the surface, making ii

stiff but not especially brittle.

JntehNai Structure: The body wall is

extremely delicate and closely adheres to the test.

The muscles are very fine and inconspicuous.

There are 12 rather sfunt branchial tentacles. The
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[ i- 1. 87: Pohcarpa papyra n.sp. (QM GH 1 501 >

body wall, left side. (Scale: 2.0 mm).
interna!

prebranchial area is narrow. The dorsal tubercle,

a small, rounded cushion in the centre of a V-
shaped peritubercular area, has a simple vertical

or oblique slit.

The branchial folds are low, narrow ridges with

crowded internal longitudinal vessels. The vessels

are arranged according to the formula B3jf8)4( 10)

6(9)3(12)3DL. There are 4 to 6 long, elliptical

stigmata in each mesh, sometimes crossed by a

parasrigmaiic vessel.

The gut forms a simple, narrow loop in the

postero-ventral comer of the body. The pole of

the loop only reaches halfway up the body. The
pleated stomach is long, occupying about two-

thirds o\' the ascending limb of The loop. The
terminal part of the rectum curves anteriorly to

the atrial opening. The anal border has about 20

narrow, sometimes bidentate, lobes.

Small, rounded endocarps are scattered on the

body wall, and are especially crowded toward the

ventral border. Those on the left are confined to

the body wall anterior to the gut loop. There arc

no endocarps in the gut loop.

No gonads were present in these specimens.

Rfm\rks: The species is characterised by its

narrow gut loop (curved only where the distal par

!

of the rectum turns toward the atrial aperture), the

very long stomach, the presence of small

endocarps on the body wall and the absence of

endocarps in the gut loop. Polycarps biforis and
P. confecia have a similarly long, cylindrical

stomach and rather numerous longitudinal

branchial vessels in the interspaces. They both

have an endocarp enclosed in the gut loop and
none elsewhere on the body walk a condition that

is the reverse of that found in the presenl species.

Polyearpa pedunculata Heller, 1878

(Fig. 88)

Polycorpa peduncutoia Heller, 1878, p. 24. Miehaclseu,

1905, p. 98. Kott, 1952, p. 232; 1972a, p. 35 (pan,

reddish brown specimen); 1972b, p. 186 (part); 1975,

p. 13 (part, sandy, reddish individuals). Millar, 19M,
p. 369. (Not; Hanmeyer and Michaelseu, 1928. t

typiea p,366» < P pipmeritafa: Pizon, 1908, p. 216,

< P. aurala).

Pamtocia pedunculata: Hanmeyer, 1909, p. 1364.

Polycurpa viridiy. Herdman, 1899, p.47 (part, yellowish
specimens with sand, PI. Cyn. 18, Figs 5. 7).

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Dongara, WAM
1
13" S3. Cockburn Sound, WAM 101.72 34.75 164.75

168.75 194.75 222*2 K72. 82 920.83 1136.83 1138-9.83

1141.83 1144.83 1146-8.83 1(54.83 259.84). South

Australia (Spencer Gulf, QM GH2&4; St Vincent Cull
,

QMG9307G931U 2! G9389 G9577 GH2774-6 GH2799-
800 GH2804). Victoria (Bass Strait, QM GUS52
Cl! 1876-7 G 1 2734 G 12750 G 12752). Queensland
(Tallebudgera, QM GH2198; Moreton Bay, QM G10075
GH367 GH1463-4; MoolooIaba,QM G11909GH2449).

Previously Recorded: South Australia (Great

Australian Bight — Kott 1975; Spencer Gut! — Ron
1972b; Si Vincent Gulf - Kott 1972a). Victoria (Bass

Strait - Heller 1S7S; Port Phillip Bay - Millar 1966).

New South Wales (Port Jackson — Herdman 1899).

Description
lixn.KNAi Appearance: The shape Is very

variable: individuals range from spherical and

stalked to upright and almond-shaped. The body
is seldom more than 4 cm long (spherical

specimens are shorter). The stalk is either longer

than the body and relatively narrow, or short and
thick. It arises from the ventral side of The

posterior end or from the postero-ventral corner.

The branchial aperture is subterminal, opening

toward the ventral side; the atrial aperture is on

the dorsal surface, usually verv close to the
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Fig. 88: Polycarpa pedimcututu — a, individual with smooth surface (QM G10075); b, individual with wrinkled

surface (QM G2198); c, stalked, sandy individual (QM GH2214); d, variation in opening of neural gland; e,

internal body wall, showing gut, gonads and endocarp; f, male follicles. (Scales: a, c. 5.0 mm; b, 3.0 mm; e, 2.0

mm; f, O.t mm).
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anterior end of the animal bui sometimes about
hallway down the dorsum.
Both aper lures are sessile, but are not

inconspicuous Each Is surrounded by -4 small

lobes. The body is Often (but not always) laterally

flattened. The test is relatively thin, white in

section and either smooth or rough wuh w rtnklfts

and creases, mainly longitudinal but also with

some irregular furrows and swellings- Specimens
are often covered with 3 layer of sand thai makes
1 he test rather brittle, but are also SOinetii

naked.

The test is teddish brown in the living specimen.

Preserved specimens are white to beige

Iwn '
1

'

1 1

Mil- body wall to

muscular and in preserved specimens, often h

very faint greenish tinge. 1 he outer circular muscle

layer is continuous Small, spherical vesicles (not

more than &05 mm diameter) are embedded in the

body wall, giving the inner muscle- free layer a

rather Huffy appearance. There are about 40

branchial tentacles of varying sizes The dorsal

tubercle is a large, circular cushion with a

deep Li- or s-shaped stil, the horns sometimes
turned in or out. It protrudes conspicuous!;

the pharynx.

The branchial sac is strong, with thick, vessels

The sttgm&ta ate short and parastigmaue w
are tare The tiansve: ,re wide h

11 each side of the endosiyle

and to the rigbl Oi the dorsal lamina There '

a A ide mesh, with about 10 stigmata, in the centre

of the interspaces, the meshes dorsal and ventral

ii u mi
.

i
I

i 5 ngnuua. A mode;.

(3 cm loogj specimen from Queensland (QM
GH2198) has internal longitudinal branchial

;(s arranged according to the Folll win]

formula- E0(6)2<8)3(12)4(7»3DL. The bwic]
folds arc long and raiher straight, terminating

around the posterior border of the oesophageal

opening.

The curve of the guT loop is variable: sometimes

deep and sometimes an open, -hallow curve. The
depth oi the curve fa undoubtedly affected bj

contraction of the body, since the loop is rather

long and extends around the postero- ventral curvfi

ol the hody. The oesophageal opening is some
distance faun the posterior cud of Ehc branchial

sac and the oesophagus extends posteriorly
I

it. The stomach is very lo Lg ipying about

three-quarters of the ascending limb of the gut

loop- The gut loop encloses a tfagle, rather

elongate, Oat-topped endoearp. I lie rectum is

sometimes longer than tfo gu< fooPvQM GH2198),
but may also be shorter (QM OH22I4), The ana!

border is divided into S to S lobes, the outside ol

the border sometimes being undivided.

The gonads vary in number and in the extent to

which they are embedded in the body wall, both

variations probably a reflection of age and

maturity In contracted specimens, the gon
appear (o be forced up into the atrial cavity and
to be less deeply embedded. They are usualh

rather elongate organs, often slightly curved and

often crowded and overlapping. They consist of

long ovarian sac and numerous (at least 10) lobed.

pynfortn male follicles scattered along each side

and crowded beneath the ovary, protruding up
into its centre The gonoducts are relatively tonj

and protrude from the body wall into the atrial

cavity.

Ri-makkv; Most previous attempts to resolve tin

[axon 1
1

this and related species have been

unsuccessful Michaelsen (1905), working with

many of Heller's (IS umens from the

eastern coast ot Auslralia, believed Potycorpa

vata Herdman. 1S82 10 be synonymous with

P. pedunculata Heller, 1878 on the basis

paratypc material. The holotype of the latter

specie- was not amongst the material he examined,

At the same time he described a further spo

Pt
moehii Michaelsen, 1905 from Bass Strait ( <

P. viridis Herdman, 1B80), separated from the

svmpainc P. pedunculata only b> the length of the

tectum >er (1909) added P. viridis

Herdman. 1882 and 1899, from Port Jackson, to

synonyms ol P. pedunculata. Hartmeyer and

Mich M8) reported P. pedunculata an

mueba I rorri Wcslein Australia. Th
recognised ? different forms of P. pedunculata,

\i; f. ['.pica (from NW and eastetn Australia
I

viridis ( > P vWtfK Herdman from eastern

Austraha) and I. SW Australia.

The specimens of both f ivpica and f". chloroti 1

trom Western Austral,. h red to hv Miehuelseu

seem to be particularly lar^ie (S cm) and are

unlikely ro be specimen^ of P. pedunculu(u,_ ha

yellowish grey and dark blue-prey test

.

actively.

Polycarpa /lava n.sp, is a distinct Spot

patric with P. pedunculate in the middle pan
o\ the tatter's range between South Australia and
New South Wales. Like P. peduncuUua, it is often

Stalled and sandy, However, living specimens are

bright yellow, as are P. virtdis specimen.

preservative, the test of P. f/ava is blackish and is

smooth (again like P. xtndis). rather than being

sharp!, wrinkled and creased as m the present

cics.
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Polycarpa pedunculata is distinguished from P.

viridis by its often sandy, wrinkled test; longer gut

loop and stomach, longer gonads; long projecting

gonoducts; circular dorsal tubercle with an entire

slit; and smaller vesicles in the body wall.

The most closely related species to P.

pedunculata, albeit it has not been confused with

it, is P. contecta, which has the same long

stomach, single endocarp enclosed in the gut loop,

minute vesicles embedded in the body wall and a

deep, conspicuous opening of the neural gland.

Polycarpa contecta is distinguished from the

present species by its gonads, which are not

embedded but are attached to the body wall by a

ligament confined to the proximal half of their

length.

Polycarpa pigmentata (Herdman, 1906)

(Figs. 89,100e; Pl.IVa)

Styela pigmentata Herdman, 1906, p.318.

Polycarpa picteti Pizon, 1908, p.207; Vasseur, 1967b,

p.138.

Polycarpa moebii: ? Michaelsen, 1905, p. 104 (part,

specimen from Bowen). Vasseur, 1967b, p. 136.

Polycarpa crvptocarpa: Hartmeyer 1906, p. 17. Tokioka,

1950, p. 139; 1961, p. 121; 1967a, p.173 (part, not black

specimens); 1970, p.95. Kott, 1957, p.145; 1964, p. 137.

Millar, 1975, p. 284 (part, not specimen no. 16 from

Kei I. < Polycarpa stirpes n.sp.). Nishikawa and

Tokioka, 1976, p. 394. Nishikawa, 1984, p. 133.

Pandocia cryptocarpa: Michaelsen, 1912, p. 152.

Polycarpa pedunculata: Hartmeyer, 1919, p. 48. Kott,

1981, p.202. Hartmeyer and Michaelsen, 1928, f.

typica p. 366 (part, specimens from Western Australia).

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Cockburn Sound,

QM G9658). Victoria (Bass Strait, QM GH2792).
Queensland (off Moreton Bay, QM GH371: Heron 1.,

QM G9769 G10084 GH354 CH356 GH379 GH1390
GH2189 GH2787 GH2790 GH2793 GH3053; Wistari

Reef, GH2193; Tryon I., QM GHI391 GH1412; Swain

Reefs, QM GH2786; NW of Bowen, QM GH675;
Britomart Reef, QM GH236; Broadhurst Reef, QM
GH315, GH2794; Lizard L, QM G9766-8 G9776 GH550
GH2193-4 GH2788-9 GH2791 ; Martha Ridgeway Reef,

QM GH240 GH243 GH259; Murray 1., QM G9825-6
G9828 GH237; Tijou Reef, QM G9829; Yorke 1., QM
G9827; Deltaic Reef, QM GH241 GH257 GH356;
Chesterfield Reef, GH239 GH260 GH329; Marion Reef,

QM GH238-9 GH258; Lihou Reef, QM GH2478;
Flinders Reef, QM GH2190).

Previously Recorded: Western Australia (Cape
Jauben — Hartmeyer 1919). Queensland (Mackay —
Kott 1964; Bowen — Michaelsen 1905). Palau Is

(Tokioka 1950 1967a). New Caledonia (Tokioka 1961,

Vasseur 1967b). Philippines (Tokioka 1970, Millar 1975).

Fiji (QM GH78-9 GH85 Kott 1981). Solomon, Gilbert

and Marshall Is (Tokioka 1967a). Truk I. (Nishikawa

1984). Indonesia (Pizon 1908). Japan (Hartmeyer 1906,

Michaelsen 1912). Sri Lanka (BM 1907.8.3.16 Herdman
1906). Red Sea (Kott 1957).

The species is one of the largest, most common and

conspicuous ascidians in the tropical waters of the Indo-

West Pacific. Vast populations occur in shallow water,

non-cryptic habitats around coral reefs. Although living

specimens are camouflaged by their epibionts, their blue

siphon linings are conspicuous.

Description
External Appearance: Individuals are

laterally flattened, upright and more or less pear-

shaped, and rectangular in outline. They are

usually sessile fixed by the posterior end of the

body, and without a stalk. Living specimens are a

brownish colour with deep to pale blue siphon

linings. They are beige to brown to blackish brown
in preservative; the siphon linings fade to grey. The
test is tough and leathery, the surface rough and

uneven, usually with epibionts growing on it. It is

up to 1 cm thick in some places. The apertures are

on very short siphons, wart-like when closed, with

4 naked lobes around each. The branchial aperture

is terminal and the atrial is close behind it on the

dorsal surface. The body usually narrows in front

of the atrial siphon. The branchial aperture is often

turned ventrally or dorsally, and the posterior end

of the body sometimes turns dorsally, the body

being concave along the dorsal surface. Specimens

up to 12 cm long are not uncommon.

Internal Structure: The internal siphons are

often long, projecting anteriorly or laterally. There

is a outer layer of circular and an internal layer of

longitudinal muscles in the external part of the

body wall. Internally it is thick, fibrous and

opaque. Large spherical, black and sometimes

clear vesicles are embedded in the internal layer of

body wall. There are about 40 robust branchial

tentacles, but often fewer in larger specimens. The
dorsal tubercle completely fills the V-shaped

peritubercular area. The S-shaped slit in smaller

specimens becomes convoluted and interrupted

with growth. Larger specimens usually have

spongy-looking dorsal tubercles perforated by

many small openings.

The branchial sac is robust, as the internal

longitudinal vessels are thick. The branchial folds

are not very high or flat. Branchial formulae for

specimens of 4 cm, 8 cm and 10 cm respectively

are: E3(10)3(14)3(14)3(16)3DL; El (7)7(20)6(24)

5(14)5DL;E4(15)7(15)7(15)8(13)5DL. There are 8

to 12 stigmata per mesh.

The gut loop is usually small in relation to the

size of the body. It extends across the posterior

end of the left side, at right angles to the rectum.
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FlG. 89: Polycarpa pigmentata — a, b, external appearance (QM GH356, G9767); c, d, dorsal tubercles (QM GH356,
C9827); e, gut and endocarps (QM G9658). (Scales: a, b, 1.0 cm; c, tl. 0.5 mm; e, 2.0 mm).
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A large, flat-topped circular to elongate endocarp

is enclosed in the pole of the gut loop. A similar

endocarp is enclosed between the proximal part, of

the rectum and the stomach. The stomach is long

and elliptical, with parallel internal longitudinal

gastro-inte&linal ligament connects the

distal end of the stomach to 'he intestine and
separates the two endocarps enclosed in the gut

loop. The rectum is usually at richi angles to, and

longer than, rhc gut loop. The aiiaJ border is

divided into from 12 to 20 rounded lobes.

The gonads ate embedded in the tough, opaque

inner layer of the body wall. Each consists Of a

sacs-like o\\ir\ with pear-shaped, and often rcrj

branched, male follicles along each side of the

distal half o\' (he ovaries Sometimes the male

follicles project under the ovary and up into it.

dividing it into two chambers

Remarks: The morphology of this species

resembles thai oi Poiycarpa abscurc (see

Poiycarpa pedunculata- Hartmeyer and

Michaelscn, 1928). In addition to a more
cylindrical body, posterior stalk, long testis,

follicles and black test. P. obscurn has us atrial

siphon on the narrow anterior parr of the body,

while in the present species the laterally flattened

body narrows amerior to the atrial siphon. Other

differences are discussed under P. obscura

{Remarks).

The large black Poiycarpa cryptocorpa SlUfoer,

1885, is a synonym of P. obscuru Heller, 18

Specimens ascribed to P. ayptncarpa by Tokioka

(1950, 1%U 1967a and 1970) are characteristic of

the present species rather than the large, stalked

black individuals of P. obscura (see P. crvptocarpa

.Sluiter, 1885, PI. 2, Fie. i).

Vasseur's (1967 b) specimens from New
Caledonia and i-Von's ( 190S) from Amboina had

the same laterally flattened form, Mack vesicles,

short gut loop across the posterior end ot the body,

and testis follicles beneath and projecting up into

the ovary as the present specimens and appear \o

beconspecific.

Poiycarpa molyuloulcs lias similar short.

branched testis follicles and rounded anal lobes m
those of the present species. However, its thin and
hairy test distinguish it. The lateralis flattened.,

upright body ot P pigmentata i ale active,

Pyura pedunculata, P. viridis and P. flava n.sp.

are smaller species wiih colouo les in the

body and with only a single endocarp in the got

loop.

Other species with an endocarp enclosed in the

gut loop and embedded gonads either have long

male follicles along (he borders of the ovary \P.

decipiens, P. nigricans) or have short testis follicles

bordering a circular ovary (P. argentaw, P. sfirpes

n.sp.).

Hartmeyer and Michaelscn (1928) believed that

the specimen from Bowen ascribed by Michaelscn

(1905) to P. moebii was a specimen off*, maculoto

However, despite similar dark vesicle

embedded in the body wall, the gonads of the latter

species are connected to the body wall by a

ligament, rather than being embedded (see

Nishikawa and Tokioka 1976). Further, P.

mamfata has a single, circular endocarp in the gut

loop rather than the two elongate ones reported

by Mkhaclsen. The Bowen specimen referred to

by Michaelscn (1905) was probably a specimen ot

pnentata.

Poiycarpa mytiljgera Savigny. 18J6 from the

Red Sea, resembles the present species externally,

but its gonads are like those ot P. nigricans and P,

obscurn with long male follicles aloiuj the Side

the distal end of the ovary. Kou (1957)

distinguished P. mytiligera from the present

species by the large number of stigmata in each

mesh.

Poiycarpa irregularis Herdman, 1882 from the

Philippines resembles the present species

externally, but is distinguished by the numerous
endocarps reported to occui on the body wall.

Pofycarpi < Herdman. 1 886 from Bass

Srrait and Poiycarpa siephenensis Herdman, IS99

from Port Jackson may be synonyms of P.

ptgmetuatQ.

It is surprising that neither the Challenger

(Herdman 18S2) nor the Siboga (Sluiter 1904)

expeditions took specimens of this large and
common species.

Poiycarpa plenovata n.sp.

(Fig. 90)

i"), ....

TVFfl LoiMirv: Victoria (685$ Srrait. 3K'53.>'S.

I47
l, 55.rt:, 71 n\ shelly sand, Bass Strait

17.11 SMioloupe NMVF51567; 39^)1.0^,143:;! I'L.

S4 m, ^nd.-M. 1.-31, paxatype NMV F5lSi

Descriptti

Ex I
; RN u APPEARANCE: Individuals are small

and symmetrical, up to 5 mm in diameter and

almost spherical, but with opposite ends of the

upper surface produced out into rather long,

diverging siphons. nasally the body narrows to a

very fine sralk that is about the same length as the

body. The stalk is completely naked, but the body

is covered with a layei oi crowded sand grains and
shell. The borders of the apertures are gathered

rather than lobed. The siphon lining and the test
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FlG. VO: Polycarpa plenovata n.sp. — a. external appearance (NMV H780); b, gonads seen through body wall, right

side (NMV H379); e, inner body wall (NMV H780); d, gonad (NMV H780). (Scales: a,c, i.O mm; b, 0.5 mm; d,

0.25 mm).
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Immediately around the aperture* .jre Wightiv

greenish and iridescent. However, no scales or

spines were detected.

Intfknai Si u\ '.
i uk6; The body wall is

musculat and opaque. There are about 40 short,

fine branchial tentacles The opening of then;
pland is a Simple, transverse slit.

The branchial sac has 4 folds on each side of I be

body. There are 8 to 10 very crowded internal

longitudinal vessels on each fold and one between.

Each mesh has 6 short, oval stigmata

The oesophageal opening is at the posterior end

oi' the dorsal surface, w hich extends only between

the two aperiures. The branchial sac is deeply

curved vemrally. The gut forms a short, tight and
rather straight loop posterior to the branchial sac.

the two limbs almost level with one another The
oesophagus is moderately long, curving posteriorly

and vemrally. The stomach is large and pyrifonn,

widest at the pyloric end. It occupies most of the

ascending limb. The intestine curves to the lei r and

dorsally, lying parallel to, almost level with, and
hard up sgaiilSI [he stomach, bound firmly 10 it

by membrane. A very short, stout caecum is

embedded in the membrane and crowded into the

pole of the light gut loop. The rectum is very short,

curving toward the atrial aperture, lis border is

divided into 5 shallow lobes.

The gonads are relatively large, sausage-shaped

and very conspicuous. They .ire more or less in 2

rows on each side of the body, with up to 5 in a

row. There are 5 to 7 polycaips pel side. Each
consists of a large, roomy ovary with a single row
Of about X long testis follicles lying transversely

across I he under surface of the ovary. The very

short us tducts are directed toward the atrial

aperture, Both gut and gonads arc only lightly

attached to the body wall. There arc uoeudocarps.

Rtmawks: The symmetrical, sands body; fine

naked stalk; short, tight gut loop and large

stomach; and the relatively large gonads are the

characters by which the species can be
distinguished. The species shares certain characters

with Poii'carpa sobna, notably the shon gut loop

with the stomach occupying much of the ascending

toop. Poiyrurpu sohriu is distinguishable from the

present species by the absence of a stalk, its 3 or 4

(rather than 2) rows ol polyearps ;ind the more
numerous internal longitudinal vessels iu the

interspace.

Polycarpa procera (Sluiter. 1885)

(Fig. 91; PI r

Sfycta procera Sluiter, 1885, p. 196; 1904, p.S9-

PoiycarpQ procurer. Hartmeyer, 1919^ p. 52. Ila*!*neyer

and Mtehadseiu Pttfe pJ78 Hastings, Ml, ^.76.

Millar, 1975, 0.291,

PolyCWpQ ftbfcrklm Hartmeyer. 1906, p. 15. Tokioka.

i%o, p.m
PolycorpQ frtsmtri Mich»ct«r 4<>.

iarpa linvion Kon. [964. p 134 (part. 50W
from Hervcv Bay). Koti. 1975, p 13 (pan, hOI LU

itutped specimen < f tocWa n.*p«).

PolvL-arpa rigida; Koll, P>M, p.13B

DisikUiiiioN

Ni v, i.'m ordh: Western ^usiralto (Cockhurri Sound*
vvam 927.83). ViciofU (Basi Strait, <>" ninety Mile

:., QM QlIBS^oCrWairriuimbool, NMV FSI594)

New Somh Wale;. (Byion Bay. QM G9S90).

uland LMwckh hydorc. QM GHI465; Herve) Bay;

QM Q4946; Gladstone Harbour, QM G97Jl GW
: I ,ne i.. QMG9724; Rockingham Bay. QM OH 1372-

3:uiT|nnbfailQMGH7fi8).

Previously RECORDED: Western Australia (Shark Bay
— Hartmeyer and Michaelsen 192N; C ."ape lauhrn

l l.u tmever {919). South Australia (Upper Spencer Gull'

Kent 1975). Queensland (Hervcy Ba> - Koii L964),

Sti LaDka IMlclM 1923). Indonesia (Siuita 1885

1904, Millar 1975). Singapore (Millar W5). Japan

(Harnneyci 1919, fokidlw i960).

Dl SC RIPTION
External Appearance: The body is usually

long and narrow. The largest recorded specimen*

are 4 cm long and about 3 cm in difllDi

Individuals are cither oval in outline oi elongate.

wider anteriorly and narrowing to the posterior

end. Specimens are seldom cuivcd. Usually they

are laterally flattened, but sometimes they are

almost cylindrical or slightly depressed dorso-

ventrally. and occasionally individuals have been

taken that are rounded in section posteriorly but

laterally flattened anteriorly. Often individuals

from the one population vary in shape. Hairs or

root-like projections of the test are often present

around theventral, posterior and poster"o-dorsal

edges oi the body; or they extend in a wide band

along the ventral surface. Apertures may be sessile

or on short siphons. The branchial apetiuic is

terminal; ihc atrial aperture, which is at the dorsal

end of an oblique line across the anterior end Of

the body, may protrude slightly. The test is always

thin, ami hard arid brittle with embedded sand.

i iic hairs oi root-like processes and the orientation

of the siphons suggest that specimens either he on

their ventral surface or that much of the ventral

border, the posterior end and part of the dorsal

border, may be tooted in the substrate so that the

anterior end stands up free. They are found

Crowded together, but not adhering to one

another. The test is orange when living.

iFRNAt SiRU'.n Kh: The body wall adheres

. closely to the glistening white inner surface
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Fig. 91: Polycarpa procera — a, external appearance

(QM GH1377); b, gut, gonads and endocarps (QM
GH1465). (Scales: a, 5.0 mm; b, 2.0 mm).

very many internal longitudinal vessels both on

(50) and between (40) the folds.

The oesophagus opens at the posterior end of
the branchial sac. The gut extends obliquely across

the body wall, sometimes forming a smooth, C-
shaped curve. The oesophagus is short and the

stomach is short and rounded, with undulating

longitudinal folds. The anal border is deeply

divided into 12 rounded, but occasionally

irregular, lobes.

Elongate polycarps extend in a single row along

each side of the mid-ventral line, their duels

directed toward the atrial aperture. There are up
to 18 polycarps on the right and up to 9 on the left

where they are confined to the anterior end of the

body in front of the gut. Up to 8 pairs of rather

long, club-shaped male follicles lie beneath, and
sometimes project up into, the centre of the ovary.

Small endocarps are scattered on the body wall

between the polycarps.

Remarks: The brittle, sandy test; general shape

of the body; short stomach with undulating folds;

and almost straight gut are also characteristic of

Polycarpa chinensis, P. rigida and P. tinctor.

However, the present species is distinguished by
the large number of internal longitudinal vessels

both on and between the folds, by the smaller

number of stigmata per mesh, and by the

arrangement of its polycarps in a single row along

each side of the endostyle.

of the test. It is thin, but the musculature is quite

well developed, the outer layer of circular muscles

being continuous and almost opaque. There are

fine internal longitudinal bands. The branchial

tentacles are of moderate length and quite

crowded. The peritubercular area is very shallow.

The dorsal tubercle is large, often inflated and
lobed. The slit varies from a simple U with horns

turned in or out to several separate oval to

elongate, and sometimes curved and coiled, slits.

There is a conspicuous atrial velum with small

tentacles on its margin.

The branchial folds are narrow and widely

separated, with up to 26 crowded internal

longitudinal vessels. Six to 10 internal longitudinal

vessels are also crowded in the interspace, where

there are only 2 or 3 stigmata per mesh. Very

occasionally, individuals are found in which the

branchial folds are wider and the longitudinal

vessels on the folds are closer together. A typical

branchial formula for a large (3 cm long)

individual is DL(20)11(16)8(17)7(6)12E.

Hartmeyer (1919) has recorded specimens with

Polycarpa reniformis (Sluiter, 1904)

(Fig. 92)

Slyela reniformis Sluiter, 1904, p.67.

^Polycarpa reniformis: Hartmeyer and Michaelsen,

1928, p.360.

Distribution

New Records: Norfolk I. (QM GH2053). Queensland

(Heron I., QM GH920GH1411 GH2995; Murray I., QM
GH2070).

Previously Recorded: Western Australia

(?Cockburn Sound — Hartmeyer and Michaelsen 1928).

Indonesia (Sluiter 1904).

The species has been taken under boulders in shallow

subtidal waters, and in channels and caves at 10 to 20 m
in places of strong surge or current.

Description
External Appearance: Specimens up to 4 cm

in length are known. The body is about half as

broad as it is long, and only slightly laterally

flattened. There is a very slight concavity on the

dorsal surface. The body narrows anteriorly to the

terminal branchial aperture, which is inclined

antero-dorsally. The atrial aperture is from one-

to two-thirds of the distance down the dorsal

border. Both apertures are sessile and 4-lobed,
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i> o- Pulycarpa renifiirmts — a external appearance
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gonads and endoearps (QM OH14I1) d. upright

i n in [(
'I H W\ (& .: : B, 5.0 mm; b, 0.5 mm;

,
i m :

1

1 ,i .;. • am)

although these lobes are ohscute when the

aperturesare withdrawn into the cartilaginous test.

Sand panicles are sparse and randomly
distributed. The test is translucent and

cartj] with surface irregularities on larger

specimens. Small specimens are smooth. rheouter

layer of lest is packed with bladder cells,

Specimens From Western Australia (Michaelsen

and Harrmeycr 192S) liad a variable encrustation

of sand and other particles on tough, fibrous test.

Sand is absent from the area around the siphons.

Small (1.5 to 2 cm), living individuals from

Heron L were ochraeeous buff (Ridgeway 1886)

With darker olive colour around the -.iphons.

Interna] Structi e: The body wall is pale,

sort and translucent, with a delicate layer of

transverse musculature external to fine,

longitudinal bands that break up into a line mesh
at the posterior end o\' the body. The siphonal

lining is delicate and without armature. The
branchial tentacles are long, moderately crowded

and of variable length. The dorsal tubercle is a

large, low cushion completely filling the

perituneiculai area. It has a conspicuous, inverted

S-sbapcd siit.

The 4 moderately wide branchial folds do not

overlap. There are 2 to 5 internal longitudinal

lit in the interspace and up to 1 3 on the folds,

where they are more crowded than in the

interspace. There arc 6 to 8 long narrow stigmata

in the wide branchial meshes. Parastigmatic vessels

are often absent. The branchial formula for the 4

cm long specimen from Heron I. (QM GH920) is

DL0(10)3(1I)2(I3)2(S)2B.

The gut forms a closed loop in the postcio-

. ntral corner of the body, enclosing a flat- topped,

more or less circular endocarp. The rectum

extends anteriorly to form an obtuse angle with

the primary loop. Tin stomach is long, narrow and
cylindrical with about 16 long, parallel folds. It

is sharplv cm oft from the .short oesophagus and
narrows lo the intestine The stomach occupies

1 tWO*thirds o\ the ascending limb o\ the

primary gut loop. There is no caecum, The anal

border, a ahon distance from the base ot the atrial

aperture, is irregularly lobed.

The gonads are upright, short, rounded to

spindle-shaped polycarps in 4 or 5 irregular rows

in the ventral half o\ the body wall. They are fixed

by only a very small ligament at their proximal

end. The oviduct opens on the free end of the

gonad. There are 2 asymmetrical rows each of 1

to 3 bi- «»r tr t-lobed male follicles on the dorsal side

of each ovary. The long vasa effcrentia extend

around the ovary in a wide arc and join the short

vas deferens on the ventral side at the base of the

female opening. There are up to 50 gonads on the

right side of the body and about 24 on the left, a

few extending down into the secondary gut loop.

With the exception of the one enclosed in the

gut loop, endoearps are not present.

RtMAKKS: The present specimens are the same
shape as the type and have identical branchial sacs

dot sal tubercles with inverted S-snapcd slits,

branchial folds and long, narrow stigmata, as well

as being identical in [he shape of the gul loop and

the distribution, number and form of the gonads.

The specimens (Torn Cock burn Sound
t Hat-tnieyer and Michaelsen 1928) differ in having

a leathery test, I 1 shaped opening of the dorsal

tubercle, siphonal armature oi overlapping curved

spines (0.02 min long), more longitudinal

branchial vessels, especially in the dorsal part of

the branchial sac <L; 9<6)6( 18)6(20)7(16)8- 12DI.)

and Fewer stigmata in each mesh (3 to 5).

Neuher Sluiter (1904) nor Hartmeyer and
Michaelsen (1928) record the single endocarp

enclosed by the gut loop. Sluiter also overlooked
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the parallel I olds in The lining of the long, narrow
stomach. Further material ol this relatively rare

species will be needed to determine the statu

these morphological differences and to establish

whether or not Western Australian and
Queensland populations are conspeclffc with those

in Indonesian waters.

The species as presently known is readily

distinguished by its delicate body wall, numerous
and upright gonads, single endoeurp and entire

opening of the neural gland on its large tubercle

Pnlycarpa rigida Herdrnan, 1881

931

Po/yeorpo rigida Herdrnan, 1881a. p7& r882, p. 175.

1899-, p. 47 (pan specimen* trom Port Jackson). Koct.

1952, p 241.; [nw 1964, p I -s, < P, rJfttf&tf).

Poh'turpo kwgistphotffCB Herdrnan, IKSIu. p. "7; (882.

p.)77; UW. p.49.

Potycarpa tlnctor. Kott, l972b.li.18ft,

Potyctirpa stuiuri Herdrnan, 1&99, p.4f>; (not 1906,

p..i;?r. Kou, I952i p-:
t

Potyafrpapegaw; Koti
. 1954, p. 146,

IJlM Run i I0N

I-", cord i umani i I
I Ixobu Bay, i M D9s>;

\ ansiUan I M 1 M D7 9S; NVV Tasmania "1 M DMK!
: | ,

i

Banks Strait. TM DUffi SE of TaAman Head. TM
D11S9; Port Arthur, TM D7*&| oil Schoutcn Paa$i

TM E>719 DlOO; Porl Davcy* QM QH20UI. Victoria

(&*$$ Strait, NMV H451 H459 H461 H476 H5IS H7f»0

HSM* USS1, ZMC 9.9.14; ofl Howe, / VH

30.9.14..

I'M VIOUSl 1 Ki QRDEU; Soutt Australia |M .
I

i. — Koit 1972b). Tasmania (Bass Strait — Herdrnan

1882; I I
I

m
i

...! - AM ¥1765 koti 1954). New
South Wales (Port Jackson AM Q2iWQ Hodman

152]

[ fu i" ( les i
i sub-littoral, recorded to I

DES< fMPTION
Extfrnai. Ai-itvrvncf: Specimens are more

or less cylindrical, or flattened laterally or slightly

dorso-ventrally. The apertures are fairly close

together at the antero-dorsal end of the bod) , both

directed dorsallv. the atrial aperture usually on a

slight conical projection from the dorsal surface.

Smaller individuals tup to 5 cm long) sometimes

narrow posteriorly. Individuals from 5 to 10 cm
are oi' fairly even diameter throughout, with the

rounded posterior end of the body curved up at an

angle to form a dorsal concavity. These larger

individual tflOTt siphons, with the branchial

siphon oft€n curved 10 the right, the atrial si]

directed straigbi upwards, The 4 conspicuous lobes

around the apertures are sometimes naked. The
remainder o\ the test is thin, brittle and heavily

impregnated with sand. Hairs,

never present in larger specimens, although smaller

individuals (1 to 3 cm) have tufts ol fine test hair-

around the postern-ventral border (ZMC 30 9 I4|

Individuals apparently usually lie Iree on the sr;i

floor. Only one specimen has been lakcn attached

(to a scallop shell.) by a large pan. of its right sidt*

Imfk'<
i

i [Tie body wall

delicate indeed and is closely adherent to the test.

There is a layei I very fine circular mc .

ground inner longitudinal bands. The branchial

tentacles are stout, but not crowded, i he dorsal

tubercle is large and inflated; the slit is I '-shaped,

with the horns turned ill, sometimes forming low.

spiral cones in larger Specimens. The
peritubereular area forms a deep V. The dorsal

lamina is very long.

Branchial are narrow and widely

separated. No more than \5 to 22 internal

longitudinal vessels are crowded on the folds, with

6 to 8 in the interspace. The <y to 8 stigmata in

mesh are crossed by parasternal

often divide them In one senescent specimen (TM
D1191), the stigmata are circular

pert* ,i the pharyngeal wall.

The oesophagus opens from the posccrioi end

of the branchial sac. The stomach is short, of only

slightly greaier diameter than the intestine. Hie
intestine extends anteriorly \\ \

, |ecurve I

atrial aperture, the anal border is fringed by

rounded, sometimes irregular, lobes.

The body wall lias small, rounded end-,
i

and oval to almost spherical polycarpS scattered

over it i

> ity more crowded

in the ventral half ot the body. They are aruero-

ventral to the eut on the lei I

; i£l are numerous
eggs in mature ovaries, the largest being ju-a over

I mm in diameter. The oviduct is a short, wide-

tube directed dorsallv from 4 to b pairs of bl

slightly lobed to branched male follicles are present

in each polyearp. Many of the larger specimens
cneseerii and lack gonads and endocarps Jo

immature . the male follicles are on the

body wall slightly distant from the narrow.

elonr .. inati tube allowing room for ll I

expand. Gonads i.\o not appear to be presem

specimens less than 2 cm long.

Rr marks: Potycurpa sluiieri Herdrnan. 189

the same shape, has the same body musculo

id ! ; --Hows the san as the present

species, its numerous polyearps distinguish it from

the sympaific P. (inctnr and it appears to be a

synonym ot P. rigtda.

Individuals of th grow very much larger

than most orhet species of the tincior group, which
it otherwise resembles in its branchial sac, delicate

bod\ ill curved gul and stiffs hrinle test. Smaller
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Fig. 93: Polycarpa rigida — a, b, external appearance (TM Dl 189, D99); c, gut, gonads and endocarps on left side

of body (TM D99); d, e, gonads, mature and immature respectively; f , male follicle. (Scales: a, 1 .0 cm; b, c, 0.5

cm; d - f , 0.1 mm).
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specimens of all the species are very often also the

same shape, In P. rigida, however, the gonads are

scattered over the body wail rather than being

confined to a single ventral row. Polycarpa

pracera has more numerous interna! longitudinal

branchial vessels in the interspace; P. nwcror and
P. tinctoreUa n.sp. are viviparous, the eggs being

larger and more numerous than in P. rigida, and
the male follicles not iobed or branched, Polycarpa
chinensis and P. tinctoreUa n.sp. are more
conspicuously flattened. Larger specimens of P
rigida are also distinguished by the conspicuous

siphons, rounded and expanded posterior end and
body curvature. Difficulties arise in distinguishing

juveniles from other members of the species group
(see Polycarpa linctoreita n.sp.. Remarks).
Ron (1954) mistook this species for the New-

Zealand species, Polycarpa pegasis Miehaelsen.

1922, which has a similar arrangement of branchial

vessels and gut. test and body form. However, in

the New Zealand species, the polycarps are

restricted to a narrow band on each side of the

endosiyle, and endocarps arc absent. The New
Zealand species is also much smaller. Millar

(1982a) infers an viviparous habit for P. pegasis,

Although such a habit is probable for this species,

it appears not to have been recorded. No evidence

Is available on this aspect of development for ihe

present species.

The present species shares with Polycarpa

pegasis, the distinction of being the most southerly

occurring species o( the genus Polycarpa.

Polycarpa sobria (Sluiter, 1904)

! Fig. 94)
Styelaspbric Sluiter, 1904. p H

1

lis i.iiu ciqn

New RECORDS: Western Australia (HouitrurTs

A brollies, VvAM 794.83).

PREVIOUS! i RficXMeDeo: Indonesia (ZMA V/TL1976J2
Sluiter 1904).

The species is recorded down to 50 m.

DESCRIPTION

Externa! Appearance; Specimens are small,

almost spherical, and up to 2 cm in diameter.

Apertures are almost sessile, separated from one
another by about half the body length. The test is

sandy, rough and leathery but quite thin. It is \er\

wrinkled and irregular, especially anteriorly.

Interna! Structure: The contracted body
wall of the western Australian specimens appears

very muscular, although in the lectotype the

muscle layers are thinner. Spherical vesicles are

present amongst the muscle bands. About 20 fine

branchial tentacles alternate with rudimentary

Ftq. 94: Polycarpa sobria (WAM 794.83) — inner body
Wall, ten Sid?. (Scale; 1.0 turn).

ones. The U-shaped slit of the neural gland, which
is in a fleshy peritubercular area, is directed to the

left. The dorsal lamina is long. Spherical vesicles

arc also present in ihe body wall lining the atrial

cavity over and between the gonads.

I
icre are 4 low, rounded branchial folds with

up to 9 internal longitudinal vessels crowded on
the folds and never more than 3 in the interspace.

They arc arranged according to rK following

formulae DL0fX)2(9J2(8)2^ r̂ , vVAM 794.83k
E2{3)3(6)3f8)2(5)3Dl £aVlA V.TU976.32). There

8 stigmata per mesh,

The gut loop Is short, confined to [he posterior

end of the body, the rectum forming only a slighl

angle with the loop. The oesophagus is short.

Although the round to elliptical, longitudinally

folded stomach is not long, it occupies most of the

ascending limb of the short gut loop. There is a

conspicuous caecum from the distal end of the

stomach curving into the gut loop. The anal border

is divided into small lobes, The gut is only very

lightly attached to the body wall by fine ligments

from the inner side of the loop. There is a gastro-

intestinal connective between the caecum and the

intestine.

Large, flask-shaped polycarps are present in 3

or 4 irregular rows over the body wall on each side

of the body, their ducts directed toward the atrial

aperture. Gonads were noi observed in the

lectotype, although Sluiter (1904) reported them

to be present.
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There are no endocarps on the body wall.

Remarks: The species is characterised by its

short gut loop; small stomach and curved caecum;

low, round branchial folds with no more than 9
longitudinal vessels; absence of endocarps; and

spherical body with wrinkled, sandy test.

Polycarpa stirpes n.sp.

(Fig. 95)
Pandocia ovata: Van Name, 1918, p. 102.

Polycarpa cryptocarpa: Millar, 1975, p.284 (part,

specimen no. 16 from the Kei Is.)

Distribution

Type Locality: Queensland (between Lizard I. and

Nymph I., dredged, 18-29 m, coll. E. Newcombe,
12.6.76, holotype QM G9771).

New Records: Queensland (Townsville, QM GH2732;
off Innisfail, QM GH2733; Green I., QM G11982
G11986; Lizard I., QM GH9770, paratypes QM
GH2735; Britomart Reef, QM GH273; off Cape
Melville, QM GH2734).

Previously Recorded: Indonesia (Millar 1975).

Philippines (Van Name 1918).

The species is truly tropical, with no records south of

Townsville.

Fig. 95: Polycarpa stirpes n.sp. — a, b, external appearance (QM G9771, G2735); c, gut, gonads and endocarps

(QM G9771); d, branchial tentacles and complex dorsal tubercle (QM G9771); e, simple dorsal tubercle; f, gonad.

(Scales: a, b, 5.0 mm; c, 2.0 mm; d, 1 .0 mm; e, 4.0 mm; f, 0.5 mm).
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Description

External Appearance: Individuals are large

(up to 5 cm long and 3 cm high), laterally flattened

and asymmetrically triangular, with a horizontal

upper dorsal surface. The body tapers to the

postero-ventral part, which is fixed to the substrate

by roots or a short, broad stalk. The branchial

aperture is at one end of the body and the atrial

aperture is about one-third to half the distance

along the upper surface. Both apertures are

completely sessile, with inconspicuous lobes. The
test is always black in both living and preserved

specimens. It is very thin and flexible, with rough

external surface to which only a few foreign

particles adheres. The siphon linings of living

specimens are yellow-orange.

Internal Structure: The body wall is black

and orange in freshly fixed individuals, but

becomes black after a time in preservative. Both

the ventral and dorsal sinuses are often filled with

black blood in preserved specimens. The body wall

is thin and flexible, although there is a continuous

outer layer of circular muscles and internal

longitudinal bands. The internal layer of

connective tissue is not thick. The tentacles are few

and robust: usually 8 long tentacles alternating

with rudimentary ones. Occasionally there are

more long tentacles and the rudimentary tentacles

are not present in at least the dorsal part of the

ring. The dorsal tubercle is a spongy swelling that

sometimes completely fills the peritubercular area.

Occasionally the peritubercular area extends

posterior to the tubercle in a deep, narrow V. The
opening of the neural gland varies from a U-
shaped slit with the horns turned in or out to a

complex opening consisting of numerous short

slits.

The branchial sac has 4 well-developed folds

with thick internal longitudinal vessels arranged

according to the following formula:

£3(12)4(15)4(17)6(1 1)3DL. The meshes are wide,

those in the centre of the branchial sac having 12

stigmata. The meshes to the right of the dorsal

lamina are very wide indeed. The meshes at the

ventral side of each interspace are slightly wider

than the others. The gut forms a straight loop

projecting postero-ventrally from the oesophageal

opening, which is about halfway between the atrial

opening and the posterior end of the body. There

are two endocarps enclosed in the gut loop, one in

the pole and one between the stomach and the

distal part of the intestine. The stomach is short

and elliptical and occupies about half of the

ascending limb of the gut loop. It has internal

longitudinal folds. The rectum, which is short,

extends anteriorly in line with the gut loop. The
anal opening has about 12 rounded lobes.

Gonads are embedded just beneath the surface

of the thin, inner, non-muscular layer of the body
wall and are quite visible. They consist of a

spherical ovary with a very short duct and oval to

pear-shaped testis follicles clustered in two layers

around the sides of the ovary. The ducts of the

follicles curve onto the mesial surface of the ovary

to join a short vas deferens on the surface of the

oviduct.

Remarks: The species is characterised by its

triangular shape, sessile apertures, lateral

flattening, thin test, thin body wall, few branchial

tentacles, spherical gonads and relatively short,

pear-shaped male follicles around the outside of

the ovary. In the rough surface of the black test,

spherical gonads just beneath the surface of the

body wall and the number of tentacles, the present

species resembles Polycarpa argentata, which is,

however, distinguished mainly by its gonads being

confined to a band along each side of the

endostyle.

The lateral flattening of the body and the form

and arrangement of the gonads, with relatively

short male follicles around the border of the more
or less circular ovary are identical in the present

species and Pandocia ovata: Van Name, 1945.

However, Polycarpa ovata Pizon, 1908 has, unlike

the present species, a smooth, egg-shaped body
that is not laterally flattened.

The species resembles P. nigricans in its colour,

branchial tentacles and dorsal tubercle. However,
it is larger, has more spherical polycarps less deeply

embedded and has sessile apertures.

Millar (1975) has assigned a number of species

from Indonesia to P. cryptocarpa ( < P.

pigmentaia). Gonads of the specimens from the

Kei Is are identical with those of the present

species, with pear-shaped male follicles around,

rather than beneath, the ovarian sac. Further, the

laterally flattened triangular body fixed to the

substrate by its postero-ventral corner is identical

with that of the present species.

The large specimens of Polycarpa japonica

Michaelsen, 1912 have pear-shaped male follicles

separated from the ovary, resembling the gonads

of the present specimen from Britomart Reef (QM
GH273). However, P. japonica is canoe-shaped

and not laterally compressed as is the present

species.
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Polycarpa thelyphanes (Sluitcr, 1904)

(Fig. 96)

Styeia thelyphanes Shi'na , 1904, p. 68.

Polycarpa thelypanes (sic): Kott, 1952, p.238; 1976a,

p.76.

I _>IS T RiHt i J - -

Nii\v Records: Western Australia (Cockburn Sound.

WAM 15.75). Victoria (Deal I B| NMV H654; Bass Strait,

NMV 11393).

PREVIOUSLY RECORDED? Western Australia (Albany —
Kott 1952). Victoria (Portland Harbour, Western Port

Bay - Kotl 1976a). Sulu U (Sluiier 1904).

The species is rarely encountered and its isolated

records are puzzling. Its Australian records suggest a

temperate range, which is not am Tinned by the record

from the Sulu Is.

! a -.. RIPTION

Extfrnai Appearancl: Individuals from 3 to

7 cm are known. The body is rounded posteriorly

and narrows to the terminal branchial aperture.

The atrial aperture is half to two-thirds of the way
along the concave dorsal surface Both apertures

are on short siphons. Particles of sand and shell

are embedded in the test and adhere to the surface,

which is rough with furrows and wrinkles. The test

is moderately thick and firm. Sand is absent from

the short siphons, which are longitudinally

furrowed.

Internal Sirlh hJRH! There are strong circular

muscles around the siphons, but they become

inconspicuous on the rest of the body wall, which

is thin and closely adherent to the test. Narrow

longitudinal bands radiate from the siphons but

fade out halfway down the body. From 12 to 40

rather short branchial tentacles alternate with

minute ones. The prebranchial area is very

extensive. The dorsal tubercle is a rounded to oval

cushion in a relatively large peritubercular area.

The slit varies, being an almost closed circle, or U-
shaped or S-shaped.

The branchial folds are very narrow, with up to

16 internal longitudinal vessels crowded on them.

Six to 10 vessels are present in the interspaces.

There are only 2 or 3 stigmata per mesh in smaller

specimens. In large (7 cm) specimens (NMV
H654), there are 4 to 8 stigmata per mesh. The
stigmata are long and oval, although sometimes

they can be almost circular when divided into half

by parastigmatic vessels (WAM 15.75). The
branchial formula for a 7 cm long specimen is

E10(14)10(14)10(16)8(14)3DL. The smaller (about

2 cm) specimen from Bass Strait (NMV H393) has

the following formula: £5(8)5(1 1)5(I4)6(12)1DL.

The gut forms a simple, straight loop set

obliquely across the posterior half of the body.

The stomach is short, elliptical and wider than the

intestine. It has 6 to 10 longitudinal folds. There

are about 16 rounded anal lobes. Gonads are

recumbent oval to elongate polycarps in a single,

but rather irregular, row on each side of the

endostyle. On the left side of the body, the gonads

do not extend posterior to the gut loop. Up to 6

pairs of biramous male follicles lie beneath the

ovaries. Only rarely are there small, scattered

Fig. 96: Polycarpa thelvpanes (WAM 15.75) — a, external appearance; b, internal structure. (Scales: a, 5.0 mm; b,

2.0 mm).
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endocarps on the body waH, but there are Done
enclosed in the gui loop.

Rim vrks: The sandy and roueh, haid te: i hin

b v wall adhering closely to the test; narrow
branchial folds and wide interspaces;

prcbranchial area; simple, open gut loop; and the

fOfrtl and arrangement of the gonads are described

for all previously recorded specimens . The
Philippine specimen (Sluiter 1904, holotype ZMA
V.TU976.33) has 10 to 14 longitudinal vessels in

the interspace and up to M on the folds. Although
the 2 dorsal folds are more flattened out than in

the Australian specimens, they are otherwise

similar.

Poiycarpa patens (Sluilcr, l£&5) lias a similar

arrangement of internal longitudinal branchial

vessels, open gal lOOp and looselv attached,

t'ate gonads as the present &pecieS. However,
:

!
|

_m V pe (ZMA V .IV 1042) has u strongly muscular

body wall and numerous endocarps on the body
wall, which distinguish it from the present species.

Poiycarpa tinctor (Quoy and Gaimard, 1834)

[Fig. 973--C)

Hff tinctor Quoy aftd. Gairnarfl, 1934, p (>'

foii-carpa linaor: Herdman, 18fi2. p. WO; 1839,
|

Herdman and Riddell, 1913. p.879. Millar. I4(

p.399. Kou. 1952, p.234; 1972d, p.254; [not: 1964*

M, < P. thitwt)\ts j nd A*. /-"'>/ <r/,', IV. &,p
< P.proLrru; 1972c. p.J42, < P. fcA/fttnjft 1975,

p. 13, < P. /uri//s n.sp and P. proccra).

fj
i

t*
,, H© i

n. I890.p.47(r . ,,.!

from Port Stephens).

Disn ri i

RsCO " : None.

PREVIOUS!.* ' D; New South Wales (fori

todtson — AM 012232 Herdmai: 1882; AM G
Herdman r899;Port Fn VM 012239 Hardman
1899; Jervii Hay - AM G 12222 Herdnun nnd B

,
Port Hacking — eolL Thcris AM GU2J3 I

"-

only). Herdman idem. Kott 1952 I9?2d; Cap*
Dioinedary — Quoy and Gaimard 1834),

I tie species has a liiatted range, b led only

I'toin NSW waters

R.IP1 ION

EXTERNA! Aim > kRANCBi Specimens are

riably slightly laterally flattened, dub-shaped.

wide anteriorly and narrowing to rhe posterior end
ol the body, which is often almost pointed. The
test is impregnated with sand and is rigid, hard

and brittle. The branchial aperture is terminal and

sessile. The atrial aperture is on a slight

prominence from ihe anterior end of the dorsal

surface. The posterior end of the bodv (behind the

atrial aperture) becomes longer wilh v.towih.

Specimens up to 5 cm in length have been

recorded. There are never any hairs, or root-like

outgrowths of the test.

Intprnai Strut tuRE: The body wall is very

thin, although there is an almost continuous layer

of circular muscles externally, and longitudinal

bands are present beneath the circular layer. The
dorsal tubercle is large, with a simple LUshaped
slit, the horns sometimes coiled in or out.

There are 4 narrow branchial folds separated bj

wide interspaces. Inlemal longitudinal vess

(between 10 and 16) arc crowded on the folds, with

3 to 6 spaced well apari in the interspace There

are 4 to 6 stigmata per mesh.

The gut extends in a wide arc from the posterior

oesophageal opening to the anterior atrial

aperture. The oesophagus is short and the stomach
short and rounded, with internal longitudinal

folds.

Round polycarps art- crowded in a single row on
each side of the endostyle. Each polycarp consists

of up to 6 pair-; oi' undivided male follicles curving

nd the sides of the rounded ovary. A dorsally

directed and rather thick vas deferens lies on the

mesial surface of the ovary, but only its tern

pun protrudes immediately above the sessile

female opening, which is wide with frilled lip:;.

There are only up to 4 large eggs (0.5 mm) in the

ovary. Eggs i embryos and juveniles are found free

in the peribronchial cavity (AM Q1223S, GJ2239).
Small rounded endocarps are scattered on the

body wall.

REMARKS The species is closely related [0

Poiycarpa tinctoretfa n.sp., P. rigida, P. chinensi*

and P procera. The species is distinguished from
P. pioixia In the relatively small number nl

ll longitudinal branchial vessels and the

greater number pf stigmata per mesh that result

from the longitudinal vessels being more widely

spaced. Pitivcurpa chinemib is distinguished by the

marked curvature along its longitudinal axis and
by ill presence of crowded polycarps along the

dorsal border as well as along each side of the

LiiUosivle. Direct development and a viviparous

habit (Millar l%2b) are further distinctions front

most members of the species group except &
itnciim'llu n.sp. Relations with the latter sp

arc discussed below [P linctnrelta n.sp. Remarks)
It should be noted Iliat although Herdman

records only 8 Internal longitudinal vessels, his

figure (Herdman 1882, PI. XII, Fig. 4) shows that

number on only one sjde of I lie branchial folds.

On this, as on other occasions, it appears that

Hoidman on!v counted the vessels on one side oi

rM
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Fig. 97: Polycarpa tinctor (AM G12255) — a, external appearance; b, gonad; c, male follicles. Polycarpa tinctorella

n.sp. (ZMC holotype) — d, e, right and left sides of the body showing internal structure, inverted apertures and

thick test (which has embedded sand); f, testis; g, partly expended ovary with mature ova. (Scales: a, 5.0 mm; b,

c, 0.1 mm; d, e, 1.0 mm; f, g, 0.2 mm).
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Polycarpa timrlurellu n.sp.

(Fig. 97d-g)

DISTRIBUTION

I vt-L Locality: Victoria (Off Cape Howe, 37*05'$

15(F05'E. 60-100 m. Dt T. Monensen's PadJ
Expedition. 30.9.14, holotypc ZMC, paratypcs ZMC 3

tOtS, juveniles ZMC).

DESCRIPTION

External Appearance: A large number of

specimens from 0.5 to 2 an long were laken. They
are all oval, laterally flattened and very hard and

sandy. In section they are slightly elliptical, the

postero-ventral border narrowing to a sharp knife-

edge that is formed by the sand embedded in ihe

test and tangled in the tufts erf fine hair;; \\

project from this part of the test. There is a Lbfc ti

layer of sand on the remainder of the body. The
apertures are fairly close together and sessile

branchial aperture suhierruinal and the atrial

aperture about one-third of the way down the

dorsum. In these contracted specimens the

apertures are inverted into the body and are

ealed in a very fine groove that _ Lang

the narrow but flattened, rather than knife edged.

antero-dorsal border. The sandy test is hard rather

than brittle.

Internal Structure: The body wall is very

delicate indeed, and adheres closely to the test. The
muscles are conspicuou- around the

apertures. There are 12 short branchial tentacles.

The dorsal tubercle proirudes from a V-shaped

peritubercular area, and it has an almost circular

slit, The oesophageal opening is ai the posterior

end of the body and the dorsal lamina is long.

The branchial sac is delicate, with 4 low folds.

arranged according to the foJlowine formula

£2(6)2(1 I>2l8>3(5)lDL0U4
,

)H6)2(8j2(6>2. The
I fold on the right tends to flatten Out

posteriorly and is separated from the ioreaMamina

by I or 2 interna! longitudinal vessels. The most

dorsal fold on the left is close to the dorsal lamina

and is the widest fold in the branchial sac, while

the fold next to it is one of the narrowest- 1

art; 4 to 6 stigmata per mesh, crossed by
parastigmatie vessels

The gut forms a rather open, more ot less

SlAUOUS curve, the intestine bending dc-TsaHy from

the distal end of the almost spherical stomach. The
stomach wall has parallel glandu! • The
rectum is short and terminates near the atrial

aperture. The anal border has about 10 &mall

founded lobes, mostly on its mesial rim.

there is a row of almost spherical, often

crowded, testes along each side oi the ertda

On the left there are up to 12 male glands, the tow

terminating posteriorly at the gut loop. On the

right there are up to 20 testes, the row extending

the whole length of the body. Each testis consists

of about 10 short, wide, unbranched male follicles

crowded together. A duct from each follicle

extends toward the dorsal side of the testis where
it joins the short vas deferens. The arrangement

of the follicles and the course of their ducts

appears to be random, depending on the

orientation of each follicle in the testis, There is

no evidence of a female component in these

entirely male organs An oblique row of about 6

spherical ovaries extends across the postero-dorsai

corner of the right side of the body, the short

oviducts directed postero-dorsally , not toward the

atrial aperture. In most of the individuals

examined the ovaries are partly or entirely

nded and there are juvenile ascidians and
embryos crowded in this postero-dorsai corner of
the peribTanchial cavity which serves as a brood

aher. Embryos are usually confined to this

area dorsal to the ovaries, although some
they are also present to the left of the dorsal mid-

line, in the holotypc the ovaries each contain aboi i

20 relatively large eggs (about 0. 1 mm in diarn

andthere are no embryos in the brood chamber.
The ovaries appear to be only approaching
maturity. Mature eggs are about 0.5 mm in

diameter, Incubating embryos appear to be held

m place by the connectives between the body wall

and the pharynx. It is not clear how they move
from their postero-dorsai position to the atrial

opening. The delicate body wall adhering do
to the rigid sandy test, Joes not appear to be

capable of the contraction that would force

juveniles toward the excurrent apen i

Individuals from ].0 cm in length have ma
gonads. There are small endocarps scattered over

the body wall,

Remarks: The separation of gonads into male

and female components and ihe absence of female

gonads from the left side of the body has not

previously been reported for the other species of

this genus. The position of the testes and the shape

of the follicles resembles the gonads ofPoiycarpa

tittctor, however in that species the gonads run

along each side of the endostyle are

hermaphrodite. The mature eggs of this specie-

also resemble Ihe Urge eggs of P. tirwtor, however

they are more numerous than those of the latter

sped

Polycarpa tinaoretta appears to reach sexual

maturity earlier than other species of the tindor

group and mature gonads are present in spedme i

of 1.0 cm length. However immature specr
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ty&i man 1,0 cm) in wfticli eonads arc not

developed arc not readily distinguished from

juveniles of P. rigkJa, P. chinr/tsts and P. tirtctur,

and their ranges overlap. Only P. procera, with

more internal longitudinal branchial vessels in (he

interspaces fa distinct. They all have the same flat

biscuit-like form and, possibly with the exception

of P. tincior, they have Mtruiai postero-venual

tufts of roots.

Small specimens of P. rigida and of the present

species were taken together off Cape Howe by the

Danish Mortensen expedition (ZMC). The
presence of gonads in the larger specimens of both

helped to determine the species that were present.

Generally the less flattened body and slightly

protruding atrial aperture ot P. tigulu individuals

of 1.0 cm or more confirmed the distinction

However, there is no character yet identified that

can be used to distinguish small (less than I cm)

individuals of these two species and the same is

true of P chinensis attd P. tinaor

Polvcarpa viridn llerdman, ift80

(Rg.98;PI.IVcj
Hs tkrdman, 1880, p,74; 1882, p,16ft;

1XW, p.4? (pan, grt-enish s.pecimens PI. Cyn. J8, Pig,

D-
Poiycarpa mocha Michaetscn, 1905, p. KM (pari,

fcpeclmwi from Bass Suait). Hartmeyer and

Michaehen, 1928. p. 372. Km.. 1^2, p 244 (part),

(Not; Vasseur, l%7b, p. 136, < P. pigmenkttaY

Polycarpu pvdunculaUr, Man mil ..i rod VhJiaelsen,

|9J8, t vindisp.Jftfi. Kort Wi.i, p. 35 (par!
, Sinoolb,

naked specimens, bright to pale yellow living); 1972b,

p, 186 (part); 1975, p. 13 (pan , bright yellow living).

i .'i .i 1'itai now
E^Jlw kccui-'.ns: Western Australia K.oeknurn Sound,

WAM 30.72 104.72 108.72 121.72 U3. 72 217.73 227.73

'! 14.75 90.75 168.75 188.75 195.75 218.82 910-1 .83

VI4 S3 y34 HI 1136. S3 1 142-3. H3 1 145.83, QM G9578

G9662), South Australia (Spencer Gulf, QM GH27T9
(1H2780-I.S- \faiccmChi1fsQMG9306 09576). Victoria

(Bau Strait. QM GIUftOGHltfSO, nmv ^723, ZMC
9 y. 14) New South Wales (Cap** Jervis, QM GHI I

:").

Pkt'.viousi i Recouped: Western Australia (Cockburn

Sound— Hanmcycr and Michaclsen 1928, Koil 1952).

South Ausliatia (Great Australian Bight — Ko(i 1975,

Spencer Gull — Kou 1972b; St Vinccnl GuH — Koti

1972a). Victoria (Bass Strait — Michaelscn 1905; BM
18X7,2 4 127 Hrrdt.Mii 1882] New South Wales (Port

Jackson - BM 1887.2.4.89 92 Herdman 1882. 1899)

DES< (OPTION

H\tfrnai Appharanci: The body is citht r

circular, more or less cylindrical, or conical,

nai rowing m the terminal ot subtermiual branchial

aperture. It is up to 5 cm long and about 2 cm in

diameter There IS Often .i stalk up m * cm Ions

from the \cni.al side of lite postgrioi end of the

body. The diameter of the stalk is very variable,

increasing where it joins the body. Apertures are

sometimes on opposite sides of the anterior end of

the body, the branchial aperture directed antcro-

ventrally and the atrial aperture straight upwards,

with a Slight prominence dorsal to the branclual

apertuie. The apertuies are often completely

sessile, each surrounded by 4 low swellings, or they

arc on short siphons. The test is thin, tough and
smooth or only slightly wrinkled in the preserved

specimens. There are no epibtonts on the surface.

The stalk is sometimes hard and brown in

preserved specimens, lading to beige, greenish

while or greyish purple on I he body. Two
specimens from Bass Strait (NMV H727) have a

very inflated, balloon-like body.

Internal SfKUC tllRE: The body wall is

greenish brown or slightly purple, with a layer of

strong, citeulai muscles overlying longitudinal

bands. Large (0.2 to 1 .0 mm diameter) vesicles are

crowded in the inner, muscle-Tree, layer of body

wall and also occur between muscle bundles, over

the gonads and in the pharyngeal wall These
vesicles often contain particles of green pigment.

The conspicuous, protruding dorsal tubercle is

heart or kulney-shaped, oil en elongate

transversely. The aperture of the neural gland is a

long, deep slit, following a sinuous course patallcl

to the outer margin of the tubercle and often

interrupted along us length, lhe dorsal lamina ts

long.

Up io r< iJBtfaal longitudinal vessels are

crowded on the low branchial folds, but only 2 or

3 in the interspace. They arc arranged according

to the following formula. K3( 10)3(1 1)2{ 14)

2( I4)3DL. There arc s) or 10 stigmata per mesh.

The gut loop forms a deep U-shaped loop,

long rectum extending anteriorly almost parallel

to the descending limb of the loop. The

oesophagus is only of moderate length. The
stomach is very7 long and roomy, extending at least

halfway up the ascending limb of the primary

loop, it lias longitudinal glaxiduiaj folds thai

not visible from the outside of the stomach toward

il.spyloneend. A large citeulai 01 comma shaped.

Hal-lopped endocarp is enclosed m the pnmaiv
loop. The rectum extends anterior to the pole of

the primary gut loop for up to half its length, The
anal border fa divided [ate ' Dl 8 lobes around its

mesial border, but the OUtSlde of the border is

HSU*! 1} undivided

The gonads ate broad and oval and embedded

ill the bod] wall, although their mesial surface
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Fig. 98: Polycarpa viridis — a - e, variation in external appearance (WAM 128.75 1144.83 145.83 910.83, NMV
H727); f - i, variation in dorsal tubercles (f, NMV H727; g - i, WAM 1145.83); j, k, gut, gonads and endocarp

(WAM 222.73, NMV H727 also showing large embedded vesicles). (Scales: a - d, 5.0 mm; e, 3.0 mm; f - i, 0.25

mm; j, 4.0 mm; k, 2.0 mm).
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projects slightly into the atrial cavity in older

specimens. They are sometimes crowded and i

appear to be arranged in 3 ro^Miri i ne left amerior

to the gut loop and 5 on the right. They consist of

a large, sac-like ovary and up to 12 pairs of lohed

male follicles beneath and projecting up into the

ovary. The ovaries open direct to the atrial C3

and ducts, if present, are vrrv .short indeed. The
vasa efferent ia on each side sometimes join one
another or sometimes extend separately around the

outer edge v>f (he mesial surface of ihe ovary In

the distal end of the ovary at which point the duels

from each side join before opening into the atrial

cavity. There are no endocarps on the body wall

apart from the one enclosed by the gut loop.

Rem mkxs: Although the green pigment by which

the species was originally characterised is not

always present, other characters distinguish

species from Poiycarpa peduncuiala and P. o

the regular, broad ovaJ polycarps that do not taper

at then distal end. the virtual absence of

gonoducts; the large vesicles in I he bndy wall;

the heart- to kidney-shaped dorsal tubercle with

its rather complex slit Its test is invariably naked,

as is that of A ovata, which provides a further

distinction from P. pedunculate. The bright yellow

colour ot the living specimens is a useful

distinguishing feature in the field, although it is

less vivid in olde-T specimens with a tough, opaque
test Poiycarpaflava n.sp. has similar bladder cells

and is yellow when alive, but is distinguished by

its hard, sandy coating and its black coiov

preservative.

The sympatric species P. pedunvulata and P,

viridis I, > P. moebii) have always been confused

in the literature (see P. pedunculate. Remarks).

Confusion arises largely because of variations in

body shape, length of rectum, and shape and
number of gonads. In P viridis the rectum is

Always longer than the short rounded gut loop

(although it is not always as long as Michaelsen

(1905) believed was characteristic) and the vesicles

are larger than those of P pedunculata. It is these

vesiclesrhat form the protrusions Herdman (1899)

-tved alot -els and walls of the

branchial rac« They sometimes project into the

aii ial cavity to give it a papillatcd appearance.

Ocnus Monandrocarpa Michaelsen, 1904

Type species; Monandrocarpa tritonis Michaelsen,

1904b.

The genus contains solitary siyelids wnh
hermaphrodite gonads that have either a single

male follicle or a single pair. Zooids are small.

seldom being more than 1 crtl in length. There are

3 or 4 branchial folds. Relatively few irttental

longitudinal branchial vessels are present on the

fold*, and they are seldom present in the
r pace. Thereis along, curved gastric caecum.

Ah hough Michaelsen (1904b) provisionally

'led the genus as a member of the subfamily

Polyzoinae, there is no trace of vegetative

reproduction in any of the 3 known species. The

small zooids of the present genus do. however.

share many characters with the colonial zooids of

I he pnlyzoinid genus Eusynstyela (see below).

One of the two species known from the western

Pacific, Monandrocarpa incubita (Sluiter, 1904),

il recorded from Australia. The type species

was taken from off South Africa.

e small individuals of species of the genus

have been taken on sandy sediments. This habitat

has not been well sampled, which may account for

the discontinuity of the records.

Monandrocarpa plana (Kott, 19T2)

(Fig. 99)

'.!.<nt}<imirocarpa plana Kott, l^72d,p. 250.

i-urpa simpHcivofVJ Millar. 1975, p. 2Sft

DrcntiBimoN

Prfvimmni v RECORDED: New South Wales {i

— holoivpe AM V852, paratypes Y853 Kott I972d).

Philippines ("Miliar !"

The Philippines specimen was taken at 457 m depth;

i
ii >v flroi ronulia at 160 in. U is possible thai

the species has a wide range in the interstitial habjial for

which it appears well adapted.

Descriftion
Externa! Appearance: individuals are oval,

dorso-ventrally flattened and about 1.5 cm long,

including the sandy covering- The apertures are

sessile on the upper surface, about one-third to

half of the body length apart. There are long test

hairs around the meridian of the body, to which

sand adheres. Sand also adheres to other parts of

the test, although sometimes a longitudinal area

along the dorsal mid-line that includes the

apertures is free of sand.

Internal Structurl: The body wall is thin,

with delicate muscles everywhere except around

the apertures where they are more conspicuous.

There are about 40 crowded tentacles. The dorsal

tubercle is small, with a C-shaped opening. The
dorsal lamina is very long, the oesophageal

ping being at t he posterior end oi' the brai
i

sac.

The 4 straight branchial folds have the following

formulae; DLO(6)0(4)0(8)0(5)E (AM Y853);
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i I fanandTaeotpapkma — lefi side uf bodv Cat icr

Koll I972d). iScalc: i.Omrn).

DL0(5)0<2)0(4)1(3)0E (Millar 1975)- There arc

about 5 oval stigmata per mesh
The gut forms a short and compact loop in the

posterior third o( the body, the pole ofthe loop

projecting further forward than a point level

with the atrial aperture. The oesophagi!

forward 10 the short, rounded stomach wilh 12

longitudinal glandular folds. The (one, curved

gastric caecum in the gut loop sometimes has a

I; ink. The intestine is wide but very short. The
icctum curves sharply around onto the doisal

Surface to open at the base of the atrial aperture.

the anal border is deeply divided into narrow
lubes.

The gonads are in a row on each side of (he body
a little distance from theendostyle. There arc only

4 polycarps on each side in the specimen from the

Philippines, but in the Australian specimens -he

gOAadS are more crowded, with up to 16 on the

right and 13 on the left. They are identical, with a

small, rounded ovary containing numerous eggs,

and a single large male follicle beneath the ovary

A single, short male duct curves around the

anterior side of the ovary to open just above the

very short oviduct. Gonoducts are directed

dot sally.

Remarks' The species is distinguished from A/.

inctiblta (Skater, 1904) from Indonesia and the

Marianas Is (Tokioka 1967a) by its test hairs,

single male follicle (instead of the 2 present in M
Inciibtta) and its very short stomach and gut loop,

Monandrocarpa tritonis Michaeisen. 1904b.

from South Africa, closely resembles the present

species, with similar numbers of internal

longitudinal branchial vessels and only a single

testis follicle in each hermaphrodite gonad.

Subfamily POLYZOINAE Hartmcycr, 1903

Vcgetatively reproducing members of the family

Hdae that form colonies, hut in which /ooids

open scparatch to the exterior and never form

colonial systems. Zooids are usually eltfwu \q

to one another by basal stolons formed
extensions of the body wall and externa] test, or

they are embedded in common test The
enchymal septum (present in Perophoridae) is

absent from the basal stolon although there

mesenchymal reticulum and haemoc
Vegetative zooids are produced from the ectodei m
and mesodermal tissue of the parietal body wall

(Berrill 1935b, 1938, 1948; Newberry 1965).

Zooids are always small, only occasionally being

more than 1 cm in length,

Progressive si/e reduction and simplification of
the zooids is an evolutionary phenomenon
associated with all vcgetatively reprodue
ascidirms and convergent adaptations can be
observed. In the Polyzoinae, the branchial sac

tends to become simplified, the branchial folds

suppressed said the internal longitudinal vessels

reduced in numPer. Progressive simplification of

Kanads is reflected through the subfamih
from the characteristic styelid or polycarp.d

gonads (present in Polyandrocarpa and
Ocuitnana) in which large ovarian tubes or

are associated wilh numerous male follicles, to

small hermaphioditc gonads with 2- or 3-egg

ovaries and single or paired male follicles

{Eusynstytta, PolytQQ and Sytnplegma). In other

genera, male follicles arc alwuvs large and single.

and some occur without associated female glands.

Further, although hermaphrodite organs persist Ti-

the right side of the body there is a tendency for

the female components of the gonads to be lost

completely from the left tStn/onu.p, Theixioretta).

In yet other genera, hermaphrodite gonads are

never present, and separate male and female

organs are present on both sides o\~ the body
(Metandrtuarpa) ot on opposite

(Alloeocvrpa). Sometimes the male glands are very

numerous, scattered and small [Distort

Amphicarpa and OtigQCQrpft),

Simplification of the branchial sac is a

secondary adaptation, associated with size

reduction and its condition does not always affoid

a reliable indicator of phytogeny (c g

Metandrocarpa). Similarly, stages in tip.

progressive loss of female components of

hermaphrodite gonads from one or the other side

of the body can result in confusion if applied too

rigorously to the definition of tttita at generic level.

The type of gonads, especially the size and shape

of their male and female components and

numbers and position on the body wall, constitute

more reliable indicators of genene relationships.

These characters, together with considerations of

the condition of the branchial sac and progtO!
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|jl the association of female with male

ids, can be used 16 determine species identic .

Seriocurpa Diehl, a styelid genus in which

vegetative reproduction has been shown to occur

by horizontal division ot/ooids to produce solitary

raiher than colonial individual! is possibly not

phylogenetically related to other genera o\" (he

Polyzoinae. It resembles the genus Eusymtyela in

some characteristics that are discussed below

\hu.\vnsi\vkt), but the resemblance may be due to

Convergence, rather than an indication of affinity

Genera o( the Poly/oinae are viviparous,

fertilisation being internal, and larvae are

occasionally found in the peribranchial cavity.

Their unsialked adhesive organs have a triradial

arrangement, as in other stoliclohranch larvae.

However, polyzolnid laJVac bear certain

resemblances to those of oilier viviparous colonial

i

Si i

- llinac, Perophoiidae and
Aplousobranchia): they arc large, with a mass of

yolk; there is a circle of finger shaped ectodermal

ampullae at the anterior end of the trunk; and

larval sense organs are well developed. The larval

ocellus (lost in Polycarpa) is not present, but

secondarily acquired light sensitive elements are

added to the gravity sensitive otolith to form a

photolith. as in Botryllinae (Grave 1932, Betril!

1950). The life history of south-western Pacific

species is not known. Berrill (1935a) reports the

tree swimming life t>f larvae Of this subfamih to

be from 3 to 30 hours — a relative!} iong lime

when compared with aplousobtanch larvae

Nevertheless, larvae are strong swimmers and that,

combined with their capacity for sUe-seleci'

presumably ensures maintenance of populations.

This view is supported by the large number ot

indigenous species of this subfamily in Australian

waters (18 of the 24 species recorded).

Of the 22 genera known in this subfamily, the

13 set out below have not been recorded from

Australia (see Huus 1937);

Gynondrocarpa Michaelsen, 1900 (rnonotypie),

t"mm Africa (Millar J 962a); Syncarpa Redikor/.ev.

t9l3<monoiypic>, OkotsckSea; Seriocarpa Diehh

1969 (polytypic), Atlantic and western Pacific

(Millar I97S); Kukenthalta Hartmeyer. 190?

(monoiypict, Arctic; Arnhackia Brewin, 1950b

(monotypich New Zealand; QHgoeafpa
Hartmeyer, 1911 (monotypic). sub-Antarctic;

DistomusGazxtncr, 1774 (polytypic)* Atlantic and

western Pacific; Pratosiyeta Millar. 1954

(monotypiu, Scotland: Botry/loiarpff Hanrntyc'

,

1909 (monotypicK Indonesia; Bcrrilhu Brewin,

1952a (monotvpic), New Zealand; Theodorello

Michaetsen, 1922 (polytypic). New Zealand.

Aitoeocarpa Miehaelsen, 1900 (polytyi >

I
etjc.

Distormts maJayensi.s Sluitei\ 1915 from
Indonesia has embedded zooids., 3 internal

longitudinal branchial vessels on each side, a lew

ovarian sacs on the right and a row of male follicles

DH i he left . This genus has not been recorded from
Australian waters.

Similarly, Seriocurpa has not yet been recorded

from Australia, but is represented in waters to t]

north by S, Intorahs Millar, 1975. Botryllocarpa

viridU (Pizon, 1908) closely resembles Symptegma
and may be synonymous (see 5. pizoni Tokioka.

1972).

KLY IO IHti Genera, or Pot YtOINAE
(* not recorded from Australia)

!. Gonads always monoeems; each with n. w
than a single pair of male tolln

I

2

tds dioecious or monoecious; each with

no more than a s pair of male follicles

5

2. Gonads present on both .sides of body
Poiyandrocarpn

Gonads not present on both sides of body .. 3

3. Branchial sac with 4 folds; numerous gonads

Oculmaria
Branchial sac with less than 4 folds; single

gonad. ,
I

4. Branchial sac With 3 folds . . Gynandrocarpu *

Branchial sac with ! fold Syncarpa*
5. Gonads in usual position in body wall lining

atrial cavity 7

Gonads not in usual position in body wall

lining atrial cavity 6

6 Numerous gonads in a row beneath endosiyle

embedded in test Seriocarpa *

Single gonad in a pouch projecting from left

body wall Kukcrtthalia *

7. Gonads all hermaphrodite 8

Gonads not all hermaphrodite 1

1

8 Branchial sac with folds Lusynstyela

Branchial sac without folds 9

9, A single gonad on each side 10

Numerous gonads on each side Polyzoa
10, Branchial sa«. with 4 internal longitudinal

v esseis Symptegtna

Branchial sac with 3 internal longitudinal

vessels Botryllocarpa *

11, Gonads on left onlv; onlv protostigmata in

branchial sue BvrrUlia *

Gonads on both sides; not only protostigmata

in branchial sac I

?

12- Male gonads on both sides: female gonads on

one or both sides 13
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tVfaU "itv; female gonads
on side opposite to on !_ 17

13. Male and hermaphrodite gonads present ...14

Male and female gonads prev
Metandrocarpu

14. Branchial folds present ...15

Branchial folds not presen I 16

Fonad 'fined io a row each side of

endostyle Stolonicu

Gonads not confined to a row each side of

endostjrte IntpHicarpa

16. Protostigmata persist ; not more than 3 gonads

perside PrOto&tyete*

ProttMStigttiatS do nQ\ persist; more ihan 3

gonads per oide Theodoreitd *

17. Branchial folds present IS

Branchial folds not present

18. Male gonads on left, female on right ...... l
l>

Male gonads on right, female on left

..Arnbackia*

19. Ovaries few and long... OligocarpQ *

Ovaries numerous and rounded. Distomits*
2t) More than a single gonad on each side

A llococarpa *

Not more than a single gonad on each side

Chnhzocarpa

US Polyandrocarpa Michaelsen, 1904

Type species- Goodsiria Inpidosa Herdman, I89S

Vegetal ively reproducing species with 4

branchial folds and numerous gonads consisting

Of short flask -shaped ovaries and paired rows of

male follicles beneath the ovancs.

7 'olyandrocarpa spp . differ from Polycarpanpp.

in those characters that are associated with their

vegetative reproduction viz., colonial habit, small-

sfeed zooids and viviparous larvae, Many species

(e.g., P. simulans, P. sparse* n.sp.) have a closer

relationship with species of Polycarpa than they

do with one another. It is probable that the genus

is polyphyletk, demonstrating convergent

evolution from a number of different ancestors in

the Styefinae. At least one species (P, friggie/isis)

has long ovaries reminiscent of Cnewuiocarpa,
while others have gonads clearly related to those

oi Polycarpa, Further, P. sagamiensis and the

related species P, lapidosa and P watsoma n.sp.

have differ em colony form and zooid morphology

from Other smaller species thai occur in Australia,

and it is probable thai the mechanism of vegetative

reproduction in these two groups of specif

different. These differences may justify their

separation from other species oi the genus.

However, the morphology of ail these species fits

well the present definition of Polyandrocarpa;

accurate resolution of their taxonomy must await

information on the processes of vegetative

reproduction, which may indicate their true

phyloi ^

Octlltnaria is a closely related genus

distinguished only by the absence of gonads on the

left side of the body. In Eusynstyela Michaelsen,

1904a, the fomi of the colony, with prostrate

zooids embedded in tough test, resembles that Of

.some dfldrocarptL However, zooid

and gonad reduction has proceeded a stage further

and male follicles are reduced to I or 2 in each

gonad. Eustvyivela was formerly regarded as a

subgenus of the Polyandrocarpa, but the

difference in the gonads justifies their separate

generic status.

Polyandrocarpa is well represented in

i;ihan waters, although the colonies (which

generally are not small) are sandy and
consequently inconspicuous and may be

overlooked by collectors. Hall ol the speck-

reported from tropical and temperate locations,

but the others have a more restricted range. Only

one species (/'. sagamiensis) has a wide recorded

range in the Indo-West Pacific, the others being

indigenous Australian species. Polyandrocarpa

lapidosa and P. watsoniu n.sp have affinities with

the sub-Antarctic P placement (Herdman), while

P. abjomsent P. aitsiralicnsis and P. triggiensis

may have affinities with tropical fauna.

Kfy to Species or POLY&SDROCAKPA
Recorded prom Australia

1. Compact eolonv; zooids embedded 2

Colony not compact; zooids connected by

stolons ... 6

2. Zooids completely embedded 3

Zooids only partially embedded
P. sagamiensis

3. Zooids embedded in parallel longitudinal

compartments in test 4

Zooids not embedded m parallel longitudinal

compartments in test 5

4. Atrial apertures at anterior end of body
P. lapidosa

Atrial apertures at posterior end of body
P. uatsonian.^v.

5. Gonads numerous; scattered over body wall

P. simulans

Gonads not numerous; not scattered over body

wall P. abjornseni

6. Gut does not form a loop P spana n.sp

Gut forms a loop ,
7

7. Gonads short and flask-shaped; in a row each

side of endostyte P. au.straliensis
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Gonads long and cylindrical; in dorsal halfOf
body P. triggiensis

The following species, recorded from adjacent

areas, are not recorded from Australia:

Poiyandrocarpo colligata Sluiter, 1913 from Am
Ii has. colonies with embedded zooids lying on
their ventral surface in the common fest The
gonads are elongate and confined 10 a row along

side of the endostyle as in the temperate

species P. iopidosa.

Poiyandrocarpo maxima (Sluiter, 1904), from

Indonesia, is a compact species with embedded
ZOOldS Lying OH their ventral surface and 4

branchial folds on each side of the endostyle.

Its small gonads are smaller than those of P.

colligata. although they are in a row on each

side of the endostyle, The long stomach and
short gut loop also resemble those of E,

latericius, alt hough they appear to be orientated

across the posterior end of the body, rather than

parallel to its longitudinal axis. The number ot

test is follicles may not exceed the number
characteristic of Eusynstyela and the species

may be a species of the latter genus.

Poiyandrocarpo maxima' Van Name 1918, 1945,

from the Philippines and from the eastern

Atlantic has scattered gonads each with

numerous testis follicles in tWO rows beneath

each ovary However, the gonads are scattered

rather than tn rows, and the species is clearly

not a synonym of P. maxima Sluiter. The
gonads are lightly attached to the body wall

(Van Name 1945). The specimens may be

conspecif'ic with specimens of an undescribed

species of this genus from the Philippines (QM
GH208I) with a rounded endocarp in the gut

loop and scattered gonads standing upright

(fixed to the body wall by a ligament at their

proximal end. With the exception of their

colonial habit, these zooids resemble individuals

of Po Iyearpa ren i/ormi\\ supporting the

hypothesis that Poiyandrocarpo is polphyletic.

Poiyandrocarpo robusta Sluiter, 1915 from
Indonesia resembles P. colligata with its

embedded zooids, elongate gonads in a row each

side of the endostyle, and a curved gut loop and

gastric caecum.

Polyandrocarpa abjornseni l Hartmever Mand
Michaelsen. 1928)

Pofvcarpa abjornseni Hartmever and Michaelscn, 1928,

p.374.

•rarnaobscttraifav'!} Heller, 1-

Poiycurpa-aii. obscura: Hanmevei. 1919. v 44

Distribution

n>w records: None,

Pkr\i-'L>i v Rj item Australia (Cockbura
Sound — Harizneyer and Michadsen 1928; I Cape
JaUberl — Hartmever I9W)

Description (after MichaeJsen and Hartmever
1928)

External Apphar.vncl; The colonies are

irregular, the /ooids in tight, irregular aggregates.

separated from one another by partitions of the

tough test, their anterior ends projecting from the

surface of the colony. The test is smoke-grey to

dark brown, almost black. There is some sand

encrusting the external fest, but no test hairs. The
apertures are sessile and inconspicuous, about half

the body length apart. The test is moderately thici;,

flexible, white in section, the inner surface with an

Iridescent .sheen.

Internal Structure: The body is a!mo*'

spherical, about 1 cm in diameter. The body wail,

which does not adhere closely to the test, contain--

numerous black vesicles The dorsal tubercle is a

diagonal, oval cushion with an S-shaped slit There

are more than 40 crowded branchial tentacles.

The 4 thick, but not wide, branchial folds have

6 to 8 internal longjl udinal vessels on the folds and
1 in i he interspace. There are 7 to 10 long ova] to

rectangular stigmata per mesh in the wide

interspaces

The gut loop is confined to the posterior end of

the body and encloses a shield-shaped endocarp in

the pole. The stomach is elliptical, wider at the

cardiac end and tapering toward the intestine. Ii

has 14 distinct folds and a small caecum curved m
the loop of the gut. The rectum curves anteriorly,

forming an obtuse angle with the descending limb

of the gut loop.

There are 2 large, flat, ova! gonads on each side

of the body. They are in the ventral part of the

body, each side of the endostyle Each gonad

consists of a flask -shaped ovary and up to 6 pairs

of pyriform male follicles beneath the ovary, with

the male ducts curving around each side to join a

common opening on the surface of the shun

oviduct

.

Remarks: The colonies of the present species

resemble those of the possibly colonial species

Polycarpa nigricans\ alt hough the latter species has

numerous scattered gonads. Species of the

pedunculara group of the genus Polycarpa

resemble the present species in having dark vesicles

embedded in the body wall, a similar flat-topped

endocarp enclosed in the pole of the gut loop, and

a dark bodv wall.
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Polyandrocarpa australiensis Kott. 1952

(Fig. 101)

tyoHdroearpa eustreiiensii kon \9S2, p. 249.

New Recqrus: Western Australia (Dongara, wam
1233.83; Cockbum Sound, WAM 922.83). Queen
(Gladstone Harbour. QM G94K4 G12710-] GH20B;
Abbot Point, QM GH684; Townsville, QM GH1K45).

Previous) i R© okoed: Western Australia (Trig

Cockburn Sound — KoU 1952).

1 he species is most often recorded at shallow depths

where collecting has been assiduous. Ii lias been recorded

R| 15 m about 24 km oft" Dongara (WA) h vers 111

has a wider ranee around th< coasl 0l VUSti nli*! filth I

ii appears not to be present 00 the Great Barriei Reef

ami may he found to favour mainland locations^

Description
L\rF_RNM APF*EARANCES Small zooids 0.3 to 1

cm high are joined by basal stolons and are

sometimes joined together along their length by

test hairs and sand. The zooids are longer than

they are wide, and narrow posteriorly to a stalk of

varying thickness. The posterior stalk is somen.

thick and wedge-shaped or resembles a tap root,

with secondary stolons branching off it; m other

SpechKiens it is a narrow, stem-like structure. The
stalk is often as long as, or longer than, the /ooid

There arc irregular hairs and 'tag-like* processes,

less crowded but longer posteriorly, projecting

from the test through the sand-eoaiing m some of

I he Queensland specimens (QM G9484), The
apertures are sessile, on opposite sides of the upper

: (ce. The test around the apertures is In
sand and wrinkled, with some very fine, shorl test

haits projecting from it. The test, when the sand
is removed from it, is a thin, translucent

membrane through which the blackish grey body
wall shows. Small specimens appeai ickish

blisters joined by basal stolons attached to the

substrate . Buds develop in the basal unions. The
terminal branches of test vessels are slightly

expanded into ampullae, which tered

luthci sparsely in Ihe surface. They often contain

darkly pigmented panicles.

Intfrnai Siki'i ilkl: The body wall has a thin

mesh of circular muscles around some fine

lOngitudlnft] bands that fade out posteriorly. There

arc about 30 simple, crowded branchial tentacles.

I lie dorsal tubercle is small, with a transverse slit.

Thcdorsallaminais long, the oesophagus opening
ai the posterior end of the r>

There are 4 branchial folds on each side of the

bodv, although these ate low and founded and
i to flatten out posteriorly. Sometimes there

are Only 3 folds on iltt left. The internal

longitudinal vessels in the interspaces are especially

delicate and often irregular and branch
Branchial formulae Foe sever*! zooids arc: E0(}\

0(5)1(8)1(5) IDLj E0(4)H5)H6)lf5HDi., DL2(-\
2<7)3I8>2<5)2E. There are 2 to 5 .small, DVfl

iata per mesh, Delicate parasrigmatic vessels

are often present.

The gut fOfnlS a wide round (almost circular)

loop in the posterior end of the body, with the

rectum extending anteriorly at a sharp angle to it.

As the zooid lengthens with age, the gut loop tends

to extend obliquely backwards from the

oesophageal opening and the angle of the rectum
to the loop becomes obtuse. The oesophagus is oi

moderate length. The stomach i&fihoi W at

the cardiac end and very wide at the pyloric '<<

with S to 12 broad, shallow folds. A caecum Eton

the distal end of the gastric suture line curves into

the gut. loop \ gastrointestinal connective

extends from the f th4 caecum to ihe

intestine, enclosing a circular, flat- topped

endocarp in the pole oi 'he gut loop. rtM anal

border is divided into about 12 round lobes. The
gut is attached to the body wall b) an almost

continuous membrane that Ml end •-. oJotik the inner

curve of the loop, I Iw • a strong ligament

from the postero-ventral end of the SI .

The gonads art* spherical n pyo]

arranged in a row on each side >
i rtdo U

J
li

to 7 on the right and 2 to 4 on the left, with the

short gonodueis directed Jorsally. bach gonad
consists of a short, wide, flask-shaped ovaty with

up to 6 pairs of pyrifonn male follicles arranged

in 2 rows beneath the ovary, the v&
I reiltia

passing around each side to mee' at the base of the

common male opening on the surface of the short,

wide oviduct oi oi\ the top Of the ovary. The
species is viviparous, and large-tailed larvae

present in the pcribranchial of some
specimens.

There are a Few .small rndoearps scattered

amongst the polycarps, In addition to ihe one
enclosed in the etn loop.

REMARKS! The species resembles olho

of Polyamirocurpa in its F'olvcarpa characters I >l

other species
i eutu thai have a single raw

of gonads on each side o1 Ell fostyle, u Leasi

resembles P. lapidosa and P. watswitti whose long

zooids lying parallel to each other, form compact

colonies. Polvandrocarpu abjornsem and P.

sinudans resemble ihe prcsettl species in thcu

internal structure ; distinguished by their

compact colonies. Patycarpu triggiensish^<\m\\.*j

colonies, but its long stychd-ivpe gonads SUg

a different phytogeny from that of the present

species.
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FlG. 101: Polyandrocarpa australiensis — a, b, external appearance (QM G9484); c, stomach (QM GH684); d,

internal body wall (QM GH684); e, gonad; f, anal border. (Scales: a, b, 2.0 mm; c, 0.25 mm; d, 1.0 mm; e, f, 0.1

mm).
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Polyandrocarpa lapidosa (Herdman, 1891)

(Fig. 102,Pl.lYd.e)
Goodsiria lapidosa Herdman, I My 1 . p 63 7 1 899, p.90.

Polyandrocarpa lapidosa: Kott, 1952, p. 250; J972b,

p. 184; 1976a, p. 76, (rtOt: 1964, p. 134, < P,

sagamfensis). Millar, 1963, p. 730.

DISTRIBUTION

Nb\s Records: south Miswalia CSi Vincent Calf, QM
G9318: Pearson I.. QM GHI3I5; E Greai Australian

Bight, QM GH238I). victoria (Bass Strait, QM GH
2197. NMV K637; Wilson's Promonlory, QM G12721;
Portland Harbour, QM GH35, NMV F5I595), New
South Wales (Pon Jackson, NMV F5I725; Pon kembla,

QMG960I).

Previous] v Rb orded; South Australia (Investigator

Strait - kott 1972b). Victoria (Port Phillip Bay. Western

Pon - Millar 1963, KOtl 1976a). \W South Wale* (Pofl

Jackson - Hcidman 1899. Kotl 1950)

The speck i
I und on hard, sometirncs .ertiuai.

surfaces where walei current are ^tiong. It lias been

recorded down to 25 m.

Kii'UON

1 -.ifkn.m Ac-far ancf: Colonies are massive

and rounded, cither potato-shaped, like [hick

plates, or hemispherical, and up to ai least 9 cm
In diameter and 2 to 5 cm thick. The test is while

and cartilaginous but usually has embedded and

adherent sand Zooids are arranged parallel to one

another in long compartments separated by thin

partitions Of usually sandy, and often brittle, test.

The upper surface is interrupted by zooid apertures

and is sometimes raised into swellings over the

anterior ends of the zooids. Colonies are usually

fixed to the substrate hy their basal surface,

although occasionally a thick colony is apparently

not fixed, as zooids open all around the surface.

In the living colonies, (he brown-orange colour

of the zooids can be seen I hrough the evenly spaced

pairs of open apertures on the upper surface. In

preservative, the Avoids are always a red-purple ot

cyclamen colour.

The vegetative process in tins species is not yet

understood. Small zooids are found at the top ol

i he colony amongsi the anterior ends of the largci

zooids (see Millar 1963).

Jnternai STRttcTUKr: The individual zooids

^re up to 3 cm long and relatively narrow. The,

have long, cylindrical terminal branchial siphons.

The long atrial siphons projecting forwaid from

about the middle of the dorsal surface open level

with the branchial aperture. The rim of each

aperture is divided into 4 not very conspicuous

lobes. The small dorsal tubercle has a simple U-
shaped or oblique longitudinal opening. The body

wall adheres closely to the sandy, brittle test

partitions wiihiu the colony, and the musculature

is delicate There are up to about 40 simple

tentacles at the I
he branchial siphon, a wide

prebranchial area, and a long neural ganglion that

stretches to the base of the attial siphon.

The 4 narrow folds on each side of the branchial

have up to 7 internal longitudinal vessels on

the folds and I to 3 m the Interspaces. The

I h i. 102: Potvutnirocatpaiapidosa (QM G 1 272 I » — u, section through cpll "> showing position ot zooids; b, internal

body wall, lefl side. (Scales' a. 5.0 mm; b. kS mm*.
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longitudinal vessels in zooids horn two colonics

are arranged according to the following formulae"

DL0(4)1(3>:|5)3(3)2E; DLOUO|]<3)l<7|l(4HE,
The second and fourth Folds are often only

rounded ridges. 1 he stigmata are short, only

sometimes with parasternal vessels, and (here

are 5 per mesh.

The gut forms a simple arc from the posterior

oesophageal opening, curving up the left side of

the long body into the proximal part oJ th? atrial

aperture. The oesophagus is short. The stomach is

short and rounded, with 1 2 to IS internal glandular

folds. The anal border has 10 ro 20 small, rounded

lobes.

There are 6 to
l
^ sac-like to elongate gonads in a

row on each side of the endosiyle.

There are no eudocarps on the body wail.

Rlmakks: The species is distinguished by its

large, compact colonies; thin test partitions

between the maids; long short, aim
spherical, stomach; and the very characteristic

colour of the zopids. It appears to be closely

related to Polyandocarpa watsonia n.sp.. differing

primarily in the position of the atrial siphon,

length of gut loop and length of stomach.

Millar (l%3) has d I relationship

between this species and P. anguinea (Sluiier ) n^OKl

South Africa. His conclusion that the species can

be distinguished by the longer stomach of the

South African species is confirmed here.

Polyandmcarpa sagamiensis Tokioka, 1953

CP^H 103)

Potyandrvcorpa sagamiensis rokiolca, 1953a, p. 246.

Paiyandrocorpa rolfandi Tokioka, 1961, p. 1 16.

, Kotl . 1964, p 134

ondrocorpa angolnea
, [%7a,p.UJ.

DlSTP

Ni.w R l op - nOynJ (Hervey Bay, QM
£961 :>vm FH2227;Macfcay,QM<39594>,

Previously Rj Laud iTannum Sands
1

1 1 14949, Kan 1964; rawnsvilk - Koit 1964). New
lonia [Tokioka 1961). Japan (Sagani Bay —

Tokioka 1953a) Indian Ocean (Vas$eur (967a)

The tl -n tniertidally ai Australian

locations and at ism :

ty.

Dtst ripti-
•

Externa) Appearance: Zooids ate upright

and parallel to one another in the colony, free at

i but compacl basaU> \pcri

are on long, conical siphons that protrude from
the upper surface of the colony. The branchial

aperture Is terminal and the atrial apci

,i
[1 B i' ni about halfway down the dorsal

surface. Zooids arc about 2 cm long. The k

thin and flesiblc The colony from Yeppoon has a

layer of sand embedded in it. There are thin

partitions oi test between the embedded zooids in

the basal half of the colony.

Internal Structure; The body wall is very

thin and translucent, with an outer layer o( fine,

circular fibres. The internal longitudinal bands are

inconspicuous and irregular. The tentacles are very

fine and are not crowded. There is a

pentubcrcular V and a small tubercle with a C-
shaped slit. The dorsal lamina is short, only half

the length of the branchial sac

There are 4 narrow branchial folds. Posteriorly

they curve dorsally to open around the

oesophageal opening, which is about halfway

down the branchial sac. Internal longitudinal

vessels are arranged according to the following

formula: E6(12)5(r2)4U3) 4C9J3ML There are 2

or 3 rather short stigmata per mesh and only very

occasional parastigmatic \ev.

The gui is covered by a Fleshy layer of body wall,

but is only very lightly attached by a few short

ligaments. It forms a simple, vertical loop, but

tends to be rather mobile and llexible. The
oesophagus is o\' moderate length. The stomach

occupies half of the ascending limb of the loop

and is spherical to pear-shaped, with narrow,

parallel longitudinal folds. It narrows at the

cardiac end. fokioka (1^53a) refers to a minute

stomach caecum, but this was not detected in the

present specimens. The anal border is divided into

short, rounded lobes.

The gonads are elongate and 14 to 25 are

crowded in 3 father irregular rows over the whole

Of rhe right side o( ihe body, with 9 to 14 in 1 or

2 rows anterior to the cut loop on the left. Paired

rows of irrcgularlv lobed male follicles are present

under the long ovarian tube. The gonads are

oriented toward the atrial opening, and are lightly

atiached to 'he body '-vail with ligaments along

their length

There are no eudoearps on the body wall.

Ri marks: The Form of thi ith the

ids separate af their amerior ends; Ihe long

siphons; the lightly atiached gut loop; the short

I,, and tbe gonads that occur all over rather

than being limited to the ventral part o\~ the body

wall, arc all distinctive characters.

1

a (1961] hetic-ved P. rollanrfi to be

distinct from p. sagamtettsts\ i
the gut

loop, the position of the atrial aperture and the

number of gonads are all variable wiihtu a single

colony and do not indicate an interspecific

differ^
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Fig. 103: Polyandrocarpa sagamiensis {QM GH2227) — a, colony; b, left and right sides of body; c T dorsal tubercle;

d, gonad. (Scales: a. 5.0 mm; b, 2.0 mm; c T d, 0.25 mm).
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Polyandrocarpa cotligata Siuiter. 1913 and P.

robusta Siuiter, 1915 have gonads confined to a

single row each side of the endostyle. and their

zooids are more deeply embedded than are those

of the present species.

Polyandrocarpa simuluns Kott, 1972

(Fig. 104)

Polyandrocarpa simufans Kott , 1972b, p. 184.

DISTRIBUTION

Nf-w RECOUPS: None.

PftEViOUSU Recorded: South Australia (Greai

Australian Bight, Investigator Strait — Kott 1972b).

DESCRIPTION
Ext£rnal Appearance (alter Kott 1972b): The

colonies are compact, the zooids, embedded in the

thick, tough common test, protruding only very

slightly from the surface. Each individual is more
or less spherical, about 1.0 cm diameter. The
apertures are on low rounded swellings on the

upper surface of the body, separated by about one-

third of its length. There is a slight encrustation of

sand on the surface of the colony. Living

specimens are reddish brown tipped with black.

Preserved specimens are black.

Imitrnai Structure5-: The body wall is very

muscular, with almost continuous layers of

longitudinal and outer circular muscles that are

especially crowded around the apertures. The
dorsal tubercle is large and circular with a reverse

C-shaped slit.

The branchial sac is very tough with 4 low folds,

each crowded with thick internal longitudinal

vessels arranged according to the following

formula: El(6)l(9)l(8)l(9)ODL.

The gut forms a closed loop in the posterior end

o( the body and the rectum extends anteriorly,

forming an angle with the descending limb of the

loop. The gut loop encloses a flat-topped

endocarp. The stomach is short (about half the

length of the ascending limb of the gut loop) and

has internal glandular folds. The anal border has

about 4 wide, shallow and sometimes indented

lobes.

Up to 5, scattered, flask-shaped gonads are

embedded in the body wall on the left. There are

up to 9 on the right. They open by short ducts into

the atrial cavity. Beneath the ovaries are 5 or 6

pairs of testis follicles.

There arc no endocarps on the body wall outside

the gut loop.

Remarks. The species is closely related to

Polycarpa nigricans in most character > except its

better developed colonial habit, associated small

size and sessile apertures. Its tough, compact
colonies contrast with those of Polyandrocarpa

austrahensis in which the zooids are connected by

stolons The colony resembles that of P.

abjornseni, but P. simulans is distinguished by its

scattered and more numerous gonads and the

absence of a stomach caecum, more numerous
internal longitudinal vessels (especially in the

interspace) and the presence of external siphons

FKi- 104: Polyandrocarpa simufans, colony. (Scale: 2,5

mm).

Polyandrocarpa sparsa n.sp.

(Fig. 105)

Distribution

Tu'E Locality: New South Wales (Norih Solitary I.,

6 m. coll- P. Frederieksou, 1976, holotype QM 09591)

Description
External Appearance: The colony consists of

sandy , upright zooids connected to one another by

common basal stolons. Accessory root-like

projections at the posterior end of each zooid

contribute to their adhesion to the substrate and

help keep the zooids in an upright position. Each

zooid also adheres to it neighbours along the sides

of its body to form a loose, rather than compact,

colony. The branchial aperture is terminal,

protruding slightly. The atrial aperture is antero-
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F»0. 105: Polyandrocarpa sparsa n.sp. (Q.M G9591] — a, colony, b, lefr side ot /ooid. c. dorsal tubercle. (Scales:

a, I 5 mm; b, 10 mm; c, 0.25 mm).

dorsal at the widest part of the laterally flattened,

wedge-shaped body, which narrows slightly

toward the posterior end. The test is very thin , and
brittle with embedded sand.

Internal Structure: The body wall is

extremely thin and colourless and is very closely

adherent to the test. There is a thin outer layer of

circular musculature and some fine inner

longitudinal bands. Circular muscles around the

siphons are more conspicuous than on other parts

of the body. There are 40 simple, curved branchial

tentacles. The dorsal tubercle is a rounded cushion

with a shallow, sickle-shaped slit and there is a long

dorsal ganglion. The dorsal lamina is long and

straight.

The branchial folds are low and rounded, with

crowded internal longitudinal vessels. The
longitudinal vessels are further apart in the

interspaces; nevertheless, there are only I or 2

stigmata per mesh in the centre of the branchial

sac. The internal longitudinal vessels are arranged

according to the following formula: E8( 11)7(1 2)

5(12)5(M)7DL0(9)6(I2)4(12)4(7)7E. Paradigmatic
vessels cross the stigmata. There is a wide space

between the dorsal lamina and the first fold on the

right; on the left, the dorsal lamina is close to the

dorsal fold.

The gut is not looped, but extends forward in a

simple curve from the oesophageal opening at the

posterior end of the branchial sac. The stomach is

short and almost spherical. It has about 18 deep,

longitudinal glandular folds that extend its whole

length on the mesial side, but on the parietal side,

about 5 folds originate along each side of the

suture line and extend obliquely to the distal end

of the stomach. The stomach folds are sometimes

branched, and from the outside of the stomach,

appear to be corrugated and interrupted. There is

no caecum. There are about 9 small, rounded lobes

on the rim of the anal aperture.

The gonads are elongate polycarps lying parallel

to one another in a row along each side of the

endostyle. Small rounded endocarps are present

on the body wall, more crowded along each side

of the endostyle than on the dorsal half of the body

wall.

Remarks: The shape of the zooids, and the

body wall, branchial sac and gut loop are all

exactly as in Polycarpa procera. The zootds are

very much smaller than those of P. procera.
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however, and are colonial rather than solitary. The
shape and course of the gut loop also resembles

that of Polyandrocarpa lapidosa, but the compact,

solid colony of the lat ter species, with its embedded
purple-coloured zooids, U quite different from the

rather loose colony of the present species. A
further characteristic of P. sparsa is the small

number of stigmata per mesh, which also

distinguishes it from P, lapidosa with its

approximately 5 stigmata per mesh
The characteristics that this species shares with

Potycarpa procera are so striking that it is probable

that us phylogenetic relationships with that species

are closer than those with other Polyandrocarpa

spp., thus supporting the view that the genus is a

polyphyletic group.

Polyandrocarpa triggiensis Kott, 1952

(Fig. 106)

Polyandrocarpa triggiensh Kott, 1952. p.248,

Distribution
Nfw Records: None.

PREVIOUSLY RECORDED: Western Australia (Triggs I.

— holotvpe AM Y1574, paratypes AM Y1575 Kott

1952).

Description

External Appearance: Zooids are delicate

and upright, about 4 mm long. They are joined by

basal stolons. The branchial aperture is terminal

and the atrial aperture is about one-third of the

body length along the dorsal surface. The
apertures are on small protruberances. The test is

thin, and brittle with encrusted sand.

Interna! Structure; The body wall is

moderately muscular, and whitish pink in

preservative. The branchial tentacles are crowded,

The dorsal tubercle is a small cushion with a simple

transverse slit The dorsal lamina is moderately

long, the oesophagus opening about two-thirds of

the distance down the dorsal surface,

In the branchial sac are 4 rounded folds with

very crowded internal longitudinal vessels. The
second dorsal fold on each side is less well

developed than the others. Internal longitudinal

vessels are arranged according to the following

formulae: DL0( 1 2)0(4)0(8) 1(6)0E They are so

crowded that there are only 2 or 3 stigmata in each

mesh, crossed b\ parastigmatic vessels.

The gut forms a straight, simple loop, oriented

across the posterior end ol the body. The long

rectum curves anteriorly almost in line with the

loop, which tends to project posterior to the

branchial sac. The stomach is pyriform, widest at

the pyloric end. It has 17 glandular folds. The

|D& Polyandrocarpa triggiensis (\M Y1574) — a.

tefl jnd rigti I
biniy from outside, single row

61 testis folfa'clea seen bei ooads

and endocarp dn left side of body. (Scales: a. 1. mm.
b, 0.5 mm).

caecum is very long, extending forwards from the

gastric suture and spiralling one and a half times

in the gut loop. The anal border is smooth and
bilabiate.

The gonads are long, each consisting of a long

tubular ovary and one row of about 6 long male

follicles set transversely beneath the ovary. There

are 1 ot 2 gonads un the left and 3 Or 4 on the right.

On the left, they are anterior and parallel to the

gut loop. On the right, they are arranged around

the postero-ventral corner of the body and extend

up toward the atrial aperture. The vas deferens

extends along the mesial surface of the ovary to

open wiih the oviduct at the distal end.

Large endocarps are present between the

gonads, but not in the gut loop
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Remarks: The species is distinguished from
other species of this genus by its relatively long

and few gonads, reminiscent of cnemidocarp-
rather than polycarp-type organs.

Polyandrocarpa watsonia n.sp.

(Fig. 107)

Distribution

Type Locality: Victoria (Rams Head, 28 km S of

Mailacoota Inlet, 6m, coll. J.E. Watson, holotypeNMV
H170).

Description
External Appearance: The colony forms a

thick, curved upright lamella, slightly convex on
one side and concave on the other, with a long,

curved upper outer border and a shorter basal edge

by which it is fixed. The colony is 6 cm long and

4 cm high, with a maximum thickness of 3 cm in

the middle of the colony. The convex side is

continuous with the upper surface. Both are sandy,

and marked with slightly rounded prominences on

which there are inconspicuous atrial openings. The
upper surface of the lamella overlaps the less sandy

concave side from which naked branchial

apertures protrude. Closely packed, parallel

zooids extend obliquely from the concave surface

(with branchial openings) through to the upper and

convex surfaces (with the atrial openings). A single

layer of sand impregnated test is present between

adjacent zooids.

The vegetative process is not understood. The
form of the colony suggests that new zooids may
develop between the branchial and atrial siphons

of the parent individuals. Millar's (1963)

observation that smaller zooids were present at the

surface of colonies of P. lapidosa would not be at

variance with this hypothesis.

Internal Structure: The zooids are very

long, especially in the centre of the colony,

although they are shorter toward the upper border.

The branchial aperture is terminal; the posteriorly

directed atrial aperture is on a short siphon at the

postero-dorsal corner of the individual. The body

musculature is inconspicuous except around the

apertures, where there are circular muscles. The
body wall adheres closely to the test. The
prebranchial area is extensive and there is a large

V-shaped peritubercular area with a circular dorsal

tubercle at the base of the V. The opening on the

dorsal tubercle is a simple, slightly curved,

longitudinal slit. The very long dorsal ganglion has

a median dorsal nerve extending from its posterior

end to fan out in 3 branches anterior to the base

of the atrial siphon. From the anterior end of the

ganglion, about 8 branches extend across the

peritubercular and prebranchial areas. There is a

ring of simple tentacles at the base of the branchial

siphon. The dorsal lamina is a long, plain-edged

membrane.
There are 4 branchial folds on each side of the

body, with 4 or 5 longitudinal vessels on each fold

and 2 or 3 vessels between the folds. There are 3

stigmata per mesh between the folds.

Parastigmatic vessels are present. The stigmata are

particularly long and rectangular.

The gut forms a simple, horizontal loop across

the posterior end of the body. The oesophagus is

fairly long, and the stomach is of only slightly

greater diameter than the intestine. It has regular,

longitudinal glandular folds. The intestine forms

the anterior limb of the gut loop and extends

dorsally and slightly posteriorly to open in a 2-

lipped anus at the base of the atrial siphon,

adjacent to the opening of the oesophagus.

Oval to elongate gonads lie in a row on each side

of the endostyle, 9 on the right and 6 on the left.

The short gonoducts open from the dorsal end of

each gonad. The gonads are the usual polycarp-

type with a double row of male follicles beneath

each ovary.

Remarks: This species closely resembles

Polyandrocarpa lapidosa (Herdman, 1899) and P.

anguinea (Sluiter, 1898a) (see Millar 1963).

Polyandrocarpa watsonia is distinguished from

those species and others of this genus mainly by

the position of the atrial siphon at the postero-

dorsal corner of the body and the fact that the

atrial apertures are on the opposite side of the

colony to the branchial openings. The course of

the gut is a consequence of the position of the atrial

aperture. Thus, in P. lapidosa, there is no gut loop

and the intestine and rectum extend in a gentle arc

to the anteriorly positioned excurrent aperture. In

the present species, there is a simple, straight gut

loop, the anus opening near the oesophageal

opening at the base of the posteriorly positioned

atrial siphon. The orientation of the zooids, with

their anterior ends towards the substrate and

posterior ends extending obliquely upwards, is a

further consequence of the posteriorly positioned

atrial aperture.

Other characters distinguishing the present

species also appear to be consequent upon the

position of the atrial siphon. The dorsal ganglion,

which in P. lapidosa and P. anguinea is relatively

short, in P. watsonia is about half the length of

the long dorsal surface, accommodating the

greater part of the distance between the two

siphons.
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Fig. 107: Polyandrocarpa watsonia n.sp. (NMV H 170) — a, colony with wedge removed to show position of zooids,

with conspicuous branchial openings on the concave side of the colony and atrial openings obscured by sand on

upper surface and convex side; b, single zooid. (Scales: a, 2.5 mm; b, 2.0 mm).

It is possible that the characteristics of this

species are a response to an environment where an

adaptation to a unidirectional current flow is an

advantage, the concave side, with branchial

apertures possibly being directed towards the

oncoming current.

Genus Oculinaria Gray, 1868

Type species: Oculinaria australis Gray, 1868

The genus is monotypic and indigenous to

temperate waters of Australia. It closely resembles

Polyandrocarpa , differing only in the absence of

gonads from the right side of the body.

Oculinaria australis Gray, 1868

(Fig. 108)

Oculinaria australis Gray, 1868, p. 564. Herdman, 1886,

p.323; 1891, p.638. Michaelsen, W04a, p. 18.

Hartmeyer, 1909, p. 1377; 1918, p. 385. Hartmeyerand
Michaelsen, 1928, p.346. Kott, 1952, p.251; 1972a,

p.29; 1972b, p.184; 1975, p. 11- Millar, 1963, p/734;

1966, p.369.

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Cockburn Sound,

WAM 581-2.31 1227.83; Wonnerup, WAM 171.75;

Dongara, WAM 1228.83). Tasmania (Stanley, TM
D710). Victoria (Rams Head, QM G9592; off Lakes

Lmrance, QM GI1857). New South Wales (Port

Jackson, attached io Chorizocormus leucophaeus

Herdman, 1899 < Chorizocarpa svdnevensis AM
U284).

Previously Recorded: Western Australia (Cockburn
Sound to Albany — Gray (868, Hartmeyer and
Michaelsen 1928, Kott 1952, Millar 1963). South

Australia (Great Australian Bight — Kott 1972b 1975;

West 1., Wright I. — Kott 1972a). Victoria (Port Phillip

Bay — Millar l%6).

The species is taken in water down to 44 m, growing

around stems of weed etc.

Description

External Appearance: Colonies are massive

rounded or cylindrical clumps. Zooids are

crowded, embedded for most of their length but

with their anterior ends sometimes projecting from

the surface of the colony. The apertures, close

together on the upper free surface of the zooid,

are usually depressed into the surface so that the

surrounding test stands up around them in

rounded ridges, which are opaque and usually

sand-free. In the test partitions within the colony,

there is often no or very little sand, but elsewhere

the test is completely impregnated with sand and

is accordingly rigid and brittle.

Nothing is known of the vegetative process.

Internal Structtjrl: The body is more or Less

spherical. The body wall is thin, with delicate

musculature except around each siphon, which has

conspicuous circular muscles and short

longitudinal bands terminating at its base. The
longitudinal muscles on the atrial siphon are

sometimes more conspicuous than those on the
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Pre l OR : Oculinuriu australis— a, part of a colony (QM
GII857); h, 2DOid removed from test (WAM 581/

2.31); c, gut (QM G9592). (Scales: a, 2.0 mm; b ? 0.5

mm; c, 0.25 mm),

branchial siphon. There are 32 branchial tentacles

Of various lengths. The dorsal tubercle is a circular

cushion lying in a small peritubercular area, with

a syrumetrical, posteriorly directed U-shaped slit,

with both horns turned out. The dorsal lamina is

very short and the branchial sac is deeply curved.

There are 4 to 10 internal longitudinal vessels

on each of the 4 branchial folds and 2 to 4 in the

interspace. A branchial formula is: E0(4)4(8)4(8)

4(8)0DL1(10)2(8)4(8»4(6)5E. There are 2 or 3 short

stigmata per mesh.

The gut loop is variable, depending on the length

of the 20oid. In short , spherical zooids it forms a

simple, straight and rather open loop (WAM
171.75). In larger zooids, the rectum turns

anteriorly to form an acute angle with the gut loop;

or the gut follows a slightly sinuous S-shapcd

course anteriorly to the atrial aperture (Kott 1952).

The stomach is short and elliptical, with up to 18

oblique folds that meet the suture line on its

anterior edge. There is no caecum. The anal border
has small serrations. A gastro-intestinal duct

crosses from the distal end of the stomach to the

intestine. It is expanded into an elongate gastric

reservoir about halfway along its length

To the right of the endostyle is a single row of

up to 9 long, more or less parallel gonads, each

oriented toward the atria! aperture. Testis follicles

are in a paired row beneath each ovary.

Remarks: The species is distinguished

principally by its colony form, and by the single

row o^ gonads on the right side of the endostyle.

Genus Kusynsfyela Michaelsen, 1904a

Type species: Mkhaelsenio tincia Van Name, 1902

The genus has vegetatively reproducing species

with the usual styelid complement of 4 branchial

folds. The hermaphrodite gonads are reduced and,

although there are flask-shaped ovaries with

numerous eggs, only one or two male follicles are

associated with each ovary. The zooids are small,

usually embedded in the test. The apertures are

not conspicuously lobed.

The zooids resemble individuals of

Monandrocarpa, the genera being separated only

by the colonial habit of Eusynstyela- The gonads
of the genus Poiyzoa resemble those of the present

genus, but Poiyzoa has a further reduction of the

branchial sac, with almost complete loss of

branchial folds, and a very much smaller ovary.

Eusynstyela is also related to Amphicarpa and
Stoionica, in which there are some branchial folds,

though their number is reduced. However, there

is a tendency for the gonads to separate into male

and female components in the last two genera.

The genus is not diverse, and there are few

interspecific morphological differences. This may
possibly be the result of convergence in these small,

simplified organisms. Only a single species of the

genus has been recorded from Australian waters.

Eusynstyela tincta (Van Name, 1902), E. gravei

Van Name, 1931 and E. floridana (Van Name.
1921) are related species from the western Atlantic.

Eusynstyela tincta and E. gravei resemble L

latericius in most characters, although they have a

greater number of stigmata in each mesh. The
zooids of E. floridana are joined by stolons rather

than being embedded in the common test (see Van
Name 1945). Polyandrocarpa maxima (Sluitcr,

1904), from Indonesia, may be a species of

Eusynstyela (see Polyandrocarpa, above)

In his description of E- tincta^ Van Name (194*1)

has drawn attention to the way the gonads project
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into the test beyond the general surface of the

ventral region in small knob-like evaginations of

the body wall, which are constricted at their base.

This tendency tor the gonads to be associated with

the test is reminiscent of species of Seriocarpa

Diehl, 1969 in which the gonads are embedded in

a rod of test that projects into the body along the

mid-ventral line of the body. The possibility of a

relationship between Seriocarpa Diehl and
Eusynstyela is Further supported by their very

similar morphology, including the form ot

gonads and their positkm in a simple row on each

side of the endostyle. However, Seriocarpa

rhizoides Diehl, 1969 reproduces vegetative!

ion of the body rather than the panetal

budding of Eusynstyela and other Polyzoinae

(Bcrrill 1935b) and the morphological resemblance

between Seriocarpa and Eusynstyela may be :ho

result of convergence. Seriocarpa rhizoides D
S. cristata Millar and S. littoralis Millar have all

been recorded from the tropical western Pat

(Millar 1 975). S. littoralis has also been taken from

Indonesia (ZMAV.TU 1019 c.

,

Kusynstyela latericins \Shntcr, 1904}

'(Fig. 109; Pl.IVf,g)

Gynandrocarpa laiericius Sliritcr, 1904, p

Eusynstyela tatericius: Van Name, IMS* p. HI?

Potvondrocarpa {tusvnsiyelu) (ufencius: I okioka.

p.115; 1955a, p.213; 1967b. P .4O0. Millar. 191

1975, p.275. Kott. 1964, p.133.

Gynandrocarpa /'m/Awif Herdinan, 1596, p 530

Polyandrocarpa tincta: Vasseur, 1967a, p. 1 14.

Distribution

N&w Records; Western Australia (Cape Pre

WAM 120H.83; Port Hedladd, WAM 1207.8* 1210 83;

Dampier Archipelago, WAM 1206.83 1209.83; Kendrew
Archipelago. WAM IS2.75). Queensland (Moreton Bay,

QM GH34S; TaJlebudgera Creek, QM GH2237; Heron
t., QM G9424 CI 0086 GH2047-8 GH2714-6 GK3099;
Wistari Reef, QM GH1394 GH2080; Yeppoon, QM
GH2236: Townsville; Murray I., QM CH306; Li»rd I )(

QMGH2076-S?).

Previously Rlcordld: Western Australia i_NE Pan
Hedland — Millar 1963). Queensland (Moreton Bay.

Bowen — Kotl 1964). Arafura Sea fTokioka 1952).

Jndonesia (Sluiter 1904). Philippines (Van Name 1918.

Millar 1975). Vietnam (Tokioka 1967b). Gulf of Siarn

(Miliar 1975). Indian Ocean (Vasseur 1967a). Sri Lanka
(BM 1907.8.30.26 Herdman 1906). Japan (Tokioka

1955a).

The species has a wide 1 ado-West Pacific range, down
to 82 m depth. It is often found as an ep'.bioot do other

stotidobranch ascidians.

DESCRIPTION

External Appearance: The colonies form
rather flat mats or sheets up to 3 mm thick, with

zooids opening on the upper surface; or thick, fist

lobes \\\_\\) Hjolds opening around the outer

surface. These lobes narrow basally, where they

are Fixed to the substrate, tn the thin, sheet-like

g colonies, the dorso-vcnrrally flattened

zooids show as oval swellings in the thin common
test, with the apertures at opposite ends oi

upper surface of each individual . In thicker

colonies, the crowded zooids tend to be Laterally

oed and zooids may either be oomple
embedded with only iheir apertures protruding on

cones ot the whole dorsal surface of each zooid

may project iQM GH3099)- Thin colonies have a

quae '.rans-parent test and body wall, through

which the body organs can be seen from the flat

of the uj<ony, Thicker colonies are completely

opaque. The test is always tough and naked. In

preservative, ^t is white and/or pinkish white or

carmine. Living specimens are a purple, red or

raspberry colour. The pigmenta;' more

intense around the apertures. A pale strip along

side of the mid -line between the apertureSv

sometimes creates a symmetrical pattern on the

surface.

LsTERNAt STRuCTUftF- The ZOoWs are about i

cm long. They are rounded in section in the

thicker, free-stajKline lobe*, but in tfre thin, sheet-

like colon .xe more ot le^s dorso-vemrally

flattened, around a plane that on the right is close:

and on the left is closer to the

dorsal lamina. The body wall is chin, sometimes

closely adhering to the test. The musculature is

very delicate and is conspicuous only around the

apertures. There are 24 short branchial tentacles

The dofSal tu 8 simple, vertical slit in a V-

ibercular area. The dorsal lamina is

long, the oesophageal opening being at the

posterior end of the pharynx
The branchial folds are low and rounded,

consisting of crowded internal longitudinal ve

along slight internal elevations of the pharyngeal

wall. The branchial folds are straight. Branchial

formulae are: Efl<4t2i9)l<4)l(12)0DL, 60(5)1(12)

0(5)0(IO)ODLO(6)1(4)U1 2>0(S|GE There are about

3 long stigmata per mesh and about 25 rov

stigmata. The second dorsal fold is often

represented only by a group of crowded
longitudinal vessels

The gut loop is simple, extending from one half

to two-thirds of The length of the branchial sac. In

the flattened zooids. the gut loop is mainLy on the

under surface; only the distal part of the rectum

curves dorsally around the meridian of che

flattened body to trie atrai aperture The
oesophagus is short and curved. The cylinc
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Fig. 109: Eusynstyeta latericius — a, b. colonies from above (QM GH306, WAM 182.75); c, juvenile colony.

transparent (Townsville); d, section through large, opaque colony, showing /ooids in position (Townsville); e,

ZOOtd from ventral surface (from d); f, stomach with gastric caecum ti'rom d); g, gut loop (from d). (Scales: a, d,

e, 1.0 mm; b, c, 2.0 mm; f, g, 0.25 mm).

stomach has about 12 longitudinal folds. It is half

to ihree-quarters of the length of the ascending

limb of the loop, and is of only slightly greater

diameter than the voluminous intestine. A short

gastric caecum projects into the pole of the gut

loop, The terminal part of the caecum is curved or

straight and is usually bulbous. The anal border is

smooth and bilabiate. There is a gastro-intestlnal

connective between the base of the caecum and the

intestine.

In flattened zooids, a single row of up to 12

hermaphrodite gonads on each side of the body is

arranged around the meridian or just ventral to it.

The gonads of cylindrical zooids are closer to the

endostyle, although the posterior part of the left

row often extends dorsally in front of the gut loop.

The gonads consist of a flask-shaped ovary with a

very short oviduct, and 2 long, comma-shaped
male follicles, both sometimes deeply divided into

two. They are usually found side by side beneath

the ovary, although fully developed male follicles

may be aligned in tandem beneath the ovary. The
male ducts curve around opposite sides of the

ovary and meet to form a short common duct on

the top of the oviduct.

Remarks: The species is readily distinguished

by its tough, naked test, straight gut loop,

cylindrical stomach, bulbous gastric caecum, and

the arrangement of its gonads.

Eusynstyela monotestis Tokioka, 1953a, from

Japan and Hsia-men (Tokioka 1967a), is the only

other species of this genus recorded from the

western Pacific. Its colony resembles that of E.

latericius, but it is readily distinguishable by the

single, rod-shaped male follicle associated with

each tubular ovary. From the Red Sea and the Gulf

of Suez, E. hartmeyeri Michaelsen, 1904a also

resembles the present species, although gonads are

not present on the right side of the endostyle.
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II USU: \SCIDIACEA1

Genus Stolonica Laca?e-Duthiers ar^d Delage,

1S92

T * pe species: Stolonica ausiratts Hartmeyer, 1903,

The genus contains po!y?oinid species usually

with less than 4, often reduced branchial folds; and
L'oiiads, consisting of large, single testis follicles,

some of which are associated with a small sac-like

Ovary, arranged in two rows, one on each side of
the endostyle. The morphology of the species of
this genus is strongly affected by (he small size of
(he zooids, and characteristics of the genus are

those associated with size reduction and

simplification. With only one exception (S.

turnosa), the small zooids are joined by stolons

rather than being embedded. There are from 2 to

4 branchial folds on each side, although at lea&l

one of these may be vestigial, and they are often

represented by crowded vessels on otherwise flat

expanses of branchial wall. Folds that are well

developed anteriorly often flatten out toward The

posterior end of the body. There are usually only

12 to 15 rows of stigmata in the branchial sac,

although one species (5. alula n sp.) has 20. The
stigmata are very long.

The body wall musculature is usually a thin layer

of delicate circular and longitudinal fibres, which

form a continuous mesh over the body. Hw wide
longitudinal bands thai are conspicuous in most

Styclidae are only rarely present (e.g., $, trunculu).

The gut loop is only very lightly attached to the

body wall by delicate ligaments, and the gastric

urn is large and well-developed in all species

except S. matraSs. Endocarps are
i

n the

gut loop in <i few species, but they usually occur

on otheT parts of the body wall, dorsal to the

gonads.

Several species have a remarkable spur-like

extension of the stomach projecting into Ihe gut

loop. A similar structure is found in certain species

of the genus Metandrocarpa This gptil 111

exiension is an expansion of l tic anterior side of

the pyloric end of the stomach to accommodate
exira short glandular folds. These folds, which lie

parallel to the other stomach folds, extend along

each side of the spur, originating from both sides

of the gastric suture line, which runs along the

outside of the spar. When the spur is present, the

pyloric caecum from the distal end of its suture

line is carried forward into the centre of the space

enclosed by the gut loop, rather than being close

against its inner curve

Expansion of the stomach at its pyloric end also

occurs in species that do not have a spur. In these

cases, the expansion accommodates a
interstitial gastric folds that do not extend the

whole length of the stomach. Some folds on tlte.

parietal side of the stomach tend to run oblique!)

and terminate against the suture line, tathcr than

Extending to tbc cardiac end of the stomach Folds

on the mesial side of the suture line tun parallel 10

It, however.

The male follicles, arc sometimes oval or eeg-

ftflfiped, bill can iv elutriate or wide proximaily.

narrowing to u short vaa deferens, or flat and
almpsi circular* ivfitta the v*> deferens projecting

into the peribranchial cavity from the centre of the

uppet n '

t ol the follicle, Mature male folh

are often lobed around their periphery or at their

proximal end. Tlie ovaries are small and sac-like,

wiih r maximum of 7 cjijis in each. Theylietoward
the dorsal oi distal end 01 Hie mesial surfac

some oi the male follicles (usually of those on the

rigtal Nidc.vl 'the body). When well-developed,
I

slip to the side of the male jiland and lie on the

body wall in line with, but apparently indepem

q the male falli I

Distinctions I
Atnphicarpa and Smfa/in -;

on f li of tbc separate female gonads or on
the number of hermaphrodite gonads, are not

lehahk, -.nice the separation of male and female

components of the hermaphrodite gonads in the

latter genus Is variable and dependent on thei-

uiaiuniy. Male and female components of the

gonads do not develop simultaneously, and ovaries

are often very few and small. Sometimes only testis

follicles are present. The occurrence of ovaries on
only the right side ol !he body is common,
although not universal Their position may be an
adaptation to ensure thai the large ViviparpUB

embryos are retained in the right peribranchial

cavity (where they are usually found) to avcnl

the voluminous and loosely attache'

loop, which occupies a large pan of the

peribranchial cavity

The morphology of species of the genus

V'iphtvarjh) is, Bite Stolonica. affected by the

small size of the zooids and has resulted in

adaptations convergent with those in Stolonica.

The single row of relatively few large male follicle*

arranged on each side of the endostyle

distinguishes Stofonica trom Amphkarpa.

The genus Stolonica is diverse rn Australian

waters, particularly In southern Australia where

several indigenous species and a western Pa
species (5, vesiculans) have been recorded. The
discontinuity in the recorded ranee of many of the

species suggests that these small ascidians maty

often be overlooked. The genus has not ben
recorded from the Antarctic, nor from the eastern

Pacific pnd western MUncu\ ftllfttuuh S. sodafis
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Hartmeyer,

Atlantic.

1903 is known from the eastern

Key to the Species of Stolonica Recorded
from Australia

1. Stomach wall produced into spur-like

extension in gut loop 2

Stomach wall not produced into spur-like

extension in gut loop 4

2. Sandy test; stomach folds 36 S. truncata

Naked test; stomach folds less than 36 3

3. 2 branchial folds on left S. vesicularis

3 branchial folds on left S. aluta n.sp.

4. Branchial folds 2 per side 5

Branchial folds more than 2 per side 6

5. Zooids embedded S. carnosa

Zooids connected by stolons S. australis

6. Branchial folds 4 per side S. agnata n.sp.

Branchial folds 3 per side S. reducta

Stolonica agnata n.sp.

(Fig. 110)

Distribution

Type Locality: Queensland (Abbot Point, off mouth
of Don River, 15 m, coarse sand with mud, coll. C.

Roberts and L. Hammond, Ockleman Sledge, 19.3.18,

holotypeQMGH723).

Further Records: Western Australia (Cockburn

Sound, QM G9669 GH2007). Queensland (NW Bowen,
paratypes QM GH2228-9; Deltaic Reef, QM GH2796).

Description
External Appearance: Sessile, upright or

spherical zooids, up to 5 mm high, are joined by

thick basal stolons. The zooids are often close

together, their bases almost confluent. The
branchial aperture is terminal, the atrial aperture

from one-third to half of the distance down the

dorsal surface, The apertures are almost

completely sessile, on very slightly protruding

conical siphons, which are free of sand. The
remainder of the moderately thick and
cartilaginous but translucent test sometimes has

adherent sand or mud, and occasionally has

epiphytic growths, but is often naked and wrinkled

or with parallel longitudinal creases.

Internal Structure: Very fine circular and

longitudinal muscle fibres form a close meshwork
in the translucent grey-brown body wall. There are

approximately 60 crowded branchial tentacles.

The neural gland is long and elliptical, opening

directly into the pharynx by a simple longitudinal

opening. The dorsal ganglion, slightly posterior

and dorsal to it, is large and spherical. The dorsal

lamina is long and narrow, the oesophageal

opening being at the posterior end of the branchial

sac.

There are 4 branchial folds on each side of the

body. Dark pigment cells are present in the robust,

internal longitudinal vessels on the folds, but are

absent from the very delicate and inconspicuous

longitudinal vessels in the interspaces. The last are

often the same diameter as the bars between the

long stigmata and can be confused with them.

Between the folds, there are 2 stigmata per mesh,

crossed by parastigmatic vessels. Stigmata are

sometimes more numerous between the dorsal

lamina and the first fold. The internal longitudinal

vessels are arranged according to the following

formulae: E0(3)4(8)4(6)4(8)0DL0(10)5(1)5(8)5(3)

0E; E5(4)5(10)6(10)4(12)2DL3(1 1)3(3)4(8)5(3)0E.

The second fold on the left is reduced to a few

longitudinal vessels, made conspicuous in relation

to the vessels of the interspaces by their greater

diameter and contained pigment cells. There are

13 rows of stigmata.

The gut forms a simple loop in the posterior

curve of the body. The stomach is wide and
cylindrical, with about 12 longitudinal folds. It

Fig. 1 10: Stolonica agnata n.sp. — a, single zooid (QM
GH723); b, colony (QM G9669); c, interna! body wall

(QM G9669). (Scales; a, b, 1.0 mm; c, 0.5 mm).
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occupies about half of the ascending limb of the

loop and is covered by darkly pigmented body
wall. There is a short, straight caecum in the pole

of ihc loop and a gastro-intcstinaJ connective. No
endocarps are present in the gut loop- The rectum
extends forward to The atrial aperture, forming a

right to obtuse angle with the gut loop. Evenly

spaced, delicate ligaments along the whole length

lie inner curve of the gut attach \t to the bod)
wall.

Up to 8 gonads are present more or less in a row
along each side ol Lhc endosivlc. About half are

hermaphrodite gonads, consisting of a small,

Hask-shaped ovary containing 2 or 3 eggs, and a

single, almost spherical, male follicle beneath each

ovary. Posterior to the hermaphrodite gonads are

male follicles without associated ova H the

fight and 5 on the leli. Those on the left are

clumped together jusi anterior to Ihe pole of the

gui loop. A large larva is often present i i

-

peribranchial cavity o^ the ritihi or left side of the

body (larval ttunk 1 mm long, tail 1.2 mm la

Larvae have the usual circle of ampullae around
the anterior adhesive organs.

Several long, flat-lopped endocarps are
p

on each side dorsal to the eon... I

Remarks: The species is distinguished fi

others in this genus by its 4 branchial folds, lhc

second fold on the left being very reduced. The
untobed, flask-shaped testis follicles resemble

those o( S. carnoso, whiel
i

Jem bles in the

longitudinal rattier than transverse slit ol ihe

dorsal turberele and in the presence of

hermaphrodite as well as male gonads on The left

side ol the body However, the present species docs

not have endocarps enclosed in the gui loop, and

i cylindrical rather than pyriform stomach.

Stolonica alula u.sp.

(Fig, MM
Distribution

Tvi'i Locality: Westei ;»'

Dongaia, 29°l4'5
f U4D

0*'Elfl Z9
C
I4.8'$, |J4°5.I E,

164 m. small Stones SUJd WMld with sponges, etAL I .

Marsh on M.V. Sprightly, triangular dredge

hottnypeWAM 968.83, paratypc WAM 40.84; 69 km W
iff Head, 126 m, paratypeS WAM 969 8

Description
Extern a i Ai uduals arc

upright (about 0.1 to 1 em high) rather narrow

and top-shaped, with a rounded upper surface

narrowing to a posterior stalk. The test is hard and

very wrinkled and ihe surface is raised Into

conspicuous rounded swellings, especially are

the apertures. Each aperture, which is on a small,

wan-like siphon, is surrounded by tour

conspicuous, swollen lobes. The branchial siphon

is terminal; the atrial siphon is from one-third to

half the distance down the dorsal side of the body.

Theextremely irregular surface of the icsi is partly

a result of ihe contracted condition of tl

specimens. The short, narrow stalk expands .

|

a flat basal plate -adhering to thesubstfatfc. Narrow
basal stolons connect the zotnds.

iNTtRNAi Stki The body wa!
muscular, with an external layer of circular

muscles arm infernal longitudinal bands. There

about 20 rather Hat branchial tentacles. The large,

oval dorsal tubercle with a simple longitudinal alii

is present in a V-shaped pentubcrcular area. The
neural garjgtic * and postero-dorsal to the

ibcrclc. The oesophageal opening is near

OStertor end of the branchial sac. The U* i

long and narrow.

The branchial sac has 3 low. rounded folds on
each side ofthc body. Internal longitudinal vessels

are robust and ribbon-like. They are crowded on
and between the folds, and are arranged according
to the following formula: E6(8jS( 1 1

1

6(12)fiDL3(12>7(13)7(lO)7E. There are 20 rov

h about 3 in each mesh, crossed by

fine parastigmatic vessels,

The oesophagus is short, lhc stomach is si!

but very wide ai its pyloric end, us inner ude with

the suture line odueed out into a spui that

corves into ihe gui loop and terminates m a large,

curved caecum. There art 17 moderately wide

longitudinal gastric folds, of which 4 extend from

each side ol the smure
I expanded pyloric

end of the stomach to forth tfce-spuf-Hke extension.

The rectum h rather long, curving anteriorly to

the base or the atrial aperture and terminating in

a smooth-rimmed anus. There are 2 ch ] lobed

endoC I g4l loop. Tl.- nlj hghtU

attached to the body wall by ligaments, I around

the stomach, 1 From the pole ot the gui loop to the

body wail and small endocarp enclosed hy

the gut loop, 3 where the intestine curves arner

to the rectum, and 1 near the anus.

There are about 12 crowded, circular or fl&sked-

shaped male follicles on each slcfte Of the pOSU
end of the endostyle, those ou the left arranged in

an arc that curves around th.r postero- ventral

aspect Of the gut loop. Eacti follicle has a narrow

vas deferens directed dorsally from either the

dorsal border or the mesial surface of the follicle.

On the right side of the body, m -like ovaries arc

crowded
i

^st the 1*1 licles.
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Fie. Ml: Sto/onica j/ittd n.sp : a single zoo id (WAM 968 83)' b, gut loop from ouiside surface (WAM %9.83); c,

gut loop and gonads from inside body wall (WAM 968.83). (Scales: a, 1.0 mm; b, 0.25 mm; c, 0.5 mm).

Two large larvae are present in the peribranchial

cavity. They have larval trunks about 1.7 mm long

and narrow tails of about the same length.

Large oblong endocarps (4 or 5) are scattered

on the body wall, others between the gonads.

RhMAkks: In the width and number of folds on
the stomach, the spur-like gastric extension and
the position and shape of the gonads, this species

most resembles S. vesicularis. However, it is

distinguished from the latter by its male follicles

(which do not appear to be lobed), its ovaries with

more numerous eggs, its longer stomach folds, its

hard, leathery and wrinkled test and its very large

larvae.

The species is especially robust, its opaque body
wall and thick internal longitudinal branchial

vessels contrasting with the delicate structures of

other species of this genus- Its very large larvae

with relatively short tails suggest* thai their free-

swimming life may be short and the species' range

restricted to a relatively small area off the western

Australian coast.

Slolonica auslrulis Michaelsen, 1927

(Fig. 112)

Stohnica austratis Michaelsen, 1927, p. 202. Hartmeyer

and Michaelsen, 192K, p. 352- (Not: (Cott 1952, p.253;

l^72a, p.28; 1972b, p.183, < Amphicarpa mehdiana
n.sp.).

Stohnica camostti Kou, 1975, p. n.

Distribution

Nhw RECORDS Tasmania (Port Davey, QM GH2024).

PREVIOUS! * kit OKOED: Western Australia (Albany—
Hartmeyer and Michaelsen 1928) South Australia

(Investigator Strait — Kott 1975)

Description

External Appearance; Separate oval, sandy

and slightly laterally flattened Individuals up to 7

mm high are joined by stolons. The zooids are

often crowded together. The apertures are close

together on the upper surface on short, wart-like

siphons. The openings are not conspicuously

lobed. The rest is very thin, embedded with sand

and often brittle, with a slightly pearly inner

surface.

INTERNA1 STRUCTURE! The body wall is fleshy

and closely adherent to the test. It has strong

muscles only on the siphons. There are about 48

slender branchial tentacles. The dorsal tubercle is

a long, oval cushion with a simple longitudinal slit.

The neural ganglion is large and rounded.

The dorsal border of the branchial sac is only

slightly shorter than the ventral border. The
branchial folds are relatively straight, with

longitudinal vessels arranged according to the

following formula: DL0(12)3(9)6E7(9)6(9)0DL.

There are 6 or 7 long, narrow stigmata in each long

mesh, but more in the long meshes near the

endostyle. Each mesh is crossed by a parastigmatic

vessel.
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Fig. 112: Stotonica austratis (QM GH2024) — a, inner

both wall, left side* b, stomach frOrn outwde surface

(Scales: a, 0.25 mm; b, 0.1 mm).

The gut loop is in the posterior end of the body

and the rectum extends anteriorly almost at right

angles to the gut loop. The stomach is short and

pear-shaped, very wide at the pyloric end, hut

narrowing to the oesophagus at the cardiac end.

It has 18 parallel longitudinal folds extending the

whole length of the stomach on the parietal side,

but on the mesial side, about 5 of the folds

terminate against the suture line. The stomach

caecum is short and curved. The anal border is

smooth and bilabiate A gastrointestinal

connective from the curve of the caecum breaks

into branches over the intestine. The Stomach is

covered by a fairly thick layer of body wall that

sometimes obscures the stomach folds. A row of

ligaments beneath the gut attaches it to the body
wall.

There are up to 15 flat, circular testis follicles

with lobed borders on the right and up to 1 1 on
the left. Each has a short vas deferens projecting

from its surface, Very small sac-like ovaries

containing up to 3 eggs are present on some of The

male follicles on both sides of the body.

A few irregular endocarps of varying size are

present on the body wall outside the gut loop. Two
others are enclosed by the gut loop: one in the pole

and one dorsal to the gastrointestinal ligament.

Remarks: The species appears to be related to

S. carnosa, with its wan-like external siphons,

similar numbers of branchial tentacles.

longitudinal slit on the dorsal tubercle, and only 2

branchial folds on each side. However, the zooids
of the present species are not embedded as they

are in S. carnosa, and the flat, circular, lobed male
follicles more closely resemble those of S.

veslctlltiris and S. reduaa, from which the present

species is distinguished by its reduced branchial

sac, wan-like external siphons, sandy (est and
endocarps in the gut loop.

Stolonica carnosa Miliar, 1963

(Fig. IJ3)

Stolonica carnosa Millar. 1963, p. 735. Ron. 1972a. i .

28.

Distribution

Ni w Ri « ORDS Victoria I Bass Strait. NMV 752).

Previously Rr< orbed: Western Australia (Cockburn

Sound — BM [962*1. IZ.25 Millar 1963). South Australia

(Spencer Gulf — koit 1972a).

The species is taken to 6 m depth.

Description
External Aih'laranci: All the known

specimens form compact colonies growing around
the thin stems of plants. The zooids are up to 6

mm long, with their anterior ends projecting

slightly from the surface as rounded swellings. The
apertures are both preseni on the upper surface on

short, wart-like protruberances The test is very

tough and cartilaginous, with only a small amount
of sand externally. Sometimes the surface of the

colonies is subdivided into lobes, each with about

10 zooids, but usually it is even and compact.

Internai Structure: The body, when
removed from the test, is almost spherical. The
body wall is closely adherent to the test, with a

regular network of very delicate and
longitudinal and transverse muscles. There are up
to 48 crowded and rather stout branchial tentacles.

The dorsal tubercle is simple, with a narrow

longitudinal slii

There are 2 branchial folds on each side of the

body. Previously recorded specimens had up to 7
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Fno. i 13: Stohniva carnosa (NMV H752) — a, single

Kooidi removed from test; t>. got, endocarps and
- on left side of body. (Scales: 0.5 nun*.

oesophageal opening, which is halfway down the

branchial sac. Sometimes the rectum extends

forwards to the atrial aperture more or less in line

with the gut loop, although in smaller or

contracted specimens it forms an angle with the

gut loop. The anal border is smooth and bilabiate.

A series of ligaments along the parietal side of the

gut attach it firmly to the body wall.

Gonads are present in a row along each side of

the endostyle, Ovaries contain I to 3 eggs of

different sizes. The testes are simple, undivided,

elongate, flask-shaped follicles with a short narrow

duct directed dorsally. Initially each ovary is

associated with a single male follicle to form
hermaphrodite gonads; only when mature do they

separate, male and female gonads alternating.

I
docarps are scattered over the body wall. The

gut loop encloses one on each side of the gastro-

intestinal connective. These endocarps, which vary

in stee, are sometimes quite large and flat-topped.

Remarks: Stoionka carnosa is unusual in this

genus in that lis ZDOtds are embedded in common
test, rathei than joined by stolons.

It resembles Stolonico australis in having only 2

branchial folds on each side, a pyriform stomach,

and two endocarps enclosed in the gut loop. It is

distinguished from S. australis by its embedded
zooids, the absence of sand in ihe test, its fewer

internal longitudinal branchial vessels and flask-

shaped, rather than circular, testis follicles. Its

flask-shaped male glands resemble those of S.

agnata; its relationship with that, species is

discussed under S. agnata.

internal longitudinal vessels on each fold. A typical

branchial formula is: DL0(6)2(5)1E5(5)2<5). In the

newly recorded specimen from Bass Strait, there

appear to be up to 12 internal longitudinal ve

on each fold, although these were very crowded
and difficult to count, the pharynx being very

contracted, There are 12 to 15 rovvsol fairly short,

oval stigmata, 3 to 5 per mesh. Parastigmatic

vessels are present.

The stomach is short and wide with 16

longitudinal folds, which are conspicuous in the

South Australian specimens, but not in the type

material (Millar 1963), where the stomach is

coveredby a relatively thick layer of body wall. The
long, curved gastric caecum sometimes forms a

complete circle in the gut loop. A connective from

the caecum extends across the loop and divides

into branches along the intestine. The gut forms a

simple loop extending posteriorly from the

Stoionka reduela (Sluiter, 1904)

(Fig. LI4)

Styeia reduvta S\w\iet\ 1904, p

Amphicarpa elongata Kott. 1952. p. 255.

Distribution

NEW RSCORDS: Coral Sea iLihou Reef, QM GH252;
Marion Reel. QM QH248-50).

Previous] \ Rb oroi d: Western Australia (Tngg I. —
AM VI 597 YI599 Kott 1952). Indonesia (7.MA
V.TU 1050 Sluitw 1904).

The Queensland specimens were taken from channel

faces, epizooic on Potycarpa tongiformis, and on rubble.

RJPTION

External Appearance: The colony consists of

sessile, hemispherical to spherical, stalked zooids

joined by basal stolons. The stolons extend out

over the substrate either from around the

periphery of the basal surface of sessile

individuals, or from the short posterior stalk. Both

apertures are present, quite close together, on the
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Fig. 114: Stolonica reducla — a-c, external appearance (QM GH248); d, body organs seen through right side of
body wall (QM GH248); e, gonads on right and left sides of the body respectively (QM GH252). (Scales: a, 0.5

mm; b, d, 1 .0 mm; c t 2.0 mm; e, 0.25 mm).
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upper rounded surface. Each aperture is slightly

depressed into the upper surface, and the

surrounding test has minute, crowded papillae.

These are also present over the whole surface of

the body, becoming progressively less crowded

away from the apertures. The test is thin and
translucent but appears brown or red-brown in

living specimens, largely because the dark body
wall is visible through the translucent test.

Internal Structure: The zooids are only

about 4 mm in diameter. The body wall is very

delicate and closely adherent to the test, with a

fine coat of parallel circular bands and very fine

longitudinal fibres. There are 12 robust, sometimes

long, simple, pointed branchial tentacles

alternating with rudimentary ones. The
prebranchial area is quite wide and the

peritubercular area very shallow . The dorsal

tubercle has a simple, circular to longitudinal

opening directed forwards. The dorsal lamina is

only moderately long, the oesophageal opening

being halfway along the length of the branchial

sac.

There are 3 branchial folds on each side of the

body. The 2 ventral folds on each side are

represented by crowded vessels, which tend to

spread out posteriorly. The branchial formula

from Marion Reef specimens is:

E3(6)3(9)4(11)3DL0(9)4(10)3(8)3E. The stigmata

are long and slender, arranged in 12 rows along

the pharynx. There are very slender and
inconspicuous parastigmatic vessels. Each mesh
has 2 stigmata.

The gut forms a simple loop, and the rectum

curves anteriorly, forming a wide angle with the

gut loop. The oesophagus is short. The stomach

is long, occupying almost the whole of the

ascending limb of the loop. It has about 20 folds

and is wider at the pyloric than at the cardiac end.

Most of the folds extend the whole length of the

stomach, although 4 of them extend obliquely

from the anterior side of the suture line and 2 or

3 short, interstitial folds are accommodated in the

generally increased diameter of the distal end of

the stomach. There is a long curved caecum in the

pole of the gut loop, and a gastro-intestinal

connective between the base of the caecum and the

intestine. The anal border is bilabiate and is turned

back. Fine, branching ligaments cross the space

enclosed by the pole of the loop to connect it to

the body wall. The gut is attached to the body wall

only very lightly by 4 very fine ligaments, one at

each end of the rectum, one at the postero-ventral

corner of the stomach, and one from the pole of

the loop.

The gonads are arranged in a single row along

each side of the endostyle. They are only either

male or hermaphrodite. The ovaries are flask-

shaped, with up to 7 eggs. The testes are single,

broad, flask- to fan-shaped follicles, often lobed

around their proximal or ventral border. In

hermaphrodite gonads, the testis follicle may lie

beneath the ovary, but when mature, they tend to

lie on the body wall beside the ovary, rather than

beneath it. The oviduct has a wide opening, and
the testis narrows dorsally to a thin, short vas

deferens. There are up to 10 male and
hermaphrodite gonads on the right and up to 7

male gonads on the left. Female glands are always

absent from the left side of the body.

There are numerous large, circular or elongate

endocarps scattered over the body wall dorsal to

the gonads, but none in the gut loop.

Remarks: The small, upright zooids with long

stomach, slightly depressed apertures, and thin,

naked, papillated test are distinctive.

Stolonica truncata Kott, 1972

(Fig. 115)

Stolonica truncata Kott, 1972b, p.183.

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Cockburn Sound,
WAM 67.72 875.83, QM GH21 19).

Previously Recorded: South Australia (Waldegrave

I. — Kott 1972b).

The species is recorded on a rocky bottom with sand

patches from 3 to 25 m depth.

Description

External Appearance: Colonies consist of

upright to rounded, sandy individuals, either

sessile or narrowing to a posterior stalk. They are

up to 1 cm high. Zooids are joined by basal

stolons. There are also numerous accessory root-

like projections from the posterior end of the

body, heavily encrusted with sand. The small, 4-

lobed, sessile apertures are on the upper surface,

about one-fifth of the circumference of the body
apart from each other. Each is in a transverse strip

of naked, blackish test. The remainder of the body
is encrusted with sand. The apertures can be

withdrawn into the body, with sand strengthened

test dorsal and ventral to each opening meeting in

a transverse line across the top of the opening.

Internal Structure: The body wall is thin,

but moderately muscular. Longitudinal band
radiate from each siphon and extend down the

length of the body. Circular fibres are present

around each aperture, around the anterior part of

the body, and around the posterior third of the
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15: Stotonka truncate (QM GH21 19 — pan, WAM 875.83) — a. external appearance; b, inner body wail

(Scales: I.Omm),

body, leaving a section of the body without

conspicuous circular muscles. There are about 50

rather robust branchial tentacles, very variable in

length and quiie crowded. The dorsal tubercle,

which is in a very shallow peritubercular area, has

a transverse slit.

The 3 rounded branchial folds on each side tend

to fade out posteriorly. Internal longitudinal

vessels are arranged according to the following

formula: DL0(10)5(9)5(6)6E. There are about 2

stigmata per mesh, angled slightly obliquely to the

longitudinal vessels.

The gut forms a simple, circular loop in the

posterior part of the body, and the short rectum

turns anteriorly to the base of the atrial aperture.

The stomach is short and very wide Its anterior

side is produced into a pointed spur that projects

up into the loop of the gut and curves around in

it, terminating in a curved caecum. There are 36
narrow longitudinal folds on the stomach and on
the spur, becoming shorter along the spur where
their proximal ends meet the suture line along its

dorsal or outside edge. The anal border is smooth
and bilabiate. The gut loop is attached to the body
wall by two ligaments; one around the stomach,

and one from the pole of the loop attaching it to

the body wall and to a very small endocarp in the

gut loop. The rectum is more firmly attached by a
continuous membrane along its length.

Gonads are present in a single row on each side

of the endostylc. There are 16 long, narrow testi-

follicles on the right and 5 on the left, anterior to

the gut loop. They lie at right angles to the

endostyle, lobed at their proximal ends and
tapering dorsally to a short vas deferens. Small 3-

egg ovaries are present on the distal end of the male
follicles on the right. Ovaries are not present on
the left. Some endocarps are scattered on the body
wall.

Up to 12 larvae, at different stages of
development, are crowded in the right

peribranchial cavity. They have triradially

arranged papillae and resemble the larvae of other

Polyzoinae (Millar 1960). The larval trunk is 1.0

mm long and the tail 1.5 mm.
Remarks; The species has the characterise.

-

features of the genus, as well as many special

characters. Apertures in a transverse strip of sand

-

free test have not been observed in other

Ascidians. A similar adaptation in which the

apertures are drawn into a single median
depression (rather than the separate transverse

depressions that occur in the present species)

occurs in Symptegma arenosa and in other

families (e.g., Agnesiidae and Molgulidae). The
peculiar spur-like prolongation of the stomach into

the gut loop is found, but to a lesser extent, in

StolonicQ vesicularis and Metandrocarpo indica
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The testis follicles are unusually long and narrow

The species is distinguished from S. vesicularis by

us sandy test, narrower and more nume
stomach folds and long, ratiiet than circular, male

follicles.

Stulonica vesieuiaris Van Name, 1918

(Fig. 116)

StoUmica vesicuiarh Van Name, 191?. p. 109. Millar.

1975, p. 279.

Distribution

Ni:\v RECORDS: Sotttfl Australia (Ward I., QM
GH13UX-IU; lop Gallant 1., QM GH2J09).

PEE\-kujsi v RECORDED: Philippines (Van Name 1918,

1975).

In South Australia, the species was Uiund at t 10 5 m
depth PodoeteveUo moMvceensisand
Pycnoclaveila diminuta. It is recorded down to 46 m in

the Philippines.

Description

Externa* Appearance; Dome-shaped to

upright mdividuaisfrom3 to6rnrnhigharejoined

by stolons that radiate from around the perimeter

of the Hat basal surface. The apertures, which are

completely sessile, are close together on the upper

surface. The test is thin, only slightly translucent.

and of a brownish colour. It is wrinkled around

the apertures in these contracted specimens. It is

free of encrusting sand

Internal Structure' The body wall adheres

closely to the test. The musculature is delicate over

most of the body. There are fine fibres in the outer

layer of fine circular muscles. The inner

longitudinal bands radiate from the siphonal

region, where they are most conspicuous. About
20 stout branchial tentacles of varying sizes

alternate with rudimentary ones. The dorsal

tubercle is small, with a simple transverse slit.

There is a long, wide dorsal lamina, The branchial

folds are straight, with a retropharyngeal band at

the posterior end the body.

There are 3 branchial folds on the right side of

the body, but only 2 on the left. The only welt-

formed folds are the most dorsal on the right and

the second on the left. The other folds are

represented by crowded vessels on a Hat expanse

of branchial sac. They axe arranged according to

the following formula: E4(4)4(4)4<9)5DL0(7)

3{9)7B, The stigmata are in 11 rows. 2 or 3 per

mesh. Some of the long, narrow stigmata are

subdivided by paradigmatic vessels

The gut forms a short , tight loop at the posterior

end of the body, and the stomach is very short and

very wide, with about 14 broad longitudinal folds.

Its anterior border projects into the gut loop as a

short appendix or spur that curves into the pole of

the gut loop. The suture line on the inside oi

stomach extends out along the outside of [his

projection away from the longitudinal axis of the

stomach. The longitudinal folds gradually reduce

along the projecting spur. Their proximal ends

meet the suture tine. The long caecum from the tip

of the stomach spur is continuous with the suture

i he caecum CWVCfi around in the pole of the

gut loop. The rectuni extends lorwards to the atrial

aperture, forming an obtuse angle with it. The anal

border is smooth. Thcrt is | |
j iro-intestinal

connective between the gastric caecum and the

intestine. The gut is only very lightly attached to

the body wail by 3 very fine ligaments, one from

the gastro-intestmal connective in the gut loop, one

from each end of the rectum and one from the

postero- ventral end of the stomach.

There are up to 9 large, flat male follicles in a

single short row in the postero- vent rat curve of the

body to the right of the endostyle, but only 3 on
the left just ventral to the gut loop. They are

divided into rounded lobes, especially around their

wide ventral border. Each follicle has a shon duct

from the upper surface (when an ovary is present)

or from the narrowing dorsal border (when there

is no ovary). The ovaries are small, with up to 4

eggs. They are present on the right side of the bod\

only, on some or all of the male follicles just to

the side of the male duct, which crosses over the

short, wide oviduct to open. When the male gland

is mature, the vas deferens is very long and
conspicuous, projecting into the atrial cavity.

There are 3 to 7 endocarps scattered over each side

of the body wall.

A single larva, with trunk about 9 mm long.

onetimes present in the right peribranchial

cavity. It has 3 adhesive organs arranged in a

triangle, and a circle of numerous, short,

ectodermal ampullae.

Remarks. The species is characterised primarily

by its very short, broad stomach projecting into

the pole of the gut loop. This stomach closely

resembles that of Stoionica (runcata Kott, from
which it is distinguished by its naked test, circular

male follicles and sessile apertures. The stomach

is similar to that of Metandrocarptt indica Kotl.

The species resembles & reducta in the form of

its gonads and the absence of sand on the surface

test. It is distinguished by having a shorter stomach

that is produced into a distinctive spur-like

extension in the loop of the gut.

The stomach of the Philippine specimens may
not be quite as short as that of the Australian
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Fig. 116: Stolonica vesicularis — a, gonads, showing long male duct crossing neck of oviduct (QM GH2309); b,

mesial side of stomach (QM GH1308); c, parietal side of stomach (QM GH1308); d, larva (QM GH1308). (Scales:

0.25 mm).
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specimens, but its suture line appears to diverge

away from the longitudinal axis of the stomach in

exactly the same way. There are also more

numerous gonads in the Philippine specimens;

however their number varies in both Australian

and Philippine populations. All other characters,

including the distinctive lobed male follicles and

the transverse slit of the dorsal tubercle, appear to

be identical.

Genus Amphicarpa Michaelsen, 1922

Type species: Stolonica prolifera Sluiter, 1905a

The genus contains polyzoinid species with no

more than 3 branchial folds per side; numerous
small, undivided male follicles scattered over the

body wall; and hermaphrodite gonads in a row
each side of the endostyle. There are no solitary

female gonads. The hermaphrodite gonads each

consist of a single male follicle and a small ovary.

In most species, immature ovaries have been

observed to contain 2 or 3 ova although only one

matures at a time. Only in A. duploplicata do the

ovaries appear to produce a single egg. The zooids

usually are joined by stolons rather than being

embedded in common test.

The branchial sac of species of this genus usually

has a similar number of rows of stigmata (15 to

20) to Stolonica spp. Only in A. duploplicata is

the pharynx especially long with up to 28 rows of

stigmata.

The related genus Stolonica is distinguished

from Amphicarpa by its usually hermaphrodite

gonads; large and often lobed the male follicles;

and the single line of gonads on each side of the

endostyle.

Like other genera of the Polyzoinae (e.g.

Polyandrocarpa), Amphicarpa is probably

polyphyletic. In one species {A. diptycha), the

presence of siphonal scales, similar to those found

in Styela spp. and Cnemidocarpa spp., suggests a

relationship with those genera rather than

Polycarpa.

Species of Amphicarpa are difficult to

distinguish from one another, with their simplified

bodies, very similar body organs. The problem is

amplified by the ephemeral nature of the gonads,

which are necessary to determine the genus.

The genus is well represented in Australian

waters. Three of the four species are indigenous,

and only the western Pacific A. duploplicata

extends outside the Australian waters. All the

known species are viviparous.
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Key to the Species of /UfPH/CARPA Recorded branchial tentacles. The dorsal tubercle is a

from Australia rounded cushion with a simple, oval slit. The

1. Siphonal scales present A. diptycha dorsal lamina is broad and ribbed, but is quite

Siphonal scales absent 2 short, the branchial folds being deeply curved.

2. 2 branchial folds on each side 3 There are 2 well-developed but rounded folds

3 branchial folds on each side on each side of the body, with up to 6 internal

A. nodula n.sp. longitudinal vessels between the folds and up to

3. Zooids with black siphon linings; no gastric 16 on the folds. The dorsal fold on each side is

caecum A. duploplicata larger than the ventral one. Typical branchial

Zooids without black siphon linings; with formulae are: E7(8)4(12)3DL; DL3(12)5(10)6E;

gastric caecum A. meridiana n.sp. DL0(16)6(11)8E7(1 1)5(12)2. The stigmata are in 15

rows, 4 to 6 per mesh. The flat branchial wall

Amphicarpa sigma (Tokioka, 1952), from the between the endostyle and the ventral fold on each

Arafura Sea, resembles A, duploplicata. side is wider than that between the dorsal lamina

However, it has smaller zooids, fewer stomach and the dorsal folds.

folds, and a much longer gut loop. The gut forms a short loop across the posterior

... ,„ rt._ end of the body, with the rectum continuing
Amphicarpa diptycha (Hartmeyer, 1919) anteriorly at right angles to the loop. The stomach

, ^l
gs 100f

*
J1
J) nm is rather short and is expanded distally. Most of

Dtstomus diptyches Hartmeyer 1919, p.87
the , g slQmach f w extend h f u f

Amphicarpa diptycha: Michaelsen, 1922, p. 457. , , . , ., _
x

b

Hanmeyer and Michaelsen, 1928, p.357. (Not: Kott,
stomach, but some on the inner side of the stomach

1952, p.254; 1975, p.l 1; 1976a, p.74, < A. meridiana extend between the gastric suture line and the distal

n.sp. Millar, 1960b, p.99; 1963, p.734, < A. end of the stomach. The curved gastric caecum is

meridiana n.sp.). of variable length. It continues from the suture

Distribution nne » closely applied to the parietal side of the gut.

New Records: Western Australia (N and NE Port A strong gastro-intestinal connective extends from
Hedland, WAM 1230.83 1234.83; Abrolhos, WAM the proximal part of the outer border of the
1232.83; Albany, WAM 1231.83). caecum to branch along the wall of the intestine.

Previously Recorded: Western Australia (Cape It encloses a flat-topped endocarp in the pole of

Jaubert — Hartmeyer 1919; Shark Bay, Albany — the loop. A similar endocarp is enclosed in the
Michaelsen and Hartmeyer 1928). proximal part of the gut loop. The anal border is

Description smooth and bilabiate. The gut loop is attached to

External Appearance: Individuals are almost the body wall by a series of strong, regularly

spherical, up to 2 cm long. They sometimes narrow spaced ligaments around the outside of the loop.

to a posterior stalk or they are sessile, joined to The posterior border of the stomach is firmly

stolons that often form a tangled basal mass, anchored by a strong ligament that extends across

Sometimes the zooids are crowded, adhering to the surface of the stomach.

one another along their sides to form compact Hermaphrodite gonads consist of a single male
colonies. The apertures are fairly close together on follicle beneath a 3-egg ovary. Only a single egg
the upper surface, with the test forming a rounded develops at a time, and the mature ovaries appear

ridge around and often between them. The to contain only one large egg. The oviduct is very

siphonal lining has irridescent blue bands formed short, with an almost completely sessile opening.

by overlapping curved scales with rounded The hermaphrodite gonads are sometimes in a row
borders, which resemble the scales that line the an each side of the body, but not always near the

siphons of species of the genera Cnemidocarpa and endostyle. On the left, they are often also in an arc

Styela. The test is tough, sometimes leathery, across the top of the gut loop and occasionally they

usually with some sand adhering to the surface. are found in groups rather than in a strictly linear

Internal Structure: The body wall is a dark arrangement. Varying numbers of small male

purple-brown. It is very muscular, with an almost follicles are present in patches around the ends of

continuous external layer of circular muscles and the rows of hermaphrodite gonads or ventral to

inner longitudinal bands. Particularly strong them. Larvae are found in the peribranchial cavity

circular muscles surround each siphn and the on both sides of the body. The larval trunk is 1

anterior part of the body behind the siphonal mm long and the tail 2.5 mm.
muscles. There is a muscular velum at the base of Endocarps are usually present on the body wall

each siphon. There are up to 100 crowded outside the gut loop, in addition to those enclosed

in it.
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Fig. 117: Amphicarpa diptycha <WAM 1231.83) — a, left side of body wall showing gut, large eggs and small testes,

l>, parietal view of stomach. (Scales: a, 1.0 mm; t>, 0.5 mm).

Remarks: The species can be distinguished by

its iridescent siphonal scales, purplish, muscular

body wall, and close-set apertures enclosed by the

characteristic ridge around the upper border of

each zooid. The dark siphonal linings with

iridescent scales and the siphonal vela distinguish

the species from A.meridiana n sp. Amphicarpa
duploplicata has darkly pigmented siphonal linings

as in the present species, lacks siphonal armature

and gastric caecum and has long oviducts, and a

very much longer body with more rows of

stigmata. The larvae resemble those of .4.

duploplicata, but lack the black pigmentation that

is present in the ectodermal ampullae of the latter

species.

Amphicarpa nodula n.sp. is smaller than the

present species and is further distinguished by

having 3 branchial folds each side, hermaphrodite

gonads only on the right side of the branchial sac

and neither stomach caecum nor siphonal

armature.

Amphicarpa inhacae: Vasseur, 1967a, from lie

Maurice in the Indian Ocean, bears a close

resemblance to the present species, although the

presence of siphonal spines is not reported.

Amphicarpa duploplicata (Sluitcr, 1913)

(Fig. 118)

Stolonica duploplicata Stuiter , 1913, p. 67.

Stotonica styeliformis Van Name. 1918, p. 107. Tokioka,

1967a, p.165. Millar, 1975, p.278.

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Port Hedland,
WAM 1234.83 1236.83; Cape Preston, WAM 868.83;

Montebello Is, WAM 1235.83; Dumpier Archipelago,

WAM 1237.83).

Previously Recorded: Aru 1. (syntypes 5.

duploplicata ZMA V.TU986 Sluiler 1913). Philippines

(Sulu Archipelago — Van Name 1918, Tokioka 1967a,

Millar 1975).

The species has been taken from 10 to 64 m.

Description
External Appearance: Upright, elongate

zooids up to 3 cm high and 1 cm in diameter are

attached to basal stolons by short, thick posterior

stalks. They are crowded together and adhere to

one another by short, fine test processes along

about 4 sharp longitudinal ridges of the external

test. The zooids sometimes form a compact,

hemispherical mass, or they are found around
stalks of weed. The test is often naked, but may
have a light covering of sand that is easily rubbed

off. The branchial aperture is terminal, and the

atrial aperture subterminal- The test lining the

short siphons is always black in preservative. The
borders of the apertures are not lobed. The test is

tough and leathery, whitish-beige in preservative.

Internal Structure: The body wall is

muscular, with inner longitudinal bands and an

external layer of circular mucies. There are

muscular vela at the base of the atrial and
branchial siphons. About 20 tentacles of two size
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FiG. I IS: Amphwerpa dupfoplicata (WAM 868,83)

2.0mm».
a. single zooldi h, internal body wall. (Scales u, Z-.5 mm; b,

orders alternate with rudimentary ones. The dorsal

tubercle has a longitudinal slit. The dorsal lamina

is long, the oesophagus opening from the posterior

end ol the branchial sac.

The branchial sac, which is attached to the body
wall with very tough ligaments, has 2 folds on each

side of the body. There are about 28 rows of

stigmata, with 2 to 4 stigmata per mesh. The
branchial formula for a typical specimen is:

DL4(I8)6(15)8EIU13)9(I5)5DL.

The gut forms a short loop across the posterior

end of the body and the rectum extends anteriorly

at right angles to it. The stomach is rounded, with

about 25 parallel longitudinal folds. There is a

strong gastro-intestinal connective, but no gastric

caecum. A small endocarp is present in the gut

loop. A row of short ligaments beneath the gut

attach it to the body wall, while a row around the

stomach attaches it to the body wall and branchial

sac.

The very numerous, small male follicles, each

with a separate small duct, are crowded around

the. dorsal and ventral borders of both sides of the

body and scattered over the middle of the body
vv.ill. One-egg ovaries are present, each associated

with a small male follicle in a single, rather

irregular row on each side of the endostylc.

interrupting the crowded male follicles. The
dorsally directed oviducts axe wide and rather

long.

Irregularly shaped endocarps are scattered over

the internal body wall between the male follicles.

Larvae are present in the peribranchial cavity

on both sides of the body. The larval trunk is 1 .2

mm long and the tail about 3 mm. Primitive

adhesive organs are arranged in a triangle at the

anterior end of the trunk. There are 18 darkly

pigmented, rounded ectodermal ampullae around
the anterior end of the trunk.

Remarks: The species appears to be abundant

on the north-western continental shelf of Australia

and off the Jolo Light in the Philippines. The
Philippine and Australian populations do not have

any apparent differences in morphology. The
species is larger than others o\' (his genus, The
black siphonal lining is distinctive. The large

number of rows of stigmata, the absence of a

gastric caecum, the tough gastro-intestinal

connective and the long oviducts are characteristic.

.4 . diptycha is further distinguished by its siphonal

spines, fewer rows of stigmata and internal

longitudinal Vessels* shorter zooid, longer gastric

caecum and shorter oviducts.
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Amphlcorpa sigma (Tokioka, 1952) has similar

dark pigment in the larval ampullae and it.s larva

is much the same size as that of 'he present species

It also has 2 branchial folds on ea,ii bide, an

endocarp enclosed by the gut loop, long oviducts

and lacks a gastric caecum. Howev <>oids

are only about One-third of the length of A.

duptOpliCOM and it has only H stomach folds and

a long, vertical gut loop.

Ampliiearpa meridiana u.sp.

(Fi| U9;Pl.lVk)
Artyhtcarpa dtptycha; Kott, 1952, p.254; 1976s. p. 74.

Millar, 1960b, p.*9; LS63. 0.734,

Stohnua ousiraiis: Kott, 1972a, p. 28; 1972b, p. 183.

TVPfi Lr> m 1
1 \ :

Nov South WAlira [Port Stephens, Hv
0(J, P It.-

i

,
i on .

| ,,.,-a-r i977,

holoiype QM Ql 1223 1 ; paratyphi QM G10172).

N[.w Record South nt< ialfi QM
09316; Kangaroo (.< QM GII995 GH2233. Yorkc

Pentmula, QM GH2322). Tasmania (Bmnv I., NMV
JMW>. Victoria (Bass Strait, NMV H415 H448 H758
11405; QM GJ1873 GH2232; Seaspray, QM OH12714;
Deal I., QM GH2239). New south Wales rNarabcueea

Heads, QM G1D0U; Solitary I., QM G9604; Port

Kcmbta, QMG9605).
pRLVioitsi.v ftfiCORDEtx: South Australia (St Vincent

Gulf — Kott 1972a; Great Australian Bight — Korr

1972b). Tasmania (d'Entrecasicaux Channel — Kott

1952). Victoria (Anglesea — Kott t$52j Cape Gram,
Portland, Western Port — Kott 1976a; Port Phillip Bay
— BM 1960.10.13.219 Millar 1960b). New South Wale.

(Port Jackson - BM 1886.6.3.56-7 Millar 19631.

The species has been i*n. indothei
fixtures, and from weed and othei aseidiaiis, from

shallow depths down to h;. m

Dl H KII'IION

External Appearance: Individuals are

upright, up u> 8 mm Ion;;. Posteriorly they may
narrow to a short stalk Fixed to basal stolons or

Ihey ate sessile and cylindrical. The Stalk is

sometimes wide and flattened. They are often

crowded together and adhere to one another along

their sides to form a compact colony. The sessile

apertures are on opposite :>idcs of the rounded

anterior end of the body. The test is thin, and
usually translucent ovsr the zooids, but always

covered with a layer of sand except on a very small

area around each aperture. I he test oi i he basal

stolons is tougher and often white and opaque It

is also covered with sand. The rim of the apertures

is gathered when ihey are contracted, but it does

not appear to be lobed.

Internal Structure; The body wall is thin

and translucent, with only thin layers of muscles

and circular sphincter muscles around the

apertures. The body wall dues not adhere .

closely to the test. Three test vessels (one ventral

and one from each side of the mid dorsal line) and
a Terminal stolonic vessel project from the

posterior end of the body. The tentacles are

crowded and numerous, with larger and smaller

Sizes (about 25 of each) alternating with

rudimentary ones The dorsal tubercle is a large

swollen cushion with a longitudinal slit in the V-

ipcd peritubercular area. The dorsal lamina is

very long, the oesophageal opening being at the

posterior end of the branchial BS

There are 2 well defined and rather straight folds

on each side of the body- The internal longitudinal

vessels vary in number, but there arc never more,
and usually less, than 12 on a fold. Branchial

formulae of individuals from different colonies

are: DL2(IO)4(8)5E5; DLO(5)l(5)2E; DL0(12)
4<8)5E, E5(5)4(7)ODL. An expanse of flat

branchial sac lies on each side of the endostyle,

but the most dorsal folds are very close to the

dorsal lamina. The stigmata are in 15 to 19 rows,

4 to 6 stigmata per mesh

The gut forms a short loop across the posterior

end of the body, and the rectum continues

anteriorly to open at the base of die atrial siphon

in a two-lipped anus. The stomach is cylindrical

and expands slightly distally. There are about 18

stomach folds. Those on the mesial surface are

parallel to one another and extend the whole lengih

of the stomach, but those on the parietal wall

extend obliquely from each side of the suture line

to the distal end of the stomach. A caecum extends

into the gut loop from the distal end of the suture-

tine. It is of variable length and is sometimes

curved. It may be very short and inconspicuous,

however. A Hat-topped endocarp is enclosed in the

gut loop on each side of the gastro-intestmal

connective. The intestinal pan of the gut loop is

short, and the rectum is long, curving up to the

atrial aperture. The gut is fixed to the body wall

by numerous tough ligaments from the outer

border of the loop.

Male gonads consist of a single, small comma-
shaped follicle. Ovaries are small, containing 2 or

3 ova at varying stages of development. There are

hermaphrodite organs in a row along each side oi

the endostyle and across the top of the gut loop,

and crowded patches of separate male follicles

posterior, ventral and dorsal to the hermaphrodite

in$. Larvae aic sometimes present in the

pcribranchial cavity (QM G9310). The larval trunk

is 12 mm long, the tail broad and only slightly

longer (1.5 mm) The larval epidermis has about
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Fig. 119: Amphicarpu meridiana n.sp. — a, part of a colony (QM GH2231); b, body removed from test (QM
GI001I); c. inner body wall, left side (QM G100U); d, stomach and gut loop (BM 1960.10.13.219); c, dorsal

tubercle with large, round neural ganglion; f, larva (QM G9310). (Scales: a, b, 1 .0 mm; c - e, 0.5 mm; f, 0.2 mm).

12 parallel longitudinal furrows along the length

of the trunk.

There are numerous small endocarps on the

body wall.

Remarks: The species has been confused with

A. diptycha, as the shape of the colony, the gonads

and the gut closely resemble those of the latter

species. However, in the present species the zooids

are smaller and more sandy, the dorsal lamina is

longer, there are fewer internal longitudinal

branchial vessels and there is no siphonal

armature. The larval trunk is much the same length

in both species, but the tail is longer and thinner

and the parallel ectodermal furrows conspicuous

in A. diptycha.

Amphicarpa nodula n.sp.

(Fig. 120)

Distribution

Type Locality: Queensland (Abbot Point, sandy
mud, 20 m, coll. C. Roberts and L. Hammond,
Ockleman Sledge, 19.3.81, holoiype QM GH702)
Further Records: Queensland (Abbot Bay,

paratypes QM GH1309 GH2308).

Description
External Appearance: The colonies consist

of small, spherical, sand-encased ascidians about

5 mm in diameter on short, narrow stalks

connected by stolons. The apertures are on the

upper surface, about one third of the body length

apart, and sessile. The lest is strong and rather
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thick and, strengthened by the sand, is quite hard

and rigid.

I nth rn a i Structure: The body wall is

muscular and purple in colour. It exiends down
into the narrow stalk. The dorsal tubercle has a

simple longitudinal slit. The dorsal lamina is long

and wide. The oesophagus opens at the posterior

end of the branchial sac.

There an; 3 rounded folds on each side of the

body. Internal longitudinal vessels are very

irregular and sometimes run obliquely across the

stigmata. They are arranged according to the

Following formula: E1(3)3(7)3(I0)1DL1(B)

4(6>2(3)E There are 15 rows of stigmata.

The gut loop is rather long, curving around in

ihe posterior end of the body. The voluminous

rectum extends forwards to the atrial aperture to

form a deep secondary loop. The stomach is short,

occupying less than a quarter of the ascending limb

of the gut loop. It is also relatively narrow, with

15 longitudinal folds that extend the whole length

of the stomach. There is only a very short gastric

caecum that scarcely projects beyond the pyloric

end of the stomach. The intestinal part of the loop

is long, and of variable width. It encloses a large

endoearp, which is usually compressed between

ihe limbs of the loop. There is a gastro-imestinal

connective. There is also a long endocarp in the

secondary gut loop. The anal border is smooth and

bilabiate

Hermaphrodite gonads lie in a row on the right

side of the eudostyle, but they appear to be absent

from the left side. They consist of small, flask-

shaped, 2- or 3-egg ovaries and a single, small male

follicle. Patches of male follicles occur anterior

and posterior to the hermaphrodite organs on the

right and in a wide band around the ventral border

to the left of the endostylc.

Large endocarps are present on the body wall

dorsal to the gonads. They are usually a dark

colour.

Remarks: The species resembles Amphicarpa
duplophcota in having virtually no gastric caecum.

However, it is readily distinguished by it^- small

size, sandy test, very small stomach, long gut loop,

the presence of 3 rather than 2 branchial folds on
each side of the body and the absence of female

glands on the left side of body

Fig. 120: Amphicarpa nodida n.sp. (QM GH309) — a, single zooid; b, stomach with caecum and part of gastro-

intestinal connective; c, inner \mm\\ w.iIl showing small testis on both efdefi t>f the body and ovaries on the right

siUe. (Scales, a, c, l .0 mm; b. 0.5 mm).
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FlG 121 : Polyzoa violacea — a, colony (QM GUI 842); b, zooid from ventral surface (QM O10038); e, larva (WAM
1 229.83). (Scales: a, 0.5 mm; b, 0.25 mm; c, 0.1 mm).

Genus Polyzoa Lesson, 1831

Type species: Polyzoa opuntia Lesson, 183

1

Polyzoinae without branchial folds an<l with

hermaphrodite gonads. The ovaries have a smalt

number of eggs. One or 2 testis follicles are

associated with each ovary.

Dictyostyela Oka, 1906, is defined as having 2

male follicles, and Polyzoa as having a single male
follicle associated with each ovary. However,
observations on P. violacea suggest that this is a

variable character, and that only a single genus is

represented. Monohotryllus Oka, 1915 is a

synonym ofPolyzoa.
The genus is not diverse but is known from the

sub-Antarctic, southern California, Japan and the

Indo-West Pacific. It has not been recorded from
the Atlantic Ocean.

Gynandrocarpa nigricans Sluiter, 1904, has

embedded zooids and 4 internal longitudinal

vessels, a single male follicle in each of 3 or 4

hermaphrodite sacs on each side of the body. It

may also be species oi' Polyzoa,

Polvzoa violacea (Oka, 1915)

(Fig. 121)

Monohotryllus violaceus Oka, 1915b, p. 20.

Dietyost vela depressa Oka, 1926. p. 348.

a depressa; Kott, 1981, p. 198.

Polyzoa sagamfarut Tokioka, 1953a, p.245. Kou, 1964,

p. 131.

Distribution
Nlw RECORDS: Western Australia (Dampier

Archipelago, WAM 1229.83). Queensland (Point

Vernon, QM GHJK42; Heron 1.. QM GH805 GH20S2
GH2728-9 CH273 1 ; Northwest 1

. . QM GH2730; Deltaic

Reel, QMGH25I),
Previously Recorded: Queensland (Heron I. — Kotl

1964)- Japan (OU 1926, Tokioka 1953a). Fiji (Koti

1981) Indian Ocean (Oka 1915b).
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Specimens from Heron I. are often found growing on
Cnemidocarpa areolata and Herdmania momus. The
species has been taken on the surface of rubble, shells

etc. from intertidal waters down to 64 m.

Description

ExternalAppearance: The colony consists of

hemispherical or oval zooids up to 3 mm long,

firmly fixed to the substrate by their flat bases and
connected to each other by basal stolons or a basal

membrane. The apertures are both on the upper

surface, the atrial aperture in the centre and the

branchial aperture toward one end of the upper

surface. The apertures are smooth when extended,

and are sessile. The test is thin and transparent,

but tough, with the red body wall showing through

it. It is often wrinkled. Living colonies appear as

groups of pink or red scales.

Internal Structure: The body wall is

delicate. There are short muscle-bands radiating

from each siphon and an external layer of fine,

circular muscles. There are about 12 relatively

short and stubby branchial tentacles. The dorsal

lamina is long, the oesophageal opening being at

the posterior end of the body.

There are 8 to 10 internal longitudinal vessels in

the branchial sac, no folds, 5 to 10 rows of 20 to

30 stigmata, and 3 to 4 stigmata per mesh, each

crossed by a parastigmatic vessel.

The gut forms a compact loop in the posterior

third of the body, and the rectum curves up to the

atrial aperture. The stomach is short and broad,

with 12 longitudinal stomach folds that are long

toward the outer curve of the gut and very short

toward the inner curve. A large gastric caecum
curves into the pole of the gut loop. The anal

border is smooth.

There are about 4 large eggs in the ovaries

associated with 1 or 2 male follicles beneath the

ovary. The male follicles are sometimes slightly

lobed. Up to 6 gonads lie in a row to the right of

the endostyle and up to 4 on the left. Larvae are

sometimes present in the atrial cavity. They are

almost spherical, the larval trunk about 0.6 mm
long, with a single sense organ, 3 conical adhesive

organs arranged in a triangle anteriorly, about 16

ectodermal ampullae around the trunk, and a tail

about 1 mm long

Remarks: This species is distinguished by its

short, broad stomach with long, curved caecum.

The number of internal longitudinal branchial

vessels, number of rows of stigmata and numbers

of stigmata per row are all variable. The number
of testis follicles beneath each ovary also varies

from one to a pair.

Genus Metandrocarpa Michaelsen, 1904

Type species: Goodsiha dura Ritter, 1896

Small polyzoinid zooids in which male and

female gonads are separate. Gonads are present

on both sides of the body, the female on the left

or on both sides, and the club-shaped male gonads

on both sides. The branchial wall is usually flat.

The zooids have fewer (less than 15) rows of

stigmata and a shorter stomach than have most
other genera of the Polyzoinae. The number of

internal longitudinal branchial vessels varies

greatly from 4 to 30. In the single species with 30

internal longitudinal vessels, there are 2 or 3

branchial folds on each side (Metandrocarpa

agitata n.sp.).

The definition of the genus is modified from

that of Michaelsen, 1922 to include species in

which there are more than the usual number of

internal longitudinal branchial vessels, and in

which the branchial sac is folded. The
modification of the generic definition to include

species with a folded branchial sac is based on the

close relationship, evidenced by the identical form

and arrangement of their gonads, between M.
thilenii Michaelsen, 1922 and M. miniscula n.sp.

(without folds) and M. agitata n.sp. (with folds).

Brewin (1948) has discussed at some length the

position of the ovaries in relation to the mid-

ventral line in M. thilenii and has argued that their

presence on the left side of the body is sufficiently

exceptional to justify the erection of the genus

Okamia, distinct from Metandrocarpa. In fact, the

gonads are crowded along the mid-line, and it

appears from Michaelsen's (1922) description that

their provenance is from both sides of the body.

The position of the ovaries in M. miniscula n.sp.

confirms this view. Accordingly, Okamia is

regarded here as a synonym of Metandrocarpa.

In the antipodean western Pacific species M.
thilenii Michaelsen, M. agitata n.sp. and M.
miniscula n.sp., the gonads are almost identical.

However, the postero-ventral position of the

ovaries contrasts with their anterior position in the

other known species of the genus, M. taylori

Huntsman, 1912 and M. dura (Ritter, 1896), found
along the western coast of North America (see Van
Name 1945). This difference may be found to

constitute a generic distinction, but for the present

the western Pacific species are retained in

Metandrocarpa.

Vegetative reproduction in the species M. taylori

has been studied by Newberry (1965).
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Australian records are few and widely
separated. It is possible that the small zooids are

overlooked by collectors and that the genus is more
common than the present records indicate.

Key to the Species of Metandrocarpa
Reported from Australia

1. Branchial folds present M. agitata n.sp.

Branchial folds not present 2

2. Gastric caecum and spur present ...M. indica

Gastric caecum and spur not present

M. miniscula n.sp.

Metandrocarpa agitata n.sp.

(Fig. 122)

Distribution

Type Locality: Western Australia (92 km W of

Dongara, 29°07.5S, 113°57.4'E, 110 m, rubble with

sponges, coll. L. Marsh on M.V. Sprightly, triangular

dredge, 17.2.76, holotype WAM 970.83, paratypes

WAM 41.84).

Further Record: Queensland (Cleveland Bay, QM
GH3051).

Description
External Appearance: Specimens are small

and upright, up to 7 mm high and more or less

cylindrical. The body is fixed posteriorly and there

is no stalk. The apertures are either depressed

slightly into the surface on opposite sides of the

rounded upper surface or there is a terminal

branchial aperture and an atrial aperture up to

halfway down the dorsal surface when the body is

very contracted. There are no distinct lobes around
the apertures, and the test appears to be gathered

around them when they are contracted. The test is

very tough and leathery and of moderate
thickness. It has slight, irregular swellings and
creases on the surface, which may be partly the

result of contraction. The test is cream-coloured

in preservative.

Internal Structure: The body wall is very

thin and adheres closely to the test. Delicate muscle
bands are arranged in an external layer of circular

fibres over an internal layer of longitudinal fibres.

There are about 20 rather short and sturdy

branchial tentacles. The small, circular opening of

the neural gland is in a small, V-shaped
peritubercular area and is directed anteriorly. The
dorsal lamina is a narrow, plain-edged membrane.

There are 2 branchial folds on each side of the

body, with sometimes an additional fold on the

right. They are low and wide, formed by the

crowding together of a number of internal

longitudinal vessels. They flatten out posteriorly.
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Fig, 122: Metandrocarpa agitata n.sp. (WAM 960.83) — a, single zooid; b, c, body wall on right and left sides of

the body respectively. (Scales: a, b, 1.0 mm; c, 0.5 mm).
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Internal longitudinal vessels in the hoJotype are

arranged according to the following formula:

E7(7)6<7HDm7>4(n>6E There are 17 rows of

stigmata, with 2 or 3 stigmata in each mesh,

crossed by paradigmatic vessels and set slightly

obliquely to the internal longitudinal vessels.

The gut forms a very short loop with a rathei

variable course that may result from different

degrees of body eontraction. The oesphagus is

moderately long, and the stomach short and

Piriform, widest at the distal end. It ifl covered by

a rather thick iayer of body wall. Consequently

the 15 longitudinal gastric folds are rather

inconspicuous externally. There is a narrow curved

caecum in the loop of the gut. The rectum is rather

long and the anal border is smooth. The ei

artached to the body wall by a number of fine

ligaments: several lie in a row halfway across the

lateral side of the stomach, one is at the pole oi

the gut loop and about 6 lie along the length of (he

rectum. The changes in the shape of the gut loop

as a result of muscle contraction of the body are

probably accommodated by these ligaments.

There is an arc of about B large, club-shaped

Single testis follicles about two-thirds of the way

down each side of the body, their short ducts (from

tbc uiMai end oi' each gonad) directed anteriorly

and toward the atrial aperture. A few oi' these male
glafcdi are.slightly posterior or anterior to the main

arc. Up to 7 small, spherical ovaries, each with 2

or 3 eggs, are crowded in a curve around the mid-

ventral line at the posterior end of the body- Very

short oviducts are present, to the right or

left. Large, more or less irregular, endocarp

present tween the gonads, and a few are

-red over the body wall anterior to the

gonads.

Remarks: The characters of the present species

.•itermediate between Mctandrocarpa thilcrm

1922 fiom Ne'.\ Zealand (see also

Brcwin, l94Siand Meiandrocarpa minisculan.sp.

n urn Queensland. The former has a similar

number of gonads and the latter has fewer gonads.

OI these two. M. llutenii most doseK ncsem

the present species both in internal and external

Structure, but is distinguishable by its flat

branchial sac.

MeUndrocarpa indica Kott. 1972

(Tig. 123)

Meiandrucurpu wfJka, Ktil r, 19722)

Distribution'

Nrw Records: Western Australia (Di i WAM

Mauris! vr South Australia (Investigator

Strait — Kott 1972b).

In South AtiMralta. the species is recorded from 23 m
valid and shell bottom in strong surge. The record

from Western Australia is from 44 m

.

| |

|

,

Externa i Appearance: Colonies consist of
crowded, sessile, more or less circular, laterally

flattened ZOOids up te 5 mm in diameter fi\i

common basal stalks that often expand into a
widei membrane. The test is thin, and brittle with

embedded sand. Apertures are close together on
the upper surface. The branchial aperture is sessile,

but the atrial aperture is on a conspicuous, narrow.

conical siphon directed away from the branchial

aperture.

Fisctbrw "Tutu: The body wall is thin

and closely adheres to the test. It has a close mesh
of fine circular and longitudinal muscle fibres,

which is continuous over the body. The dorsal

tubercle has a simple longitudinal slit. There are

'2 very delicate branchial tentacles.

There are 4 internal longitudinal branchial

vessels on each side of the unfolded pharynx. The
stigmata, 6 to 8 per mesh, are in 9 or 10 rows. Firu

paradigm; *els cross each mesh.
The gut forms a simple open loop across the

posterior end of the body. The rectum extends

anteriorly ta the atrial opening and forms a wide
angle with the gtll loop. The stomach is shon
wide, the inner side expanding into a slight spur
projecting into the gut loop. The stomach suture

line diverge from the longitudinal axis of the

stomach and extends up the outside of the spur.

A long caecum continuous with the suture line

curves around in the pole oi" the gut loop. There

are 6 broad, longitudinal stomach folds lying

parallel to ihe suture line and extending the full

length 0,1 ihe stomach. On the mesial surface are

4 additional anterior folds that become
progressively shorter as they extend out along the

spur, their proximal ends terminating against the

suture line. The intestine is relatively narrow. The
anal border is smooth and bilabiate. There are a

few broad ligaments from the outer curve of the

caecum to the intestine.

Gonads have not been detected in the any of the

available material.

Remarks: The peculiar, 'lightly spurred

stomach of the present species resembles those of

other species of the genus (Van Name 1945). It is

also similar to the stomach of Stofonti c:

vesicu/aris. The conspicuous, pointed atrial siphon

directing: the excurrenf. water away from the sessile

branchial aperture is unique.
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Fie 123: Metandrocarpa indicu (WAM 874.83) — a.

zooid removed from sandy tcsi showing protruding

atrial siphon; b, c, mesial and parietal side of gut loop

respectively (Scales: a. 0.5 mm; b, c, 1.0 mm).

Metandrocarpa miniscula n.sp.

(Fig. 124)

Distribution

Type Locality: Queensland (Mission Beach,
intertidal epibiom on Asddia sp.. attached to underside

&f rubble, coll. P. Koii. August 1961, svnlypes QM
GH1500).

Description
External Appearance: The colony consists of

very small, almost spherical, zooids up to 3 mm Ln

diameter with branching basal stolons that have

wide, flat membranous expansions along each

side. The zooid is encased in a dense coat of sand

and the apertures are very inconspicuous and

sessile.

Internal Structure: When removed from the

test, the body is seen to be slightly elongate, with

a terminal branchial aperture on a short siphon

turned slightly toward the side, away from the

atrial siphon, which projects straight forward from

about one-third of the distance along the dorsal

surface. Fine longitudinal muscles radiate from the

siphons and circular fibres are particularly

conspicuous across the anterior part of the ventral

border. The branchial tentacles are short, and the

neural gland has a simple opening.

There are 4 internal longitudinal vessels on each

side of the branchial sac and 4 or 5 elliptical

stigmata in each mesh. There are 8 rows of

stigmata,

The gut forms a slightly curved loop across the

posterior half of the body. The short, rounded
stomach has about 8 wide stomach folds. There is

no caecum, but a wide gastro-intestinal connective

is present.

There is a single , small 2- or -3 egg ovary about

halfway up the body on each side of the endostyle.

Single, large, oval male follicles are also present

on each side of the body dorsal to the ovary, 1

anterior to the gut loop on the left and 3 or 4

radiating inside the ventral curve of the body on
the right. A relatively large larva, with a trunk

about 0.4 mm long, was present in the

peribranchial cavity. It has a single sense organ, a

circle of rounded ectodermal ampullae and
triradially arranged adhesive organs.

Remarks: The present species is distinguished

from Metandrocarpa indica by its sessile apertures,

and the absence of gastric spur and caecum. The
relative position of the male and female gonads
resembles that in the New Zealand species. A-/.

thilenii Michaelsen, 1922 (see Brewin, 1948), and
M. agitata n.sp. from Western Australia. In both

these species the gonads are more numerous than

in M miniscula and their zooids are not sandy.

Genus Svmplegma Herdman, 1886

Type species: Sympiegma viride Herdman, 1886

The genus contains species with 4 internal

longitudinal vessels, without branchial folds and

with a single hermaphrodite gonad on each side of

the body.

The condition of the branchial sac resembles

that of Metandrocarpa and AUoeocarpa and, as

in those genera, species are either embedded or

upright and connected by stolons. However, the

gonads, each with a central ovary and 2 male

follicles (anterior and posterior to the ovary,

respectively) are distinctive and are known only in

the genus Sympiegma.
Two species (S. Oceania and S. reptans) and a

possible third (S. arenosa) are known from
Australia. The last, a seldom-encountered upright

species, is probably indigenous. However, mature
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Fit.. 124: Metandrocarpa minisaila n.sp. (QM GH1500) — a, external appearance; b. zooid removed from test; c,

inner body wall; d, larval trunk. (Scales: a, 0.5 mm; b, c, 0.25 mm; d, 0.05 mm).

specimens with gonads have not yet been taken and
the species is included only provisionally in this

genus. The first two species have a wide range in

the western Pacific. Symplegma Oceania is a

commonly reported encrusting species which
forms extensive sheets over a variety of weed and
rubble substrates in shallow water, often where

sediments and brackish water create habitats that

are less than optimal for other ascidian species.

The other species of Symplegma known from
the western Pacific is S. connectens Tokioka,

1949b, from Japan. It closely resembles S. reptans.

Botryllocarpa Hartmeyer, 1909 is separated

from Symplegma only by the presence of 3 internal

longitudinal vessels rather than 4. It is a monotypic
genus, represented by B. viridis (Pizon, 1908)

recorded once only, from Indonesia.

Key to the Species of Symplegma Recorded
from Australia

1

.

Upright zooids joined by stolons .. S. areno.su

Zooids prostrate and embedded 2

2. Not more than 8 stomach folds; caecum short,

straight S. reptans

More than 8 stomach folds; caecum long,

curved S. Oceania

Svmplegma arenosa Kott, 1972

(Fig. 125)

Symplegma arenosa Kott, 1972b, p. 182.

Distribution

New Records: South Australia (Waldegrave I..

specimen lost).

Previously Recorded: South Australia (Waldegrave

)._Koit 1972b).
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Description
External Appearance: The colonies are

formed of upright, sandy individuals, which are

sessile and attached to basal stolons that form a

tangled basal plate. The sessile apertures are close

together on the upper surface in a sand-free

circular area surrounded by a rounded ridge of

sandy test. When the apertures are contracted, the

whole upper surface is depressed, and the sandy

test on each side comes together along the mid-

line, forming a cover over the apertures.

Internal Structure: The body musculature

is strong anteriorly. Longitudinal bands radiate

from each siphon and short transverse bands cross

the mid-line dorsal and ventral to the apertures.

These bands are probably associated with the

closure of the test over the withdrawn apertures.

The muscles fade out about one third of the

distance down the body.

There are 4 internal longitudinal vessels on each

side of the flat branchial sac, 6 to 8 stigmata per

mesh and 15 rows of stigmata.

The gut forms a very short loop across the

posterior end of the body, and the rectum is long,

extending forwards to the atrial opening. The
stomach is short and barrel-shaped, with about 14

longitudinal folds. There is a short, straight gastric

caecum and a divided ligament between the

caecum and the intestine.

Gonads are not present in any of the available

specimens.

Remarks: Kott (1972b) believed that this was a

species of the genus Symplegma (rather than

Metandrocarpa or Polyzoa) on the basis of the

form of the divided gastro-intestinal ligament,

which resembles the ligament in Symplegma
Oceania. The numbers of rows of stigmata and
stomach folds are rather high for Metandrocarpa.

Fig. 125: Symplegma arenosa (after Kott 1972b)

external appearance. (Scale: 1.0 mm).
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However, the possibility rhat this species does not

belong in the genus Symptegma should not be

overlooked.

Symplegma Oceania Tokioka, 1961

(Fig. 126; Pl.Va)
Symptegma Oceania Tokioka, 1961, p. 114, Kott, 1931,

p.199. Won and Goodbody, 1982, p. 531.

Symplegma viride: Michaelsen, 1904a t p. 50; i 9 1 S , p39;
1919. p. 101. Hartmeyerand Michaelsen, 1928, p.358.

Van Name, 1945, p.232 (part, not Atlantic Ocean
records). Koit, 1952. p.253; 1964, p. 129; 1975, p. 11;

1976a, p.74. Millar, 1966, p.368. Plante and Vasseur,

1966, p.uy. Vasseur, 1967a, p. HI. Tokioka, 1967a,

p. 162. Kawamura arid Nakauehi, 1976, p. 4.

Symptegma aff. viride: Tokioka and Nishikawa, 1975,

p. 334.

Diandroearptt brokenhietmi Michaelsen, 1904a, p. 50.

Herdman, 1906, p.33.

Gynandrocarpa quadhcornults Siuiter . 1904. p. 127.
!}.Gynandrocurpa simile Sluitcr, 1904, p. 97.

Distribution

New Rurmns: Western Australia (Cape Preston,

WAV! 1239.83; Port Hedland, WAM 1240.83; Rowley
ShnaK, WAM 1243-4.83; Homman's Abrolhos, WAM
1241-2.83; Cockburn Sound, WAM 1238.83, QM
G9659). South Australia (Great Australian Bight, QM
GH945 GH2411; St. Vincent Gulf, QM G9589;
Kangaroo 1., QM G11991>. Queensland (Moreion Bay.

QM GH339, QM GH364; Pt. Vernon, QM OH9417
G9413 (with larvae); Heron I., QM GH2224-5 GH2724-
5; Wisiari Rett, QM GH2602; Townsville; Lizard 1., QM
G9773; Martha Ridgeway Reef, QM GH549).

Previously RECORDED; Victoria (Port Phillip Bay —
Millar 1966; Western Porl — Kott 1976a). Queensland

(Bargara Gladstone, Yeppoon. Mackay — Kott 1964).

Indonesia {Gynandrocarpa quadricornulis holotype

/MA V .TU562.4 Sluitcr 1904; ? G. stmitis tvpe ZMA
V .TU562.5 Sluitcr 1904). Noumea (Tokioka 1961).

Palau Is (Tokioka 1967a). Fiji (Kott 19SI). Thailand

(Tokioka 1967). Hong Kong (Kott and Goodbody 1982).

China (Tokioka !967a). Sri Lanka (Herdman 1906).

Indian Ocean (Vasseur 1967a, Plante and Vasseur 1966).

Description

External Appearance: In life, the colonies

are thin and bright or pastel coloured,

pomegranate purple or sulphur yellow (Ridgeway

L886), orange-red, pale lemon, or greenish lemon,

sometimes with clear red lines outlining the

apertures and in the prepharyngeal band. The
colonies are usually extensive, covering weed, shell

or other substrates. The test is transparent and the

completely embedded zooids are fairly crowded.
Spherical terminal ampullae are evident in the test

between the zooids, but are more conspicuous

around the margins of the colony where they are

elongate and parallel to one another.

Colonies from Kangaroo 1. (QM G11991) are

hemispherical rather than flat and sheet-like and
[he zooids tend to stand upright in the test (rather

than lying on their ventral surface). In life, these

specimens were green with white rims around the

apertures. No morphological differences from
other specimens were detected.

Fig. 126; Symplegma Oceania — a, ventral view of gut

loop with left gonad; b, dorsal view of gut loop. (Scale:

0.25 mm).
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Internal Structure: Zooids are dorso-
venrrally Rattened and lie obliquely on I heir

postero-ventral surface, with both sessile apertures

on the (tatta] surface, (he branchial aperture near

the anterior end and the atrial aperture about

halfway along. The body musculature consists of

an outer layer of fine circular bands and an inner

layer of longitudinal bands. There are variable

numbers of branchial tentacles (up to 40: Tofciok 3

1967a), but they arc often less numerous. There is

an elongate slit on the dorsal tubercle.

The Hat branchial sac has 4 internal longitudinal

vessels and 8 to 14 rows of stigmata, with up to 30
stigmata in a row. The second row of stigmata on
the left does not reach the dorsal line. There is an

area of imperforated pharyngeal wall at the

anterior end of the pharynx that is traversed by
internal longitudinal vessels.

The gut forms a short loop at the posterior end
of the right side of ihe body, and the rectum

extendi anteriorly and around the side of the body
onto the dorsal surface. The stomach is short and
very wide. It occupies about hall of the length of

Ihe proximal limb of the loop. It has 10 to 16

conspicuous parallel folds. A long gastric caecum
curves around in the pole of the gut loop from the

distal end of the stomach. There are 1 or 2 gastro-

iniesiin.il connectives from the outer curve of the

caecum (one from near its distal rip, the other from
about halfway along it) to the pole of the gur loop

and the distal end of the intestine respectively. One
or both of these connectives are often branched.

They are embedded in a membrane from the body
wall.

The gonads consist of a small rounded ovary.

with 2 or 3 eggs, in ihe centre of each side of the

body wall. There are two pyrifonn male follicles

sometimes deeply divided around their proximal

ends, one anterior and one posterior to the ovary

Their ducts join at the base of the short oviduct to

form a fairly long, narrow vas deferens that

projects free into the atrial cavkv.

Larvae are present in specimens collected from
Hervey Bay in November (QM G9413). They have

a iarval trunk of 0.6 mm, 3 iriradially arranged

adhesive organs, a single sense organ near the

middle of the body, about 8 ectodermal ampullae,

and parallel ridges along each side of the trunk.

Remaaks: There are two related species (5

teprans and S. connectens) in the western Pad
from which S. oceans fa distill e jished by its long,

curved gastric caecum and 2 gastro-intestinal

connectives (Tokiok a 1967a, Kotl 1981, Kotl and
Goodbody I9S2). Adult colonies of S viride from

the Atlantic alsu closely resemble those of (he

present gpeaes. However, protosiigrnata (which

arc present in 5. vtride) do not form in the

developing branchial sac of S. Oceania, but are

suppressed in favour of the direct development ot

true stigmata. There are also differences in the

formation of the test vessels in these two species

iKawamnra and Nakauchi 1976).

The type specimen of G. similis Sluiter, 1904

resembles this species in most characters.

However, although a cluster of 2 or 3 eggs is

present on each side, no male follicles were seen,

and the synonymy is not confirmed.

The colony and its habit super tteially resemble

Chorizocarpa sydneyensis; preserved specimens

can be iiradilv confused.

Symplegraa reptatis (Oka, 192?)

(Fig. 127; Pi.VU
SvnMyeta reptarts Oka, i927b, p.4%.
tymptegPM reptims\ Tofctefca. 1949b. p.49; 1951b.

p. 173'; 1953a, p.243; I954fc p.85; I959», p.227. Kotl

and Goodbody, 1982, p.529.

Distribution

New RECORDS: Queensland I Heron 1„ QM GH2633-
6; w, ,,arl Reel, QM OH2603 GH2632 GH2985K
PkLVHMjsLi Recorded: Mong Kong iKott and

Goodbody 1982). Japan (coast of Honsyu, Sikoku and
Kyusyu — Oka 19:7b. Tokioka 1949b 1951b 1953a

1954b 1959a).

Description
EvtfrniU Appeakance: The colony, which is

very thin, is stretched over the surface of the

substrate. When removed from the substrate, it

contracts The living colony is dramatic: it is pink,

with large, ttian^ular white patches (looking like

petals of daisies) arranged in circles, indicating the

circular arrangement of the sooids, the atrial

apertures opening in the centre. These white

triangles (seen in the living specimen) are the

prebranchial areas around the branchial apertures.

In freshly preserved material, there is a mosaic of

mure or less opaque, granular patches in this

region, but they do not always persist and zooids

usually become pale pink, cloudy and translucent.

In the preserved colonies removed from the

substrate, the circular arrangement of the zooids

is obscured. There is a network of blood vessels in

the body wall. The test is whitish and translucent,

and is very thin indeed. Terminal ampullae of test

vessels are present in the narrow test partitions

between the zooids. but they are relatively sparse

and are not a conspicuous feature of the test.

Ii-jtkrnm Structure: Zooids lie on their

vrntral surface in the test and are dorso-ventrally

flattened. They ate aboui 3 mm long. Both
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Flo. 127: Symplegma reptans (QM GH2603) — a, zooid from dorsal surface; b, branchial sac showing incomplete
second row of stigmata; e, ventral view of gut loop and gonad. (Scales: a, 0.5 mm; b, c, 0.25 mm).

apertures are on the upper surface, the branchial

aperture a little way from the anterior end of the

body. The atrial aperture is from one half to two-

thirds of the body length from the anterior end of

the body. Both apertures are on very small, short

siphons. The borders are not lobed, but sometimes
are slightly frilled with contraction of the

apertures. In freshly preserved material there are

minute red spots evenly spaced around the border

of each aperture, about 60 around the atrial

aperture but fewer around the branchial aperture.

Patches of red pigment are randomly distributed

on the body wall. There are about 20 branchial

tentacles. The prebranehial area is quite extensive.

The peritubercular area is V-shaped, and the

neural gland opens by a simple longitudinal slit.

There are 1 1 rows of stigmata. The second row
of stigmata on each side never reaches the mid-

dorsal line, the first row curving dorsal to it at

about the level of the dorsal internal longitudinal

vessel. There are up to 28 stigmata in each row; 4

internal longitudinal vessels extend the whole
length of the branchial sac. The long, regular

stigmata are arranged according to the following

formula: E6,4,6,5JDL, They are reduced in

length near the dorsal lamina. The half-row of
stigmata at the anterior end of the branchial sac

appears to extend its length ventrally, forcing the

branchial aperture around onto the dorsal surface.

The gut forms a tight loop confined to the

posterior one-third of the body. The stomach is

more or less barrel-shaped and has 8 distinct

longitudinal folds, more numerous on the lateral

side of the stomach than on the mesial side. A
short, straight gastric caecum extends up into the

tight pole of the loop. It is connected to the

descending intestinal limb of the loop by a single,

straight ligament. The descending limb of the gut

loop extends more or less parallel to, and to the

left o(, the stomach. It then turns dorsally and
anteriorly into the rectum, which extends along the

dorsal surface to terminate in a smooth-rimmed
anus near the atrial aperture.

There are undivided, pyriform male follicles

anterior and posterior to the single ovary on each

side of the body. The male follicles converge to

the short vas deferens that projects from beneath

the ovary. The larvae have no ampullae in the

anterior part of the trunk (Tokioka 1951b).

Remarks: The species is characterised by its

relatively short gut loop; wide stomach folds;

short, straight gastric caecum; and completely

prostrate orientation of the zooids The living
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specimens are very readily distinguished from
Symplegma Oceania. However, preserved colonies

are superficially very similar. Although S. Oceania

has a similar half row of stigmata at the anterior

end of the branchial sac, it has a larger stomach,

with a long, curved caecum and two branched

gastro-intestinal connectives.

Symplegma connectens Tokioka, 1949b from

Japan (Tokioka 1953b) is distinguished from the

present species only by its more numerous stomach

folds. Like S. reptans, it lacks larval ectodermal

ampullae at the anterior end of the trunk.

Genus Chorizocarpa Michaelsen, 1904

Type species: Chorizocormus sydneyensis

Herdman, 1891

The genus has zooids embedded in firm

gelatinous test, a flat branchial sac, 3 internal

longitudinal branchial vessels, and a single

unisexual gonad on each side of the body, the male

on the left and the female on the right. It has very

conspicuous branching test vessels and large,

crowded, spherical, terminal ampullae. The
gonads appear to be very ephemeral, and are

seldom present in preserved specimens.

The genus is distinguished from the related

genus, Symplegma Herdman, 1886 by its more
randomly oriented zooids, 3 rather than 4 internal

longitudinal branchial vessels and from
Botryllocarpa Hartmeyer, 1911 by its unisexual

rather than hermaphrodite gonads. The colony

form of the type species is very similar to that of

Symplegma Oceania and related forms.

Chorizocarpa is separated from the Botryllinae by

its gonads and usually by the absence of colonial

systems. However, Botryllus primigenus Oka,

1928, recorded from Japan, China and the Palau

Is (see Tokioka 1967a), differs from other

botryllids by its independently opening zooids. Its

gonads must be relied on to distinguish it from
Chorizocarpa, Symplegma and Botryllocarpa.

Although C sydneyensis is recorded relatively

frequently at locations from Port Jackson to

Indonesia, the other 2 known species have been

collected only from Port Jackson and from Torres

Strait respectively. As single colonies of all three

species are extensive and conspicuous, it is

surprising that they have not been collected more
often. The fact that 2 of the 3 known species were

taken in close association in Port Jackson in the

late 19th century, but have not been collected there

since is also surprising. There is no evidence that

they still occur in that heavily industrialised

harbour.
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Key to the Species of Chorizocarpa ampullae, with projecting zooids. The test is

Recorded from Austrai la constricted to form rounded lobes containing one

1, Stomach occupies no more than half of the or two zooids. Terminal ampullae are seldom

ascending limb of the gut loop present in the thin layer of test that covers the

C. michaelsen i
zooids . The zooids lie on their ventral surface with

Stomach occupies more than half of the both their apertures projecting slightJy from their

ascending limb of the gut loop 2 tipper or dorsal surface. In some places, where i he

2. Stomach long and narrow C. sydneyensis zooids appear to be regressing, (hey are completely

Stomach not long and narrow, , .. C guttata embedded in tough and shiny test without terminal

ampullae. The collector's note for specimen AM
Y2013 states that it is a "fluorescent composite

Chorizocarpa guttata Michaelsen, 1904 ascidian".

(Fig, 128)

Chorizocarpa guttata Michaelsen, 1904a, p. 104.

Distribution

Nt-u RE< ords: None.

Previously Recorded: New South Wales (Port

Jackson — AM Y20I2 ¥2013 Michaelsen L904a).

A depth of 20 m is recorded for one of the specimens

from Port Jackson.

Description

ExternalAppearance! The colony consists of

a continuous layer of firm basal test, crowded with

branching test vessels and spherical terminal

Internal Structure: The body wall is

delicate, with fine longitudinal muscles extending

only halfway across the body and circular muscles

confined to the siphons. The body is only about 4

mm long and does not adhere closely to the thin

test that covers it. There are 20 simple teniae!

varying length. The very small dorsal tubercle has

a simple opening.

The branchial sac is robust, and the internal

longitudinal vessels thick and conspicuous There

are 6 rows of long, oval stigmata arranged between

the longitudinal vessels: DL2,3,4,6E.

Ik.. 128: Chorizocarpa guttata (AM Y2012) — a, colony snowing terminal ampullae packed in basal (est; b. gut

d gonad on left side of the body; c parietal view of gur. (Scales: a, 1.0 mm: b. c, 0.5 mm).
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The BUl * s voluminous and occupies the

posterior half of the body. It forms a tight primary

loop and a deep, open, secondary loop. The
stomach is large and almost spherical, occupying

almost the whole of the ascending limb of the loop.

There are 10 wide, parallel longitudinal gastric

folds. There is a very short, straight caecum at the

distal end of the suture line, with a short gastro-

intestinal connective extending from near its base

across to the intestine. The anal border is bifid.

The male gonad s conspicuous, consisting of a

large circle of long, pynfOTm, lobed follicles,

which taper to the centre of the circle, where they

join ;i short vas deferens projecting into the atrial

cavity. The testis occupies the whole antero-ventral

part of the left body wall anterior to the gut. No
ovary was detected, although Michaelsen (1904a)

reported a sac-like ovary on the right side of the

body.

Remarks; Specimens of this species are mixed

with the types of Chorizocormus subfuscus (AM
U272 < Chonzocarpa sydneyensis). The two

species are distinguished by their colonies: the

small projecting lobes of the present species,

containing one or a small croup Of zooids.

appearing as small nodules along the fronds of

weed on which It i ' nig. The relatively few

rows of stigmata, the short stomach and gastric

caecum are also distinctive.

Cborizocarpa miehaelseoi (Sluiter, 1900)

Synstyela incrustans: Sluiter, J895, p. 183.

Synstyela monocarpa Sluiter. 1898a. p.55 (pan).

Synstyela michaelseni Sluiter, 1900b. p.l 10.

Gynandrocarpa mk-haelseai: Mi« 1900, p. 24.

Chorizocarpa michaeisenh Michaelsen, I904a ( p. 108.

Distribution

New Records: None.

Previously Hkcordrd: Queensland (Thursday I. —
Sluiter 1895),

Description (after Michaelsen 1904a)

External Appearance: The colony forms a

translucent encrusting layer from I to 3 mm thick,

Zooids are 2.8 mm long and 2 ram wide. Apertures

are sessile. Large (0.25 mm) terminal ampullae of

test vessels are present in the test.

Internal Structure: There are 16 branchial

tentacles: 4 long, 4 moderately long and 8 short.

The dorsal tubercle is an oval papilla with a

longitudinal slit. The branchial sac has the usual 3

internal longitudinal vessels on each side. There

are no parastigmatic vessels, and 4 to 6 siigmata

are present in each mesh. The dorsal lamina is

long.

The eut is present in the posterior half of the

left side of the body. It forms a rather straight

loop. The stomach is very short, occupying only

about half of the ascending limb of the loop. There

are 8 broad, parallel folds. There is a conspicuous,

bulbous gastric caecum. A gastro-intestinal

connective extends from the base of the caecum to

the intestine. The anal border is smooth and the

recium short.

The gonads consist of a single, pyriform male

follicle on the left anterior to the gut and a sac-

like ovary in a corresponding position on the right.

Both ovary and testis project from the body wall.

REMARKS: The species is distinguished from
others in the genus by its projecting gonads, very

short stomach and conspicuous gastric caecum.

Chorizocarpa sydneyensis (Herdman. 1891)

(Fig. 129).

Chorizocormus sydneyensis Herdman, 189J, p.636;

1899, p.95.

Chonzocarpa svdnevensts: Michaelsen, 1904a, p. 9.1.

Sluiter, 1904, p. 100. Hastings, 1931, p.77.

Chorizocormus suhfuscus Herdman. 1891.p.t>36; 1899,

p.96.

Cfiohzocormus leucophaeus Herdman, 1891, p.636;

1899, p.97.

Gynandrocarpa systrmarica Sluiter, 1904, p 9K

Sympiegma systematica: Nishikawa. 1984, p. 130.

Gynandrocarpa purpurea Sluiter, 1904, p.%.

i ION

New ReCOR0$: Queensland (Wistari Reef, QM
GH2638; Heron 1., QM GH2639GH2687: Lizard 1., QM
GH2637..

PNEV10U9U Rwokded: New South Wales (Port

Jackson — AM U257 U261 U272 UJ69 YL9S3 Herdman
1891 1899), Queensland (Low Isles — BM 1930.12.17.18

Hastings 193 1 >. Indonesia {Gynandrocarpa systematica

teletype ZMA V- TU562.4, paratypes V.TU 1265 Sluiter

1904; G. purpurea types ZMA V.TU551.3 Sluiter 1904).

Truk 1. (Nishikawa 1984).

Dl -•< R1PTION

Extern -u Appearance: The colony forms a

smooth, gelatinous layer about 3 mm thick,

encrusting rhe stalks and fronds of weed. The test

is fairly firm, with the zooids completely
embedded in it The zooids lie on their ventral

surface, with their dorsal surface just beneath the

upper surface of the colony. The sessile apertures,

which are both on the dorsal surface of the zooid,

open separately to the exterior. Blood vessels

branch through the test from a main vessel that

extends the length of the basal test of the colonv.
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The branches terminate in pear-shaped to spherical

ampullae about 0.2 mm in diameter. These
terminal ampullae are sometimes very crowded at

the surface. They are present also in the test over

the zooids, but are never as crowded there as

between the zooids. Living colonies superficially

appear to be slate coloured with paired rows of

oblique, cream marks. However, closer

examination shows them to have a clear test with

greenish yellow corpuscles crowded in the terminal

ampullae of test vessels. The upper surface of each

zooid, seen clearly through the test, has a mosaic
of white patches (caused by crowded white

corpuscles in the body wall) at the posterior end;

similar white and blue corpuscles in symmetrically

arranged triangular areas between the apertures;

and an auricular purple (Ridgeway 1886) patch

each side of the atrial aperture. Zooids are

arranged obliquely in paired symmetrical rows, the

terminal branchial apertures toward the outside,

the mid-dorsal atrial apertures and posterior ends

of the zooids toward the centre of each pair of

rows. In preservative, the zooids are brown, the

test is colourless and the arrangement of the zooids

in long, double-rows is not apparent. In

preservative, zooids appear to be arranged at

random in the test and occur in clumps, with an
area of unoccupied test between these clumps. The
zooids are up to 4 mm long and are not dorso-

ventrally flattened. They are often actively

budding, the bud lying alongside the parent zooid.

Internal Structure: The body wall is delicate

and adheres closely to the test. Fine longitudinal

muscles radiate from the siphons over the upper

(dorsal) half of the body. Circular muscles are

present only around the apertures. The branchial

tentacles are relatively short and, although their

numbers vary, there are never very many: there

are from 4 to 8 longer tentacles and a similar

number of shorter ones. In some specimens, the

longer tentacles form a cone or funnel that projects

back into the siphon, while short tentacles project

into the centre of the lumen across the top of the

funnel formed by the longer tentacles. Some
rudimentary tentacles fill in gaps around the

circumference of the tentacular ring. The neural

gland has a simple opening. The dorsal lamina is

long, the oesophagus opening at the posterior end

of the branchial sac.

The 10 rows of stigmata are distributed between

the 3 internal longitudinal vessels in the following

way: E6,6,5,10DL. There are no parastigmatic

vessels.

The gut forms a narrow loop extending about

halfway up the ventral half of the body. The

rectum forms a wide, secondary loop, curving

anteriorly onto the dorsal surface to open at the

base of the atrial opening in a 2-lipped anus. The
oesophagus is long and curved. It expands
abruptly into the very long, trumpet-shaped
stomach that occupies almost the whole of the

ascending limb of the gut loop. There are 10 long,

parallel gastric folds which, at the proximal end,

continue into rather long pouches that flare out

from the stomach and overlap the oesophagus.

These pouches progressively increase in length

from the parietal to the mesial side of the gut,

where they often separate from one another and

curve away from the oesophagus. The distal end
of the stomach gradually narrows to the intestine.

There are 4 short, wide ligaments along the ventral

border of the stomach that bind it to the body wall.

A further 2 ligaments from the outer curve bind

the pole of the gut to the body wall. Two gastro-

intestinal connectives are present, one at the

proximal end of the stomach and one at the distal

end. These branch into tubules, which surround

the gut. The tubules from the distal connective,

which surround the intestine about halfway down
the descending limb of the gut loop, are more
numerous and more conspicuous than those from
the proximal end of the stomach, which cross to

the distal end of the intestine. The rectum is

swollen. There is no gastric caecum. Michaelsen

(1904a), who examined Herdman's specimens,

commented that he had difficulty reconciling

Herdman's description of the gonads with his own
observations. Michaelsen found gonads only in the

specimen lot AM U272 (C. subfuscus Herdman).

They consisted of a sac-like ovary on the right side

of the endostyle about halfway up the body and a

pair of undivided male follicles in a similar

position on the left, just anterior to the gut loop,

the vasa efferentia joining to a short vas deferens

that projected into the atrial cavity on a small

papilla. Unfortunately no gonads can now be

detected in this specimen and none were found in

the newly recorded material, which all appear to

be in an active vegetative phase.

Remarks: The species is readily distinguished

by the extensive and smooth-surfaced, firm, sheet-

like colonies, completely embedded zooids, and

long, trumpet shaped stomach.

Gonads are not present in any of the material

examined. Their presence is apparently ephemeral.

In Port Jackson the species was taken with C.

guttata, which it resembles, being distinguished

from the latter species by the shape of its stomach

and its longer and more deeply embedded zooids.
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Fig. 129: Chorizocarpa sydneyensis — a, colony (AM U257); b, terminal ampullae and test vessels near the base of

the colony (AM U257); c, growing margin of colony showing club-shaped terminal ampullae (QM GH2687); d,

zooid removed from lest (AM U257); e, gut loop (AM U257). (Scales: a, 2.0 mm; b, d, e, 0.25 mm; c, 0.5 mm).
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Subfamily BOTRYLUNAE Adams and Adams.
1858

Veeetatively reproducing specie;, of the Stvciidac

in which the small zooids are completely embedded
in common test and arranged in systems. The
branchial aperture is smooth; the atria! aperture

usually has a lip From the anterior border.The
branchial SSC is without folds, and there are 3

internal longitudinal vessels on each side of the

body. The gonads consists of 1 to 4 ovaries and a

single testis on each side of the body. Fertilisation

is internal. The embryos develop to tailed larvae

attached to the body wall and protruding from it

either from the outside of the body wall

(Botryltoides) or into the atrial cavity (8o(ry(Ius)-

There is an extensive system of test vessels,

terminating in spherical to elongate ampullae

the surface of the test between the zooid systems

and around the borders of the colony.

The integration of the colonics in this subfamily

is greater than is known for any other

phlcbobranch or stolidobrancli ascidian. It is the

only subfamily outside the Aplousobranchia in

olda ford system:-.. Dr u of
vegetative zooids in each new generation is

integrated and occurs by pallia! budding and by
vascular budding in the test vessels Thus a colony

can regenerate even in the absence of zooids (Oka
and Watanabe 1957: Sabbadin et at. IS

Cloning of colonies can occur, although genotypes

are self-recognising and usually are nut self-

fertilising (Sabbadin 1971).

The larvae of the subfamily are lare - irge

yolk mass and well developed larval organs,

including a light and gravity sensitive organ

(photolith) and ectodermal ampullae, as in the

viviparous larvae of most colonial families (Ben ill

1935a, 1950).

The subfamily is most closely related to the

polyzoinid genera Symplegma and Chori:,ocarpa t

both of which have zooids completely embedded

in the common test, branchial sacs without folds

and with a limited number ol internal tong

vessels, single gonads on each side of the body,

and an extensive system of test vessels with

CtOWded terminal ampullae. The Botryllmae a^e

distinguished mainly by their systems of /.ooids,

which never occur in The Polyzoinae. Only in a

single Species {Botryllus primigenus Oka. 19281

docs each zooid retain a separate atrial opening to

lienor, but that speclei Is separated from

Symptegma by its 3 T
rather than 4, internal

longitudinal vessels; and from Chonzocarpa by

the presence of both male and female gonads on

each side ot the body.

Species of the subfamily are extremely variable

in pigmentaiion and colour pattern. Sabbadin and
Graziani (1967/ recognise 48 colour morphs in

Botryllus schlosseri, a Species that has been used

extensively for experimental work on its genetics

and vegetative processes (see Sabbadin 1979).

Variations are in pattern as well as in the types and
combinations of pigrner,

The blood in Botryllus schtosseri Is the source of i

variety of pigment cells, vvhich, diffusing IMO the

connective Limine or crowding mtu certain

preferential areas on tne nirfeee 0\ [tie ZOOfds

ri*e to many different pigmentation patterns. It is

almost impossible to Find two colonies equally

pigmented even il related. Mdrec
increase in ihc number 1

; of pigment cells with age,

and minoi differences Id their ;-Hrangemeni

according to the functional slag-., determine

changes of pigmentation *ithi. t its life cycle, No
wonder ihui in (he last century numerous gpci

and sub-species of Botryllus were established on the

grotffl ptgll on differences -

(Sabhadin and Graziani 1967, p 5%).
Both the form and systems of the colon

are also variable. Their external appearance •

affected by the maturity, >ize a^d crowding of"

systems, and the particular blastogenic geaef i

of zooids that is present at any time (Sabbadin

1979). Botrylioidss spp. are equally variable.

All species, with the exception of B.

stewunensis, form investing sheets in which the

zooids arc arranged Lar or double row
branching system* Hie extent to which the

-ms are crcv pettier appears to be
variable. Terminal ampullae arc crowded in the

test between the ry$teots l li've-mmensional

growth often appears to be initiated from ;:

zooid -fret expanses of test between the system

form lobed rather than sheet -like colonies (see.

especially. Bol sJfiri, Hoirylfoidesleaehi

and B. tnagfticoecutti).

There is also a possibility that [lie size of tbc

zooids, rhe numbers cl stigmata and the

number ncr row increase with maturity, probably

with success atiODS,

In this subfamily, ratraspecific variab li

together with the la > ty, has

led to confusion in (he is- Specie>

distinctions based on the ihape of terminal

ampullae ol 1631 vessels or on the colour, Shap

Size of the colony and its systems are probably

invalid m most e^se^. il the shape ol The at t Ui

I

aperture, stomad. and gastric caecum are ihe

same. The level of generic diversity is also low.

there being only tWQ related genera {Bofry/lus and
Botrylhides). each wiih a relatively small tum
n f spec
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Botryllinae are common fouling organisms in

estuaries and in shallow waters. The opportunistic

behaviour of their populations and the wide

geographic range that most species enjoy may be

the result of flexibility conferred by their highly

integrated colonies (Kott 1982).

The sub-family is represented in the Arctic (see

Berrill 1950, Van Name 1945) and south to the

temperate waters of southern Australia, New
Zealand and South Africa (Millar 1962a). Neither

of the genera is represented in the Antarctic or sub-

antarctic, and they have not been recorded from
the southern part of the American continent.

Records from Stewart I., New Zealand (Brewin

1960, Millar 1982a) are the most southerly for

species of Botryllinae.

Key to the Genera of Botryllinae
Developing embryos protrude into atrial cavity

Botryllus

Developing embryos protrude outside the body
wall Botrylloides

Genus Botryllus Gaertner, 1774

Type species: Alcyonium schlosseri Pallas, 1766

The genus is characterised by the endogenous
development of ova, which remain attached to the

body wall and protrude into the atrial cavity as

they develop. The ovaries are always anterior to

the testis. There are up to 4 ova on each side in

some species.

Australian species of Botryllus have a more
restricted atrial aperture than do Botrylloides spp.,

and it is often produced forward on a siphon with

a small lip from the anterior border of the opening.

The stomach is short and barrel-shaped, with

about 8 deep folds. The most common species in

Australian waters is Botryllus schlosseri, which has

a wide cosmopolitan distribution. Botryllus

stewartensis occurs around the south-eastern

corner of the Australian continent, and off Stewart

I. and to the east of South I., New Zealand.

Key to the Species of Botryllus Recorded
from Australia

1. Stigmata in 4 or 5 rows B. tuberatus

Stigmata in more than 5 rows 2

2. Test with embedded sand 3

No sand embedded in the test ... B. schlosseri

3. Zooids in terminal-free ends of cylindrical

stalks B. stewartensis

Colony a cushion-like mass without upright

cylindrical stalks containing zooid systems

B. purpureus
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In addition to the species recorded from Australia,

the following species are know itoro the western

Pacific:

Boiryllus primigerws Oka, 1928 from Japan and
the Palau Is (Tokioka 196va ) fe&fi xpejids with 4

rows of stigmata but, unlike B. tuberafus.

with separate atrial openings to the exterior.

Boiryllus magnicoecus: Ntshikawa, 1984, from
Truk 1., has circular systems and some sand on
ihe surface ot the test. The species is not

conspecific with Botrylloides magnicoecum
Hartmeyer, 1912. li appears to have features in

common with Botryllus purpureas.

Rofryllits purpureas (Oka, 1932)

Psammobotrus purpurea Oka, 1932d. p. 102.

Boiryllus schlosseri: Kott, 1952, p. 259 (part, specimens

from Hamelin Bay and Green Pouls. SW Australia).

DISTRIBUTION

New Records: None.

Previously Recorded: Western Australia (SW
Australia — Kotl 1952)

Description
External AppFVKANCh" The test is full of

embedded sand, and the /ooid.s ana terminal

ampullae of test vessels arc relatively

i n conspicuous . The zooids are arranged in ctrculai

systems. They are orange in preservative.

Internal Structure: The zooids are not more
than 2 mm long. The branchial apertures are

terminal and smooth-bordered The atrial

apertures are small, produced forward on a diotc

ot less tubular projection of the body wall

forms a pseudo-siphon. There are & branchial

tentacles, the 4 that arc arranged radially are

longer than the others.

There are 7 rows of stigmata, with about 16 per

row. The gut forms a simple loop across the

posterior end of the left side of the body, and the

rectum extends forward to the atrial aperture. The
stomach is small, with 8 conspicuous folds and a

moderately long, curved caecum.
Gonads were not detected in the Australian

specimens. In juveniles of the Japanese mau
there were 2 or 3 spherical eggs and a piriform

testis follicle (Oka 1932d).

Remarks: The species is not often recorded,

probably because the sandy colony is so

inconspicuous. Kott (1952) regarded the species as

specific with B. schlosseri. Sand is never

included in the test of the latter species, however,

and despite the fact that the zooids are very much
the same, the saady form appears to be a distinct

species,

The records, indicating a range from Japan to

south-western Aur.raha. suggest that the species

will be found «o occur throughout the tropica]

western Pacific.

Boiryllus schlosseri (Pallas, 1766)

(Fig 130;P1.Ve)
Akyomum schtosseti Pallas, 1766, p. 355.

Boiryllus schiosstYr.S&ignj, me, p.200, Rmney.1870,
p.i- D&\) t 1870. p 255 Bancroft. 1903, p. 14':-

Hartmeyer, I9C9. p«lJM; 1923, I". typica p. 344. Van
Name, 1910. p.350; 1921. p. 398; 1930, p.477; 1945,

p.220. Sumner, Osborne and Cole. 1913, p. 731. Pimm

1916, p. 669; 1935. p. 746. Michad sen, 1921a. p.UJfc
1922, p.4Sl. Arnback. 1923. p. 12. Harant, 1927a, f

typica p.245, 1927b, f typica p. 9; 1930, p.22; 193). F.

typica p.342. Hartmeyer and Michaelsen, 1928, i

typica ami f. aureus p. 330. Salfi, 3932, p. 33S. Harant
wdVemifcres, 1933, f. typjea p. 37. Huus, 1936, p
Plough and Jones, 1937. p. 101. Grave, 1937, p.565.
Richards, 1938. p. 254. Brewin, 1946, p.! 12; 1950b,

p.344; 1958, p.439; 1960, p. 119. Peres, 1949, p..

1951 p.i070. BerriJI, L950, p. 216. Tokioka, 1951a. p.

9; 1953a, p. 739- Kott, 1952, p. 259 (part, not sanrtv

colonial: 1972a, p. 31. Sabbadin. 1971. p

P 433 Sabbudin and Graziani. 19(17, p.<v> VMI;.-.

1982a, p.M. koti and GoodLo^. |$HO«j

Batrvllux stciiants Gaertner. 1774, p.37. Coulhouy. 1838,

p. 11. Gould, 1S41, p.320.

Uolry/lus gnuMii VerrilJ, J67L, p.21I.

BOnyttta rubens Atdej and Hani;; id '12 p.62.
Bvtryiluy Virtzseens Alder and Hancock, 1912. p.64.

ISarcobotryllotdes r&cemosus: Hartmeyer, 1912, p.274.

[JrsTRiBunojs

Nrw RECORDS: Western Australia (Rowley ShoaJj.

WAM 945 -t, sv, Shark Hay, WAM 963.83; Cock
Sound. WAM 929.83; Swan River Estuary, WAM
938.83). South Australia (E Great Australian Bight, QM
GH23 .en; Gulf, QMGH2289GH23I4; V.

Peninsula, PM GH2414). Tasmania <Brunv J.. QM
G9595) Victoria (Port Phillip Bay. QM G10054i
Quccn$iBBd {Moreton Bay, QM GH27%; Wisian I

QM GH 2702; Heron L, QM GHI825 QH2700
GM3T03-7; Lizard !., QM GUI 53).

PREVIOUSLY RECORnEW Western Australia (Shark

Bay, Cockburn Sound. Albany — Hartmeyer and
Michaelsen 1928, Koti !952>. South Australia (St Vm,
Gulf — Kott 1972a). Victoria (? Port Phillip Bay-

Millar 1966). Hong Kong (Kott and Goodbody !

Japan (Tokioka 1951a 1953a). New Zealand (North and
South Is and Stewart 1- — Brewin 1946 1950h 195S 196(1.

Millar 1982a). Atlantic coast of North America (.see Van
Name 1945). Europe (Faroe Is. and southern Nor

Great Britain, western France to Mediterranean, Adriatic

and Black Seas — see Hartmeyer 1923)

The species is mainly recorded from temperate waters.

us records from ihe Mediterranean and sub-tropi..;

locations on the eastern and western coast of Australia

(where il is nol common) being the only ones from
warmer waters.
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F 10. 1 30; BOttyllus sehlosseri — a, colony (QM GH2289); b, zooid showing body organs, from outside (QM GH2702);
c. contracted zooid. (Scales: a, 5.0 mm: b. c. 0.5 mmi.

Description

External Appearance: Colonies vary from

investing sheets to stalked or sessile, fleshv lobes

up to 5 cm long and 2 cm broad. The zooids are

arranged in circular to elongate, and often very

crowded, systems, sometimes arranged in

longitudinal rows along the length of the fleshy

lobes. Some of the common cloaeal apertures are

elongate, but they are more often large, circular

openings. There are crowded terminal ampullae in

the test between the systems and around the

borders of the colony. These spherical to pear-

shaped ampullae become elongate in the borders

n( the colony. In preservative, the test is

transparent and soft between the systems; and the

zooids are usually dark, brownish or bluish-black,

In life, however, there is a bewildering variety of

colours and colour combinations. Living colonies

have been described as buff yellow with indian

purple test; purplish brown with dense yellow

around common cloaeal apertures and along

canals; lavender with opaque white in atrial lips

and around branchial apertures with darker purple

pigment ceils in test and in zooids; orange zooids,

colourless test; and orange and gray.

Internal Structure: The zooids are about 3

mm long. The atrial aperture is small, the body
wall being produced to form a broad siphon. There
is a small atrial lip on the upper border of the

opening. There are 16 branchial tentacles, 4 larger

and 4 middle-sized with smaller ones alternating.

The dorsal lamina is a wide, conspicuous

membrane. There are from S to 12 rows of

stigmata, the greatest number being present in

robust zooids from large, lobed colonies From

South Australia (QM GH2289). Similarly,

nata in each row range from 16 to 25, the

larger number being in the larger zooids with more
rows of stigmata.

The stomach is always short and more or less

spherical or barrel-shaped, with 10 glandular folds

extending along its length. A moderately long, L-

shaped caecum rising from the pyloric end of the

suture line, and at right angles to it, bends venrrally
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about halfway along its length. The caecum has a

conspicuous, bulb-like, terminal expansion. A
gastro-mtesnnal connective irom about halfway

alone the caecum divides into branches that form

a glandular collar around the distal pari of the

intestine.

The testes, one on each side of the body :

of a rosette of i to 9 follicles. Two or 3 large ova

are present in the body wall on each
i tertor

to the testis, although ova and testis do not mature

at the same time. Eg] lop endogenous^,
,
.ting into the atrial cavity.

RL'Makks: The possibility that the large, fleshy,

lobed colones from Cockburn Sound, St Vincent

Gulf and Tasmania are a distinct species from the

* like investing colonies should not be
overlooked. However, both sheet like and lobed

colonies have the same appareptfj

atrial aperture with an ariteruM lip, more 01 (ess

spherical stomach with a bulbous terminal

expansion on the caecum and a testis consist* n

a rosette of lobes.

Sunot'uinilotfJes nicemosurn: Hartmeyer,
1

1 from South Africa has fleshy Stalked heads

similar to those of the southern Australian colonies

referred to above- The zootds, and especially the

BlOimadl dud gastric caecum, are also similar.

Botryltoides mcemosiwt (Quay and Oaimard,
18^4) from New Zealand may be conspecific with

the South African colonies, and possibly with

Botrylfus schlosseri: or with Botr yUoidei

aim

The stoma I nd h curt oi tt.

srhlos.wn arc similar to those of Boiryilotdes

lio/areum. but even in the absence oi gonads, the

- ics can be distinguished by the smaller atrial

aperture of the former species.

Botryltus stewarlensis Brewin. 1958

(Tig. 131)

Bottyj -
, 1958, P.444. Miliar

p.368; I9d2af pufil

Parubtfttylfm netnonn rj, 1911 p. 1 1.

Diniriijuiion

Ni \\ RECORDS SOI
I

' " pper Spell

QM 015796; Si Vinctfffl Gult, QM I

i \ i I

(Ofl Ninety Mile Beach, OM I

'

WaJ»(PortKemWa,QMGH2003 I feu QM
tiH2U54).

pREVIOliSl yRf.COKDI

'

.
'

V ne/nowrparatypes QM G7507 kou t975i, Victoria

(Port Phillip Ba> Millar l%6). New ZealAAd

i
. Povcflux Strail Brewin 1958, Millar I9i

SoutJi i - Millar 1982a).

Externa] &ppBarAncg: Colonies are long (up

to 1.5 cm) narrow (about 5 cm in diameter),

sandy, branching stalks. In preservative they are

soft and collapsed. One circular system of crowded
zooids is usually present in the slightly expanded
head at the terminal-tree ends of the stalks.

However, there are occasionally up to 3 systems
in a head. Such heads are almost as wide as thev

l [up io I cm). The upper, tree end of each

head t5 more or less flattened, with a central

depression surrounding the common cloacal

aperture. The external test is sandy, although sand

is absent internally and the test is soft, consisting

of thin layers between the zooids Adjacent stalks

sometimes adhere to one another so that the

surface o( the colony, consisting of crowded
heads, has a eauli flower-like appearance. The
Stalks narrow basally where they are attached to

cotnn -i stalks.

iNTf-KNAi Sua", n kc. Zooids arc up to 3 mm
long. They have a terminal branchial aperture. The
atrial apeiture is on the anterior end of the d«

surface. The opening projects forward and there

is a single, small, pointed tongue on the anterior

rim of the opening. The atrial aperture

sometimes produced forwards nn a tub'

siphon,

There are N to 12 rows of 15 or 16 Stigmal i.

Three delicate internal longitudinal vessels e.v

ihe whole length of the branchial sac. The most

ventral Internal longitudinal vessel is close to tin

cndostyle and often diHicult to demonstrate.

The gut loop ts large and projects behind the

braneturr ;n the leli side. The oesophagus

is of moderate length and extends posteriorly to

open into the burrcl-shapcd stomach. The stomach

has 10 distinct folds and a conspicuous caecum
that curves around in the pole of the short

intestinal loop. The ascending limb of the

intestinal loop curves anteriorly and dorsaliy, and
there is no distinet demarcation between the

intestine and Ihe long rectum, which extends

almost the whole length of the thorax to the atrial

opening.

On each side oi the posterior end of the

branchial sac is a wide, Hal. fan-shaped u
i

follicle, subdivided into lobes around us postero

ventral border. There is a very short vas deferens

from the pointed antero-dorsal aspea of ihe testis.

Up to 4 embryos are developing in the

peribram vity ametipr to the testis. Hie

larva has a single, botryllid photoUih and a circle

of about 8 ectodermal ampullae around tin

anterior part Ol the trunk. The larval trunk is 0,5
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Fig. 131 . Botryllus stewartensis— a, colonies (QM G 12723); b, c, zooids removed from test (QM GH2054, G12724);

d, stomach (QM GH2054). (Scales: a, 2.0 mm; b, c, 0.25 mm; d, 0.1 mm).
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mm long; the tail is wound three quarters of the

way around it. Buds form from the body wall and
cluster in the test around the posterior end of the

zooid.

Blood vessels from the posterior part of the left

side of the zooid terminate in oval to elliptical

ampullae at the surface of the test.

Remarks: Kott (1975) overlooked the third

interna] longitudinal branching vessel in describing

ii new genus far this unusual species. The stalks of

the New Zealand specimens are from 0.5 to 3.5 cm
long and up to i .5 cm in diameter- Their characters

agree in all respects with ihe Australian mate
The single, wide, flat, fan-shaped testis follicle-

is characteristic, as art the sandy, cylindrical stalks

with zooid systems confined to the terminal free

ends. With the exception of the testis The zooids

imilar to those of other species of the c

Boiryflus.

Rolryllus tuHeratus Rittcr and Forsyth, 1917

(Fig. 132)

fytrvttusiubcratusRitleraR&For&yth, 1917., p.46l, Van
Nam,-, 1945. pt225. loluoka. 1967a. 0.151 Miliar,

1973, p.280.

i 4 1927c, p KTC rokioKa, 1951a,

r.K: 1951b. p. 172. l9S3a,p^7.
Wotrydus gratfffls Michaelsen, 1927. p.203. Hartmeyer

and Michaelsen, 1928, p. 338.

i
i

I

1

1
.

, i .
,

:

i Cockbu
v. AM 918.631 Queensland (Hervey Bay, QM GH
CH2713; Heron 1., QM GH27U9-UI; Wtstan RecT. QM
DHZ71 - '-. QM GK27DQ

PHeviOLfSLi Recorded Indonesia (MiUaz I97S),

Palau ls(To*ioka I967«). Gilbert Is. (Tokioka 1967a).

i pan (Oka L927C, Tokioka J95U,h 1931a). Southern

C alifornis (Rkler and FOrayth 1917)

The species is not often recorded, i he record from
Simihtrn CaUfoftua CSaiua Barbara] itbetyp

material only. If has not been taken more than once from

ihe type location, nor has ii been taken from other

: onsin Southern California (Van Name 1945). Il is

recorded more fi
| 'rom ihe southern Pacific, The

tli . n ord are from intertidal, reef-flal habitais

on ihe undersurfacen of rubble.

i KIPTION

EXTERNA! Apit arancf: The colonies are very

thin and investing. In the preserved colonies, tiic

dark zooids are clearly seen in the translucent test.

They are arranged in circular systems, wt'h rarely

more than 12 zooids in a system. The system

evenly spaced and are not crowded. The
conspicuous test vessels form a 3-dimensional

IVCtwoi k. The large spherical terminal ampullae in

the surface also contain dark pigment Sotnetu

elongate terminal ampullae are crowded together

in the border of the colony. There is a larse

common cloaca! aperture in the centre of each

system. Living colonies have dahlia red or

heliotrope (Ridgeway ISSh) ?ooids in a colourless

test.

iNTFkNM Structure: The zooids are very

small and rounded, from 0.6 mm to just under 1 .0

nun in length, and often almost as long as wide
Sometimes they are deep black and opaque to

preservative, sometimes slightly translucent. The
branchial aperture, which is terminal and sessile,

occasionally has a ring of darker pigment around
LtS border, In younger ZOOids, the atrial aperture

is on the end of a long, tapering siphon. With
maturity, the aperture becomes wider and the

siphon shoner. and most mature zooids have a

moderately wide aperture (exposing part of the

anterior half o\' the branchial sac) and a narrow
pointed m the anterior border of the

aperture. There are only 4 stout branchial

teniae

There are usually 4 rows of oval stigmata on
each side, with 3 stigmata in each mesh (10 to [2

per row), although colonies from Lizard 1. have

an extra row 1 ol irrcgutai stigmata at the posterior

end of the right vide of the body. In these colonic*,

the second or third row does not reach the dorsal

mid-line.

The gut forms an almost horizontal loop,

sometimes partly behind the branchial sac. The
rectum curves at right angles to it. The stomach Es

short and almost spherical, with 10 distinct

longitudinal folds extending its whole length. The
moderately long caecum, which rises from about
hallway along the stomach, curves into the gut

loop.

Testes have nor been observed for ibis species.

\ large egg is present on each side of the bo
|

some of the specimens (from Hervey Bav. QM
C.H271I).

Remarks: This is a very inconspicuous BpeCT

Its unusual atrial sjphon, few rows of branchial

stigmata, relatively long gastric caecum, circular

sysienis, and even the dark pigmentation in the

body wall, are also reported for the type material

from the eastern Pacific. Nevertheless its

geographic range is most unusual. It is rare for j

western Pacific species - even one with a pan-

tropicai range between the Atlantic and Indo-West

Pacific - to be recorded from the eastern Pacific.

Botrylhis gracilis Michaelsen. 1928 (Hartmever

and Michaelsen J928) has zooids with long atria!

Otlgi curved gastric caecae arranged

in fiicni.ii systems. It closely resembles the present
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Fio. 132. Bolryttus tuheratus — a, b, zooids <QM GH2708, GH27Q9); c, ventral view of /ooid showing developing

eggs; it. colons IQM GH2709); e, branchial sac(QM GH2708V (Scales: a-c -6,0.1 mm: d, 0.5 mm).

species, differing only in having more (7) rows qJ

stigmata.

Genus Botrylloides Milne-Edwards, i 841

Type species
- Botrylloides rotifera Milne-

Edwards, 1841 (< B. feffcM/Savigny, 1816)

The genus is characterised principally by the

exogenous development of eggs, which project

from the body wall as they incubate. The single

ova on each side of the body develops from the

body wall close to, and slightly dorsal and anterior

to, the testis. The atrial opening is wide, exposing

a large part of the branchial sac to the cloacal

cavity, and its upper border projects out into a

broad lip. This large atrial opening contrasts with

the more limited apertures of Botryl/us 5pp.,

although in other respects, the zooids are similar,

even in their arrangement in circular to elongate

or double-row systems.

There is also some degree of apparently

intraspecific variation in both the arrangement o\'

zooids and the colour and form o\' the colonies,

and the species in both genera usually have the

same wide geographic range.

Key roTHi es of Bqtryi taints Recorded
f-ROM Australia

1

.

Gastric caecum, long, curved; stomach barrel-

shaped 3

Gastric caecum not long and curved; stomach

trumpet -shaped 2

2. Systems surrounding protruding areas of well-

vasculartsed test B. perspkuum
Systems, usually crowded, do not surround

protruding areas of well-vascularised test

B. leachi

3. Numerous randomly distributed, circular

common cloacal apertures; test firm

B. viotaceum

Feu and very large, usually terminal, cloacal

apertures; test very soft . B, magnicoecum

Botrvlloides leachi (Savigny, 1816)

(Fig. 133; Pl.Vd-h)
Hairs Hits leachii Savtcny, IS 16, p. 199. Michaclsen,

1921a. p. 101; 1922, p. 479 Hanraeyer, 1923, p 361.

Brewin, 1946, pill: l94S»p.H5; 1950b, pJ44; 1951

P.104;-I952b, p.iK7
; [956, p 122; 1958, p.440; I960,

p. 119.
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Uottylhtdeslewhli wib il»i JO*.

and Hancock, J912, p. 77. Hartrttyci HI J MichaeLseo.

I92H, p.341. Millar, 1952. p 24; 19624, p.

P .62. Koti, !9>2 1 p_25H; |96 RQt; H^:»,D-29;

1972b, pABS; J972d. p.2SJ; 1976a ; W
Botrylloides perspicuum

)

Metrocurpu ieachi: Amback,
I

'

'"

Bnrryilotdes rod/era Milne-Edward;. IS4i
, p. 301

.

Botrylloides ntbrum Milnc-Edwaro ">03. Alder

and Hancock, 1912, p.74,

Botrylloides albicans Milne-Edwards. 1841. p. 304.

Bi'tryttoides ntdiata Alder And Hancock, IX4M, p206.
Botrvlloides raniutosa Alder and Hancock. 1848. p. 207.

lioirviiosdes ;parsa Alder, (863, p. 172.

Hvtn>lti>idt>\ snJMlSa AMo, ISM, p 17*.

Botrvlloides prostration Giard, is?:, p.632
1
.

Butryiioid** clavctina G'md t Ifl72, p
botrytloides imigne Giard. 1872

Buttylloides bolortiense Giard. 1875, p. 77.

< Joules fulgurate Herdmnn, 1886, p

BotrytloidespurpuFeum: Kerdrnun, 188ft, p. 41.

Ho;rv!lt>uic\ ivreum Herdman, lX8f>, nam. nov. pp,344,

39I. Gottschaldi. I89K. p.642. Sluilet, 1 904, p.lOl.

Van Name, I9I8, p. til. Millar. (975, p. 280. Kou.
l9Kt, p.2O0. (Nor: lokiokj, 19157a, P-IV-

viotaetiam).

Botryitotdcs evanesces Giard, ISS8, p.5J I,

Botfyttokte&pQryufUA HultficM-Kaas, I896i p Z4

feta espevaerense Huirru-i jx«v,.

p.25.

Borryiloides nigrum: SJUitei-, l8WJai p.49. h .

J9l2b, p.270 (part, colony with small gastric uiivum).

Kou. 1952. p.257; 1972c. p. - ..l. p 253

Botrylloides teplum Herdman, 1899, p. 101.

Sure nf)oi
?
yllouiesjocksnniamtm Herdni ... n 102

Sorcobotrytloides pannosum Herdman, 1899. p.lfl

SercobotrylfoMespamiosufli', Manor, iy<)4, p |

Botrylloides perspkuum: Sluilcr, 1904, p. 101.

Botrvlloides vtnosa Alder and I 1^12, p.8l.

Boifyittitdes flitter. Michaelsen, 191H. p. 45; 1919, r 70S

(part, not colonies with oval systems placed end ro

end).

hot ryHordes translucidum Eianmever, 1912b, p. 272.

Hoirythis sp. Bovieu, 1922, p. 44.

Dis'ikiuohon

New Records: Western AtuttralUl (Dampiet

irchipdago, WAM 145.75 .'25.75; Rowley Shoals,

WAM 938 .83; Pt. Gregory, QM 09393; Huuimanv
Abu.lhus. WAM 389.91; COctbUNl SoUAd, tfM 39399
G9663. WAM 25.75 137.75 1/1.75 922.83). South

\iiskoIih (Topgfdiflm I
,
QM GH1284) Victoria [Bass

Strait, NMV 11390, QM G12737 G1U69I; Portsea Pier,

QM GH 1 10?y-32). Nett South Wales (KalauariS Bav.

QM G10O87; Pint Mucking, QM OH33 G9392; Lofd

Howe 1. QM GH43-4; Solitary I., QM G9497; NoMolk
I, QM GH2697). Queensland (Mo.cion Bav, QM G4972

GS139 40 G5954 GH338 GH224I; Pi Vernon, QM
( 19396 G9596; Wistari Reef, QM GH2646 GH2664
GH2667 GH267 1; Northwest l.,QMGH2645- Heron I.,

QM Gl(H)99GH2643-4GH2647GH2656-26h3 OH2666
OH2668-70 GH2672-75; Townsville, QM GH295-6;

Gceenl.,Q\1GH->V I..QMGH2ri4S 53: Cape
Flat.- IH795>-

Pm-violisl-i Recokold: Western Australia

|ticrnl-Jion, Cockburn Sound. Bunbury, Albany —
Hartmeyer and Michaelvii I92X), New South Wnlc*

iPort Jackson — Hcidmau 1899. Roll 1952; Port

Hacking — Kotr I972d) Queensland (Moreton Bny
• 1972c). Indonesia (Sluilcr 1904). New Zen' tU I

rthiSou var| U— Bovicn 1922. Micfhaeliet]

1922, Drewin 1946^1960, Millar 1982a). We« Indian

1919),

South Africa (Hartmeyer 19l2b, Sluitt-r ]S9Ra, Millai

I962&).

The species also nccursaiound the BrUUfi ls|^9, in the

North Sea, the western Mediterranean, the Adriatic and

the Black Seas (see Ben ill W0», li Bppeon to have a

ran«e from the north-eastern Atlantic Ocean to the

Mediterranean, and from the Red Sea to the tropical

tndo-Weat Pacific and tow i i ito temperate w

across the southern coast of Australia

DVSi. KHTtON
Extfrnai Appearance: Colonies arc thin and

investing to irregular, with rattier lint 1

scting iiom the surface. When lobes are

present, the sooids open on the upper surtV-

the basal > ltd On both sides of the lobes The
.ice ol'ihe Miin nnd usually delicate test is even

and smooth. Zooids are crowded in long, curving

I
I
ranching double-row- systems, as well as some

Circular or oval systems. The systems are often

very crowded, and only in small colonies are there

conspicuous areas of zooid-free test between them.

The spherical to pear-shaped terminal ampullae of

the test vessels are rather randomly distributed m
trir surface test in the narrow spaces between the

systems. The terminal ampullae ciowdctt arflUffd

the border of the colony where it is growing out

over ;he substrate are often long (from 0.2 to 0.3

mm) and parallel to one another Common cJoacal

apertures are circular or elongate slits that leave

the cloaca) canal open to the surface along a

considerable part of its length.

The colours of the colonies are very variable.

Certain colour-morplis cau be recognised, but

i tier c seems to be no limit to the possible colours

and colour combinations. As in Botryllus

tehlosseri (see Sabbadin and Graziani 1967)

variations also occur in the paired bands o\'

pigment between ihe siphons (mtersiphonal bars),

which affects the pattern of pigmentation visible

on the surface, since the anterior end of the zooid

and Lhe airtul lip are level with the uppeT surface,

Colonies from Heron I. and Wistari Reef have Hie

following range of colours: lavender and white;

purplish pink and pink wilh white; datk bfOWfl

with fine yellow zig-zag pattern along the double-
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PIG. 133: HotrvlluitJes loachi — a, zooid removed from

test (QM G4y72>; b, terminal ampullae (QM GH33);
c, gut loop (QM G c>5%). (Scales: a, c. 0,1 imn.

b.0.5 mmi,

row systems; black, with white on the atrial lips;

orange, with brown and white in the atrial lips;

black, orange and vermilion /.ooids; purple zooids

with white. In preservative, the test is colourless,

with dark purple or brown pigment in the body
wall and sometimes in the terminal ampullae of

the test vessels.

Intfrnm Structure: The zooids are up to 2

mm long. The atrial aperture is very wide,

exposing a large part of the branchial sac. There

are 4 larger branchial tentacles and 4 smaller ones,

alternating with rudimentary tentacles. The 10 or

II rows of stigmata have about 16 stigmata per

row.

The gut forms an almost horizontal loop across

the posterior end of 'he zooid, partly posterior to

and partly to the left of the branchial sac. The
oesophagus curves posteriorly and venirally,

opentnginto a trumpet-shaped stomach. At their

cardiac end, the 9 gastric folds are deep and flare

out away from the oesophagus. Toward the pyloric

end of the stomach, the gastric folds become
shallow and gradually flatten as the stomach
narrows. About halfway along, a short caecum
curves anteriorly across the lateral aspect of the

stomach and at an angle to its long axis, and then

projects very slightly into the gut loop about

halfway along the anterior border of the stomach.

The stomach occupies more than half of the length

of the ascending limb of the gut loop. The narrow
duodenal section opens into a wider intestine in

the pole of the loop The rectum curves anteriorly

from a position alongside the oesophagus and

terminates in a smooth-rimmed anus that project-

up into the wide atrial opening.

The fan-shaped testis follicles, are crowded
together to form a hemispherical mass. They are

lobed around their outer herder, giving the testis

a mulberry-like appearance. On the tight, the testis

is almost level with the oesophagus; on the left, il

is just anterior to the gut loop. The ova and testis

are not mature at the same time. The ova arc-

dorsal, and slightly posterior, to the testis. They
project from the body wall as they mature.

Remarks: Characteristics of B. leachi are its

very soft test, thin colony; smooth surface; long,

crowded and curved double-row systems (usually

very close together) with unevenly distributed

spherical terminal ampullae in the narrow spaces

between the systems. Specimens with the same
trumpet-shaped stomach, small caecum and
extensive atrial aperture as the present species, but

with circular systems separated by expanses of

zooid- free raised test, were assigned by Kott

(1972a, 1972b, I972d, 1976) to B. leachi and
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resemble some described by Michaelseji I *> 1 9 -ei- S
niger These appear to be a different species

(BotryUoh xcaum).

Hnirylioui \ ravmosunr. Hartmcyer 1912 from

South Africa has a short stomach with a CD

caecum (Hartmcyer 1912b) and small circular to

elongate systems. It resembles the clavate colonies

of Botryllus schlossert Erato South Australia,

rather than B. Irachi, with which it had been

synonymised (Hamncyej and Michaeteeti 1928).

Although I Icrdinan { 1 886] has not described ihe

small stomach coecum in his specimens of

B&tryllotd£& tvteunt from the Philippines, Van
Name's ( I9IS) material from the same location is

identical with the present species, which suc_j

that B. tyreum is not a distinct species. A specimen
i the Patau Is assigned to B. tyreum by

I'okioka (l%7a), may be ;i specimen of B.

vto/aceum, as as zootcta have a long stomach
-nm. arising at right angles to the long axis of

the stomach.

Botrylloides nigrum Heidiiiau. 1886 from the

eastern Atlantic is distinguished from ti. Icucfn hy

Us closely packed sysiems, black pium. '

shorter stomach and slightly longer gastric

caecum

Botrylloides magnicoecum Hartmeyex, 1912

(Ite. 134; P| V!a-d)

BbttyffoldeS Tti&rHtm*. ttarimeycr, lsU2b, var.

mawuieoecum p.27l; (913, vwr. mftgnic i |33

Botrykus ma%nkaecn& Micuadsen. 19 IS, p.4l9j I92lh,

i
193 . p 480 19 " '- Hartmeyvr and

Micbaeh.cn, I92&, n.Ui. F4aMWg?i I'M!, p }%

limvin, W5L,p,l09; 1952b. p.187; l'>57, p.577; 1958,

p.440. Millar. 1955s, p. 1,95; IM62j. p.173 [Noi

ro! i, l%7a, p.153).

ttotrvlloidiw magnienecumi Ken, 1*5}, r>.2$«; 19

p.30; 1972b, p 185; 1973d* p.252. Millar, 196

1982a, p. n2.

P.I03.

BOtryiiuS anceps: Hanmeyer and Michaelsen, 1928,

p.iV,. Millar, l£63, p. 736.

Distribution

Nlw Records: Western Australia (Pi QM
G9405; Shark Bav. WAM 962.83). fautti Australia

(Yorke Peninsula, QM GM2298 GH2H93; Nuyts
Archipelago, QM GH2301; Ontap«rfU£& QM OS
St Vinccni c-i-lf. QM QH2376), fasmuni;i tl'i Davcy,
QM GH2026). Victoria (Bav, So.,n, Q M D

I

GHI466; Wesrern Port, QM QI0I2I 2 < .127(7; Port

Phillip Bay, QM G10123 GH36). New South Wales

(Jtervff Bay, QM GH10OV4; Port Hacking, QM C&403;
Wreck Bayj QMG9404) Queensland tHervcv Bay, I

G9401; Gladstone, QM GMSS2 GH2I56K
Prcvioi my Rj - ojJDi cj Wcsicm Australia (Shark Bav

— Hartmeyer and MiehaeKen 1928). South Atfsti il i

iKof. 1952; St Vincent Gulf — Kott 1972a; Great

.
.

ion itfght— Kott 1972b) Tasmania (Kon 1952).

Virions
I Port Phillip Bay Millar 1963 1966). New

South Wale- (Port Jackson Herdman I8W, MNlaj

Pan Hacking — Koti 1972J). Queensland il ow
Isles - Hastings 1931), New /c.i.nni tMiJueisen I9Z2,

BiewJrJ k95] 19521) 1957 1958, Miliar t?B2a). WvsM
Indian Ocean (Michaclsen 1 921b). South \i r|i

I

(Hanmeyer I912bf Millar I955a 1962a). West Africa

(MiChaehren 1.915, Hartmever 1913), ? China {Michadsen

L92J).

There arc aiRflbatiefl in the recorded distribution of

thi-. .species. Records from South Africa md icyo he

i ii iici rt co* ... Lia ;imii flow South bland of
New Zealand suciesi ii r. a temperate species, Exlendiii

up to Shark Hay on the western Ausn it _- l: |
md it-

tacksou on the ?a$tciti eoaw ol fcustialta I
l -

species has QUI been recorded from Moreton Bay.

Howe i'i rtte from both Hervey Bas md Lo^ \ekn

indicate fl<;it Poll laokSOIrl$ 0O( llu; norllirru Inn.i •
|

|

cm the eastern coast ol Australia. Michael'-

(1923) j
,|,

'
: ^'f' 1 Hong Koog '. all an d iloua

l")i S( RjPTIGN

Ex if RMAJ Appi": .* R a ni i:
. This is one of the most

spectacular ascidians known from the Ausirolinn

const, Its colonies are Hat and investing to conical

and often stalked, and the colours of tlo |r

met! re dark purple and yellow, purple,

white and ydtow; bright yellow; or greyish with

pale ZDGJds. However, in preservative /ooids are

always a dark purple colour.

fcOOida aw arranged in crowded, long.

h -lii double row systems which radiate from a

few large common cloacal apertures. As the

Mies develop, the common cloacal ttpertu

are raised on the top of large conical elevations,

with parallel double-rows of /.ooids extending

down Ihe sides of the cones. Occasionally cones

arc subdivided and 2 or 3 secondary eK*e;it

project from ihe sides. The common cloacal

apertures are unusually large, exposing the

terminal part ot the canals that extend between the

rows of /ooids. The borders of ihe cloacal

apertures arc formed of the atrial lips of the zooids

around the fop of the colony. The colonies are

often sessile, but frequently have a basal, fleshy,

zooid-frce stalk containing a network of blood
vessels with pear-shaped terminal ampullae. Long,

crowded terminal ampullae are often present in the

borders of investing sheets. There tfl Very little

zooid-frce test between the systems. The test is \er\

soft, and preserved colonies are collapsed,

INTERNA] StruJ iuk^: Zooids are up to 1.7mm
long. The border of the branchial aperture has very

fine sciTanons. The 8 branchial tentacles are about
equal in size. The atrial opening is very wide and
open, exposing a large pan of ihe branchial sac
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Fig. 134: Botrytloides magnicoecus - a, b, side view of zooids (QM G10123, G9401 ); c, ventral view of zooids with

developing eggs projecting from the body (QM G9401). (Scales: 0.1 mm).

directly to the cloacal canal. There is a long,

sometimes pointed, tongue-like extension of the

body wall from the upper rim of the opening.

The 12 rows of stigmata have 12 to 14 stigmata

in each row. In preserved specimens, there are

patches of dark pigment on the body wall over the

ventral end of each row of stigmata.

The stomach is short and wide, and occupies

only about one-third of the ascending limb of the

gut loop. The loop is partly behind the branchial

sac and partly to the left of it. There are 8 deep

stomach folds extending the whole length of the

stomach, with the longest folds on its outer curve.

A long caecum curves around at the side of the gut

loop, in the opposite direction to the curve of the

loop (i.e., anticlockwise). The intestine curves

anteriorly into the rectum, which opens by a

smooth rimmed anus in the wide atrial opening.

The gonads are present on each side of the body
near the posterior end. Those on the left are

anterior to the gut loop. The testes are circular

clusters of about 8 male follicles. A single ovary

on each side is present just anterior and dorsal to

the testis.

Remarks: The conical stalked lobes (which

appear to develop from the flat colonies) have been

described only from Australia. Although these

stalked lobes are more often collected than the

sheet-like colonies, Michaelsen and Hartmeyer

(1928) do not record stalked colonies either as B.

magnicoecum or B. anceps. They distinguish these

two species by the shape of their terminal

ampullae, the former having spherical to short

oval ampullae sharply cut-off from the terminal

vessel and the latter having pear-shaped ampullae

that gradually expand from the vessel. None of the

specimens examined in connection with the present

study has spherical ampullae, although some
ampullae in the border of expanding colonies are

elongate. Ampullae do not appear, therefore, to

be a reliable distinguishing characters in this case.

In other respects, the Australian specimens,

conform with both Hartmeyer's (1912b) and other

specimens assigned to this species: they have the

characteristic long, close, double-row systems, few

cloacal apertures and long gastric caecum. Brewin

(1951) describes colonies with common cloacal

apertures 2 to 5 cm apart.

Botryllus rufus (Oka 1927c) was synonymised

with the present species by Tokioka (1967a).

However, the very much shorter gastric caecum of

B. rufus and its circular systems and long male

follicles distinguish it from the present species.
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Bolrylloides perspicuum Herdman, 1886

(Fig. 135; PI VIe-h)

Botrylloides perspicuum Herdman, 1886, p. 45. Sluiter,

1904, p. 101. Kott and Goodbody, 1982, p. 533.

Botrylloides niger: Michaelsen, 1919, p. 105 (pan,

specimens with closed oval systems and high ridges of

test between).

Bolrylloides leachii: Kott, 1972a, p. 29; 1972b, p. 185;

1972d, p.253; 1976a, p. 74.

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Dampier

Archipelago WAM 171.75; Houtman's Abrolhos, WAM
389.75 391.75 949.83; Shark Bay, WAM 964-5.83;

Cockburn Sound, WAM 913.83, 930-1.83 935.83

949.83; Busselton). South Australia (Ward 1., QM
GH950; Top Gallant I., QM GH929 GH949; Pearson

1., QM GHI281; Kingston, QM G10117; Roxby 1., QM
GH2372 GH2378 GH2380 GH2383). Tasmania (Roches

Beach; Brimy I., QM G9598; Tinderbox, QM G9998
G10157). Victoria (Portland Harbour, QM GH37;
Portsea, QM GI0136-7 G12719; Pope's Eye, QM
G127I8; Lakes Entrance, QM G11874; Bass Strait, QM
Gl 1874 G 12737; Western Port, QMG12720). New South

Wales (Lord Howe I., QM GH42-3; Port Hacking, QM
C.9392 G9395). Queensland (Hervcv Bay, QM G9401
GH2462).

Previously Recorded: South Australia (St Vincent

Gulf — Kott 1972a; Great Australian Bight — Kott

1972b). Victoria (Western Port — Kott 1976a). Indonesia

(Sluiter 1904). Philippines (Herdman 1886). Hong Kong
(Kott and Goodbody 1982). Red Sea (Michaelsen 1919).

The species has not been recorded north of Hervey

Bay on the eastern Australian coast. However, it is

recorded well to the north on the western coast. Its

records from locations to the north of Australia are

limited to the type location off the Philippines and from

Hong Kong (Kott and Goodbody 1982) and the Red Sea

(Michaelsen 1919).

Description
External Appearance: The colonies are

always robust, but very variable. Some are large,

flat, stalked or sessile lobes up to about 4 cm long,

while others are thick, investing colonies,

sometimes growing around weed or other debris.

Occasionally, the lobes are constricted along their

length, and sometimes a stalked lobe grows out

from a sessile cushion.

The test is always firm, translucent and smooth.

However, in preserved specimens, the surface is

always depressed over the zooid systems, with

raised areas of zooid-free test between them. Zooid

are sometimes in circular systems, arranged in

rows along the length of the colony. These systems

become elongate as more zooids are added and

eventually join to form long double-row systems

extending parallel to one another, with long ridges

of zooid-free test between them. However,

common cloacal apertures are rounded, sometimes

conspicuously protruding at intervals between the

double-rows. The longitudinal test ridges between

the systems are sometimes divided along their

length to form circular, protruding areas where the

double rows of zooids divide and cross to join an

adjacent row. The test is filled with the evenly

spaced, large, spherical terminal ampullae of the

test vessels. These ampullae are often elongate and

crowded in the borders of the colonies.

As with other species in the subfamily, the

colours of the living colony are very variable

indeed. The following colour combinations are

recorded: grey test and yellow-green zooids; yellow

zooids with white atrial lips; pale olive-green

matrix with yellow zooids; orange zooids. In

preservative, the test is always colourless, but there

is dark purplish black to blue pigment in the body
wall and sometimes in the terminal ampullae.

Internal Structure: The zooids are relatively

large. There are 4 large and 4 moderately sized

branchial tentacles with rudimentary ones
between. The atrial aperture is very large and wide,

exposing a large part of the branchial sac. The
branchial sac has 14 to 18 rows, each of up to 20

stigmata.

The gut loop is horizontal, partly posterior to

the branchial sac, with the rectum extending

anteriorly at right angles to it. The anal opening

projects above the posterior rim of the atrial

opening and is exposed to the cloacal canal. The
stomach is long and trumpet-shaped, wide at the

cardiac end where the deep gastric folds flare out

around the oesophagus. The folds are less deep
toward the pyloric end of the stomach, which

narrows to the intestine and often appears to be

smooth. A short caecum rises from the suture line

about halfway along its length, curves anteriorly

across the stomach and projects very slightly into

the gut loop.

There is a rounded to hemispherical testis each

side of the posterior end of the body. Testes consist

of male follicles radiating inwards and divided into

rounded lobes on the convex surface of the

hemisphere. A large embryo projects from the

body wall, usually only on the right side of the

body dorsal and anterior to the testis.

Rfmarks: The zooids of this species closely

resemble those of B. leachi. However, the test is

always very firm, with the inter-zooidal areas

raised in long ridges or circular swellings while in

B. leachi the test is soft and without raised

interzooidal areas. Herdman (1886) described

these raised areas of test in the type material.

Further, the zooids of the present species are larger

than those of B. leachi and have 14 to 18 rows of
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Fig. 135: Botrylloides perspicuum — a - e, colonies (QM G12719, GH2383, GH2380); d, ventral view of zooid (QM
G10136); e, parietal view of zooid (QM G10136). (Scales: a - c, 5.0 mm; d, e, 0.25 mm).

stigmata, in contrast to the 10 to 12 in the latter

species.

Botrylloides violaceum Oka, 1927

(Fig. 136)

Botrylloides violaceum Oka, 1927c, p.608. Tokioka,

1949a, p. 7; 1951a, p.10; 1951b, p. 173; 1953a, p.241;

1967a, p. 158, ? s.sp. marginatus p. 160.

?Botrylloides tyreum: Tokioka 1967a, p. 157.

Description

New Records: Queensland (Sarina, QM GH2686).

Previously Recorded: Japan (Oka 1927c, Tokioka
1949a 1951a,b 1953a). Palau Is (Tokioka 1967a).

Description
External Appearance: The colonies are firm,

ridged and vary from sessile cushions to upright

plates. The zooids are in more or less straight

double-row systems parallel to one another. Not
all the systems in the colony run in the same
direction since there are groups of parallel rows at

angles to one another. In the present colonies, the

double-row systems are conspicuously depressed

between the high, narrow ridges of test that

separate them. The colour in preservative is

greenish beige. There are large pear-shaped to

spherical terminal ampullae crowded in the test.

Circular common cloacal apertures are randomly
distributed along the cloacal canals.

Internal Structure: The 4 larger branchial

tentacles alternate with 4 of moderate length, with

rudimentary tentacles between. The atrial aperture

is very wide indeed, exposing a large part of the

branchial sac. The upper border of the opening is

extended into a fairly short but wide, rounded lip.

The 14 rows of stigmata have no more than 14

stigmata per row.

The gut forms a horizontal loop partly behind

the branchial sac and the rectum extends anteriorly

to open about halfway up the branchial sac. The
wide atrial opening exposes a large part of the

rectum. The stomach is short and wide, occupying

about half of the ascending limb of the loop. There

are 8 deep gastric folds extending the whole length

of the stomach. The gastric caecum joins the

suture line on the lateral aspect of the stomach,

near its pyloric end. The caecum is L-shaped. It
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FiG. 136: Botrylloides vmiaceus (QM QH2686)
2.0 mm; b, t, 0! fOitll

a, part ol colony, b, lateral view oi /ooid; c. gut loop, (Scales: a,

arises at right angles lo the longitudinal axis of the

stomach and extends anteriorly before curving into

the gut loop, where its terminal tip forms a bulb-

like expansion. There is a collar of conspicuous

glandular material where the gastro-intestinal duct

(from about halfway along the caecum) branches

Over the intestine.

No gonads are developed in the newly recorded

specimens, although Tokioka (1949a) reports

characteristically Botrylloides gonads in his

specimens (Tokioka 1949a, PI. 3, Fig. 4).

Rlmark.s; Tokioka (1967a) suggests that B.

violaceum may be synonymous with B. leachi.

However, the rather Long gastric caecum of the

present species distinguishes it from all others

except Batryilus VCklosseri, The latter species is

distinguished by its atrial siphon and restricted

atrial opening and by its generic characters.

Botrylloides fyreunr. Tokioka 1967a appears to

be an immature colony of the present species

rather than of B. leachi, which has an

inconspicuous gastric caecum.

The colony from Queensland with its close,

parallel, double row systems and firm, ridged test

ears to be identical with specimens from Japan

(Tokioka l9Sla).

Family PYURIDAE Hartmeyer, 1908

Stolidobranch ascidians with branched branchial

tentacles and more than 4 (usually 6 to 10)

branchial folds on each side of the body. The
dorsal lamina is either a smooth-edged membrane

represented by a series o\' pointed languets.

I he pyloric parr of the gut has a distinct liver that

protrudes from the gut wall. There is usually only

one gonad on each side of the body, although it is

often lobed or divided into separate sacs, each

joined to common gonoducts. Vegetative

reproduction has not been reported in this family.

The siphonal armature is well developed and
more diverse than it is in the Styelidae, varying

from round-edged, curved scales, to pointed hooks

or long pointed needles, sometimes with secondary
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scales. Only in a very few species has the siphonal

armature not been detected. These crowded,

overlapping, cuticular structures often cause

iridescence in the siphonal lining and around the

outside of the apertures. The test is usually very

tough and leathery in this family and often the

superfical cuticle is thickened into circular or

polygonal scales (see Pyura, irregularis group).

The body musculature consists of internal

longitudinal bands that usually radiate from each

siphon to cross those from the other siphon on the

sides of the body, creating more or less rectangular

meshes. There are external circular muscles around

each siphon and around the base of each siphon,

sometimes spreading out from the latter over a

wide radius. Occasionally there are also circular

muscles posterior to the siphonal muscles. These

surround the body and receive branches from the

radiating longitudinal bands. Stigmata are usually

longitudinally oriented, but may be curved and

irregular (Bathypera) or coiled to form infundibula

approaching the molgulid condition

[Heterostigma, Bolteniopsis, Cratostigmata,

Hartmeyeria and Ctenyura). This coiling of

stigmata usually occurs only in the top of the

branchial folds and is not always conspicuous.

Although the stomach wall is glandular and

folded in most families of the Ascidiacea, the

elaboration of glandular epithelium into pouches

that project out from the pyloric part of the gut

to form a distinct digestive gland or liver occurs

only in the Pyuridae and Molgulidae. Its greatest

development is in the genera Pyura and Ctenyura

where it forms an arborescent structure that

branches off the gut and projects into the atrial

cavity.

Species are, so far as is known, oviparous.

Those larvae that are known have small,

undeveloped organs and the adhesive papillae are

in the primitive triradial arrangement. There is an

ocellus and an otolith. In the laboratory, larvae

settle and metamorphose within a few hours of

hatching. There are no devices to retain eggs in the

peribranchial cavity. Since both male and female

ducts open near the base of the atrial siphon,

fertilisation is very probably external. During the

prehatching period of up to 12 hours for some
species (Anderson et al. 1975), the embryos are

subject to dispersal.

The family is diverse, the genera Pyura and

Microcosmus especially being well represented in

Australian waters. Although there are species in

both genera with a wide geographic range in the

Indo-West Pacific, a majority of the species are

indigenous and temperate in their range.

Abyssal genera not yet recorded from
Australian waters are Bolteniopsis Harant, 1927c

(polytypic) from the northern Atlantic; Bathypera
Michaelsen, 1904b (polytypic) from the eastern

Pacific and Antarctic; Pyurella Monniot and
Monniot, 1973 (monotypic) from the northern

Atlantic; Bathypyura Monniot, 1971 (polytypic)

from the northern and tropical Atlantic; Culeolus

Herdman, 1881a (polytypic) from all oceans; and
Paracu/eolus Vinogradova, 1970 (monotypic)
from the north-western Pacific.

Interstitial polytypic genera not yet recorded

from Australia are Heterostigma Arnback, 1924
from Europe (see Monniot and Monniot 1961) and
Cratostigmata Monniot and Monniot, 1961 from
the northern Atlantic and Mediterranean. The
monotypic genus Eupera Michaelsen, 1904b is

known only from western Africa. The
cosmopolitan polytypic genus Bottenia Savigny,

1816 is represented by B. transversaria (Sluiter,

1904) in Indonesian waters, but is not yet recorded

from Australia.

Key to the Genera op- Pyuridae
(* not recorded from Australia)

1

.

Tentacles not branched 2

Tentacles branched 5

2. Gonads 3 per side; stigmata straight

Eupera *

Gonads never more than 1 per side; stigmata

coiled 3

3. Branchial sac folded 4

Branchial sac not folded Heterostigma *

4. Protostigmata in posterior part of branchial

sac Bolteniopsis *

No protostigmata in posterior part of

branchial sac Cratostigmata *

5

.

Stigmata present 6

Stigmata absent 15

6. Stigmata irregular Bathypera *

Stigmata not irregular 7

7. Dorsal lamina smooth 8

Dorsal lamina with languets 10

8. A gonad on each side of the body 9

A gonad on the right side of the body only

Pyurella *

9. Stigmata coil in the edge of the branchial

folds Hartmeyeria

Stigmata do not coil in the edge of the

branchial folds Microcosmus

10. Stigmata transverse Boltenia *

Stigmata not transverse 11

11. Gonad completely enclosed in primary gut

loop on left 12
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Gonad Outside or parti.. de primary gut

loop on left 14

12 Arborescent liver diverticulum protrudes

freely into airia! cavity; no barbed

calcareous spicules 13

No arborescent liver diverticulum protruding

freely into atrial i with barbed
calcareous spicules Herdnwnia

1 3. Stigmata form infundibula Ctenyura

Stigmata do not form infundibula Pvura

14. More than one gonad per :<idt.,..Hatocmthia

more than one gonad peT side .CteniceUa

15. Branchial folds present Paracu/eohts *

Branchial folds absent 16

Mi P in
.

.
Bathypyura

^

I'rotostigmata not present Culeofus *

i
is Pyura Molina. 1782

Pyttffl cttifensis Molina, 1782

The genus is characterised by the presence of

dorsal lanj 'iher than a conlinuous fold or

lamina along the mid-dorsal line of the pharynx.

The liver diverticula consist o( a main stem that

branches off the gut and primary, secondary and

tertiary branches ending in crowded, small,

routiUed terminal lobules The main liver

diverticula project free of the gut into the

peribran. -^onad on

each side of lite body usually divides into separate,

polyearp-like sacs along each side of a central

common oviduct and vas deferens. The left gonad

is entirety enclosed in tnegut loon

The branchial folds lit this germs arc wide, and

arc separated by a strip of flat branch i,
f

which there are usually a relatively large nun bei

of internal longitudinal vessels.

The polycatp-iikc gonad sacs devei*

pouches from a tubular ovary, with the male

follicles closely applied along their outer borders.

In most species, the ovarian pouches and I

fd male follicles are constricted from the

primary tube, which persists as
I
h et ral oviduct

accompanying the vas deferens, both recej

;1 ducts from each sac before Ope

together near the atrial aperture to the» primitive

arrangement, the sacs on opposite sides Ol the

central duces alternate with one another, but that

\] cement is often obscured- In several sp

{Pyura sacti/nr-tiis, P. arenosa, and P obi

sessile pouches, rather f'nan constricted sacs,

alternate along each side of the central ducts. A
ootrti >wded ova fills the pouches

and the central duct such that the ovary appears

as a continuous, rather smuous lube, Sometimes

gonad sacs on the posterior side of the gonoducts

arc not developed and there is only a single row,

on the anterior side.

Variations in siphonal armature, number of

branchial folds, length of the dorsal lamina and
related curvature of the gut loop, distance apart

oi siphons and related position of the neural

complex and dorsal tubercle, shape and type of

fixation of gonad sacs to the body wall and the

development ot the liver diverticula andendocarps

are the principal morphological characters by

winch the species are characterised. A few species

also have calcareous inclusions in the lest [Pyura

spitto&fi P. HUuralis, P gibbosa&nd P. australis).

The horny branching fibres sometimes observed in

the body wall and pharynx of P. sacciformis and

P. stotoniferu only occur occasionally, and do not

Constitute a reliable specific character, The

siphonal armature appears to represent a reliable

plesiomorphic character by which most of the

spec ring in Australia may be grouped:

1. Pachydertnauna group. The species in

group are commonly known as Sea Tulips.

They usually have a naked, leathery test.

although P. ostreophilo and P. spinifera

have an investment oi' a ffolharca sponge.

The siphonal spines are conical but

asymmetrical, the outer side is longer than

the inner side, and is Rat and scale-like

posteriorly. Sand is never included in the

With the exception o( P. ostreophilo

and P. spimfera, the species have calcareous

spicules embedded in the test. There is

imIIv a long, narrow stalk from the

anu d of the body The apertures,

both on the side of the head, are directed

away from one another The stalk does not

.

how floats from the anteriot end of

the body in P littorolis and P. spinosa

(which have posterior stalks and both

apertures on the upper surface) and P.

ostreophilo (which has small, narrow

Stolons randomly developed from various

parts o( the body). The branchial aperture

is never terminal in the pachydermatin

a

group of species, the majority o\ which

appear to be adapted to habitats where

water currents change direction, since the

head on its long stalk moves with the

current, its branchial aperture always
presented toward the oncoming current.

There are always 6 branchial folds. The
dorsal lamina is long, the branchial folds not

very deeply curved, and the gut forms a

narrow, .i-shaped loop. The paired liver
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diverticula from opposite sides of the gut are

of more of less equal size (in contrast to

other species, which usually have a single

main diverticulum and proximal (sometimes

paired) accessory outgrowths). The gonads

are fixed firmly to the body wall.

Australian members of the group are Pyura

gibbosa gibbosa, P. gibbosa draschii, P.

spinifera, P. australis and probably P.

littoralis, P. spinosa and P. ostreophila. The
last 3 species have largely diverged from the

usual morphology. The New Zealand

species, P. pachydermatina (Herdman), P.

lutea (Sluiter), P. spinossissima

(Michaelsen), are closely related to the

typical Australian members of the group

(see Millar 1982a). Antarctic species P.

legumen (Lesson) and P. georgiana

(Michaelsen), which extend up the Scotia

Ridge into Patagonian waters, are also

related (K.ott 1969a). There appears not to

be a related species in South African waters.

The group is apparently confined to

temperate and southern polar seas.

2. Irregularis group: Species are usually sessile

with a very hard, irregular test, often

impregnated with sand, or with scale-like

cuticular thickenings. The siphonal

armature consists of minute (0.01 to 0.02

mm), curved scales with a rounded margin.

The atrial aperture, which is usually well

removed from the branchial aperture, is

sometimes directed posteriorly. The dorsal

ganglion is often very long and the

peritubercular area very deep. The
oesophagus opens at the posterior end of the

branchial sac and the folds are not deeply

curved. The gut forms a simple, often wide,

loop. With the exception of P. elongata, the

species of this group have more than 6 folds

in the branchial sac. The gonads are

invariably lightly fixed to the thin body wall

by very fine ligaments and are readily

dislodged.

Australian members of the group are Pyura

viarecta n . sp .
, P. confragosa n . sp

.
, P.

abradata n.sp., P. fissa., P. navicula n.sp.,

P. seortea n.sp., P. irregularis, P.

crassacapitata n.sp. P. molguloides, P.

pantex&nd P. eiongata. Only P. pantex and

P. elongata have a wide Indo-West Pacific

range.

Although the majority are indigenous

Australian species in either temperate or

tropical waters, the affinities of this group

of species appear to be with southern rather

than tropical fauna. The Antarctic species,

P. squamata Hartmeyer, P. discoveryi

(Herdman) and P. tunica Kott, are probable

relatives of P. elongata, P. irregularis and

P. molguloides, respectively (see Kott

1969a). New Zealand species P. trita

(Sluiter), P. carnea (Brewin) and P.

caneel'la 1a (Brwin) also appear to be related

to P. molguloides (see Millar 1982a).

3. Obesa group: The surface of the test is often

impregnated with sand and may be hard, but

it is not especially irregular. The apertures

are often close together on the upper
surface. The siphonal armature consists of

long, iridescent, needle-like spines,

sometimes expanded along their length (P.

isobella, P. curvigona) and usually

narrowing toward the base. The dorsal

border of the body is short, the apertures

close together. Often the dorsal lamina is

also very short, and the branchial folds

deeply curved. The gut loop is often

expanded at the pole and deeply curved.

There are always 6 branchial folds on each

side. The gonads are firmly attached to the

body wall, and often embedded deeply in it.

Australian species in this group are P.

tasmanensis n.sp., P. isobella n.sp., P.

curvigona, P. arenosa and P. obesa. Pyura
baliensis Millar, 1975 (with siphonal

armature identical to that ofA tasmanensis)

is a related species from Indonesia. Pyura

zansibarica Michaelsen, which is closely

related to P. isobella n.sp., is known from
the West Indian Ocean. Many of these

species have previously been confused with

Pyura vittata (Stimpson) (see Kott 1976a)

owing to their long, iridescent siphonal

spines, and they may be related

phylogenetically. Although 3 of the

indigenous Australian species appear to be

primarily temperate (P. tasmanensis n.sp.,

P. isobella n.sp., P. obesa) they appear to

have close affinities with tropical species;

while P. curvigona and P. arenosa extend

into the tropical waters of the western

Pacific. This is the only one of the 3 groups

of Pyura spp. that possibly have a closer

relationship with tropical than with

subantarctic fauna.

The ungrouped species {P. sacciformis and P.

stolonifera) have curved pointed spines in the

siphonal lining and occasionally branched, horny

spicules in the test. The last two species are

unusual in having very wide geographic ranges (in
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TABLE-X VI Summary of Characters of Species of Pyura recorded from Australia

Species 'Range :Range in Attachment Surface Apertures Siphonal Perituber- Branchial ^Internal lon-

outside Australian cutar area folds gitudinaj

Australia waters vessels

P. scortea n.sp.

P. elongatQ

ft pantex

P. crassacapitata

n.sp.

P. molguloides

P. navicula n.sp.

P. abradala n.sp.

P. viarectan.sp,

P. confragosa

n,sp.

P. irregularis

— Cockburn Sd

IWP Dampier
Arch.

-Mossman

Red Sea Shark Bay

— Cockburn Sd
- Moreton
Bay

— SA-NSW
— Moreton Bay

— SA - Bass St

— Heron I.

— Moreton Bay

-Li/ard I.

Tas. - NSW

sessile naked

stalked

sessile

sandy
n

naked

sandy

naked

apart round scales shallow

deep

6 (22)8

(30)6

?

deep

7 U6)5

(16)4

n it M

8-9

a

(20)4

'1

»
narrow,

deep

deep

9

H

(16)

1-2

(20)3

i> wide II

(25)8

» II

narrow,

deep

7-8 (24)7

P. ftssa — Bass St deep (16)4

P. arenosa

P. tasmanensis

n.sp.

P. obesa

P. isobel/a n.sp

P. curvigona

WP Bowen - sandy close

Abrolhos

— Tas. " *

— Dampier stalked or

Arch. Cape sessile

Melville

— Cockburn Sd sessile
"

-NSW
WP Heron I.-

* naked apart

Shark Bav

flattened shallow

spines

long needles
"

(25)10

(25)6

(42)12

(25)6

(12)6

P. sacciformis

P. stoionifera

WP Albany -

Cape
Kimberley

pan-te Shark Bay
Noosa

variable

conical

spines

6-7

6-7

(20)3

(18)3

P. fittoralis

P. spinosa

P. australis

P, gibbosa

gibbosa

P. gibbosa

draschii

P. osireophila

P. spinifera

— Tas.

Cockburn Sd stalked or

-NSW sessile

Dongara - stalked

NSW
Tas-

ir

Moreton Bay

Cockburn Sd
B

-Pt Phillip

Bay

Albany - stolons

Bass St

Carnavon - stalked

NSW

naked

sponge
investment

apart

none

shallow

6-7

(13)1

(12)1-2

08H

(15)1-2

'Pan-te, pan temperate; WP, western Pacific; IWP, Indo-West Pacific. :Range given anti-clockwise around the continent,

folds) between folds. "Number of rows; shape; number/row.

!(on
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TABLE XVI — Summary of Characters of Species of Pyura recorded from Australia (cont.)

Species Gut loop Endocarps

on gut

4Polycarp sacs Gonad
attachment

No. liver

diverticula

Additional features

P. scoriea n.sp. closed absent 2; cuboid; 10 ligaments 4
—

P. elongata open
*

2; rounded; 7-8 i
1 + surface test with thickened

scales

P. pantex II a
2;7 ?

w H

P. crassacapitata

n.sp.

II «
2; irregular; 12+ ligaments

<¥

ridge of thick test between

apertures

P. molguloides If HI
2; rounded;! 2 4 B "

straight branchial folds

P. navicula n.sp.
" H

2; lobed;S
* «

sandy papillae on hard test

P. abradata n.sp.
tt II

2; lobed;9
If f

hard wrinkled test

P. viarectan.sp.
It H

2; rounded
It *

sand enmeshed long hairs

around surface

P, confragosa n.sp.
"

present 2; rounded
proliferated

» H
hard wrinkled test often

with thickened scales

P. irregularis
II *

2; rounded;8-10 u II

dorsal tubercle in posterior

P. fissa 2; irregular;

proliferated

end of deep pentubercular

area

surface test with thickened

scales

P. arenosa

P. tasmanemis

n.sp.

P. obesa

P. Isabella n.sp.

P, curvigona

closed absent

present

2; continuous;8-10 membrane

2; rounded; 12+ embedded

2; continuous;10 +

2; lobed;12 membrane

2;rounded;10+

flexible test

hard wrinkled test

siphonal spines of 2 sizes;

short dorsal lamina; deeply

curved gut loop

siphonal spines inflated

basally

siphonal spines with scales

P, sacciformis

P. stolonifera

2; continuous;JO +

1 or 2 cuboid; embedded

4 prs siphonal spines large

striated

2 very short dorsal lamina

P. liitoralis

P. spinosa

P. australis

P. gibbosa gibbosa

P. gibbosa drasch'ti

2; irregular

2; rounded

1; elongate

1; elongate;8

membrane 4 prs

6 prs

5 prs

3 prs

5-6 prs

spherical spicules in test;

multiple 8 openings

stallate spicules in test

P. ostreophila

P. spinifera

2; rounded *
4 prs

1; elongate embedded 3 prs

aggregates embedded in

sponge

usually covered by sponge
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tropical and temperate waters respectively). With
Pyura curvigona, P. elongata and P. pantex they

are the only species recorded from Australia that

are not indigenous.

As in other ascidian genera species of Pyura
have a tendency to become isolated in Australian

temperate waters. The genus differs from
Polycarpa, Polyzoinae and Microcosmus,

however, in that the affinities of the Australian

species appear to be primarily with the

subantarctic, rather than the tropical fauna (see

Biogeography).

Key to the Species of Pyura Recored from
Australia

1

.

Stalk originates from anterior end of head . . 2

Stalk, when present, does not originate from
anterior end of head 5

2. With horny mesh cylinder in stalk

P. spinifera

No horny mesh cylinder in stalk 3

3. Anal border usually with long, flattened lobes;

spicules from layer under cuticle of stalk do

not spread into centre of stalk../3, ausiralis

Anal border without long, flattened lobes;

spicules from layer under cuticle of stalk do

spread into centre of stalk 4

4. Anal border with long, branched, feathery

fringe P. gibbosa draschii

Anal border without long, branched, feathery

fringe P. gibbosa gibbosa

5. Test crowded with hard, spherical, calcareous

spicules 6

Test not crowded with hard, spherical,

calcareous spicules 7

6. Ovarian sacs with separate ducts . P. littoralis

Ovarian sacs joined by single common
duct P. spinosa

7. Individuals form aggregates embedded in

sponge P. ostreophila

Individuals do not form aggregates

embedded in sponge 8

8. Siphonal armature consists of strongly curved

hooks with a wide basal flange

P. sacciformis

Siphonal armature does not consist of strongly

curved hooks with a wide basal flange .... 9

9. Siphonal armature consists of sharply pointed

spines; 6 branchial folds on each side ....10

Siphonal armature, when present, consists of

rounded scales; 6 or more branchial folds

on each side 15

10. Gut loop with endocarps 11

Gut loop without endocarps P. arenosa

11. Siphonal spines with opalescent, flattened

scale halfway along their length; apertures

separated P. curvigona

Siphonal spines without opalescent, flattened

scale halfway along their length; apertures

close 12

12. Siphonal spines with expanded, opalescent

basal half P. isobella n.sp.

Siphonal spines without opalescent expanded
basal half 13

13. Siphonal spines of two sizes, large scattered

amongst small P. obesa

Siphonal spines not of two sizes 14

14. Dorsal lamina short P. stolonifera

Dorsal lamina long.... P. tasmanensis n.sp.

15. Branchial folds 6 per side 16

Branchial folds more than 6 per side 17

16. Surface test with scale-like thickenings

P. elongata

Surface test without scale-like thickenings

P. scortea n.sp.

17. Endocarps present on gut 18

Endocarps not present on gut 20

18. Dorsal tubercle in base of deep peritubercular

area P. irregularis

Dorsal tubercle not in base of deep
peritubercular area 19

19. Apertures on long siphons P.fissa

Apertures not on long siphons

P. confragosa n.sp.

20. Test with thick, sandy, outer casing

P. molguloides

Test without thick, sandy, outer casing. .21

21. 9 branchial folds per side... P. abradata n.sp.

7 branchial folds per side 22
22. Hard papillae crowded on surface test

P. navicula n .sp

No hard papillae crowded on surface test ..23

23. Scale-like thickenings in surface test

P. pantex
No scale-like thickenings in surface test 24

24. Thick ridge of test between apertures; curved

branchial folds P. crassacapitata n.sp.

No thick ridge of test between apertures;

straight branchial folds ... P. viarecta n.sp.

The following species recorded from the Indo-

West Pacific have not been recorded from
Australian waters:

Pyura aripuensis Herdman, 1906, from Sri Lanka
(BM 1907.8.30.12), has long, pointed spines in

the siphonal lining, but otherwise resembles P.

confragosa n.sp. in many of its characters. Both
apertures are on the upper surface of a long,

curved body, the branchial siphon at the

anterior end being longer than the atrial siphon,
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which is about two-thirds or the distance along

the upper surface. The gut has endocarps along

the descending limb, and the gonads consist of

very numerous polycarp sacs,

Pyura brevlramosa (Siuiter, 1904) from Indonesia

may be related 10 P, obesa, as the gut forms a

deep double loop. It has fewer interna]

longitudinal branchial vessels than P. obesa.

Pyura tanka (Herdman, 1906) from Sri Lanka is

similar to P. arenosa in its overlapping siphonal

spines, 6 branchial folds, continous gonads,

long gut loop, inconspicuous external apertures,

long branchial siphon, and sand embedded test

Herdman noted its similarity to P. jacatrensis

Siuiter, 1904 (< P. arenosa). However, P.

lanka has a ridge of thickened test alone the

upper part of the body, through which (he

siphons extend, as in P. crassacapitata n.sp.

Pyura polycarpa (Siuiter, 1904), also from
Indonesia, has a wide gut loop, a large number
of polycarp sacs well removed from the common

ducts, and a large number of internal branchial

vessels in the interspace. Although many ot the

characters suggest a relationship with P,

confragosa n.sp., Sluiter's species has only 6
branchial folds on each side of the body.

Pyura abradata n.sp.

(Fig. 137)
Pyura irregularis: Kott, 1952, p.271 (part, specimen

|

from St Vincent Gulf); 1972a. p.38; 1972b, p.187.

Distribution
Type LOCALITY: South Australia (Kangaroo t.

American River Inlet, coll. H. Duyverman, 1976,

holotypeQMGlOOOti.

New Records: Souih Australia (St Vincent Gulf,

paratypes QM G930i G93I2 G9327 G9331). Victoria

(Bass Strait. NMV H400 H445 H460 H464-5 U912
H924).

Previously Recorded: South Australia (St Vincent

Gulf — Kott 1952 1972a; investigator Strait — Kott

1972b).

FIG 137 Pyura ahrudaia n.sp. — ft, b, external appearance (QM GHI001, G9327); c, d, dorsal tubercles (QM
G930I, G9327); e, gut and gonad, showing large live! (QM 09327), (Scales: a. h, e. 5 mm; c, i.O mm; d, 0.5

mm).
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Description
External Appearance: Individuals up to 3 cm

long are recorded. The body is upright, usually

narrowing anteriorly to a short terminal branchial

siphon, which is curved ventrally. The atrial

siphon is also short and projects forwards from

about halfway down the body. Contracted

individuals are round, with broader body and

shorter siphons, and with horizontal wrinkles

around the base of the siphons.

The test is extemely hard, leathery, opaque and

thin, although posteriorly it is often thicker and
slightly cartilaginous in section. The surface is

extremely rough, with shallow wrinkles and

creases. These are generally parallel, either

horizontal or longitudinal; their orientation may
depend on the contraction of the body. Fine,

horizontal wrinkles occur especially around the

anterior part of the body. The surface test contains

small, hard, circular, scale-like thickenings.

Epiphytes and foreign particles adhere to the

test, but never form a continuous coat.

Posteriorly, the test is produced into irregular,

sometimes branching, holdfasts. Irregular

aggregates of this species often occur.

Minute (0.01 to 0.02 mm), overlapping scales

with rounded anterior borders are present in the

outer part of the siphonal lining and continue

externally over the small lobes surrounding the

apertures.

Internal Structure: The body wall is very

muscular and opaque, with thick , wide and
crowded longitudinal muscle bands radiating from

the siphons and extending over the sides of the

body. An external layer of circular bands becomes
stronger around the base of the siphons. Although
circular muscles are present posterior to the

siphonal muscles, they are less conspicuous than

the longitudinal bands. At the base of the

branchial siphon, just in front of the tentacles,

there is a muscular sphincter that projects into the

lumen. The branchial tentacles are not bushy: they

have only short primary and minute secondary

branches. The very deep but wide peritubercular

area extends about one-third to halfway along the

dorsal mid-line (approximately the same length as

the dorsal lamina). The dorsal tubercle is usually

in the middle of the open, anterior end of this area.

It is large and protruberant. Its conspicuous, C-
shaped slit is turned to the left or right, with both

horns spiralling inwards. The large neural gland,

which is posterior to the tubercle, causes a swelling

in the peritubercular area. The dorsal ganglion is

long. The dorsal lamina overlies a large,

conspicuous sinus and extends well posteriorly.

The pointed dorsal languets, curving to the right,

are present to the left of the sinus. A single or

double row of large, accessory languets,

sometimes with short, pinnate branches, is present

along the right side of the sinus. The languets

increase in size posteriorly.

There are always 9 branchial folds on each side.

They are only moderately broad, and do not

overlap. The folds terminate posteriorly around

the sides and posterior rim of the oesophageal

opening. The internal branchial vessels of a

specimen 2.5 cm in diameter are arranged

according to the following formula:

DL5(15)I(16)1(15) 1(15)1(14) 2(14)2(13)1(10)1(8)

2E.Never more than 3 vessels lie in the interspace.

There are 6 relatively short stigmata per mesh.

The gut forms a very wide, simple loop in the

postero-ventral corner of the left side of the body
and the rectum does not turn anteriorly. There are

some very small liver diverticula along the long,

proximal part of the gut loop. The main liver

diverticulum branches about 4 times before

dividing into groups of terminal liver lobules. The
anal border is bilabiate.

The gonads are separate, irregularly lobed,

polycarp sacs with sharp, almost right-angled,

borders. The sacs extend along both sides of the

gonoducts. The left gonad is in the gut loop, which

does not have endocarps, although there are many
on the lobed polycarp sacs. Both the gut and

gonads are only very lightly attached to the body

wall by thin ligaments and are readily detached.

Remarks: Of the other Australian species of

this genus with rounded siphonal scales, P.

confragosa n.sp., P. elongata and P. fissa have

similar small, scale-like thickenings in the surface

test. Pyura abradata is distinguished from the

former by the absence of endocarps on the gut and
from the latter two species by its more numerous
branchial folds. Pyura rugata Brewin, 1948 from

New Zealand (OM A63.3) also has scale-like

thickenings of the test and lacks endocarps on the

gut loop. It is distinguished from the present

species, however, by its bushy tentacles and fewer

(7) branchial folds.

The species is characterised by its relatively thin,

rough, wrinkled, scaly, hard, opaque but largely

naked test; terminal branchial siphon; mid-dorsal

atrial siphon; large dorsal tubercle in the centre of

the wide anterior end of a long and wide
peritubercular area; double row of dorsal languets;

large numbers of branchial folds with relatively

few internal longitudinal vessels in the interspaces;

gut without endocarps on it; and large and
irregularly lobed polycarp sacs with sharp borders.
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Pyura arermvj < \ leTdman . 1 882)
(lugs !3S;i.h. 139)

hia uremiva Hertlmfl •
; L40.

•intjucatrenxix Sluirer, |{t9Q p
vtifhhjucutrvnsis: Sluii-r. |9W, i

<

I
nthia) jacaircns:.-.: Slullst, I *> I ^

P.M.

CidMoahiot, 1974b, n,72,l

(No?: i, lsM'\ p.S. H., , anJ

I3U7 < /^ .vajncii n.tp. Knn,
^ k^/v/A/h ,.,

i Millar,

I960b> p*12S).

!,'
I ION

Nrw Rj \V L-M-rn Australia (HoilUH
Ahr.5llv.Js, WaM J.75 1119.84). Queensland (IMW p)

Bqwct, QM GH734 GH14fl7 GUI 469 79; Towns,:
QM CH750 GUI457 GH146& Mission Beach, QVI
GUI SOS I

PitEVttftjSw Kt< omwd: fedoi :w>t).

r-rres Strait, Arafura Sea (KM LS87.2.452/4 Herdnuw
SlUher 1913).

The species is a COTiij ion OttpOltettl gf Lhti shallow

watCf bemhic fauna of sandv subsidies oft ai>i i Poll

en) and in Cleveland Bay fTawtrtville), n i.

led to tropical waters

.

External Appearance; Individuals arc cvcnlv

egg-shaped io spherical, and are usually slightly

flattened dorso-ventratly The irM IS thin, but has
fairly short hair-like processes among*! winch S»nd

nscJy packed to form a hard, rigid sandy coat.

The apertures, both of which are sessile, are on

upper surface, about one-third of the body
length apart. Owing to theinvestment oftand

II apertures are difficult to see The specimens

from north-eastern Queensland are all free living,

apparently lying on a sandy substrate. Individuals

•ever morethan 2.5 cm long. The entire length

of the siphonal lining has small (0.04 to 0.06 mm),
sharply pointed, overlapping spines. Spines near

the apertures are conical and slightly curved, with

pen, oval base that becomes longer in the

es toward the base of the siphon. These conical

spines continue onto the outer surface of the test

around each aperture and onto the anterior pan
\c body, where they are obscured by the sand.

1 heir Open base can be observed only in the spines

in the terminal part of the siphon, for those that

I tic most of the length of the siphon are flattened

and leaf-shaped. The flat part of these spines is

transveisely striated, Conferring a characteristic

peatly while iridescence to the siphonal lining. The
curve inwards to form a concavity along

iheir undcrsurface. A. small notch appears to bisect

the narrow posterior end.

Ktfrnai Structure: Internally, the branchial

siphon, which is longer than the atrial siphon, is

ted anteriorly. The atrial siphon is directed

upwards and is on a conical prominence. The body
wall is thin and transparent. Longitudinal muscle
bands radiate from both siphons, breaking up
around the periphery of the upper surface into vtr;

fine branches that continue over the rest of the

body. Strong, circular muscle bands aic piv,

around the siphons and around ihc base of the

siphons, but they are very fine and relatively sparse

en the rest of the body.

About 8 branchial tentacles are thick and flfit

with rather swollen main stems and a narrow
constriction at the base of their posterior edge.

Primary branches are pinnate, and there arc

regular secondary branches. The branches arise

from each side of the posterior edge of the tentacle,

The muscular tentacular ring projects inwards as

a sort of velum, with the branchial tentacles

supported on its free rim. The dorsa! tubercle is a

moderately sized cushion enclosed in, ot in front

of, the relatively shallow periiubercular area with

a U-shaped slit, ditected anteriorly and to the

right, with both horns turned in. The dorsal lamina
is long, the oesophageal opening being almost at

the posterior end o\' the branchial sac.

There arc 6 wide, overlapping branchial folds

on each side of the body. They are not very deepK
curved. There are up to 25 internal longitudinal

vessels on the folds and up tc 1 1 in the interspace

CSIuUei 1913). There arc 3 to 5 r.igmata per mesh
crossed b Igtifcatic vessels. The branehi-

formula for a 2 cm specimen
E4(lJ)5(tl)5| IJ3DL. A juvenile

specimen (GH180S) has only a single Intel

longitudinal vessel fa each interspace and 6 or 7

on the folds.

The gut is long and voluminous. It forms a quite

wide, but closed, loop around the whole of the

posterior and ventral borders to the left of the mid-

line. The rectum curves anteriorly, parallel to the

descending limb of the loop ? to open in the base

of the atrial siphon. There is a row of small,

delicate, liver lamellae from the cardiac end of the

pyloric pan of the gut. Distal to these rudimentary

structures is a single, large, arborescent

diverticulum with terminal lamellae, finger-like

lobules, and occasional minute papillae on the free

edge of the lamellae. These terminal branches ot

the liver diverticulum are packed together in

clumps. There are also a few small diverticula from

the gut distal to the main stalk. The anal border is

finely scalloped with minute, rounded lobes.

The primary gut loop encloses the left gonad.

The gonads are unusual in that the polycarp-like

sacs do noi separate from the ovarian tube, but
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! k. 139: Pyura arenosa — a, body removed from lest;

h, bryriL-huil urn tad t\ showing circular muscle in

Section (diagrammatic); c. gut and gonad. (Scales: a,

u 2,0 mm; b. 0.2 mm).

remain as side pouches alternating from side to

side down the length of the tube. The whole gonad
is firmly attached to the body waD. The male

follicles are grouped around the end of each side

pouch and their ducts join a common vas deferens

that extends along the middle of the ovarian tube.

The very small endocarps on the surface of each

side pouch are sometimes pointed, and sometimes

associated with a vessel connecting the body wall

and branchial sac. There are no endocarps on the

gut,

Remarks: The species is characterised by its

sandy test, siphonal spines, long gut loop and zig-

2as gonad (see Sluiter 1890). There is a marked

similarity between this species and Pyura baliensis

Millar, 1975. Millar's species is distinguished only

by its longer siphonaJ spines and the presence of a
stalk.

The type specimen of P. jacatrensis w»
redescribed by Monniot and Monniot (1974b).

Unfortunately the siphonal spmes were nnf

described. The body (with long internal branchial

siphon), sand-embedded test, gonad pouches (and
long gut loop) is identical with that of the present

specimens. Although the branchial vessels of the

type specimen (DL0(21)3(13)6(25)4(] 7)7(1 !)7(6)E)

are more numerous than those of the present

specimens, the species appear to be conspecific.

The specimen from Aru I. (Sluiter 1913) is 5 cm
long, more than twice the size of the type

specimen. It has a greater number of internal

longitudinal vessels (9 to ] 1) in the interspace, but

is otherwise similar to the fype.

Pyura jacatrensis. Hartmeyer, 1919, from
northwestern Australia differs from the present

species in having a leathery test, papillae in the

branchial siphon and on the atrial velum, siphonal

spines less than 0.03 mm lone, separate gonad
sacs, and wart-like external siphons. It appears to

be distinct from the present species. Hartmeyer
and Michaelsen (1928) specimens from Shark Bay
are reported to be conspecific with Hartmeyefs
specimens (see P, scortea n.sp-.}.

Pyura lanka (Herdman, 1906) from Sri Lanka
has many similarities to P. arenosa but i*.

distinguished by the thick anterior ndge of test-

Pyura molguloides. which has a thick, sandy
coat, like the present species has more branchial

folds and rounded siphonal scales (rather than

pointed spines). Individuals are also larger and
more robust.

Pyura austraiis (Quay and Gaimard, 1834)

(Figs 138c,d, 140)

Ascidia austraiis Quoy and Gaimard. 1834, p.6M.
Boitenia austraiis: Herdraan, 189L, p. 571. Hartmeyer,

1909. p. 1 341

Pyura austraiis: Hartmeyer and Michaelsen, 1928, p.413.

Kott, 1952, var. typica p. 226; var. parvispinatis p.26K;

1972a, s.sp. austraiis p. 39; 1972b, p.186: 1975, p. 14;

1976a, p. 77. Miliar, 1963, p.739-

Boltenia gihbosa, Herdman, 1899, p. 19.

Distribution

New Records; Western Australia (Dongara, WAM
1256-8.83; Cockbum Sound, WAM 581/2.31 16.75

197.75(1) 1259-64.S3; Albany, WAM 119.75). South

Australia (Port Noarlunga. QM G9308; Onkaparinga

.

QM G9360; Pearson | r, QM GHI324). TasmanlJ

(Orford, QM GH1332; Hobart, TM D92; Roches Beach,

TM D1EICI P18I6; Ralphs Bay. TM D716; Tinderbox.
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QM G9997; Maria L, QM GH2056). Victoria (Portsea;

Hinders, QM C.I0178. Bass Strait. QM C12746, NMV
H783 F515S1; Woodside, QM GH233; Gabo !., QM
G12746). New South Wales (Ulladulla, QM G8574; Shell

Harbour; Arrawarra). Queensland I Lizard I.. QM
GH2187).

PRSVlOi i t Rj :.»rded; Western Australia (King
George Sound — Quoy and Gaimard 1834; Gcraldton,

Cottesloe, Fremantle, Bunbury, Busselton — Hartmeycr
and Miehaelsen 15*28, Kott 1952). South Australia (Great

Australian Bight, St Vincent Gulf, Spencer Gulf,

Kangaroo 1., Investigator Strait — Kon I972a,b 1975).

Victoria (Port Phillip Bay — Millar 1963, Kott 1976a;

Western Port Bay — Kott !976a).

The species has been taken in subtidal waters down to

20 m. It has a wide range in Australian temperate waters.

The record from Lizard I. is perplexing, since most
records indicate a strictly temperate range lor this specks

(see Remarks).

Description

External Appearance: Spherical to

heads (up to 4 cm long) are supported on narrow
stalks of up to 30 cm in length. The head is

sometimes slightly compressed laterally. Its upper

free surface (which is the posterior end of the

body) is usually smooth and rounded. At its

anterior (lower) end, the body sometimes narrows
abruptly to the stalk, but in other specimens it

narrows gradually. The head is widest at the upper
end. The apertures are on short siphons on the

dorsal side of the head, slightly more than one-

third of the body length apart, and directed away
from one another The atrial siphon is uppermost,
quite close to the upper end of the head; its

aperture is directed upwards, away from the

substrate. The branchial aperture, which is toward
the lower (anterior) end of the dorsal surface, faces

in the opposite direction to the atrial aperture -

down toward the substrate. This orientation of the

apertures is caused by the differential growth of
the siphonal walls, so that their facing sides are

long, curve out and away from one another, and
lie more or less parallel to the long axis of the head

.

There are, sometimes, longitudinal furrows on
each side of the head, with rounded or pointed

tubercles along the ridges between the furrows. In

other specimens, similar tubercles are present on
an otherwise smooth head. The longitudinal

furrows are curved, parallel to the convex ventral

border of the body. The dorsal border is either

convex or straight.

The stalk is tough and horizontally wrinkled,

narrowing toward the base. In section, the stalk

has an outer, thin cuticular layer with softer

internal test. There is a layer of crowded spicules

inside the cuticle. Two large vessels extend along

the centre of the stalk, surrounded bv vacuolated.

parenchymatous test, which ofteu causes the stalk

to be flattened in preserved material. The test of

the head is very tough, with stellate spicules (up to

0.03 mm in diameter) embedded in it. A few

dumbbell-shaped spicules like those of P. gibbosa

are also present

Living specimens are orange or maroon.
Preserved specimens are usually some shade of

beige or pinkish white.

Conical, slightly curved, pointed spines 0,02 to

0.05 mm long line the siphons. However, the

rather thick, conical and pointed projecting pan
of the spine is only about half of the total length

Its outer surface projects backwards to form a

long, open base. The longest spines are fouud

toward the horder of the apertures.

Internal STRUCTURE! The body musculature

is strong, and the body wall is usually opaque. The
branchial tentacles are bushy with long primary

Fig. 140: Pyura australis — a - c, variable external

appearance (QM G 1 2746, G93Q&, G93nU), 4, anal

lobes. (Scales: a, 5.0 mm; b, c, 2.0 cm; d, 0.5 mm).
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and secondary but minute tertiary branches. The
dorsal tubercle has ;t U -shaped slit with both horns

rolled inwards. The dorsal lamina is long and the

languets long, tapering and pointed. The
oesophageal opening is at the posterior end of the

body. The branchial folds are only slightly curved,

and terminate posteriorly along the sides of the

oesophageal opening (except for the most ventral

fold, which terminates behind it).

There are 6 wide folds on each Side of The

branchial sac. Up to 8 internal longitudinal vessels

are present on the folds and 3 or 4 in the interspace

There are about 8 long, rectangular stigmata in

each mesh, crossed by a parasheniouc vessel. A
typical branchial formula is: 01.5(1 3)3(18)3013)
4(14)3tI2)4(10)3F.

The gut follows the ventral border Ol the body,

curving upwards at its proximal end to form a

long, J-shaped loop- About 5 paired, arborescent

liver diverticula branch off the gut in the n> I

region. Ridges protecting into the lumen of the

distal part of the rectum extend into long , flattened

anal lobes with rounded and rather spatuknc rips.

In some specimens, the anal border is not lobed,

although the sharp ridge* die present hi the distal

part of the rectum (see P. austral'ts van
parvtspinatis: Ron, 1952 and P. ausfralis: ken.
1972b). Kott (1972b) concluded that the separation

of these specimens from those with a lobed anal

border was not justified.

Each gonad consists of a single row of

transversely elongate polycarp sacs en the antefiol

side q( the male and female ducts. The Jeff gonad
is m the loop of the gut The n

corresponding position on the opposite side of the

body wall. Each polycarp sac is firmly fixed to the

body wait by the whole ol its base. Endoeat ps are

present along both limbs of the gut loop and on
the gonads.

Remarks: The spa |
--rnblcs Pyura

gibhosa, P. spimfera and related species of the

paehydvrmaiinu group in its general shape, stalk,

orientation of the body and branchial sac. It can

be distinguished by iis siphona) armature, dorsal

tubercle, test spi .,lk structure and anal

border. Variations in the length of the anal lobes

can cause confusion with P gibhosa gihboso; from
which it is distinguished e.vternally only by the

slight ventral curvature of the body A cross-

section of the stalk can be examined to a reliably

indicate identity. Generally, where tubercles arc

present, their arrangement along longitudinal

ridges can be used to distinguish specimens from
P. spirtifera. However, rounded spec mens without

tubercles must be dissected for reliable

determination.

In one specimen lot (WAM 581/2.31), two

individuals are joined to one another along (he

length of their beads, but only one ol them has a

Stalk. Michaelsen and Hanmeyet (1928) describe

une phenomenon for Pyura mstrttliensis^

P. spinUtw) ,Tl eftch casei the tests of host and

commensal appear to be confluent, rather than

merely adhering, The length of the stalk in stalked

species may be affected by environmental raihei

than genetic pressures However, it does not seem

reasonable to assume that the stalk does not

develop when the need for it is satisfied by a

commensal relationship with a stalked host. There

is no apparent _\planation of the phenomenon.

The reeord from Lizard I. (intertidal) is of a

single specimen. It is right outside the normally

recorded range of this species. The head is 2 cm
long, and the stalk about the same length. The

men has the spicules and siphona! spines

characteristic of this species. The gonads- wl

are not divided into sac% form vci \ large masses

embedded in the body wall. Their developmen"

appears to be abnormal.

pyura eonfragosa n.sp.

(Figs Itte, Ml]

i
' . ; Queensland .

. ceton
i

. \t n>, ft i ti
" 4 ,

QM
C.H3661.

Queensland fMudjimbaJi,

r.ype QM GHH49; Hervey B , fti ype OM
G9332; Heron I., QM GH21*4 GH2990 GH3022
GH3069: Wtsmri R

Thfi :
' »ttnd from shallow subtidal -J.

down to about 61

Description
External ApPEAJtANCE! Individuals are tough.

very hard and irregular. Preserved specii

SQOtel i

have Hat surface depressions

funded by hard ridges. The test sometimes has

narrow horizontal ridges, but often appears to be

too hard to be wrinkled Spherical vesicles or hard

.

1

-Like thickenings arc present ta the surface

layer. In smaller Specimens the test is thicker, more
cartilaginous and with irregular processes over its

surface (QM G9332). In larger individuals, the

is ihin and rigid, with fewer processes and more
Hat, depressed areas separated by sharp ridges.

7 he apertures are on shori , conical siphons on th<_

U iacz. the branchial aperture about one

quarter of the body length from the anterior end

of the body and the atrial aperture about the same
distance from the posterior end. Individuals apt

y cm are known The ventral test is produced
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"41
; Pyttra cottfru&QSQ ri.-.p (QM GH.Wx — a, external appearance; b, dorsal tubercle; c, gut, gonads and

endocarps. (Scales: a. 10 cm; h. c. 1.0 mm).

irregular roots and holdfasts, to which shell and
rock particles are attached. A Tew foreign bodies

are attached to other parts of the test, but it ]s

generally naked. Minute (0.025 mm long), curved

spines line the outer part of each siphon.

The test of living specimens is maroon*
cinnamon rufous (Ridgeway 1886) lo bright

orange, but this colour is lost in preservative. The
colour is most intense around the apertures and in

the siphon linings.

Intfrnm- Structure; The body wall is very

muscular Strong longitudinal muscle bands

extend from each of the siphons onto the ventral

surface. There are external circular bands around

each siphon and some circular bands around the

anterior border of the body at the base of the

siphons- There are no other circular muscle bands:

the musculature of the ventral two-thirds of the

body consists entirely of longitudinal bands. In

fresh material, the body wall is blue-grey, with

orange siphons.

The branchial tentacles have only short primary
branches and minute secondary branches. The
prebranchial area is shallow. There is a wide, V-

shaped peritubercular area with the dorsal

tubercle, a conspicuous circular cushion, in the

centre Dl this area. The slit is large and U-shaped,

sometimes with both horns turned out- The dorsal

lamina is long, with finely pointed, crowded

languets.

There are 8 to 9 branchial folds on each side of

the body With the exception of the rudimentary

ventral fold on each side, they are wide and
overlapping. The internal longitudinal vessels are

widely spaced both on and between the folds.

There are up to 25 internal longitudinal vessels on
the folds, and up to 8 in the interspace, but fewer

in smaller specimens. A branchial formula of a 9

cm long individual is: E0(4)2(17)3(18)5(20)6(2n

6(22)6(22)6(17)7(14)3DL. Sometimes orange

blood cells outline the branchial vessels. There are

6 stigmata per mesh. The branchial folds are not

very curved and, with the exception of the dorsal
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folds (which terminate each side of the

oesophagus), they extend between the

prepharyngeal and retropharyngeal grooves.

The gut forms a very wide, simple, D-shaped
loop and the rectum does not turn anteriorly

There are no liver diverticula on the proximal part

of the gut, but the main stem of the liver, arising

from about halfway along the ascending limb of
the loop, is large, and branches 4 times before

dividing into bunches of elongate, terminal, liver

lobules. The anal border has shallow, irregular

indentations.

The single gonad on each side consists of very

numerous, crowded, often subdivided, polycarp

sacs along the sides of the gonoducts. The left

gonad is curved around inside the ascending umb
of the gut loop. The right gonad is in a

corresponding position on the right side of the

body The polycarp sacs are only very lightly

attached to the body wall by fine ligaments and
are readily dislodged, There are endocarps on the

gut loop.

Remarks; The species is similar to Pyura
irregularis, P crassacapitata n.sp., P- abradata

n.sp , P fissa and P. eiongafa. all o\' which have

curved scales lining the outer pan of the siphons

and very tough tests. Pyura irregularis further

resembles P. confragosa in having a similar

number of branchial folds, endocarps on the gut

loop and a long dorsal lamina. The former species

is distinguished by its dorsal tubercle crowded in

the posterior end of a deep, narrow peritubercular

area, and fewer, non-proliferating rounded
polycarp sacs.

Pyura confragosa n.sp- is similar to the New
Zealand species P rugaia Brewin, 1 948 (OM
A63.3) in external appearance, position of

apertures, course of gut and gonads, position of

liver, and numbers of internal branchial vessels.

However, the New Zealand species is distinguished

by having only 7 branchial folds on each side, and

no endocarps on the gut loop.

Pyura crassacapitata n.sp.

(TlgS I38f, 142)

Distribution

Type Local ity: Queensland (Marooehydore,
Mudjimbah, on black beacon, reef edge. coll. A.

Rozefelds, 9.2.78, holotype QM G1J910).

FURTHER RECORDS: Western Australia (Cockburn
Sound, paratype QM G966?). South Australia

(Onkaparinga, paratype QM G936I).

The species has been taken in shallow sublittoral water

down to 10 mm.

Description

External Ap^baH ^
I

Specimens arc

rounded to elongate, slightly flattened laterally

and fixed by a large part of the ventral sin lace

The surface is very hard and rigid and is covered

with a mosaic of large* Hat. circular to polygonal

depressions with gbarp riu.ed ridges of test

between them. The apertures are on small

prominences at opposite aids of the upper surface,

with a thick ridge of test extending between them
in the dorsal mid-line. The test is thick and

FIG. 142: Pyura crassacapnata n.sp. (QM Mf>6S) — a,

external appearance; b, body removed from

showing muscles; c, internal hody wall. (Scales: 1.0

mm).
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i lOttS m Section, without foreign particles,

although some sand Is included in the small South

Australian specimen There are minute, rounded

scales in the outer pari of the siphonal lir -

Intfrnm Stki i titvE: The body wall is

muscular and opaque. The internal longitudinal

muscles radiating from each siphon are strong and

wide; crossing one another on the sides of the

body. External circular muscles are present around

the siphons and around the base of the siphons,

forming a wider circle around the baseofthe atrial

siphon than around the branchial siphon. Circular

muscles ate also present venttai to the siphonal

tnusclefi, although they arc usually less

conspicuous, 'i here to a very strong sphincter

muscle at the base Of both trie atrial and branchial

siphons. The branchial sphincter, winch is just

anterior to the base ot the tentacles, projects into

the lumen.

The branchial tentacles (aboul 8) have primary,

secondary and very minute tertiary branches. The

internal siphons arc extremely long, the atrial

siphon being the larger. They are directed away
IrijiTj one another I he small, inconspicuous

dorsal tubercle is in the base ot'a deep, narrow, V-

shaped periuibercular area that occupies almost

halt ot the dorsal mid-line of the pharynx, the

dorsal lamina accordingly being relatively short.

The slit on the dorsal tubercle is U-shaped.

The 7 branchial fold h side of the body
have up to 4 internal long .!s in the

interspace and up (o 16 on the folds. A branchial

Formula is: DL3<] 2)30 2)2< 16)30 6)4< 12)200)

2(5)0E (AM Gl 1910) There are 8 narrow stigmata

per mesh.

The gut loop forms a D-shaped or wide and
sometimes i urved loop. There is only one compact

arborescent liver diverticulum. It is present about

halfway up the ascending limb of the loop and is

fixed to the gut and body wall by very numerous,

fine ligaments. There are rudimentary diverticula

on the proximal pan of ihe em The rinal border

has about 6shaJ runded lobes.

The single gonad on each side consists of about

12 rather small, irregular polycarp sacs on each

ntral gonoducts. These sacs are crowded

,

cuboid and often wider than they arc long,

are only llght]y attached to the body wall by fine

ligaments There are no endocarps on gut or

gonads

Rfm \kks: The species is readily confused with

P, elongate/ * which also has widely separated

apertures directed away from each other. The
hard, irregular test appears very like that of P.

confravosa n.sp. [r is distinguished from the

former species by the outer surface of the rest and

by its very numerous polycarp sacs. The latter

species is distinguished by having endocarps on the

gut loop. A conspicuous characteristic of P.

crassocapttaia n.sp, is the thickened ridge ol test

along ih. urfaee- This ridge of test holds

the apertures in position and accommodates and
strengthens the long siphons. Hyura lank a

iHerdman, 1906) from Sri Lanka has a similar

ridge-like thickening across the anterior part of the

body betWfien the siphons. However, it has a sandy

test , only 6 branchial folds and n deep body and

its polycarp sacs are only partly separated from
the gonodv

Pyura eurvigona Tokioka, 1950

(Fiys U3a,b, 144)

F\uru am/igwm fokfoka, 1950, p uv ; 1967a, p.199.

Millar. 1975, p.3U. (Not; Kort and Gnodbotyi 1582.

p. 53*?, < p. wecifotmis)*

Distribution

Ntu tot okds: ft i
Eiaitojj [.,

WAM 2166.S3] Hid (Heron I,, QM GHU95;
Lizard 1. QM GH2186 GH2342]

PRBVIOJ Ts (Tokioka 1950

L967a). Indonesia (Millar 1
()75|

This beautiful tropical western Pacific species has been

recorded on tW fie* occasion*, tt has been taken from
depths of from 5 to 37 m. It is one of (he few species oi

Pyuria with a range-that extends into the western P
(see also P. saccifomtis and P. elongate).

EX i ERNAt APPBAfcANCB: Individuals are

laterally flattened, with a smooth, cartilaginous to

rough, and leathery test, fn some of the preserved

specimens, the external test is pink to white, and
the siphonal lining is often red. Tokioka (1967a)

records traces of red, brown, and yellowish green

in his specimens. The largest individuals recorded

are 5 cm long (Tokioka 1950) Attachment to the

substrate is by all or part of the right side or of the

ventral or posterior aspects of the body. Apertures

are sessile, on only slight elevations of the test.

The border of the apertures is divided into large,

triangular lobes,

Minute spines cover the externa! surface of the

branchial and atrial lobe 1

; and continue down into

the siphonal lining. These spines are 0.15 to 0.2

mm long and sharply pointed- About halfway

tg their length, on the outer side, there is a
-.-, Hal scale, its base extending around the spine

like a collar (Fig., 4). This scale, which lies just

under the surface test, is brilliantly opalescent. A
groove extends along the inside of the distal

tapering pari of the spine in front of the collar.
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:

^""" '.'

Fli ,. 144: Pvwm curvigona - a, external appearance (QM GH790); b, c, gui and gonads (QM GH1395, G2186); d

pari of IfW. (Scales; a, 5.0 mm; b, c, 2.0 mm; d, 0.5 mm).
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The proximal part of the spine is rather solid, with

an indented end. The outer, free, pointed shaft is

longitudinally striated, but is not iridescent.

Internal Structure: The body wail is rather

thin and delicate, although the muscles are strong,

especially on the anterior part of the body.

Longitudinal muscles radiate from each siphon,

subdividing into branches that form a fine mesh
ventrally. Circular muscles are confined to the

siphonal area.

The branchial tentacles (12), with their

moderately long primary branches and only

minute secondary branches, are not bushy. The
dorsal tubercle is small with a U-shaped slit. There

are 6 branchial folds on each side of the body. The
Heron I. specimen has no more than 15 internal

longitudinal vessels on the folds and 6 in the

interspace. There are 6 stigmata per mesh, crossed

by parastigmatic vessels. The Palau Is specimens

have a similar number of branchial vessels,

although specimens from Indonesia have up to 26

vessels on the folds. The branchial formula for the

Heron I. specimen is: E6(14)6(15)5(12)5(12)4(10)

4(7)3DL.

The gut forms a curved loop, open at the pole.

The rectum is greatly swollen with sand and mud.
There is a row of small, branched liver diverticula

from along each side of the cardiac end of the

pyloric region. At the pyloric end, a single, large,

branched liver diverticulum hangs free in the

peribranchial cavity. The liver lobules are short

and oval to round. They are crowded together on
the free ends of the terminal branches of the liver

diverticula, where they form compact, mushroom-
like caps. The liver is pale green, blue-black, olive

brown or brownish. Delicate endocarps are spaced

rather regularly all along the outer curve of the gut

loop. The anal border is divided into rounded

lobes: 5 in the Heron I. specimens; or 7 to 11

(Tokioka 1967a).

The polycarp-sacs are rounded and crowded
together along both sides of the gonoducts. The
left gonad is in the gut loop. Each polycarp sac

has a rather long endocarp rising from its surface.

The gonad sacs are firmly attached to the body
wall. They are often incompletely separated,

remaining as pouches on each side of the central

ducts.

Remarks: The musculature is similar to that of

P. sacciformis. The spines are positioned around

the apertures much as in P. obesa, which also has

endocarps on the gut. However, the siphonal

spines, loose liver lobules, swollen rectum, and the

regular series of endocarps over the gonads and

along the gut are characteristic of the present

species. The branchial spines appear to be related

to those of P. sacciformis, in which the base is

swollen but not produced out into a scale-like flap.

Pyura elongata Tokioka, 1952

(Figs 143c, 145)

Pyura elongata Tokioka, 1952, p.I36. Millar, 1975,

p.311. Kott and Goodbody, 1982, p.539.

Pyura iepidoderma: Kott, 1966, p. 299; 1976a, p.84.

IPyurapuUa: Vasseur, 1967a, p. 118.

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Dampier
Archipelago, WAM 961.83 979.83; Shark Bay, WAM
2149.83; Cape Preston, WAM 2148.83; Cockburn
Sound, WAM 2150.83). Tasmania (Hobart, TM D1882).

Victoria (Hobson's Bay, QM Gl 1866; Bass Strait, NMV
H525, QM GH2692). New South Wales (Port Kembla,
QM GH2002). Queensland (Moreton Bay, QM GH2749;
Hervey Bay, QM G9354-7; Heron I., QM GH2721
GH2750 GH3020; Townsville, QM GH1386; Mossman,
QM GH792).

Previously Recorded: Victoria (Port Phillip Bay —
Kott 1976a). Queensland (Hervey Bay — Kott 1966).

Arafura Sea (Tokioka 1952). Indonesia (Millar 1975).

Hong Kong (Kott and Goodbody 1982). ? Indian Ocean
(Mascarene Archipelago — Vasseur 1967a).

The species has been recorded intertidally and down
to 15 m. It is difficult to collect, as it adheres tightly to

undersurfaces and is wedged in crevices. Its range may
be greater than present records suggest.

Description
External Appearance: Dome-shaped or

dorso-ventrally flattened specimens are fixed by a

large part of the flat ventral surface. More or less

spherical ones are fixed by the postero-ventral

surface. When the animal is relaxed, the branchial

aperture is at the anterior end of the upper surface,

the atrial aperture at least two-thirds of the body
length distant from it. When contracted, the

apertures are drawn closer together on the upper

surface of the body, while the test forms rounded

swellings around each aperture. The test is rather

thick and tough. It is white and cartilaginous in

preserved material. The surface usually has a

mosaic of flat-topped polygonal or circular scale-

like thickenings separated from one another by
shallow creases. These thickenings are often

present over the whole surface, but in other, less

regular, specimens these surface features are more
patchy, and are sometimes obscured by adherent

particles or wrinkles and folds on the surface. The
siphons are variable. They are conspicuous and

have longitudinal furrows alternating with ridges

in which the test contains scale-like thickenings in

specimens from temperate waters. The apertures

are often almost sessile in specimens from the

tropics. The test in the dorsal mid-line between the
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Yu., u5: fyttra gloHgara - a, external appearance; b, dorsal mba u and gonads. (Scale*: a, 5.0 mm; b,

*:, 0.5 ininj.

apertures is Often thick and swollen. When the

shori siphonfl are extended, they are bright

vermilion, contrasting vividly with the reddish

brown or bull colour of the test. In preservative,

patches ol red colour may persist in I he external

layer pf lest but generally the test fades to white

The bright vermilion persisLs in the siphonal lining

and in the anterior part of the body wall. The test

around the apertures is divided into smooth,

rounded and rather conspicuous lobes.

Immediately around the nm of the apertures, there

are small lobe; covereJ with the minute (about

0.02 mm long) curved scales that continue into the

terminal part ol the siphonal lining.

Inilrnal Structlkii: The body wall adheres

closely to the test, ft is moderately muscular, with

wide bands radiating from the siphons and
Sing each other to form reetangulai meshes.

Circular bands are present around the base of each

siphon and along its length. The radiating

longitudinal bands terminate on each side of the

ventral mid-line, A muscular sphincter at the base

ol the branchial sjphon projects into the lumen just

in front of the branchial tentacles. The branchial

tentacles have slender primary branches and only

|te secondary branches. The dorsal tubercle is

ion that fills the base of a wide but

deep peritubercular area, which is Itom a quarter

to half the length of the dorsal lamina. The slit is

roughly U-shaped, with horns turned in or out. In

one specimen, the left horn is divided, one branch

turning in and the other out. In another, the slit is

divided into 3 separate, oblique openings (QM
GH 1386). Hie dorsal ganglion is very long,

extending between the siphons.

The branchial folds, 6 on each side, are high,

overlapping and curved, terminating posteriorly

around the oesophageal opening which is a short

distance from the posterior end of the body. There
are up to 30 internal longitudinal vessels on the

folds and up to 8 in the interspace. These vessels

are rather evenly spaced on the folds and in the

interspace. There are 4 to 6 stigmata per mesh,

crossed by parastigmatic vessels. A characteristic
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branchial formula is; E5( 17)6(18)5(15)3(28)2(27)

209)3
The gut forms a rather wide, curved loop with

parallel limbs, extending from the oesophageal
opening to occupy most of the ventral curve of the

body. Small, rudimentary liver diverticula are

present proximal to the single, large diverticulum

which is about one-third of (he distance along the

amending limb of the gut loop. The lobules are all

small and rounded, but not very crowded. The
anal border is smooth.

Each gonad consists of a row of 7 or 8 pairs of
large, rounded polycarp sacs extending 3long each
side of the central gonoducts. The left gonad is in

the gut loop. The polycarp sacs are only very

lightly attached to the body wall by fine ligament*.

There are no endocarps on the gut o? gonads.

Remarks: Kott and Goodbody (1982) have
drawn attention ro the similarity between this

species and P. gangetion (Savigny) from the

Persian Gulf, Despite the similarity in body shape,

P. gangetion can be distinguished by its smaller

number of internal longitudinal branchial vessels

and the presence of endocarps on the gut loop
(Monntot 197V),

Pyura putlu: Vasseur, 1967a appear*, to be
identical with the present species, and duiinct from
the New Zealand P. pulla Sluiter, which has long.

needle-like spines and a narrow gut loop.

Pyura ubradata n.sp., P- conjragosa n.sp. and
P. fissa have similar scale-like thickenings in the

nee test. The former species is readily

dirtiogtiished from P. elongum b> its more
numerous branchial folds; the last two by the

endocarps on their gut-loops.

Pyura elongata is characterised by the large

number of internal longitudinal vessels in the

interspace; the position of its apertures at opposite

ends ot the upper surface; its long neural ganglion;

large, rounded polycarps; the absence of
endocarps; and the scale-like thickenings on part,

at least, of the surface.

Pyura fissa (Herdman, 1 8S2)

(Fig. 146)

vi iaflssa Herdman. l$82.p.]37.

Dwj'MMJTION
N; « RECORDS) Victoria (Bass Strait, NMV H4771.

Previously RECOHDEU: Victoria (Bass Strair -
halorype BM 1887. 2.4,48-9 Herdmati 1882*.

Description

External Appearance; The body is fixed by
a small part of the ventral surface. It is about 3

cm long, and curves upwards to a terminal

branchial aperture, The anterior half of the body

is narrow. The atrial aperture is on a wide cone
produced from the posterior half of the dorsal

surface. It usually projects away from the body
The ventral surface is convex Tne test is very hard
arid has small, round swellings on the surface, each
containing two or three scale-like thickenings or

the outer cuticle. Narrow horizontal wrinkles and
longitudinal creases curve along the long axis of
the body. Around each aperture are sharply
pointed projections of the test. The test is orange
in preservative; this colour is still present in the

holotype specimen.

Minute (0.01 to 0.02 mm) flattened scales, with

a rounded border, line the terminal part of each
siphon.

Internal Structure: The body wall U
muscular and adheres closely to the test. A
conspicuous muscular sphincter projects into the

lumen al the b&ft ftf the branchial siphon, just

anterior to the base of the tentacles. There arc

about 12 branchial tentacles, with only very short

papilla-like primary branches and a few minute

secondary branches. The peritubercular area is a

deep V-shape, about half the length of the dorsal

lamina. The dorsal tubercle, with a conspicuous,

sometimes slightly irregular, U- or S-shaped slit,

is a large oval cushion occupying the wide uppei

part of the peritubercular area. The oesophageal

opening is at the posterior end of the branchial

vac. The branchial folds are slightly curved

posteriorly and terminate around the oesophageal

opening, The long dorsal lamina has only a single

row of languets.

The branchial sac has 7 folds on each side of the

body, with internal longitudinal vessels arranged

according to the following formulae: DL0(8)4
<16)4<14)4(I2)4(10>300)2(8)1E (holotvpe); E0(2)

3(9)3(12)3((8)4(20)3(9)3(I2HDL(NMV H477) In

the latter specimen, the ventral fold consists of

only 2 internal longitudinal vessels close together.

There are about 6 relatively shott, oval stigmata

in each mesh.

The gut forms a wide, open loop aeioss the

posterior end of the bod>\ with only a short rectum

curving dorsally to the atrial aperture. There is a

•-ingle, much branched liver diverticulum about

halfway up the ascending limb of the gut loop.

The terminal lobules are elongate and rather loose.

The anal border is divided into 6 to 12 rounded
lobes. The gut Is covered by a membrane that

firmly attaches it to the body wall

Each gonad consists of numerous, crowded,

irregularly shaped polycarp sacs. The left gonad is

in the gut loop; the right is in a corresponding

position on the opposite side of the body. The sac*
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Fig. 146: Pyura fissa — a, external appearance (NMV H477); b» c, gut gonads and endocarps fNMV H477, HM
1887.2.4.48-9); d. dorsal tubercles (NMV H477, BM 1887.2.4.48-9, NMV H477). (Scales: a - cs 2.0 mm: d, 0.5

mm).

are attached to the body wall and to one another

by very fine ligaments. They are readily dislodged.

Large, conspicuous endocarps are present on the

descending limb of the gut loop and on the gonads.

Remarks: The species resembles P. elongata in

us body shape, scale-like thickenings of the test

and position of the liver. It is, however, readily

distinguished by the endocarps on the gut loop.

These endocarps, together with a lesser number of

branchial folds, distinguish the species from P.

abradata n.sp. Pyura irregularis is distinguished

from the present species by the position of its

dorsal tubercle (in the base of the peritubercular

area). Pyura eonjragosa n.sp. {which also has

crowded polycarp sacs) can be distinguished by its

more numerous branchial folds Pyura pantex,

from the Red Sea, is also a closely related species,

apparently differing from P, fissa only in its larger

cuticular thickenings and its body shape.

Pyura gibfoosa (Heller. 187S) gibbosa Heller,

1878

<Figsl43d,e, I47a,b; Pl.VlIb)

Cynthia gibbosa Heller, 1878, p.27.

Pyura zibbosu: Hartmeyerand Michaelsen, 1928, p. 410.

Boltenia pachydermatina'. Drasche, 1884, p. 371 .

,;

Carter, 1885, p. 198. Traustedt. 1885, p.25. Herdman.
1899, p. 16. Herdman and Riddell. 1913, p.875.

Anderson ct al., 1975, p.205.

Pyura puchydermutiruj: Kent, 1952, var. intermedia

p.264; 1964, p. 140.

Bultenia spiruferu; Michaelsen, 1905, p 72 (part, one of

2 specimens From Bass Strait — see Hartmeyer anil

Michaelsen 1928).

DrSTJUBUTlDN

New Records: Tasmania (Cape Barren I., TM Dl 177;

Roches Beach, TM DI89; Western Tasmania, TM D937;

Kingston, TM D705; Ralph's Neck Bay, TM D7Uj
Bruny I., QM G8575). New South Wales (Solitary L,

QM G9584).
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Previously Recorded: Victoria (Bas> Strait — Heller

1878. ? Carter 1884, MschaeJsea I90S, Hanmcyer aud

Michselsen 1928, Kotl 1952). New South Wales (Cofft

Harbour, Wreck Bay, Port Jackson, Port Hacking,

Kiama — Draschc IS84, Herdman 1899, Hcrdman and

Rrddell I9|3, Hartraeyej and Michaetsoi 1928).

Queensland (Moreton Bay — Kotl 1964]

This species has temperate range from western and

eastern Tasmania and up the eastern coast of Australia

to Moreton Bay

Externai Apifauance: Individuals consists of

an elongate head joined at the anterior end to a

long, narrow stalk. The heads (up to 5 cm in

length) usually have sharp, vertical ridges down
each side on which tubercles, usually pointed, ^re

supported. These tubercles, variable in length and

in number, are sometimes absent altogether, and
the longitudinal ridges may be rounded. The head

is almost rectangular, narrowing abruptly to the

stalk at its anterior end and With a rounded

posterior or upper, free end. The head of this

species is relatively long and narrow, without any
curvature on the longitudinal axis and with dorsal

and ventral hot den- more or less parallel to one

another Branchial and atriai apertures are on the

vertical dorsal side. Differential development of

the siphonal walls ensures that the apertures are

directed away from one another. The lower and
upper rim of the branchial and atrial apertu

respectively, are sessile, while the opposite rim in

each case is produced across the opening, There

are longitudinal swellings along the external wall

ach siphon.

Living specimens are maroon, and retain some
vaiive.

The test of the head is firm, solid, leathery, and
white in cros n. The many calcareous

spicules in the surface layer of test are dumbbell-

shaped Oi
5

less Oftetl, stellate. The shall of the

dumbbell-shaped spicules is only about 0.02 mm
long, and about one-third as thick. There are 4 or

5 short rounded tubercles at each end. Rounded
tubercles are often present along the length of ihfi

shaft, tending to obscure the dumbbell-shape of

the spicules. A shortened shaft produces a more
stellate-shaped spicule.

The stalk is of variable length and thickness,

usually long and narrow . The surface of the stalk

has a thick, brownish, translucent cuticle, but

Internally the test is white. Stellate, rather than

dumbbell-shaped, spicules cruwd in a layer

beneath the cuticle Short, radial cvtensio

layer project toward ihe centre ol the stalk There

are no spicules in the centre of the stalk, through

which extend two very large longitudinal vessels.

Crowded, overlapping spines line the siphon-.

They are 0.05 to 0.06 mm long overall; however,

the pointed, projecting, overlapping pan is only

aboul one-quarter of that length, as is the open.

ovaJ base. The long, narrow, posterior extension

of the outer side of the spine is about half of the

length of the spine.

Ini tR crute: The body wall is rather

transparent between the nieshwork of muscles that

radiate from each siphor. The branchial tentacles

are bushy. The dorsal tubercle is conspicuous and
dome-shaped, broken on its surface by the very

convoluted opening of the neural gland. The
dorsal lamina is very long, but the dorsal Ianguets

are of moderate length, although quite

consc flu oesophageal opening is at the

posterior end of the branchial sac.

There are 6 branchial folds on each side of the

body They are wide, overlapping and rather

straight Terminating posteriorly just anterior to.

and along each side ol, the oesophageal opening.

There are up to 15 internal longitudinal vessels in

the folds and 1 or 2 in the interspace. A typical

branchial formula is: E3(8)I(!2>2{I5)1<1))2(15)

2(11 ) I DL, Each mesh has about 6 stigmata.

The gut loop is moderately narrow, forming a

J-shaped curve around the ventral border of the

body, almost reaching to the prepharyn

groove. There are endocarps along both limbs ot

tne gut. There are three pairs of arborescent

(cauhilower-hkej liver diverticula, one of each pair

i-postte sides of the ascending limb of the gin

The over 20 jounded anal lobes are small,

but -well defined

A single series of up to 8 polycarp sacs are

enclosed in the gut loop on the left; and in ;i

corresponding position on the right. The polycarp

sacs., Which ore upright and transversely elongate,

are firmly fixed to the body wall. The corn.

ducts extend close to the posterior side of the row
of gonad sacs.

Rfmarks; The differences between the present

species and P. gibbosa draschii are discussed

below. The anal borders of both arc unique, and
help to distinguish them from one another and

res, However, their esientai

Appearance is very similar, and confusion with P,

uustrolts is also possible. Pyura gipbosa is

characterised by the large numbers of dumbbelJ-

shaped spicules, the relatively fewer internal

longitudinal branchsal vessels in the interspace,

and Its relatively long, narrow body with vertical,

parallel, dorsal and ventral borders.

KY i regarded the Australian P gibhosu

a subspecies of the New Zealand P.
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Fig. 147: Pyura gibbosa gibbosa — a, external appearance; b, anal border. P. gibbosa draschii — c, external

appearance; d, gut and gonads; e, anal border. (Scales: a, c, 2.0 cm; b, 0.25 ram; d, 5.0 mm; e, 0.2 mm).
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pachydermattna, which has similar spicules. There

are differences in the structure of the stalk,

however, as well as a different anal bordet, and in

the present work the New Zealand and Australian

populations are regarded as distinct specie*.

Pyura gibbosa (Heller, 1878) draschii Kott, 1972

(Figs I43f, i47c-e;Pl.VIIai
Pyura pachydermatina: Millar, 1966, p. 371. Kott, 1952,

..it. gibbosa p. 265; 1972b. s.sp. draschii p IS^

Distribution

Nfw Rfcorov Western Australia (Cockbuni Sound,

WAM 1246.83 1248.83). Tasmania (Brun> I
,
QM

G8575) Victoria (Portia. QM GU)l7t; Port Phillip

Bay, QMGI017.1V

Previously Recorded: Western Australia (Cock burn

Ad, Hamelin Bay — Koil (952). Soulh Australia (Si

Vincem Gulf — Kott 1952; Great Australian Right —
Koti 1972b). Victoria (Port Phillip Bay — k'oU 1952,

Millar 1966).

The range is temperate, from Cock burn Sound into

the Great Australian Bight and to Port Phillip Bay. It

may just overlap the range ot" P. gibbouj gibhosa In Bass

Strait.

Description
Rlmarks; individuals of this subspecies have

similar variations to those of P. gibbosa gibbosa

(.see above), The subspecies are different in the

following respects:

1. In P. gibbosa draschii, the long lobes of the

anal border have fine, poinied fringes that

form a long, tangled mop around the

opening.

2. The siphonal spines of P. gibbosa drastfui are

smaller, being only 0.03 to 0.04 mm in total

length,

3. The dumbbell-shaped spicules a»e the same
length in both subspecies, but in P. gibbosa

draschii ihe shaft is less often reduced in

length, and seldom has secondary tubercles

on it,

4. P. gibbosa draschii has 5 or 6 pairs of large

liver diverticula, one of each pair m
opposite sides of the gut, while P. gibbosa

gibbosa has only 3 pairs.

Pyura irregularis (Herdman, 1882)

(Figs 148a, 149)
C vnfhta irregularis Herdman, J 882, p. 141.

Pytira irregularis: Kott, 1952, p-271 (pan. specimens

imtn d'Entrccasieaux Clunnel); 1976a, p. SO. Millar,

1963, p.739; 1966, p.370.

Distribute JNI

Nnw RrroRus Tasmania (Hobaru TM D(816;

d 1 mrecasteaux Channel, TM D25I; Pt t*ftV«y, QM

GH200I). Victoria (Baas Strait, NMV H453 H9II.

Western Port. QM GH3057K

pgEvioufity Recorded: Tasmania (d'Entrecasteau-.

Channel - Kou 19521. Victoria (Port Phillip Bay MUlar
1963 1966; Western Port — Kott !->76a). New South
Wales (Port Jackson — Herclman 1882).

The species is taken at depths of from 5 to 60 m off

the eastern coast of Tasmania to Port Jackson. Us range

suggests that it is a temperate indigenousspecies.

Description
External Appearance: Individuals are broad

basally, tapering to a rather long terminal

branchial siphon that is turned ventrally or to one

side. The atrial siphon is also long, It arises from
hallway down the dorsat surface and either

diverges from the body or is bent over to the same
or opposite side of the body to the branchial

siphon. The variation in orientation of the siphons

probably results from the fact that individuals

form large, irregular aggregates. The surface of
the thin, but rigid and tough, test is a mosaic of

large, irregular, Hat depressions, separated by

sharp ridges. The siphons have longitudinal

furrows. Occasionally there is a short stalk

posteriorly. There are minute (0.0! to 0.02 mm),
overlapping scales with rounded anterior borders

ta the outer part of the siphonal lining.

Internal Structure: The branchial tentacles

have primary branches, but the sccondarv

branches are small and tertiary branches are nol

apparent , A very long, narrow peritubercular area

extends about otic-quarter of the length of the

dorsal mid-line of the pharynx. The dorsal tubercle

Is crowded in the posterior end of this deep, V-

shaped area, It has a long, U-shaped slit (which i|

sometimes interrupted to form separate openings).

The dorsal lamina \% very long, the oesophageal

opening being at the posterior end of the branchial

sac. The tapering languets of the dorsal lamina at

e

relatively long. Similar languets are present at the

dorsal end of the transverse vessels to the right of

the primary row.

The 7 or 8 branchial folds terminate posteriorly

around the oesophageal opening. A branchial

formula for a fairly large individual (7 cm) is

DL2(20)5(18)6(24)7(2O)4(12)4(t4)3(lO)2(3)lE i In

this case, Lhe ventral fold is rudimentary. Then!

are 6 to 8 stigmata per mesh,

The gut loop is wide and open, forming a D
shape. The descending limb is straight. The rectum

does not curve anteriorly. There is a large,

branched liver diverticulum halfway up the curved

ascending limb. Small rudimcntaty diverticula arc

present on the proximal part of the ascending limb

The anal border ha^ irregular, rounded lobes
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{

Tz. 149: Pyura irregularis a, h
(
external appearance (TM D1814. NMV H4I7), c, peritubercular area lowing

Opening uf neural gland in base Of peritubercular area; d, gut with endocarps and gonads (NMV H4I7) (Scales:

a. b, 1 .0 cm; c, d, 0.5 mm).

There are 8 to 10 polycarp sacs along each side

of the central gonoducts. attached to the body wall

by very fine ligaments. The sacs are more or less

cuboid, with sharp borders but no lobes. The left

gonad lies along the inner curve of the ascending

limb ol" the gut loop.

There are endocarps on both the gut loop and
gonads.

Re-marks* This species bears a close

resemblance lo P. confragosa, n.sp, which has the

same hard test, its surface sometimes marked with

sharp ridges, and endocarps on the gut loop.

However, in P confragosa the body is not as

narrow anteriorly, the dorsal tubercle is not in the

base of the peritubercular area, and the gonads are

very much proliferated. Pyura abradata n.sp.

from South Australia, like the present species, has

an accessory row of dorsal languets. However, its

test is hard, with small elevations and fine

wrinkles, but without the flat surface depressions

of the present species. Further, in P. abradata, the

dorsal tubercle is at the top of a very wide

peritubercular area (rather than at the base of the

deep, narrow V, as in the present species); the

extensive polycarps sacs are very much lobed; and
there are no endocarps on the D-shaped gut loop.

Pyura f'tssa from Bass Strait also has endocarps

on the gut loop, but. Like/3 , abradata has its dorsal

tubercle on the top, rather than at the base of the

peritubercular area.

Characteristics of Pyura irregularis are the hard

test with sharp ridges and depressed areas; the

body shape with long, usually curved, siphons; the

deep, narrow peritubercular area with the tubercle

i7i the base of the V; the long, dorsaJ lamina; the

large number of longitudinal vessels between

branchial folds; the curved gut loop and the

unlobed polycarp sacs.

Pyura isobella n.sp.

(Figs 148b-d ? 150)

Pyura jacatrensis: Kott 1952. p. 273.

Distribution

Type LOCALITY: New South Wales (Ulladulla, on

TOcks, imertidal, coll. I. Bennett, 25.10.73, holotypeQM
GHI448, paratopes QM G8576).

Further Records: Western Australia (Cottesloe,

WAM I96.75(l)i- New Souih Wales (Port Jackson,

paratypeQM G10102).

The recorded distribution is discontinuous. It is likely

that (he species is temperate and may he expected to occur

across the southern coast of Australia.

Description
Exteknm Appearance; individuals are more

or less spherical, or dome- or top-shaped,

narrowing to a thin stalk from the middle of the

ventral surface. They are sometimes solitary, but

most often occur in solid, sandy aggregates. The
apertures are always close together on the upper

surface in a depressed area that is surrounded by

a hollow elevation of test bordering the upper

surface. This ridge is sometimes divided into 6

separate, rounded swellings (WAM 196.75(1)).

The atrial aperture is in the centre of the upper
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Fig. 150: Pyura isobeUa n.sp.: a, b, external appearance (WAM 196.75, QM G8576); c, d, gut and gonads (QM
G8576, WAM 196.5). (Scales: a, b, 5.0 mm; c, d, 1.0 mm).
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surface, and (he branchial aperture is toward the

periphery. Each aperture is on a small, wart-like

siphon. Small lobes around the apertures arc free

of sand, but are covered with overlapping,

iridescent spines rhar continue down into the

siphon lining- The remainder of the thin, white

test, including the siphons and stalk (when
present), has line, irregular processes to which
sand adheres to form a firm sandy coat til variable

thickness (up to 1 cm) enclosing the animal. When
aggregates are formed, the sandy coat of each
individual mingles with that of Us neighbours. In

these aggregates, each individual is upright. As
their upper surfaces ate level with each other, they

form a flat platform, interrupted only by the

depressed anterior end of each individual with its

naJced, wart-like siphons. Here, the sandy casing

is always thinner than on otheT pans of the body,

probably allowing some flexibility around the base

ofthe siphons. Specimens up '.o 3 cm diameter and
m high are recorded.

In living specimens, the bare areas around each
aperture covered with iridescent spines have
transverse pink and white bands. In the preserved

material, there are bawls, sometimes faint, of

blue-green opalescence formed by bands of
opalescent spines that alternate with transparent

spines. These continue down into the siphonal

lining as horizontal bands. The crowded,
overlapping siphonal spines extend the whole
length of the internal siphonal lining, In the base

of the siphon they are small, and flattened.,

tapeiing to a fine point. Further up, the narrow
horizontal bands that alternate with the opalescent

band have slightly curved, transparent, pointed
spines with a short groove in their distal tip. The
opalescent spines have a long, oval, proximal
(basal) expansion that becomes progressively

larger further up the siphon, the spines at the top
having their whole basal half conspicuously

inflated. The blue-green opalescent bands in the

siphonal lining of the preserved material is caused

entirely by the crowded, opalescent, inflated basal

half of these spines. Siphonal spines of both types

are the same length in the one population,

However, there is some variation in the length of

the spines, viz.: 0.09 mm (QM G10102); 0.12 mm
(WAM 196.75(1)). The siphonal lining is drawn
up into fine longitudinal folds, which may be the

result of contraction; possibly they flatten out

when the aperture is fully expanded,

Internal Structure. The body wall is fit ml>

adherent to the test anteriorly. It is very muscular.

The longitudinal muscle bands extend the HrhOk
length of the deep body. They are covered by a

layer of circular bands thai are also conspicuous
over the whole length of the body. Both circula:

and longitudinal muscles are especially strong

around the antenor part of the body. The circular

bands, especially, branch and anastomose where
'he body wall adheres closely to the lest in f f»e

vicinity of the raised rim around the upper surface.

There is also a sety strong sphincter muscle
internal to the longitudinal muscle bands at the
base of the atrial siphon. A branchial sphincter

muscle extends around the base of the branchial

siphon, just anterior to the branchial tentacles, tn

a muscular velum that protrudes into the lumen.

The branchial tentacles have short pnmai.
branches, bui oi!> small secondary and,
occasionally, minute tertiary branches. The dorsal

tubercle is conspicuous and protruberanl, wii b the

horns of a U-shaped slit spiralling inwards. The
dorsal lamina is relatively long, extending (he

whole length of the upper surface from the

branchial aperture at one end to the oesophageal

opening at the opposite end. The ventral mid-line

of the pbarvnx fa deeply curved, extending down
into the tapered body

There are 6 overlapping branchial folds on ea. h

side of the body. The thick internal longitudinal

and transverse vessels project into the pharynx.

The parastigmatic vessels are also thick and
projecting. There are up to 25 internal longitudinal

vessels on the folds and up to 6 betweeu. Internal

longitudinal vessels of the type specimen arc

arranged according to the following formula:

E4(!D4(18>3(2l)3{20)2(I9)2(19)2DL. The meshes
between the longitudinal vessels are wlde,w Iih6 to

8 stigmata per mesh.

The gut forms a long, J -shaped loop extending

around to the left of ihi postero-ventral border.

The rectum curves up toward the atrial aperture,

but the anal opening is separated from the atrial

opening by about half the length of the upper

surface There are small liver diverticula at the

proximal end of the gut. The main liver

diverticulum is a single, arborescent stalk with

bunches of elongate, terminal lobules. The an;il

border, which is turned back, has 4 shallow,

rounded lobes. There are crowded, irregularly

branched endocarps on the outer curve of the gut

loop, especially on the distal parr of the descending

limb.

The gonads consist ot Rattier u regularly lobed

polycarp sacs along both sides of the central

gonoducts, to which they are connected by

relatively long ducts. The left gonad is in the gut

loop. There mc urcauUf endcvaips on the

polycarps.
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Remarks; This species is reminiscent of* P
cundgona with endocarps oti both gut loop and
gonads. Further, the opalescent scale on the spines

of P. curvigofia may have evolved from the

similarly opalescent, inflated basai half of spines

like those oeeuring is the present species.

However, unlike P. cunigona, the apertures of the

present species are close together, the rectal part

of the gut is not swollen, its endocarps arc

branched and its gonads iobed

This species also resembles Pyura zansibarica

MichaeLsen, 1905 from the western Indian Ocean
and eastern Atlantic Vasseur (1969) reports two
types of siphOVtal spines from the specimen of P.

zansibarica he examined; and the splttes from the

outer test appear to have swollen bases similar to

those of the Australian material. Further, the

apertures of P. zansibarica are close together (as

m the present species), occasionally v with

a thick, sandy eoatine have been recorded (Millar

NS6"), and the rectal part of the gut is swollen as

in P. curvigona However, the endocarps of P
zansibarica are not branched, the ^phonal spines

are very much larger (0,275 mmiin.ni those of the

present species, and the anterior rim of test is not

present. Therefore despite similarities in many
characters , I tit: western Indian Ocean P.

:unsibarica appears to be distinct from the

Australian species

The characteristics by wtuch P. isobelta can be

identified a-e the close, wart-like siphons in a

depressed area on the upper surface; the thick coat

of sand and thin, white test; (he strong body
musculature; the horizontal, opalescent bands in

the siphonal lining, the form of the siphonal

spines; the very robust and projecting internal

branchial vessels, the branched endocarps on gut

and gonads; and the irregularly shaped poiycarp

sacs.

The spines of Pyura vitiate; Tofc ibka . 1 950 from
the Palau Is have not been described. Other

characters are similar to those of the present

species; it is possible these species are conspecifie.

Pyura litf oralis tKoti, 1958}

L48fc,fi WW
CuieoluslittoraUs-Kau. 1956, p.5S),

DiSTRim'TH^;

newRd ords None.

Previously &eqo%dbp; rastnanu (Huntei i

paratypes AM Y1745. OM OH231 1 Kott 195^
The species has been taken only from the intertidal

zone at tills location

SUPTION

EXTBRNAt APPBARANCE: IndrVkJuaJfl are more
or less top-shaped. The upper surface is circular

and almost flat, and the body narrows toward the

substrate. They are found in aggregates, adhering

to one another along the sides oi' their bodies, The
apertures are on very short siphons s little distance

apart on the upper surface. The atrial aperture is

ted upwards and the branchial apcrrure is

directed more or less horizontally, away from the

atrial opening- The lest Iti wrinkled and furrowed,

possibly as a result of contraction, and is beige to

whitish in preservative. There are sparse, but

conspicuous, pointed papillae, about 1 mm long

and tipped with brown, over the surface of the

body, Ihey are about 3 mm apart on the upper

surface, but are less crowded around the sides of

the body, and are squashed against the surfaces

where individuals adhere to one another Papillae

are absent from the siphons. The borders of the

apertures are raised into 4 rounded swellings.

The test is leathery, tough and very hard and
granular from the calcareous spicules embedded
in it, The spicules are large (up to 0.1 mm in

Utter), muJberry-like and globular, Smaller

spicules in the superficial layer of test are more
stellate m outline, with separate rays.

Minute (0.04 mm long), hollow, curved spines

line theMphons and continue onto the external test

of the anterior surface. The base of these spines is

open, the outer surface being produced backwards
into a rounded, scale-like expansion. Brown, oval

bodies are also present in the test around the rim

of theapertu-

Intuknal Sirlc ilrl. Longitudinal muscles

radiate from each siphon, bend sharply down onto

the sides ol the body beneath a sharp rim of outer

body wall around the perimeter of the upper

surface, and fade out about halfway down the

body. Circular siphonal muscles are present inside

and outside the longitudinal bands and around the

base Oi each siphon, but circular musculature on
the remainder of the body is very delicate indeed.

About 12 branchial tentacles of varying size

alternate with rudimentary tentacles. They are very

bushy but regular, with long primary branches,

short secondary branches and minute tertiary

branches. The small, oval dorsal tubercle, with its

long, inverted, S-shapcd slit, is in the shallow

prebranchial area close to the base of the tenia.;!.. -:

The dorsal lamina is long, the oesophagus opening

from the posterior end of the branchial sac. The
dorsal languets are long and curved, but are not

crowded.
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Fici. 151; F'yuru littoralis (QM GH23JJ — part AM Y1745) — a. external appearance; b, part of branchial foltf

(diagrammatic). Ca gut loop and gonads. (Scales, a, c. 2.0 mm; h, I mm).

The branchial sac has 6 overlapping branchial

folds on each side of the body. The stoui and

projecting internal longitudinal vessels of a typical

specimen are arranged according to the following

formula; DL1<13)li 1 3H<15)1(12)!(10)1(5)2E. The
longitudinal and transverse vessels of ei

branchial fold extend out beyond the margin of

the fold of the perforated pharyngeal wall. Thus,

the outer half of each branchial fold is ao open

mesh of longitudinal and transverse vessels

without stigmata. The stigmaia are oval, separated

from one another by relatively wide, imperforated

expanses of the pharyngeal wall. There are 3 to 5

stigmata per mesh in the centre of the branchial

sac. In the ventral part of the pharynx, near the

endosiyle, the transverse vessels are irregular, as

are the stigmata. Stigmata are also irregular in the

folds. Parastigrnatic vessels are often present and
occasionally divide the stigmata.

The gut forms a quite wide, J-shaped loop, the

rectum curving anteriorly at its distal end. There

are about 4 pairs of arborescent liver diverticula

in che pyloric region Pointed papillae are present

on the descending limb of the gut loop. The anal

border is not lobed.

The left gonad Is enclosed by the gui loop, while

the right gonad is in a corresponding position on
the opposite side oi the body. The gonads consist

primarily of paired polycarp sacs in which male
follicles cover the mesial sui face of a sac-like

ovary, However, although the male glands have a

common duct, which receives branches from each

sac, each ovarian sac opens separately into the

peribronchial cavity on a short oviduct. There is

thus only a single male gonad on each side of the

body, but numerous female gonads. The latter also

proli leratc and are often found without associated

male follicles. The female gonads may cover a

considerable area o\~ the ventral body wall,

especially i >c the right side where up to 40 ovarian

sacs, each with its own short duct, have been

observed. Endocarps are often present on the

hermaphrodite sacs, but are usually not present

over the solely female glands.

Remarks: The pointed test papillae resemble

those of Pyur y However. P. spinosa has

test papillae around the apertures (in P. littoralis

they are absent from the immediate vicinity of the

siphons). The present species and P. spinosa also

have similar paired liver diverticula, bushy
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tentacles and siphonaJ spines. Their test spicules

are the same, although smaller in P. spinosa. The
two species appear to be closely related. Pyura
litwralish, however, distinguished from all other

species by its remarkable gonads and modified

branchial folds.

Kott (1956) suggested that the short oviducts

were an adaptation for a viviparous habit, [f this

is so, it would be the only known viviparous species

of this genus. The species apparently has a very

limited range and a viviparous habit could have

resulted in the isolation of this population from

the closely related P. spinosa, which occurs in

adjacent waters of southern Australia, Bass Strait

and eastern Tasmania.

Pyura molguloides (Herdman, 1899)

(Fig 152)

Cynthia molguloides Herdman, 1899, p,27.

Pyura lemluta Kott, 1972b, p. 187; 1975, p. 14.

Pyura cancellata: Kott, t972d, p.254.

DtSTRlftl I tOM

New Rccords: Victoria (Bass Strait, NMV H382;

Western Port, QM G9362; Lakes Entrance, NMV H4I5
H901 F51589; Portland, NMV F51598).

Previously Recorded: South Australia (Great

Australian Bight — Kott 1975; Investigator Strait — Kott

1972b). New South Wales (Port Jackson — Herdman
1899; Port Hacking — Kott 1972d).

The species is recorded from 22 m down to 220 m from

the southern coast and around the southeastern corner

of Australia. It appears to be a temperate indigenous

species.

Description

External Appearance: Specimens are

completely encased in a thick, sandy, outer layer

of test, and sometimes occur in aggregates. They
are up to 5 cm long. One specimen (Lakes

Entrance, NMV F51589) is 12 cm in diameter

across the wide flat base. Most of this diameter

consists of a thick, sandy outer coat, which varies

in thickness (up to I cm in places). The test is thin

and flexible. Between it and the sandy outer casing

is a space that is traversed by the fine, crowded
test hairs. The outer ends of these hairs fuse with

one another and sand adheres to and is enmeshed

by them to form the sandy outer casing. The sand

casing of the animal may result in its being

overlooked, and hence seldom recorded.

The body narrows anteriorly to a terminal

branchial aperture. The atrial aperture is postero-

dorsal. The terminal portion of each siphon is

turned down into the siphon so that the aperture

is at the base of a funnel-like depression in the tip

of the siphon. In smalJer specimens the space

between the test and the outer layer opens to the

exterior around the siphons, but in larger

Fig. 152: Pyura molguloides (QM G9362) — a, external appearance; b, inner body wall, left side of body. (Scales;

a, 5.0 mm; b, 2.0 mm).
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specimens, the outer sand layer with its fused test

haiis closes this gap around the outside of" the

siphons. Siphons vary in length according lo the

thickness of the sandy coating thai they must
LAtend through for access lo the exterior. Where
the sandy coating is thick, the atrial siphon may
project upwards to open on the outside of the sand
in' >re or less level with the branchial aperture (Kott

1972b) and apparently close to it. When ihe

external sandy coat is removed, however* the

posterior origin of the atrial siphon can be

observed. In other specimens, the atrial siphon

projects back from the posterior end of the body
(QM G9362). The space between the sandy coat

and the surface of the test is often irrigated by

commensal crustaceans and other organisms.

Small (0.01 mm), overlapping scales with

rounded borders are present in the ouler pari of

the siphon lining.

Iniiknai STRUCTURE The body wall is very

muscular. The strong longitudinal muscles Irom

the branchial aperture extend the whole length of

the body, and arc crossed posteriorly by radiating

hands from the atn.i! aperture They are

surrounded externally by alayei of enculai bands.

At the base of the branchial siphon, just Anterior

to the branchial tentacles, there is a large, muscular

Sphincter. The inner siphonal lining forms a wide,

flat, fibrous velum inside this sphincter. The
branchial tentacles, which branch 2 or 3 tiroes,, are

not bushy. The dorsal tubercle is a small round,

oval or elongate cushion, with a simple, U-shaped
aperture, deep in a very long fend

pcritubercular area that extends about Hallway

down the branchial sac. Sometime"- one o( the

horns of the neural gland opening is turned

inwards. The dorsal ganglion is also very long,

extending posteriorly behind the dorsal tubercle.

The dorsal lamina, which extends aloQg I

posterior half of the dorsal mid-line. is represented

by crowded langucls. Some features of Ihe

morphology are affected by the posterior position

of the atrial aperture. These include the

attenuation of the dot sal ganglion and

pcritubercular area, the position of the dorsal

tubercle and the course of the 3 or 4 most dorsal

branchial folds, which originate from the margins

of the peritubercuiar area, rather than from the

prepharyngeal groove at the anterior end of ihe

body.

There are 8 or 9 branchial folds on the left and

7 or 8 on the right. In larger specimens up to 22 fine,

internal longitudinal vessels are preseni on the

folds, with up to 3 in the interspace. The hiauehial

formula for a large <5 cm, QM G9362) specimen

is hO(3)l^)2(n)3i:i3»3(]7)3<16)3(16)3(15)3<15)

3DL. The branchial formuta I or a specimen of 2.5

cm is: DL2(15)2<J8)1(1S|2(L8>2(16)2( 12)2(12

3E. The stigmata arc elongate. The longitudinal

vessels m the Interspace are not always evenly

spaced, the most dorsal tow of meshes having up
to 10 long stigmata pet me^h. while the veniral

rows have 6. In juvenile .specimens (in which

gonads are not developed, NMV H382), there ar.c

only 2 or 3 rounded stigmata per mesh, with n.*-

more than 8 vessels pet fold and l or none, Lti

interspace. The branchial folds are curved*

terminating around the sides and posterior rim ol

the oesophagus,

The gut forms a simple, D-shaped or open,
curved loop thai occupies the posterior two-thirds

of the length of the left side of the body. The vei v

compacl liver arising from a limited pyloric region

consists of a single main stem and some unpaired

accessor)' diverticula proximal to it. The distal tip

of the rectum sometimes bends up through the

fibrous velum across the base of the atrial siphon,

with the anus opening into the lumen of the siphon

beyond tins velum. The anal border has 9 shallow

,

rounded lobes,

Each gonad eoasUis of 7 or 3 rounded polycarp

sacs thai alternate with an equal number on the

opposite side of central common ducts. The left

gonad is in the gut loop. The polycarp sacs are

only very lightly attached to the body wall by fine

ligaments. There arc no cudocarps on the gut.

Ri \; \.:v,s; The clishncliw. l.-ui alters dl tin*.

species are its shape (with a long posterior atrial

siphon), jt5 thick, \andy cute: caving with

anastomosing test hairs, its long pcritubercular

area and long dorsal ganglion, (lit- position ol lti

dorsal tubercle and presence of a fibrous siphonal

velum. The musculature, long pctnuhercular area

and long dorsal ganglion are probably adaptations

associated with the position of the atrial aperture.

in Pyura mirabilis <Draschc), a boreal species

extending south to the Soulh china Sea (Kod
Goodbody 1982), the atrial aptftltffi is also at the

posterior end of the body. Rut P. mirabilis has a

more specialised morphology, associated with this

posterior position of the atrial opening, than the

present species.

Pyura ambonensis Millar, IV7^ close!;,

resembles the piesent species m all characters

except its long siphonal spines.

Pyura elongata also has small siphonal scale*

and a posteriot atual siphon, but it does not have

a distinctive siphonal velum and its test is naked

and matwmllatcd. As well, the outer part of its
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ons do not invaginate iruo the lumen as they

do in The present species

The species resembles the New Zealand species

Pyura cancellata Biewm, 1948, P. carnea Brewin

1£4S and P. trita SJuiter, 1900a in having an outer

of test formed by fusion of the long test

processes. Further, the rampart-like Structures

around each aperture of P. canceUata appear to

be homologous with the rim of the inverted siphon

in the present species. However, the strongly

developed siphonal velum has not been reported

in any of the New Zealand species, which also

differ in having a larger number of internal

longitudinal branchial vessels in the interspace,

quite shallow pentubercular areas and pointed,

rather than scale-like) sjphonaJ spines.

The vetum at the base of the branchial siphon

patently analagous with a similar structure in

sand-living species of the Molguhdae. \\

therefore, probably a convergent adaptation for a

sandy habttai rathe* :hau a character indicative of

phylogenetic affioj

Pyura nsvicnln n.sp.

(Fig. 155)

DrffnLDMilTQN

TV
I
Bay, Moreton

U Cowan Cow . coll. A. Rozefeldb, 20.4.81,

vypeQMGH369)

DESCRimON
EXTERNAL APPEARANCE; The single specimen

ii or less boat-shaped, broad and rounded
postc:

'

rwlng anteriorly and slightly

dorso-ventrally flattened There is a short stftlje

from the ventral surface- The apertures are both

on the upper surface on short siphons dirt'

upwards. The branchial siphon is near the anterior

end of the body, and the atrial siphon is about

halt

.

i he upper surface. The body is 3 cm
long.

l€ ten is extremely hard and rigid. Evenly

spaced and crowded, short, irregular processes or

pap i! from the surface, being absent only

from an area around the siphons. Sand is

embedded in the test, adhering to its surface and

obscuring the shape of the surface papillae There

are small, pointed processes around the branchial

aperture. The outer part of each siphon is lined

•vitii smalt, curved scales 0.02 mm long, wim
rounded anterior borders.

[MEfNAL STRUCTURE The body wall adheres

closely to the test. In the frtth material, it is bright

vermilion with a blue tinge The colour is especially

intense a i\jnd [h siphons The uaculature is

strong. The usuai longitudinal bands extend onto

the ventral surface. There are external circular

bands around each siphon and around the base of

each siphon. Circular bands also extend

horizontally around the body ventral to the

si phonal muscles. The branchial tentacles are not

bushy and have small primary and secondary

branches only. The pentubercular area is a wide

V. and the small, circular dorsal tubercle has a U-
ed opening with both horns turned in. The

dorsaJ Jamina is long, with crowded and finely

pointed languets. The branchial folds terminate

around the opening of the oesophagus at the

posterior end of the branchial sac.

There are 7 broad, overlapping branchial folds

on each side of the body. The internal longitudinal

vessels aTe arranged according to the following

formula; E2(12)4(16)4C30)3(20)3(19>3(16)2(15)

I DL. The 4 to 6 long, oval stigmata per mesh are

crossed by a parastigmatic vessel

The gut forms a Wide, almost circular, loop in

the postero-ventral half o( the body, and the

rectum does not curve anteriorly. The single, large,

branched hver diverticulum has elongate terminal

lobules and some accessory diverticula proximal

to it. The anal border has about 6 rounded lobes

Each gonad consists of about 5 irregularly

lobed. transversely lengthened, rectangular

:
sacs on each side ot central goaoducts.

'eft gonad extends around in the curve of the

ascending Limb of the gut loop. There are

endocarps on the gonads. The polycarp sacs are

only very lightly attached to the body wall with a

Few, very fine, ligaments; their principal

attachment is by means ^i' their gonoducts, which
are joined to the central common ducts embedded
in the body wall. There are no endocarps on the

gut.

RLMAkks: The species belongs to the irregularis

group with curved siphonal scales. It is

distinguished from other species in the group by

/he sand embedded in i irner than forming

a sandy outer coating (attached to test hairs) as it

does in P. wolguloides; by its large and relatively

few polycarp sacs; and its coospicuous circular

muscles passing horizontally around the body

posterior to the circular siphonal muscles (as in P.

ttians).

Pyura subuculanr Tokioka, 1950, from the

Palau Is, closely resembles the present species in

all characters except the sandy papillated test and

the number of branchial vessels. {Pyura

subuculata Sluiter is a New Zealand species not

related to P. naviettla).

Characteristics of Pyura na^icula are its test

papillae and sandy coat; strong body muscles,
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I ti \53. Pyittu navjcuh n sp. (QM GH3G9) - a, external appearance, h body removed from irsi showing mi '

c. gui and gonad* (Scales: a. 6. 2.5 mm: c, 2.0 mm).

scale-like siphonal armature; small dorsal tubercle,

rectangular. Mock-shaped and sltehtly lobed

polycarp Sacs; and the absence ol eudoearps on its

gat

Pvura obesa Hartmever, 1919

(Figs 154a.b, 15

Ppurt? otoo Hanmeyei . 1919 p. 14.

Hyuru a/hunyensh Harlmeyer and MiehaeUen, 1928,

p.435 Km* '976a, P-80.

fjiw tffMfO: ToWoka, 1950 p.U6; 1952, r 135. Kent.

1964, p. 142; 1966, p,300; l*72a, p 37^ !V72e. p. 242.

Pyura scaresbi0n$t& Kotti I972a« pt36i 19721

1975. p. 14; 1976a, p.7H

ION

Ntw RECORDS: Western Australia iDarnpiev

Archipelago, WAM 876.83 1247.83; Shark Bin, QM
GH1812). South Australia (St Via,,., .. QM
GH1816-7; Spencer Gulf, QM GH2690) Victoria (Bass

Strait, QM Gl 1878 G 1 2749). Queensland (Hervcv Baw
QM GH2185 GH2221; Gladstone, QM G9723; Heron
1

,
QM GH220V GH3092; Wi,

I H)97;

NW of Bowen, QM GH748 GHIS19; Lloyd Bay, QM
GH8I5; Barrow Poim.QMGH79l GH182Z;!
QM GH1S20; Cleveland Bay. QM GEfl37lfc Cape
Melville, QMGH2344)

Pki-violsls Recorded: Western Australia (Cape
fauberl - Hanmeyei 1919; Albany — Hartmeytr atid

Michaelsen L928). South Australia (Si VlnceiH Gulf—
SAM £876 E892 B9I2 Koti 1972a; Upper Spenee.

— Kotr 1972b; Investigator Strait, Pearson I - Koti

1975). Victona (Vvesu - K0!l 1976a).

Queensland l. Morel on Bay — Kott 1964 1972^ Hi

Bay - Koti 1966. TowtKVllle, Inmsi'atl — Kot( 1961.

AraXuraSea— Tckioka 1952). Palau ls(Tokioka 1950)

The species appca igi ound in«

Australian i
I Into the western Pacific.

Description

Extern a&ance: ns from 0.5 u»

12 cm (excluding the stalk) in maximum dimension

have been examined. Occasionally aggregates

occur. The body vanes in shape. Rounded and
lorso-ventrally or laterally compressed

individuals have both apertures on the do
surface. Upright and more or less cylindrical

individuals cither have the branchial and atrial

apertures on opposite sides of a slight terminal

projection; or have a terminal branchial aperture

with the atrial aperture on the dorsal surface

behind tt, never more than one third of the body
length away and ofien closer. These upright

individuals sometimes narrow long and
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narrow or a short and thick posterior .stalk. In

some South Australian specimens, an oblong head

up to 3 cm long is supported on a stalk up to 20
nn Ions The stalk, like the remainder of the test,

has sand embedded in it: only a very small central

core, perforated by 2 long vessels, is free of sand.

The apertures are sessile, surrounded by an
greenish black to mustard-green (in preservative)

area of thickened test that is always bare of

encrusting or embedded sand but is covered wilh

minute iridescent spines that continue down into

the sipbon lining for most of its length The smaller

spines (0.1 mm) axe scattered among the larger

ones (0.25 to 0.275 mm). These spines are more or

less straight, with a slightly expanded cup-shaped
concavity at their basal end. Where they project

out of the test, they flatten and expand before

tapering to a very long, sharp point. Black bands
(caused by localised distribution of large pigment
patches beneath the overlapping spines) radiate

i r in the apertures across the bare areas

surrounding each aperture. They also continue

down the siphon lining. These black bands fade in

preservative and are not always readily observed.

The radii of the bare areas around each aperture

are variable; sometimes they are so wide that they

become con fluji i ! -viit. Qfle anoiher in the mid-line

between the apertures

Juveniles (0.5 to 1.0 cm) are white in

pre*er*.ative, with a smooth-surfaced,
cartilaginous test, but larger individuals have a
relatively thin test hardened with embedded sand.

Occasionally, larec specimens (5 to 12 cm: QM
G5028, WAM 87n.Rs 1247-83) are completely

without embedded or encrusting particles and have

a leathery, smooth-surfaced test with some
furrows and creases.

A living specimen from Heron 1. iQM GH3092)
was brick red with black siphons.

Inm knm Structure: The body wall is thin;

body organs can be seen through it. especially on
the left . However, the musculature is well

loped. The body wall adheres closely to the

test around the anterior end of the body. There

are suong. circular muscle bands around the whole
length ul the body, all hough rhev art least

conspicuous over the gut on the left and
posteriorly, where they arc reduced to very fine

fibres. The circular muscles overlie longitudinal

bands that extend, almost parallel to one another,

from both siphons toward the posterior end of the
luiJy to form a rather irregular mesh-work with

the circular fibres. Only in the centre of the body
Jn ihc longitudinal bands cross one another. The
internal siphons arise very close together ar the

anterior end of the body, and then diverge. In

contracted specimens, the diameter of the body is

abruptly increased posterior to the base of the

siphons.

Branchial tentacles have a solid, sickle-shaped

main stem. They are not very bushy. The primary

branches are short, and there ate only small or

minute secondary branches. The dorsal tubercle is

a round cushion of moderate size, with a U-shaped

opening that always has both horns spiralling

inwards, although the orientation of the aperture

is variable. The dorsal lamina is short and the

pointed languets arc crowded.

Owing to the height of the body and its short

dorsum, the branchial sac has a deep, ventral carve

and the 6 wide, overlapping branchial folds on

each side of the body are deeply curved.

Posteriorly, the branchial folds terminate along

each side of the oesophageal opening. The internal

longitudinal vessels are fairly evenly spaced on the

folds and in the interspace. There are up to 40 on

the folds and up to 16 between. Typical branchial

formulae are: E502)6(22)5(24)7(22)8(21)9( I6)8DL

(4 cm specimen); DL 12(30) 1 4(36) 14(44) 16(40)

12(32)12(32)12E < 12 cm specimen). There arc 4 to

6 stigmata per mesh.

The gut loop is very deeply curved into a U-
shape. It is slightly wider at the pole than at the

dorsal end, where it is narrow and closed.

Sometimes the whole loop is very narrow,

crowding the enclosed gonad between the two
limbs, A short series of small liver diverticula with

elongate lobules is at the cardiac end of the pyloric

region. Further along, a large, arborescent

ficulum with elongate, branched, terminal

tobules extends in a tight, cauliflower-like mass
over a considerable extent of the gut. The anal

border has about S shallow indentations. There are

large endocarps along both limbs of the gut loop

and on the gonads, and in very large specimens,

minute papillae cover the gut, liver and body wall

between the endocarps

The usual pyurid polycarp sacs are crowded
together on both sides of the central ducts. The
left gonad is in the primary gut loop. The right

gonad is in a corresponding position on (he right

side of the body. The individual ducts from each

sac are short, and when the female ducts are filled

with eggs, the ovary appears to be a continuous,

rather sinuous, lobed lube with male follicles

around the outside of the lobes. The whole gonad
is firmly embedded in the body wall.

RBKiARKS; The species is distinguished by its

mixture of large and small siphonal spines; dose,

sessile apertures with radiating stripes of pigment
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Fio. 155: Fyuro obesa: a - d, external appearance (QM OH 1814. GH1817. CH748, C*6127); c, gut loop and gonads

(QM GH1816). (Scales; a. b, d. 5.0 mm. c. 1 cm; e, 2.0 mm).

across the bare anterior part of the body; short

dorsal lamina; numerous internal longitudinal

vessels in the interspace; wide, deeply curved,

overlapping branchial folds; deeply curved gut

loop; embedded gonads; many endocarps on the

gut loop; and its conspicuous layer of posterior

siphonal circular body muscles. Specimens from

South Australia with a dramatically long stalk

(SAM E892, E912) are from mixed populations of

stalked, non-stalked and intermediate forms.

The confused taxonomy of this and related

species {P. albanyensis: Kotl, 1976a) has resulted

largely from the fact that the unique siphonal

armature has been overlooked, the smaller spines

being obscured by the larger ones and not always

observed.

Microcosmus solanoides Herdman, 1899 from
Port Jackson (AM U360) resembles the present

species in the shape, position and form of its

apertures, its body musculature, and in its

characteristically close and diverging siphons when
it is removed from the test. However, unlike P.

obesa, it has no dorsal lamina (in this resembling

P- stolonifera). U also has a characteristic pyurid

liver. Its siphonal armature is similar to that of P.

stolonifera. However, the type specimen of

Microcosmus solanoides is in a poor condition,

and it was not possible accurately to determine its

identity.

Pyura ostreopttila Hartmeyer and Michaelsen,

1928

(Figs 154c-f, 156)

t'vura ostreophila Hartmeyer and Michaelsen. 1928,

p.424

Distribution

New Record: Victoria (Bass Strait, QM GHB99).

Previously Recorded: Wesiern Australia (Albai:

Hartmeyer and Michaelsen 1928).

Although this remarkable species has been recorded

only twice, the records suggest a distribution aCTOSS the

southern coast of Australia. Both Albany and Bass Strait

records are from relatively shallow water (down to 5 m).

Description
External Appearance:: Aggregates of small

individuals are covered by an encrusting Halisarca

sponge to form irregular colonies with rounded

surface swellings where the sponge covers the

projecting surfaces of the ascidians. The sponge is

so closely associated with the surface of the test of

each individual that it is difficult to separate; in

section, the base of the sponge is seen to be entirely

contiguous with the test of the ascidian. The
ascidian individuals are held together by the

sponge and do not adhere to one another directly.

The sponge forms an almost continuous, smooth,

firm and slippery surface o\^\ the aggregate,

interrupted only by the apertures of each

individual. Only a very few small patches of test
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Fig. 156: Pyura ostreophila (QM GH1399) — a, b, aggregates of zooids in sponge (long stolon from a single zooid);

c - e, separate zooids removed from sponge; f, zooid removed from test; g, branchial tentacle; h, dorsal tubercle;

i, liver diverticulum from pyloric part of gut. (Scales: a - e, 2.0 mm; f, 1 .0 mm; g - i, 0.2 mm).

are not covered by sponge. In an aggregate 3 cm
long 2 cm wide and about 1.5 cm maximum
thickness, from Bass Strait, 40 individuals were
dissected from the surrounding sponge.

Individuals are from 2 to 10 mm in length.

Each individual is more or less dome-shaped,
slightly longer than wide. The basal surface is flat;

the apertures are at opposite ends of the upper
surface. The basal test is thin, but elsewhere it is

firm, cartilaginous and translucent. Occasional

thickenings of the test form swellings on the

surface. Between the apertures, the test is always

thickened to form a long, raised prominence,

beneath which the apertures can be withdrawn.
The border of each aperture is produced into 10

small, pointed lobes.

There are small, rounded, yellow spots on the

test, which are more intense in those areas not

covered by the sponge. From 1 to 5 stolonic test

extensions, of various lengths, arise from almost

any part of the test, but especially from around

the lower half of the body and around the

periphery of the thin basal test. These stolons

contain numerous, very fine, test vessels,

apparently generated in the stolon, and not always

continuous along its whole length. Some terminate

along its length; others extend into side branches.

Those vessels that terminate at the end of the

stolon spread out slightly from one another within

the terminal lobes of test. Growth of the stolons

appears to be a continuous process. They extend

through the surrounding sponge, and each stolon

is covered with its own layer of sponge. The vessels

in the stolons have thin epithelial walls and contain

blood cells.

There are 4 parallel ridges extending down the

inside of each short siphon. Overlapping siphonal

spines, 0.07 mm long, are present in the terminal

part of the siphon lining and extend further down
along these ridges. The protruding part of each

spine is hollow and slightly curved. The long outer

surface of the spine is flat and scale-like

posteriorly.
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Internal Structure: The body wall is thin

and transparent. Circular muscles are present

around each siphon and around the base of each

siphon. Longitudinal muscles extend down the

siphons beneath the circular muscles and radiate

over the sides of the body. The longitudinal

muscles of the respective siphons do not overlap,

and there are no intersiphonal muscles.

The branchial tentacles are thick and fleshy,

with short primary branches and only very few

minute secondary branches. The dorsal tubercle is

a simple, circular cushion with a C-shaped, almost

closed, slit. The peritubercular area is very

shallow. There is an extensive prebranchial area.

The dorsal lamina is long, with pointed languets.

There are 6 wide branchial folds, with internal

longitudinal vessels arranged according to the

following formula: E4(9)3(9)2(l 1)1(10)1(10)

2(9)1DL. The gut forms a narrow, J-shaped loop

to the left of the ventral border of the body,

enclosing the left gonad. About 4 pairs of liver

diverticula branch from each side of the proximal

one-third of the ascending limb of the gut loop.

The anal border has 9 or 10 broad, shallow and

slightly irregular lobes.

Each gonad consists of 8 polycarp sacs along

each side of the central ducts. Each sac is upright

and firmly fixed to the body wall. There are no

endocarps on the gut loop, but there are minute,

pointed papillae.

Remarks: The individuals from Bass Strait are

at most only one-third of the size of the specimens

described by Hartmeyer and Michaelsen (1928).

They have the same shape, the same multiplicity

of stolons and the same thickening of the test

between the apertures. Michaelsen regarded the

largest stolon of the many on each individual as

homologous with the single stolon of the

bolteniform species Pyura pachydermatina, P.

gihbosa, P. australis and P. spinifera. There is no
indication from the structure of the stolons of the

Bass Strait specimens that this is so.

The vascular stolons, the small size of the

individuals and their close association with one

another, all suggest the hypothesis that the species

reproduces vegetatively. However, although

heavily vascularised, the stolons extend between

the individuals in the aggregate, embedded in the

enveloping sponge, and do not adhere to adjacent

individuals. They may help to anchor individuals

in the sponge, and there is no evidence of a

vegetative process.

The small, pointed papillae on the gut loop

resemble those of Pyura obesa Hartmeyer 1919

and P. sacciformis. They may be homologous with

endocarps.

Pyura pantex (Savigny, 1816)

Cynthia pantex Savigny , 1816, p. 90.

Pyura pantex: Hartmeyer 1909, p. 1340. Michaelsen,

1918, p.21. Hartmeyer and Michaelsen, 1928, p.439.

Distribution

New Records: None

Previously Recorded: Western Australia (Shark Bay
— Hartmeyer and Michaelsen 1928). Red Sea (Savigny

1816, Michaelsen 1918).

This is one of the few Indian Ocean species recorded

from Australia.

Description (after Michaelsen 1918, Hartmeyer
and Michaelsen 1928)

External Appearance: Individuals are more
or less elliptical but irregular, and up to 8.0 cm
long. They are fixed by their left and ventral sides.

The surface is uneven, broken up into an irregular

mosaic of brown, cushion-like swellings. The pale,

narrow creases between the swellings are more or

less parallel to the dorsal line. The test is tough.

The apertures are on the upper surface, more than

half the length of the body apart. They are on
broadly based conical elevations.

Minute (0.02 mm), rounded scales line the

siphon.

Internal Structure: The body wall is closely

adherent to the test. It is muscular, the muscle

bands crossing one another to form a regular

mesh. A siphonal sphincter muscle projects into

the lumen at the base of the branchial siphon, just

anterior to the tentacles. The dorsal lamina is long,

the oesophagus opening at the posterior end of the

branchial sac, which has 7 folds on each side.

There are 6 stigmata per mesh. The branchial

formula for an Australian specimen is: DL2(16)
3(16)5(15)3(12)3(9)3(7)1(5)0E. A Red Sea
specimen has the following arrangement of vessels:

DL2(20)3(21)3(21)1(23)2(17)3(12)3(8)0E.

The gut forms a wide, open, straight loop that

always reaches the anterior end of the branchial

sac. It has the usual liver diverticula on the

ascending limb. The anal border is bilabiate, with
some slight indentations on the inner lip. The
gonads are numerous, proliferated and crowded
polycarp sacs.

Remarks: The species is not very different from
P. elongata. which also has a mosaic of scale-like

thickenings on the surface but more internal

longitudinal vessels and fewer branchial folds. Of
other species that have 7 branchial folds per side,
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/'. navictifa n.sp, and P, viarecia n.sp. have a
sandy test and (like P. crassacapxntan,^.) do not

have the scale-like thickenings of the present

species. Pyurafissa, a species recorded only from
Bass Strait, appears to be similar to the present

[pedes in having scale-!' ke f rckenings in the test

and crowded polyearp sacs. However, endocarps

ibai are conspicuous on the gut of P. fissa do no:

appear 10 be present in P. pantex, and the former

Ees has long siphons that are not present in P.

pantex.

Pyura sacciformis (Draschc. (884)

(Fiy,s 157a-c r 158; Pl.VIf

hia sacciform is Draschc, 1884, p. 376,

tMwtforprU tokioka l*67a, n.w. Nlsnikawa.

I9S0. p.79. Koa, I981,p.±0.1.

Cynthiajaponica Traustedt, 1885, p.'U).

t'ymhr i lediandWdtnei, ISM. p.1l

ffalocynthia xanderr. Hanmeyer, L906, p
PyitW saruJen Takfoka, 19533. p,275, ftlMh l«J66a,

p.214; 1966b. p..167; i%8, p.97; (971 . p. 1>2: 1975.

p. 144

/'hlocyni hia michaelxuni Oka, 1906, p.4(«.

t 'ytuhta mtchaekenl 1
. Oku, 193-5, p.437.

Pvuro michuefseni: Tokioka, 1949b, p. 54; 1954b, p.90.

kott, 1964, p, 140.

Pyura aspersu Tokioka, 1949a, p 10.

PviitQ masuii'Tokioka, 1949b, p.57.

I
Jvura subucutatu: Tokioka, I9S0, p, 149.

Pyuw plica/a Kott, 1952, p.278.

fywv cun'igona: Kott and Cioodbody , 1982, p.55y

DlSIWBL'TlON

New Records: Tasmania (Maria t.. QM GH2013
OH2084). New South Wales (Wattlewood, QM G9711;

POTl Stephens, QM G10174). Queensland (Moreton Bay,

QM G12716 GM2182; Heron J., QM GH2181 GH2557;
iri Reef, QM Ol 1914; fcuri Creek, QM GH1458.

Uoyd Bay. QM GH790. Cape Kimbertey, QM GH 1459).

Previously Recorded. Western Australian (Had
FUy — AM YI856 Kott 1952). Queensland (Heron I

-

K04l 1964). Japan (Drasche 1884, TrausteiH and Wdino
1894, Hartmever 1906, Tokioka 1949a,b 1953a 1954

1967a). Korea (Rho !966a.b 1968 1971 1975). Fiji (Koil

I^Hl).

The species has a wide range in the western Pacific,

from the temperate waters of Korea to the eastern and
western coasts Of Australia

DESCRIPTION

External Appearance: The body is robust

and rounded. It is often (but not always) coveted

with sand or sponge, and often has irregular

projections from the surface test. Basally, it is

usually produced into irregular holdfasts. Sand is

.sometimes present adhering to, or embedded in the

-surface of, the white, cartilaginous tesi

.

The apertures are on the upper surface,

separated by about one-third of the body length.

The structure of the upper surface of the body and
the disposition of the apertures are both very-

variable. Sometimes they are in depressions,

surrounded by thickened test; or they are

sui rounded by a vat tabic number of large.

projecting lobes; or the apertures are at each end

of a longitudinal ridge of test. The lobes, which
may be rounded or pointed, occasionally have

secondary tubercles. One or two series of smaller

projections are produced forwards from around
the rim of the apertures. These are also very

variable. Sometimes they are relatively numerous,

long and conspicuous, and occur in an inner and
outer Ting, but occasionally they are only swellings

around each aperture. The specimens from
Tasmania (QM GH2013, GH2084) are small,

spherical juveniles (1.5 cm diameter) without lobes

around the apertures. Their test is mostly thin and
flexible, but thick and cartilaginous posteriorly.

The external test around the apertures is covered

with overlapping, curved, pointed spines that

continue down into the outer half of the siphonal

lining. These are about 0. 13 mm to 0.2 mm in total

length along their outer borders. The anterior or

inner curve of the projecting point is about 0.07

mm to 0.1 mm. There is a wide, flat flange around
the open base of the spine. The spines cause a

bluish iridescence in the siphonal lining. They arc

present only in the outer half of the siphon. The
siphon linings are red. kn living specimen*.

Sometimes the preserved specimens have regular,

oval bodies of orange pigment in (he surface te\i

around the apertures.

In some specimens, the upper half of the body
appears to be articulated to the lower half by a
horizontal strip of thinner test that extends arourul

the animal. The strip makes it possible to

contractdorsal half of the body into a son of cup

of solid test.

Internal Structure: In a juvenile specimen

from Heron 1. (QM GH255"), the body wall is

produced into long, tongue-like projections ihai

fit into the lobes around the apertures. These arc

less conspicuous in larger specimens. The body

wall is very thin, except anteriorly, where there arc

strong muscle bands. Ii U very closely associated

with the inner surface of the white, cartilaginous

test. Very strong longitudinal muscle bands radiate

from both siphons across the upper half of tbfi

body, but divide on the sides and posterior end of

the body to form a fine, irregular mesh. Muscles

are quite inconspicuous on the lower half of the

body, Circular muscle bands are present only

around the siphons, which are directed away from

one another,
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Fig. 157: Pyura sacciformis — a - c, siphonal spines (QM G12716, GH2181, GH1458). Pyura spinifera— d, siphonal

spines. Pyura spinosa — e, siphonal spines; f, spicules. (Scales: a, 0.006 mm; b - e, 0.01 mm; f, 0.1 ram).
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I c 1 5W Pyuru sactffonnk — a, b, external appearance (QM Gl 19M, G12716); t, lobes (ringing rim ol aperture-?

tQM GH2161); d, gut and gonads (QM GH790). (Scales: a, c, 2.0 mm; b. 1 .0 cm; d, 0.25 mm).

The branchial tentacles have long primary

branches, but only small secondary branches.

Tertiary branches are minute or absent. Curved,

branching spicules are often present in parts of the

body wail. The dorsal tubercle has a large slit, with

both horns rolled inwards to form a double spiral

cone in larger individuals. Sometimes one of the

horns is branched. The slit is often slightly

convoluted. The dorsal lamina is long, with long,

curved languets.

The branchial folds are wide and overlapping,

and there are 6 or 7 on each side oi' the body. The
seventh folds are rudimentary, on either or both

sides of the endostyle. The internal longitudinal

vessels are well spaced, with up to 20 vessels on

the folds. However, the interspaces are narrow,

with only 2 or 3 vessels. There are 4 to 6 stigmata

per mesh in the interspace. A tvpica] branchial

formula is: E6(12)3(14)3(I5)2(17)2(13)2(7)3DL.

The gut forms a pronounced J-shaped loop

around the postero-ventral pan of the left side of

the body enclosing the left gonad. The loop is open
in its distal half The end of the rectum curves up
sharply to the atrial aperture. The liver, which is

usually well developed, comprises 4 pairs of

arborescent diverticula. Those at the cardiac end
are usually smaller, and sometimes consist of 2 or

3 pairs of rather flat rudimentary lamellae broken

up into lobes along their borders; more often, the

accessory diverticula are aborescent and almost as

large as the distal pair. The branching stems of the

latter are often long, lying free in the penbranchial

cavity. The terminal lobules are also loose and

separated, not crowded closely together. The anal

border has about 6 rounded lobes*

Each gonad consists of a row of polycarp sacs

along each side of the central gonoducts. The
polycarp sacs are close to, and almost continuous

with, the central ducts. They are firmly embedded
in the body wall

One large specimen from Moreton Bay has a
fine fur of short, pointed processes all over the

descending limb of the gut; they may be
homologous with endocarps

Remarks: The species is distinguished by its

cartilaginous test with a very irregular surface;

protective processes around the apertures; circular

muscles confined to the siphons; paired liver

diverticula; double spiral coil of the dorsal

tubercle; large, curved siphonal spines extending

only halfway down into the siphons; and the wide

basal expansion or flange on the spines. The

number of internal longitudinal vessels in the

branchial sac and the rather narrow interspace, the

narrow gut loop with its open pole, and the

variations in test thickness also help to distinguish

the species.

The protective test processes (sometimes present

around the apertures) are often similar in form,

and probably in function, to those of P, spinosa,

which is, however, readily distinguished by its

spherical spicules. The minute processes over the

gut of the large specimen from Moreton Bay have

been previously observed in this species by
Tokioka (1967a). They are present only in larger
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specimens and may be homologous with similar

processes that occur in P. osrreophifa and some
individuals of P. obesa (see Haruneyer 1919), The
latter species is distinguished by its large number
of branchial vessels. Identical branched spicules

are embedded in the body wall of Pyura
stolonifera. Pyura obesa has a similar thick

cartilaginous test. Thus, many of the features oi

this species are shared with others in the genus,

but this does not necessarily indicate a related

phytogeny.

Nishikawa (1980) has suggested a relationship

with P. stolonifera: however, trie latter species has

a very short dorsal lamina, less well-developed

siphonal spines that have no basal expansion and
do not extend onto the external test, apertures very

close together, and an external test that is even,

without marked irregularities.

Thus species is one of the few occurring hi

Australia that has a wide range in the western

Pacific (see also P, eiongaia)

.

Pynrascoctm n sp.

i. Fig. 159)

?Pyurajacatrenscs: Hartmeyer 1919, p.*. Hartwtyet and

Michaelsen, 1928, p.43l.

Distribution

Type Locality: Western Australia (Cockbura Sound,

coll. D. Heald. 1974, holotype QM C96*6).

Description
External Appearance: The single specimen

is large (6 cm long) and upright. The posterior half

of the body is about 3 cm in diameter, but it

narrows anterior to the sessile atrial aperture,

which is halfway down the dorsal side of (he body,

The terminal branchial siphon curves dorsaUy. The
surface of the test is lough and leathery, with

irregular creases, and with horizontal wrinkles

around the apertures. Foreign particles are

attached to the posterior part of the Left side

the remainder of the test is more or less naked.

The test around each siphon is divided into wide,

triangular lobes- In section, the test is moderately

thick and translucent, but very tough. It fa I h

toward the posterior end of the body. Small,

curved, overlapping scales w;th a rounded
margin, line a very narrow strip of te« around the

nm of the apertures.

Internal Structure: The branchial siphon ks

long and finger-like, while the atrial siphon i\ a

short cone ? directly slightly posteriorly. The
musculature is very strong, and forms external

circular bands around the siphons as well as

around their bases. The latter extend over a wide

radius, with the outer bands of each siphon

meeting in the dorsal mid-line and reaching about

halfway down the sides of the body. There ate no
horizontal bands around the body posterior to the

siphonal muscles. The longitudinal bands
radiating from each siphon are especially thick.

They form an almost continuous layer over the

sides of the body, branching and becoming slightly

irregular or he "entra! surface.

The branchial temades are long, but not very

bushy. The peritubercular area is a wide V.

completely filled by the large,, protruberant and
slightly lobed tubercle. The slit is a wide, somewhat

ular U, with the horns turned out, running

parallel to the outer border of the tubercle. The
dorsal lamina is a long, wide, ribbed and fleshy

membrane over ;he dorsal sinus. The languets are

long, but become shorter posteriorly.

There are 6 wide, overlapping folds on each side

of the body. The internal longitudinal vessels are

evenly spaced, crowded only on the edges d
folds. They are arranged according to the

following formula: E5(1S)6(20)7(20)7(1 8)5(22)

3(20)0DL- There are about 6 stigmata per mesh.

The- gut forms a long loop, curved dorsatly only

at the posterior end. The pole reaches to the

prepharyngeal band. The limbs of the loop are

almost parallel. There are about 4 unpaired liver

diverticula with elongate terminal lobules. The
anal border is primarily bilabiate, with some
secondary indentations.

The gonads consist of up to 10, upright and
almost cube-shaped polycarp sacs along each side

of the gonoducts. The left gonad is enclosed in the

gut loop. The polycarp sacs are attached very

lightly to the body wall by their ducts and by very

fine ligaments. They are easily dislodged. There

are no endocarps on gut loop or gonads

Remarks: The species resembles Pyura
irregularis and P. conjragosan.sp. in the irregular

and largely naked surface test. However, their very

hard rest is different, when seen in section, from

the cartilaginous test of the present species. Other

characteristics by which P. scortea can be
distinguished are the large number of internal

longitudinal branchial vessels in the interspace and
the cube-shaped, undivided polycarp sacs.

w lift the exception of P. jacatrensis: Hartmeyer
1919 and Hartmeyer and Michaelsen, 1928, P.

elongate and P. scortea are the only species known
with 6 branchial folds and small (not more than

0.03 mm) siphonal spines Pyura scortea shares

many characters with the former specimens; the

general form of the body; the size of the siphonal

spines; the length of the eui loop; the number of

branchial folds and the number of internal
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Fig, I?9: Pyura scarfed (QM G9666) — a, external appearance; b, body removed from lest; i\ dorsal tubercle; d,

gut and gonads. (Scales: u, b, d, 5.0 mm; c, 0.5 nil
I

longitudinal vessels on and between them; and the

number of polycarp sacs Hartmeyer and
Michael sen's (1928) description of the siphonal

spines could refer to a profile view of the scale-

tike spines of the present species and the specimens

(and those of Hartmeyer 1919) may be of P.

scor!fa

Pyura spinifera (Quoy and Gairnard, 1834)

(Figs 157d, 160; PJ.VIld)

Ascidia spinifera Quoy and Gairnard. 1834, p.617.

Boltenia spinifera: Herdman, 1891, p. 571. JVH0I&]

1905, p. 72 (part, not B. gibbosa}.

Pyura spinifera: Hartmeyer. 1922, p.301. Kott» 1952.

p.269; 1972a, p. 39; 1972b t p. 186.

Boltenia australiensis Carter , 1 885, p. 1 97.

Pyura australiensis: Hartmeyer and Michaelsen . I92S . f

typica p.410; f. busseltonensis p. 429.

Cynihia multiradicata Herdman, 1899, p. 3d

Boltenia spinosa: Michaelsen, 1908b, var. intermedia

p.231.

Boltenia gibbosa: Schmeltz, 1879, p.89.

Pyura gibbosa: Michaelsen, 1922, var. intermedia p 390.

Boltenia tuberculata Herdman. 1899, p. 30.

Distribution
Ntv». Records: Western Australia (Carnarvon, WAM

1268.83; Cape Naturalist, WAM 1267.83; Warnbro
Sound. WAM 1269.83). South Australia (Ope
Northumberland. QM Gl 1894 GH 1397). Victoria (Cape

Woolarnai, NMV F51593. Bass Strait, NMV 401 H403;
Deal I., QM GH2180). New South Wales (Kingsciitl,

QM GH4925; Solitary is, QM G959U),

. Recorded: Western Australia (Busseltnn

— Hartmeyer and Michaelsen 1928; King George Sound
— Quoy and Gairnard 1834). South Australia (Backstairs

Passage — Michaelsen 1908, St Vincent Gulf — Kott

I972a,b). Victoria (Bass Strait — Schmeltz 1879; Port

Phillip Bay — Carter 1885). New South Wales (FOCI

Jackson — Herdman 1899).

The species has a wide temperate range from
southwestern to mideastern Australia, down to 80 m.

Description
External APPEARANCE: Individuals are

robust, with a large (up to 12 cm long) kidney-

shaped or top-shaped head, wider at the posterior

(upper) end, and usually narrowing to a long,

narrow stalk at the anterior end of the body The
head is rounded and only rarely slightly laterally

flattened . Sometimes there are one to two
longitudinal furrows down the side of the head,

parallel to the rather conspicuous ventral

convexity. More often the surface is smooth, with

rounded tubercles, apparently randomly
distributed , especially on the rounded anterior etui

of the body The tubercles are very variable in both

size and arrangement, and are sometimes absent

altogether. The whole surface, including the stalk,

is closely covered with an investing sponge
(Halisarca ausiroliensis Carter, 1 885). Boi

h

apertures are on the dorsal side of the body,

directed away from each other by differential

development of the borders of the apertures. The
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Fig. 160: f'yuraspinifera — a, b, external appearance (QM GH 1397); c, external appearance (QM GH925); d. cross

section through stalk, showing horny cylinder and central blood vessels- (Scales: :* - c. 2.0 cm; d, 2.0 mm).

atrial aperture is closest to the upper, free end of

the head, about halfway down the dorsal surface;

the branchial aperture is beneath it, closest to the

stalk. Each aperture is surrounded by
conspicuous, rounded lobes.

The cross section of the stalk shows a thin outer

cuticle, a meshwork cylinder of brown, keratose

material that encloses the central axial test and two
large vessels that extend down the centre of the

stalk. In small specimens, the meshwork cylinder

is of relatively greater diameter and closer to the

outer cuticle.

Minute, hollow conical spines, only slightly

curved, 0.06 mm long, line the outer part of the

siphons. There is no basal expansion of these

spines, and they are only slightly longer along the

outer (convex) surface than along the inner

(concave) surface. The base of the spine is open,

and circular to oval in shape. There are no spicules

in the lest.

Internal Structure: The body wall is fleshy,

muscular and opaque, with muscle bands radiating

from each siphon to cross one another on both

sides of the body The dorsal tubercle has two
shallow cones, each with a horn of the neural gland

opening coiled inwards around it. The slit is

slightly convoluted. The branchial tentacles are

numerous and bushy. The dorsal lamina is short;

the languets short and pointed.

The oesophageal opening is halfway down the

branchial sac, which is strongly curved. The
branchial folds terminate posteriorly behind the

oesophageal opening. There are usually 6

branchial folds on each side of the body, although

occasionally (in larger specimens) there are 7.

Theinternal longitudinal vessels are not crowded;

there are up to 30 or more on the folds and no

more than 6 in the interspace. Each mesh has from

6 to 8 stigmata, crossed by parastigmatic vessels.

A typical branchial formula for a specimen of 4

cm is: El 2(21 )5(22)6(26)5( 30)5(32)5(30) 12DL.

The gut forms a J-shaped loop around the

posterior and ventral borders of the body. There
are 3 pairs of liver diverticula, with clumps of
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slightly crowded terminal lobules, near the

oesophagus. The anal border has 6 shallow lobes.

The gonads consist of a single row of

transversely elongate polycarp sacs along the

anterior side of the central ducts. The left gonad
is in the gut loop. There are no endocarps,

although in larger specimens both gut and gonads

are firmly embedded in the body wall.

Remarks: The species shares many characters

with other bolteniform species such as P. australis

and P. gibbosa. It can be distinguished by the

absence of spicules; the hollow, conical, siphonal

spines in which the open base is not attenuated;

the slightly convoluted double-spiral opening of

the neural duct; the cylinder of branched keratose

fibres in the stalk; the deeply curved branchial sac;

the shallow anal lobes; and the Halisarca sponge
with which it is invariably covered. Further, in

comparison with related species it grows larger,

often has a smooth surface (whereas others are

rough), the upper free end of its head is more
swollen and rounded, its test tubercles are more
conspicuously rounded and are randomly scattered

(rather than being arranged in longitudinal rows)

and the lobes around its apertures are more
conspicuous and rounded. However, the external

appearance of each species in this group varies so

much that general appearance does not always

provide a reliable guide to identity; internal

features must be relied on for positive

determination.

Pyura spinosa (Quoy and Gaimard, 1834)

(Figs 157e,f, 161)

Ascidie spinosa Quoy and Gaimard, 1834, p.615.

Cynthia cerebriformis Herdman, 1882, p. 136.

Cynthia cataphracta Herdman, 1899, p.31.

Pyura cataphracta: Kott, 1976a, p. 77.

Pyura multiradicata: Kott, 1952, p.269 (part, not

Herdman's type specimen of C. multiradicata < P.

spinifera).

Pyura leeuwinia Kott, 1952, p.277.

Distribution

New Records: Victoria (Bass Strait, QM G11893
GH2183, NMV H639 F51827 F51588). Tasmania (NW
Tasmania, TM D984).

Previously Recorded: Western Australia (Triggs I.,

Albany— Quoy and Gaimard 1834, Kott 1952). Victoria

(Western Port, Portland, Cape Grant — Kott 1976a).

New South Wales (Port Jackson — BM 1887.2.4.47

Herdman 1882, 1899).

The species has been taken from intertidal to 275 m
around the southern half of Australia. It is particularly

well adapted for turbulent conditions off rocky coasts.

Description

External Appearance: Individuals are

upright, stalked or sessile, with apertures at

opposite ends of the upper, free surface.

Posteriorly there are root-like processes anchoring

the animal to the substrate, or the body narrows
abruptly to a thin stalk that is never longer than

the head. Individuals are up to 5 cm high and 3

cm wide. The test around the apertures is produced
into conspicuous, pointed processes that tend to

close over the apertures when these are withdrawn.

The surface of the test varies. It may be smooth
with occasional small, pointed tubercles; or

creased and wrinkled. Specimens from exposed
intertidal locations ( > P. leeuwinia Kott, 1952)

occur in tight aggregates and have a very rough

test, with pointed processes of the test helping to

lock individuals together in the aggregate. Basal,

root-like processes, often branched, help fix the

animal to the substrate. Despite its irregularities,

the test is not usually very thick, but it is very tough

and hard. The surface feels especially hard and
granular, owing to the large (0.30 mm diameter)

calcareous spicules that are crowded in it. These
spicules become slightly less crowded toward the

inner surface. They are spherical and consist of

tight, radially arranged, cylindrical rays with

slightly projecting rounded ends. Rudimentary
spicules, 0.04 mm in diameter and with a small

number of well-separated rays, are packed in the

test amongst the larger, spherical spicules.

The siphonal lining has minute, pointed,

overlapping, hollow spines. The spines are 0.04

mm in overall length, including the scale-like

posterior extension. The projecting curved point

is only 0.01 mm long.

Internal Structure: The body wall is very

thin and adheres closely to the test. Strong

longitudinal muscle bands radiate from both

siphons, and break up into an irregular network
over the posterior end of the body.

The branchial tentacles have primary, secondary

and tertiary branches, and are rather bushy. The
prepharyngeal area is narrow. The dorsal tubercle

is large, with a U-shaped opening directed to the

left. The dorsal lamina is long, but the languets

are not crowded.

There are 6 branchial folds on each side of the

body, with up to 21 internal longitudinal vessels

on the folds, and 2 or 3 between. A typical

branchial formula is: El(l 1)2(10)2(12)2(12)2

(12)1(1 1)1DL. There are 4 to 6 stigmata per mesh.

The gut forms a J-shaped loop, wide in its

terminal half. Only the distal end of the rectum

and oesophagus are curved. There are about 6
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Hu. 16t : t'vura spinosa — a, b. external appearance

lafter Kon |5tf6); c, put and gonads (QM G1I893).

(Scales: a, b, 1.0 on; c, 5.0 mm).

pairs of liver diverticula along the pyloric region

of the gut. The liver lobules are sVgfctiy elongate

and not very crowded. The anal border has 6 well-

developed lobes

The gonads consist of small, rounded polycarp

sacs along both sides of the central gonoducts. The

sacs are firmly attached to the body wall. The left

gonad is in the gut loop.

There are very small and inconspicuous

endoearps on the gut loop, and an occasional

pointed endocarp on the free surfaces of the

polycarp seas.

Remarks: The very large, globular spicules are

distinctive and known only in the prevent species

and in P. UttonxHs (where they are smaller but

otherwise identical). Pyura tit (oralis is readily

distinguished by its multiple oviducal apertures

and unusual branchial folds. The present species

is not very' c!o<dy related to others in the

packydermatina group, and is readily

distinguished from them by the position of the

apertures and stalk as well as by its spicules. The

very hard, irregular test with tubercles and pointed

spines and the well-separated apertures were noted

by Quoy and Gairnard (1834)

I'yura stolonifera (Heller, 1878)

(Fig. 162; Pl.VUla.b)
Cvrtthia stofottifera Heller, I8"S. p. 10.

Pyura siohru/'era: Hartmeyer, 1911, p. 554; 1912, p.246;

\$l$i p 133- Michaeisen. 1915, p. 370; 1921b, p.5;

1923, p.50; 1927, t. waia p. 193. Hartmever and
Michaeisen, 1928, p.433. Shiiter. 1927, p.56. Kott.

1952, p. 274; 1964, p.141; 1976a, praeputtatis p.82.

Millar, 1962a, p.193. Monniot, 1965, p.100. Day,

1974, p.35. GrifftlhS, 1975. p. I. Dnel, 1978. p. I,

Cynthia praeputxaUs Heller, 1378, p. 12. Drasche, 1884,

p.374. Traustedt, 1885, p. VJ. Herdman, 1899, p.27.

Cynthiapsix praepuuatis: Michaeisen, 1905, p.9I.

Fvura praepuiiatis: Harimevei . 1911, p. 560, Millar,

1963, P.73S; 1966, p.372. Anderson ex a/., 1975, p.205.

m« roccsmtto cogtiws Staiser, 1898a, p.57.

CyntMofisis coatrtus'. Michaeisen, 1904a. p.201.

Hafoevruhia vanhoeffenx: Michaeisen. 1904a, p. 201.

Cyhttoto&sis w#tfW&£ Mictoafiben, 1904a, p*2tfl

Cynihiopsis herdman i Michaeisen, 1904a, p.208.

Mtcroscosmus herdmam. Herdman and Riddel I, IVU.
p.876.

Pyura hradteyi Van Name, 1931, p.22t; 1945, p. 334.

Distribution

Nr^s B U>8; Western Australia (Albany, WAM
1251.83). South Australia (St Vincent Gulf) r.i n

(Eaglehawk Neck. QM GUI 804; Kingston. TM U707.

SE Bruny |.a TM D1856; Ralph's Bay, TM D720; Roches

Beach. TM D153S DI809 DI83S DIS42, QM GHIS04).
Victoria (Nmets Mile Beach, QM Gl 1869; Port Phillip

Bay, QM G 1005 1-2, NMV F51596). New South Wales

[Aniiwarra; Hastings Point QM G 10104-5). Queensland

(Noosa Heads; Point Omwrighl, QM G10112;
.Alexander Headland, QM GJ0H3; Caloundra, QM
G10119. Currumbin, QM G2109; Moreion Is., QM
OH360). Chile (Auiofagasta, collection D.P. Abbot;
Valparaiso, MHN).

PREVIOUSLY Recorded: Western Australia (Shark

Bay, Cockburn Sound — Hartmeyer and Mtchacl&CIl

1928). South Australia (St Vincent Gulf - Koti 1952).

Tasmania (Spring Bay— Kott 1952). Victoria (Wilson's

Promontory, Walkerville — Kott 1952; Port Phillip Bay

I Oil 1952 1976a; Millar 1963; Western Port — Kott

J 976a). New South Wales (Jervis Bay — Herdman and
Riddell 1913; Port Jackson — Heller 1878, Drasche 1884,

Traustedt 1885, Herdman 1899). Queensland (Cape
Moreton — Kort 1952; Noosa — Kott 1964). Tahiti

(Michaeisen 1923). Western Africa (Port Noiloth —
Sluiler 1898a; Algoa Bay to Cape Town — Heller 1878,

Drasche 1884, Michaeisen 1921, Griffiths 1975, Driel

1978: Numibia — Michaeisen 1915; Luderitz Bay -
Hartmeyer 1913; Dakar — Monniot 1965; Morocco —
Sluiter 1927). Tahiti (Michaeisen 1923). Eastern Pacific

(Peru — Van Name 1931) Ecuador (Van Name 1945).

Records tor the Chatham Is. referred to by Monniot
(1965) have not been traced.

The species extends into the tropics and north of the

equator on the western coasts of both the African and

South American continents. On the eastern Australian

coast the species is not recorded north of Noosa (2625'S).

The only record From the tropical central to western

Pacific is from Tahiti (Michaeisen 1923), well north of

its northern limits on the Australian continent. The
affinities of the Tahitian populations are not known.

Populations off the eastern Australian and Numibian,
South African and Peruvian coasts are crowded, forming
extensive mats at low tide on rocky exposed shores. These
populations extend into subtidal depths where rocky

substrates are free of sediments (sec also Day 1974). In

protected waters, individuals can be found on wharf
piles They are also found on sandy substrates, where
they are solitary rather than occurring in aggregates. In

Australia and South Africa, the species has been reported

down to 12 m.
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PlC !62: Pyura stolonifera — a - e, externa] appearance (a, b, characteristic rocky shore form. QM G10105.
GI0051; c, d, Tasrnanian locations, TM D707, D720; e, aggregate af juveniles. TM D720); f, body removed from
the test (TM D707); R , dorsal tubercle (TM D707). (Scales: a, c. 1.0 cm; b, d - f, 5.0 mm; g, 0.5 mm).

During the winter, storms cast up very large numbers
of this species along the coasts of New South Wales and
Victoria.

Reproductive activity has been reported in April/May
and September for 3 Australian populations in the

vicinity of Port Jackson (Anderson el ai. 1975).

Description

External Appearance: Individuals are either

upright and more or less cylindrical, or squat with

an expanded base. They are up to 30 cm high and
10 cm in diameter around the upper surface. The
apertures, their borders divided into large,

triangular lobes, are close together and protrude

as rounded hemispheres from the depressed upper
surface. The apertures are surrounded by a

rounded ridge bordering ihe the upper surface of
the body. Populations from the intertidal zone of
rocky shores consist of tightly aggregated, tail,

cylindrical individuals in which the basal part of
the animal is entirely solid leathery test , the animal

itself being supported at the top of this column of
test In individuals from sandy substrates, the

basal test is broken up into a long beard of root-

like processes enmeshed with sand; there is no solid

piliar of basal test.

The test is always thick and hard. It is sometimes
covered with embedded sand. However, the rocky
shore aggregates are more often leathery on tli<;

surface and have epiphytes. Individuals from
Tasmania and South Australia are smaller than

those from the central New South Wales co3st.

Epiphytes and sand are sometimes absent from the

test immediately surrounding the apertures, but

they usually are present elsewhere, except in

Tasrnanian populations, in which the anterior

ridge of test is rounded, bare, smooth and yellow.

This ridge is of varying width, somen
flattening out so that the body gradually expands
in diameter from the base of the siphons to about

halfway down the side of the body. Juvenile

specimens have an irregular surface with nodules,

bumps and projections. These variations have also

been observed in South African populations (Day
1974).

The atrial aperture is directed upwards, the

branchial aperture slightly laterally. The test

around the rim of the apertures is produced into

small, hollow, tentacular processes of varying

length that project down into the siphon when ii

la contracted. Corresponding processes of the
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body wall tit into these projections. The outer half

ul ihc Mphonal lining has hollow, curved spines

with slightly expanded bases, the outer surface

flaring out posteriorly. Spines vary in Length from
ro 0.1 mm (see Koti 1976a). A range from

0.05 to 0.09 mm has been observed in the one
individual

Internal Structure: The body wall is soft and

fleshy, but is musculat anteriorly. I:

characteristically bright red-orange Longitudinal

bands extend from the siphons down the body
v,:i||, bur unlike those in most species of this genus

they dti not cross one another to form a mesh.

>lar muscles are conspicuous around the base

of the siphons and ihe anterior pan of the body.

There are many short terminal branches o\' these

circular muscles in the vicinity of the circular fold

of test surrounding the anterior end of the body.

Branched, horny spicules occur in the body wall,

branchial tentacles and pharynx of some, but not

all, specimens.

Oie br;in.;pia! tentacles ai fhey

are sometimes bushy, sometimes almost pnmatc

with only minute secondary branches, and
sometimes the tentacles themselves are quite

rudimentary and inconspicuous. There are 16

tentacles, large and .sanalt alternating, with

rudimentary tentacles between rhem The large

dorsal tubercle is close behind tile ring of tentacles

at the anterioi cod of the V-shaped peruubercular

area. The slit forms a double spiral corse, which is

more complex and convoluted in sonic specimens

than in others. The open interval between the

cones is anterior.

The dorsal lamina is very short, and in larger

tbsent altogether. The folds of the

branchial sac are deeply curved, and there are 6 or

7 folds on each side cf the body. Up to 20internai

longitudinal vessels are present on the folds, and
up to 4 between them. There are 5 to 8 stigmata

per mesh. A branchial formula for a small

aanian specimen is E<14)2< 16)30 8)2(18)1(23)

1(21 )6DL
The gut forms a curved 3nd rather wide loop

around the postero-ventral border of the left side

of the body There are 2 unpaired, large, branched

liver diverticula. The anal border has about 8

shallow, rounded lobes.

The gonads are always embedded in the body
wail, but arc otherwise verj variable. They are

broken up into block-shaped potycarp sacs,

sometimes in paired rows, with up ro 8 in a row,

along each s<de of central ducts; or in a single row
of large, fUfcl -d blocks (in very large

cylindrical specimens). The left ^onad is primarily

in the gut loop, although blocks of gort:.

i. embedded in fleshy endocarp, in the

secondary curve of the gut loop, outside the

primary loop.

Rpmarks: Michaelsen (1923), Hartmeyer and
Michaelsen (1928) and Kott (1952 and 1976a) have

discussed the relationships of populations from

South Africa known as P. stofontfera and those

from Australia known as P. praeputiatis and

believe them to be conspecific- Millar (1962a,

1963) regarded the African and Australian

populations as separate species on the basts of ihe

branching spicules in certain specimens from

Africa, and of the direction of coiling of the slit

of the neural gland opening. In fact, the branching

spicules occur in Australian populations (and also

in specimens of P. succlformh) . The direction of

coiling of the neural gland opening appears to be

a stable character iu each of the respective

populations, and may indicate a degree of

isolation. However, on its own it does not justify

.lus for each o( the populations.

The relationship between this species and
populations off the Chilean coast are also close t >
i'yura bradleyi) and arc based on the same
variations in body shape and internal structure,

including the presence of the branching spines.

There are some differences in breeding season,

ah hough egg sizes are remarkably similar in South
African and Australian populations. Specimens

from South Africa have eggs of 0.25 mm to 3

mm and breed from December to January (False

Bay. Griffiths 1975; Driel 1978). or June and

December (Capetown, Day 1974). Three

populations around Port Jackson have eggs that

arc 0.23 mm tn diameter {0.26 mm with chorion)

and breed in April/May and September (Anderson

et al. 1975). The larval trunk is 030 mm long in

the Australian populations and 0.23 to 0.28 mm
lone, in the South African specimens (Griffiths

L975),

Similarities between the populations off the

African, Australian and South American
continents are too dramatic to be regarded as other

than significant. In addition to the morphological

and ecological similarities, ELV, and Circular

Dichroism spectra for Australian, Chilean and
South African populations, demonstrating that the

molecular structure o\' the blood pigments are

identical (C. J. Hawkins pen. commX constitutes

compelling evidence of a close phylogenetic

relationship.

It seems unlikely that there is gene flow between
the contemporary populations on these three

omrinenis. The only plausible explanation for
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their occurrence is that they are relict populations

of a Gondwanaland species. This explanation

conforms well with the present range of South
American and Australian populations. The South

African populations could have isolated earlier

and may be expected to have diverged further.

Prevailing west wind drift could explain why the

range did not extend across the southern coast of

Australia after its separation from the Antarctic

continent. Since there is no evidence that the

present populations have been isolated for long

enough to have achieved the true biological

isolation that could justify their separation from

one another as distinct species, they are regarded

here as conspecific; although their geographic

separation suggests that each can be regarded as a

subspecies (Kott 1976a).

Pyura stolonifera is characterised by its body
shape and close apertures, orange-red body wall,

specialised body musculature, siphonal spines,

very short dorsal lamina and deeply curved

branchial sac, double spiral of the neural gland

opening, and block-shaped, embedded gonads.

Pyura sacciformis has larger and more hooked
siphonal spines with a wide basal flange. Nor does

it have the shortened dorsal lamina, block-shaped

gonads or body shape of the present species, and
its apertures are further apart. Cynthia arcuata

Heller, 1878, from New South Wales waters, may
be a specimen of P. stolonifera in which the

anterior rim of test had flattened out, as in some
of the Tasmanian specimens that it closely

resembles.

Pyura tasmanensis n.sp.

(Figs 163a-d, 164)

Distribution

Type Locality: Tasmania (Ralph's Bay, Neck Canal,

coll. R. Hetherington, August 1983, holotype TM
D1881,paratypesD720).

Further Records: Tasmania (Roche's Beach, TM
D190 D1834 D1844 D1848 D1869; Tasman Head, TM
D1189; Port Davey, QM GH2016).
Specimens have been taken from Tasman Head at 154

m. Large numbers are washed up on beaches after

storms.

Description
External Appearance: The species is robust,

and occurs in large aggregates. Generally the body

is upright and rounded, with both apertures on
small siphons close together on the upper surface.

The atrial aperture is just dorsal to the branchial

aperture in the centre of the upper surface. The
apertures are sometimes withdrawn into the upper

surface, or are extended and diverging.

Posteriorly, there is either a short stalk, or a dense

beard of fine, sand-encrusted, root-like extensions

of the test, which hold the aggregates together. The
test is very hard, with fine horizontal wrinkles or

a mesh of slight, rounded ridges over the surface.

There is a fine encrustation of sand over most of
the posterior third of the body. Individuals are

generally about 3 cm in diameter.

The siphons are lined for most of their length

with long (0.1 to 0.2 mm), overlapping, pointed

spines, which cause a yellowish iridescence. They
extend onto the outer surface of the anterior half

of the body. The distal part of the inside surface

of these spines has a groove.

Internal Structure: The body wall is

muscular, with strong circular bands around the

siphons and around the base of the siphons. There
is also a layer of circular muscles around the body
posterior to the siphonal muscles. Internal

longitudinal muscles cross one another over the

sides of the body. The branchial tentacles (about

20) are especially long, giving a bushy appearance.

However, their primary branches are of only

moderate length, their secondary branches are

small, and their tertiary branches are minute. The
dorsal tubercle is in a V-shaped peritubercular

area. It is a large and very protruberant cushion,

often with a constriction around the base to form
a stalk. The slit is deep and wide, basically U-
shaped, with both horns turned in to form a double

spiral cone. The dorsal lamina is long, the

oesophageal opening being at the posterior end of

the branchial sac.

There are 6 high, overlapping branchial folds

on each side of the body. The dorsal folds are

almost straight, but the ventral folds are curved in

a semicircle, because of the deep convexity of the

body. There are up to 20 internal longitudinal

vessels on the folds and up to 6 in the interspace.

A typical branchial formula is: E5(12)6(14)

5(20)5(22)5(24)4(22)3DL.

The gut loop is narrow and forms a J-shaped

curve around the postero-ventral quarter of the left

side of the body. The ascending and descending

limbs are parallel. There is a large, arborescent

liver diverticulum from about halfway along the

ascending limb, and small accessory diverticula

proximal to the main stem. The anal border is

bilabiate. Densely crowded endocarps lie on the

outer curve of the descending limb.

There are about 12 rounded polycarp sacs along

each side of the common gonoducts on each side

of the body. The sacs, which are sometimes

continuous with the central ducts, are very firmly

fixed to the body wall. There are also endocarps

on the polycarp sacs.
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io4: Pyura tttsmanensh rl.spu a, aggregate of 2

individuals (QMGHl 382); fc gut with cndoi i

gonads ( I M DI89). (Scales: a, 5-0 mm; h, 2.0 mm).

Remarks: The species resembles Pyura ohesa

and/*. Isabella n.sp. in Its general body ihap*

closely placed apertures and its endocarps on gul

and gonads. The dorsal lamina of P~ obesa is

shorter than thai of the present species, but P.

Isabella has a similar long dorsal lamina and

protruberant dorsal tubercle. However. Pyura
tasmaneftsis lacks the thick, sandy investment of

both ihe former species, and is also readily

distinguished by its needle-like spines, which are

of even length and do not have the hasal swelling

of some of the spines of P. Isabella,

Pyura viarecla n.sp.

(Figs 163t\f, 165)

Distribution

1 vi'i L 0c ai ity: Queensland [Heron !., southern red
slope, 1U m, coll. (' kuil. March, 1975 holotvpe QM
GHI38R).

DLSCRIPIION

ExternaI Appkarancf. The holotype is 2 cm
long, oval and slightly laterally flattened. It is fixed

by the ventral surface. The test is cartilaginous and
quite soft, and has sand embedded in it . Ventrally,

rhere are irregular processes. The apertures ate

>cssilc\ at opposite ends of the upper surface and

directed away from one another. The sand

investment covers the whole surface, almost to the

apertuiev Very small lobes around the rim a I the

aperture are covered with minute, overlapping

curved scales that continue down into the ouiei

terminal part oF the siphon lining

Internal Structure; The body wall has
strong, longitudinal muscle bands that radiate

from each siphon and cross one another over the

sides o^ the body. These muscles Tade out on the

ventral surface. There are circular muscles around
the siphons and around the base of the siphons,

but none posterior to these siphonal muscles. At

the base ol each siphon is a strong, muscular

sphincter. In the branchial siphon, it is just in front

ol the branchial tentacles and prorrudes into

lumen. The branchial tentacles, which are long but

not bushy, have primary and minute secon

branches. The dorsal tubercle is a moderaie-si/ed.

circular cushion at the top of the deep, V-shaped

pentubcrculai area. The dorsal lamina is very

long, the oesophageal opening being at the

posu of the body.

There are 7 branchial folds on each side. They
wide aiu! straight, running parallel to the

longitudinal axis of the body. They do not curve

up to ihe oesophageal rim, but join a

retropharyngeal groove along the mid-tine in the

posterior end <?\ the body The internal

longitudinal vessels are crowded on the folds. The

branchial Formula is: B4(9)3(I4)2(16M(20)3<20)

3) 1 6)2(9) IDL, There are 4 to 6 oval stigmata per

mesh.

The gut forms a wide, almost circular, loop.

There is a large, afhoresceni liver diverticulum

with quite large, paired accessory diverticula On
the proximal part of the gut. The anal border is

bilabiate. The rectum extends into ihe base pi

atrial siphon.

Bach gonad consists of about 12 lightly

attached, rounded polycarp sacs on each side of

central eonoducts. The left gonad is in the
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Fnv |6f5; Pvuru viarecta n.sp. (QM GH1388) - a,

external appearance, b, body removed from (fist.

(Scales: 5.0 mm).

loop, lying along the inner curve of ihe ascending

limb There are no endocarps on the gut loop,

although there are some on the gonads.

Rt \i \k£s: The species resembles Pyura elongala

and P. crassacapHata n.sp. in its body shape, with

siphons at opposite ends of the upper surface

directed away from one another. It is distinguished

from both these species by the complete investment

of sand, which is also embedded in the test, and
by its very straight branchial folds, it also lacks

the thickened anterior ridge of test found in P
Crassacapltata. The branchial folds of P.

mol^ukndes are more curved than those of" the

present species, although the species resemble one
another in oilier icspe-

Oenuj t.'ienyiira Van Name, 1918

Tvpe species: Ctenyura wK'rmtulia Van Name,

1918
The genus has dorsal languets, branchc

diverticula and gonads divided into polytarp-litai

sacs, but is distinguished from Pyura by the

presence of spiral stigmata and infundibula in the

branchial folds.

The type 5pccje$ h*5 no gonad on tbt left side

Of the body. However, this probably docs not

ite a phylogeneiic distinction from other

species in the genus, particularly in view oi' the

similarity in the form of the gonads, liver

diverticula, dorsal languets and branchial sac.

Si phonal spines, present in one ol the I wo
Australian species indicates a further close affinity

with ihe genus Pyura, although these spines have

not been reported in the accounts of the only two
species previously described, viz. the type species

from the Philippines and C. comma (Hartmcyer,

1906) from Japan. The largest known individuals

of this genus are only 1.8 cm long (Van Name
1918).

Hi'.' spiral stigmata also occut in other genera

of thePyuridae viz., Heierostigma Arnback. 1924,

Bo/teniopsis Harant, 1927, Cratostigmata

Monniot and Monniot, 1961 and Hartmeyerla

Rittcr, 1913. Most species of these genera are small

and simplified, and oniy the two last genera retain

branchial folds that would justify their comparison

with the present genus. Although they both

resemble Ctenyura in their body size and branchial

sac, they have a smooth dorsal lamina, undivided

gonads, and pouches rather than branched

diverticula from the pyloric part of the gut. They
have closer affinities with Microcosmus and
S'folgula than has the present genus, which is most

closely related to Pyura.

In Australian waters the genus Ctenyura is

known only by 2 species, both from temperate

waters and although several specimens are

available for each, the records are only few It im-

probable that the small size (which may be one oi

its characters) has resulted En specimens being

overlooked by collectors.

Ctenyura tctrapleva n sp

(Fig. 166a Cj

DlSH'iii,
|

TYpe Locality: Victoria (off Cape Howe, 37 "

I50
c03 e, 60-tafl m. pi r. WDtienaeiTs Pacific

i h -'InioTi. 30.9. U, hoioiype /\H', pjutsp^ ZMC),

DrvKiPTlON
External Ai'i'i PWANI >' Spherieal individuals,

it 2.0 mm in diameter, arc either sessile or have

a short narrow stalk about Lfl mm. The external

surface is smooth, and white, due to large (0.08

mm diameter), stellate spicules with blunt-ended.

cylindrical rays, that arc evenly distributed in the

rai her thin but firm test. The apertures are sessile,

4 iobed, on the upper surface of the body.

: na) Structure: The body wall is thin,

with fine muscles radiating from each aperture and
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Fig. 166: Ctenyura tetraplexa n.sp. (ZMC holotype)—a, external appearance; b, spicule; c, internal structure.

Ctenyura tortuosa n.sp.—d, external appearance (NMV H379); e, arrangement of stigmata in branchial fold

(NMV H379), f, internal body wall (NMV H740). (Scales: a,d,f. 1.0mm; b, 0.02 mm; c, 0.5mm; e, 0.1mm).
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it adheres closely to the test. There are 6 fairly long

tentacles (with short, sparse branches) alternating

with rudimentary tentacles. There are 8 rather

long, triangular languets on the dorsal lamina.

The branchial sac has 4 folds, each with about

3 internal longitudinal vessels. There are no
internal longitudinal vessels in the interspaces.

There are 6 rows of stigmata forming infundibula

in the folds. The stigmata are long and oval,

crossed by parastigmatic vessels. The middle rows

of stigmata are the longest.

The gut forms a rather long horizontal loop and

the short rectum turns anteriorly to open at the

base of the atrial opening. The most conspicuous

feature of the gut is the long, flat, lobed liver

diverticula that branch off both sides in the pyloric

region. One of the diverticula is especially long,

extending beneath the endostyle onto the right side

of the body. There is a circular, upright endocarp
in the gut loop and a larger one in a corresponding

position on the right side of the body. No gonads
were observed in any of the 4 specimens.

Remarks: Despite the absence of the gonads,

the species is identified as a member of the genus

Ctenyura by the stigmata arranged in infundibula

in the branchial folds. The endocarps in the gut

loop and on the right side of the body probably

indicate the site where gonads would develop.

The blunt-rayed stellate spicules and their even

distribution in the test are unique characters.

Spicules reminiscent of those in the present species

are present in certain Pyura spp. (P. australis, P.

gibbosa). Other characters of the present species

clearly distinguish it. The long, lobed liver

diverticula, characteristic of Pyura and Ctenyura

are conspicuous. The few branchial folds and
small number of rows of stigmata are probably a

result of a size reduction and simplification in this

small species.

Ctenyura tortuosa n.sp.

(Figs 166d-f, 167a)

Distribution

Type Locality: Victoria (Bass Strait, 39°01.0'S
143°22.1 'E,84m, Bass Strait Survey, 31.1.81, epibenthic

sledge, holotype NMV H379, paratypes NMV H740
F51564).

Description
External Appearance: The individuals are

very small, up to 7 mm high and about as wide

across the upper surface of the rather top-shaped

body, which narrows basally to a tuft of small,

root-like test processes. Both sessile, 4-lobed

apertures are in a slight median groove in the

centre of the upper surface, about one-third of the

length of the upper surface distant from one
another. The test is thin, rigid and brittle with

embedded sand.

There are long (0.08 mm), pointed, overlapping

spines in the siphons.

Internal Structure: The body wall is very

delicate and adheres closely to the test. Fine

longitudinal bands radiate to halfway down the

body from each aperture. Fine circular bands are

present only around the apertures. There are only

about 8 branchial tentacles, which alternate with

rudimentary ones. They have very short primary

branches and no secondary branches. The opening
q{ the neural gland is a small J- or U-shaped slit

in a wide peritubercular V. The neural ganglion is

long and narrow. The dorsal lamina is moderately

long, with numerous pointed languets.

The branchial sac has 6 narrow folds on each

side of the body. The internal longitudinal folds

are arranged according to the following formula:

E0(2) 1(9) 1(9) 1(10) 1(4) 1(8) DL1(5) 1(3) 1(10)

1(9) 1(5) 1(3) IE. The stigmata are curved to form
infundibula; those in the top of the folds form a

continuous spiral of about two complete,

uninterrupted turns. There are 6 primary
infundibula in each fold, alternating with the 6

primary transverse vessels. Each mesh is divided

by secondary transverse vessels. The stigmata are

crossed by parastigmatic vessels that extend up to

the tip of each spiral in the edge of the fold. In the

interspace, 4 stigmata lie on each side of the single

internal longitudinal vessel.

The gut forms a wide, almost closed, loop.

There are proximal paired and distal unpaired liver

diverticula. The rectum curves anteriorly to the

atrial aperture, forming a secondary loop. The
anal border is bilabiate and smooth.

The gonads consist of almost spherical polycarp

sacs on each side of the common duct. There are

5 pairs of sacs on the right side of the body and 4

pairs on the left. The left gonad is in the gut loop.

There are no endocarps on gut or gonads.

Remarks: Ctenyura intermedia Van Name,
1918 and C. comma (Hartmeyer, 1906) are the

only species previously known in this genus. The
former has 7 branchial folds on each side and has

no gonad on the left side of the body. The latter

has 8 branchial folds on the left and 9 on the right.

Genus Herdmania Lahille, 1888

Type species: Cynthia momus Savigny, 1816

The genus is monotypic, the only species being

the pan-tropical Herdmania momus, characterised

by remarkable barbed, calcareous needles
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embedded in the body wall. Herdmania momus
otherwise resembles Pyura, although its gonads
remain entire and are not separated into polycarp-

like sacs, and the small finger-like terminal lobules

of the branching liver diverticula are grouped into

compact clumps that are firmly embedded in the

body wall around the pyloric part of the gut (rather

than protruding into the atrial cavity as in Pyura).

Individuals of this species are amongst the largest

ascidians known, some reaching 20 cm in length.

It is the only marine organism known to precipitate

vaterite, rather than calcite or aragonite in its

spicules (Lowenstam and Abbott 1975).

The genus is distinguished from Ctenicella by
the position of the gonad (enclosed in the gut loop)

and the presence of its long calcareous spicules.

Herdmania momus (Savigny, 1816)

(PI. Vile)
Cynthia momus Savigny, 1816, p. 143.

Pyura momus: Michaelsen, 1918, f. typicap.9, f. pallida

p. 10; 1919, f. pallidap.30, f. kyamensisp.31, f. polana

p.31,f. complanata p.54; 1921b, f. pallida p.l; 1934,

f. pallida p.133. Van Name, 1921, f. pallida p.454;

1930, f. pallida p. 498. Vasseur, 1967a, p. 129.

Michaelsen and Hartmeyer, 1927, f. galei p. 194.

Hartmeyer and Michaelsen, 1928, 1". grandis p.441, f.

galei p.443.

Herdmania momus: Michaelsen, 1919, p. 30. Van Name,
1945, p.341. Tokioka, 1949b, f. grandis p.61; 1952, f.

grandis p. 137; 1953a, f. grandis p.277; 1961, f. galei

p. 132; 1967a, f. grandis p. 206. Kott, 1952, f. galei

p.281, f. curvata p.282, f. grandis p.279; 1964, f.

grandis p. 142, f. curvata p. 143; 1966, f. grandis p.301;

1972a, p.41; 1972b, p. 189; 1976a, p.84; 1981, p.208.

Miliar, 1960b, p.126; 1963, p.740; 1966, p.374. Kott

and Goodbody, 1982, p.548.

Cynthia grandis Heller, 1878, p. 15. Herdman, 1891,

p.577.

Halocynthia grandis: Michaelsen, 1905, p. 85.

Cynthia pallida Heller, 1878, p. 14. Herdman, 1881a,

p.60; 1882, p. 143; 1886, p.405. Traustedt, 1883a,

pp.119, 133; 1885, p.35.

Rhabdocynthia pallida: Herdman, 1891, p. 575; 1906,

p.308. Sluiter, 1898a, p.25; 1904, p.54; 1905a, p. 14;

1905c, p. 102.

Halocynthia pallida: Michaelsen, 1905, p. 83. Hartmeyer,

1906, p.4.

Pyura pallida: Michaelsen, 1908b, pp.269, 270.
Hartmeyer, 1909, f. grandis p. 1340.

Cynthia complanata Herdman, 1882, p. 145.

Rhabdocynthia complanata: Herdman, 1891, p.577.

Microcosmus julinii Drasche, 1884, p.371. Herdman,
1891,p.575.

Microcosmus draschii Herdman, 1891, p. 575.

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Rowley Shoals,

WAM 1197-8.83; Exmouth Gulf, QM G9373; Broome,
WAM 1187.83; Learmonth, WAM 1181.83 1184.83

1186.83; Carnarvon, WAM 1194.83; Port Hedland,

WAM 1179.83, Houtman's Abrolhos, WAM 1199.83;

Shark Bay, WAM 1180.83 1182.83 1185.83 1191-2.83

1196.83; Dirk Hartog I., WAM 1193.83 1195.83;

Cockburn Sound, WAM 192.75 1183.83 1190.83). South

Australia (St Vincent Gulf). Tasmania (Point Sorrell,

TM D1852; Ninepin Pt., QM GH2017; Flinders 1., TM
Dl 190; Pardoe Beach, TM Dl 184). Victoria (Bass Strait,

NMV H370 H414H471 H791 F51578, QM GH933). New
South Wr

ales (Arrawarra, Iron Prince Reef, Lord Howe
I.). Queensland (Moreton Bay, QM G10082 G12813
GH377; Mooloolaba, QM G10106; Hervey Bay, QM
G9580; Heron I., QM G9514 G10030 G10165 GH351-
2; Keppel I., QM G11999; NW of Bowen, QM GH658
GH673 GH751; Cleveland Bay, QM GH743; N of

Innisfail, QM GH769-71; Lizard I., QM G9791).

Previously Recorded: Western Australia (Geraldton

to Albany — Hartmeyer and Michaelsen 1928, Kott

1952, Millar 1963). South Australia (Great Australian

Bight, Investigator Strait, Spencer Gulf — Kott 1972b;

West I., Wright I. — Kott 1972a). Victoria (Port Phillip

Bay, Western Port — Kott 1952, Millar 1960 1963 1966).

Tasmania (Kott 1952). New South Wales (Port Nelson,

Port Stephens— Kott 1952; Port Jackson— Heller 1878;

Herdman 1882, Drasche 1884, Millar 1963, Tokioka
1967a). Queensland (Capricorn Group, Bowen — Kott

1952). Arafura Sea (Tokioka 1952). Indonesia (Herdman
1886). Palau Is (Heller 1878). Fiji, Tahiti (Herdman
1882). Melanesia (Tokioka 1961). Marianas Is (Tokioka
1967a). Japan (Tokioka 1949b, 1967a). Sri Lanka
(Herdman 1906). West Indian Ocean (Heller 1878,

Michaelsen 1908b, Vasseur 1967a). Dar-es-Salaam
(Michaelsen 1905). Red Sea (Savigny 1816, Michaelsen

1905). South Africa (Herdman 1882). Records are also

from the Caribbean and West Indies and south to Rio

de Janeiro (see Van Name 1945) but not from the eastern

Pacific or from the eastern Atlantic or Mediterranean.

The species is pan-tropical, extending into temperate

waters around South Africa and southern Australia in

waters down to 100 m.

Description
External Appearance: Small individuals

(galei form) are almost spherical, slightly longer

than their dorso-ventral height. The body is fixed

by the posterior, postero-ventral or ventral

surface. The apertures are either terminal and
antero-dorsal respectively, or both on the upper

surface and divergent. They are on short siphons,

cylindrical to trumpet-shaped, and lined with red-

pink and white bands in the living specimens. In

smaller specimens (to 5 cm long), the test is

translucent, smooth, a rosy-peach colour in life

and whitish in preservative. The smaller specimens

have spicules in the test as well as in the body wall.

In larger specimens (from 5 to 20 cm long), the

test becomes opaque, leathery and covered with

epiphytes, concealing the animals, except for the

exposed red and white striped lining of their

siphons. The siphons are turned away from one
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another, the branchial aperture often turned

veutraliy toward the substrate. In these larger

imcns, the test is flaccid and has no .spicules,

attd lite outline of the body h irregular.

IXTEHNAi Structure: The body wall is

muscular, with an external layer of circular

muscles, and longitudinal bands from each siphon

Overlapping on the sides of The body. The most

conspicuous aspect of the body wall are the long,

white spicules embedded in it. The spicules have

Ions shafts that taper to a point at each end. The
shaft is encircled by regularly spaced rows of

backward-project ;

I .
pointed spines. There

are long, branched, bushy tentacles The dorsal
- -cle is a large, llattened cushion with a V-

shaped slit with spirally in-rolled horns. The slit

becomes convoluted in larger specimens. The
dorsal lamina has a single row of crowded
langueis.

The branchial sac also contains long, barbed

Hies. There are 6 to 13 overlapping folds on
each side of the body, the number apparently

increasing with the age of the individual. T here are

from 10 to 30 internal longitudinal vessels on the

foUfe and from I to 6 in i lie interspace, again

depending on the age of the individual. Each mesh
has up to 8 stigmata, though the largest individuals

with more numerous longitudinal vessels often

ha\c only 3 to 5 stigmata per mesh.

The gut , an open D-shaped loop in the posterior

end of the body, encloses the left gonad. In large

specimens, the gut is deeply embedded in the thick,

fleshy body wall. There are compact cauliflower

likf patches of rounded to oval liver lobules

embedded in the body wall and closely applied to

i he pyloric part of the gut loop. The anal border

lobed, the lobes becoming larger in larger

specimens.

I he smgle, long gonad on each side of the body
o insists primarily o( a long ovary bordered by

male - The left gonad, enclosed in the gut

loop, lies along the inside of the descending limb.

The simple form oi' the gonads can be observed

only in the smallest specimens. In larger

specimens, the ovary appears to undulate and the

male follicles appear to rni\ with theovarian |&!

Remarks: Michaelsen (19J9) reviewed

various forms of this species from several parts of

the world. Kott (1972a) concluded that these

probably represent different growth stages of a

single species. The barbed, calcareous spicules are

unique and readily dl Q

Genus Cfenicelta i.aca/c Huthiers, 1877

(emend. Hartmeyer, 1911)

Uj .: Maigulo oppendkntosa Heller,

IS77

Species of this genus have dorsal ianguets, asm
the genus Pyuru. The gonads are undivided and
the male follicles are closely applied to the sides of
the tubular ovary. The left gonad is outside the
primary gut loop. The heart, a curved tube across

the postero-ventral corner of the right side of the
body ventral to the gonad, is hypertrophied and
conspicuous. The liver is compact consisting of 81

number of tubular branching diverticula firmly

embedded in the body wall. The stigmata are

straight and do not form infundibula.

The position and form of the gonads and liver

separate the genus from Pyura. It is most closely

related to Herdmania from which it is

distinguished by the position of its gonad and the

absence of calcareous spicules.

Ctenieellu twdutata Tokioka, 1 949 (from Japan)
has an unusual liver, with proximal longitudinal

liver folds in the pyloric region of the gul and a

projecting clump of oval liver pouches distaJIy. It

does not resemble the stomach of any known
pyurid genus. The species has been taken only once
and its characters require confirmation.

The genus is not diverse. It is represented la

Australia by a single, temperate, indigenous

species. Apart from the unconfirmed record fri

Japan, the only other known species is the type, i

common species from the Mediterranean (Haxant
1933).

( tertitellaantipodaKott.

(Fig. 168)

C'tenn-cllu untipoda Kott, 1972a, rvM

DlSTKKU'ii.

Niw RBC0HD3! None

Previous! \ Recorded: South Australia (Si Vincent

Gulf - SAM I.E. 4484-5 Kott 1972a).

The species has been recorded clown to 20 m.

Description
Externa! Appearance: Individuals are up to

10 em lone, slightly dorso-ventrally flattened.

They are very irregular externally and covered with

rounded nodules that are especially common on

i he upper surface around the sessile apertures. In

one specimen, the test around the apertures is

elevated into a rounded ridge. Small, hard, brown

papillae are present around the rim of ihr

apertures. The test is up to 1.5 cm thick and

entirely impregnated with sand, making ii hard

and rigid. There are i\o stphonal spines.
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Fig. 168: Ctenicella antipoda (SAM I.E4485)—a, shape of body; b, left side of body showing some branchial

tentacles, dorsai tubercle, prepharyngeal groove, gut loop and gonad; c, section through portion of liver

perpendicular to surface of parietal body wall showing branched tubercles opening into gut and terminal lobules,

all embedded in connective tissue of body wall. (Scales: a, 1 .0 cm; b. 5.0 mm; c, 0.2 mm).
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Internal Sikk. n kl: The musculature is

strong on the upper half of the body, with

radiating longitudinal bands from each siphon and

circular bands around each siphon and around the

base of each siphon. On the ventral half of the

body, two ventral strips of short parallel bands are

the remnants of circular bands.

There are 15 large branchial tentacles with

primary, secondary and minute tertiary branches.

These alternate with rudimentary tentacles. The
dorsal tubercle is at the base of the tentacles, in

the anterior part of the wide V of the

peritubercular area. It has a double-spiral slit, the

open interval turned to the left . The dorsal lamina

is short, with close-set. slender, pointed languets.

There are 6 wide, overlapping branchial folds

on each side oi' ihc body. Internal longitudinal

vessels are arranged according to the following

formula: DL3<26)3(33)5(2S)4(26>3|24)2U5)3E.

There are about 12 straight, rectangular stigmata

in each mesh, crossed by parastigmalic vessels.

The gut forms a narrow, only gently curved

loop, slightly open at the pole- The descending

limb is expanded and filled with mud Numerous,
branched liver diverticula open into the proximal

half of the ascending limb of the gut loop. Their

finger-like terminal lobules are crowded into

clumps. Both the branching tubules and terminal

lobules are embedded in connective tissue o^' the

body wall and are thus held nrml} In place, vertical

to the gut wall. The anal border has about 30 or

more rounded lobes.

On the right side of the body the enlarged heart

is a curved lube across the postero-ventia) cornet

of the body, behind the right gonad.

There is a single gonad on each side. It is dorsal

and parallel to the heart on the right, and to the

gut loop on the left. Each gonad consists of a

tubular ovary surrounded by groups of very small,

pear-shaped male follicles, which somei

extend over its mesial surface and project down
into folds in its surface, where they appear to

mingle with ovarian tissue. Vasa effcrenria I

each group of male follicles join a common vas

deferens extending along the middle of the ovary

to open with the oviduct , Both rectum and gonads

curve dorsatly and anteriorly to open at the base

o\' the atrial siphon.

Rrvt arks: In addition to the generic characters,

this species is readily distinguished by its solid,

sandy test, the large number of anal lobes, and the

multiplicity of small branched livei diverticula.

Genus Haluvynlhiii VemJI and Rathbum. 1879

1

i. tosa Linnaeus. 1761

The spcoe- of tins genus form a alosety related

group in which the test Is prtfduced mta stu'l

tuber.
;
lines lhar are especially long around

the apertures. The stomach It is

expanded into pronounced longitudinal glandular

folds at thecatdtacend. These taper in toward the

pylori i
hert there is p projecting collar oi

less regular and variably oriented lamellae with

small rounded or n lobules along

o.vccri 2 and 6 large gonads on each
i

of the bod) e irallel to one another ax

the descending lin
I

gut loop. Each gonad
has its own male and female apertures at thedo
end. Male Mliclcs are crowded lOlfi side-.

of, and sometimes also beneath, the OVai

The dorsal lamina h:i i (Jed languefs, And
then' 'i

i
,

'i i .i in Use

right ot the mid-line
f as somer ta rs in the

genus Pvura (e.g.. f'ywv ahmduiu n.sp, and /'.

irregularis). There is a tendency in the genus for

the right go lOSl (Millar 1962a).

-na) test biisti- imilfl " those

iciensiie of Halocynthia are known in

Hartmeyerktformosa (see below} and in the genus

BoUenta [see Van Name 1945); and a btpai

kdulai stomach \ I a > d i soon

Molgula (e.g., Af. sab tttosa) and in Harfmej

chinertsis Tokioka, i96~a and <_ u nndulata

Tokioka. 1949. However, it is unlikely that eil

the external bi nle u stomach are

phytogeny in these genera, Only In Hato*

QtfiaJ pan oi the stomach io g laj and

symmetrical. With regular longitudinal (olds
I

narrow distally. rheimiltiplieiryofgoriadsoneaeri

side ol ihe body is also unusu Pyuridue

and may be a primitive i
indicating a

relationship with the Styelldae. Hufocynthta has

several unique characters and is readily

distinguished From other pjoirid genera, lb
affinities with those genera arc obscure.

Of the genus occur in the northern

Pacific Ocean, southeast to California and
southwest to Japan, and in ihe norlhern Atlantic.

and the Mediterranean and Red Seas Certali

these species have an extremely wide latitudinal

range, e.g., ttul"cynfhu< sphtOSO Sluifer. 1905

from the Red Sea also occurs off South Africa

(Millar 1962a). ffafoeytithw hispida, found on the

southeast* if '.'

appears to be conspecifie with populations in

Japan and Sri Lanka and, although unrecorded

from Indonesia, the popn
I

be
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continuous. Kott I196K) suggested that this genus

might be a relict of a Tethys Sea fauna* which

would explain the distribution of species.

Although arguments Tor this arc highly

u(ative
:

the morphology of" geographically

distinct populations and species is so dramatically

similar that it is unlikely to be the result oF

convergence, and 3n early origin 1mm common
ancestors is very probable.

Kf-'i TO i IESQJ 1 HAtOi VNTHlA
RtCOROL-D t ROM Ll I

A

Test bristles branched and with SC<

spines -. H.papiUosa
I esl brisiles not branched and without

secondary spines . . H. hispida

Halocynthia hispida (Herdman. J881)

(Fig. 169; Pl.VlIf)

Cynthta itumosa Stimpson, 1885b, p,38&
.hiu' hispida Herdmen, iSsta, p 6

1 ; 1882, p. 146.

Halocynthia hispida : Koti, 19S2, \ar. typica p. 2*3, vai

erinitistellata p.2S4; 1954, var. crinihstellata p. 129;

1968, P-
77; 1972a, p 41

( [J72b, p.l«S>; 1975, p.15;

»9763
( p,84, Millar, W63, p. 742.

Cynthia crinHisteltata Herdman, I89s», p. 34; 1906, p_313.

DISTRIBUTION
New RECORDS: South Australia iKangaroo 1, QM

-'.V Ktu.b I., QM GI20U2>. Tasmania (oft

d'Entrecasteaux Channel; N\V. coast. I'M D9B6; H«0fl

b u ' t\i D1863- Bruny 1., NMV F51S86J- Victoria

(Bass Strait. NMV H412 H452 H4nf> H469 H733 H9Q3
H92S FM538; Western Port QM GHZ179; Minders L,

iM DH90). New South Wales (Port Hacking, QM
GH39; Port Jackson). Queensland (Townsvilie. QM
QH743 GH3034)

Prt 1
- -i

i . Mrr.'.'RntT' South Australia (Sr Vinccnl

Guff, s r ,>
I

-it - Koti L96fl l*72a,fc L<

fasmania (off dTutreeasieaux Channel — Kofi 1942;

Maria t, — Koti 1954). Victoria (Bass Strait — Herdman
|Up Millar 1 9(S3 ; Western Port - Kott

1976a). New South Wales (Port Jackson - Stimpson

lS55b, Herdman 1S99, Kott 1952). Sri Lanka (Herdman
1906).

Description
External Aw*barance: The body is rounded

and oval to spherical with small, cylindrical or

barrel-shaped siphons that are about one-third of

the body length distant from one another. The
siphons are often withdrawn, and each aperture is

then Surrounded b> a roll of test. The apertures

are made especially conspicuous by long, stiff,

crowded bristles that project vertically from the

test immediately around the opening The surface

of the remainder of the test is very variable.

ranging from the hispida condition (smooth and

even, without large projecting tubercles or bristles)

to the vritiitistellaw condition (with tubetcles and
tea] In the latter condition, tubercules are

evenly distributed about 5 mm apart or sometimes

!<larly scattered, usually u ith single, or group*

of, lone bristles {similar to those around the

apertures) projecting from Their surface or directly

from the surface of the test. The tubercles and the

bristles on them become progressively larger

anteriorly. The bristles, which are sometimes
branched, have a thick, straight stern up to I nun

in diameter at the base and up to 4 mm long,

narrowing terminally. There are circles pf

secondary spines at about 1 mm intervals up the

stem with, between them, smaller, evenly spaced,

pointed spinules

Small papillae (about 1 mm high) are always

crowded (almost confluent) on the surface of the

test, interrupted only by tubercles and bristles

when these are present. The papillae consist of a

thick basal stalk and a crown of pointed processes

They give a downy appearance to rtte surface of
the teat, especially v\ hen i| U otherwise smooth and

I Spinules, similar to those on the surface of

the bristles, are also present on the tubercles,

papillae and on the surface of the test between

them. The test is moderately thick and is always

tough and leathery evietnally.

The siphonal lining has scale-like swellings

homologous with the papillae of the surface

and with the same surface spinules. Each scale has

only a single point lower down the siphon.

i tTBRNAl Structure: The body wall has well-

developed musculature with internal, radiating

longitudinal bands and outer circular fibres. There

are up to 16 branchial tentacles with well-

developed primary branches and minute secondary
branches. The dorsal tubercle is large, and its slit

invariably forms a double spiral cone. There arc-

crowded languets along the dorsal line, and a

second row of less crowded processes on their

right.

The branchial sac has 9 or 10 folds on each side

of the tody, but one of the folds about half way
up each side is often rudimentary There are up to

37 internal longitudinal vessels on each fold in

large (5 cm or more) specimens and up to IS in

smaller (1.5 cm) specimens. There are 1 to 3

longitudinal vessels between the folds and 4 to 10

stigmata per mesh.
The gut loop is moderately narrow and deeply

curved. The oesophagus is of moderate length. Its

pyloric region is expanded, and has longitudinal

Jular folds that narrow distally to a band of

long folds projecting out from the narrow gut as
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Fig. 169: Halocynthki hispida — a, b, externa! appearance (QMC.H39, GH2179); c, test papillae and spines. (Scales:

a. b, 5.0 mm; c, 0.25 mm).

a loose collar. These distal lamellae have numerous
rounded or finger-shaped terminal lobules along

their edge. The anal border is smooth and
bilabiate.

The gonads consist of 2 to 10 parallel ovarian

tubes, with male follicles along the sides, oriented

at right angles to the antero-posterior axis of the

body. On the left, the proximal ends of the gonads

are in the gut loop, and they extend dorsally,

across the descending limb of the gut loop, to

terminate in short gonoducts near the atrial

opening. The proximal part of the posterior gonad
is bent up in the gut loop past the ends of those

anterior to it, where the male follicles merge,

causing the gonads to appear to be joined along

their proximal ends. The male follicles along each

side of the ovarian tubes fill the intervening spaces

between the ovaries and sometimes extend beneath

them, so that the whole gonad forms a compact
mass covering an extensive part of the gut loop on

the left and often occupying a large part of the

body on the right However, the right gonads are

often missing or reduced.

Remarks: Despite records from Sri Lanka

(Herdman 1906) and Townsville, the majority of

the Australian records are from temperate waters

and there appears to be a discontinuity between

the range of the Japanese and (he temperate to

tropical Australian species. Thus, species from the

eastern Pacific and some Japanese species that

were included in Kott's (1968) synonymy may be

distinct from the present species. However, there

are few morphological differences. The large test

papillae of H. cactus Oka, 1932c (see Tokioka

1953a; Rho 1966a, 1966b) possibly represent a

genetic difference from H. hispida. Halocynthia

okai Rilter, 1907 from the eastern Pacific and its

possible synonym. H. igaboja Oka, 1906 (see

Huntsman 1912a, Van Name 1945) from the

western side ai' the northern Pacific have long

bristles randomly distributed over the surface of

the test and do not have the supporting tubercles

that are so often present in H. hispida. There is

even less apparent difference between H. hispida

and the northern temperate species H. hiigendorfi

(Traustedt, 1885) from northern Japan (see

Hartmeyer 1906; Oka 1935; Tokioka 1959a. 1962),

which Tokioka (1959a) believed to be closely

related to H, igaboja Oka. The species are

obviously all closely related; their genetic status is

far from resolved.
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Halocynthia papulosa i Linnaeus, 1767)

(Fig. 170; Pl.VlIg)
Asctdia papulosa Linnaeus, t7$7, p I0H7.

umpapillosum 1

, Gunncfus, l~6f. p.100.

hia papillosa: Ssvjgny, W€t p 143, Heifer. 1877,

P 249. Lacaze-Duthiers and DA -c, p 106.

Herclrnan, 1891, p 576.

Ascidia rusUca Risso, 1826. p. 274.

Ualocynlhia papillose; Hanmeyer, 1904, p. 322.

Michaelsen, W1K
|

aj)t, I9#, P-66 Harant

and Vernietis, 1933, p. 24. Plris, 1958, p. 161.

Monnioi. 1965. p. 113. Koll, 196K, p.84.

rffasa; Han move i , IS*® p 1340; 19I2j. p,]S]

ON
New Records; Queensland (Heron L, QM (

PREVIOUS! : The species has previously

been recorded from ihe Atlantic coajgi of France and in

Ihe Mediterranean, horn amongst coralline algae r sand

and shell and sand [Monniot 1965) Ph« Queensland

specimen from Heron I,, was collected amongst coral

debris at 1 3 m.

DESCRiPi i

EXTERNA1 Appfabance: Upright, oval

individual (3 cm high) with a terminal branchial

aperture and an atrial aperture one-third of the

distance down the dorsal surface. The apertures

are on short, oval, slightly wrinkled sipf

constricted at their base. The root-like processes

from a small area at the narrow posterior end of

the body do not interrupt its even, oval outline.

There are stiff, pointed spines (0.6 mm high! with

wide conical bases (0.6 mm basal diameter) over

the body. about 2 mm apart. There are longer (1.0

mini, narrow bristles ;u the Olds ul the siphons,

immediately around the rim of the apertures,

where they stand vertically in a crowded circle. The
surfaces of both the bristles and the pointed spines

are covered with minute spinules. There are also

small scales with a papillated surface on the surface

test between the bristles. The siphon lining, has

conical, curved spines (about 0.1 mm long) with

an oval, open base extending posteriorly and

minute spinules on the outer surface, homologous
with those on the surface of the bristles and surface

spines.

The specimen is pink-red anteriorly in

preservative. In life it was dark brown

knai. Structure: The branchial tentacles,

which are nor very bushy, have long primary

branches, short secondary brail d minute

tertiary branches. The dorsal ganglion is long.

Near its anterior end is a minute rounded dorsal

tubercle in the centre of the wide, open

peritubercular area. The tubercle has a U-shaped

slit directed anteriorly. The uorsal lamina is short,

tfalocyrttkia papulosa (QM G9372) — a,

external appearance; b £u| and gonads; c siphons!

5pinw; d, spine', and >Ldle> on lest; c, spine from

leg: 5J0 ami b, I D
i

'1,*. 0.1 mm).

and has a row of languets on each side of a wide,

flat membrane.
There are 8 hijjh, overlapping branchial folds

on each side o\' the body, with up to 22 very evenly

spaced internal longitudinal vessels on the folds,

and 1 to 3 between.

The gut forms a wide, round loop in the postero-

ventral part of the body. The loop is closed at its

proximal end where the rectum makes a wide

curve, its terminal part directed anteriorly to

terminate in a smooth, bilabiate opening at the

base o( the atrial aperture. The oesophagus is

moderately long and narrow. The stomach, which

expands abruptly, has conspicuous longitudinal

glandular folds that narrow toward the pyloric

end Here the folds curve and run obliquely and
at right angles to those at the cardiac end of the

stomach. Numerous upright, finger -like papillae

or lobes project from the edge of each fold. There

are also some upright lobules on the folds at the

cardiac end of the stomach, but these are more
sparse.

The two gonads on each side of the body meet

ventrally to form a U. On the left, the base of the

U runs antero-posteriorly, overlying the ascending
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limb of the gut loop. The parallel limbs of the U
extend dorsal ly, in the secondary curve of the gut

loop, converging to the atrial aperture. The gonads

the usual thick ovarian tube with branching
male foUidefl around its border and beneath the

-
i

There are small endocarps scattered on the bi

waJl antcnoi to the gut loop and the gonads.

Remajui . rhe coincidence of habitat of

specimen 3nd specimens of H. papulosa from the

Mediterranean is surprising, in view of the great

distance that separates the populations. No
morphological differences have been detected. The

body shape and oval siphons, constricted al

The base are present in both and other characters

are in complete agreement. Only a single specimen

has been taken in Australian waters. Possibly, its

cryptic habitat has resulted in its being overlooked

by col lectors The species is distinguished from H.
htspnia by rhc absence ot secondary spines on ihe

bristles, and this, together with }t$ U-shaped

gonads and general body shape, establish^,

identity.

Genus Microcosmus Heller. 1877

WcrocQsrnus vulgaris Heller, 5877

A genus of the familv Pyuridae with a plain,

smooth-edged dorsal lamina. There are 6 or more
wide branchial folds, usually with narrow
interspaces with ) of -, and sclconr more than 4,

longitudinal vessels. A compact livei tad by
groups of parallel; relatively shallow elongate

pouches that project out from the

pyloric region The single g n each side of

the body has at least its distal part outside the

primary gut loop, so that the gonoductS open
anterior to the anal opening rather than between

it and the oesophagus (as they do in Pvura). The
gonads usually are long. They are sometimes
undivided, but more often are divided into a single

series of up to 4 lobes connected by the common
ducts. The opening of the neural gland is usu

metrical, both horns turning or spiralling

towards

Species oi this genus are robust, with a tough

and often irregular or sandy test. The test appears

strong adhesive qualities, and in most
species has a remarkable capacity to develop

irregular processes that help fix the frldlvn

firmly to hard substrates. Individuals are often

found in aggregates, which results in some
ability in the shape ofthe body and orientation

ot ihe sip!

Minute, long, pointed, flattened spines; or

short, rounded, and rather wide, scales; or hollow.

conical or curved spines overlap one another in the

siphonal lining, although there is less diversil

the form of the siphonal armature than in Pyura.

Both flattened spines and rounded scales have a

long, open base, vviih the upper border o\ the

opening indented in the centre. Hollow, pointed,

needle-hke or curved spines occur less frequently

in Mkrocosmus than they do in Pyura. Ihe
siphonal armaria ne of the very few

reliable specific characters in this genus, which has

a high degree of lAtraspeciffc variability but little

interspecific morphological diversity.

Microcosmus siolonijerus and M. planus are the

only species in the genus with short gonads,

completely outside the giri loop, and slum
gonoducts opening a long way from the atrial

aperture tfl these two species, the male foh

bed and spread out into the body wall

some distance from the ovary. They do not form

a compact mass with the ovary, as is more usual

in the genus Mfci m. These gonads are

molguhd-iikc and similar to those tn the genus

Hartmeyerm, However! Mkrocosmus sioloniferus

and M- planus da not have the long, thin stalk

branchial infundibula of Hartnteyeria.

Moictt an half the species recorded in Air-i

are indigenous, usually from temperate wai

althcM ne exteni (he tropics. The
remainder ot

| u *d ,n Australia I

a wide Tange in the western Pacific and the Indian

Ocean. The species that are most common K

recorded from most parts of the Australian

itienlaJ shelf i,A/ exasperatus and M, helferj)

are pan-ttopicaJ in their range. The genus is not

represemed in Am i affinities of

the Australian species are more likely with the

tropical fauna than with that of tne Southern

I
ROi QSMV&

RfiO KOM AlsikaLU

1 left gonad entirely outside pnmarv gm loop

Left gonad partly enclosed in primary £^i

loop ,

2. Gonads founded, body rounded
-M. siuloruferuL

Gonads elongate; body a laterally flattened

di<... ... M. planus

3. Cartilaginous tongues at base of siphon; 6

branchial folds - M. hetleri

No cartil -aes atbai

siphon; 6 or more branchial t olds J

4 SLphonal armaturi Ended scales

\i squam
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Siphonal armature not only rounded
scales 5

5. Stigmata 10-15 per mesh; siphonal spines and
scales M. propinquus

Stigmata fewer than 10 per mesh; siphonal

spines only present 6

6. Siphon lining with conical, pointed spines

M. tubercutafus

Siphon lining with flat, pointed spines .... 7

7. Siphonal spines with completely open

base 8

Siphonal spines with partially closed base

M. pupa
8. Siphonal spines less than 0.07 mm

M. exasperatus

Siphonal spines greater than 0.08 mm 9

9. Sand embedded in test; deeply curved gut

loop M. madagascahensis
Sand not embedded in test; gently curved gut

loop M. australis

The following species have been recorded from the

Indo-West Pacific, but not from Australia:

Microcosmus arenaceus Sluiter, 1904, a sandy

species that resembles M. helleri, is distinguished

by its complex and interrupted dorsal tubercle

and papillae on the parastigmatic vessels at their

junctions with the interstigmatic bars.

Microcosmus curvus Tokioka, 1954a; 1967a, from

the Palau Is and western Pacific, has very much
lobed (but not divided) gonads, 7 or 8 branchial

folds with up to 17 internal longitudinal vessels

on the folds, 1 or 2 (rarely 3) vessels in the

interspace, 3 to 5 stigmata per mesh and very

small siphonal spines. The species is

distinguished from M. madagascariensis by the

two last characters.

Microcosmus miniaceus Sluiter, 1900a, a stalked

species from Hawaii, also has papillae between

the stigmata and on the longitudinal vessels.

Microcosmus multiplicatus Tokioka, 1952, from

the Arafura Sea, has 10 to 12 branchial folds

and siphonal spines up to 0.35 mm long.

Microcosmus australis Herdman, 1899

(Figs 167b, 171)

Microcosmus australis Herdman, 1899, p. 23. Kott,

1972e, p. 53. Kott and Goodbody, 1982, p. 546. (Not:

Millar, 1963, p.741, < M. exasperatus. Kott, 1966,

p.302; 1972c, p.245; 1976a, p.85, < M. exasperatus).

Microcosmus ramsayi Herdman, 1899, p.25.

Microcosmus claudicans : Hartmeyer and Michaelsen,

1928, var. exasperatus p.403.

Microcosmus exasperatus : ?Van Name, 1918, p. 82.

Tokioka, 1967a, p. 207 (part, specimen from Hsia-

men).

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Shark Bay, QM
G9364; Cockburn Sound, WAM 5.75 146.95). Victoria

(Bass Strait, NMV H374). New South Wales (Port

Jackson, BM 1881,10.6.47). Queensland (Moreton Bay,

QM G5140 G5142 G6085 G10067 G10080 G11981
G12715 GH342 GH346; Hervey Bay, QM GH2177;
Bundaberg, QM GH2176; Gladstone, QM G9783
G10061; Wistari Reef, QM G11918; Heron I., QM
G10065; NW of Bowen, GH667; Lizard I., QM
GH2341).

Previously Recorded: Western Australia

(Hartmeyer and Michaelsen 1928). New South Wales
(Port Jackson — Herdman 1899). Northern Territory

(Gulf of Carpentaria — Kott 1972e). ? Philippines (Van

Name 1918). China (Hsia-men — Tokioka 1967a). Hong
Kong (Kott and Goodbody 1982).

The species appears to have a range in the tropica!

latitudes of the western Pacific, extending into temperate

waters off China and down the eastern and western

coasts of Australia.

Description

External Appearance: Individuals are either

upright, up to 5 cm high, the body narrowing

anteriorly and the atrial aperture about two-thirds

of the body length distant from the terminal

branchial aperture; or they are fixed ventrally,

with both apertures on the upper surface and
turned away from each other. The test is

moderately thin and very tough, usually naked,

but sometimes with some epibionts. Living

specimens are purple, but in preservative become
peach coloured to white. The test is sometimes

rough and wrinkled, but often smooth and shiny.

Some individuals appear to have their posterior

end embedded in soft substrates. The outer surface

is covered with minute, pointed spines, which may
confer a downy appearance. They continue into

the terminal part of the siphon lining, where they

become crowded and overlapping. They are

relatively long (0.08 to 0.10 mm), hollow and
flattened for most of their length. The base of the

spines is almost at right angles to the surface of

the siphon lining and the antero-posterior axis of

the open base. The distal part of the spine is long

and curves forwards. The posterior rim of the

oval, open base is expanded into a knob that bends

forwards to form a small hook. The hook is not

present in the spines towards the base of the

siphon, in which the posterior end of the long outer

surface is flat and scale-like.

Internal Structure: Four pockets in the

siphon lining form a cuspid valve at the base of

the siphon. In fresh material, the siphons are lined

with red stripes. The tentacles are rather long and
bushy. The dorsal tubercle is large, and both horns

of the slit spiral inwards. The dorsal lamina is long.
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fivrOVOStHU — a, h, external

apr i 64); c, gonads From

right side o 10080. *ptelmen with two

goirjj-t j, b, 1.0 cm; c, 2.0 mm).

The brand sac is rough, "with 7 to 9

moderately high branchial folds on each side

There are up to 20 Internal longitudinal vessels

crowded on a fold, although in many specimens

the maximum number is 10. The interspace has 2

tfl 4 There arc 4 to 6 stigmata per ate

The gut Forms a narrow, deeply curved loop.

landed r tumrtous,

crowded clusters of parallel glandular lamellae.

The anal harder is bilabiate.

The gonads are divided into 3 or 4 separate

unon duels extending between

ti. The proximal pan of the left gonad crosses

died ig limb of the gut loop One specimen

(OM OJ 0080) has ads on the left

Ri very closely related to

M exasperate, bui can be distinguished by its

longer and an abi siplranal spines. In the

Scanning Eleetrqn M« these are seen to

have rolled in around Their longitudinal axis

appealing long and
i ifcc Gc--. Kotl and

Gaodhody 1982). In M. exasperatus the horns of

the dorsal tubercle sht coil inwards to a greater

extent than in the present species, and the

u;hial folds tend to have fewer longitudinal

tcwevei , these character:, ate variable and

by themselves are unreliable for species

determination.

Molgula madagascarienm Miehaelsen has

similar siphonal armature to the present species,

but its, gonads, although lobed, are not divided

into separate blocks.

Microcosm us exasperaius Heller. 1878

I Figs 167c-e, 172)

Uicrocamtas | \'u*[>enilus Heller, tX78, p. 17.

Miehaelsen, 1908b, f. typica p.272. Van Name, 1945,

p.346 (and synonyms from Atlantic locations)

Tokioka, 1952, p.130. Vasseur, t967a, p.120; 1967b,

p. 142. JCott, 1981, p. 206.

Microcosmu.s VariegatHS Heller, 1878, p. 1 7. Traustedt.

1883a, p. 122; 1885, f
i 42

MiCroQOsmus distorts Heller, 1878. p. (8.

Aficrocosmus haemisphaeritim Sluiter. 1904, p. 52.

Mtvrocosrnus ctaudicans: Hartmeyer and Miehaelsen.

1526, var. auMralis p. 402. Kotl, 1952, var. australis

S8_

Microcosm t4s australis: Millar, 1963, p. 741. Kotr, 1966,

p. 302: 1972c, p,245; 1976a, p. 85.

Microcosm its hirsuius: Sluiter, 1913. p. 70; (not: 1900a,

10),

Distribution

Ntw RECORDS: Western Australia (Montcbcllo I..

VvaM U64.R3 1173,83 1)75. S3; Dam pier Archipelauo.

VVAM 1165.83 1171. S3; Cape Preston, VVAM 1163.83;

Carnarvon, WAM 1168-70.83; Shark Bay, WAM
1167 S3 1 172.83 1 174.83; Coekburn Sound, WAM 68-72

106.72 1 17.72 125.72 221.73). Queensland (Tallebudgera

Creek, QM GH2170; Morcton Bay. QM G9569 09957
GM34<> 0112171 GH2175; FraSw I., QM GH3103; Mary
River Heads, QM GH2174; Hervev Bav, QM G9365 6

450 GH2 1 72; Gladstone, QM G9783; Heron I., QM
GH2I73 GH2677 GH2970 GH3106; Wistan Reef. QM

lifrGHSOlS; Abbot Point, QM GH752; Townsville,

QM OH753; Cookiown, QM GH785)

Prf.vi.n si v Ruiiroi r>: Northern Australia (Arafura

Geraldton, Parwin, Thursday I. — Tokioka 1952,

Kott 1952 1966). Vfeforifl (Western Pori — Kott 1976a.

Port Phillip Bay Millar L963). New South Wales
(Heller 1878). Queensland (Morelon Bay, Hervey Bay—
K0t| 1952 1966 1972c). Indonesia (Sknler 1904 1913).

New Caledonia (Vasseair 1967b). Fiji (kott 1981).

rm (MiLhaelrtn 1908b). West Indian Ocean
fMichaelsen 1908b, Vas&ew 1967a). West Indies (Heller

1878, rraufitedl 1882, Miehaelsen 1908b, Van Name
1902).

The species appears to be pan-tropical, but extends

Into ihe lemperale waters of southern Australia and
mosa. On the Australian coast, it extends around the

southeastern corner of the conlineni. but has not been

uvui-ded ScrOSS the southern CO&£?,

MOTION
EXTERNAL APPEARANCE: The external

appeatanee of this species is extremely variable.

body is often upright, narrowing anteriorly to
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a terminal branchial aperture. The atrial aperture

i
c about two-thirds of the body length distant and

is cither sessile or is on a siphon ot variable length,

diverging from the branchial aperture or directed

parallel to it. Sometimes both apertures are on
siioi I siphons on the upper surface, directed away
from one another. The test is moderately thick. It

is translucent and cartilaginous internally, but

externally is opaque and very tough. Sometimes it

is produced iAtO a short ventral stalk. It is usually

(Lhough not always) rough and wrinkled on the

surface, individuals often occur to very tight

aggregates In preservative they are white, pinkish

or reddish brown. Living specimens are reddish-

brown.

Short, flattened, but pointed branchial spines

line the outer part of the siphons arid extend onto

the external surface around the apertures. The
spines are 0.04 to 0.05 mm long, curved around
their long axis. Their open base (where it is

embedded in the body wall) is hall the total length.

The widest part of the spine is at the level of the

anterior border of the open base. Anteriorly, the

spine tapers abruptly to the terminal point. It also

narrows posteriorly, but swells to a small, knob at

the proximal tip. This knob bends anteriorly to

form a small hook. It is absent from the spines

toward the base of the siphons, which flatten out

posteriorly. The spines he almost Hat along the

wall of the siphon.

INTERNAL StUUCn/HB; There are 4 pockets in

the siphon lining., which form a cuspid valve at the

base of the branchial siphon. The branchial

tentacles are long but not bushy. They have slender

primary branches of moderate length, but only a

few. very smaLl secondary branches; tertiary

branches are minute or absent altogether. The
dorsal tubercle is moderately large. The slit is a

large, deep, U -shape, with both horns turned in.

These do not spiral more than once. The dorsal

lamina is long.

There are & or 9 branchial folds on each side of

the body, with up to 20 internal longitudinal

vessels on the folds and, in larger specimens, up

to 4 in the interspace. Each mesh has 5 or 6
slizmata. crossed by parastigmaiic vessels.

The gut forms a narrow, deeply curved loop.

and the liver consist s of many clusters o F crowded

,

parallel lamellae. The anal border is smooth and
bilabiate. Each gonad is divided into 3 blocks, the

proximal one on the left crossing the descending

limb of, and becoming enclosed in, the gut loop.

REMARKS The species is distinguished from M
uf.'iuiniger by its short, wide, pointed, spines

tier than rounded scales). Also, the dorsal

Kro. H2: Microcosm its exasperatus — a, b, external

v. aranee (QM GH346); c, gut and gonad (QM
G9957). (Scales- a, 1.0 cm; b, 5.0 mm; c. l.Oinm).

tubercle slit coils only very few times, in contrast

to the double spiral cone in M. squamiger and M,
ausiralls.

The relationship between the present species and

M. australis is very close indeed, and the fact thai

the two species are synipatric fox at least part of

their range has resulted in considerable confusion.

The distinction between the two species is based

primarily on the overall length of the siphon;:!

spines and on their curvature, the present species

having shorter spines that extend in a more or less

straight line from their posterior end, while in M
australis the basal part of the curved point stands

almost perpendicular to the base of the spine and
the surface of the siphon lining.

Microcosmus helleri Herdman, 1882

(Fig. 173)

hficroctfsnuts helleri Herdman, 1882, p. 131. Sluiter,

1895. p. 184. Hartmeycr. 1919, p. 19. Hanmeycr and
Mictuelseii. 1928, p. 397 Hastings, 1931, p.72. Van
Name. 1945. p.349. Koii. 1952, p 292; 1972a, p.43;

i972e, p. 54: 1976a, p. 85. Millar, 1963, p.742.

Microcosmtm goanusMichsciscn, 1918. p. 12.

Microcosms manoorevsJs Herdman, 1906, p.Mi,
Millar, 197S.p.309.

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Port HedlanU.

WAM 1P883, CockbUTd Sound. BM 1861.9.2'!
|

WAM 168.75 1177.83). Victoria (Western Pon. NMV ).

Queensland (Point Vernon, QM G936S G9366;
Gladstone Harbour, QM G96S3 G9715 G9718 G9803;

NW of Bowen. QM GH662 GH667 GH672 GH74?
GH2326 GH2329 GH2330; Townsvilk, QM CH7S*
GH2M7 GH233S GH2339; Mission Beach, QM G4983;

Lizard !., QM GH2I69 GH2679; Nvtnph !.. QM
GH2334; Princess Charlotte Bay. QM GH2168 GH2333
rhUMCfoyl ,QM G9M2 G9815; Munav L, QMG981 ;

.

QM GH782-3 GH2320 GH2324; ofi
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Fio. 173: Microcosnws hellcri — a, h, external appearance (QM G98I5, G4983); e, body removed from test (QM
G4983 ); d, i\ branchial siphon, showing cartilaginous tongues open and closed, respectively (QM G4983); f, dorsal

tubercle (QM G4983): g, h, gut and gonad (QM GH662, GH782). (Scales: a, 1.0 cm: b, c, 2.0 mm; d, e, 1.0 mm;
f, 0.5 mm; g, h, 5.0 mm).

Mossman, QM GH2325; off Cooktown, QM GH784
GH2332; off Murdoch Pt., QM GH2331; Weymouth
Bay, QM GH2336; Barrow Point, QM GH2335).

Previous! y RECORDED: Western Australia (Cape
Jaubert to Fremantlc — Hartmeyer 1919, Hartmeyer and

Michaclscn 1928, Millar 1963; Trigg I, — JCott 1952).

South Australia (St Vincent Gulf— Kott 1972a). Victoria

(Western Port — Kott 1976a). Queensland (Great Barrier

Reef — BM 1930.12.17.4 Hastings 1931, Kott 1952).

Northern Australia (Torres Strait — Herdman 1882:

Gulf of Carpentaria— Kott 1972e). Singapore. Java Sea

(Millar 1975). Sri Lanka (BM 19(37.8.30.11 Herdman
1906). Indonesia (Stuiter 1895). Hast Africa (Michaelsen

1918). West Indies (holotype BM I KK7 .2.4.44 Herdman
1882, Van Name 1945).

The species has a range in tropical waters of the

western Atlantic and IndoWest Pacific, but has not been

recorded from the eastern Atlantic. In Australia, it

extends around the continent and into temperate waters.

DESCRIPTION

External Appearance: Individuals are more
or less rounded, up to 6 cm in diameter. They often

occur in aggregates- In some specimens, the tough,

cartilaginous and opaque white test is largely

naked and irregular, with creases and wrinkles and
some projecting tubercles or processes, especially

on the ventral or posterior surface, where they

adhere to, or form roots in, the substrate, in other

specimens, the test is thin, translucent and thickly

coated with sand, which adheres to irregular

branching and anastoming processes and strands

of test. The siphons are invariably naked and
project from this protective casing, which is often

irregular, and up to 1 cm thick. Sometimes sand

is embedded in the test, making it very brittle. The
condition of the surface test, with or without its

coat of sand, appears to be a response to the

habitat of the individual. Specimens with both

conditions occur at the same location, and some
individuals even have thick sand adhering to parts

of the test, while elsewhere they are naked. The
test is pinkish and translucent in juvenile

specimens. It is while and glistening internally.

The apertures are on siphons of variable length

at opposite ends of the upper surface and turned
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awav I'rom one another. There arc often pointed

or rounded tuberosities on the test thai shield [fee

apertures, and often a thickened ridge of teM

between the apertures.

There are neither spines nor scales in the siphon

lining.

Internal Structi kf: The body wall has strong

musculature on its upper half, but is delicate

vcntrally. The most distinctive feature of this

species is the group of 4 tongue-like, rather hard,

cartilaginous processes just anterior to the

branchial tentacles. They are associated with the

sphincter muscle at the base o\' the tentacles. The
processes sometimes project forwards; sometime
they are at right angles to the siphonal wall,

occluding the lumen; and sometimes they project

I
I wards into the lumen of the pharynx, covering

the icntacles (which lie against the branchial sac)

and form a canal into the pharynx. The last

appears to be the feeding position. In this position,

only the tips of the tentacles project beyond the

end of the lobes, and they curve inwards over the

cud of the canal leading into the pharynx,

The body wall is purple and closely adherent to

the test. The muscles radiate from each of the

siphons to form a mesh over the sides oft he body

The internal siphons axe sometimes vci v long and
thin and are always directed away from one

.•mother. The dorsal tubercle is large, its slit

N-iiiung a double spiral. The dorsal lamina i

very long, plain-edged membrane, the oesophageal

opening being at the posterior end of the branchial

sac. The atrial velum is wide and membranous and

divided into 3 wide lobes. These are not thickened

and cartilaginous like the branchial tongues.

The 6 high, overlapping branchial folds on each

side o* the body are quite straight, not curving up

to terminate around the oesophageal opening, but

Joining a retropharyngeal groove alone- ihe

posterior end of the branchial sac. The internal

i
' uudinal vessels are well spaced, both on i',

foldfi and in the interspace. There are about 3

internal longitudinal vessels in the interspace and
IS to 20 on the folds, with 8 to 10 stigmata per

mesh.

Ihc gut loop is long, narrow and gently curved.

It is open only at the pole and occupies most of

the veniraJ curve o( the body. I here are tight

clusters of' parallel liver lamellae in (he pyloric

region, with upright papillae on their surface. The
&n&l border is smooth, The oesophagus is short,

but the rectum \s moderately long, curving

forwards to the atrial aperture.

On the tell, the gonad is divided into 3 W 4

separate blocks, the proximal block of the left

gonad crossing ova into the gut loop. An
endocarp is present on each block o\' the gonad
and on the pole of the gut loop. The right gonad
is sometimes entire and not subdivided.

REMARKS; The species is characterised

principally by the remarkable cartilaginous

tongues that protect the branchial aperture and
create a passage down into the lumen of the

pharynx when in the open position, and also by
the conspicuously diverging siphons, and 6 broad,

straight, branchial folds.

The Austiahan specimens are identical with

West Indies material (holotype BM 1887.2.4.44

and BM 193 1. 5.4. 3 from St Vincent). The holotype

is naked, bill the latter specimen has thin test with

sand-entangled test processes that form a capsule

around the specimen. The Atlantic populations

therefore 9hOW the same variation in the condition

of the test as is found in the Indo-Pacific material.

The cartilaginous tongues appear to develop

from pocket valves at the base of the siphons,

similar to those in M. squamiger, A/, exasperate 1

and M. oustralis. In M. helleri the valve become
considerably extendi--!:) and projects buck into the

pharynx, and its membranous wall is thickened.

Microcosmus madagascarkensis Michaelsen, J9IS

(FigS )67l\ 174)

Micro UkUtttt Michadstn, 1915. p. 378 {pan.

specimen from ir)

Wicroscosmus madaya.waric'n.us\\kh-Att\scn, 19 1 8, p.20.

Harrmcycr and Vliehaclseii, 1928, p.398. VJUtt

1969. p,929.

Microcosmus u%%lutmuns Hartmeyci. 1919. p. 26.

I i klBL'TlON

Nfv» Records Western Australia (Broome, bm

PRFVIOUSLV REG WM I
Norilmesrein Australia (C

.l.uibcn — HartmcAvr 1919; fori Hedland, Shark Bav.

( nrk i hm ii Sound, \ibafity — Harimeyecaiid Michaelsen

1928), Malagasy (Wtehaefaen MB, Vasseur 1969).

Duscriimion
Exilknai Ahflakance: Specimens up to 9 cm

ate known. The body is an upright, irregular oval

shape, slightly laterally flattened, with a terminal

branchial aperture and an antero-dorsal atrial

aperi urc The apertures are on siphons o\ variable

length with the atrial siphon sometimes the longer

ol the two and produced anteriorly parallel to the

branchial siphon so that the apertures open at

more or less the same level The atrial aperture is

directed upwaids. the branchial aperture is turned

away from it The siphons originate very close

together The lobes around each aperture are free

of sand. There aTe some irregular furrows and
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creases on the outer surface, and 4 longitudinal

furrows on each siphon. Surface irregularities are

obscured by a layer of embedded sand. The test is

often rather thin, tough and rigid with sand. The

internal test is pearly. The test has occasional

irregular processes, to which sand adheres They
are especially common at the posterior end of the

body, where they fix the animal to the substrate.

Overlapping, pointed spines line the siphons.

They are 0.075 to 0.14 mm long and have a long,

open base as in M exasperatus, M. australis and

other species of the genus. These spines continue

almost to the base of the siphons and extend

anteriorly out onto the external surface of the test,

where they can be seen on the sand- Tree lobes

around the apertures.

Intf-rnm Structure; The body \%

semitransparent, but the musculature is well-

developed, although the longitudinal radiating

bands do not extend onto the ventral half of the

body. There is a layer of circular muscle posterior

to the circular siphonal muscles. In the base of the

viphonal lining, is a papillated zone with longer,

thread-like projections scattered amongst the

smaller papillae. The 12 branchial tentacles are

bushy, with up to 4 orders of branching.

Rudimentary tentacles alternate with the larger

ones, The dorsal tubercle is a conspicuous, oval

cushion. The U-shaped tubercular slit has both

horns turned in and its open interval directed

anteriorly. The peritubereular area is very shallow,

the prepharyngeal groove extending in an almost

straight hue across the anterior end of the dorsal

lamina. The prepharyngeal area is narrow. The
dorsal lamina is narrow and long, the oesophageal

opening being at the posterior end of the body.

The 7 branchial folds on each side of the body

are high and overlapping Up to IS wide and strong

internal longitudinal vessels are crowded on the

folds, with usually fewer ihan 3 in the interspaces.

The branchial formula for a specimen of about 3

em is: E0(9)l(l2)l(lS)l(J5.)U !5)1(14)1(16)3DL3.

the stigmata (6 to 8 per mesh) are crossed by

parastigmatic vessels. The branchial folds, which

are relatively straight, extend from the

prepharyngeal to the retropharyngeal groove.

The gut forms a narrow, deeply curved loop,

open at the pole and extending forwards almost to

the prepharyngeal groove, The oesophagus is short

and broad. lr expands abruptly into a pear-shaped

stomach. The stomach wall expands into circular

clumps of crowded, glandular liver lamellae.

4N

*w?

.....

Fig. 174; Mk-mcusmus madagascariensis (BM 1930.9.23.2)— a, external appearance; b. body removed from rest;

c, dorsal tubercle: d. gut with endocarps and gonad; c. gonad and endocarps on right. iSeries: a, b, 5.0 mm; c,

t.O mm; d, v, 2.5 mm>.
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whtidt are covered with long tapering, sometimes
curved, papillae that line the peribronchial cavity

The stomach gradually reduces in diameter to the

intestine. The long rectum turns anteriorly,

terminating in a smooth, bilabiate anal opening

near the atrial aperture at a point level with the

pule of the gut loop.

I here is a single ovaL gonad on each side of the

body These organs are branched, bui not divided,

and are embedded in endocarp-hke thickening* of
the body wail. The gonad on the left sometimes,

ioi always, crosses the ascending limb of
the gut loop so that its proximal pan is enclosed

in ! lie* pole of ihe primary gut loop. In specimens

from NW Australia (Hartmeyer 1919 and BM
0.9.23-3), the left gonad does not cross into the

gut loop.

irregularly lobed endocarps, additional to the

thickenings in which the gonads are embedded,
project from the surfaces of the gonad and gut,

and in the gut loop. These are conspicuous in

larger specimens, being present also on the anterior

third of the body wall.

REMAftKS: The large siphonal spines extending

deep into the siphons; the closely placed siphons;

the undivided, branched gonads; the crowded
iui-rna] longitudinal vessels on the folds; the

vded, rounded clumps of liver lobules, the

rly curved gut loop; the body wall with papillae

and endo< the very long tectum; and the

endocarps on the gut and in the gut loop

distinguish Chia species from others in the genus.

MuToeosmus planus Kou. I07i

(Fig. 175a)

Aticrac&smus planus Koit
, 1975, p i;'.

DlSTRlBI

New RECOW5S: No;

Previously Ri^okuiio; South Australia (Great
AuMralian Bight — par.uypr QM Q7510 Kott 1975).

h Spfecle^ was taken al 31 m.

DESCRIPTION

External Appear \ncf: Individuals arc

laterally flattened, circular in outline, with body
apertures sessile and close together on the upper

surface. The test is thin, but crowded sand particles

adhere to hair-like processes to form a hard
capsule around each specimen, giving it the

appearance of a hardened disc of sand. The hair-

like processes are longer posteriorly where, with

their enmeshed sand, they form a sandy keel

around the ventral surface. These individuals

appear to stand upright, the lower part of the body

being stabilised in a sandy substrate b) his ked-
likt structure.

The flattened spines, about 0.04 mm long, in

the siphon lining are similar to those of M
madagascariensis, the posterior end curving out,

rather than being bent under in a hook (as in M
exasperatus)

,

Intfrnai Structure: Longitudinal muscle
bands radiate from each siphon and cross one
another over the sides of the body. There are also

horizontal bands crossing the dorsal and ventral

borders of the body; possibly they are associated

with its lateral flattening. About 30 branchial

tentacles, with primary and very short secondary
branches, alternate with rudimentary tentacles.

The dorsal tubercie is long and narrow, protruding

into the pharynx. It has a long slit that is turned

up at its posterior end to form a pronounced .1-

shape. There is a long dorsal ganglion between the

i \\ Q apertures. The dorsal lamina is long and wide.

Seven narrow branchial folds on each side of
the body have up to 10 internal longitudinal vessels

on the folds and never more than one in the

interspace. Often vessels are absent from the

interspace. Stigmata curve in at each end to form
incipient infundibula. There are 8 per mesh.
crossed by paradigmatic vessels

The gut forms a long, narrow loop to the left of

the ventral curve of the body. The liver consists 1

clusters of parallel lamellae in the pyloric wall. The
anal border is bilabiate. The rectum extends

forward almost parallel to the descending limb of
the primary loop.

Gonads are present on each side of the body
The left gonad lies in the secondary gut loop,

parallel to the descending limb of the intestine and
the anteriorly directed rectum. Each gonad
consists of a sinuous ovarian tube with male
follicles both beneath it and along its posterioi

border. Owing to the curves of Ihe gonad, malt
follicles sometimes appear to be mixed with the

ovarian material.

Remarks: This is an unusual species, highly

specialised for its upright habit and sandy habitat.

It is distinguished from other species by its shape,

by the small number of internal longitudinal

branchial vessels, and by the unusual, undivided

gonads, entirely outside the primary gut loop.

Microcosmus propinquus Herdman, 1882

(Figs 175b, 176)

Microcosmus propinquus Herdman. 1882, p. 132. (Not:

Traustedt, 1885, p.42, Sinner, 1904, p.51. Tokioka.

1952, p.128).

Mkrocosmus potymOTpiWS : Herdman, EJ8Z, p. 133.

(Not; Heller. Iff 5461
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Mkwcostrm nichoihi Knit, 1952, pJWi r?72*i r 43;

1972c, p.243; I97fta, p,85

1
' ^TRlBtfnON

ADS: South Australia (Si ViftOttll Oujf. QM
C9M2). Victoria (Bass Strait, NMV H9I3 F5I:

PREVIOUS! > Recorded: South Australia (St Vuiccut

Gulf — Kotl 1972a). Victoria (Bass Strait — BM
JBB7.2.4.45-46 Herdnian !S82; Western Port — Kotf

1952 1976a). Queensland (Moreton Bay — Kott W2c).
The species has been taken from 8 to 80 in depth. It

appears to be a temperate indigenous species.

Description
External Appearand: Individuals, which are

more or less spherical or oval, ate up to about 1

2

cm long. The surface is rough and irregular, ridged

and creased or, when sand is embedded in the test,

hard and rigid. Root-like projections of the test

are present on the posterior surface. The apertures

arc varying distances apart, the atrial aperture

often near the posterior end of the body. The
branchial aperture is often terminal, but can also

be on the upper surface. Both apertures are on
short, ridged siphons, often surrounded by
rounded projections of the test. In preserved

specimens, the test is white with some pink
pigmentation-

Large, conical spines, up to 0.1 mm high, crowd
on the test around the apertures. They have a wide
(0.15 mm diameter), hemispherical base and a
narrow, sharp terminal point They continue into

the siphonal lining, where they become smaller

(0.03 to 0.06 mm high) and slightly curved. They
are sparsely but evenly distributed, the space

between the spines being occupied by minute,

flattened scales with rounded borders (0.02 mm
long).

Internal Structure: The body wall is very

muscular, especially around (he siphons, which ore

long and directed away from one another.

I iingitudinal muscle bands radiate from both

siphons across the sides of the body to form
rectangular meshes. However, on the left side, they

fade over the gut region. Circular muscles are

present around the base of each siphon. There arc

4 cuspid valves formed in the siphonal lining at the

btee of the branchial siphon, just anterior to the

btanchial tentacles. A branchial sphincter muscle

is associated with the base of the branchial

tentacles. These tentacles are moderately bushy,

with primary and secondary branches and minute

tcitiary branches. About 12 tentacles alternate

with rudimentary ones. The large dorsal tubercle

has a U-shaped slit with horns turned or spiralling

in. The dorsal ganglion is elongate, half the length

of the plain-edged dorsal lamina.

Piu. I7r>; Microcosnws proptnqutis <QM G9329) — a.

lal appearance; b, dorsal tubercle; c, gut and
eonj-1 with sortie Oveilylag endocarp. (Scales; a.c, l.fl

cm).

There are usually 7 high, overlapping branchial

folds on each side of the body, with up to 20

internal longitudinal vessels on the folds and J to

3 in the interspace. The 10 to 15 stigmata in each

mesh are crossed by parastigmatic vessels. The
internal longitudinal vessels are as well spaced on
the folds as between them, forming wide meshes,

especially at the base of the folds.

The gut forms a long, narrow, curved loop :ha:

occupies most of the ventral curve ol the left sidt..

It terminates in a smooth or irregularly lobed anus.

There arc compact clusters of parallel livet

lamellae in the wall of the pyloric region of the

gut. Minute, upright papillae often occur on the

lamellae. The gut is embedded in the body wall.

The gonads are divided into 3 successive blocks,

joined by common gonoducts. On the left, the

proximal section of the gonad is enclosed in int-

ern loop. The gonad crosses the descending limb

of the gut loop, and the two distal sections of the

gonad extend parallel and close to the anterior

border o! the loop. Gonads are deeply embedded
in the body wall of the larger specimens.

Sometimes there is a fur of fine papillae projecting

into the peribranchial cavity from most of the

inner body wall. These are especially conspicuous

over the liver. Block-shaped endocarps, which

develop over the gonads, project into the atrial
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Remarks: This species is one of the largest

known from Australian waters. Reliable

characters for identification are the siphonal spines

and scales and the large number of stigmata in each

branchial mesh. The number of branchial folds

provides confirmatory evidence of identity, for M.
exasperatus and M. australis (which have gonads

resembling those of the present species) usually

have more than 7 branchial folds (the number most

often found in the present species). The siphonal

spines of M. propinquus: Tokioka, 1952 are those

of M. exasperatus rather than of the present

species.

The type species of M. propinquus and M.
polymorphus have been examined and are found

to be conspecific with one another and M.
nichollsi.

Microcosmus pupa (Savigny, 1816)

(Figs 175c,d, 177)

Cynthia pupa Savigny, 1816, p. 151.

Microcosmus pupa: Hartmeyer, 1909, p. 1345.

Michaelsen, 1919, p.58.

Distribution

New Records: Queensland (Princess Charlotte Bay,

QMGH2178).

Previously Recorded: Red Sea (Savigny 1816,

Michaelsen 1919).

Description
External Appearance: The single Australian

specimen is upright, 5 cm high and 3 cm wide. It

has a short, terminal branchial siphon and an atrial

siphon halfway down the dorsal surface, which is

directed laterally. The animal is fixed by the

rounded posterior end. The test is very hard, with

superficial ridges and wrinkles, and very thin but
tough. It is off-white to beige in preservative.

Long (0. 1 5 mm), pointed spines line the siphons.

They have a long base, which is closed posteriorly

but remains open anteriorly where the scale

expands in a rather narrow basal flange. The base

is approximately half the length of the spine. The
point is narrow, sharp and only slightly curved.

Internal Structure: The body wall adheres

very closely to the test. There are 12 moderate-

sized branchial tentacles alternating with

rudimentary ones. None of the tentacles is bushy,

the primary branches being small and the

secondary branches minute. The dorsal tubercle is

a large cushion with a deep slit that has both horns

coiled in once only. The peritubercular area is a

narrow V, almost completely filled by the tubercle.

There is a long dorsal lamina with a smooth
margin.

There are 7 wide, overlapping branchial folds

on each side of the body. The internal longitudinal

vessels are arranged according to the following

formula: E2(l 2)4( 1 8)4( 1 8)4(22)3(24)3(22)3(2 1

)

4DL. There are 4 stigmata per mesh.

The gut loop is narrow and deeply curved into

a pronounced J, the rectum being curved

anteriorly. The liver is represented by compact,

parallel folds in the gut wall. Small pointed

papillae project into the peribranchial cavity from

the mesial surface of the liver. The anal border is

smooth.
The gonad is massive and diffuse. The ovarian

sac is large and irregular, but is not subdivided.

On the left, its proximal end is enclosed in the gut

loop and crosses the descending limb of the loop.

Testis follicles, which are present in the centre of

the mesial surface of the ovary, penetrate down
into the ovarian tissue between folds of the ovarian

sac. Testis follicles also form an almost continuous

layer over both limbs of the gut loop. On the right,

male follicles form a similar layer over the body
wall outside the ovary, and project down into the

ovarian tissue as they do on the left side of the

body.

Remarks: Both the siphonal spines, with their

almost completely closed bases and narrow
flanges, and the very numerous male follicles that

form an extensive sheet over the body wall and gut

loop, are distinctive characters described by
Michaelsen (1919) for specimens from the Red Sea.

Microcosmus squamiger Hartmeyer and
Michaelsen, 1928

(Figs 175e,f, 178)

Microcosmus claudicans: Hartmeyer and Michaelsen,

1928, s.sp. squamiger p.405.

Microcosmus squamiger: Kott, 1972a, p. 43; 1976a, p. 86.

Microcosmus exasperatus: Michaelsen , 1 908b , s.sp

.

australis p.272; 1918, p. 11 (part, not M. australis

Herdman and M. ramsayi Herdman).

Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Cape Boileau, BM
1930.10.8.5; Broome, WAM 1161.83; Cockburn Sound,
WAM 25.100.72 112.72 216.73 205.82 1162.83;

Bunbury, WAM 18.75; Albany, WAM 51147). South
Australia (St Vincent Gulf, QM G9309 G9322 G9330).

Tasmania (Bruny 1.; Kingston, QM G10142; Swan Bay,

QM G10128). New South Wales (Arrawarra, QM
GH2167 GH2251). Queensland (Moreton Bay, QM
G5978 G9569 G9973-5 G9993 GH349 GH2009 GH2163
GH2165 GH2681-2 GH2684 GH3078; Mooloolaba, QM
GH2009; Tannum Sands, nr. Gladstone, QM GH2166;
Hervey Bay, QM G9375 GH3210; Heron I., QM GH2982
GH3100; Yeppoon, QM GH2164; Abbot Pt, QM GH659
GH660GH67I).
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Tk.. 177: Microcosms pupa (QM GH2178) — a. external appearance; b, gonad and gut on left side of body; c
gonad from right side. (Scales: 5.0 nun).
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Fig. 178: Mkrocosmus sqwmixer—%, external appearance (QM G9309); h, gut and gonad on left (QM G9375); c,

dorsal tubercle and ganglion (QM GM75). (Scales; u, 1 .0 cm; b,c, 2.0 mm).

Prfviously Recorded; Western Australia (Shark Bay

to Albany — Harlmeyer and MichaeKen 192K). South

Australia (St Vincent Gulf— Kott 1972a). Victoria (Port

Phillip Bay, Western Port — kott I97*a>. New South

Wales (Port Jackson — Michaelsen 1908b). Queensland

(Bowen, Rockhampton — Michaelsen 1908b). Red Sea

(Michaelsen 1918).

The species is found on rocky substrate, on concrete,

on cave walls and in born sheltered and exposed

locations* It fa common in large aggregates at Cleveland

Pt (Moreton Bay). At Princess Harbour (Albany) and

Btuny 1. (Tasmania), it has been found amongst oysters

(and has been noted as very destructive to these at the

former location). It has been recorded down to 35 m.

Dlscriktion

Externm Appearance: Individuals are

relatively small {up to 3 cm in diameter), rounded,

or irregular. They usually occur in large

aggregates. The surface o\' the test is raised into

ridges and swellings and is produced into irregular

projections that help the individual adhere very

firmly to the substrate and to other individuals in

the aggregate The test is beige to pinkish brown

or purple.

The test is very leathery and tough, not very

thick, but sometimes hard and occasionally quite

brittle. It is purple internally. Large (0.2 mm).
spherical bladders cells are present in the test of

juvenile specimens. The apertures are on short,

sometimes wart-like, siphons, about one-third of

the body length apart and directed away from one

another; or the branchial aperture, on a long

straight siphon, is terminal and well removed from
the atrial aperture which is about halfway along

the club-shaped body on a short siphon (QM
GH307S, GH3100).
The terminal part of the siphonal lining has

small, overlapping, curved scales with rounded

borders, 0.01 to 0.02 mm long

Internal Structure: The body wall is a

reddish purple and very muscular, the siphons

linings have red stripes in fresh material. In the

base of the branchial siphon lining are 4 pockets

which form a cuspid valve. The branchial tentacles

are strong and muscular, and there is a a strong

sphincter muscle at their base. The dorsal tubercle

is a large cushion that completely fills the

peril ubercular area. Its slit forms a double spiral

cone, with the open interval directed forwards.

The dorsal ganglion is quite long, lying behind the

dorsal tubercle over the anterior half of the long

dorsal lamina.

The branchial sac is tough. There are 8 or 9

broad, overlapping branchial folds. Up to 25

internal longitudinal vessels are crowded on the
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folds, but in ihe interspaces there are only I or 2.

Each mesh has 10 to 12 stigmata,

The gut forms a fairly narrow, curved loop* but

the pole is open, enclosing the proximal part of

ilic left gonad. The liver is compact, consisting ot

a proximal part with shorter lohule.s and
part with longer, parallel lamellae 1 'he |jv<

Often orange, the distal part darker than the

proximal part.

The gonads are divided into 3 blocks, joined by

median common ducts. The left gonad crosses over

the descending limb of the gut loop, from the pole

of the loop, to extend toward the atrial aperture.

Remarks: With the exception of the siphonal

armature and the more numerous stigmata in each

mesh, there is little in the external or internal

stiuctureof ihis irregularly-shaped species with its

tough, leathery, purple-red pigmented test, that

distinguishes it from M. australis and M,
vxasperalus. The pockets of the cuspid valve are

sometimes pulled back into the pharynx, when
they resemble the cartilaginous tongues oi M.
hvilen and indicate the homology of those

striictutes.

Microcosmus slolnnifenis Kott, 1952

(Figs T9a. 180)

Mn r,o\ <>.simt\sioi<mife.'c} Koti, IftSfc, p.2frl; L972a, p.43;

1972c, p.24.S; 1975, p. 16: 076* p. 85.

Disik
i. '

i istnama (Port Davey, QM GH ":

!020J Victoria (Bass Strait, NMV H.W H9tfi).

Queensland (Gladstone, QM GH9684; N\V o\ Be

( \H€16 < rH WGU1482 GH1485; Townsvific, QM
ft; Inni.-.lail, QM OH 1805; Nymph |M QM GII785).

PREVIOUS \ I-: DRDETJI South Australia (St Vincent

Onli — Kott 1972a; Spencer ChuT - Kott 1975).

i

i lEa LSI - Kott 1952), Victoria (Western

Port Ron 1976a). Queensland (Moreton Bay - Kott

l')72vi

The species apparently cvlends alOng the whole fastei a

toa$l "I Aumi .', i' westwards only to South

111 ;iralia.

Di scjurrioN
l:\rrRsJAi Appearance: The body is spherical

to top-shaped, usually with a posterior stalk or

i , root-like processes. Individuals may adhere

to ont another to form aggregates. The apertures,

which are on short siphons, are varying distances

apart. Sometimes they are quite close together in

the centre of the upper surface, but in one

specimen they open at opposite ends of a long

depression. There is usually a rounded swelling of

around the upper surface enclosing'

apertures. The border of each apcuuic is divided

into 4 thickened, triangular lobes, which close

together around the opening Some specimens
have |fl , -like processes p|

the test around each aperture. The test itself varies

in thickness. It is often brittle with sand, and sand
often obscures Ckfl shape of the body; or [he

IS hard and leathery

The test around the apertures is covered with

large, pointed overlapping scales that extend down
into the siphons and line theii whole length. Tin y

are 0.06 to 0.1 mm long, with an open base. The
scales are slightly striated.

Interna* STRUCTURE! The body W3ll (a

and adheres closely to ihe test. Muscle ba

radiate from each siphon and cross one another to

form regular meshes enci the whole length of the

body. About 12 brancfual tentacles alternate wltii

rudimentary ones. The larger tentacles branch 1

times, but are not very bushy. The dorsal tubercle

is a round, delicate cushion, with a U-shaped slit,

the horns sometimes turned out. The dorsal lamina
is broad, smooth and long, the pesopha
opening at the posterior end of the branchial sac

There are 6 to 8 branchial folds on each side of
the body. Up to 24 crowded mirrnal longitudinal

vessels are present on the folds, The interspaces,

with about 9 Stigmata per mesh, never have mnre
than a single vessel. The stigmata, which arc long,

are crossed by a parastigrnaiic vessel. The
branchial formula of a specimen 2 cm long is:

H0MO)O(12)0( 14)1(15) 1(13)1(7)1(12)1 UK.

The gut forms a narrow loop to the left of the

ventral curve of the body. The livci consists ot*

crowded groups of parallel, elongate, glandular

pouches, which protrude slightly from the gut wall

in the pyloric region.

Gonads consist of a tubular ovary wrh
branching male follicles around its ventral boil

The male follicles are primarily pyriform, but they

branch prolificall>\ and become long and finger

like. Well developed testis follicles form a ma*.

least the same size as the ovary, and spread beneath

it and onto its mesial surface. The vas deferens

extends alone the postero-ventral border of the

ovary and crosses beneath its distal end to open

with the short oviduct, which is terminal or slightlv

displaced onto the dorsal border of the ownv
Proliferating male follicles, together with " .

ovary, sometimes create an almost circular gonad.

The left gonad is in the posterior pail of the curve

of the gut loop outside the primary loop. The r

gonad is in a corresponding position lowaai

postero-ventral corner of the right side. Kott

(1977a) reports that the right gonad U -.on 'dimes

divided Into twoloi
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1 10 ISO; hfterocosmus stohmferus — a.

appearance (NMV H397); h. IcR side of bod} removed
from the test (QM GH674); c, inner body wall {QM
GHI805). (Scale-.; a 5.0 mm; b. p, 2.0 mml.

REMARKS: The (op-shaped to spherical body
wuh the siphons on the upper surface Is distinctive,

although variations can sometimes he confu

The siphonal Spine! resemble tbOSC oi M
exasperate. However, in the present species, the

position of the left gonad entirely outside the

primary gut loop, the shape of the gonads and the

small number of internal longitudinal vessels

between the folds, are, together, characteristic.

Microcosmus pedunculate Peres (see Millar

1962a) from western and southern Africa is a

similar shape to the present spedes. It alsd has

long, branched male follicles spreading out into

the body wall around the ovary but its long gonads

cross into the pole of* the gut loop unlike the

ids Of A/ stotoniferus.

Microeosmus lubercnlatus

(Figs 179b, 18 1)

Distribution

TYPE Locality: Queensland (Swam Keels, ZI°52»«

142
,:

12. 6'H, Queensland Fisheries Survey. 27.6.80,

hololypcQM OH1405. paratype QM GHI406).

DESCRIPTION

Extcrnai Appearance: The largest specimen
is 3 cm long If is more or less spherical, with

conspicuous apertures at opposite ends of the

horizontal upper surface, Each aperture is on the

end of a short, thick siphon that protrudes from

the surface and is surrounded by test swollen into

large, rounded lobes The test is tough, leathery,

and brownish white in preservative. The surface

has some widely spaced creases, especially around
the base of each siphon.

Broad-based, conical spines extend in a rather

irregular row aero i and are scattered

the surface of each of the lobes that surround the

apertures. These spines are about as wide BE)

their hase as they are high (from 0.06 to 0.25 mm).
They become more crowded toward the apertures

and overlap one another on the terminal half of

the siphon lining.

.nai Structure: I tie body musculature

consists of longitudinal bands from each siphon

crossing one another over the sides of the body re-

form an open mesh, There is a narrow velum at

the base of the branchial siphon just in front of

the branchial tentacles. The 12 branchial tentacles

alternate with minute ones The larger tentacles

have long primary branches, but only very small

secondary branches. An elongate dorsal tubercle,

fills the upper par! bin does flOt reach to the base

of the narrow . V-shaped peritubcrcular area. The
slit is a long U, with both horns turned in. The
dorsal lamina is a long, plain-edged membrane.
There arc 7 folds on each side of the branchial

sac. with up to 16 internal longitudinal vessels on
each fold and 2 to 4 m the interspace, arranged
according to the following formula: DL2(I5)2

(14)3t!6»4(14}4M2)3U0)3<3)OE. The ventral told

on each side is small and rudimentary. The 8

stigmata in each mesh are crossed by a

parastigmatic vessel.

The gut forms a long, narrow loop, curving

around more or less parallel to the endostyle. I; is

Open at the pole. Irregularly arranged groups Ol

short, parallel lamellae arc crowded in the pyloric

on Small, narrow and almostpointed papillae

project from the liver lamellae. The anal border

has about 8 broad lobes, sometimes irregularly

subdivided along their boa!
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f
;:.-

Fa,. 181: Microcosmus tuberculinus n.sp, (QM GH1405) — a, external appearance; b. dorsal tubercle; e, anal

border. (Scales: a, 2.0 mm; I), c, 0.5 mm).

The long gonads are of the usual type, each

divided into a single series of 3. The proximal part

of the left gonad is enclosed in the open pole of

the gut loop.

Remarks: The gonads, gut, hranchial sac and

dorsal tubercle of this species are similar to those

found in many others in the genus. The papillae

on the liver lamellae arc also quite commonly
encountered (e.g., Microcosmus madagascariensis

and M. propinquus).

The species is distinguished from others by its

wide conical spines, which resemble those of

Polycarpu alitoria. In the family Pyuridae, similar

spines occur only around the apertures in

Hartmeyeria formosa and M. propinquus.

However, the small scales between the large

conical spines in the siphou limng that characterise

the latter species are not present in M.
tuherculatus.

Genus Hartmeyeria Ritter, 1913

Type species: Hartmeyeria triangularis Ritter,

1913

The genus is characterised by its almost sessile

apertures, smooth oval to top-shaped body,

posterior stalk and coiling of the stigmata in the

edge of each fold.

The genus is nor diverse and only 7 species are

known. In addition to H formosa (reported on
below) these arc Hartmeyeria triangularis Ritter,

1913 from the northern Pacific (Van Name 1945);

H. monarvhica Hartmeycr, 1922 from the Gulf of

Aden; H hupj'eri (Michaelsen, 1908a) from the

western coast of Africa; H. bouiUoni Mouniot and
Monniot, 1976c from Mozambique; H. orientalis

Oka, 1929 from Japan; and H. chinensis Tokioka,

1967a from China. The last 2 species differ from

the others in having more internal longitudinal

branchial vessels, better developed gonads and

multiple openings of the vas deferens. Only H,
monarvhica has apertures on short, diverging

siphons. Generally, however, all the known species

of Hartmeyeria resemble one another- They
always have 6 branchial folds on each side of the

body, with the second fold on each side very much
smaller than the others and often represented only

by a single longitudinal vessel. Except in the

Australian H. formosa, internal longitudinal

branchial vessels are absent from the interspaces,

where the oval to elongate stigmata lie in

rectangular meshes crossed by parastigmatic
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vessels. The dorsal lamina is either smooth or has

a toothed margin. The liver, which is sometimes
bipartite, consists of longitudinal and rounded

glandular pouches in the gut wall (as in the

Molgulidae) rather than groups of short, parallel

lamella (as in Microcosmus). The molgulid-type

gonads have relatively short oviducts, loose (rather

than compact), long branched male follicles

around the whole or part of the border of the

ovary; and short gonoducts opening some distance

from the atrial aperture. The thin-walled heart is

sometimes mistaken for a kidney, which it does

not have. The musculature varies from the pyurid

condition with numerous longitudinal bands from
each siphon crossing those from the opposite

siphon on the side of the body, to modified

musculature with bands of short, parallel muscles.

The siphonal spines resemble those of

Microcosmus spp., but are less curved.

Cratostigtnata Monniot and Monniot, 1961

appears to be very closely related to Hartmeyeria,

differing from it only in those characters that

might be the result of size-reduction and
simplification, viz., simple branchial tentacles and
a gonad present only on the right side of the body.
The close similarity in structure between species

of the genus Hartmeyeria, especially their external

appearance and the tendency to loss of the second

branchial fold, suggests that they represent a

natural group of phylogenetically related species.

Other characters suggest that they can be

appropriately regarded as the genus of the family

Pyuridae most closely related to Microcosmus.
However, they do have some molgulid-like

characters reflected in the glandular stomach folds

and pouches, the form of the gonads and a

tendency for stigmata to form infundibula. These
may be characters convergent with those in the

Molgulidae, or they may indicate a relationship

with some earlier Microcosmus-Yike ancestor of the

Molgulidae.

Only a single species of this genus is known from
Australian waters.

Hartmeyeria formosa (Herdman, 1899)

(Figs 179c-f, 182)

Cynthiaformosa Herdman, 1882, p. 139.

Cynthia spinifera Herdman, 1899, p. 32.

Microcosmus spinifera: Kott, 1952, p.286; 1972c, p.244.

Microcosmus spiniferus: Millar, 1966, p,373.

Distribution

New Records: Victoria (Bass Strait, NMV H389 H740
H900 F51572 F51576-7 F51580 F51587, QM G12751).

Queensland (Moreton Bay, QM G5981-6 G10072;
Gladstone, QM G9802; Calliope River, QM GH2761;

Abbot Point, QM GH775; Townsville, QM GH3031;
Mossman, QM GH787).

Previously Recorded: Victoria (Port Phillip Bay —
Millar 1966). New South Wales (Port Jackson —
Herdman 1899). Queensland (Moreton Bay— Kott 1952,

1972c). Northern Australia (Torres Strait — holotype

BM 1887.2.4.51 Herdman 1882).

The species has a range along the eastern Australia

coast from Victoria to Torres Strait. It has been taken

down to 95 m.

Description

External Appearance: individuals are always

top-shaped, with a flat, wide upper surface up to

2.5 cm in diameter, narrowing abruptly to a thin

stalk of varying length. The stalk is divided basally

into root-like branches. The apertures are on the

flat, upper surface, separated by about one-third

of its diameter. Each aperture protrudes very

slightly. Its rim is divided into 4 lobes, surrounded

by a ring of crowded, Fine bristles. Outside these,

there are upright, pointed, and sometimes
branched, test bristles about twice the length of

those immediately around the apertures. These

processes are reduced in height the further they are

from the apertures. Between the test bristles, the

whole surface is covered with short, rounded
elevations or papillae with numerous pointed

spines on their surface, which give a granular

consistency to the surface of the thin, but tough,

test.

The siphonal lining has petal-shaped, slightly

pointed, hollow, overlapping scales of about 0.06

mm. In the terminal part of the siphon lining and
around the apertures are small, conical spines,

tapering to a very sharp point from a wide,

rounded base.

Internal Structure: The body wall is closely

adherent to the test. The siphons are turned away
from one another. Longitudinal muscle bands
radiating from each siphon extend the whole
length of the body and converge around the top

of the stalk. They do not cross one another. There
is also an outer layer of circular muscle fibres. A
circular sphincter muscle lies at the base of each

siphon. The dorsal tubercle is a rounded cushion

with a U-shaped slit and both horns spiralling

inwards. The dorsal lamina is a broad membrane
of moderate length. It is fringed with small flat,

rounded, transparent tongue-shaped lobes. There
are 24 very bushy branchial tentacles.

The branchial sac has 6 high, overlapping folds

on each side of the body, each with up to 30 wide
and ribbon-like internal longitudinal vessels. There

are up to 3 longitudinal vessels in the interspace,

and 8 to 10 stigmata per mesh. The branchial

formula for a specimen from Port Jackson, 1 cm
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Fig. 182: Hartmeyeria formosa — a, b, external appearance (QM G957) , GH775); c, gut and gonad (QM G5985);

d, spines from around the apertures (QM GH775). (Scales: a, b, 5.0 mm; c, 1.0 mm; d t 0.1 mm).
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in diameter, is DLl(25)I(19)2(26)2O9)2(30)

3(19)1 E. A specimen of 2 cm diameter has rht

formula: EMI 5)3(20)3(23)3(23)3(13)1 1.21 )IDL.
The second told on the right is always only about

half the size of the other folds. The second fold

on the left is also the smallest on that side of the

body In the edge of the folds, under the marginal

internal longitudinal vessel, the stigmata coil up
to 3 times.

The gut forms a long and extremely narrow,

slightly curved loop around the ventral curve of

the body just !o the left ol the mid-iinc. The pyloric

region is enlarged, with internal longitudinal folds

thai extend the full length of the stomach. There

are no external liver lamellae or lobules. The anal

border has about 4 shallow indentations.

The gonads are long and undivided. They have

a large ovarian tube with branched male foil -

in a double row beneath it, along the sides, on t'ne

fcal surface or (occasionally) a little removed
from the side of the ovary. The male ducts curve

around the ovary and join a common vas deferens

along the middle of its mesial surface The
of the feft gonad is enclosed in the

narrow pole of the gut loop. It crosses the

descending limb of the gut loop halfway down*
and I he distal half ol the gonad extends close and
parallel to (he anterior border c I

gOnoductS open together (near the anus) at the

base of the atrial siphon.

Remarks: The body shape and external bristles

are constant, and '- species

Other characteristic features are the vc.

gUI loop and the undivided slyeli mads
crossing the gut, the coiled stigmata and the

internal longitudinal glandular folds in the

stomach (all of which are typical of Hui.

). The regular, tongue-shaped lobes along I he

edge of the dorsal lamina appear to behomol rgous

with similar structures on the dorsal lamina of

Boltema echtnata (see Berrill 19501 from the

Arctic It is a coincidence that the latter species

also has test bristles that resemble those of the

present specie

Specimens of the other species oi Hartmeyeric

are about I cm in diameter, with the exception &<

H. orientalis (up to 2.0 eml. They are all

distinguished from the present species by their

ei number of internal longitudinal vessels on
the folds and the complete absence of bristles on

their external U

Family MOLGULiDAE Lacaze-Duthiers, 1877

] he stigmata have a tendency to coil and usually

spiral around infundibula (corneal invagination

of the pharyngeal wall) that protrude into the

pharynx. A closed kidney is present in the body
wall postero-veniral to the right gonad. There is a

single, relatively short and undivided gonad on
each side of the body. Each gonad consists of a

large, sometimes elongate but often rounded,
ovarian sac- Testis follicles are in the bodv wall

around all or pan of the perimeter ot the c

The gonodui Is often open some distance from the

i aperture. Gonads arc sometimes outsivk

tary gut loop (e g Molgula and
Paceugyrwides), bin in other genera are partly

rained in tt (e.g. Eugyra and
Molguhlde$)i

The test is usually relatively thin, bat ofti

gthened with embedded or adhere til

Many specie* also have test hairs to Which sand
and other foreign particles adhere Usually the

bod> iso (run and transparent with fine

muscle bands that do not lorm continuous layers.

The musculature is often speciaJised. forming

t'S of short parallel bands, that arc adapted to

a firm and ollen brittle test -a inch docs nOl allow

for a high degree ol flexibility, The musculature

around the apertures is often modified to pn i

for their surface of the
I

an adaptation that may be associated with 'he free>

Lg habit ol

floor In most species, wide, fibrous vela occur at

the base of both atrial and branchial siphons,

which ni
i

n adaptation tor a

habitat, Similar present In the s<

molguloides* Longitudinal inusetc

bands radiating from each siphon do not usually

Pyuridae, Mo
the Species o\' this family have a v

unperformed membra) the dorsal mid-line

surrounding tne oesophageal opening. The
lamina divide:

extend along each aideol thte membrane (yhli

wides* at a level with the oesophageal opening,

narrowing poMeiiorly to a retropharyngeal

The branchial sac comprises tne n

.rating the family from

the Pyuridai ll$0 Annotated C

mlLiiKlLt'ula, R .in which the btanj

i J from the pyuria P (Of

true folds with mainly straight stigmata cross©

parastigm i &U) occur in the genus Molguia

In fll I{ stigmata, especially those on

tne edge ol the [old and on the flat pert of the

bran tual the folds, curve inward

each end ana
i actimes spiral. They usually

increase m length as they do so (e c Mol

flcus, M sabi * n.sp)- There are
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also species of Molgula in which either the edge or

a greater part of the width of the fold is divided

into conical projections that form some part of the

infundibula (from just the apex to the whole). In

these species, long stigmata curve around the sides

of the cone from one side of the fold to the other

(e.g., Molgula mortenseni, M. mollis, M. diversa).

The transverse vessels that hold the folds in place

are always present between the infundibula. A
membrane often connects these vessels to the cone.

However, apart from some delicate connecting

vessels the cones often are isolated from both the

internal longitudinal and transverse vessels and

stand more or less free in the lumen of the

pharynx.

The branchial sac is most changed from the

pyurid condition in Molgula rima, M. sphaera and

M. calvata and in the genera Eugyra,

Pareugyhoides and Eugyrioides, in all of which 2

long stigmata spiral together in each mesh. In the

first three species, vestiges of the folded branchial

sac can be seen in the 2 or more internal

longitudinal vessels along the top and sides of each

row of infundibula. These longitudinal vessels are

supported by the transverse vessels, which project

into the pharynx between the infundibula. In

Eugyra and related genera, all trace of branchial

folds is lost; and only one or two longitudinal

vessels extend along the centre of each row of the

very regular coils of stigmata.

The stigmata coils of genera in which the

branchial sac is flattened also differ from those

with folds, or vestigial folds: these stigmata form

a circle or square at the base of the infundibulum.

They are not laterally flattened into an ellipse by

branchial folds as they are in Molgula (where the

stigmata are drawn in to the upright transverse

vessel at each end of the infundibula). In

Molguloides, the base of the infundibulum is

rounded but the projecting cones have numerous
internal longitudinal vessels, distinguishing this

genus from Eugyra and related genera which have

only 1 or 2.

The molgulid glandular liver pouches in the

pyloric region of the gut are folds in the gut wall,

as in Microcosmus, and are not stemmed,
arborescent diverticula as in Pyura. However, their

form varies. In Molgula the pouches are usually

long and irregular or oblique, and often

subdivided into rounded pouches. In Eugyra and
Pareugyrioides y they are short, regular and
longitudinal and lack the complexity of those of

Molgula spp.

In all genera of the Molgulidae, the male

follicles are long and branched. They are either at

the proximal end of the ovary, or along all or part

of its border. The long follicles spread out in the

body wall and may be separated from the ovary to

some extent. The testis and ovary do not form the

compact hermaphrodite organs that Pyura always,

and Microcosmus usually, have. The left gonad is

outside the gut loop in Molgula, Paramolgula and

Pareugyrioides, but is partially or completely

enclosed by the gut loop in Molguloides and

Eugyra.

Berrill (1950) suggested that the spiral

arrangement of stigmata in this family is an

adaptation for maximum filtering efficiency in

small individuals occupying unstable habitats that

impose a necessity for early maturity. The large

number of small, free living species, reaching early

maturity, that have been recorded from Moreton

Bay (Queensland), tends to support Berrill's

hypothesis: Moreton Bay is an essentially estuarine

habitat influenced especially by heavy tropical

rainfall and reduced salinity during the summer
months. However, the small and sand-covered

species of this family generally occur on sandy,

and sometimes in interstitial, habitats. Their

filtering efficiency and small size at maturity may
well be primarily an adaptation for this habitat,

rather than an adaptive response imposed by

instability in the environment.

Molgulid larvae also appear to be adaptated for

open sea-floor habitats. Although they resemble

those of other solitary stolidobranch (and

phlebobranch) families, in that most adult and

larval organs are not well differentiated, they

differ in the absence of the adhesive organs and

the ocellus. Further, many species are known to

be viviparous and in some, the otolith is also lost

and development is direct (Berrill 1931, 1955). In

the Australian fauna, specimens of Molgula rima,

M. incidata n.sp. M. calvata and Eugyra pellucida

have larvae and M. ellisloni has anural embryos

in the peribranchial cavity. The latter is probably

a direct developing species. Similar adaptations

occur in certain viviparous Polycarpa spp. (see also

Annotated Glossary, larvae).

The Molgulidae are relatively diverse in waters

south of the Subantarctic convergence (Kott

1969a), and several of these species are recorded

from Australian waters. Some of the temperate

indigenous species are related to the subantarctic

species. These are also species from the tropical

Indo-West Pacific and indigenous species that may
be related. The Australian molgulid fauna appears

to have affinities with both southern and tropical

fauna.

The abyssal family Hexacrobylidae Seeliger,

1906, related to the Molgulidae (Kott 1969a), is

not represented in Australian waters, although its
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xype genus Hexacrobyin* (a junior synonym oi'the

isvorous Oligotrema Bourne, 1903) is known
from deeper waters of the seas to I he north of
Australia (see Kott 1969a).

I he abyssal genera Namieila Monniot and
Monniot, 1968 (rnonotypic) and Minipera
Monniot and Monniot, 1974a (polytypic) from the

North Atlantic; Fungulus Herdman, 1882

(polytypic) from Antarctica; and Protomolgula

Monniot, 1971 (polytypic) from the tropical

Atlantic have not been recorded from Australia.

The rnonotypic Anomopera Hartmeyer, 1923

(known from only a single specimen) and
Xenomolgula Arnbaek, 1931 are known only from

Arctic and northwestern European waters.

Rhizomolgula Ritter, 1901 (polytypic) has only

been recorded from the Arctic Paramolguta,

Traustedt, 1885 (rnonotypic) is known only from
the sub-Antarctic waters of the Scotia Ridge.

Mvlguloides Huntsman, 1922 (polytypic),

recorded from Japan, the Antarctic and the

tropical western Pacific at a ranee of depths from
abyssal to shelf waters, is not yet reported from
Australia but most likely will be found to ticau

here

KtYTOTHE Gt Nt KA OS MOI (VLl.JDAL

(* not yet recorded from Australia)

1. Excretory vesicles numerous \amiefta *

Excretory vesicle one only 2

2. Branchial folds present 3

Branchial folds ahseni

3. Gonad absent from left side of body
>\>wmoprra *

Gonad present on left side of body 4

4. Gut loop encloses left gonad 5

Gut loop does not enclose left gonad 7

51 Gut loop completely encloses gonad 6

Gut loop partially encloses gonad
Molguloides *

6. Gonads present on both sides of the body

Xenomolgula *

Gonad absent from right side of body
M Rhizomolgufa*

" Stigmata present Molyuiu

Stigmata absent Fungulus *

8. Protostigmata present; no trQfl stigmata 9

Protostigmata not present; with true

stigmata IC

9- Internal longitudinal branchial vessels

present Protomolgula *

Internal longitudinal branchial vessels not

present Minipera *

10. Primary coils of Stigmata in rows beneath and

between internal longitudinal vessels; left

gonad always outside primary gut loop

Paramolgula -

Primary coils of stigmata in rows beneath

Internal longitudinal vessels; left gonad not

always outside primary gut loop II

11. Left gonad absent or partially enclosed in

primary gut loop; stigmata coiled, not much
interrupted, project on conical infundibula

Eugym
Left gonad outside primary gut loop, stigmata

coiled, very interrupted, form wide, flat

spirals Pareugyrioides

Genus Morula Forbes, 1848

Type species: Molyjtla oculalu Forbes, 1848

Species of this genus have a gonad on each side

of the body, entirely outside and dorsal to the gut

loop on the left and antero-dorsal to the kidney

on the right. The branchial sac is always gathered

into folds, usually 7, but occasionally 6 or 8, on
each side. A wide velum with delicate circular

muscles, is usually present at the base of each

siphon.

The genus is represented in Australia by 6

indigenous species, 3 of which are temperate, and
3 recorded only from Moreton Bay; 3 tropical

species that have a range extending into the

western Pacific; 2 species recorded from Bass

Strait that apparently have a sub-Antarctic range,

one (1/ morienseni) being recorded from New
Zealand and one {M . malvinensis) being recorded

from both New Zealand and the Scotia Ridge; and

one introduced species M manhattensis from the

northern Atlantic. The last has also been recorded

from Japan where Us populations have become
established. It has been recorded twice from
Australia, but it is possible that the Australian

populations are ephemeral.

Most of the species recorded have sand
embedded in the test and attached to test hairs.

They appear to be adapted for the open sea floor

on, or rooted in. sand.

Ki v ro rai SPBcnssoF Moi \ ula Recorded
FROM AUSTRAII*

I Testis follicles grouped at protfmftj end of

elongate ovary 2

Testis follicles not grouped at proximal end of

elongate ovary 4

2. Male duct short opening on proximal end of

ovary M. sabulosa

Male duct long, opening with oviducal

opening 3

3. liianchtal mtuncubula exceed 12 pet row; body
not hiicniiiy FJalt«iedM /
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Branchial infundibula fewer than 12 per row;

body laterally flattened M mi

4 Male duct short, opening on surface of ovary

5

Male duet not short, opening with oviducal

opening 7

s Ovary spherical M. etlistoni

Ovary elongate 6

Internal longitudinal branchial vessels 2 per

fold W. calvata

Internal longitudinal branchial vessels more

than 2 per fold M. manhattensis

7, Ovary spherical or broader than long 8

Ovarv not spherical and longer than broad
10

8, Testis follicles in an almost closed circle

around ovary M. sphaera

Testis follicles confined to proximal border of

ovaTy 9

9, Si i'>nu and coiled . . ..XL mortenseni

Stigmata neither long nor coiled

M incidata n . sp.

111. Gonads long and sinuous 11

Gonads not long and sinuous M. diversa

1 1 . Gonad curves close around anterior end of

kidney M< malvinensis

Gonad does not curve close around anterior

end of kidney M. firm

Only a few species of Molguia have been recorded

from the Tndo-Wesi Pacific. In addition to those

discussed below, the following species have been

recorded from the area, but have not been taken

in Australian waters:

Molguia celehensis Millar, 1975, from the Celebes

and the Java Sea. is similar to A/, calvata, but

has a greater number of internal longitudinal

vessels.

Molguia criruta Sluiter, 1904, is an unusual species

with a coiled oviduct.

Molguia iongipedata Sluiter, 1904 and M.
Jtagrifera Sluiter, 1904, both from Indonesia,

are species of Pareugyrioides.

Molguia ridgvwuyi (Herdman, 1906), also from Sri

Lanka, does not appear to resemble any species

occuring in Australia.

Molguia taprobane Herdman, 1906, from Sri

Lanka, resembles M. mollis in the number of

longitudinal vessels and the gut loop, gonads

and body- shape. However, its projecting

siphons and short, straight stigmata are

distinguishing features.

Molguia calvata Sluiler, 1904

(Figs 183a, 184)

Morula talvow Sluiter. 1904, p. 1 16. Kott, 1964. p. 144.

Millar, 1975, p

Molguia reductu Hartmeyct, l$22, p. 306. Hart.

and Michaekea 1928, p.447-

a Kott, W52, p.297.

Ufa wintUo Koti, H52, p.295.

Distribution

New RECORDS: New South Wales (Arrawarra, QM
OH22H GH224y>. Queensland (Gladstone, QM
GH1841).

PBE\ loosi > Recorded: Western Australia (Triggs l.

— AM Y793 Kott 1952; Albany - Hartmeyer 1922,

Harimeyer and Michaelsen 1928. AM Y794 YI900 Kott

Queensland (Noosa — QM G4956 Kott 1964;

Innisfail — AM Y1883 Kott 1964). Indonesia (Sluiter

1904), pftiKppines (MiBar L975),

The species was taken off the test ot specimens of

Ascidia sydneiensis from fouling plates in Red Rover
Creek (Gladstone), and in Oyster Harbour (Albany) at

depths between 5.5 and 0,75 m. Other Australian

specimens were laken at low tide level.

Description
External Appearance: Individuals are

rounded or laterally flattened, up to 3 cm in height.

Mature gonads are present in specimens tYom
about 0.8 cm- Apertures are either sessile or on
short siphons close together on the upper surface

Of the narrow but deep body; they are directed

away from one another. The test is very thin and
transparent and has long, fine, hair-like extensions

to which sand adheres. The borders of the

apertures are produced into small, pointed

processes.

Internal Structure; The body wall is delicate

and transparent. Radiating longitudinal muscle-

extend from the siphons, but are absent from the

ventral half of the body. There is a very fine layer

of circular fibres. A band of short, parallel muscles

extends along the dorsal surface on each side of
l he mid-line and continues along the upper surface

of each siphon. There arc broad vela in the base

of the siphons. The larger branchial tentacles

(about 8) have a few quite long, primary and
secondary branches. They alternate with

rudimentary tentacles. The dorsal tubercle is large,

with a C-shaped slit turned to the left or right,

sometimes with inrolled horns. The neural gland

is very large. The dorsal lamina is short, the

oesophageal opening being halfway down the

branchial sac.

There are 7 very reduced branchial folds. Each

of the 6 most dorsal folds has a row of 6 shallow

infundibula; the most ventral fold in larger

specimens has twice that number. Only 2 internal
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Fig. 183: portion of branchial sacs — a, Molgula calvata showing 2 stigmata coiling together in each infundibulum;

b, Molgula mollis showing a single stigmat coiling in each infundibulum. (Scales: 0.1 mm).
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FlG. >S4: \foigUta catvata u- right side of
I

removal] i'mm us: (QM <iH1K4l); b, g\n and gonad

on let! >ho\vinp numerous male ducts (AVI Y 1900); v,

liVCT pouches in [tyt0fl< region Ol BUI (AM Y1900); A,

kidnev and gonad from small specimen with single v.is

deferen^QMCHlS4!) (Scales; 1.0 mm).

longitudinal vessels extend over each row of

in tundibula, one across the apex of each cone and

one slightly ventral. There are no interna!

longitudinal vessels between the folds. The
in tundibula are moderately tall and wide. They are

usually simple, but sometimes divide into 2 at the

tip of a cone The stigmata are long, separate in

the interspace^ but curving in pairs around the

infundibula. With growth, the separate, initially

straight, stigmata in the interspaces curve in to

meet the corresponding perforations on the

opposite side of the fold at each side of the base

of each infundibulum.

The gut loop is long, very narrow and deeply

curved. In mature specimens, the pole of the loop

is turned over to almost form a circle with its

oesophageal end, although this does not occur in

specimens less than 6 mm in length. Elongate but

broad and loosely arranged glandular pouches are

Set in oblique rows on the wide pyloric pan of the

gut. The oesophagus is moderately long.

The gonads consist of a lone, cylindrical ovary

with a rermina! oviduct and long, branched testis

follicles, which form a sometimes discontinuous

fringed border along the sides of the ovary.

M.>metimes encroaching onto its the upper surface,

and sometimes extending beneath it. Vasa
ei ferentia join on the mesial surface of the ovary

and open by a variable number of short common

ducts along the middle of the upper surface of the

ovary. The oviduct is long and wide, with a wide-

opening at the base of the atrial siphon inside the

velum. The left gonad fits into the deep curve of

the gut loop, its oviducal opening near the anal

opening, the right gonad is parallel to the long.

relatively narrow, kidney. The specimen from

Albany (AM VI 900. M. medusa Kott, 195?) iv

[he larcest known specimen (3 cm). It has abouL

25 crowded male ducts on each ovary

Intcrmcdiatc-sized specimens from Noosa (1.5 cm)
have about 7 male ducts on each side. Smaller

specimens have only I to 3 male openings on the

surface of the ovary.

There are tailed embryos present in the

peribranchial cavity of specimens collected from
Gladstone in December, 1975 (QM GH184I). They
are small and spherical, with an otolith but no
ocellus. Eggs are present in the atrial cavity of

specimens collected from Triegs 1. in December
1948.

Rf mark£; The deeply curved gut loop resembles

that ofM. manhailensis, M.ficus, M. dherso, and

other species. The present species also resembles

M, manhattensis in its gonads, deep body, short,

diverging siphons and the variable number of short

vas deferens openings along the surface of the

ovary, distant from the opening of the oviduct.

However, the species is distinguished from A/.

manhattensis by its lone, coiled stigmata; simple

infundibula that are only occasionally subdivided

in the top of the cone; no more than 2 internal

longitudinal vessels on the folds; short, broad liver

pouches and viviparous habit. The sand-embedded
test of the larger specimens also distinguishes the

present species from M. manhattensis.

The most closely related species is Moigu/u

brient Monniot and Monniot, 1976c from
Mozambique, differing from the present species in

the orientation of its gonads.

Molgula celebensiS Millar, 1975 from the

Celebes and the Java Sea resembles the present

species in its body musculature; ihc C-sbaped

opening of its neural duct; the form o\ its gonads,

with a long oviduct opening near the atrial

opening; its long, branched male follicles

surrounding the ovary; the multiple male ducts on
the surface of itsovary; and its loose, radiating

liver pouches. The species is distinguished from

M. catvata only by the large number of internal

longitudinal vessels on each fold.

Millar's (1975) specimen from the Philippines

differs from the Australian ones in the orientation

of its C-shaped slit on the dorsal tubercle. Further,

the gut loop resembles that of juvenile Australian
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specimens and js not as deeply curved as that of

the larger Australian specimens. The testis Follicles

appear to cover the ovary and probably obscure

the multiple vasa deferentia. The branchial sac and
the large neural gland arc identical, however, and
possibly the lesser curve of the gut loop is a

characteristic of the Philippine populations.

The absence of a light-sensitive ocellus in the

larva of A/, calvata, together wilh its tflvipai

habit, suggests that the species is well adapted for

living on the open sea floor.

This species resembles Euygtv in us small

ouraber of longitudinal branchial vessels

However, the stigmata form, tall, wide cones, with

curved basal stigmata that meet those of the
> site side at each end of the cone; rather than

the square, continuous and relatively Hat spirals

of Eugyra and related species.

Molgula diversa Kott. 1972

(Fig. 185)

hfolgutodtvem Kotii 1972c p 252 Koli and Goodbody,
:\ p.3#.

DtSTRintjn

Nt v isi Queensland [Gladstone Harbour, QM
G%87: Calliope Kiver, QM GM2160; Tmnuni Sands,

QM 09559),

Previously Recorded: Queensland (Moreton Bay —
Koti 1972c), Kong Kong (Kott and Goodbody 1982),

The s taken from sand shell grii and sandy

mud \ubsirates down to 10 m. Jt was taken in Moreton
Bay less frequently than acre ithcr MotgUla specie-, thai

occur there (Kott 1972c).

Description
External Appeakanc h: Individuals are either

dome-shaped and fixed to a hard substrate (or to

other ascidians) by a wide. Hat base; or they are

almost spherical or oval, lying free on the

Substfate. They have some test hairs, usually

confined to the posterior part of the body. Sand
and mud adhere to the hairs and to the test to 1'orm

a coating of variable thickness. The apertures are

on very short siphons, fairly close together on the

upper surface and directed away from one
another.

Intfrnm Structure: The body wall is very

delicate. Longitudinal muscle bands are confined

to the anterior part of the body, radiating from
the siphons. Siphonal vela limiting the diameter of

the lumen are present in the base of each siphon.

The 8 branchial tentacles have long primary

branches, but short, secondary branches and
minute tertiary branches. These alternate with

rudimentary tentacles. There is a wide
prcbranchial area. The dorsal tubercle, in a fairly

Flo. 185: Motgula diverse — a, b. internal body wall,

righi and leP d the body (QM 05991,095:^).

(Scale: 2.0 mm).

shallow peritubercular area, is small, with a

simple, oblique slit. The dorsal lamina is a wide,

flat membrane, passing to the left of the

oesophageal opening at the posterior end of the

branchial sac.

Seven tall folds, each with 7 deep infundibula,

are present on each side of the branchial sac. The
infundibula are subdivided for the greater part of

their depth in the fold; the primary meshes are

evident only between the folds. The infundibula

arc subdivided again at the tip of each cone in the

edge of the fold. There are 3 to 5 internal

longitudinal vessels on each fold. However, (hose

on the dorsal side are delicate, while those on the

ventral side are sturdy. There are no longitudinal

vessels in the interspao

The gut forms a long, narrow and deeply curved

loop, the pole curving dorsally and reaching the

prepharyngeal groove or sometimes curving back

into the secondary loop. The oesophagus is short.

Small, rounded, glandular pouches are crowded
on the expanded pyloric parr of the gut. The
kidney is relatively small and slightly curved, in

the postero-vcntral curve of the right side of the

body
The right gonad is dorsal to the kidney; the left

gonad lies along the inner curve of the proximal
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pari of the gut loop, The gonads are asymmetrical

;

the crowded, small terminal branches of very much
branched male follicles form a sometimes large

and irregular mass along the posterior side or the

rather elongate but broad ovarian sac. 1 he

terminal oviduct is very short, The vas deferens

extends onto the mesial surface of the distal end

of the ovary to open near the oviduct.

Remarks: Characteristic of the species B

divergent apertures; broad siphonal vela; relatively

long dorsal lamina; tall subdivided infundibula;

deeply curved gut loop; and the arrangement ol

male follicles along the posterior side of the ovary

,

Molgula ellistoni Kott, 1972

(Fig. 186)

Molgula eltistom Kott, 1972b, p.!9ft

Distribution

New Records: None.

Pre; lOUSi \ Recorded: Somh Australia (Elliston Bav
— SAM E907 kott 1972b)

The single record of the species has been tV.mi , a

where ii is subjected to strong swell.

OF-SCRTFTION

External Appuaranc t: Individuals are

spherical, small (0.5 cm diameter) and sandy,

sometimes forming aggregates and sometimes

adhering to individuals of Euherdmaniu australis

The apertures are at opposite ends of the upper

surface, directed aw3V from one another.

Imtfrnai STRircTtjRT-- The longitudinal

muscles radiating from the short siphons terminate

a short distance down the body. There is a very

fine external layer of circular muscles around the

base of the siphons The Strong circular mu.

around both siphons continue into the siphons

inside the longitudinal bands. A moderately wide

branchial velum is present The branchial tentacles

have short, sometimes rounded and stumpy,

primary branches, but no secondary branches. The
opening of the neural gland is oval, longitudinally

oriented and present on a small tubercle in the

centre of a deep, V-shaped pentubercutar area.

The dorsal lamina passes to the left of a very

narrow, imperforated area along the mid-dorsal

line of the branchial sac The oesophageal opening

is at the posterior end of this narrow, unperforated

area. The dorsal lamina is narrow, with a rather

irregular edge.

The dorsal border oi' the branchial sac is

relatively short and the branchial sac is deep, the

folds being deeply curved. There are 7 branchial

folds on each side oi the body , each having a tow

of 6 primary infundibula, with 3 internal

Fir;. 186- Xfnlgiila ellistoni (SAM *£V07) — a, inner body

wall; b, cut and gonad. [SeaJes: 0.5 mm).

longitudinal vessels: 1 on each side and 1 along the

top ol" each row. Each infundibulum divides into

2 halfway up the fold arid the stigmata in the base

of each cone are bisected.

The gut forms a narrow, deeply curved, open

U shaped loop around the deep ventral curve of

the body. There arc broad glandular pyloric folds

at right angles to the length of the gut

The left gonad is in the curve of the gut loop:

the right gonad is slightly antero-dorsal to the

short, rather broad, bean-shaped kidney, but well

separated from it Each gonad consists of a

spherical ovary produced into a long, wide

oviduct, its apertute directed posteriorly. The

long, branched male follicles tadiate around the

ovary The short male duct curves over onto the

mesial surface of the ovary and immediately opens

to the peribranehial cavity.

Remarks: Other species (e.g., \f sphaera, A/.

jncidaui n.sp ) have an almost spherical ovary.

However, the present species is the only one in

which the male duct does not extend along the

mesial surface of the ovary to open near the

oviduct

.

Anural embryos were present in the

peribranehial cavity in May, 1971 Direct

development has not previously been reporh

an Australian species of Molgula.
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MfilfcUla fieus (Macdomild. IH*>9)

(Big, 181

Ctffflto ffau M.icdonald, ISs^a. p.jwt.

: ><fa forbixi Meidman. 1881a, p.2J6j ins:. p. 78;

1891, p.568. Trautfedt, 1885, p,t9, Stuiier, l?R5,

»vIHO; l$90i P.330, WMwIcgge, |889 p. 294.

Harimcycr. 1909, p.U23.
\h'lxuh murten.it ion, lL i. H,-.

:

i 9 Millar, 1975,

P J20, Kotl an«.l OoOdbOdy, |982, p 548.

Ctcntcella martensir. Uanmeyer, 1914, p. 1 3.

Molguja p.ofie/froyi'Michact&cn, 1909a, p. 142.

Morula rnortoni Kcstevou, 1909, p.289,

Morula sahuiosa: Kotl, 1952, p.2s»K; I9f»4, p 144; iy7>e,

p. 248. Millar l%0b. p. 136; 1966, p.374. ? Hartmeyer

send MiohBCteaij 1928, p 449

MOigUk mollis: Kott, 19754 p. 16.

Molgufa bqtcntani kou , 15*52, p 29r> (part, riol specti

rrom Garden ! < Eugyr&j&ttuelda).

UisTkimrrwiN

Nhu Rkokds; Western Australia (Broome, WAM
1203.83, DM J93l.2-i.Sa: Port Hedland, WAM 1309 83;

Barrow I., WAM 198,75; Mortii Wesi Cape. WAM
i2(0,sm, Shark B>. WAM 1204.83; C ockburn sound.
AM Y20II; Albany, WAM 1200 83 l30l 83), SOttth

Australia (Spcncoi Gulf, QM QJ2799; Si Vincent Gulf,

QM c; ioi 33 OH2000i Kangaroo I.. QM G 1 0004).

fasmania(Swan Bay, QM GMI27; Hofcart, r.vi onoi).
Victoria (fiass Suait, NMV H4ti8 H41€ H7SI H Hkf

H908. QM C II KS72; Port Phillip Hay, QM GUM). New
Soulb W;.les (Solum v I

,
QM GH9563: Arrawurra. (jM

OH2250}. Quec09la*d ( 1 ullcbudgeta. OM <_;t0069;

Morcton Buy, QM G9492 G94MV7 G9962 72 G99j}J 2

OH548 CJH1376 OH 2685 CH3079; HtrVey Bay. QM
I 19369 GH2220; Bundaber*. QM UHJUI2; Gladstone
K.nl-u,,,, QM Ul i;-,u

, 9
i g .M.GH2435;

Calliope River, QM G1L880 Gl 1865-6 Q112157;
Vcppoon, QM GH2235, Heron I., QM Q9370)

PREVIOUSLY Ri< "i:oto; Western Australia iDampicr
Archipelago — Tr><ustedi I XNS, Slur & Bay — MacdOnaM

1

;i; Cockburn Sound. Alhans - \\\ VTM^Q * »84
Kull 1952). South Australia (Upper Spencer Gulf,

Invwdgatoi Siraji - KOti W75>. rasnaofa (KoH 1952;

Hobart — Kcsteven L909). Victoria (Pan PhjUjp Lias

Millar 1960b i960) Mew South Wate(Pori Jackaon -
llcrdman !881a 1882, Kotl 1952). Queensland IMorfcton

Bay. Gladstone — tC0U 1952. QM UM)4?-6054 Go(>6l

4 <iM>72-> KOTI l%4 1972c; Bowen - Michaelscn

1908a). Gull' of Siam, Siqgapow (Millar 1475), Hong
Kong(Ko|t and GootfbOdV 1982).

Thia is the widest* ranging Molyutv species in thclndo-
We*l Pacific. (I is especially common in Morelon Bay
and Gladstone Harbour

Desckii i IQW

Imi rmai Afpeakanc^ Individuals are

spherical to hemispherical or slightly laterally

flattened. Specimens up io 8 can m diameter have

been recorded from Tasmania, but t hoy arc seldom
more Iban 4 cm al other locations. The apertures

are both on the upper surlaee, directedaway from

o»te another ;-jnd itsi.dllv \ ,th a thickened rld|< •

test in the mediae line between rhem, Tht* b si

ftround the apertures is thickened Into

conspicuous, Wedge-shaped lobes, 6 around the

Kranchml aperture and 4 around the atrial

aperture. The apertures and ridge Of thickened lest

Lite olten depressed slighily into ihe surface, with

a raised rirn of lest surrounding the depressed area.

In the larger specimen.';, the ridge between the

apertures is lost and the siphons are longer and
divergent i he> have external longitudinal furrow;

between ihe lobes around the apertures. The
apertures themselves are fringed with 2 circles of
small, inconspicuous, pointed papillae. The ouler

ci tele (on ihe nm of I he branchial aperture) has 18

minute points; the inner circle (jusi inside the

siphon) has 6 groups of 3 pointed papillae, the

central projections in each group being, the longest

.

fliJar projections are present around the atrial

aperture.

In the smaller specimens, the test is white,

transluceni m\d relatively lough, but thin and
papery in appearance. It has some irregular

processes externally and usually has sand or mud,
or both, adhering lo il (and sometimes embedded
in it), causing the test to be rigid In larger

specimens the test is firmer, often almost leathery

.

Aggregates of tins species are often found.

iniiknm s
i ki i. t i ku: The musculature

consists Of ladiating longitudinal bands
terminating around the upper surface and an
external layer ot circular fibres that continue down
irtio the siphons inside the longitudinal muscles.

Circular muscles are present in the wide velum at

the base of each siphon. The opening in the centre

of these museulai vela is very small. The branchial

tcntadei artf very bushy. There is a wide
prebranclual area with a large, circular, dorsal

tubercle just behind the ring of tentacles. The slit

Of the dorsal tubercle is nearly always reverse S-

shaped although it becomes slightly irregular and
convoluted Ul largei .specimens, and Ihe horns are

rolled inwan Is in all but the smallest specimens (0.6

mm, QM G6067). In a single specimen from
Westeui Australia (AM Y18S4), the slit is U-
shaped, the opening directed forwards with both

horns rolled inwards. There is a V -shaped
peiilubercular aiea behinJ the dorsal tubercle. The
dorsal lamina is very short indeed, dividing just

posterior io the perllubereuJai area to extend 3I0HJS

each side of a wide, unperforated, elliptical,

membranous area containing ihe mid-dorsal

opening of the oesophagus toward Us posterior

end, The pointed posterioi end of this
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>"'

cQ' ty X5)g-

Fig. 187: Molgula ficus — a - c, variations in external appearance (NMV H794, QM G6061, NMV H416); d,

variations in dorsal tubercle; e, left inner body wall (QM GH1376); f, well developed liver pouches (QM GH348);

g, gonad showing exceptional development of male follicles (QM GH348). (Scales: a - c, 5.0 mm; d, 0.5 mm: e -

g, 1.0 mm).
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membranous at. i> a
.

,
...

rtic branchial folds -ire deepl} curved; their

I i cudfi terminating around the posterior

hall dJ i^d-iorsa! membranous I
here

are usually 7 fbjd ead oi the body,

altl&OUgll one large specimen from Mohan (TM
n> f 70 1) ..

i Id on the left \ minimum
of 7 internal longitudinal vessels are distributedon

1

I ougfl the vessels on the

dorsal side of the fold arc thin, while those on the

ventral side are rObusfl and protuberant, internal

"KudinaUv usually present between

folds. In large els ue <

irregular and. iofl id) the transverse

vessels, break up the area '

tr the folds Into

extreme!) irregular meshes. Specimens of less than

have a single fine vessel between the folds.

Branchial formulae are: DL7(8)3< 10)3(12)3 (12)

2ih.im*)1<6iOE (4 em speelmen, QM GH348);

(7) 3(9)4(10) 5$) 4(8) 6DL (Hon
specimen. TM V>\ h)\) The 12 primary meshes in

each fold arc eaeh subdivided

transverse ves^el^ I"he stigmata -n the

divided once or tw thai up to 8 tali, narrow

inf'undibula are in each primary mesh However,

the stigmata never coil, although in smaller

specimens where the st >

- es are

still Ions and regularly arranged, they do curve lip

toward the fold at eaeh end of the primary mesh.
The specimen Irom Swan Bay, Tasmania (QM
G10127), has small punch hole stigma

possibilit- ent.

Hi-, gut faros a very long, narrow loop, the

open terminal part being sharply bent doTsally and
posteriorly toward the oesophageal opening to

form o C< There is no oesophagus, the ope

from the branchial cavity expands immediately

into 'he Short i wide pyloric part at the gut. The
11 r pouches are in two distinct sections. The

itiifia] section consists of relatively long.

parallel, oblique folds, which are sometimes

broken up into rounded eaecae. Distally there is

an arc of short, parallel pouches
| Hal become more

complex in large specimens The possibly senescent

imen from Tasmania (QM GI0127) has both

gui and gonad wall.

The left gonad IS in the curve of the gin loop,

lying parallel to the proximal part of the loop. The
i gonad forms an angle with the anterior end

of the rather long, curved kidney, or it lies parallel

to the kidney. Eaeh gonad consists of a Flask

shaped to elongate ovarian sac narrowing 10 ;>

short Terminal oviduct. The long, branched male

follicles form a semicircle round the proximal end

of the ovary. From outside the body wall.

straight edges of these fan shaped lamellae are seen

radiating in toward the end of the ovary. However.

inside Ihe pmbrancfual cavity, the curved

and Lobed outer arcs of the fan shaped follicles are

crowded together and form a hemisphere that

:he proximal end of the ovary There is

a depression ii I itre of this hemisphere over

the pointed distal end of the follicles where they

; , The vas deferens extends

up over the end <rf the ovary and along the entire

length ol its mesial surface to open at the base of

the ovidua. When filled with sperm, the vas

deferens is wide, narrowing towards its opening.

REMARI Millar (1975) accurately

distinguished the present species (as XL martensn)

from M mollis (as M sahulosa) by its long and
recurved gut loop, but overlooked distinctions

between Mi mollis and M. subuloso. Kou and

dbody (1982) separated M. subulosa from A7.

martemii on the basis of valid differences in the

branchial sac, length ol vas deferens and body

Shape, hut overlooked the eh;n
.

,: gut loop
* matiensn { M. ficus) that distinguishes

it from both M. subulosa and M. mollis. Xtolgula

ihed from hoth Af, mollis and A/.

subulosu by its deeply curved gut loop and by the

: illicleSa which forai a close semicircle

around the end of the ovary (in the two last species,

the male follicles do not actually surround the

proximal end of the ovary). It is further

distinguished from Af molds by its more
numerous branehial

I
I

'uia and internal

longitudinal vessels and its longer siphons- and is

further distinguished from A/, subulosa by its

longer VK ^ and by the arrangement of the

more numerous internal longitudinal branehial

ii both sides of the folds. The tall, narrow

infundibula of the branchial sac resemble those of

Af. iokittosa\ however, iu the present species, the

stigmata are shorter and more often straight (not

ij i tnd irregular as in Af subulosa).

A simitar deeply curved gut loop also occurs in

Motg&ta advatQs M. diversaandM. manhaiiensis.

However, other characters, particularly the
1

i these species.

Moiguia conchuta Slulter, 1898a, from South

Africa, has a similar branchial sac. gut and gonads

to those of rhe present species, but its apertures

are sessile and can be withdrawn into the body (as

in Af mollis).

The broad stphonal vela. S-shaped slit on the

tbgrcle; very short dorsal lamina; tall,

narrow Infundibula and short stigmata; the

presence of longitudinal Is on both .sides of
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each fold and in the interspaces; long, deeply

ed gut loop; the virtual absence of an
oesophagus; and the arrangement at liver pouches

all distinguish the species.

Molgufa incidala n.sp.

(Fig. 188)

Dim KIHLTION

T-ti t«» ( ii [and (Mission Beach, cpibionJ

on 4$cidia -.p intertidaron rubble, coll. P. Koti. August

1461 , holoiype QM GH 1 806, paratype QM GH 1807)

Further Records: Norfolk 1. iqm GH2057).
Queensland (Heron l , QM GH2474, paratyp* OH255^,
CH3076).

In addition to the type specimens which were found

adhering in the lesl ol ,

individuals were found on Ascidia tiberata (QM Gl I

ji low tide level ural Dill ff] . . CJmen

from Heron I. was found attached directly to the

substrate. This does not necessarily i
abjtai

preference, The wnnll sandy specimens are likely

overlooked unless they are taken as

RIFTION

Externa! Appearance: rhe specimens are

very small tup 10 0,5 cm in diameter), laterally

flattened and circular. The apertures are at least

hair the length of the body distant Irorn one
another The test is very thin and delicate,

impregnated with sand.

INTEANA1 Sim C ilre: The body wall is very

delicate. Radiating Longitudinal muscle bands

extend from the siphons halfway down the body.

There is an external layer ol very fine circular

bands around the siphon.', and around the

remainder of the body Wide siphonal

i

em at the base of each siphon. The branchial

tentacles have the usual sickle-shaped axis, but

only very short, stumpy primary branches and i\o

.secondary branches. The dorsal tubercle is an

elliptical cushion with a simple longitudilia

There are 6 branchial folds Oil each side of the

body. Each fold has 6 primary meshes and 5

internal longitudinal vessels: 2 oi\ the ventral

of the fold, 2 on the dorsal side and I on the i im

ofthefold. In theparatypes, the Stigmata arc

short and elliptical, arranged in 2 rows nt each

mesh, and oriented obliquely from rhe centre Ol

each mesh toward the outer edge of the i

However, in the larger holotypc, rhe Stigmata .ire

_cr and curved in at each end toward tho

the opposite side of the fold.

The terminal half to one-third ol 1

1

slightly open and curves toward rhe dorsal surface

to lorm an approximate right angle with the

remainder of the loop. In smaller specimen

t h 188: Molgula incidata n.sp (QM oil 1806) — a,

body removed from icrsi, irorn left Mile: b,
|

•in lest, from right side; e. cut and gonadi.

i.v.,»k : mn

in the wall of the expanded pyloric

pari Of the gut die small and rounded, gyvil

mulberry-like appeara i
hal part of the

In target specimens, the) b mate and
oblique.

The left gonad is in the he gut loop

us. proximal border lying parallel to the terminal

part ol the loop. The right gonad is parallel in tne

long, curved kidney The gonads are

broad, consisting ol a
i with male

foliicii ly applied to Us proximal (ventral)

border The short broad oviduct, from the middle

of the dorsal side oi the ovarian sac is curved
m open posrero-ventratly. The

defert
i

idsdorsally across thesurfaceof the

ovary from rhe central border. Its distal
I

whfcl ilv sinuous, projects into the atrial

cavity, surrounded by a layer o\ the body wall.

. (QM GH1086 H2559) and tailed

embryos (QM GH2057, GH3076) 0/2 mm long

with an otolith but no ocellus were present in the

peribronchial cavity. Then retention in thai cavity,

rather tin teased through the atrial

aperture, Is probably a rfcSttll Of the vential

orientation of the ovidu

RtMARks: The gonads ol this species resemble

itu'se of A/, miliar i Kott. Is>7l from the sub

Antarctic. However, n \s unlikely that the latter

species has -i rane> l torn tropical to sub-Antarctic

waters. Motphologically, the Sutentarctic spi

can be distinguished by its longer gonoduet-,

smaller liver pouches aaid fewer internal
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longitudinal vessels, confined to the ventral sides

of the folds.

Molgula malvinensis Arnback, 1938

(Fig. 189)
Molgula malvinensis Arnback, 1938, p. 5. Van Name,

1945, p.407. Kott, 1954, p. 135; 1969a, p.149. Millar,

1960b, p. 132.

Molgula spiralis Kott, 1954, p. 134.

Molgula herdmani Brewin, 1958, p.451. Millar 1982a,

p. 91.

Molgula bathamae Millar, 1982a, p. 91.

Molgula longivascula Millar, 1982a, p.93.

Distribution

New Records: Victoria (Bass Strait, NMV H391 H397
H788).

Previously Recorded: New Zealand (Stewart I. —
Brewin 1958; Otago — Millar 1982a). Sub-Antarctic

(Macquarie I. — Kott 1969a, Millar 1982a; Falkland Is

— Arnback 1938; South Georgia — Millar 1960b).

Antarctic (Weddell Sea — Kott 1969a).

Description
External Appearance: The Bass Strait

records each represent only a single specimen.

They are all small, the maximum external

dimension (length) being approximately 1.5 cm.

This measurement includes the very thick coat of

mud and sand attached to, and enmeshed in, the

fine test hairs that are present all over the surface.

The hairs are longest posteriorly. The test itself is

very thin and delicate. The apertures are sessile,

the branchial aperture terminal and the atrial

aperture about one-third of the body length distant

from it. The body is rounded in section and only

slightly laterally flattened.

Internal Structure: The bodies of the newly

recorded specimens, when removed from the test,

are only about 5 mm long (antero-posterior) and
3 mm wide (dorso-ventral). The body wall is firm,

with rather strong longitudinal musculature along

its whole length. Transverse bands extend across

the dorsal and ventral mid-line posterior to the

apertures. The branchial tentacles have long

primary and secondary branches, but the tertiary

branches are minute. The peritubercular area is a

wide V. The small, circular dorsal tubercle has a

simple, vertical slit. The dorsal lamina is long and
wide.

There are 6 rounded branchial folds on each side

of the body. The 2 ventral folds on each side have

5 internal longitudinal vessels; the 4 most dorsal

folds have 7. The vessels are on both sides of the

folds, but are absent between the folds. There are

8 simple infundibula with long, coiled stigmata

projecting up into each fold.

Fig. 189: Molgula malvinensis (NMV H397) — a, gut

and gonad; b, kidney and gonad with anterior male
follicles embedded in an endocarp-like thickening of

the body wall. (Scales: 0.5 mm).

The gut forms a narrow loop, only slightly open

at the pole. It is curved into a wide, shallow U.

The oesophagus is quite long. The long, oblique

and slightly irregular liver pouches are green.

The ovaries are long and narrow. The large,

branched male follicles are scattered in irregular

groups around the sides of the ovary and out into

the body wall some distance from the ovary. The
left gonad follows the inner curve of the gut loop.

Sometimes (NMV H397), it almost reaches to the

pole of the loop, but does not extend anterior to

it. On the right, the sinuous gonad curves dorsally

and posteriorly over the anterior end of the broad,

oval kidney from about halfway down its ventral

border. The distal half of the long gonad diverges

from the dorsal border of the kidney and curves

dorsally and anteriorly to terminate in long,

separated male and female ducts, both of which

open near the atrial opening. Vasa efferentia join

the vas deferens, which runs along the middle of

the mesial surface of the ovary.

There is a large, circular, endocarp-like

thickening of the body wall over the pole of the

gut loop and the proximal end of the left gonad.

On the left, a similar thickening occurs in a

corresponding position over the outer part of the

anterior curve of the gonad.

Remarks: Millar (1982a) believes many of the

synonyms listed above to be distinct from one
another on the basis of the relative length of the

oviduct and vas deferens. Both ducts open together

and are quite long in M. malvinensis Arnback
(from Kerguelen, the Scotia Ridge, Weddell Sea,

and the Antarctic continent); the vas deferens is

exceptionally long and the oviducts very short in

M. tongivasculosa Millar (from Macquarie I.) and
Xf. herdmani Brewin (from Stewart I.); and M.
bathamae Millar (from the Otago Peninsula) has a

long oviduct and long vas deferens, although the
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latter extends dorsally from halfway along the

ovary. M. malvinensis and M. tongivosculosa are

known from numerous specimens; M bathamae
and M. herdmani from only a few.

There is some evidence from the pattern of
occurrence v\' these characters that the Macquarie
I, population may be genetically isolated, although

a relationship with populations sampled at Stewart

I. appears to persist. However, specimens from
Portobello have long oviducts resembling those of
specimens from the Scotia Ridge and Falkland Is.

The male and female gonoducts of the present

specimens from Bass Strait are identical to those

of the type materia!.

The variations in characters so far recorded are

not inconsistent with the intraspecitic variability

that could be expected in such a wide-ranging

species. On the available data, separation of the

species appears not to be justified,

Molgula mah'inensis closely resembles M. ritna.

It is distinguished primarily by the left gonad
which, in the present species, curves anteriorly in

its proximal half, parallel to the gut loop, while in

M. ritna it bends posteriorly.

Molgula manhattensis (De Kay, 1843)

(Tig. 190)

Ascidea manhattensis De Kay, 1843, p.25'J.

Molgula manhatiensis: Van Name, 1345, pJS5 and
synonymy. Tokioka and Kado. 1972, p. 21. Kott.

1976b, p.450. Nakauehi and Kajihara, 1981, p. 66.

IMolgula recumbens Herdman. 1899, p.56.

DtSTRJBUTtl in

New Records: None

Previous! vkrcoRDcn: Victoria (Varra River — Kott

1976b). ? New South Wales (Port. Jackson — Herdman
1899). Queensland (Brisbane River — Kotf 1976b). Japan

(Takehara City, salty pond — Tokioka and Kado 1972;

Bay of Hamana-ko, Tokyo Harbour — Nakauehi and
kuiihara 1981).

The natural range of the species i> apparenil> on l he

Atlantic coast of North America, from Maine to

Louisiana. It is thought to have been transported by ship

to Japan {Tokioka and Kado 1972) and to Australia (Kott

1976b). The species is unusual in that it tolerates a great

range of salinities: from 1 1 °/oo to over 20 °/oo chlorinity

(Van Name 1945, Tokioka and Kado 1972 and koii

1976b).

It is usually taken from shallow waters down [o

(Van Name 1945).

Description
fcMFRNAL Af»pHARANCE; Individuals are

circular to oval, up to 2.5 cm high, usually longer

dorso-ventraliy than antero-posteriorly. Both

apertures are on moderately long and usually

divergent siphons from the short upper surface.

V I '

V

FlC, 190; Morula manhattensis (<xUer Kotf I9^6b) — a.

exiernal appearance: b, branchial sac showing

irregular stigmata between folds; c. inner body wall

showing kidney, gut loop and gonads. (Scales Lfl

mm).

The tesl is whitish and rather papery, bUl

translucent and relatively tough. It is covered with

sparse, short hairs to which fine sand and mud
adhere. On the basal half of the body, the hairs

are usually longer and form root-like processes.

There are small pointed processes on the rim of

the apertures.

Internal Structure: The body wall is very

thin and adheres closely to the test. Longitudinal

muscles extend along the siphons and radiate over

the anterior half of the body. There is a thin and

inconspicuous external layer of circular muscles

over the whole of the body. A muscular velum

projects into the lumen on each side at the base of

both atrial and branchial siphons. The branchial

tentacles are very bushy. The dorsal tubercle is a

circular cushion with a U-shaped slit, the open
interval directed posteriorly and both horns turned

inwards. The dorsal lamina is very short.

The branchial sac has 6 narrow and deeply

curved folds on each side. There are usually 4

broad, projecting internal longitudinal vessels on
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the ('oMv although there are only 3 em the dorsal

and ventraJ folds. No internal longitudinal vessels

are present in the wide, flat interspaces, although

there are many rather long, irregular stigmata and
also narrow accessory infundibula with coiled

stigmata, between the primary coils. In The folds,

• lie infundibula are subdivided twice and
interstitial coils are also present

The gut loop is narrow arid deeply curveU.
I 111

distal part of the loop beiny curved dorsally and
i -Morty The stomach is relatively longi with

parallel longitudinal liver pouches oriented

obliquely The anal border has 1 2 shallow lobes

The left gonad fits into the curve oi the gut loop,

rhe right gonad lies parallel to the dorsal border

afTOW and gently curved kidney. The
( with a terminal

ovnii opening near the anal opening at The base

or the atrial siphon. Che groups of crowded.

branclnng male follicles are d chiefly a

i ntral border. SOfltti key are also present

an Kind the provmal end and there may be a

scattered groups oi follicles along the dorsal

of the ovary, Vasa efferentia cross the in

face of the ovary tu join one of the series of

.
short vasa deferentta arranged along the

re of the ovary- There arc fewer vasa

delerentia <1 oi Z\ on the left gonad than on rhe

right (up to 6). Tiv , .

,. s: K Ott (197(b) d i 5C usses t he

relationship ot tins , , stem
AtlantK- species iV/. /;. . / hich has

male follicles all around the ovary (instead of

mainly on Lhe ventral sidel, often VSB

defc J oi short

the surface q\ ry] and only

'
i Elemata, which

are generally shorter than those or" M
munhauensh KoU (1976b) concluded that the

\ from one another. However,

M. uibijifu tolerates a similar range oi salinities

>ccupies similar habitats to the present species

(Bet nil 19501

The gonads and gui oi western Pacific A-/-

ata also resemble those of the present speues;

vever lhe two Spec* iuity distinguished

From one another by the branchial sac (see M
ccivitta, Remarks).

Molgula tvciirubethy Herdman, 1899, with its

long, diverging siphons and short, rather irregular,

stigmata in the interspaces between the branchial

folds, also SUpei resembles A/.

manha 1 1ensis. It may be evidence of an earlier

introduction of the species to Port Jackson.

Molgula mollis Herdman, 1899

(Figs 183b, 191)

Mot&da mollis Herdman, itN9, p. 54. Kort. 1952. p
1964, p.144; L972BU P.45; |976li P- R7 Wot; 1975,

p. 10, < M fit

Molgulo sydneyewis Herdman, 1899, p. 55.

Molgufo Mthu'osu ! Millar, 1975 p 320.

Molgula jam* \ Millar. 1966, p. 374. (Noi: Km
p. 295, < M. sobull

I

" H 178H4I0
H780 H78J, QM QU73& GH}843 ipe Howe.
ZMC 30.9 14). New South Wales (Nelson'', Bay).

usland (Moreion Bay. QM GH2049-2O52;

Gladstone Harbour, QM GU707; Heron 1., QM
GH2616).

BVJOOSLV Rrm.'ROho: South Australia (St Vincent

Gulf— Kott iy72a). Victoria(Port Phillip Bay - Millar

|966i Western Purl - Kott 1976a). New South Wales

fold Bay — AM Y87S8 I Botany Bay -
AM VJ9U2 Ron t952{ Porl Jackson — holoiype A/.

syrincyensis AM LI276. symypes M mollk AM G 12226

G2D52 Herdman l89yj. Queensland (Morcton Bay,

HI 1964; Maekiiy — Millar 1975).

.

|

Extsrnai ,\pm£arancl: Individuals in; small,

(up to 3 cm in diameter) and may be egg-shaped]

top-shaped or lens-shaped. The test is very

delicate, although the sand embedded in the test

can make it hard ^nd rigid. Sand grains also adhere

to the fine hairs that project through the sand The
ham. which are short and inconspicuous in larger

specimens, are mote crowded around rhe dorsal

and ventral border of the body than on the sides.

The sessile apertures are at opposite; ends of a thin

median Strip of sand-ftce test along the upper

margin of the body. Sandy test along each

closes over ihc top of this median strip when the

apertures are withdrawn. In larger specimens (AM
Y1902). only a vestige of this thin median strip oi

test remains, and it is often completely obscured,

as the apertures on the surface are completely

surrounded by sand and well separated from one

anotho

.

IweRNAL SraicTbRE; Very fine longitudinal

muscles radiate from each oi the apertures and

extend about three-quarters oi the way down the

body. A thin eternal layer of equally fine circular

muscles covers the whole body. The musculature

is thicker m larger specimens, rendering the body
wall opaque When the apertures are withdrawn,

a sharp fold oi the body wall, with the longitudinal

muscles curving over it. projects -along each side

oi the mid-line on the upper border of lhe body

lit some specimens (GH1843) there is a tuft ot

small vascular papillae that project from the
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Fig. 191: Molgula mollis (NMV H4I0) — a, external appearance; b, body removed from test, from right; c, anterior

part of pharynx (showing rim of test to the right of the apertures, the severed branchial velum and closed atrial

velum, branchial tentacles partly removed and dorsal tubercle); d, inner body wall, left side. (Scales: a, 5.0 mm;
b, c, 2.0 mm; d, 1.0 mm).
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ventral mid Sim at about the level ol thr pnJe <u

the gut loop.

There is a wide velum with circular muscles and

a small central opening inside each aperture. The

branchial tentacles are long, with relatively long

primary and secondary branches. The dorsal

tubercle is an oval cushion. The slit is elongate and

either straight or with the ends Of the slit turned

slightly > in opposite dirt > form a very long

S. In the largest specimens, the upeituie is wide

open and almost circular. The dorsal lamina is

moderately long, extending to about halfway

down the body before passing to the left of the

unperforatcd membranous area ilia! sunounds the

oesophageal opening. The enlarged neural gland

reported by Hcrdman (1899) is not always present.

The branchial sac has 7 folds on each side of the

body. There are always 2 broad internal

longitudinal vessels on the ventral side of the fold,

one on the edge and 3 very fine longitudinal vessels

toward the edge o\ the dorsal side of the fold.

Longitudinal vessels on the dorsal side o\' the fold

are so fine that they are often difficult to see in

smaller specimens, but are quite conspicuous in

specimens of 3 cm diameter. There are no ve

between the folds. There are 6 primary meshes

along each fold except the venttal one. where there

arc 12. Each mesh divides into 2 broad, conical

infundibula in the fold The stigmata in (he

interspace are divided by intermediate transvi

vessels emd curve up toward the fold at each end

Of i he mesh. The stigmata in ihc fold are longer,

coiling around each cone. Occasionally, there are

small accessory coiled stigmata between the

primary coils in the interspace at the base of the

folds. Only a single stigma coils in the tip of each

infundibulum. With age, the stigmata in the

interspace become irregular, while those in the

, are ItUcJTUpted bv robust parastigmatic

vessels (which do noi further subdivide the

infundibula).

The gut, which is in the posterior half of the

body, forms ;i gently curved loop, open in its

terminal half- The oesophagus is short. The pyloric

part of the gut is expanded and its wall is produced

into rounded liver pouches Short, parallel,

elongate pouches form a single, small arc at the

distal end of the liver only in the largest specimens.

The kidney is bean-shaped, but becomes very long

and narrow with age.

The proximal end of the left gonad lies hard

Inst I he anterior half of the descending limb of

the gut loop; the right gonad lies at an angle with

the curved kidney. The gonads consist of a

relatively short, very broad ovary, narrowing to a

I oviduct dors&lly, Testis follicles arc long and
branched, fan-shaped lamellae arranged m a

complete circle between the end oi the ovary and
the intestine. The terminal lobes on the outer arc

of each lamella are crowded, forming a hemisphere
with a depression in the centre that projects into

the atrial cavjty. A ligament passes through Ihe

depression in the centre of the testis to join the

body wall to the branchial sac. The folKdcs

converge to a central powi beneath
I
e cm

depression in the hemisphere. Here, short vasa

efferentia join the common vas deferens The vas

deferens mines inwnrds from beneath :hc testis

onto the mesial surfaces of the ovat v. wbe
expands into a wide, seminal vesicle rind then

gradually narrows to the male opening or

surfacc of the oviducal opening. !n some
specimens, the hemisphere of male follicles is cut

off sharply where it presses against the gut loop.

The diameter of the testis is only slightly gieater

than the width of the o\

Rem i ul font) of the gonad is

similar to that ol M. jtcus. However, in \f
\

the testis forms a semicircle around the end of the

relatively long and narnv.v ovary (rather than

forming a circle ventral to the end), and the

branchial infundibula are tall, narrow, more
numerous and subdivided twice in the folds.

Xtolgu/a mollis is also distinguished by its thin,

sandy, brittle test; laterally flattened and circular

shape: sessile apertures: relativelv lone, dora&l

lamina; wide siphonal vela; crowded and rounded
liver pouches with only a small arc ofmo
elongate pouches, and a relativelv short and gently

curved gut loop.

Molgula mortenseni (Michaelsen, 19221

(Fig. L92)

Ctemce/fn rtJorhv<\ctu Ml (
> idsen, 1922, p

Molgula morWrtwrii; Brewin, \9fl t
n.i i L IW2&, fblBSi

1957, p,VK; 195$, p 440; I9W), p I.M). Miliar, tf&a,
p. 97.

DiSTF.icuuioN

nf-w Rfco 3 fjBaw S'rait, NMV H74i
H410; Western Port, QM G97I2).

Previous! > Ki i
i *Dl I k New Zealand (Bay of Island*

and south to Stewart i. — Michaelsen 1V22, Krewtn

1951-1960, Millar J982a).

This appears to be a southern temperate species with

a range between New,- Zealand and southern Australia,

h :ati be expected to do ii I Tasmania.

Descriphon
Exti ksm Arri akance: Specimens are anoul

2 cm in diameter There are almosi spherics], onlv

slightly laterally flattened Theape-mr.
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FIG 192: Molgula mortensem — a, b, external appearance (NMV H742, QM G9712); c, left side inner body wall

(NMV H742): d. gm and gonads (QM 09712); e, variation in openings of neural gland; f, branchial tentacles

(alter Millar 1982a). (Scales: a - c, 2.0 mm; tt\ 1 .0 mm).
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.iqs of variable length. They arc vrry long

indeed (about 4 mm) in one specimen (QMG9/12),

and project upwards, parallel to one another in

the majority ol specimens (all from Bass Strait),

the siphons are short and hemispherical . and each

has a ring of Utitl test around ihe base that allows

it to be withdrawn slightly into the surface of the

body. They are quite close together on the upper

surface. The test is very thin and flexible, li is

coveted with a layer of sand, which is embedded

in and adherent to the external layer and to the

very fine test twin Miai project from the surface

all over the body. There are small, crowded,

pointed projections around Uie nm ol each

aperture

Intfrnm Structure: The body wall is thin,

with fine, radiating longitudinal muscles, and a

very thin external layer of circular muscles over

the whole body. An internal layer of very strong

circular muscles is also present in the siphons and

In the broad muscular velum ar the have of each

111 relatively shon branchial tentacles

with both primary and secondary branches

alternate with rudimentary tentacles. The
prebranchial area is extensive. The small, oval

dorsal tubercle is in the centre oi a very wide, V-

shaped pentubereular area. The opening of the

neuraj gland is a longitudinal slit, developing Into

a horizontal S-shape. The dorsal lamina is nn:>

moderately long, passing to the left of the

imperforated, elliptical, membranous area that

sut rounds ihe oesophageal open

The branchial sac has 7 folds on each side.

Anteriorly, the dorsal folds terminate along the

sides of the perituhercular area; posteriorly, i.hcy

terminate around the sides of the membranous
area that Surrounds the oesophageal opening. A
retropharyngeal groove runs between the posterior

end of th branuul area and the endoslyle.

There axe 5 or 6 internal longitudinal vessels on

most ol the folds: 2 near the &i^ of the dorsal

side, i on the edge of the fold and 2 or 3 evenly

spaced on the ventral Side of the fold. The vessels

on the edge tad Ort ihfc ventral side of folds are

most developed, while those on the dorsal side are

delicate and inconspicuous. There are 6 primary

meshes in each fold. Each mesh h3.s especially long

and almost straight stigmata between the folds

These cutve up toward the fold at each cud anJ

are divided in the centre by an intermediate

transverse vessel. In the folds, the divided stigmata

lengthen and coil around two ml'undtbula. There

are 2 i>t 3 paradigmatic vessels extending down
each side of each infundibulum and across tbe

interspace. The cones are sometimes subdivided a

second tune flghl at their apex In the edge of the

find. Occasional^ there are some accessory Colled

stigmata between the primary coils. Only a single

stigma coils in the tip of each infundibulum.

The gut forms a gently curved loop, open al the

pole, across the posterior end of the body. The
oesophagus is very short indeed. It opens almost

immediately into an expanded, but short, pyloric

region, which has oblique glandular pouches that

are usually irregularly subdivided into rounded or

oval caeca.

The left gonad has its long proximal border

against the anterior part of the descending limb of

ihe gut loop. The proximal border of the right

gonad is parallel to the oval, barely curved, kidney,

but is anterior to ihe kidney \^ot about half of its

length. Both gonads have a very broad but short

ovary (about twice as wide as it is long), with a

short, wide oviduct in the centre of the long dorsal

border. The male follicles radiate around the long

proximal or ventral side o\' the ovary, and the

broad male duct extends across the middle of the

ovary to open just above the female opening. The
male follicles are vety long and branched, forming

a very wide arc of crowded lobes on the ventral

side of the ovary

REMARKS: The New Zealand specimens closely

resemhle those from Australia in ail respects,

except for their greater number of internal

iltldlnal branchial vessels (up to 10). The short

oesophagus is similar to that of M. ficus, but the

Tilt species does not have I lie same bipartite

liver, the tall, narrow and numerous infundibuJa,

the long, deeply curved gut loop, very short dorsal

lamina and elongate ovaries. The dorsal lamina.

short gut loop, and branchial sac resemble those

ol A/, mollis bul the liver pouches and gonads are

different.

The species is characterised by its wide siphonal

vela; the length o\ its dorsal lamina:, its wide

branchial meshes and tall, bul not narrow,

infundibula; short oesophagus: short pyloric

region and obliquely arranged liver pouches; short

gut loop; very short and wide ovary; and long,

branched male folIU

The long siphons of the Western Port ipecfman

resemble those -.omerimes found in M.
ntarthattetisis <Toktoka and Kado 1972) and those

described by Herdman (l&N) fot M. recumhens,

However, other character*, particularly the

bruiiLataJ sac, aie identical with those in the Bass

Strait specimens of the present species. It is

possible thai ihe loflg siphons are a response to

environmental pressures, as they appear to be in

the Japanese specimens of M. manhutiensis.
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Morula rima Koii. 1972

(Fig. 193)

Oft, r-i"2c.p.250.

DlMUlHDTtON
Nrw Rbcordc Nctoc

I'lavforsi.v KrroRDED: Queensland (Moreton Bay

—

knit ITOfr),

This species is recorded from sand, shell-grit and sandy

mud down to 10 m. Data from Moreton Bay suggest that

I hr individuals have a 6-month life span (Kort l97ZcJ,

I
Ji SCRJPTfON

Ex iijknal Appearance: Individuals are small,

oval, and laterally flattened. The thin, transparent

test has very long, hair-like processes to which a

coating of sand and mud adheres. This coating

conceals the rather lone siphons that project

I

I

in -ugh it. The siphons are separated from each
other by about one-third of the body length.

intfrnu Structure i The body wall is

(ltticate:the only strong muscles are those around
the siphons and the bands of short, parallel

muscles along each side of the dorsal and ventral

mid-lines. The latter are probably associated with

the lateral flattening o\' the body. Only very

narrow vela are present at the base of each siphon.

There are 8 branchial tentacles, with long primary

and small secondary branches, alternating with

rudimentary tentacles. The dorsal tubercle is a

small cushion in a wide peritubercular V. Its C-

.h.iped slit is turned to the right. The dorsal lamina

Is long, the oesophageal opening being almost at

the posterior end of the branchial sac.

hach side of the body has 6 branchial folds, each

with a row of 8 tall, conical infundibula

Sometimes these are subdivided (but never more
than once) al the top of the cone. Up to 10 internal

longitudinal vessels are present on each fold, some
091 each side of the fold. The long stigmata coil

around the infundibula for most of their height in

Hie I olds.

The gut loop is long and deeply curved, open at

the pole It extends anteriorly almost to the

prcpharyngeal groove. There are irregularly

arranged longitudinal and circular glandular

pouches in the pyloric region. The kidney is bean-

shaped.

The gonads are long, deeply curved, sometimes

S- or U-shaped, the concavity of the U directed

posteriorly. The right gonad extends anteriorly

from the kidney and then curves back towards the

atrial aperture The left gonad, which is in the

curve of the gut loop, is deeply curved. Long and

much-branched male follicles form wide bands in

the body wall, usually all around the ovary, but

•onetimes absent from part of its border. The vas

frc I'H xtoh'.ula rima(QMG6235) — inner body

(Scale: 2.0 mm).

deferens extends along the middle of the mesial

surface of the ovary to open near the oviducal

opening.

Remarks: Characteristics of the species are the

long test hairs, lateral flattening, thin and flexible

test, long siphons, almost entire and only slightly

subdivided infundibula, long coiled stigmata,

deeply curved right gonad and long, narrow and
much-branched male follicles.

The gonads resemble those of XL mahinen^ts,

but are in a different position. The proximal end

of the left gonad never curves anteriorly parallel

to, and sometimes around the top of, the pole of

the gut loop (as it does in M. maivmentis), but

always curves posteriorly. Both species have

similar branchial sacs, with 8 tall, undivided

infundibula in each fold. However, the present

species has fewrer muscles and more internal

longitudinal vessels and its liver lacks the regular

and narrow parallel folds of that of V/.

malvinensis.

Molguta sabulosa (Quoy and Gaimard, 1834)

(Fig 194)

Asadia sabulosa Quoy and Gaimard, 1834, p. 614.

Dujardin, 1837, p.5H6; ($40, p. 536.

Cynthia sabuhsa: Gervais, 1840, p.405.

Astropera sabulosa: Pizon, 1898a. p. 343; lS98b, p,273.

Moiwta sabuhsa: Koil 1972b. p,190; 1975, p. 16; 1976*.

p.K6.(Not:HartmeverandMichaelsen, 1928,p.449, <
M. flats, Koli. 1952.p.298; 1964,p.l44; 1972c. p. 248.

< W. fifus. Millar, 1960b, p. 136; 1966, p.374, <
XL/has. 1975, p. 320, < Mi mollis).

Caesira parasitica Macdonald, !859a, p. 367.

Modulo nodosa Hartnieyer, 1922, p. 304, Hartmeyer and

Michaelsen, 1928, p. 445. Kott. 1952, p 293

Mobutu fonts Kott, 1952, p. 295.
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^-Hj^v
Qgf ej? '@j> oX

Fir... 1 94: Molgula sabutosa— a, external appearance nodose specimen (NMV H448); b, apertures of smooth specimen
with hollow lobes closed (NMV F5I585); c. gut and gonad showing clumps of male follicles at proximal end ot

ovary (QM GH1847); d, inner body wall showing gut, kidney and gonads with clumps of male follicles crowded
together (NMV H448); c. kidney and gonad with clumps of male follicles well-separated from one another (WAM
99.75); f, variations in opening of neural gland; g. projections of the body wall on the rim of the apertures (NMV
H448). (Scales: a, h, 5.0 mm: p, i\ 2.0 mm; d, 1.0 cm; g, I.Oram).
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Distribution

New Records: Western Australia (Bremer Bay, WAM
99.75). South Australia (EUiston Bay, QM GH1847).

Victoria (Western Port, F51585; Pt Leo, AM Y1890;

Bass Strait, NMV H448).

Previously Recorded: Western Australia {Cockburn

Sound, Bunbury — AM Y791-2 Kott 1952; Hartmeyer

1922; King George Sound — Macdonald 1859a). South

Australia (St Vincent Gulf— Kott 1952; Elliston Bay —
Kott 1972b 1975). Victoria (Western Port — Quoy and

Gaimard 1834, Kott 1976a).

Description

External Appearance: Specimens are

spherical, 2 to 3 cm in diameter. The sessile

apertures, which are fairly close together on the

upper surface, are surrounded by large, hollow,

flattened test lobes. There are 6 of these around

the branchial aperture and 4 around the atrial

aperture. They are, however, variable and
sometimes subdivided and irregular, so that the

primary number of lobes is obscured. Each

aperture and its surrounding lobes can be

withdrawn slightly into the body. The hollow lobes

(pointed, rounded or straight-ended) fold in over

the apertures when they are withdrawn.

A wide area of the body around each aperture

is often flattened, with a slight rim of test standing

up around each flat, circular area. This rim is

sometimes produced into evenly spaced, hollow

swellings, or into almost spherical, hollow
nodules. In Western Australian specimens these

nodules are also present over the rest of the body,

with protruberances of the body wall fitting into

them. The nodules are not always present,

however, and their occurrence may represent a

cline in populations of the species from east to

west. Spherical specimens without nodules are

from Western Port, Pt Leo (Victoria) and Elliston

Bay and Victor Harbour (South Australia).

Specimens from Bass Strait (NMV H448) have a

wide circle of hollow swellings around each

aperture, while larger specimens from Western

Australia (west of the Great Australian Bight) have

nodules all over the body. There are also smaller,

inconspicuous, fleshy-processes around the rim of

the apertures, which alternate with the external

lobes. Each of these fleshy processes have 2 central

pointed papillae (one inside the other), a series of

smaller lateral points down each side, and an

external point near the centre base.

The test is thin, but stiff and brittle with

embedded sand. Specimens often occur in

aggregates.

Internal Structure: The longitudinal muscle

bands, which extend from the apertures, branch

over the projections of the body wall that fit into

the hollow test processes surrounding the

apertures. At the base of these projections, the

fibres reform into bands, which extend about

halfway down the body. There are circular muscles

around each aperture (especially around the rim,

where there is a distinct sphincter muscle) and a

fine layer around the anterior part of the body.

Circular muscles also extend down into the siphons

inside the longitudinal bands, and are present in

the broad siphonal velum at the base of each

siphon. The branchial tentacles have primary,

secondary and some tertiary branches. The dorsal

tubercle is a large, circular cushion in the

prebranchial area just behind the base of the

tentacles. It either has a U-shaped slit, with the

open interval directed forward and sometimes

both horns rolled in; or it is more complex, with

a branched slit. The peritubercular area is very

shallow, or absent altogether, the prepharyngeal

groove extending straight across the anterior end
of the dorsal lamina. The dorsal lamina is fairly

long, extending halfway down the length of the

branchial sac before passing to the left of a long,

elliptical, membranous area that contains the

oesophageal opening.

The branchial sac has 7 narrow folds on each

side of the body, with only 3 internal longitudinal

vessels on each: 1 on the edge and 2 on the ventral

side of each fold. The stigmata are very short and

straight. They form tall, narrow infundibula in

each fold. The primary meshes are very numerous,

and there are 4 infundibula per mesh.

The gut forms a gently curved loop, slightly

open at the pole. The oesophagus is moderately

long. The pyloric region is expanded. The liver

pouches are bipartite, with long, parallel oblique

pouches proximally, and a long band of fan-

shaped pouches with rounded terminal lobes

distally. The plain-bordered anus projects out

through the atrial velum.

The left gonad lies in the curve of the gut loop,

parallel to the descending limb. The right gonad
is parallel to the long, narrow and slightly curved

kidney. The gonads consist of a long and
sometimes sinuously curved ovary, terminating

near the anus in a short oviduct. The testes are

behind the proximal end of each ovary. The male

follicles, which are long and branched, are packed

into spherical clumps, converging toward the

centre of the sphere. The spherical clumps of male
follicles are sometimes tightly grouped into a single

rounded mass, but the more numerous follicles of

other specimens remain separate and spread out

over a wide area at the end of the ovary. Vasa
efferentia from the centre of each spherical clump
of male follicles join the short vas deferens, which
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extends- up onto the sui .. the proximo! end
of the ovary where il opens into the dtnal ca

Usually the vas deferens ts embedded in the bodv
wall, with only the short terminal part projecting

into the atrial cavity. [A one specimen, however,

jl Is free of the body wall for most of its length

Western Port, NMV F515S5).

Rlmakks: The species resembles M. ficus in its

numerous, tall branchial infundibula, its short

stigmata and its bipartite liver However, the two
parts of ttie liver are more distinctly different from
one another than they arc in V/. ficus. Moreover,
M. ficus has a long vas deferens, opening with the

oviduei, as well as more numerous branchial

vessels, some present on rhc dorsal sides ol the

branchial folds, The present species, unlike A/.

fKUS and M. mollis, has numerous spherical

clumps of m3le follicles with ducts joined in the

centre of each clump (rather than at the base of a

single, hemispherical clump).

Morula *pha*fa Ko<i, 1972
(Fig. 1951

ftAl/gu/ff wphocro ktv
\ , l$7jc, r

Morula discagona Millar. 1975, p.J24

DtSTRlflimON
Nf iv- Western Australia (Albany, AM

Y2IU0).

Previously RECORDED! Queensland (Moreton Bay —
Koti W2c>. Singapore (Millai 1975),

The species is taken from sand, shell grii and SBRdj
mud down to 10 m.

KITHON
Cmlknai APPEARANCE! Individuals are small

and absolutely spherical. The sessile apertures are

dose together on the upper surface. Although
there are sparse, long test hairs, sand is mainly
embedded in (he test, causing it to be hard and
brittle.

Internal Sikuctlrf: The body wall adheres
closely to the test. Fine external circular muscles

are present over the whole body, overlying

longitudinal bands that radiate from each siphon
and become diffuse over the ventral surface.

Nat row siphonal vela lie the base of each siphon.

There are 8 larger branchial tentacles alternating

with rudimentary ones. Although the primary and
secondary branches are rather long, they are

sparse, so the tentacles are not bushy. The dorsal

tubercle is a simple, circular opening. The dorsal

lamina is about hall the length of the branchial
vac.

On each side ol the body, there are 7 branchial

folds. Eachoi the 6 most dorsal folds on each side

has a rov ! 6 infundibular ihe ventral folds have

12 There ore 3 or 4 internal longitudinal vessels

on the folds, bu[ none in the interspaces. The
infundibula are broad basally. In larger specimens,

they subdivide irregularly at the top of the cone.

The gut loop is moderately long and curved, but

is quite wide. In the large, expanded pyloric region,

irregularly oriented clumps of parallel, glandular

folds often subdivide into circular poaches. The
oesophagus is very short. The kidney is long and
curved.

The gonads are almost circular, with an almost

spherical ovary surrounded by a wide band of
crowded, radially arranged, long and branched

male follicles. Vasa efferentia join to form 3 to 5

separate ducts, which join a seminal vesicle in the

centre of the mesial surface of the ovary. The vas

deferens extends across the surface o\ the ovary to

open above the almost sessile oviducal aperture.

Re-marks: Characteristic of the species are its

spherical shape; sessile apertures; hard, brittle,

sandy test; irregularly subdivided and largely free-

standing infundibula; and circular gonads with a

seminal vesicle.

The species is unusual; there do not appear to

be close relatives. The short oesophagus resembles

that of M. ficus, which has no other character in

common with the present species.

Genus Ettgyra Alder and Hancock, 1870

Type species: Motgula arenosa Alder and
Hancock, 1848

Molgulids in which ihe branchial sac is

withoutfolds, but has projecting infundibula with

long, spiralling stigmata, that form square meshes
around the base of the cone.

There are usually 8 rows of infundibula. All

except the dorsal row have a single, internal,

longitudinal vessel extending down the centre of
the row. Each row has 6 infundibula, except for

the ventral row (which has 12) and the short dorsal

row (which has 5). In the Australian specimen

examined, the sickle-shaped main stem of the

branchial tentacles have especially long bases that

radiate out across the prebranchial area. There is

1 long, rather spindle-shaped, dorsal ganglion in

many of the species (e.g., E. awmmUlatan.sp., E.

malayensis Millar, 1975), which also occurs in

Pareugyrioides exigua. The stomach is small, with
broad, parallel, longitudinal glandular folds that

are not usually subdivided (as they often are in

Motguta spp.). The proximal end of the left gonad
19 enclosed in the gui loop* but its distal end

sometimes crosses the descending limb. The vas

deferens is usually, but not always, short, opening
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Fig. 195: Molgula sphaera — a, portion of branchial fold showing subdivision of infundibulum (QM G6319); b. c,

gut and gonad showing variations in liver pouches (QM G6319, G6317). (Scales: b, c, 1.0 mm).

at the proximal end of the ovary. It sometimes has

multiple openings.

The synonymy of Bostrichobranchus Traustedt,

1822 and Eugyra (see Huntsman 1912b, Arnback
1928) is justified by the condition of the branchial

sac in E. mammiUata n.sp., in which the

proliferation of infundibula in many of the

branchial meshes is seen to occur with growth; it

is not, therefore, a character that indicates generic

distinction. The highly retractile siphons of Eugyra
peliucida are also a feature of many other species

of Eugyra and the monotypic genus
Bostrichobranchus (B. pilularis Verrill, 1871).

Neither species nor records of this genus are

numerous, although they are recorded from all

oceans. It is possible that the usually small

individuals have been overlooked in the sandy
habitats that they occupy.

Key to thf Species of Eugyra Recorded
from Australia

1

.

Right gonad curves posteriorly

E. millimetra n .sp.

Right gonad does not curve posteriorly 2

2. Tesi around apertures forms firm cones; long

transverse muscle present between

apertures E. mammiUata n.sp.

Test around apertures soft and wrinkled; no

long transverse muscle between apertures

E. peliucida

Species reported from adjacent areas but not

recorded from Australia are:

Eugyra hexarhiza Tokioka, 1949 from Japan has

similar gonads to those of E. peliucida, but has

sessile apertures and a more muscular body.
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Eugyra kerguelenensis Herdtnan, 1882 from the

sub-Antarctic is a sessile species with multiple

openings of the vas deferens. Its external

appearance closely resembles that of E.

pellucida.

Eugyra malayensis Millar, 1975 from Singapore

has male follicles around the whole length of the

long ovary.

Eugyra molguloides Sluiter, 1904 from Indonesia

has gonads resembling those of E. mammillata
n.sp. and E. pellucida. However, its gut loop is

confined to the posterior end of the left side.

Other distinguishing features are not known.

Eugyra mammillata n.sp.

(Fig. 196)
Eugyra molguloides: Millar, 1975, p. 326. (Not: Sluiter,

1904, p. 113).

Distribution

Type Locality: Northern Australia (Gulf of
Carpentaria, Albatross Bay, coll. E. Camburg, 20.1.62,

holotype WAM 83.75).

New Records: Queensland (Euri Creek, paratype QM
GH757).

Previously Recorded: New Guinea (Port Moresby
- Millar 1975).

Description
External Appearance: The holotype has a

flat, oval base, 1 .7 cm long and about 1 cm broad.

The body gradually narrows toward the upper
surface, where the apertures are about one-third

of the body length apart. They project on two wide
cones, their bases meeting in the centre of the

upper surface. The test is firm, gelatinous and
translucent. The surface of the type specimen is

naked, with fine mammillations, especially on the

ventral half of the left side. These small swellings

become less conspicuous toward the upper half of

the body and on the right side. The paratype is 1.3

cm in diameter. It has some fine hairs with

adherent sand around the base of the siphons, and
is more rounded than the holotype. It has the same
firm test on the upper surface. The test on the flat,

basal surface of both specimens is very thin and
flexible.

Internal Structure: The body wall is delicate

and transparent. It is not easily removed from the

test, the siphons and upper part of the body being

very firmly attached. Longitudinal muscle bands

extend down each long siphon and terminate

around and near the internal circular sphincter

muscle. There are external circular fibres around
each siphon, but apparently nowhere else on the

body. There are no siphonal vela. Transverse

muscles cross the mid-line between the siphons and

behind the atrial siphon. The transverse bands that

extend across the median line between the siphons

are very short, except for one that extends halfway

down each side of the body. There are also about

7 short transverse bands on each side of the

anterior end of the endostyle. The branchial

tentacles have long, narrow bases that radiate from
the circular sphincter muscle across the

prebranchial space almost to the prepharyngeal

groove. The main stem is the usual sickle-shape.

The 7 or so primary branches along each side of

the main stem are also sickle-shaped, and have

long, flat bases attached transversely across the

side of the main stem to form a series of flat

lamellae up each side of the tentacle. There are

short, papilla-like secondary branches along the

convex anterior side of the primary branches and
short papillae along each side of the concave

anterior edge of the main stem. There are no
tertiary branches. There is no peritubercular area.

The dorsal tubercle, which is in the middle of the

prebranchial area, is an oval, protruberant cushion

with a long, C-shaped slit. The long base of a

branchial tentacle extends along each side of the

dorsal tubercle, which is exposed when the

tentacles are parted. The neural gland is long and
elliptical. The dorsal lamina is a very wide

membrane, which divides about halfway down the

branchial sac to enclose the wide, elliptical,

membranous area surrounding the oesophageal

opening.

There are 7 rows of square-based, deep,

projecting infundibula in the branchial sac. A
single, wide, longitudinal vessel extends along the

centre of each row except the dorsal row. Each
row has 6 infundibula, except for the ventral row,

which has 12. Occasionally there are accessory

infundibula between the primary coils, and in

some meshes of the paratype, the stigmata are

broken up and form the multiple, small, projecting

coils that characterised the genus
Bostrichobranchus . The infundibula are

conspicuously deep, and 2 stigmata coil together

around them about 8 times.

The gut forms a long, straight loop for most of

its length, although its posterior end, consisting of

oesophagus and rectum, curves sharply anteriorly

to form a pronounced J. The loop reaches

anteriorly to the prepharyngeal groove. The
oesophagus, which is of moderate length, opens

into a short stomach, with about 12 broad,

glandular folds, at the posterior end of the body.

A group of about 3 glandular folds from the

anterior border curve posteriorly around the distal

end of the stomach on its mesial surface. The
intestinal loop extends forwards from the pyloric
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Fig. 196: Eugyra mammillata n.sp. <QM GH757) — a,

body in test showing muscles; b, inner body wall.

(Scales: 2.0 mm).

end of the stomach. The gut loop is open at the

pole, where it encloses the proximal end of the left

gonad. The anus is near the atrial aperture. Its

border has small, pointed lobes on its ventral lip,

but longer, rounded lobes dorsally.

The ovary is long and tubular. Its short terminal

oviduct lying on the mesial surface of the

descending limb of the intestine is curved dorsally

toward the atrial aperture. The testis follicles are

long and very branched, and radiate in an arc

around the proximal end of the ovary. Their

terminal branches on the mesial surface of the

follicles are rounded and very crowded. The short

male duct extends up over the end of the ovary to

turn dorsally before opening into the peribranchial

cavity distant from the atrial aperture. It is

embedded in the body wall for most of its length.

The right gonad is mostly anterior to the curved

kidney, the ovary curving dorsally just at the

antero-dorsal end of the kidney.

Remarks: Like the paratypes, but unlike the

naked holotype, Millar's small specimen (up to 3

cm) has test hairs and adherent sand.

The dorsal lamina and anal border of the present

species resemble those features in E. japonicus
Oka, 1934 (see Tokioka 1949a), but the latter

species has multiple openings of the vas deferens,

and its male follicles surround the ovary.

Eugyra mammillata is characterised by firm,

translucent, naked siphons; the protruberant
dorsal tubercle between the bases of the tentacles;

the single, long, transverse muscle that crosses the

mid-line between the siphons; deep conical

infundibula; and small, pointed anal lobes.

Eugyra millimetra n.sp.

(Fig. 197)

Distribution

Type Locality: Victoria (Bass Strait, 40°09.2'S,

147°31.9'E, SM, shell substrate, Bass Strait Survey,

syntypesNMVF51475).
The syntypes were taken from a sandy bottom at 51

m.

Description
External Appearance: These very small

individuals are up to 2.5 mm long and almost

spherical, but the contracted specimen has

conspicuously protruding apertures on conical

prominences. The apertures are at opposite ends
of the upper surface, and there is a very narrow
stalk from the centre of the postero-ventral corner

of the body. Both apertures are 4-lobed; in one
specimen, the branchial lobes radiate from the

aperture like the points of a star. The test is very

delicate and completely transparent. It is slightly

thicker anteriorly around the siphons, where it

adheres closely to the muscular part of the body
wall. There are a few fine, short test hairs,

especially on the stalk.

Internal Structure: A wide band of circular

muscles around each aperture extends nearly

halfway down each side of the body, to almost

meet in the dorsal mid-line between the apertures.

The posterior muscles in each circle appear to be

interrupted on the right and left sides to form

bands that cross the mid-line over the ventral and
dorsal surfaces of the body. Longitudinal muscles

radiate from the apertures and stop abruptly just

posterior to the circular muscles. There is a rather

short, single, narrow transverse muscle across the

dorsal line between the two sets of circular

muscles. Well-separated, fine transverse muscles

also cross the ventral line (across the endostyle)

and extend a little distance down each side of the

body. The 8 branchial tentacles of varying sizes

have short primary branches. Their long bases

extend across the prebranchial area. The neural
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It.. 197: Eugyra millimetre! n.sp. (NMV F51475) — a, whole body in test; b, gul and gonad. (Scales: 0.5 mm)

gland is oval, and there is a simple opening of the

neural duct. The dorsal lamina is very short.

The branchial sac has 7 internal longitudinal

vessels, each extending along the centre of one of

the 7 rows of infundibula. Generally there are 6

infundibula in each row, although there are fewer

in the dorsal row and twice that number in the

ventral row. The infundibula have 2 stigmata

coiling together around them.

The gut forms a narrow, deeply curved loop that

occupies about two-thirds of the left side of the

body. The stomach is large and green in these

preserved specimens. It is very much longer along

the anterior than the posterior border. It has fine,

parallel, glandular folds and is also folded into 4

longitudinal compartments or groups. The
compartment of glandular folds on the anterior or

inner curve of the gut is especially long and

swollen, and curves across the distal end of the

stomach on its mesial surface. There is a duodenal

area, which narrows slightly before entering the

intestine

The right gonad is anterior to the large, oval

kidney. The left gonad is enclosed in the primary

gut loop. The gonads consist of a rather long,

flask-shaped ovary that extends dorsally and then

posteriorly to a short, wide opening. The testis

follicles are long and lobed, and radiate from

around the proximal end of the ovary. There is a

single, short vas deferens that extends dorsally

across the surface of the proximal end of the

ovary.

Remarks: This very small species is

distinguished from others of the genus by its size,

its delicate test and narrow stalk, and by the

orientation and curve o\' ovary. The left gonad
appears to be entirely contained within the primary

gut loop. It is embedded in the body wall, and ihe

distal end of the ovary was not seen to cross the

intestine. However, the opening of the oviduct was
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not detected. The transverse muscle across the

dorsal mid-line between the apertures is not robust

and long, as il is in E. tnammdlata.

Eugyra pellucida (Macdonald, 1S59)

(Fig. 198)

Caesira pellucida Macdonald. 1859a, p. 369.

Eugyra molgufokles Sluiter, 1904, ptUl
Eugyra moretotterisis Kott, 1972c, p.252.

Distribution

Nt-.w RECORDS: Western Australia (Cockburn Sound,

AM Y790, WAM 34.72). Victoria (Bass. Strait, NMV
H771). Queensland (Moreion Bay, QM G5961-77

G6328-9 G8587 G9490 GM93 G9505-6 C.9988-90; AM
Y937 Y979 Y9R2; ToWOlVffle),

Previous! y Recorded: Western Australia (Shark Bay
— Macdonald 1 859a). Queensland (Moreion Bay — Kou
1972c). Indonesia (Sluiter 1904),

From 1 lo 200 specimens were taken in Van Veen grab

samples from various locations in southern Moreton Bay
Del ween August 1975 and Sepletnber 1976. Their average

size was 3 mm, with a maximum of 1*5 cm. Kott (1972c)

observed that (in 1970 and 1971) the specie? appeared in

June and that specimens of I cm had well-developed

anural embryos in the atrial cavity in September.

Description
Fatfunai Appf.arancf: The body is soft and

laterally Flattened, covered with long, hair-like test

extensions to which sand and mud adhere

(although these may be absent posteriorly). The
apertures are close together on the upper surface

in an area of soft, sand-free lesi that is often

slightly depressed into the upper surface. The atrial

siphon is about 3 times the length of the branchial

siphon when it is extended. However, in most

specimens examined, both siphons arc contracted,

and the soft siphonal test is gathered along and

around them. All o\' the test is extremely thin and

flexible, but tough. In preservative, individuals are

flat and look ragged.

Internal Structure: The body wall is thin,

delicate and transparent. The short longitudinal

muscles around the siphons terminate at their base.

There are also delicate circular muscles around the

siphons, and short transverse muscles are present

in the mid-line posterior to the atrial siphon and

between the siphons. Short transverse bands are

also present on each side of the anterior part of

the endostyle. The branchial tentacles are delicate,

but they have a long base radiating across the

prebranchial area from a circulat sphincter at the

base of the branchial siphon. The tentacles are flat

and sickk-shaped, with wide primary branches.

and small, papilla-like secondary branches. The V-

shaped peritubercular area, has a small,

protruberant tubercle with a longitudinal or

Fir;. [98: Eugyra peliuctda — a, external appearance

(QM G5961); b, inner body waJl showing musculature

across the anterior mid-line of the body (AM Y790);

c body removed from the test from the left (WAM
34 .72). [Scales: 1.0 mm).

tar opening. The dorsal ganglion is narrow

and spindle-shaped. The dorsal lamina is wide, but

very short, dividing to extend each side of the long

,

membranous area that surrounds the oesophageal

opening.

There are 7 rows of infundibula, with an internal

longitudinal vessel extending along the centre of

each row. There are 12 infundibula in the ventral

row, and 6 in each of the next 6 rows. There is also

an eighth dorsal row with 5 infundibula, but no

internal longitudinal vessel.

The gut forms a narrow. J-shaped loop, its

posterior end curved anteriorly. It is open at the

pole, where it contains the proximal part of the

left gonad. The stomach is short, with about 10

fairly broad, straight glandular folds, which are

green in preservative. A group of 2 or 3 glandular

folds from the anterior border curve posteriorly
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across the distal end of the stomach on its mesial

surface. The anal border is smooth.

The gonads consist of a long, tubular ovary

with, at its proximal end, a circle of long, branched

male follicles converging to the centre to join a

short vas deferens. The vas deferens runs dorsally

across the proximal end of the ovary and the

surface of the descending limb of the gut loop

before opening into the atrial cavity.

Remarks: The species is less robust than E.

mammillata, and is distinguished from it by the

very thin, wrinkled test around its long siphons,

which are 'capable of considerable retraction*

(Macdonald 1859a, p. 369); very short dorsal

lamina; absence of the long transverse muscle

across the middle of the body that occurs in E.

mammillata\ rather shallow infundibula; and
smooth anal border. The species have in common
the form of the gonads, the longitudinally folded

stomach, and the form of the tentacles, although

these are less robust in the present species.

Genus Pareugyrioides Hartmeyer, 1914

Type species: Eugyrioides dalli Ritter, 1913

The genus is closely related to Eugyra. It is

distinguished by the position of the left gonad,
which is in the secondary curve of the gut loop,

outside the primary loop. The liver pouches are

usually rounded and short, and the vas deferens is

relatively long, always opening with the oviduct.

The species reported on below, together with P.

longipedata (Sluiter, 1904) and P. flagrifera

(Sluiter, 1904), both from Indonesia, have 2

internal longitudinal vessels along each row of

infundibula. Millar (1982a) has observed that the

2 vessels reported for P. filho/i are in fact a single

vessel that is folded. This could not be confirmed

for P. exigua, which has 2 closely set vessels along

most of the rows of infundibula.

The genus is not diverse; only a single species is

known from the northern hemisphere (Alaska).

From the Pacific and Southern Oceans, there are

one abyssal, 2 Subantarctic (New Zealand and

Macquarie 1.), one Antarctic and 3 tropical

western Pacific species. The western Pacific

Pareugyrioides longipedata and P. flagrifera and
the Antarctic P. arnbackae have long, wiry stalks,

and P. exigua often has a fine, hair-like stalk, but

this is not characteristic of the genus.

Pareugyrioides exigua (Kott, 1972c)

(Fig. 199)

Molguia exigua Kott, 1972c, p.249.

Eugyra flabelligona Millar, 1975, p. 328.

Distribution

New Records: Victoria (Bass Strait, NMV F51561
F51562 F51566; off Cape Howe, ZMC 30.9.14).

Queensland (Moreton Bay, QM GH2693).

Previously Recorded: Queensland (Moreton Bay —
Kott 1972c). Indonesia (Millar 1975).

Only a single specimen is known from Indonesia,

where it was taken on a sandy bottom at 70 m (Millar

1975). The species is found on sand and shell grit down
to 10 m in Moreton Bay, at which location there is some
mortality of larger specimens following the onset of

summer rain. Populations disappear from Moreton Bay
during March, at the end of rainy period. They reappear

in the following month, and rapidly reach sexual

maturity at 0.5 mm diameter (Kott 1972c).

Description
External Appearance: Individuals are small

and rounded. Those from Queensland are up to

1.0 cm in diameter, with fine, hair-like test

extensions over the whole body to which rather

large sand grains adhere. The extensions are longer

around the apertures and on the posterior end of

the body. The apertures are on very short siphons

almost at opposite ends of the upper surface, the

branchial siphon turned away from the upward
projecting atrial siphon. In juvenile specimens, the

apertures are closer together. The test is relatively

firm and stiff. The specimens from Bass Strait are

spherical, and only 2 mm in diameter. They have

sessile apertures; a brittle, sandy test; and a very

fine, hair-like stalk that has not been observed on
either the Queensland or Cape Howe specimens.

The atrial aperture is on the upper, free surface,

while the branchial aperture is on the side of the

body directed down toward the substrate.

Internal Structure: The body wall is thin

and delicate. Circular muscles are present around
the apertures. Longitudinal muscles radiate from
the apertures and extend down both sides, crossing

one another in the middle of each side. They divide

into branches posteriorly. There are some very

delicate circular muscles on the rest of the body,
which are especially conspicuous across the dorsal

and ventral borders. The broad velum at the base

of each very short siphon has a small aperture in

the centre. There are 8 larger branchial tentacles

alternating with rudimentary ones. Their primary
and secondary branches are short and sparse. The
main stem of the tentacles is sickle-shaped, but not

broad; the small branches are along each side of
the concave anterior edge. The dorsal tubercle is a
small cushion with a simple, circular aperture. The
dorsal ganglion is long, narrow and spindle-

shaped. The dorsal lamina is long, the oesophageal

opening being at the posterior end of the branchial

sac.
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Frc. 199: Poreugyrioides exigua — a, external

appearance of stalked specimen (NMV F51566); b.

inner body wall (NMV F51562). (Scales: 1 mm).

There are 7 rows of infundibula, each formed
of 2 stigmata coiled together. There are 2 internal

longitudinal vessels close together along the centre

of each row of infundibula, except for the most

dorsal row (which has no overlying vessels) and

the second dorsal and most ventral row (each of

which has a single longitudinal vessel). The
infundibula in the ventral row often number 12,

while the other rows have 6 or 7 infundibula each

.

The infundibula project only slightly. Between the

primary infundibula are interstitial coils of

stigmata. In the minute specimens from Bass

Strait, the stigmata coil only 3 times,

The gut forms a long, moderately wide, curved

loop, open at the pole. Elongate, irregular,

sometimes subdivided, oblique glandular folds are

present in the pyloric region.

The gonads are oval. The right gonad is almost

parallel to, but separate from, the short, oval

kidney. The left gonad lies in the curve of the gut

loop and is almost parallel to it Each gonad

consists of a short, broad ovarian sac with a very

short duct and long branched male follicles

surrounding the proximal end, along both sides

and sometimes on the surface of the ovary. Vasa
efferentia join on the mesial surface of the ovary

to form a vas deferens that opens slightly anterior

to the oviducal opening. The eggs are relatively

large, about 0.1 mm in diameter.

Remarks; Characteristics of the species are its

raiher firm, but not hard, tost; widely separated

sessile apertures; almost flat infundibula; broad

siphonal vela; and the shape and orientation of the

gonads. The hairy test of the Queensland
specimens and the fine, hair-like stalk of the Bass

Strait specimens do not seem to justify their

separation into two species.

Poreugyrioides arnbackae Millar, 1960b from
the Antarctic is a very similar species, differing

only in having a single internal longitudinal vessel

along each row of infundibula. Occasionally (but

not always) the vas deferens opens by mutiple

openings on the surface of the ovary (Millar 1960b,

Kott 1969a, Monniot and Monniot 1976c).

Pareugyrioides tongipedaia (Sluiter, 1904) has a

similar branchial sac and a similar arrangement of

gonads and gut to the present species. However,
it has male gonads only along the posterior border

Of the ovarian lube. Pareugyrioides flugrifetu

(Sluiter, 1904) has shorter gonads set at right

angles to the gut loop and kidney respectively and,

although it is very small (3 mm), it has about 7

coils of each pair of stigmata around the

infundibula.
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Range beyond

Species Australian Range in Australian waters

waters

Amphicarpa duplopiicata WP 1_ 1

Polyandrocarpa abjornseni

Ecteinascidia flora

Polycarpa sobria W P

1Cnemidocarpa posthuma

Sloionica alula n.sp.

Chorizocarpa michaetsensi

Perophora name! W P

Ecteinascidia imperfecta W P

Ecteinascidia sluiteri W P

Perophora modificala n.sp.

Meiandrocarpa miniscula n.sp.

Ascidia parasamea n.sp.

Microcosmus pupa IWP

Meiandrocarpa agitata n.sp.

Sloionica reducta WP
Amphicarpa nodula n.sp.

Cnemidocarpa o/igocarpa WP
Polycarpa contectu WP

Polycarpa decipiens 1W P

Polycarpa intonata n.sp.

Polycarpa papyra n.sp.

Botry/loides violaceum WP
Microgaslra granosu IWP

Polycarpa longiformis WP
Sloionica agnata n.sp.

Pyura arenosa WP

Eugyra mammillata n.sp. ^^
Phaiiusia miilari n.sp. WP
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Fig. 200: Tropical species with south-eastern limits N of the Tropic of Capricorn.
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BIOGEOGRAPHY

In the following discussion, the biogeographical

affinities of 192 phlebobranch and stolidobranch

ascidian species in the Austialian fauna arc

considered. Pyura pantex and the probably
introduced species, Styela claw and Molgula
manhanensis are excluded from the discussion.

Species ranee is set out in Figs 200-4,

Tuopicae Species (Figs 200-2)

Of the 118 species recorded from ihe tropics,

there are 66 with a range that spans the Tropic of
Capricorn, most occurring ar least as far south as

Moreton Bay and/or Cock burn Sound (Fig. 202).

This group of species includes most of the

pantropical and many of the wide ranging indo-

West Pacific species, probably reflecting their

generic diversity and flexibility. The Australian

continent appears to constitute a bridge between
tropical and temperate waters for these species.

Seventeen of the species that span the Tropic of

( apricorn are apparently indigenous and may be

temperate species extending into the tropics in the

Northern part of their range. They are discussed

below (sec Temperate Species, I).

1

,

Indo-West Pacific Component: This is a

conspicuous feature of the Australian

fauna, which contains 80 recorded species

with a range in the Indo-West Pacific. Ten
are pantropical. Seven have not yet been

recorded in Australian tropical waters,

although since they do occur south of the

Tropic of Capricorn, they will probably be
found to occur Further north on the

Australian coast: Ectewascidia thurstoni,

Styela plicata, Polycarpa snbriu, Polycarpa

thelypanes, Stolonica veskularis, BotryKus

purpureus and Molgula sphaeru,

2. Indigenous Tropical Species: There are 20,

mostly newly described, species recorded

from relatively few, mainly tropical

locations (species marked * extend south of

the Tropic of Capricorn on the western or

eastern coast): Ascidia pandora n.sp., A.

nerea n .sp . , .4, parasamea n .sp. , A , glabra*

,

Perophora modificatan.&p., Crwrtudocarpa

posthuma, Polycarpa intonata n.sp., P.

notu n sp.. P papyra n.sp., Atnphicatpa

nodula n.sp., Stoloruca agrwto n sp., S.

alula n.sp., Metatulrocarpa /nirtisctda n.sp.,

M. agitata n.sp., Chorizocarpa micliaelscm,

Pyura confragosa n.sp.*, P viarecta n.sp.,

MterocDBmus tubervuiatUS n.sp.. Morula
madata n.sp * Lu^yru mammltktta n.sp,

Some of these may be indigenous, although

some o f I lie smaller species (especially in the

Pcrophoridae and Polyzoinae) could be

components of the Indo-West Pacific fauna

previously overlooked) Ir is in this group of

species that any truly indigenous tropical

species will be found

Temperate Species (Figs 203-4)

In addition to the 49 tropical species that also

occur in temperate waters (Fig. 201-2), there arc

^1 temperate species (Figs 203-4).

1. Indigenous Species: in contrast to the

tropical fauna, where wide ranging Indo-

West Pacific species prevail, the strictly

temperate ascidian fauna of Australia is

dominated by indigenous species. There are

63 confined to temperate locations and a

further 17 that extend into tropical waters.

The 17 probably indigenous species, thai

have the northern limits of their range north

of the Tropic of Capricorn, are most often

recorded from the mainland coast rather

than recfal locations: Ascidia decepta n.sp,

,

.4. latesiphonica, Phallusia ohesa,

Ctmoulocarpu personata, C, intestinaia

n.sp., C. lobata, C. aculeata n.sp., C
mi/era, Polycarpa fungiformis, P.

lucilla n.sp . Polvandrocarpa australtensi\

A mphicarpa diptycha, llartmeyeria

Jormosa, Mkrocosmus stolontjerus,

Molgula diversa, M. mollis, Eugyra
peUucida,

2. Suuantak< 'in Component: This is a smalt

group of 6 species, several with a cireum-

polar range. Only Corvlla eumyota and
Agnestu gfaciata have been recorded north

of Bass Strait. The species arc: Adagnesia
chatcoti, Ascidia chaltengeri, Corelta

eumyota, MolgUla mortenseni, Molgula
ntalvirtensis and Agnesia glaciata.

Sdl THtKN Temperate Component: An
equally small group of species that have a

wide range in southern temperate seas:

Ascidiella aspersa, BotryUu,'; stewartensis,

Perophora hutchisoni, Asterocarpa hum
and Pyura siolonifera. They all extend at

least to New Zealand but South Africa anc
South America are also included in the range

of ihe latter 2 species,

Geographical Affinities or- Ascidian Taxa
The tropical fauna is dominated by species of

the gssnufl Pohrarpa and the family Ascidiidac and
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Range beyond

Species Australian Range in Australian waters

waters

Ascidia empheres WP
Ascidia kreagra WP

Ascidia nerea n.sp.

Ascidia pandora n.sp.

Polycarpa nola n.sp.

Poiyandrocarpa sagamiensis WP
Symplegma reptans WP
Halocynthia papulosa 1WP
Microcosmus tubercutatus n.sp.

Pyura viarecta n.sp.

Poiyandrocarpa australiensis

Cnemidocarpa intestinala n.sp.

Ecteinascidia nexa WP
Polycarpa stirpes n.sp. WP

Polycarpa argenfata WP

Pyura curvigona WP

Polycarpa biforis W P

1Polyzoa violacea IWP

Polycarpa nigricans WP 1
Phallusia arabica IWP

Polycarpa reniformis WP
Polycarpa aura ta 1W P

Motgula diversa

Boiryllus (uberatus WP
Pyura confragosa n.sp.

Polycarpafungiformis

Polycarpa ovata WP
Cnemidocarpa ftoccosa W P

Phallusia julinea IW P

Styela canopus pan tropical

Eusynstyela latericius IWP

Ascidia mundu WP

Ascidia archaia WP
Ascidia liberata WP
Ascidia capillata WP

Ascidia glabra _J
Ecteinascidia rubricollis WP

Molgula calvata WP

Cnemidocarpa siolonifera

Chorizocarpa sydneyensis WP
Molgula incidata n.sp.

Ecteinascidia diaphanis W P

Perophora multiclathrafa 1W P

Polycarpa aurita WP
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Fig. 201: Tropical species with south-eastern limits between the Tropic of Capricorn

and New South Wales.
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Species

Range beyond
Australian

Botrjstlus purpureas

A mphicarpa diptycha

Microcosmus madaguscuriensis 1WP

Cnemidocarpa aculeate/

Eugyra pellucida

Polycarpa olnoria W 1

'

Polycarpa procera

Ascidia gemma/a

Pyura elongata W I

'

Microcosmus exasperatus pan tropical

Cnemidocarpa personafa

Hartmeyeria formosa

Polycarpa pigmentah

Polycarpa obxeura

Polycarpa chinensis WP
Pyura sacciform^ wp
Microcosmus austral!*. WP
-1 Kfdia tdicsiphomea

Halocynshia hispida

Ascidia decepta n.sp,

Cnemidoatrpa tobatu

Polycarpa lucilla rt.sp.

Microcosmus Stotorjiferus

Rhodusotna turcicum pan tropical

Pvura obesa WP
Cnemidocarpa areolata 1WP

Polycarpa da vata

Polycarpa papilla ta wp

Microcosmus helleri pan tropical

Molgulu J'icus \\ I

'

Microcosmus squamtger IWP

Mofgula mollis

Botrylloides perspicuum

Ascidia scaevola

Cnemidocarpa pedant WP
Botrylloides magnicoecum .osmopoliian

Ranee in Australian waters

Ascidia svdneiensis pan tropical

Phallusia obesa

Botrvllus schlosseri :osmopoHtsn

Botrvllotdcs leachi cosmopolitai

Symplegma Oceania IWP

Herdmama momus pan tropical
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Range beyond

Species Australian Range in Australian waters

'" l,
'
r '- _.._

Ecteinascidia maxima n.sp.

Polycarpa t'mctor

Monandrocarpa plana

Poiyandrocarpa sparsa n.sp.

Chorizocarpa guttata

Cnemidocarpa completa n.sp

Pyura gibbosa eibbosa

Pyura irregularis

Polycarpa ngida

Poiyandrocarpa fapidosa

Amphicarpa meridtana n.sp.

Boirvllus stewariensis Pacific temperate

Pyura molguloides

Polycarpa virtdis

Oculinaria auslralis

Pyura Isabella n.sp.

Pyura spinifera

Pyura spinosa

Pyura auslralis

Perophora hulchisom Pacific temperate

Phallusia barbanca n.sp.
i

Perophora multisligmata

Pyura navicula n.sp.

Molguia rima

Molgula sphaera W P

Adagnesia opaca

Agnesui glaciata subantarctic

Pareugyrioides exigua

Cnemidocarpa radicosa

Microcosmus pwpinquus

Pyura crassacapitata n.sp.

Pyura siohmfera pan temperate

Styela plicata pan tropical

Polycarpa peduncutata
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Fig. 203: Temperate species recorded north of Bass Strait.
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Range beyond

Species Australian Range in Australian Q

waters

Asditm challenger* subamarci Ic i

Aseidia prolata O.Sp.

Adagnesla charcott abyssal Atlantic

Adagriesia venusia n.sp.

Perophora clavata

Cnemidovarpu tripartita n.sp.

Polvcarpa molguloides

Polycarpa plenorata n.sp.

Polycarpa ttnctorella n.sp.

Polyandrocarpa watsonia n.sp.

Pyura fissa

Pyura littoralis

Pyura tastnanensis n.sp.

Ctenyuru tetraplexa n-sp.

Ctentyura tortuosa n sp.

Molgula mahinenm subantacei k

Molgula mortensem subamarclic

Eugyra milltmetra n n

Polycarpaflava n.sp.

Pyura abradant n.sp.

Aseidia ihompsoni

Ctenicella antipoda

Stolonica vesiculous W F'

Symplegma arenosa

Wk rocosflntsplanus

Molgula ellisloni

Polyandrocarpa wrwlans

Asterocarpa humtlis Pacific temperate

Stolonica ausfratis

Pyura ostreophila

Stolonica truncala

Asudiella aspersa cosmopolitan

Coretia eumyota suhnniaruiv

Pturclla elongata

Polycarpa ihelypanes WP

Stolonica carnosa

Pyura gibhosa draschii

Molgula sabutosa

Metandrocarpa indica

Ecteinascidia thurstoni IWP

Cnemidocarpa fissa n.sp.

Aseidia occidentalis n.sp.

Polyandrocarpa tnggiensts

Pvura scortea n.sp.
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subfamily Polyzoinae (Table XIX, columns a, b,

c). The tropical Polycarpa spp. are largely Indo-

West Pacific species (Table XI, columns a and b).

The genus is also moderately well represented in

temperate seas (Table XIX, columns b, d, and e)

where more than half of the tropical species have

an extended range and the remainder are

apparently indigenous.

Since the genus does not occur in either the

Antarctic or the Subantarctic (Kott 1969a) the

indigenous Australian Polycarpa spp. probably

have affinites with the tropical fauna, becoming

isolated from one another and from the tropical

populations in temperate seas.

Cnemidocarpa spp. are not so numerous. The

genus is not well represented in the Antarctic but

does occur. In Australia there is a relatively large

number of indigenous species in temperate waters.

Although these have quite wide geographic ranges,

extending into tropical latitudes, it appears that

species of this genus also have a tendency to

speeiate in the temperate waters of Australia.

The vegetatively reproducing family Polyzoinae

is conspicuous in both temperate and tropical

Australian seas. However, only two species

Polyandrocarpa lapidosa and P. watsonia n.sp.

have temperate affinities, being related to the

Subantarctic, P. placentela (Herdman) and the

South African P. anguinea (Sluiter). Other species

of Polyandrocarpa appear to be more closely

related to tropical forms: of the other genera of

this subfamily, only Polyzoa is known from both

Australian, Antarctic and Subantarctic waters.

Generally, the Australian genera and species of the

Polyzoinae have closer affinities with those in the

tropics than with Southern Ocean forms. The
distribution of species of the subfamily is similar

to that observed for Polycarpa spp., many having

a wide range over tropical and temperate latitudes,

while others apparently become isolated in

temperate waters to account for the large number
of indigenous species.

Microcosmus is another genus that does not

occur in the Antarctic or Subantarctic. Like

Polycarpa and the Polyzoinae, species of wide

Indo-West Pacific occur in Australian waters.

There are also a number of species of pantropical

range and relatively few indigenous species.

Species of this genus do not, generally, appear to

be subject to isolation as much as Polycarpa and
Polyzoinae.

The family Ascidiidae is well represented in the

tropics. It has a relatively large number of tropical

species extending into temperate waters where

there are also a number of indigenous species.

However, unlike the Polyzoinae, Polycarpa and
Microcosmus, some of the latter appear to have

affinities with species of the Southern Ocean.

(Table XIX, column e).

In temperate waters the fauna is dominated by

species of the genus Pyura (Table XIX, columns

b, d and e), many of which are indigenous and
appear to be related to southern temperate species

known from other continents. In particular, the

pachydertnatina group, which is well represented

in New Zealand and south of the subtropical

convergence, is also well represented in temperate

Australian waters. Pyura stolonifera is also

significant, with populations in South Africa and

Chile as well as Australia that are very likely relicts

of a Gondwanaland fauna. The genus is more
common in Antarctic and Subantarctic waters

than in the tropics and appears to be the major

component of the Australian fauna with southern

rather than tropical affinities.

Australian species of the families Molgulidae

and Agnesiidae also appear to have southern

affinities, but neither are very well represented in

the Australian fauna.

It is suggested (see Polycarpa, above) that the

loss of a larval ocellus may have contributed to the

isolation of Polycarpa spp. in temperate waters,

where there is not such a profusion of suitable

habitats as in the tropics; and where selective

pressures favouring population maintenance are

so stringent that they have resulted in viviparity.

Similar selective pressures for population

maintenance may be invoked to explain similar

distribution patterns in the family Polyzoinae. The
wide range and lesser number of indigenous species

of the largely tropical genus Microcosmus spp.

(which is never viviparous and does have a larval

ocellus) support this hypothesis.

Nevertheless, the composition of the Australian

indigenous ascidian fauna suggests that species of

all genera, including those with temperate

affinities {Pyura) tend to speeiate in the temperate

waters of the Australian continent. It is probable

that this results from physical isolating pressures

in these waters. Biological factors such as

reproductive strategies for population
maintenance (including viviparity and loss of the

larval ocellus) may increase vulnerability to

isolation.

It is not known how gene flow is maintained to

account for the wide range of the great majority

of species that occur in the tropical western

Pacific. The longest known life span of an ascidian

larva is 24 hours, but usually it is less (see Berrill

1950, Anderson et al. 1975, Olson 1983). This is
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too short a time for them to span the great

expanses of deep ocean that separate the groups

of islands and reefs. It is known (Olson 1983) that

larvae of the aplousobranch Didemnum molle

delay metamorphosis in the dark and in the

absence of the shaded habitats into which all light

sensitive ascidian larvae are attracted before

settlement (Berrill 1955). It is possible, therefore,

that ascidian larvae are all able to delay

metamorphosis when suitable settlement sites are

not available; and that ascidians will be found to

have two strategies: one, a short free-swimming

life (for population maintenance); and the other,

a long free-swimming life (for gene flow). Long-

lived larvae in which metamorphosis is delayed are

most likely to occur if release is at times when
currents wash them off reefs and into deeper water

before they settle (see Kott 1980).

Summary
Data on the distribution of the Australian

stolidobranch and phlebobranch ascidian fauna

suggest that the Australian continent acts as a

bridge between tropical and temperate waters, and

that the geographic position of Australia, in the

centre of the Indo-West Pacific tropical region,

has influenced the nature of the ascidian fauna

around the whole of the continent:

(a) Species of vast geographic range dominate the

Australian tropical fauna and the majority

have a range that includes the tropical waters

of the western Pacific (Ascidiidae, Polycarpa,

Polyzoinae, Microcosmus).

(b) Many tropical species extend into temperate

waters around the southern coast of the

continent, where there are also a number of

indigenous species of tropical affinities that

appear to have evolved as a result of

speciation from the tropical fauna

(Polycarpa , Polyzoinae, Cnemidocarpa).

(c) In addition to tropical species in the southern

part of their range and indigenous species of

tropical affinities, the temperate fauna
contains indigenous species of temperate

affinities (Pyuridae), a few Subantarctic

species and some southern temperate species

including one (Pyura stolonifera) that is

possibly a Gondwanaland relict.
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PLATE I — ASCIDIIDAE
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PLATE I — ASCIDIIDAE

a: Ascidia challenged (about 9.0cm long) Port Davey,

Tasmania (photo, D. Cropp).

b: Ascidia kreagra (about 3.0cm long) Heron I., Queensland

(photo, D.L. Parry).

c: Ascidia liberata (about 2.5cm long) Lizard I., Queensland

(photo, P. Frederickson).

d: Ascidia sydneyensis (about 6.0cm long) Tasmania (photo,

D. Cropp).

e: Phallusia arabica (about 6.0cm long) Heron I.,

Queensland (photo, D.L. Parry).

f: Phallusia julinea (about 6.0cm long) Heron I., Queensland

(photo, D.L. Parry).

g: Phallusia obesa (about 10.0cm long) Port Hacking, New
South Wales (photo, P. Frederickson).
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PLATE II — PEROPHORIDAE AND STYELINAE (1)

a,b: Ecteinascidia diaphanis (zooids about 1.0cm long) — a,

Heron I., Queensland (photo, D.L. Parry); — b, QM
G10154, Swain Reefs, Queensland (photo, N. Coleman).

c: Ecteinascidia maxima n. sp. (zooids about 2.0cm long)

QM GH50 (holotype), Lord Howe I., New South Wales

(photo, N. Coleman).

d-f: Ecteinascidia nexa (zooids about 6.0mm long) Heron I.,

Queensland — d, QM GH3484, zooids prostrate,

transparent (photo, D.L. Parry); — e, zooids prostrate,

opaque (photo, P. Frederickson); — f, QM GH3483,

zooids upright, crowded, opaque (photo, D.L. Parry).

g: Perophora modificata n. sp. (zooids about 1.0cm long)

Lizard L, Queensland (photo, N. Coleman).

h: Styela plicata (about 5.0cm high) Port Hacking, New
South Wales (photo, P. Frederickson).

See following page for Plate II.
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PLATE II — PEROPHORIDAE AND STYELINAE (1)
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PLATE III — STYELINAE (2)
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PLATE III — STYELINAE (2)

a: Cnemidocarpa pedata (about 5.0cm high, covered with

sponge) Batemans Bay, New South Wales (photo, P.

Frederickson).

b: Cnemidocarpa stolonifera (about 6.0cm high, basal part

of body embedded in substrate) QM G9368, Wistari Reef,

Queensland (photo, N. Coleman).

c: Polycarpa aurata (about 8.0cm long) Lizard I.,

Queensland (photo, P. Frederickson).

d,e: Polycarpa clavata (length, without stalk about 6.0cm) —
d, QM GH2375, on sea grass, Roxby I., South Australia

(photo, N. Holmes); — e, QM GH274, Lihou Reef, Coral

Sea (photo, E. Lovell).

f: Polycarpa nigricans (individual about 3.0cm long)

northern Great Barrier Reef, Queensland (photo, E.

Lovell).

g: Polycarpa papillata (about 6.0cm long) QM G11998,

Great Keppell I., Queensland (photo, N. Coleman).
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PLATE IV — STYELINAE (3) AND POLYZOINAE

a: Polycarpa pigmentata (about 10.Ocm long, body obscured

by epibionts) northern Great Barrier Reef, Queensland

(photo, E. Lovell).

b: Polycarpa procera (individuals about 3.0cm long) QM
G9390, Byron Bay, New South Wales (photo, N.

Coleman).

c: Polycarpa viridis (individuals about 3.0cm long) QM
G9578, Cockburn Sound, Western Australia (photo, N.

Coleman).

d,e: Polyandrocarpa lapidosa (zooids about 5.0mm diameter)

— d, QM GH35, Portland, Victoria (photo, N. Coleman);

— e, QM GH2381, E Great Australian Bight, South

Australia (photo, N. Holmes).

f,g: Eusynstyela latericius (zooids about 1.0cm long) Heron I.,

Queensland (photos, N. Coleman).

h: Amphicarpa meridiana n. sp. (zooids about 8.0mm long)

QM G10172 (paratype), Port Stephens, New South Wales

(photo, N. Coleman).

See following page for Plate IV.
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PLATE IV — STYELINAE (3) AND POLYZOINAE
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PLATE V — POLYZOINAE (2) AND BOTRYLLINAE (1)
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PLATE V — POLYZOINAE (2) AND BOTRYLLINAE (1)

a: Symplegma Oceania (zooids about 3.0mm long) Heron I.,

Queensland (photo, P. Frederickson).

b: Symplegma reptans (circles of zooids about 6.0mm
diameter) Heron I., Queensland (photo, P. Frederickson).

c: Botryllus schlosseri (zooids about 1.0mm diameter) QM
GH2315, E Great Australian Bight, South Australia

(photo, N. Holmes).

d-h: Botrylloides ieachi (zooids about 1.0mm diameter) — d,

QM G10099, Heron I., Queensland (photo, P.

Frederickson ); — e, QM G9394, Port Hacking, New
South Wales (photo, N. Coleman); — f, Cockburn Sound,

Western Australia (photo, J. Watson); — g,h, Masthead

I., Queensland (photos, P. Frederickson).
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PLATE VI — BOTRYLLINAE (2)

a-d: Botrylloides magnicoecus (colony lobes 2 to 3.0cm in

diameter) — a, QM GH2301 Port Davey, Tasmania

(photo, D. Cropp); — b, Port Kembla, New South Wales

(photo, J. Watson); — c, Portland Breakwater, Victoria

(photo, J. Watson); — d, Houtman's Abrolhos, Western

Australia (photo, E. Lovell).

e-h: Botrylloides perspicuum (colony lobes 1 to 2.0cm

diameter) — e, Roxby I., South Australia (photo, N.

Holmes); — f, Kingston, South Australia (photo, J.

Watson ); — g, E Great Australian Bight, South Australia

(photo, N. Holmes); — h, QM GH2380, Roxby I., South

Australia (photo, N. Holmes).

See following page for Plate VI.
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PLATE VI — BOTRYLLINAE (2)
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PLATE VII — PYURIDAE (1)
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PLATE VII — PYURIDAE (1)

a: Pyura gibbosa draschii (juvenile, head 2.0cm long) QM
G10171, Portsea, Victoria (photo, N. Coleman).

b: Pyura gibbosa gibbosa (head about 4.0cm long) Port

Jackson, New South Wales (photo, P. Frederickson).

c: Pyura sacciformis (about 5.0cm long) QM G10174, Port

Stephens, New South Wales (photo, N. Coleman).

d: Pyura spinifera (heads about 6.0cm long, covered with

sponge) Port Hacking, New South Wales (photo, P.

Frederickson).

e: Herdmania momus (about 8.0cm long, body obscured by

epibionts) North Solitary I., New South Wales (photo, P.

Frederickson).

f: Halocynthia hispida (open siphon, with blue stripes about

1 .0cm diameter) with Amphicarpa meridiana n. sp,

Western Port, Victoria (photo, J. Watson)

g: Halocynthia papillosa (about 3.0cm high) QM G7372,

Heron I., Queensland (photo, N. Coleman).
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PLATE VIII — PYURIDAE (2)

a,b: Pyura stolonifera — a (individuals about 3.0cm diameter)

Beaumaris, Victoria (photo, J. Watson); — b, rocky shore

at Coolum, Queensland, showing Pyura stolonifera in the

intertidal zone (photo, D.L. Parry).

See following page for Plate VIII.
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PLATE VIII — PYURIDAE (2)
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liberata, 21, 25, 26, 27, 38, 43-4, 48, 66, 398

limosa, 54

limpida, 26
longistriata, 39

malaca, 41, 53

melanostoma % 26, 30

mentula, 24

meridionalis, 24

mikrenferica. 70, 72

mwflflto, 25, 26, 27, 44-6, 50, 398

munida (sic), 44

«m>o, 25, 26, 27, 45, 46, 397, 398

«/#/-</, 63, 68, 69

nodosa, 26

obesa, 68

occidental, 25, 27, 46-8, 401

pandora, 25, 26, 27, 48-9. 54, 397. 398

papillosa, 341, 344

parasamea, 25, 26, 27, 50-1, 396, 397

perfhixa, 26

phallusioides, 68

plicata, 116, 117

polytrema, 70

pro/fl/o, 17, 25, 26, 27, 48, 50, 52-3, 54, 401

pustulosa, 22

pyriformis, 54

recifensis, 72

rhabdophora, 26, 30, 43

rwtfts, 54

rustica, 344
sabulosa, 385

samea, 46, 50

scaevola, 8, 11, 18, 21, 25, 26, 27, 53-4, 70, 162, 399

spinifera, 325

spinosa, 26

spinosa ( Pvura s. Pyura), 327

sydneiensis, 25, 26, 27, 41, 46, 48, 50, 54-6, 64, 66,

127, 129,399

sydneiensis group, 25, 31

sydneiensis samea y 26, 46
thompsoni, II , 25, 26, 27, 33, 56-8, 401

tinctor, 205

translucida, 26, 44

tricuspis, 26

Ascidiacea, 19, 20

Ascidiella, 22, 26

asperse, 22-4, 37, 397, 401

cristata, 22

Ascidiidae, 8, 11, 12, 18, 21, 22, 83, 397, 402, 403, 404
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Asterocarpa, 141 , 403

cerea, 41

humifis, 141-2, 397, 401

Astropera sabulosa, 385

Bathyascidia, 22

Bathyoncus, 111

Balhypera, 281

Bathypyura, 2%\ t 2^2

Benthascidia, 21

Berrillia, 213

Boltenia, 17,281,341

australiensis, 325

australis, 291

echinata, 365

gibbosa, 291, 325

pachydermatina, 302

spinifera, 302, 325

spinosa, 325

transversaria, 72, 281

tuberculata, 325

Bolteniopsis, 281, 334

Bostrichobranchus, 389, 390

pilularis, 389

Bostryorchis clava, 115

Botryllinae, 13, 15, 18, 19. 110, 111,213,265.401
Botryllocarpa, 213, 255, 260

WnOv.2, 13,255

Botryiloides, 265, 266, 272

albicans, 274

boloniense, 274

clavelina, 274

cyanescens, 274

fulgurate, 274

insigne, 274

teflc/i/, 265, 272, 273, 274-6, 278, 280, 399

leptum, 274

magnicaecum, 265, 267, 273, 276-7, 399

/7/ger, 274, 276, 278

nigrum, 274, 276

parvulus, 274

persicuum, 269, 272. 273, 274, 276, 278-9, 399

prostratum, 274

purpureum, 274

pusilla, 274
racemosum, 269

radiata, 274

ramulosa, 274

rotifera, 272, 274

rubrum, 274
sparsa, 274

translucidum, 274

O'rewm, 274, 276, 279, 280

vinosa, 21

A

viotaceum, 269, 272, 273, 274, 276, 279-80, 396

vioiaceum marginatus, 279

Botryllus, 265, 266, 266

anceps, 276, 277

communis, 271

gouldii, 267

gracilis, 267, 271

leachii, 272

magnicoecus, 267, 276

primigenus, 260, 265, 267

purpureus, 266, 267, 397, 399

rubens, 267

r/j/ks, 277

schlosseri, 265, 266, 267-9, 275, 276, 280, 399

sp. Bovien, 19, 22, 274

steliatus, 267

stewartensis, 265, 266, 269-71, 397, 400

tuberatus, 266, 267, 271-2, 398

virescens. 267

Caenagnesia, 74, 78

bockii, 75

schmiiti, 75

Caesiraftcus, 374

Caesira parasitica, 385

Chelyosoma, 83

Chevreulius callensis, 85

Chordata, 19

Chorizocarpa, 214, 260, 265

£«ftota, 260, 261-2, 263, 400

michaelseni, 6, 260, 262, 396, 397

sydneyensis, 226, 258, 261, 262-4, 398

Chorizocormus leucophaeus, 226, 262

Chorizocormus subfuscus, 262, 263

Chorizocormus sydneyensis, 260, 262

Cialtusia longa, 75

Ctallusiinae, 21

Cnemidocarpa, 13, 16, 1 10, 111, 118, 214, 242, 402, 403,

404

aculeata, 119, 120, 121, 122, 141, 397, 399
aientura

t 119

areolata, 111,117, 119, 120,122-4,129,135,138,140,

250, 399

asymmetra, 141

fern/, 141

chinensis^ 157

c/ara, 131

completa, 119, 120, 124-5, 400
etheridgii, 122, 136

/mf/ir, 125, 128

/isstf, 119, 120, 121, 125-6,401

floccosa, 18, 111, 119, 120, 126-8, 129, 398

gregaria, 141

hartogi, 122

intestinata, 16, 111, 117, 119, 120, 121, 127, 128-9,

397, 398

frmfl, 122

javensis, 121

lapidosa, 121, 136

/o6flW, Ml, 117, 119, 120, 122, 129-31, 141,397, 399

macrogastra, 125, 131

madagascariensis, 136

margarit'tfera, 131

otigocarpa, 1 19, 120, 131-2, 136, 396

petffl/tf, 111, 118, 119, 120, 132-4, 138, 140, 152, 399

personata, 119, 120, 121, 124, 134-6, 138, 397,399

polyphlebodes, 152

posthuma, 6, 119, 120, 121, 136, 396, 397
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quadrata, 121

radieosa, 111, 117, 119, 120, 124, 136-8, 400
reticulata, 121, 136

robinsoni, 141

sedata, 121

stolonifera, 119, 120, 124, 134, 138-40, 397, 398
tinkatae, 121, 125, 128, 136

traustedti, 121

tripartita, 119, 120, 140-1, 401

vaiborgi, 122

Corella, 83

aequabilis, 85

antarctica, 84

benedeni, 84

borealis, 83

dohrni, 84

eumyota, 83-5, 397, 401

japonica, 83, 84, 85

minuta, 83

novarae, 84

parallelogramma, 83

willmeriana, 83

Corellidae, 12, 14, 18, 21, 83, 403

Corellinae, 14, 17, 18,21,83
Coretloides, 83

Corellopsis, 83

Corynascidia, 83

Cratostigmata, 281, 334, 363
Ctenicelta, 18,282,339

antipoda, 339-41,401

martensii, 374

mortenseni, 382

undutata, 341

Ctenyura, 14, 18, 281, 282, 334

comma, 334, 336

intermedia, 334, 336

tetraplexa, 17, 334-5, 336, 401

tortuosa, 335, 336, 337, 401

Culeolus, 281,282
iittoralis, 310

Cynthia

arcuata, 331

arenosa, 289

canopus, 112

cataphracta, 327

cerebriformis, 327

comptanata, 338

crinitisteilata, 342

dumosa, 342

/Zsstf, 301

formosa, 363

gibbosa, 302

grandis, 338

hispida, 342
irregularis, 305

jacatrensis, 289

japonica, 321

michaelseni, 321

molguloides, 312
momus, 336, 338

muttiradicata, 325

pfl//Kfc, 338

papUlosa, 344

praeputialis, 328

p«/KZ, 356

sabulosa, 385

sacciformis, 321

sanderi, 321

spinifera, 363

stolonifera, 328

Cynthiopsis coalitus, 328

Cynthiopsis herdmani, 328

Cynthiopsis praeputialis, 328

Cynthiopsis vatdiviae, 328

Dendrodoa, 111, 112

gregaria, 141

Dextrocarpa, 111

Dextrogaster, 85

Diandrocarpa brackenhielmi', 257

Dicarpa, 111

Dictyostyela, 249

depressa, 249

Didemnum molle, 404

-Dfrrtwmiff, 211, 213,214
malayensis, 213

Ecteinascidia, 87, 100

bandaensis. 88

diaphanis, 21, 88, 89, 90, 91, 93, 94, 99, 398
diligens, 88, 98

/fora, 88, 89, 91-2, 401

formosana, 106

garstangi, 189

Afl/flH, 90, 91

hedgwigiae, 90, 91

imperfecta, 88, 89, 91, 92-3, 396

maxima, 88, 89, 91. 93-4, 400
moorei, 99

nera, 88, 89, 94-6, 398

rubrkollis, 21, 88, 89, 90, 93, 94, 96-8, 398

tfwterf, 87, 89, 92, 98-9, 396

thurstoni, 89, 99-100, 397, 401

tokaraensis, 94

tortugensis, 93

turbinate, 87, 88, 99

Enterogona, 11, 16, 20, 21

Fw&Frfl, 11, 13, 14, 365, 366, 367, 372, 388, 389
hexarhiza, 389

japonica, 391

kerguelenensis, 390

malayensis, 388, 390

mammillata, 388, 389, 390, 390-1, 393, 394, 396, 397

millimetra, 389, 391-3, 401

molguloides, 390
pettucida, 366, 374, 389, 390, 393-4, 397, 399

Eugyrioides dalli, 394

Eupera, 281

Eusynstyela, 210, 211, 213, 214, 215, 227

gravei, 227

hartmeyeria, 229

floridana, 227
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latericius, 215, 227, 228-9, 398

monotestis, 229

tincta, 227

Fungulus, 367

Goodsiria lapidosa, 214, 219

Goodsiria dura, 250
Gynandrocarpa, 213

imthurnt, 228

latericius, 228

michaelseni, 262

nigricans, 174, 249

purpurea, 262

quadricornulis, 257

rim//&, 257, 258

systematica, 262

Haiisarca, 282, 327

Halocynthia, 8, 282, 341

cactus, 343

grandis, 338

hilgendorfi, 343

A/sp/tfa, 341, 342-3, 345, 399

igaboja, 343

michaelseni, 321

ofori, 343

/«7///<to, 338

papulosa, 344, 398

sanderi, 321

spinosa, 341

vanhoeffeni, 328

Hartmeyeria, 12, 14, 18, 281. 334, 345, 362
bouilloni, 362

chinensis, 83, 341, 362

formosa, 8, 122, 341, 360, 362, 363-5, 397, 399
hupferi, 362

monarchica, 362
orientalis, 362, 365

triangularis, 362

Hemichordata, 19

Hemistyeta, 1 1

1

Herdmania, 18, 282, 336, 339

wom«5, 17, 162, 250, 338-9, 399

Heterostigma, 281, 334

Hexacrobylidae, 1 10, III, 366

Hexacrobylus, 366

Hypobythius, 21

Kukenthalia, 213

Megalodicopia, 21

Metandrocarpa, 211, 214, 231, 250, 254. 256
flg/W/tf, 250, 251-3, 254, 396, 397

rfMrff, 250

//id/ca, 239, 250, 251, 253-4, 401

miniscula, 250, 251, 253, 254, 255, 396, 397

lav/on, 250

tJMfcfilf, 250, 253, 254
Metrocarpa leachi, 274

Michaelsenia tincta, 227

Microcosmus,%, 11, 12, 18, 111, 114,281,286,345,363,

366, 402, 403, 404

agglutinans, 351

arenaceus, 347

australis, 16, 17, 337, 346, 347, 347-8, 348, 349, 351,

352, 356, 359, 399

claudicans, 347, 348

coalitus, 328

curvus, 347

distans, 348

draschii, 338

exasperatus, 16, 17, 337, 345, 346, 347, 348, 348-9,

351,352,356,359,399
goanus, 349

haemisphaerium, 348

Ae/fer/ f 17, 18, 112, 345, 346, 347, 349-51, 359, 399

herdmani, 328

hirsutus, 348

juiimi, 338

madagascariensis, 16, 337, 346, 347, 348, 351-3, 362,

399

manaarensis , 349

miniaceus, 347

multiplicatus, 347

nichollsi, 355, 356

pedunculatus, 361

p/fl/i«s, 16, 18, 345, 346, 353, 354, 401

polymorphus, 353, 356

propinquus, 16, 346, 347, 353, 354, 355-6, 362, 400

pwpcr, 16, 346, 347. 354, 356, 357, 396

ramsayi, 347

solanoides. 318

spiniferus {-a, sic), 363

squamiger, 16, 17, 345, 346, 349, 351, 354, 356, 358-

9, 399

stotoniferus (-a, sic), 16, 345, 346, 359, 360, 361, 397,

399

sulcatus, 351

tuberculatus, 16, 346, 347, 360, 361-2, 397, 398

variegatus, 348

Microgastra, 13, 31, 69, 70

granosa, 18, 53, 70, 71, 72, 74, 396

Minipera, 367

Minostyela, 111

Molgula, 13, 14, 17, 73, 110, 334, 365, 388, 367

arenosa, 388

appendiculata, 339

batemani, 374

bathamae, 378, 379

brieni, 371

ca/vfl/j, 14, 19, 366, 368, 369, 369-70, 371-2, 376, 380,

398

celebensis, 369, 371

conchata, 376

crinita, 369

discogona, 388

dive/Mi, 366, 368, 369, 371, 372-3, 376, 397, 398
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ellistoni. 19, 366, 368, 369, 373, 401

ficus, 8, 365, 367, 368, 371, 374-7, 382, 384, 385, 388,

399

forbesi, 374

godeffroyi, 374
herdmani, 378, 379

incidata, 19, 365, 366, 369, 373, 377-8, 397, 398

janis, 380, 385

longipedata, 369

longivascula, 378, 379
malvinensis, 367, 368, 369, 378-9, 385, 397, 401

manhattensis, 14, 367, 368, 369, 371. 376, 379-80, 384,

397

martensii, 374, 376

medusa\ 369, 371

miliaria 371

minuta, 369

mollis, 83, 366, 368, 369. 370, 374, 376, 380-2, 384,

385,388,397,399
mortenseni, 366, 367, 368, 369, 382-4, 397, 401

mortoni, 374

nodosa, 385

oculata, 367

recumbens, 379, 380, 384

reducta, 369
ridgewayi, 369

rima, 366, 368, 369, 379, 385, 400

sabulosa, 341, 365, 367, 368, 374, 376, 380, 385-8, 401

sphaera, 366, 368, 369, 373, 388, 397, 400

spiralis, 378

sydneyensis, 380

taprobane, 369

tubifera, 380

Molgulidae, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 111, 143, 281,

363, 365, 402, 403

Molguloides, 365, 366, 367

Monandrocarpa, 13,111, 210, 227, 403

incubita, 210

plana, 210-1, 400

tritonis, 210, 211

Monoandrocarpa plana, 210

Monobotryllus, 249

violaceus, 249

Namiella, 367

Octacnemidae, 21

Ocracnemus, 21

Oculinaria, 21 1, 213, 214, 226

austrails, 226-7. 400

Okamia, 250

Oligocarpa, 211,213. 214

Oligotrema, 367

Pachychlaena

obesa, 68

oblonga, 68

Pandocia

aurata, 149

botryllifera, 150

circumarata, 152

cryptocarpa, 192

gregaria, 141

(Polycarpa) Madagascariensis, 180

ow/to, 201,203
pedata, 132

pedunculata, 189

solvens
t 180

Parabotryllus nemorus, 269
Paraculeolus, 281,282
Paramolgula, 367

Pareugyrioides, 11, 14, 365, 366, 367, 369, 394
arnbackae, 394, 395

erfewfl, 388, 394, 394-S, 400

////io//, 394

flagrifera, 394, 395

longipedata, 394. 395

Pelonaia, 111

Perophora, 87, 100

bermudiensis, 100

boltenina, 103

c/tn-tf/tf, 92, 100, 101, 102, 103, 108, 401

euphues, 100

formosana, 106

hornelli, 94, 96, 107

hutchisoni, 13, 70, 100, 101, 103-4, 108, 110, 397, 400
jacarens, 100

japoniea, 100, 103

feen, 102

modificata, 100, 101, 104-6, 110, 396, 397

multiclathrata, 43, 100, 101, 102. 106-7, 110, 398
multisiigmala, 100, 101, 108, 109, 400

mz/ne/', 100, 101, 103, 104, 106, 108, 109-10, 396
orientalis, 106

psammodes, 102

sagamiensis, 102, 107

v/Wrfiy, 103, 106, 107, 108

Perophoridae, 11, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 21, 70, 86, 213,

397, 403

Phallusia, 8, 16, 22, 24, 58, 59, 70

arfffc/a?, 41, 59, 60, 61-2, 63, 64, 66, 68, 69, 398

aspera, 22

barbarica, 59, 60, 62, 63-4

canalkulata, 54

challenged, 32

charcoti, 32

corelloides, 26

cristata, 22

depressiuscula, 63, 64, 68

gemmata, 37

/w///rea, 24, 35. 59, 60, 63, 64-6, 68, 69, 398

longitubis, 54

mtffclrf, 59, 60, 64, 66-8, 69, 398

munda, 44

otesff, 59, 60, 68-9, 397. 399

oblonga , 68

phallusioides, 68

philippinensis, 63

pyriformis, 54

sydneyensis, 54

turcica, 85
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Phlebobranchia, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,20, 21

Pleurogona, 11, 16,20,21, 110

Plurella, 13,6$, 70, 72

etongata, 70, 72. 73-4, 401

Plurellidae, U, 13, 14, 16, 18, 21, 69, 403

Podosfyela t 112

Polvandrocarpa, 176, 211, 213, 214

abjornsem\ 6, 214, 215. 216, 217. 222. 401

anguinea, 220, 225, 402

australiensis, 214. 216, 217-8, 222, 397, 398

colligata, 215,222
lapidosa, 73, 216, 217, 219-20, 220, 224, 225, 400, 402

laienciuSy 228

maxima, 215, 227

placentela t 214, 402

rohusta, 215. 222

rollandi, 220

sagamiensi&\ 214, 216, 219, 220-2, 398

simulans, 174, 214, 216, 217, 222, 401

sparsa, 214. 216, 222-4, 400

tincta, 228

triggiensis, 214. 21S, 216. 217, 224-5, 401

watsonia, 73, 214, 217. 220, 225, 401, 402

Polycarpa, 12, 13, 14, 15. 110, 111. 112. 118. 143,201,

213. 214, 286, 366, 397, 402, 403, 404

albopunctatat 145

ambonensis, 145

argenfeta, 143. 144. 145. 146. 148-9, 170, 176, 194.

203, 398

aitoHens, 184

aurata, 134, 143, 144, 147, 149-52, 157, 159, 161, 184,

189, 398

Lturita, 143. 145. 147. 148, 152-4, 184, 398

basils 194

biforis, 144, 146. 155-7. 189, 398

capricornia, 184

eaptiosa, 184, INK

chinensis, 12, 18, 72, 143, 145, 147, 157-9, 197, 201,

205, 208, 399

Clavata, 8, 143, 144, 147, 157, 159-61, 399

circumarata, 152, 155

eoilettf, 145, 170

contests 144, 147. 162-3. 177, 189, 192, 396

cryptocarpa, 177, 192, 194

dedpiens, 144, 145, 147, 162, 163-5, 179, 194, 396

doderleini, 196

elata, 184, 188

erecta. 174

flava, 144, 145, 146. 165-6, 176, 191, 194,401

fristetjtf, 196

fungiformis, 144, 146, 157, 164, 166-8, 397, 398

fungiformis group, 144

glebosa, 145

granosa, 173

intermedia* 184

intestinata, 184

Intonate, 18, 19, 143. 145, 147, 168-70, 396, 397

irregularis, 194

iwayamae, 148

japonica, 203

longiformis, 143, 147, 170. 184, 199. 236, 396

lucilla, 143, 144, 145, 147, 171-2, 196, 205, 397, 399

maculata, 162. 168, 194

manaarensis, 173

moebii, 182, 191, 192, 194, 208.210

molguloides, 18, 143, 144, 145, 146, 164, 166, 168.

401, 173-4. 179. 194

mutilans, 184. 188

mytiligera, 179, 194

nebulosa. 188

nigricans, 144, 145, 146, 174-6, 194, 203, 215, 398

nota, 143, 145, 147, 176-7, 397, 398

obscura, 144, 145. 146, 149, 164, 166, 168, 176, 177-

9,194,215,399
otitoria, 16, 111. 129, 143, 145. 147, 180-2, 212, 362,

399

tnata, 144, 145, 146, 182-4, 203, 210, 398

palaoensis, 162

palinorosa, 145

palkensis, 128, 148, 173

papillata, !2, 143, 145, 147. 148, 150, 152, 157, 170,

171, 180, 181, 184-8,399

papillata group, 143

papyra, 144, 145. 147, 188-9, 396, 397

patens, 145, 205

pedata, 132

pedunculate, 144, 145, 146, 150, 162, 165, 166, 182,

189-92. 194,208,210,400
pedunculata group, 12, 143, 215

pegasis, 143, 199, 201

picteti, 192

pigmenlata, 144, 145. 146, 164, 165, 168, 178, 179,

184, 189,192-4,203,212.399 -

ptenovata, 144, 145, 147, 194-6, 401

polvphlebodes, 152, 155

procera, 18, 126, 143, 145, 147, 157, 159, 170, 173,

196-7, 201 , 205. 208, 223, 224. 339

procera group, 143

psammodes, 148

pustulosa, 165

tjuadrata, 170

radicata, 191

reniformis, 144, 146, 162. 168, 197-9, 398

rixidu, IS. 143. 145. 147, 148, 159, 170, 196, 197, 199-

201, 205. 208, 400

seriata, 180, 181

sigmilineata, 163

simplicigona, 210

sluiteri, 148, 199

sobria, 144, 145, 147, 196, 201, 397, 401

sotvens* 180

stephenens'ts, 194

stirpes, 144. 145. 146, 149. 176, 182. 192, 194, 202-3,

398

sulcata, 149

thelypunes, 144, 145, 147, 148, 173,204-5,397.401

thelvpanes group. 144

tinctor, 12, 18. 19, 143, 145, 147, 157, 1S9, 169, 170,

173, 196, 197, 199. 201, 205-6, 207, 400

tinctorelta, 12, 13, 14, 19, 143, 145, 147, 169, 201. 205.

206-8, 401

twynami, 148

unifineata, 177
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vankampeni, 148

viridts, 144, 145, 146, 166, 179. 184, 189, 191. 194,

208-10, 400

wiiiisi, 148, 173

zefefa, 143

Polyzoa, 211, 213, 227, 249, 256, 402

depressa, 249

opuntia, 249

saeamiana, 249

viotacea, 249-50, 398

Polyzoinae. II, 13, 14, 15, 18, 19, 110, 111, 144, 211,

286, 397, 402, 403, 404

Proagnesia, 75

Protomolguta* 367

Protostyela, 213,214

Psammascidia, 22

Psammoboirus purpureas , 267

Pterygascidia mirabitis. 75

Pyura 10, 13, 14, 16, 18, 111, 281, 282, 334, 336, 338,

339, 345, 366, 402, 403

abradata, 283, 284-5. 286, 287-8. 295, 301, 302, 341,

401

albanyertsiSy 318

ambonensis, 313

arenosa, 16, 18,282,283,284-5,286,287,289-91,346

aspersa, 321

austraitensis, 293, 325

australis, 16, 282 283, 284 5. 286. 290, 291-3. 303,

320,327,336.400
australis australis, 291

bradleyi, 328, 330

baliensis, 283

breviramosa, 287

cancetlata, 283, 312, 314

cornea, 283, 314

cataphracta, 327

chilensis* 282

crassacapitata, 8, 283, 284-5. 286, 287. 290, 295, 295-

6,321, 334, 400

confragosa, 283, 284-5, 286, 287, 288, 290, 293-5, 296 f

301,302,324,397,398
curvigona, 16, 283, 284-5, 286, 296, 297, 298-9, 310,

321,398
elongata, 283. 284-5, 286, 288, 295, 296, 297, 299-301

302,313,320,324,334,399

fissa, 283, 284-5, 286, 288, 295, 301, 301-2, 321, 401

gangelion, 301

georgiana, 283

gibbosa, 16, 282, 292, 293. 303, 320, 325, 327, 336

gibbosa draschiL 283, 284-5, 286, 297, 303, 304, 305,

401

gibbosa gibbosa, 283, 284-5. 286, 293, 297, 302-5, 400

irregularis, 283, 284-5, 286, 295, 302. 305, 306, 307.

324, 341,400
isobella, 16, 283, 284-5. 286, 289, 306, 307-10. 333,

400

jacatrensis, 287, 289, 291, 307, 324

lanka, 287, 291,296

leeuwinia, 327

legumen, 283

lepidoderma, 299

tittoralis, 14, 73, 282, 284-* 286, 306, 310-2. 328, 401

lutea, 283

masuii % 321

michaelseni, 321

mirabilis, 313

molguloides, 17. 18, 283, 284-5, 286, 291, 312-4, 314,

334,338,365,400
multiradicata, 327

navicular 283, 284-5, 286, 314-5, 321 , 400
obesa, 16, 282, 283, 284-5, 286, 287, 299. 315-6, 317,

318, 320, 324, 333, 399
obesa group, 283

ostreophila, 8, 16, 282, 283. 284-5, 286, 317, 318-20.

324, 401

pachydermatina, 283, 302, 305, 320

pachydermatina draschii, 305

pachydermatina group, 8, 17. 282, 293, 328, 402
pallida, 338

panfex, 6. 283, 284-5, 286. 302, 320-1. 397
papillosa, 344

plicara, 321

pu/ycarpa, 287

praeputialis, 328, 330

pulla, 299, 301

rugaw, 288, 295

sacctformis, 16, IT. 282, 283. 284-5, 286, 296, 299.

320, 321, 322, 323-4, 330, 331, 39V
sanderi, 321

scortea t
2K3, 284-5, 286. 2S9, 324-5, 401

spiniferu, 16, 282. 284-5. 286. 293. 320, 322, 325-7,

327, 400

spinosa, 282, 283, 284-5, 286, 31 1. 312, 322. 323. 327-

8,400

spinossissima, 283
squamata. ^83

stolonifera, 16, 17, 20, 2X2, 283. 284-5, 286, 318, 324,

328-31, 397,400. 402.404
subuculata* 314, 321

tasmanensis, 16, 283, 284-5, 286, 331, 332, 333, 401
tendata, 312

trita, 283. 314

tunica, 283

viarecta, 283, 284-5, 286, 321 . 332-4. 397, 398
Wmm/, 283, 310

zansibarica, 283, 3!0

Pyurelto9 2&\

Pyuridae, 8, II, 12, 13. 14, 16. 17, 18, 111, 280, 341,

365,402,403

Rhabdocynthia cornplanata. 338
Rhabdocynthia pallida, 338

Rhizomolgula^ 367

Rhodosoma, 13. 85

ceylontcum, 85

huxleyiy 85

papillosum. 85

pyxis, 85

seminudum, 85

turcicum, 8, 83, 85, 86, 399

verecundum, 85

Rhodosomatinae, 83 85
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Saaba scandens, 103, 104

Sacculina arenosa, 103, 104

Sarcobotrylloides

anceps, 276

espevaeraense, 274

jacksonianum, 274

pannosum, 274

racemosus, 267, 269

Seriocarpa, 70, 213,228
cristata, 228
littoralis, 162,213,228
rhizoides, 228

Shizascus papillosus, 85

Shizascus pellucidas, 85

Stolidobranchia, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 110
Stotonica, 21 1, 214, 227, 231, 242

agnata, 230, 232, 236, 396, 397

aluta, 230, 231, 232, 233-4, 3%, 397

australis, 230, 231, 232, 234-5, 236, 246, 401

carnosa 230, 232, 233, 234, 235-6, 401

duploplieata, 244

prolifera, 242

reducta, 230, 232, 235, 236-8, 240, 396

socialis, 231

styeliformis, 244

truncata, 230, 231, 232, 238-40, 240, 401

vesiculous, 230, 231, 232, 234, 235, 239, 240-2, 253,

397, 401

Styela, 13, 16,111,112,118, 119,242,403
albomarginata, 177

areolata, 122

ascidioides, 180, 181

aurata, 149

aurita, 152

barbaris, 112

/>/co/or, 112, 115

biforis, 155

canopus, 111, 112, 113, 118, 162, 398

captiosa, 184

cerea, 14]

circumarata, 152

c/flva, 112, 115, 116, 397

cryptocarpa, 177

e/fl/a, 180, 181

etheridgii, 122, 128, 134

exigua, 141

floccosa, 126

gyrosa, 1 16

humilis, 141

joannae, 118

/o&am, 129

mammiculata, 115

marquesana, 112, 114

wM/ru:, 146, 149

orbicularis , 112

oligocarpa, 131

oittoria, 180, 181

papillata, 184

partita , 112

pavementis, 122

pedata, 132

perforata, 112

personata, 134

phaula, 184

pigmentata, 192

pinguis, 116

p/zca/tf, 111, 112, 115, 116, 397, 400

pneumonodes, 149

procera, 196

psoloessa, 149

radicosa, 136

ramificata, 152

rectangularis, 112, 115

reducta, 236

reniformis, 197

robusta, 152, 155

solvens, 180

stolonifera, 122, 134, 138

theylpanes, 204

whiteieggii, 132

Styelidae, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 111, 280, 341

Styelinae, 12, 18, 111,214
Styeioides abranchiata, 184

Styelopsis scaevota, 53

Symplegma, 211, 213, 254, 260, 265

arenosa, 239, 254, 255, 256, 401

connectens, 255, 258, 260

ocawiw, 254, 255, 256, 257-8, 260, 399

pizoni, 213

repto/w, 254, 255, 256, 258-60, 398
systematica, 262

v/Wrfe, 254, 257, 258

Syncarpa, 213

Synstyeia incrustans, 262

Synstyela michaelseni, 262

Synstyeia monocarpa, 262

Synstyela reptanx, 258

Tethyum asymmetron, 141

Tethyum australiense, 152

Tethyum canopus, 112

Tethyum godeffroyi, 134

Tethyum jacatrensis, 289

Tethyum papillosum, 344

Tethyum piicatum, 116

Tethyum whiteieggii, 132

Theodoreila, 211,213, 214

Tibiana ramosa, 103, 104

Tunicata, 19

Xenobranchion, 83

Xenomolgula, 367


